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Preface 

The first International Modelica Conference took place October 2000, in Lund, Sweden. Since then, 
Modelica has increasingly become the preferred modeling language for complex multi-domain systems. 
During this time, the community of Modelica users has grown continuously. This is also reflected in the 
great response to the Call for Papers of the 5th International Modelica Conference. This year’s conference 
will be held on September 4th-5th, 2006 in Vienna. From the excellent papers submitted to the program 
committee, it was finally decided to include 66 oral and 15 poster presentations in the technical program. The 
technical papers cover thermodynamic and automotive applications, mechanical and electrical systems and 
the latest developments in modelling and simulation products. Before the conference, there will be five 
parallel tutorials. These tutorials include an introduction to Modelica, mathematical aspects of modeling, as 
well as the modeling of electric drives, vehicle and thermodynamic systems. 

Due to the special features of the Modelica language, such as object-oriented modeling and the ability to 
reuse and exchange models, Modelica strongly supports an integrated engineering design process. This fact 
is emphasized by the keynote of Dominique Florack, Executive Vice President R&D of Dassault Systemes, 
“About the strategic decision of Dassault Systemes to select Modelica to be at the core of Dassault Systemes' 
open strategy for CATIA Systems”. In various fields Modelica is being used as a standard platform for 
model exchange between suppliers and OEMs.  

A key issue for the success of Modelica is the continuous development of the Modelica language as well as 
the Modelica Standard Library by the Modelica Association under strict observance of backward 
compatibility with previous versions. The broad base of private and institutional members of the Modelica 
Association as a non-profit organization ensures language stability and security in software investments. 

The 5th International Modelica Conference was organized by the Modelica Association and arsenal research, 
Vienna, Austria. We would like to thank the local organizing committee, the technical program committee 
and the reviewers for offering their time and expertise throughout the organization of the conference. We 
would also like to wish all participants an excellent and interesting conference and hope you will have a 
memorable experience in Vienna. 

Vienna, September 1st, 2006 

Dr. Christian Kral Anton Haumer 
Conference Chair Program Chair 
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Abstract 
The design, implementation and use of GAPILib 
is discussed in this manuscript. GAPILib is a new 
Modelica library for parameter identification in 
Modelica models, using genetic algorithms (GA). 
GAPILib can be used for parameter estimation in 
any Modelica model and the estimation process 
does not require to perform model modifications. 
This new library supports simple- and multi-
objective optimization. GAPILib library is com-
posed of a set of functions that can be easily used, 
modified and extended. The use of GAPILib is 
illustrated by means of a case study: the estima-
tion of electrochemical parameters in fuel cell 
models, which have been composed by using Fu-
elCellLib library. GAPILib is completely written 
in Modelica language and it will be freely avail-
able soon. 
 
Keywords: Genetic Algorithm, Fuel cell, parame-
ter identification 
 

1 Introduction 
Frequently, the modelling process includes the 
estimation of model parameters from experimen-
tal data. The use of genetic algorithms (GA) to 
perform this task is broadly accepted. 
GA are numerical optimisation algorithms in-
spired by the natural selection processes that take 
place among the live beings. Individuals evolve 
thought adaptation to their external environment. 
Most capable individuals pass on their genetic 
information to later generations. As a conse-
quence, the population evolution after a number of 
generations allows to obtain optimum results. 

The use of GA for parameter estimation in Mode-
lica models has been previously proposed by 
Hongesombut et al. [1]. However, these authors 
programmed and ran the GA using Mat-
lab/Simulink. As a consequence, these authors’ 
approach requires the combined use of Mode-
lica/Dymola and Matlab/Simulink.  
The lack of a freely-available Modelica library 
implementing GA, suited for parameter estimation 
in Modelica models, has motivated the implemen-
tation of GAPILib library. 
The fundamentals of the GA supported by 
GAPILib library are briefly explained in Section 2 
and the library structure is discussed in Section 3. 
Finally, the use of GAPILib is illustrated by 
means of a case study: the estimation of electro-
chemical parameters in fuel cell models. This case 
study is described in Section 4. 
 
2 GA supported by GAPILib 
The GA supported by GAPILib library is sche-
matically represented in Figure 1. The algorithm 
consists of the steps described next. 
The GA starts with an initial population, which is 
randomly selected from the search space. Each 
individual of the population is formed by a group 
of chromosomes, which represents a solution to 
the problem. 
This initial population is evaluated by using a cost 
function. This function is used to calculate the 
validity of the population members, which are 
ordered according to this criterion. The most valid 
member is selected for the crossover process, 
which generates a new population. This new 
population is evaluated and recombined to obtain 
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a new generation, and so on. These steps of the 
algorithm are repeated until the stop condition is 
satisfied (see Figure 1). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1: GA supported by GAPILib 
 
The GA supported by GAPILib includes several 
processes intended to improve the algorithm per-
formance, such as: 

1. Elitism. Most valid individuals are passed 
on to the next generation without being al-
tered by genetic operators. Using elitism en-
sures that the best solution is never lost 
from one generation to the next. 

2. Mutation. It is a genetic operator that intro-
duces random changes on the individuals, 
maintaining genetic diversity from one gen-
eration of the population of chromosomes to 
the next. The purpose of mutation is to al-
low the algorithm to avoid local minima. 

A candidate problem solution is a value selection 
of the parameters under estimation. These pa-
rameter values are included in the model and this 
is simulated. A “fitness function” is applied to the 
obtained model response in order to evaluate the 
candidate solution. The next candidate solution is 
obtained by applying different genetic operators. 
The new values of the parameters are included in 
the model, which is simulated, and so on.  
 

3 GAPILib structure 
GAPILib has been programmed by combining the 
use of the scripting Modelica language (see Figure 
2a) and of functions written in Modelica language 

(see Figure 2b). The overall library structure is 
schematically represented in Figure 2. 
The GA execution starts by running the script file 
GAPILib.mos. This file only contains the sen-
tences required to execute the following two script 
files: GAPILIb_INI.mos and GAPILib_CYCLE (see 
Figure 2a). The purpose of these files can be 
summarized as follows: 

• The script file GAPILIb_INI.mos carries out 
the initialization of the GAPILib parameters 
and generates the initial population. 

• The script file GAPILib_CYCLE performs the 
operations required to obtain the next gen-
erations. Its execution finishes when the 
stop condition is satisfied. The stop condi-
tion shown in Figure 2a is of the type: 
“N_Cycle generations have been obtained”. 
Other stop conditions are possible, e.g., “the 
calculated fitness value is smaller than a 
given value”. 

Further details about these two script files are pro-
vided next. 
3.1  Script file GAPILIb_INI.mos 

The script file GAPILIb_INI.mos contains the re-
quired function calls to perform the following 
tasks (see Figure 2a): 

1. To define the directory path and the name of 
the Modelica models. This is the only place 
where the user has to provide this informa-
tion. 

2. To set the value of the GA parameters, 
which are listed in Table 1. 

 
Table 1: GAPILib’s GA parameters 

N_Population Number of individuals in the popu-
lation. 

N_Parameters Number of parameters to identify 
in the model (i.e., in Model.mo). 

N_Parents Number of parents of the popula-
tion selected to cross. 

N_Elitism Number of elite individuals. If 
N_Elitism=0, then the Elitism 
function is no applied. 

N_Cross_Point Number of crossing points. 
N_Cycle Number of generations calculated. 

This value sets the stop condition. 
F_Mut Probability of random modifica-

tion of an individual due to muta-
tion. 
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a)                                                                                                                          b) 
Figure 2: Schematic representation of GAPILib library architecture

3. To carry out the random selection of the 
crossing points used for the crossover proc-
ess. The function Ram_Gen_ARENA is used to 
generate the pseudo-random numbers. This 
function implements the pseudo-random 
number generator used by Arena 7.0 simu-
lation environment. 

4. To select the initial population, which is 
composed of random elements. Again, the 
Ram_Gen_ARENA function is used for pseudo-
random number generation. The user is al-
lowed to select the range of each parameter 
under estimation. This capability allows to 
reduce the search space. 

5. To read the experimental values used as a 
reference to fit the model. The 
Exp_Adq_SISO function is used to perform 
this task. 

3.2  Script file GAPILIb_CYCLE.mos 

The script file GAPILIb_CYCLE.mos contains the 
required function calls to perform the following 
tasks (see Figure 2a): 

1. To execute the script file 
GAPILib_SIM_SISO, that performs the simu-
lation of the model Model.mo with the pa-
rameter values corresponding to each of the 
individuals of the population. The model is 
simulated as many times as individuals are 
in the population. The simulation results are 
stored and compared with the experimental 

data. The Eval and Fit functions are used. 
All the population individuals are evaluated. 

2. To sort the population individuals according 
to the fitness values previously calculated. 
The Fit_Order function is used. 

3. To pass on the elite individuals to the next 
generation. These individuals are not altered 
by crossover and mutation. 

 

 
Figure 3: New generation obtained by crossover 
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Table 2: Input and output variables of GAPILib functions 

 
4. To cross the selected parents (the most ca-

pable individuals), using the crossing point 
calculated from GAPILIb_INI. The Cross 
function is used. The algorithm imple-
mented is shown in Figure 3. 

5. To apply the Mutation function. The muta-
tion factor is the probability used to mutate 
any parameter of an individual. 

6. The new population is completed with ran-
dom elements. The Ram_Gen_ARENA func-
tion is used. 

The input and output variables of GAPILib func-
tions are shown in Table 2. These functions are 
stored within the GAPILib.Basics package (see 
Figure 2b). 
 

Function name Input variables Output variables 

Ram_Gen_ARENA 
• Seed [1,6]: seed  of ARENA algorithm 
• N_Ram: number of pseudo-random num-

bers to generate 

• Ram_list:[1,N_Ram]: Array of 
N_Ram pseudo-random numbers 

Exp_Adq_SISO 

• namefile: name of .mat file where the 
experimental data is stored 

• Xmatrixname: name of X variable matrix 
• Ymatrixname:  name of Y variable matrix 

• State_Exp_Adq: state of experi-
mental data 

• SizeMatrix [2]: size of the Xma-
trixname and Ymatrixname ma-
trixes 

• Xexp: array of experimental X data 
• Yexp:  array of experimental Y data 

Eval 

• SimuPath: path of the model Model.mo 
• SimuCaseStudyName: name of the model 

to simulate 
• Xexp:  Array of experimental X data 
• New_Generation: complete set of popu-

lation values 

• DATASim_Int: interpolated values 
with Xexp of model simulate result 

Fit 
• DATASim_Int: interpolated values with 

Xexp of model simulate result 
• Yexp: array of experimental Y data 

• Eval_Mod: fitness evaluation result 

Fit_Order 

• Pop: population to be ordered 
• Fit: fitness of all population 
• Population: number of population indi-

viduals 
• Parents: number of population parents 
• Elitism: number of elitism individual 

• Pop_Ordered: population sorted by 
fitness value 

Cross 

• Parents: number of population parents 
• Elitism: number of elitism individual. 
• OldGeneration: old generation of popu-

lation ordered by fitness 

• NewGeneration_Cross: popula-
tion obtained from elitism and cross-
over 

Mutation 

• Nparameters: complete population pa-
rameters of NewGeneration_Cross 

• F_Mut: mutation factor 
• RamMut: pseudo-random number generated 

using Ram_Gen_ARENA. This number is 
used to decide whether a parameter is mu-
tated and its value 

• NewGeneration_Mut: population 
obtained after elitism, crossover and 
mutation 
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4 Case study 
GAPILib has been successfully applied to the es-
timation of electrochemical parameters in fuel cell 
models composed by using FuelCellLib. The 
packages and models of FuelCellLib are shown in 
Figure 4. Further information about this free 
Modelica library can be found in [2].  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 4: Packages and models of FuelCellLib 
 
The obtained models can be used to simulate the 
steady-state and the dynamic behavior [3,4,5] of 
the fuel cells along their complete range of opera-
tion. For instance: 

• The experimental and simulated polariza-
tion curve (I-V) of a fuel cell is shown in 
Figure 5. 

• The experimental and simulated fuel cell 
voltage, obtained in response to step 
changes in the load, is shown in Figure 6a. 

• The simulated vs. experimental data of the 
water long-term effect is shown in Figure 
6b. The simulation reproduces: (1) the slow 
voltage rise due to the membrane hydrate; 
and (2) the voltage fall due to the water 
flooding of the cathode. 

Next, the these three fitness processes are dis-
cussed. 
The experimental data used in this work have 
been obtained in the laboratory of renewable en-
ergy of the IAI, CSIC. 
 

 

 
Figure 5: Fuel-cell polarization curve: (o) ex-
perimental; (--) simulated using FuelCellLib 
 
 

 
a) 

 
b) 
Figure 6: Experimental (__) and simulated using 
FuelCellLib (- -). Time [s], X axis. Voltage [V], Y 
axis. a) Fuel cell voltage in response to step 
changes in the load. b) Long-term effect of the 
water, with constant load. 
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4.1 Fitness of the polarization curve 
In order to obtain the polarization curve, the 
model has to be simulated, for each of the opera-
tion points composing the curve, until the steady-
state is reached.  
The parameters identified to fit the polarization 
curve are shown in Table 3. In all experiments, 
one crossing point was used. The fitness function 
is defined as the sum of the quadratic differences 
between the experimental and the simulated val-
ues of the variable. I.e.: 

Fit = ∑(Yi-Ŷi)2 (1)
 
The GA parameters are set to the following val-
ues: 

• The stop condition is satisfied after 5000 
generations. 

• Each population was composed of 100 indi-
viduals. 

• The mutation factor was 0.25. 

• 70 parents and one elite element were used 
in each generation. 

The values of a parameter obtained with best fit-
ness value are shown in the Table 4. 
 

Table 3: Parameters to estimate 
Parameter  

A Tafel slope 

In Inner current density 

Io Exchange current density 

B Mass transfer slope 

R Inner area specific resistance 

Ilim Limiting transport current density 

 
Table 4: Result of the fitness 

Parameter Value 

A (V) 0.0390 

In  (A cm-2) 1.4 x 10-3 

Io (A cm-2) 1.5856 x 10-6 

B  (V) 0.0918 

R  (Ω cm2) 7.2860 x 10-4 

Ilim (A cm-2) 0.2265 

 

4.2 Fitness of the fuel cell voltage in response 
to step changes in the load 

It is this case, GAPILib is used to estimate the 
values of the four parameters shown in Table 5. 
The GA parameters are set to the following val-
ues: 

• The stop condition is satisfied after 200 
generations. 

• 150 individuals were used in each popula-
tion. 

• A factor of mutation of 0.25 was applied. 

• 100 parents were used in each generation. 

• One elite element was used. 
The obtained values of the parameters are shown 
in the Table 6. 
 

Table 5: Parameters to estimate 
Parameter   

Rinf Down resistance value 

Rsup High resistance value 

Cdl Doble layer capacitance 

ks Electrical conductivity od the solid 

 
Table 6: Results of the fitness 

Parameter Value 

R inf (Ω m-2 ) 0.03315 

R sup (Ω m-2) 5.1 

Cdl (F m-2) 10.12 

ks (S m-1) 0.01 

 
4.3 Fitness of the long term effect of water on 

the fuel cell voltage with constant resis-
tance load 

To carry out this experiment, the fuel cell model 
was modified in order to reproduce the variation 
of the membrane conductivity. The parameters 
used to fit the model are shown in Table 7. 
The GA parameters are set to the following val-
ues: 

• The stop condition is satisfied after 700 
generations. 

• 70 individuals were used in each popula-
tion. 

• A factor of mutation of 0.15 was applied. 
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• 50 parents were used in each generation. 

• One elite element was used. 
The obtained values of the parameters are shown 
in Table 8. 
 

Table 7: Parameters to estimate 
Parameter   

da(Act_Layer)  Width of active layer 

Xs Percentage of pore volume of solid 

D12 Binary difusion coefficient 

da(Mem_Layer) Width of membrane layer 

Rmem Resistance of membrane layer 

 
Table 8: Result of the fitness 

Parameter Value 

da(Act_Layer) (m) 6 x 10-8 

Xs 0.05 

D12 (m2/s) 5.01 x 10-9 

da(Mem_Layer) (m) 1.6 x 10-5 

Rmem (Ω m-2 ) 1.419 x 10-3 

 
 

5 Future work 
Next version of GAPILib will support the solution 
of multi-objective problems. Also, it will include 
additional fitness functions and the user will be 
allowed to select among them the fitness function 
best suited to each particular problem. 
In addition, a complete guide of GAPILib use will 
be developed. 

 
6 Conclusions 
The design, implementation and use of GAPILib 
has been discussed. GAPILib library is an effec-
tive tool for parameter identification in Modelica 
models using GA. It is completely written in 
Modelica language, which facilitates its use, 
modification and extension. GAPILib can be used 
for parameter identification in any Modelica 
model and the estimation process does not require 
to perform model modifications. GAPILib has 
been successfully applied to the estimation of 
electrochemical parameters in fuel cell models, 

which have been composed by using FuelCellLib 
library. 
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Abstract 

A new tool, Ascola™, is presented for import of 
Dymola generated C-code of a Modelica simulation 
model into Ascet-MD. All variable names, types, 
default values, units and comments of the original 
Modelica model along with the naming structure are 
retained during import.  
 
The main focus of Ascola is on delivering a user-
friendly tool to aid embedded control system design 
using Ascet and Modelica. An example will be dis-
cussed to illustrate the import process and the use of 
imported models in Ascet. 

1. Motivation 

The tools of the Ascet product family [1] support the 
development of embedded software by model-based 
design of control and diagnostic functions, simula-
tion, rapid prototyping, and automatic code genera-
tion. Ascet-MD provides functions to support the 
modeling and (offline-) simulation tasks in a struc-
tured, object oriented way. Functions like the visu-
alization of the interdependencies in a model or the 
possibility to edit all implementation details of a 
variable help the user to focus on the main algo-
rithms. Ascet tools are widely used in the automotive 
sector. 
 
To check whether the software and the control algo-
rithms under development fulfill all functional re-
quirements of a design project is a core task in all 
stages of the development process. In the first stages 
this is mostly done by testing the control algorithms 
and the control software against a simulation model 
of the device to be controlled (model-in-te-loop and 
software-in-the-loop). In later stages hardware-in-

the-loop simulations come in. For the Ascet envi-
ronment Ascet-MIP (Matlab Integration Package) [1] 
facilitates the import of Simulink [2] models to per-
form such functional tests. It requires the component 
Realtime Workshop [2] to generate C-code of the 
Simulink model, which is then imported in Ascet. 
 
Due to its unique features (most outstanding the ob-
ject oriented, acausal approach) Modelica [3] is used 
more and more as a modeling language for mecha-
tronic devices which are typically controlled by an 
embedded controller. Naturally, developers of em-
bedded control software wish to use also Modelica 
models in Ascet for functional testing. Using Dy-
mola [4] for processing a Modelica model this can be 
done with some tweaking via export of the Modelica 
/ Dymola model to Simulink and import of the re-
sulting S-function block in Ascet via MIP [5]. How-
ever, this requires a long chain of tools, what makes 
the development process less robust and more ex-
pensive. In this paper we introduce Ascola as a tool 
for direct import of Dymola generated C-code of a 
Modelica model into Ascet. 

2. Basic Structure of Ascet 

A controller is specified (modeled) in Ascet by a set 
of interdependent elements, modules, classes, proc-
esses, tasks, and messages. The algorithms and the 
configuration of the operating system used are main-
tained in a project. Projects consist of modules and 
tasks. Modules contain several processes which are 
specified within the module and scheduled for 
execution in the tasks. Modules encapsulate several 
class instances as objects. Each instance belongs to a 
single class which contains the related methods. 
Each module occurs only once in a project, whereas 
classes may have several instances. Methods differ 
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from processes by containing arguments and return 
values. Inter-process communication is done using 
messages. Messages from different modules are 
globally available, they are automatically routed ac-
cording to matching names. All elements are kept in 
a database to facilitate consistent handling and reuse. 
 
Both classes and modules may be specified graphi-
cally using a block diagram editor or textually using 
the built-in language ESDL (Embedded Software 
Description Language), or using ANSI-C. All ele-
ments of Ascet contain implementation information 
in order to handle target- or project-specific variants. 
The implementation consists of the respective data 
types, default values, ranges and quantization of val-
ues and memory-location information (RAM, ROM, 
flash, etc.). Therefore C-classes and C-modules are 
always implementation specific and treated accord-
ingly in Ascet. The implementation information is 
used for the automatic code generation. It’s indispen-
sable especially for generating code for specialized 
embedded targets with fixed-point arithmetic. 
 
An important part of the controller specification is 
the interface definition of the controller’s classes and 
modules. The interface of a class consists of its pub-
lic methods, their arguments and return values. The 
interface of a module consists of its processes. Proc-
esses determine the activation of the module’s func-
tionalities, but unlike C-classes they do not define 
inputs, outputs or parameters. Modules communicate 
and interact via messages and global elements which 
have to be specified explicitly. 
 
In Ascet’s project editor the different processes, 
tasks and the runtime environment (the built in real-
time operating system Ercosek) can be configured. 
There is also an experiment environment to run, 
stimulate, calibrate and monitor the generated con-
troller code. The control algorithm may run offline 
on a PC, in real-time on a dedicated experiment 
hardware and on several target processors used in 
today’s automotive control units. 

3. Ascola 

3.1 Overview 

According to the described structure of Ascet an im-
ported C-code simulation model matches the proper-
ties of a C-module inserted in a project (not in a li-
brary), because it is unique, has an encapsulated 

functionality, is based on full scale floating point 
arithmetic (what’s a target specific implementation 
detail from Ascet’s point of view), and needs a spe-
cific task structure and a specific sampling rate, 
which are defined in a project, not in a module. 
 
Started in an Ascet project editor Ascola first reads 
in the model specific C code generated by Dymola 
(dsmodel.c), parses the variable definitions (input, 
output, parameters, and initial states), and prepares 
corresponding elements according to the Ascet con-
ventions (data type, unit, comment, etc.). It then dis-
plays the basic model properties (number and type of 
parameters, etc.), and asks the user for model and 
parameter-update sampling rates and the integration 
algorithm to choose (if not included in the model [6] 
). 
 
From this information an Ascet C-module with body, 
header, and interface definition is automatically gen-
erated and inserted in the actual project. In addition 
the necessary make information (compiler settings, 
symbol definition, linking of model independent 
utilities, etc.) is generated. The C-module is organ-
ized in four processes (initialization, simulation, pa-
rameter update and termination) which are assigned 
to four dedicated tasks. Now the imported Dymola 
model code can be used like any other module in an 
Ascet experiment environment.  
 
After having generated C-code from a Modelica 
model Dymola is not needed any more neither for 
the import procedure nor at runtime of the corre-
sponding Ascet module, what’s a major advantage 
compared with cosimulation approaches. More over, 
Dymola generated code can easily be passed to an 
Ascet user without disclosure of model details be-
cause that code is very hard to read. If the Dymola 
code is used in an offline experiment in Ascet even a 
variable step integrator including event detection 
may be used in that module, avoiding the necessity 
to tune the simulation model for fixed step integra-
tion, what may be a major task if the model is stiff, 
contains nonlinearities, state events, and / or causal-
ity changes (e.g. stick slip, hard stop, etc). This tech-
nique of encapsulating the integration algorithm 
along with the simulation model (as a separate or an 
inlined algorithm) is beneficial also in other simula-
tion environments like Simulink (see e.g. [7] ). 
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3.2 Mapping of Modelica Models to Ascet 

Mapping of Modelica model properties to Ascet 
comprises mainly two aspects: handling of data types 
and plugging into the operating system environment. 
 
Modelica’s predefined data types (real, integer, boo-
lean) containing values, units and comments fit quite 
well to according Ascet’s data types (Ascet is limited 
to scalars and arrays in one and two dimensions). 
Therefore Ascola preserves the Modelica names, 
units and comments. Ascet’s tabulated data types 
(1D and 2D, several interpolation methods) contain-
ing axis and dependent values have no corresponding 
data type built in Modelica (version 2.2.1, [3]). A 
user defined Modelica data type would not help, be-
cause it’s structure can’t be traced down in the C-
code generated by Dymola. 
 
Input and output are implemented as messages in 
Ascet. Modelica variables with fixed causality are 
mapped correspondingly. Because Ascet messages 
are limited to scalars, fixed causality arrays in Mode-
lica have to be serialized. 
 
Since Ascet does not provide integrators which can 
be used for C-modules they have to be added by As-
cola, if not already included in the model (inline in-
tegration [4]). Despite the fixed I/O schedule (per-
formed at a user defined rate) a variable step solver 
may be used as mentioned in paragraph 3.1. In the 
current version Ascola provides Euler and DASSL 
(stiff solver, variable step [8]) as integrators. 
 
Apart form initial and terminal sections Modelica 
doesn’t provide any keyword influencing the execu-
tion sequence of the generated code. Therefore there 
are code parts executed once and other parts exe-
cuted in a fixed schedule imposed by the controller 
under test. This scheduling requirements end up with 
the following task scheme: 
 
• initial task: model initialization (single shot) 
• step task: input, output, model evaluation (high 

sampling rate) 
• parameter update (low sampling rate) 
• terminal task: model terminal section (single 

shot) 
 

3.3 Implementation Aspects 

Ascola is implemented in C++. In the current version 
only the PC target is supported which is based on the 
Borland C++-compiler. 
 
The complete model specific Dymola code is stored 
in the Ascet database in order to avoid consistency 
problems. Ascola supports several Dymola versions 
(6.0 and higher) by providing version-specific header 
files and corresponding function libraries.  

4 Example 

Figure 1 shows a simple vehicle model which is suit-
able for checking e.g. cruise control algorithms. As-
cola is invoked from an Ascet project editor (menu 
Dymola / Import C-code, see figure 2). After having 
chosen the file to import Ascola shows the main 
model properties (number and type of parameters, 
inputs, and outputs) and import defaults (task names 
and task timings for model code and parameter up-
date) which may be overwritten by the user (figure 
3). The different steps of the import procedure are 
logged in Ascet’s monitor window (figure 4). After 
the code import Ascets main window shows the in-
terface elements of the generated C-code module: 
names of the Modelica variables (with prefixes in_, 
out_, and p_ for inputs, outputs and parameters) and 
the corresponding Ascet properties (type, scope, 
kind, dependency, etc.), see figure 5. In the OS tab of 
the project editor the generated task configuration 
settings are shown (figure 6). From the project editor 
a simulation experiment may be invoked, figue 7 
shows simulation results. 

5 Future  

For a future version it’s intended to support also As-
cet’s rapid prototyping targets (based on PowerPC 
[1]). This will facilitate model based control and 
realtime simulations using Modelica models. Based 
on user demand it’s further planned to make Dymola 
generated C-code import also available for Intecrio, 
Etas’ universal simulation tool [1]. 
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Figure 1: Simple vehicle model for checking cruise control algorithms 
 
 

 
 
Figure 2: Invoking Ascola from an Ascet project editor 
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Figure 3: Graphical user interface of Ascola 
 
 

 
 
Figure 5: Ascet main window after model import 
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Figure 4: Ascola import messages in Ascet monitor 
 

 
 
Figure 6: Operating system configuration for imported model 
 

 
 

Figure 7: Vehicle acceleration simulation in Ascet (upper: engine and impeller speed, lower: vehicle speed 
and actual gear) 
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Abstract 

Along with its benefits, object-oriented modeling 
with Modelica language also brings the risk of miss-
ing or redundant equations, thus leads to an under-
constrained problem or an over-constrained problem. 
This paper aims at facilitating debugging of structur-
ally singular model through an analyzer in terms of 
reducing the number of tests to correct the model. 
When checking for singularities of a component, the 
analyzer first uses some fictitious equations to re-
place the constraint equations generated by the out-
side connections of the component, and then identi-
fies whether the singularities derive from the com-
ponent or not by structural analysis. The checking 
procedure is done recursively. The proposed ana-
lyzer can automatically identify faulty components 
that are responsible for the singularities. 
Keywords: Modelica; debugging; structural analysis; 
structural singularity 

1 Introduction 

The need for mathematical modeling and simulation 
in engineering is continuously rising since technical 
systems become increasingly complex and physical 
prototyping becomes too expensive. Modelica is an 
object-oriented equation based language for efficient 
modeling and simulation of complex, heterogeneous, 
multi-domain physical systems described by ordi-
nary differential and algebraic equations. Modelica 
allows describing simulation models in a declarative 
object-oriented manner, so that a model can be used 
to solve various problems and model components 
easily can be modified to describe similar systems. 
Following object-oriented modeling methodology, a 
Modelica model is structured as closely as possible 
to the corresponding physical system. In particular, 
models are defined in acausal form, independently of 
the context in which it is used. Complex models can 
be realized by aggregating more submodels and their 
connections within a composite larger model, which 

may in turn be connected to other models. For con-
tinuous time modeling, by assembling the declarative 
equations of component models, this form of model 
representation gives rise to a larger scale system of 
differential algebraic equations (DAEs). 
Along with its benefits, object-oriented modeling 
with Modelica language often unconsciously leads to 
an under-constrained problem or an over-constrained 
problem. In such situations, numerical solvers fail to 
find correct solutions to the underlying system of 
equations. Due to the high-level abstraction of equa-
tion based models, it is extremely hard to find and 
localize model singularities. Moreover, especially for 
complex physical systems, the underlying system of 
equations is of very large dimension. Even if a mod-
eler suspects a redundant equation, it is very time-
consuming to identify the equation in a large scale 
system of equations. Therefore, it is a key problem to 
check for the singularity of the model before using it 
for analysis or design purposes, or before generating 
the simulation code. 
To address the aforementioned problem, Bunus and 
Fritzson[1,2] have developed a debugging framework 
for Modelica models and have adapted traditional 
debugging techniques and algorithms to it. Equations 
and variables that probably cause the irregularities 
are isolated by applying graph decomposition tech-
niques and reduced by using structural information 
and semantic information. The developed algorithms 
and methods help to statically detect and repair a 
broad range of errors without having to execute the 
simulation model. 
This paper focuses on checking for structural singu-
larities of equation based models. Our goal is to de-
velop an analyzer, called Model Singularity Analyzer 
(MSA), to help the modeler to localize model singu-
larities more quickly and more efficiently.  
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 dis-
cusses the three main steps of the MSA. The exam-
ples are demonstrated in Section 3. Section 4 gives a 
comparison of the MSA to existing methods. Section 
5 presents our conclusions. 
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2 Structural analysis 

2.1 Detecting structural singularities 

Before solving a Modelica model, the Modelica 
source code is first translated into a so called  “flat 
model”, which is a flat set of equations, constants, 
parameters and variables. For continuous time mod-
eling, the flat model can be described by a system of 
differential algebraic equations of the form 

0),,,,( =tpuxxF &                              (1) 

where x is the variable vector, u is the input vector, p 
is the parameter vector and t is time.  
The system of equations resulting from a Modelica 
model can naturally be represented as a bipartite 
graph },,{ 21 EVVG =  where V1 denotes the set of 
equations, V2 denotes the set of variables, and there 
is an edge Ee∈  between a variable 2Vv∈  and an 
equation 1Vu∈  if variable v appears in equation u. 

When using a model for simulation, it is a basic re-
quirement that there are as many equations as vari-
ables, and that we can determine a mapping between 
equations and variables in such a way that each 
equation is related one and only one variable. If the 
requirement is satisfied, we call the model structural 
nonsingularity. Otherwise, the mode is structurally 
singular.  
Therefore, a crucial step of checking for structural 
singularities is to assign each variable vi to a unique 
equation ej such that vi appears in ej. If it is impossi-
ble to pair variables and equations in this way then 
the model is structurally singular. This assignment 
procedure can be realized by calculating a perfect 
matching in the bipartite graph associated with the 
system of equations. If the perfect matching does not 
exist then the corresponding system of equations is 
structurally singular.  
For a structurally singular model, we can isolate the 
over-determined and under-determined subsets of 
equations by the DM decomposition[4]. However, 
when applied to a large system of equations, the DM 
decomposition finds a large under-determined or 
over-determined block, which is less helpful for lo-
calizing the structural singularities, so methods to 
help are necessary. 
To check for structural singularities of DAE systems, 
we should not distinguish between the appearance of 
x and the appearances of its derivative, the appear-
ances of x&  are considered as appearances of x. Thus 
to check if the DAE system 0),,( =txxF &  is struc-

turally singular, we check if the algebraic system 
0),,( =txxF  is structurally singular with respect to x. 

2.2 Generating fictitious equations 

A complete Modelica model is always made up of 
components, which maybe consist of other sub-
components. For a composite model, the structural 
singularities may be caused by improper use of com-
ponents, or come from structurally singular compo-
nents. So if a composite model is structurally singu-
lar, we should check for structural singularities of its 
components to determine whether the singularities 
comes from its components or not. 
However, a component of a model always has out-
side connections to communicate with the rest of the 
model. If we isolate a component from the environ-
ment where it is used, and check for structural singu-
larities of the component, we can not determine 
which connection equations generated by outside 
connections should be included into the system of 
equations resulting from the component. The reason 
is connections between components are often acausal, 
i.e., the data flow in connection is not explicitly 
specified. 
The object-oriented modeling methodology uses en-
ergy flow for modeling[5,6]. It is necessary for the 
modeler, when designing model interfaces, to guar-
antee that connecting such models in an arbitrary 
fashion will always ensure that power, momentum, 
and mass are balanced at the interfaces. This means 
that the sum of incoming energy flows must equal 
the sum of outgoing energy flows at connection 
points. Hence, acausal connections in Modelica 
models in fact are a kind of connection based on en-
ergy flow. 
Therefore, when checking for structural singularities 
of components, we disregard the connection equa-
tions generated by outside connections, and use some 
fictitious equations to compensate the lost constraints 
in the following way. 
1. We generate a fictitious equation for each flow 
variable and make the equation contain all variables 
appearing in the same connector with the flow vari-
able.  
2. We generate for each input variable a fictitious 
equation which assigns a value to the corresponding 
input variable. 
3. Potential variables may be more than flow vari-
ables in a connector. In such case, we assume some 
outside constraints on these redundant potential vari-
ables. To construct the most general constraint, we 
generate a fictitious equation for each redundant po-
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tential variable, and make these equations contain all 
potential variables of all the connectors. Let C de-
note a model component, k be the number of the fic-
titious equations added for the redundant potential 
variables, r be the number of connectors of C, im  be 
the number of potential variables in the ith connector, 

in  be the number of flow variables in the ith connec-
tor, p be the number of variables of C, and q be the 
number of equations of C. There is the following 
dependence: 
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is the number of fictitious equations 

added for flow variables. 
The aim of case 1 is to construct a general energy 
flow constraint equation. To explain the idea, we 
first define a generic physical connector class as fol-
lows:  
connector generic 

Real e;    //potential variable 
flow Real f;    //flow variable 

end generic; 
We assume c1 and c2 are two instances of the con-
nector class generic. According to Modelica seman-
tics, the connection connect(c1, c2) produces two 
equations, namely: c1.e=c2.e and c1.f+c2.f=0. From 
this two connection equations, we can get c1.e*c1.f+ 
c2.e*c2.f =0. We further assume c1.e*c1.f=C, where 
C is a constant, then c2.e*c2.f=–C. Since we only 
focus on which variables appear in each equation 
rather than how they appear when checking for struc-
tural singularities, we can use the general form equa-
tions f1(c1.e, c1.f)=0 to express c1.e*c1.f=C, and 
f2(c2.e,c2.f)=0 to express c2.e*c2.f=–C. However, 
there are sometimes more than one matched flow 
variable and potential variable in a connector. Hence, 
without loss of generality, we generate for each flow 
variable a general form equation which contains all 
flow and potential variables of a connector, i.e., 
g(e1,e2,…,f1,f2,…)=0, where  fi(i=1,2,…) is flow 
variable, ei(i=1,2,…) is potential variable.  

The fictitious equations generated for flow variables 
can be regarded as constraint equations about power, 
momentum, and mass which passes connectors. This 
is because that, in any physical system, the power 
can be written as the product of two adjugate vari-
ables, called the potential and the flow in Modelica 
language. For example, in electrical systems the 
power P=v*i where v denotes the voltage and i de-
notes the current, and in translational mechanical 
systems the momentum P=v*f where v denotes the 
velocity and f denotes the force.  
By generating fictitious equations, we can obtain the 
system of equations resulting from a component. By 
checking for structural singularities of the system of 
equations, we can determine that the component is 
structurally singular or not.  

2.3 Locating faulty components 

A connector can be connected, and also be not con-
nected. When checking for singularities of a compo-
nent, two possibilities are considered. It is noticed 
that, once a connector is assumed to be not con-
nected, all other connectors of the same component 
are considered to be connected. If a connector is as-
sumed to be not connected, the fictitious equations 
for flow variables of the connector are not generated, 
instead flow variables are set to zero. 
If a structurally singular component is make up of 
subcomponents, the checking procedure can be done 
recursively, until the fault component is a primitive 
component, or each subcomponent of the fault com-
ponent is structurally nonsingular. 
For that, we introduce the following definition. 
Definition 1. Let C be a structurally singular com-
ponent. C is a minimal structurally singular (MSS) 
component if either of the following two conditions 
is satisfied: 
1. C is a primitive component described in terms of 
equations; 
2. C is a composite component consisting of other 
connected subcomponents, and none of its subcom-
ponents is structurally singular. 
We therefore propose the following strategy for lo-
cating structural singularities in Modelica models. 
Our aim is to locate all the MSS components of a 
structurally singular model. First, we check whether 
a perfect matching exists or not in the bipartite graph 
associated with a whole model. This can be done by 
solving the maximum matching problem[7,8]. If a per-
fect matching does not exist, we apply the DM de-
composition to isolate the over-determined and un-
der-determined subsets of equations. Then we check 
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for structural singularities of each component in turn 
to determine whether the singularities derive from 
the component or not. So it is very natural to con-
sider the following subproblem procedure. 
Procedure P(C) 
Input: a structurally singular component C 
Output: the structurally singular subcomponent set 
T 
begin 

set T :=∅ ; 
let Q be a subcomponent set; set Q :=∅ ; 
add the subcomponents of C to Q; 
for each C'∈ Q do 
    begin 

generate fictitious equations for C'; 
obtain the system of equations E of C'; 
construct the bipartite graph G for E; 
determine a maximum matching W in G; 

    if W is not perfect then 
    add C' to T; 

end 
end 
By performing the above subproblem procedure, we 
can obtain all the singular subcomponents of a singu-
lar component, if they exist. For each singular sub-
component, we further perform the above procedure 
to obtain its singular subcomponents. This procedure 
is performed iteratively until the singular subcompo-
nent is a MSS component. Clearly, the recursive ap-
plication of the above procedure can construct a tree 
of subproblems. By using the depth first rule, we 
obtain our algorithm which outputs all the MSS 
components of a structurally singular model. The 
algorithm is described as follows: 
Algorithm 1: Obtaining the MSS components 
Input: a structurally singular component M 
Output: the MSS components set S 
begin 

set S :=∅ ; 
if M is composite then 

begin 
let L be the list of components; 
set L :=P(M); 
while L is not empty do 

begin 
let C be the last component in L; 
remove C from L; 

        if C is composite then 
        begin 

let K be a component set;  
set K :=P(C); 
if K=∅  then 

add C to S; 
else 

add each element of K to the end 
of L; 

end 
else 

add C to S; 
end 

end 
else 

add M to S; 
end 
Finally, for each MSS component it is desirable to 
give the user some hints what is wrong. If a MSS 
component is a composite component, we inform the 
user that some subcomponents of the MSS compo-
nent may be improperly used. If a MSS component is 
a primitive component, we produce some hints by 
locating critical parts of the component that are re-
sponsible for singularities. For an over-constrained 
problem, the redundant equations must appear in 
both the over-determined subset and the MSS com-
ponent. Similarly, for an under-constrained problem, 
the free variables must appear in both the under-
determined subset and the MSS component. 

3 Examples 

The first example is an oscillator model depicted in 
figure 1. A mass Ma is hanging in a spring Sa which 
is connected to a fixed housing Fa. The mass Ma is 
subject to the gravitational force and the force from 
the spring. It is given an initial position s = −0.5, 
which is offset from the equilibrium position and 
therefore starts an oscillating movement up-and-
down. The positive coordinate direction is upward in 
the figure, which applies to both positions and forces. 
The Modelica description of the oscillator is pre-
sented as follows: 
model Oscillator 

Mass Ma(L=1, s(start=-0.5)); 
Spring Sa(s_rel0=2, c=10000); 
Fixed Fa(s0=1.0); 

equation 
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connect(Sa.flange_b, Fa.flange_b); 
connect(Ma.flange_b, Sa.flange_a); 

end Oscillator; 

 
Figure 1. The oscillator Model 

The component model Spring and Fixed are avail-
able in Modelica class libraries. The definition of the 
component model Mass is presented as follows: 
model Mass 

extends Rigid; 
parameter Real m =1; 
constant Real g =9.81; 
Real v; 
Real a; 

equation 
v = der(s); 
a = der(v); 
flange_b.f = m*a – m*g; 
v = 6;  //an additional equation 

end Mass; 
In order to obtain an over-constrained problem, we 
introduce an additional equation (v=6) in the model 
Mass. The set of equations generated from the Oscil-
lator model is presented in table 1. 

Table 1. The set of equations and variables corre-
sponding to the Oscillator model 

e1: Ma.v = der(Ma.s) 
e2: Ma.a = der(Ma.v) 
e3: Ma.flange_b.f=Ma.m*Ma.a 

-Ma.m *Ma.g 
e4: Ma.v=6 
e5: Ma.flange_a.s=Ma.s-Ma.L/2 
e6: Ma.flange_b.s=Ma.s+Ma.L/2 
e7: Sa.f=Sa.c*(Sa.s_rel-Sa.s_rel0) 
e8: Sa.s_rel=Sa.flange_b.s 

-Sa.flange_a.s 
e9: Sa.flange_a.f=-Sa.f 
e10: Sa.flange_b.f=Sa.f 

v1: Ma.s 
v2: Ma.v 
v3: Ma.a 
v4: Ma.flange_a.s
v5: Ma.flange_a.f 
v6: Ma.flange_b.s
v7: Ma.flange_b.f
v8: Sa.s_rel 
v9: Sa.f 
v10: Sa.flange_a.s
v11: Sa.flange_a.f
v12: Sa.flange_b.s

e11: Fa.flange_b.s=Fa.s0 
e12: Ma.flange_b.s=Sa.flange_a.s 
e13: Ma.flange_b.f+Sa.flange_a.f=0 
e14: Fa.flange_b.s=Sa.flange_b.s 
e15: Fa.flange_b.f+Sa.flange_b.f=0 
e16: Ma.flange_a.f=0 

v13: Sa.flange_b.f
v14: Fa.flange_b.s
v15: Fa.flange_b.f

Performing the DM decomposition, the over-
constrained subgraph is found and represented 
graphically in figure 2, where the covered edges by 
the maximum matching are marked by thick lines. 

 
When check for structural singularities of the com-
ponent Ma, we first assume that both the connectors 
flange_a and flange_b are connected, and generate 
e1': f(Ma.flange_a.f, Ma.flange_a.s)=0 for the flow 
variable  Ma.flange_a.f and e2': f(Ma.flange_b.f, Ma. 
flange_b.s)=0 for the flow variable Ma.flange_b.f. 
The corresponding bipartite graph to the component 
Ma is shown in figure 3, where a maximum match-
ing is marked by thick lines. 

 
In figure 3, e3 is a free vertex, so the component Ma 
is structurally singular, and there exists one redun-
dant equation. It means the primitive component Ma 
is a MSS component. The equations that appear in 
both the over-constrained subgraph and the compo-
nent Ma are e1, e2, e3, e4 and e6, one of which is 
redundant. Similarly, by generating fictitious, we can 
determine the components Sa and Fa are structurally 

Figure 3. The bipartite graph corresponding to the 
component Ma with a maximum matching 

v2

e1

v1 v3 v4 v5 v6 

e2 e3 e4 e5 e6 e1' 

v7 

e2'

e1

v1 v2 v3 v6

e2 e3 e4 e6

v8

e7

v7 v9 v10 v11 v12 

e8 e9 e11 

v14

e12 e13 e14

Figure 2. The over-constrained subgraph 
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nonsingular. In this case, the following message is 
presented to the modeler. 

 
The second example is an AC motor model depicted 
in figure 5. This model contains components from 
the two domains: mechanical domain and electrical 
domain.  

 
Figure 5.  The AC motor model 

The Modelica description of the ACMotor model 
appears as follows: 
model ACMotor 

SineVoltage Vs(V=220,freqHz=50); 
Resistor Ra(R=0.5); 
Inductor La(L=0.1); 
EMF Emf; 
Inertia Jm(J=0.001); 

Ground G1; 
equation 

connect(Vs.p, Ra.p); 
connect(Ra.n, La.p); 
connect(La.n, Emf.p); 
connect(Emf.flange_b, Jm.flange_a); 
connect(Emf.n, G1.p); 
connect(Vs.n, G1.p); 

end ACMotor; 
The component models Inductor, EMF, Inertia and 
Ground are available in Modelica class libraries. In 
order to make the ACMotor singular, the following 
Resistor model is defined.  
model Resistor 

extends OnePort; 
parameter Real R=1; 
Real s; 

equation 
R*i = v+s; 
p.v=12; 

end Resistor; 
The complete set of equations (shown in Table 2) 
generated from the ACMotor class consists of 37 
differential algebraic equations and 37 variables. 
This is a structurally singular problem where under-
constrained and over-constrained situations appear 
simultaneously. The DM decomposition will find the 
over-constrained, well-constrained and under con-
strained subgraphs. The over-constrained subgraph 
contains equations e1, e4, e9, e20, e29, e30 and e37, 
and variables v1, v3, v5, v7, v25 and v29. The well-
constrained subgraph contains equation e33 and 
variable v34. All other equations and variables are 
contained in the under-constrained subgraph. Be-
cause of space limitation, the over-constrained and 
under-constrained subgraphs are not depicted here. 

Table 2. The set of equations and variables corresponding to the AC motor model 
e1:Vs.v = Vs.p.v-Vs.n.v 
e2: 0 = Vs.p.i+Vs.n.i 
e3: Vs.i = Vs.p.i 
e4: Vs.v = Vs.V*sin(2*Vs.PI*Vs.freqHz *time) 
e5: Ra.v = Ra.p.v-Ra.n.v 
e6: 0 = Ra.p.i+Ra.n.i 
e7: Ra.i = Ra.p.i 
e8: Ra.R*Ra.i = Ra.v+Ra.s 
e9: Ra.p.v = 12 
e10: La.v = La.p.v-La.n.v 
e11: 0 = La.p.i+La.n.i 
e12: La.i = La.p.i 
e13: La.L*der(La.i) = La.v 

v1: Vs.p.v 
v2: Vs.p.i 
v3: Vs.n.v 
v4: Vs.n.i 
v5: Vs.v 
v6: Vs.i 
v7: Ra.p.v 
v8: Ra.p.i 
v9: Ra.n.v 
v10: Ra.n.i 
v11: Ra.v 
v12: Ra.i 
v13: Ra.s 

Error: The model Oscillator is structurally singular. 
The singularity comes from the component Ma. 
There is 1 redundant equation in the equations: 

v = der(s); 
a = der(v); 
flange_b.f = m*a- m*g; 
v = 6; 
flange_b.s = s+L/2; 

Figure 4. The error message for the model Oscillator
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e14: Emf.v = Emf.p.v-Emf.n.v 
e15: 0 = Emf.p.i+Emf.n.i 
e16: Emf.i = Emf.p.i 
e17: Emf.w =der(Emf.flange_b.phi) 
e18: Emf.k*Emf.w = Emf.v 
e19: Emf.flange_b.tau = -Emf.k*Emf.i 
e20: G1.p.v = 0 
e21: Jm.w = der(Jm.phi) 
e22: Jm.a = der(Jm.w) 
e23: Jm.J*Jm.a = Jm.flange_a.tau+Jm.flange_b.tau 
e24: Jm.flange_a.phi = Jm.phi 
e25: Jm.flange_b.phi = Jm.phi 
e26:Jm.flange_a.phi=Emf.flange_b.phi 
e27: Emf.flange_b.tau+Jm.flange_a.tau = 0 
e28: Emf.n.i+G1.p.i+Vs.n.i = 0 
e29: G1.p.v = Emf.n.v 
e30: Vs.n.v = Emf.n.v 
e31: Emf.p.i+La.n.i = 0 
e32: La.n.v = Emf.p.v 
e33: Jm.flange_b.tau = 0 
e34: La.p.i+Ra.n.i = 0 
e35: Ra.n.v = La.p.v 
e36: Ra.p.i+Vs.p.i = 0 
e37: Vs.p.v = Ra.p.v 

v14: La.p.v 
v15: La.p.i 
v16: La.n.v 
v17: La.n.i 
v18: La.v 
v19: La.i 
v20: Emf.v 
v21: Emf.i 
v22: Emf.w 
v23: Emf.p.v 
v24: Emf.p.i 
v25: Emf.n.v 
v26: Emf.n.i 
v27: Emf.flange_b.phi 
v28: Emf.flange_b.tau 
v29: G1.p.v 
v30: G1.p.i 
v31: Jm.flange_a.phi 
v32: Jm.flange_a.tau 
v33: Jm.flange_b.phi 
v34: Jm.flange_b.tau 
v35: Jm.phi 
v36: Jm.w 
v37: Jm.a 

 
When check for structural singularities of the com-
ponent Ra, if we assume the connector p is con-
nected and the connector n is not connected, we can 
determine that Ra is structurally singular. The bipar-
tite graph corresponding to Ra is presented in figure 
6, where e1':f(Ra.p.v, Ra.p.i)=0 is the fictitious equa-
tion generated for flow variable Ra.p.i, and e2': 
Ra.n.i=0 is used to set flow variable Ra.n.i to zero. 

 
In figure 6, e6 and v11 are free vertices, so the primi-
tive component Ra is a MSS component. All other 
components of the model ACMotor are structurally 
nonsingular.  

In this case, only the equation e9 appears in both the 
over-constrained subgraph and the component Ra. 
The variables that appear in both the under-
constrained subgraph and the component Ra are v8, 
v9, v10, v11, v12 and v13. For this model, the error 
message is presented in figure 7. 

 
The third example is a modified AC motor depicted 
in figure 8, where the motor contains two ground 
points instead of one. The Modelica description of 
the modified motor model appears as follows: 
model ModifiedMotor 

Error: The model ACMotor is structurally singular. 
The singularity comes from the component Ra.  
There is 1 redundant equation in the equations: 

p.v=12; 
1 equation is missing for the variables: 

p.i; 
n.v; 
n.i; 
v; 
i; 
s; 

Figure 7. The error message for the model ACMotor
Figure 6. The bipartite graph corresponding to the 

component Ra with a maximum matching 

v8 

e5 

v7 v9 v10 v11 v12 

e6 e7 e8 e9 e1' e2' 

v13 
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SineVoltage Vs(V=220,freqHz=50); 
Resistor Ra(R=0.5); 
Inductor La(L=0.1); 
EMF Emf; 
Inertia Jm(J=0.001); 
Ground G1; 

equation 
connect(Vs.p, G2.p); 
connect(Ra.p, G2.p); 
connect(Ra.n, La.p); 
connect(La.n, Emf.p); 
connect(Emf.flange_b, Jm.flange_a); 
connect(Emf.n, G1.p); 
connect(Vs.n, G1.p); 

end ModifiedMotor; 
All the component models of the model Modified-
Motor are available in Modelica class libraries. 

 
Figure 8.  The AC motor with two ground points 

The modified motor model also leads to a structur-
ally singular problem where under-constrained and 
over-constrained situations appear simultaneously. 
When checking for structural singularities, all the 
components are determined to be structurally non-
singular. So the top model ModifiedMotor is the 
MSS component.  
In this case, the singularities are caused by improper 
use of components. To correct the model, one should 
remove the redundant ground point G2 instead of 
some equations and variables. Hence, for this model 
the following message is presented. 

 

4 Comparison 

The three examples presented in Section 3 illustrate 
that the MSA can automatically identify fault com-
ponents and localize model singularities. It is very 
useful for the modeler to correct singular models. 
For a complex singular model, it is advisable to lo-
calize model singularities in such a way. 
Currently, there are only a few methods that can help 
the modeler to debug singular equation-based models. 
For the first and the second examples, the method 
proposed in [1,2] is helpful, and can present efficient 
messages. However, for the third example where the 
singularities are not caused by equations and vari-
ables, the method can not deal with it. Moreover, it 
may be less efficient to debug complex models only 
by using structural information and semantic infor-
mation. 
If a structurally singular problem is caused by an 
over-constrained or under-constrained component, 
Dymola can identify such singular components. For 
the first example, Dymola can find the faulty com-
ponent Ma and give the modeler efficient message. 
For the second example, Dymola does not find the 
faulty component Ra and considers the singularity is 
at the top level, and only informs the modeler that 
there is 1 one equation too many in a set of 7 equa-
tions and that 1 equation is missing for a set of 33 
variables. For the third example, Dymola also con-
sider the singularity is at the top level, and inform 
the modeler that there is 1 one equation too many 
and that 1 equation is missing, so the presented mes-
sage is less helpful.  

5 Conclusions 

In this paper we have discussed an analyzer for de-
clarative equation-based models. The examples pre-
sented in Section 3 are all quite trivial. However, 
they illustrate that it is possible to identify faulty 
components of a structurally singular model. From 
the modeler’s point of view, the MSA is very benefi-
cial because it can make correcting structurally sin-
gular models more quickly by automatically identify-
ing faulty components and providing efficient error 
messages to show what is wrong. 
The proposed techniques and strategies are also suit-
able for other object-oriented equation based model-
ing languages and not only for Modelica.  

Error: The model ModifiedMotor is structurally 
singular.  
The singularity may be caused by improper use 
of the components. 
Please check whether the components are used 
properly or not. 

Figure 9. The error message for the modified motor
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Abstract 
This paper briefly describes some international stan-
dards used for engineering design tools that precede 
simulation in the product development process. Very 
much information in such design tools can be reused 
when developing Modelica simulation models. Exam-
ples are product structures, component parameters, and 
component connection information. 

The Modelica Standard Library (MSL) with the lat-
est version 2.2.1 has grown significantly the last years. 
An analysis of the contents of MSL is provided, and a 
classification method described to ease the work of 
mapping structures, component parameters and connec-
tions in engineering design tools such that their infor-
mation content can be reused for development of Mod-
elica simulation models. 

ModelicaXML has been upgraded to support Mode-
lica 2.2, and is briefly described as one of the most 
promising intermediate formats for exchange of models 
between engineering design tools and Modelica simula-
tion tools. 

1 Introduction 
Modelica is currently the most promising language for 
developing integrated simulation models of power 
plants that cover the process-, electrical- and control 
system aspects. Today such integrated simulation mod-
els of a whole power plant are in practice not possible 
to develop at reasonable costs, because of the lack of 
compatible interoperating standards. 

Currently plant industry struggles with classification 
standards for electronic data exchange of plant models. 
When this struggle has settled on a reasonable set of 
working standardized solutions, one coming large stan-
dards struggle will be in exchange of simulation models 
for power plants, subsystems, and components pro-
vided by the supply chain. Integrated simulation mod-

els can provide significant added value to the current 
engineering systems during the whole life cycle of a 
power plant. 

This paper outlines a path to bridge the gap between 
different standardized engineering languages supported 
by commercial engineering tools and Modelica simula-
tion tools. 

2 Contents of International Standards 
for Engineering Design Tools 

ISO, IEC, DIN and VGB provide standards for the 
power plant industry, which are supported by commer-
cial engineering tools for power plant system design. 
These standards apply to: 

1) Structures and designation systems 
2) Symbols on graphical diagrams 
3) Document classification 
4) Component classification 
5) Electronic information exchange 
 

Figure 1. Standardized Plant Model Fea-
tures  

The systems engineering [2] of a power plant is usually 
divided into: 

1) Process Engineering 
2) Electrical Engineering 
3) Control Systems Engineering  
 

Figure 2. Engineering Disciplines 

Each of these engineering disciplines has their special 
views on a product model of a power plant, which often 
follow an international standard. 

A designation system standard specifies how to 
name an object in the plant, and how to refer to it with 
relative names on printed documentation like diagrams 
and data listings. Power plant designation system stan-
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dards like KKS [27] and IEC 61346 [13] provide three 
major aspects: 

1) Function aspect – the function and func-
tional organization of a modeled system 

2) Location aspect – the physical locations of 
subsystems and components 

3) Product aspect – the assembly structure of 
the system implementation  

 
Figure 3. Major aspects 

 
The same modeled object (e.g. a pump, or electrical 
motor) participates in all these aspects, but provides 
different types of component related information in 
each of them. Each aspect has its own structure, so it is 
possible to navigate to an object using a functional 
structure, then change to the location aspect and find 
out where it is located in the plant. 

The functional aspect contains most relevant infor-
mation for Modelica simulation models. However, the 
location aspect, together with geometric layout draw-
ings, provide additional parameter information like the 
length of pipes, positions with regards to height, 
lengths of electrical cables to calculate losses due to 
resistance, etc. 

3 Illustration Example 
This section illustrates the contents of standardization 
listed in Figure 1 to Figure 3. 

 

 
Figure 4. Aspects on a lubrication oil pump 

Figure 4 shows a pump object in a plant product model 
database, and how this object’s information is made 
available in various standardized document views in an 
engineering design system. More specifically it is a 
centrifugal oil pump immersed in the oil tank. This 
pump is driven by an electrical motor on the top of the 
oil tank. 

3.1 Process Diagrams 

A Process and Instrumentation Diagram (P&ID) shows 
what function the pump has in the lubrication oil sys-
tem. The P&ID is developed by process engineers, and 
is part of the function aspect of the plant. The symbols 
on the P&ID are standardized (e.g. acc to DIN 2481 or 
ISO 14617), and the P&ID belongs to a standardized 
document class (acc to IEC 61355). The designations 
of objects on the P&ID are standardized according to 
KKS. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 5. Detail from P&ID 

Figure 5 shows a part of the P&ID in detail. The KKS 
standard for the structure and designation system de-
cides the name of the different objects on the P&ID. 
The designation of the pump is MBV21 AP005. This 
standardized designation tells that the pump is a part of 
a lubrication system (KKS Function Key MBV), and 
that it is a pump (KKS Equipment Unit Key AP). When 
the designation is printed on a Process List with adja-
cent parameter data, a user can directly infer from its 
name that it is a pump within a lubrication system. 

The complete KKS designation of the electrical mo-
tor is MBV21 AP005 –M01, which tells that it is an 
electrical motor (KKS Component Key –M), which is 
mounted on the pump equipment unit. 

Similarly, the standardized graphical shape of the 
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symbols and their KKS designations provide informa-
tion like: MBV21 CP005 represents a pressure meas-
urement instrument, MBV21 BP005 a flow restrictor, 
MBV21 AA010 a non-return valve, MBV21 BR005 a 
pipe where the flag is oriented in the direction of the 
flow. The symbols are all according to DIN 2481, 
which is mostly compatible with the more modern and 
extendable process symbol standard ISO 14617. 

3.2 Process Lists and Data Sheets 

Back to Figure 4, different types of process lists pro-
vide selected parameter data from all components 
within the lubrication system. These are used for vari-
ous process engineering purposes. A component class 
specific data sheet collects all parameter data for the 
pump object in one document. The data sheet may be 
used as information supply by several engineering dis-
ciplines.  

A pump belongs to a certain class (e.g. the KKS 
Equipment Unit Key AP), which tells what class spe-
cific attributes should be available to fill in on data 
sheets or display on listings. Different component clas-
sification standards (e.g. IEC 61346-2) may organize 
the classification of objects in other ways. For histori-
cal reasons different tool vendors and engineering 
companies have had to invent their own component 
classification standards, to provide the necessary func-
tionality for entering parameter data. This is what the 
big struggle towards common classification standards is 
all about.  

3.3 Electrical Diagrams, Lists, and Data Sheets 

To proceed with another engineering discipline, with its 
own aspects in Figure 4, the circuit diagram shows how 
the power to the electrical motor is connected through 
protection devices, and how a built-in termistor for 
temperature  measurement is connected through various 
terminal boxes. Other circuit diagrams show how the 
wires, identified by their reference designations finally 
end up at an IO card in the control system. Circuit dia-
grams are developed by electrical engineers and fol-
lows IEC 61082 which provides general guidelines of 
what information to present in electrical documents. A 
specific standard IEC 60617 specifies the graphical 
appearance of the symbols. 

Various electrical lists, for example cable tables, 
connection tables for wires etc., provide connection 
information. Other electrical lists provide subsets of 
parameter data from different electrical devices. The 
overall course classification of electrical devices, which 
in turn determines what attributes should be available 
follows IEC 61346-2, or now obsolete standards like 
IEC 750. 

3.4 Document Classification 

A complete plant installation contains several thou-
sands of objects, and there is a large number of P&IDs, 
circuit diagrams, lists and data sheets. These documents 
must be organized into structures to be easy to find. A 
document classification standard is used for identifica-
tion and searching for different kinds of document 
types. More specifically each document class has a 
document kind classification code (DCC), whose letter-
ing and format is determined by IEC 61355. 

4 International Standards for Engi-
neering Design Tools 

In the following a number of standards will be de-
scribed according to the structuring introduced in sec-
tion 2, and brief comments given. 

4.1 Structures and Designation Systems 

Process and Electrical design 

• KKS – "Kraftwerk Kennzeichen System" [22]-[28] 
is divided into two parts. 1) KKS Rules [25],[27]  
and 2) KKS Application Commentaries [26],[28]. 2) 
shows examples of how to designate (give a name 
to) engineering objects in different disciplines like 
Process, Electrical and Control systems engineering. 
1) describes how the designation system is organ-
ized, and provides 3 listings of classification keys 
and their descriptions. 

• Function Keys – 3 letter hierarchical classification 
of system functions within a plant. Examples: 
Level 1: M Main machine sets, Level 2: MB Gas 
turbine plant, Level 3: MBV Lubricant supply 
system. There are about 800 standardized keys 
with many letter code series on level 3 left open 
for company- or project specific standardization. 

• Equipment Unit Keys – 2 letter hierarchical clas-
sification of equipment unit functions. Examples: 
Level 1: A Mechanical equipment; C Direct 
measuring circuits. Level 2: AP Pump units; AC 
Heat exchangers, heat transfer surfaces; CP 
Pressure. About 130 standardized keys. 

• Component Keys – 2-letter hierarchical classifica-
tion of component functions.  Examples: Level 1: 
- Electrical components; K Mechanical compo-
nents. Level 2: -M Motors; KA Gate valves, 
globe valves, dampers, cocks, rupture disks, ori-
fices.  About 90 standardized keys. 

 
• IEC 61346 - Industrial systems, installations and 
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equipment and industrial products – Structuring 
principles and reference designations [13]-[17]. 
Provides a framework for a designation system with 
similar functionality as KKS. IEC 61346-2 [15] 
standardizes a 1 letter functional classification sys-
tem for components that can be extended with ap-
pended letters for more specific subclasses accord-
ing to industrial branch, company or project specific 
standards. Examples: Level 1: M Drive, act; Q 
Open, close, vary; R Restrict flow or motion; W 
Guide; X Connect. The classification letters can be 
used in the component designations to indicate the 
class of the object. 

• IEC 61082 - Preparation of documents used in elec-
tro technology [31]-[35] provides very general rules  
and guidelines for electrical documents like circuit 
diagrams, electrical tables and lists. It establishes a 
kind of minimum criteria for documents suitable for 
electrical engineering purposes and gives much 
freedom to tool developers.  

4.2 Symbols on Graphical Diagrams 

Process design: 
• DIN 2481 Thermal Power Generating Plants, 

graphical symbols [29] – provides a library of 
graphical symbols with description, identification 
code and short application examples. Contains 
commonly used process design symbols. 

• DIN 1219 Fluid Power systems and components 
[30] – provides a library of graphical symbols of 
which a subset complements DIN 2481 for process 
design, with regards to hydraulically operated valve 
arrangements for steam inlets etc. 

• ISO 14617 Graphical symbols for diagrams - Part 1-
15 [52]-[67] - The best engineered graphical sym-
bols standard available today for process design. A 
major benefit compared to other standards is its 
consistency and extensibility. By reusing existing 
standardized graphical symbols and following the 
standardized application rules, new symbols can be 
assembled that still conform to the standard. 

Electrical design: 
• IEC 60617 Graphical Symbols for Diagrams - 

online database [50] – The most comprehensive 
standard library of electrical symbols. Symbols are 
built from standard primitive symbols. They are an-
notated with a function class according to IEC 
61346-2. The on-line database succeeds the original 
document release of IEC 617 [36].  

• ISO 14617 – See above. Sometimes it is necessary 
to draw symbols of process equipment on circuit 
diagrams to adequately specify the circuit function. 

Control system design 
• IEC 61131-3 Programmable controllers - Part 3: 

Programming languages [51] – provides a textual 
and graphical language that consists of programs, 
function blocks and configuration elements. Con-
figuration elements are configurations, resources, 
tasks, global variables, access paths, and instance-
specific initializations, which support the installa-
tion of PLC programs into programmable controller 
systems. The function block diagram (FBD) is a 
graphic language for PLC programming which is 
consistent, as far as possible, with IEC 60617-12 
Binary logic elements [48]. 

4.3  Document Classification 

All engineering disciplines: 
IEC 61355 Classification and designation of docu-

ments for plants, systems, and equipment – provides 
document kind classification codes (DCCs) which is 
based only on the content of information in the docu-
ment. It also provides a document designation system 
that starts with the designation of the object that the 
document describes (e.g. a KKS or IEC 61346 designa-
tion), adds a "&" and the DCC to create the unique 
document designation. 

DCC Examples: FB103 Piping and instrument dia-
gram (P&ID);  FS101 Circuit diagram.  

The general DCC format is A1 A2 A3 NNN, where 
the code letter A1 is an optional identifier for the tech-
nical area1, A2 and A3 hierarchical classification codes, 
and NNN a document kind counting number for com-
pany or project specific standardization. 

The code letter A2 may be:  
A Documentation-describing documents 
B Management documents 
C Contractual and non-technical documents 
D General technical information documents 
E Technical requirement and dimensioning docu-

ments 
F Function-describing documents 
L Location documents 
M Connection-describing documents 
P Product listings 
Q Quality management documents; safety-

describing documents 
T Geometry-related documents 
W Operation records 

                                                      
1 E.g. A1 =  P Process engineering, E Electrotechnology 
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The code letter A3 provides a subclass to A2. 

4.4 Component Classification 

Process design: 
• KKS Equipment Unit and Component keys – see 

Section 4.1 

Electrical design: 

• IEC 61346-2– see section 4.1. 

4.5 Information Exchange 

The following international classification standards are 
primarily developed for conducting e-business. How-
ever, a signification fraction of these standards are ap-
plicable to simulation models. 

• IEC 61360 Standard data element types with associ-
ated classification scheme for electric components 
[19] – The first sustainable engineered international 
standard for information exchange. 

• ecl@ss [21] – a non-profit organization of German 
origin who together with its ~30 German and Euro-
pean member companies provide the probably larg-
est classification system in the world today. The 
dictionary version 5.1.1 contains ~27 000 classes, 
~7000 attributes that are reused on the classes ~440 
000 times, and ~4500 value codes (enumeration lit-
erals) for enumeration attributes. It is free for 
download after registration. 

• RosettaNet technical Dictionary (RNTD) [23] – Ro-
settaNet is a non-profit consortium of more than 500 
organizations working to create, implement and 
promote open e-business standards and services. 
RNTD version 4.1.1 contains 966 classes, 888 sets 
of attributes that are reused on many different 
classes and 4147 attributes which are reused in the 
sets of attributes. 

A classification system standard defines: 

1) A basic terminology framework for describing 
classes, attributes and value codes.  

2) An electronic exchange format for a dictionary 
of classes, attributes and value codes. 

3) Maintenance procedures for updating the dic-
tionary 

4) A standard library with a large number of 
classes, attributes and value codes. 

The above examples lack many technical attributes for 
parameters used during design and simulation. They are 
however extendable, and build on the IEC 61360 
framework for an international classification system. 

Such a framework stays stable and working for a large 
fleet of integrated continuously operating e-business 
systems, which must remain operational over succes-
sive upgrades of the standard library. Such issues must 
be taken into consideration already in the standard, 
since it may take several years before all integrated 
systems have upgraded to a new standard library re-
lease. 

5 Analysis of Modelica Standard Li-
braries 

An analysis of Modelica Standard Libraries (MSL) ver-
sion 1.5, 2.1, 2.2 and 2.2.1 gives the following results: 

 
MSL Ver-
sion: 1_5 2_1 2_2 2_2_1 
Source files 36 87 106 111
Imports 93 286 411 488
Definitions 910 1447 3823 4209
Components 1628 4636 10182 11444
Equations 1055 2768 3841 4269
Algorithms 99 633 3067 3351
          
Connect-
equations 370 903 1574 1801
Component- 
references 30304 60838 123217 136900
Expression- 
lists 14736 23715 38535 41795
Real literals 4413 5833 38418 38251
          
Comments  1720 4755 9052 10482
String-  
Comments 1322 3722 8805 10282
          
Annotations 1326 3120 6377 7633
String-  
literals 3503 7218 17575 20579
Integer- 
literals 33187 59604 88609 98174
Other 88621 156857 310638 339147
Total  
elements: 183323 336422 664230 728916

 
Figure 6. Analysis of MSL versions 

The number columns show the Modelica language 
element count from different releases of the Modelica 
standard libraries. MSL 1_5 was downloaded from the 
public library page [5]. MSL 2_1 were obtained from 
the Modelica CVS repository 2004-11-15. MSL 2.2 
and 2.2.1 were accessed from the Modelica SVN re-
pository.  
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The source code directory contents of these libraries 
was converted to a single xml file for each library re-
lease by ModelicaXML [9], which then were preproc-
essed for import into ModelicaDB [11].  

The Imports row is an indicator of reuse. The Com-
ponent-references row gives the count of the uses of 
component variables in expressions. Connect-equations 
give the number of connections amongst components 
within the libraries.  

The Comment row is a higher level parse node for 
String_comments and Annotations . 

String literals and Integer literals are heavily used 
within annotations, especially for graphical object an-
notations in Modelica diagrams. 

The above analysis shows that the sizes of the stan-
dard library versions are substantial. Commercial Mod-
elica development tools like [1],[3] provide user inter-
faces with tree views of the package hierarchy, connec-
tion diagrams, and string based text searches, for quick 
navigation in the libraries. 

6 Method for Classification of MSL 
Components 

Commercial design tools for process and electrical en-
gineering usually contain a classification system for 
organizing and implementing their component library 
catalogues. Classification trees allow a user to with a 
few clicks down the tree to find a set of relevant com-
ponent models. The classification tree itself is an aid 
for remembering where to find certain components. 
Many tools use an existing standard like IEC 61346-2 
or KKS to organize the upper hierarchical levels and 
have tool specific customizable classification structures 
at lower levels. Users familiar with the standard can 
thus easily find the tree branch that may contain the 
component searched for. 

These section briefly describes a successful ap-
proach to add classification information to a large class 
library, how to implement a mapping between different 
classification system standards, and some suggestions 
how to apply this method for classifying MSL compo-
nents according to different standards. 

6.1 The ecl@ss and its Mapping to KKS and 
IEC 61346-2 

Within a larger project at Siemens Industrial Turbo 
machinery AB in Finspång, Sweden, a method and tool 
support was developed for mapping different classifica-
tion systems. 

Figure 7 shows an example of a navigator for a clas-
sification tree that enables users familiar with the 4- 

level ecl@ss (see section 4.5) classification structure to 
quickly find a class of interest, its attributes, their units, 
or value codes (if it was an enumeration attribute). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

 
Figure 7. ecl@ss navigator 

Siemens uses KKS as a designation system for their 
power plants. There was a need to map the KKS classi-
fication to ecl@ss. A mapping tool was implemented 
that enables product experts familiar with KKS to map 
KKS classes to ec@ss classes. This tool provides inter-
active associative navigation and search facilities 
through several different categorization/classification 
standards like KKS, ISO 31 [20] and IEC 61360 [19].  

Once the experts had become familiar with ecl@ss 
and categorized a business relevant set of ecl@ss 
classes according to KKS by assigning KKS keys, the 
result was browsable in a navigator that enables users 
familiar with KKS to quickly find the relevant ecl@ss 
classes, their attributes and value codes. 

Figure 8 shows parts of the resulting navigation tree 
for KKS Equipment Units to ecl@ss classes. 

The same approach may be used for mapping inter-
national classification standards like KKS and IEC 
61346-2 to Modelica components in MSL.  

The versions of the Modelica Standard Library 
(MSL) already have a standard classification structure 
in their package hierarchies. However, secondary cate-
gorization trees organized according to different stan-
dards can be implemented as an “add-on” feature to the 
Modelica Standard Library, given some tool support for 
reading the classification tree from a file, indexing the 
Modelica components according to the classification 
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key, and display the tree in a navigator.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

Figure 8. Classification navigator for a 
mapping between KKS Equipment Unit 

keys and ecl@ss classes 

The one-time library effort required is for an expert 
familiar with the classification standard and the to-be-
classified part of MSL to assign a classification key to 
each MSL component. The assignment can be imple-
mented in several ways: 

1) As an external mapping table, where the mapping 
key is the classification key from the standard and the 
mapping value is a fully qualified MSL component 
name, including the path in the Modelica package hier-
archy. 

+ Nothing has to change in MSL. 
- The table has to be maintained when new versions 

of MSL appear, where the classes have moved or have 
been renamed. 

2) As an annotation that specifies the kind of cate-
gory, (i.e. IEC 61346-2, KKS Equipment Unit, KKS 
Component) and the classification key that applies to 
the particular Modelica component, for building the 

index. An annotation example for a Motor model: 
annotation (category1="IEC61346-2=M"); 
annotation (category2="KKS_Component=-M"); 

There are many alternative ways to implement this us-
ing Modelica annotations. Investigations and practical 
evaluations are needed to find the best long-term sus-
tainable approach.  

+ The library developer has control over the classi-
fication. 

- The library developer has to learn the classifica-
tion standard and do the classification work. 

At the moment of this writing, the interactive perform-
ance of the ModelicaDB implementation is still not 
adequate for launching a classification effort of MSL. 
The current object-oriented information model of Mod-
elicaDB [11] contains 73 classes, 69 relationships and 
170 attributes, which is more complicated than the one 
of the ecl@ss navigator which contains 13 tables, 5 
relationships and 135 attributes. An efficient MSL clas-
sification effort for relevant international standards will 
probably also require fast interactive inspection of 
Modelica diagrams, which is currently not supported by 
the ModelicaDB front-end. 

7 Using ModelicaXML as Exchange 
Format between Engineering De-
sign Systems and Modelica Tools 

ModelicaXML is a program that converts Modelica 
source code into XML-files [9]. A whole Modelica Li-
brary stored in a directory structure can be converted 
into one XML-file. Recent additions allows Modeli-
caXML to parse Modelica 2.2 source code [4]. The 
sizes of the created files for MSL version 1.5, 2.1, 2.2 
and 2.2.1 are 16MB, 39 MB, 58 MB and 62 MB re-
spectively. Their collected Modelica .mo source code 
files contained 1.0 MB, 2.9 MB, 4.8 MB and 5.3 MB. 

ModelicaXML files were used as input for the 
analysis presented in Figure 6, and for loading the li-
braries into ModelicaDB for further analysises with 
SQL queries. The experiences with ModelicaXML are 
promising, and it could serve as a standardized vehicle 
to speed up development of working integrations be-
tween engineering design tools and Modelica simula-
tion tools. Some benefits with the XML approach are: 

• Easier to generate XML structures than syntactically 
correct Modelica source code. 

• Easier to parse XML structures than Modelica 
source code. 

• Commercial and open source software available for 
processing XML structures. See also [12]. 
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• The Modelica community could share a lot of trou-

blesome development effort if using ModelicaXML 
as a standard intermediate exchange format. 

• ModelicaXML could serve as clipboard format for 
copy/paste, drag/drop of models between different 
tools. One drawback may be the size of the clip-
board format when copying large models. 

8 Summary and Conclusion 
An investigation of international standards relevant for 
interfacing Modelica simulation modeling tools with 
engineering design tools that precede simulation mod-
eling has been done and has briefly been described. 

An analysis of the Modelica Standard Library con-
tents has been conducted with aid of an upgraded ver-
sion of ModelicaXML that supports Modelica 2.2. 

A tool supported method for classification of MSL 
components has been developed and shown promising 
results for a simpler classification domain. Classifica-
tion of components speed up mapping efforts signifi-
cantly, since they efficiently narrow the search space. 

The overall experience from this effort indicates 
that providing navigational access to Modelica compo-
nents through classification trees organized according 
to well established international standards may signifi-
cantly improve the take-up rate and learning curve for 
an expanding Modelica user community. 
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Abstract  
 
Physical modeling is referred to as the first 
representation of a process model and is represented 
as a set of differential and algebraic equations. Noise 
added to the model can improve the estimated 
behavior of the process and it is more close to 
reality. The work defines the metamodelling models 
in order to build tools for the management of the 
noise, i.e. generation and properly use of it. Some 
models for random sequences and signals are 
considered also, under various distribution functions. 
Thw way of adding noise to dynamic model of the 
simulated process depends on the structural model of 
the considered process, i.e. with noise at the output 
or with noise at the input of the model. 
 
Keywords: Process Modeling, Noise Modeling, 
Metamodelling.  

1   Introduction 

Physical based and object-oriented modeling 
languages offer an interesting and useful approach in 
process modeling and simulation, very appreciated 
and useful in the world of engineers and scientists. 
Examples of such software-based environments are 
Omola, Dymola or MathModelica. All these 
environments are connected with basic features of 
the Modelica modeling language, as a neutral 
representation of physical processes. More, based on 
object-matching features, it is used as the standard 
representation formalism over the distributed 
simulation platforms.  
 
Perhaps the first reference that emphasizes a strong 
call to new modeling principles is of [1], which 
clearly shows the constraints of pure mathematical 
models. Other examples could be of [2] and [3], the 
last one - a project under the resources of Foundation 
for Strategic Research of Sweden. 

 
By applying the first modeling principles, a set of 
equations are obtained, which could be organized in 
two subsets: a subset of differential equations 
describing the dynamics of the process and a subset 
of algebraic equations describing the outputs and the 
constraints of the behavior of the considered process. 
In the context of real experiments and/or simulations 
of physical systems, where measurements should be 
considered as well for the purpose of identification 
and parameter estimation, the model is improved 
with noise information.  
 
The reason to introduce noise in process’s model is 
mainly related to un-modeled dynamics and 
disturbances acting on the process. Considering 
noise, the state-equations of the model of the process 
could have the form 
 

)t()t()t()t( wBuBxFxE wu ⋅+⋅=⋅+⋅        (1.a) 
 

)t()t()t( exCy +⋅=                       (1.b) 
 
where a noise component, w(t), is added for state 
variables and a noise component e(t) is added for the 
output variables. The type of the noise regarding the 
power and the probability density function depends 
on the process. Usually, white noise is considered 
with variance connected with the dynamics of the 
process. 
 
Noise modeling is an important task in process 
modeling. There are unmodelled phenomena and 
unknown parameters. A noise model should describe 
how the unmeasured inputs and the unmodeled 
dynamics could change the behavior of the 
considered system. Noise modeling also stands for 
the addition of one or more noise components to 
state variables, in order to model disturbances and/or 
some random or unknown behavior. Naturally, the 
physics of the process should indicate which 
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variables should have noise and which one not, that 
could be done manually for simple processes. The 
problem has two aspects: first, there is a complex 
process, difficult to manage and, second, a software 
tool that is more efficient and comfortable for any 
modeler.  
 
Adding noise to all equations can lead to derivates of 
white noise and – as results – to non-causal process, 
as infinite values of some variables.  
 
Details on how the non-causality with respect to the 
input signal, , can be handled are in [4] and [5]. 
The problem itself is considered and solved, however 
[6], where a band limited noise to avoid the problem 
suggest it.  

)t(u

 
The present work is looking to noise modeling and 
appropriate tools to generate different noise models. 
The reason of the subject is coming from the fact that 
Modelica, as far we know, does not have any 
considerations on noise models. The noise modeling 
tools are considered at the level of the metamodel, 
i.e. models of the methodology of noise modeling.  
 
The object of the section 2 is related to methods of 
noise modeling. Section 3 contains the basic 
theoretical models to generate noise, looking to 
define the problem, to understand the method and to 
propose solutions related to the noise modeling.  
Section 4 is dedicated to a set of noise models, in 
Modelica language implementation. Simulation 
results are presented and discussed in section 5. 

2   Noise metamodelling 

Fig. 1 and 2 are looking to present the methodology 
of noise modeling in the context of physical 
modeling, i.e. the integration on noise models into 
physical process models. 
 
The class diagram in Fig. 1 shows the hierarchy of 
different models, which is used in the building of the 
system model with physical constraints and – 
possible – under different representation formalisms. 
A model is an abstract representation and a 
generalization of a process model. A process model 
is an aggregation of one or more models based on 
equations. An equation-based model is an 
aggregation of some models, part with noise and part 
without noise. A noise model should be compliant 
with the laws of physics and the variables involved 
in the model should have a physical meaning. 
Symbolic tools are used to decide where and how to 

add noise to the model of the process, in order to 
have a valid representation of the reality. 
As Fig. 2 shows, a noise model is generalized as a 
model. A noise model is an aggregation of some 
model noises, e.g., of white noise model and band-
limited noise, i.e. colored noise. The last one has 
constraints from a physical model concerning the 
parameters, e.g. the power of the noise and the 
frequency bandwidth. 
 
Fig. 3 presents the point of view of the signal 
domain, which is the output of the noise models. The 
figure describes a hierarchy on classes, as the object-
technology is supposed to have, starting with the 
class signal as generalization of the class noise. In 
turn, the class noise is an aggregation of three 
different noise classes, considering probability 
distribution function, starting with Wiener 
distribution and going to white noise and finally to 
colored noise. Each class has specific methods and 
attributes, e.g, the power of the white noise and the 
time constant or, equivalently, the frequency 
bandwidth, as parameter in the transfer function from 
white noise to colored noise signals. What is not 
considered here is the type of the signal, discrete or 
continuous. This is more complicated, mainly 
because it requires the interactions with a solver and 
is out of the paper’s horizon. 

3  Random variables 

Random process generation is usually made in two 
steps: first, generating imitations of independent and 
identically distributed random variables having the 
uniform distribution over the interval and, 
second, applying transformations to these variables 
in order to generate random vectors with arbitrary 
distributions. These two steps are independent.  

)1,0(

 
The next subsections sketch the theoretical 
background in order to sustain the declarative 
models for the generation of various types of the 
noise.  Methods for generating a sequence of 
random numbers have been extensively studied 
and are well understood. Widely accepted is the 
method of the linear congruential generators. 
These numbers have the general form  
 

( ) mckUakU mod)()1( +⋅=+         (2) 
 

where  is the k-th element of the sequence 
and  and  are parameters.

)(kU
caU ,),0( m
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Figure 3:  Class diagram of the noise signals 
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The second variable of the modulus function, m, 
is a large integer which must be prime; the 
multiplier a is an integer in the range (2, 3, …, m-
1);  the additive constant c is an integer, often 
equal to zero. These are chosen to make the sequence 
look as random as possible. This generator has 
period m-1. Common choices for these values are 

= any positive integer, )0(U 16807=a , 

, . Other common choices and 
optimum algorithms are presented and described, 
e.g., in [13],[14],[15], [16] and [17].  

1231 −=m 0=c

 
A Box-Muller method [18] could be used in order to 
obtain a unit normal random, say X. Two uniform 
random variables U1 and U2  are necessary and the 
relation  
 

)(2sin())(log(2)( 21 kUkUkX ⋅⋅⋅⋅−= π   (3) 
 
Given a uniform random variable U(k), a Rayleigh 
random variable R(k) can be obtained by:  

 

( ))(11ln2)( 2 kUkR −⋅⋅= σ                (4) 
 
where  is the variance of the Rayleigh random 
variable. 

2σ

4  Noise models 

Considering an interval , a standard 
Wiener process is a random variable W(t) which 
satisfies the properties: 

[ ,TI 0= ]

1).                     00 =)(W
2). ),,(Ntt)t(W)t(W 101212 ⋅−≅−  with 

, .  is a random number 
under normal distribution with zero mean and unit 
variance.  

12 tt ≥ It,t ∈∀ 21 ),(N 10

3). For , the samples 
 and  are independent. 

Itttt ∈≤≤≤ 4321
)tt(W 12 − )tt(W 34 −

White noise , with unit variance, is the formal 
derivative of a Wiener process , as  

)t(N
)t(W

 

dt
)t(dW)t(N =                   (5) 

 
It may be possible that the noise in a physical system 
has correlations that are not satisfied by white noise. 

A colored noise, )t(ξ , may be calculated from a 
stochastic equation as 

 

)t(N)t(
dt

)t(d
⋅

σ
+ξ⋅−=

ξ
ττ

1             (6) 

 
where  is a Gaussian white noise, with unit 
variance and zero mean.  

)t(N

5   Modelica implementation 

Based on mathematical considerations of above 
section and on metamodel of Fig. 3, declarative 
models based on Modelica modeling language will 
be presented. 
 
Real type numbers makes the interface 
communication over different models. The Modelica 
code for interfaces can by as  
 

connector PortNumber  
        Real n; 
end PortNumber; 

 
The uniform random number generator needs a 
function mod defined as  
 

function mod  
         input Real x, y; 
         output Real z; 
algorithm  
         z := x - div(x, y) * y; 
end mod; 

 
where the assignation in the algorithm section 
imposes the causality of input and output variables. 
 
A separate model describes global simulation 
parameters 
 

model parameters  
// the numbers of random values: 
       parameter Integer n=100; 
// sample period: 
        parameter Real dt = 1;  
// start time moment: 
        parameter Real start = 1; 
// the index of arrays used in simulation: 
       Integer j; 
algorithm         
        j := integer(time/dt) + 1; 
end parameters; 
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The uniform random generator over the interval 
 is described by  ]1,0(

 
model UNG   //uniform_number_generator 

                 extends parameters; 
       constant Integer m =  2^31 - 1; 
       constant Integer a= 7^5; 
       constant Integer c=10; 
       Real xmax,  x[n]; 
       Integer j; 
       PortNumber OUT; 
algorithm  
        x[1] := 1.0; 
        for k in 1:n - 1 loop 
                x[k + 1] := mod(a*x[k] + c, m); 
        end for; 
        xmax := max(x); 
        for k in 1:n loop  // normalization 
                 x[k] := x[k] / xmax; 
         end for; 
         OUT.n := x[j]; 
end UNG; 

 
The model defines the basic bricks of the noise 
modeling and generations tools and has two outputs, 
related to two consecutive random numbers over a 
set of n preimposed values. All variables are part of 
the generator and the causalities are assigned in the 
algorithm section. 
The normal distribution needs two uniform 
generators that could be developed by using two 
independent uniform generators or only one 
generator but with multiple independent outputs. 
With the last assumption the model of the normal 
random generator is as  
 

model NNG   // normal_number_generator 
        extends UNG_MULTI; 
        PortNumber OUT; 
        Real x[n];  
algorithm 
        x[j] := OUT.n; 

OUT.n:=sqrt(-2*log(OUT1.n))*sin(6.28*OUT2.n); 
end NNG; 

 
The model for a Rayleigh distribution is  
 

model RRG // Rayleigh random generator 
       extends parameters; 
       parameter Real sigma=1; 
       Real xr; 
       PortNumber OUT; 
       UNG ung; 
algorithm  

 

xr:=sqrt(2*sigma^2*log(1/(1e-5+1-ung.OUT.n))); 
       OUT.n := xr; 
end RRG; 

 
The normal white noise model needs a normal 
random numbers. The model is described by 
 

model white_noise  
       extends parameters; 
       parameter Real sigma = 1; 
       Real xw[n], xa[n]; 
       PortNumber OUT; 
       NNG nng; 
algorithm  
        xw[j] := sqrt(dt)* nng.OUT.n; 
        xa[j] := sigma*(xw[j] - xw[j-1]) / dt; 
        OUT.n := xa[j]; 
end white_noise; 

 
There are two random variables, one is Wiener and 
another one is of white type. 

The colored noise is described by the sequence  
 

model colored_noise  
        extends parameters; 
        PortNumber IN, OUT; 
        parameter Real tau = 1; 
        parameter Real sigma = 1; 
        Real xc; 
algorithm 
        OUT.n := xc; 
equation  
        when sample(start, dt) then 
             der(xc) = -xc/tau + sigma*IN.n/tau; 
        end when; 
end colored_noise; 

 
and has two parameters with the names tau and 
sigma. The function sample(start,interval) returns 
true and triggers time events at time instants (start + 
i*interval).  
 
The final simulation model, in order to generate a 
colored noise with the imposed parameters, is 

 
model sim  
        colored_noise cn; 
        white_noise wn; 
equation  
        connect(wn.OUT,  cn.IN); 
end sim; 

 
In addition, the links between the used models are 
graphically presented in Fig. 4. 
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Figure 4:  The model for colored white noise 

6   Simulation results 

For discrete sequences, simulations where conducted 
for different lengths. Figure 5 presents the result for 

 as parameters 
of the uniform number generator. The parameter of 
the obtained random sequence are 0.4277 for mean 
and 0.0833 the variance. Rising the length to n=100 
the distribution’s parameters are improved to 0.4350 
for the mean and 0.0995 for the variance. It is 
remembered that the ideal values are 0.5 for mean 
and 1/12. 

1010712 531 ===−= )(x,c,a,m

 
Figure 6 shows a normal random sequence. The 
parameters for the second uniform number generator 
were .  For a 
length of 50 a sequence of  0.0939 and 1.0741 is 
obtained, as values for mean and variance. With 
n=100 the parameters are -0.0191 and 0.9885.  

200712 331 ===−= )(x,c,a,m

 
Fig. 7 shows samples of the simulation results from 
the outputs of the continous noise models, i.e. white 
and coloured. It seems that the results are 
satisfactory over the behavior of the signals.  
 
More statistic tests will be developed in order to 
improve the structure of generators and to check the 
distances between the real and the imposed behavior.  

7   Conclusions 

The objective of the work was to define noise 
models, with different density distribution functions, 
at the level of metamodels and to implement these in 
a neutral declarative modeling language, here 
Modelica.  
 
The study is on the beginning and - as a first trial - 
the obtained models are compliant with the reference 
behavior. In the future more study will be done in 
order to make distinction between continuous time 

and discrete time random processes and to built a set 
of models ready to use in noise modelling. 

 

 
 

Figure 5: Uniform random number sequence 
 

 
Figure 6:  Normal random sequence 

 

 
 

Figure 7:  White and colored noise signal 
( ) 2,1,1 2 === τσdt
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Abstract

In the preliminary design stages of helicopter autopi-
lots computationally affordable and mathematically
simple dynamic models are needed to perform approx-
imated performance assessments. In this paper, the
structure of a modular, acausal and reconfigurable he-
licopter simulator is described, showing how the in-
novative characteristics of Modelica language can be
employed in order to simplify the implementation of
the single components and to allow the optimization
of the simulator architecture. The overall model makes
use of the existing Modelica MultiBody and Mechan-
ics.Rotational libraries.
Keywords: helicopter; flight mechanics; simulation;
AFCS

1 Introduction

The mathematical modelling of rotorcraft dynamics is
a very difficult task that has represented a challenge for
many researchers since age ’60s. The availability of
performant computers and a deeper theoretical knowl-
edge in the late 80’s dramatically improved the results
achieved in this field. Nowadays, this research area is
extremely wide, as it entails advanced studies in com-
putational fluid dynamics (CFD) and flexible multi-
body dynamics as well. However, Heffley et al. [11]
and successively Padfield [3] underlined how, for han-
dling analysis and for the design of common mid-low
bandwidth automatic flight control systems (AFCS),
the needed mathematical model of the plant shouldn’t
be too much complex (at least in the early stages of the
project), because the experimental validation turns out
to be much simpler with a reduced number of uncer-
tain parameters and because the fundamental aerome-

∗corresponding author

chanical phenomena can be reasonably matched with
simplified, first principle based, models. Furthermore,
this kind of model is generally easier to use (requiring
a relatively small set of parameters), computationally
less expensive and then it’s more suitable for real-time
applications. This is the reason why a consistent num-
ber of researchers have devoted themselves in the last
twenty years to the development of so-called minimum
complexity helicopter math models (see [8], [11] for
more details), which are able to correctly predict the
prevailing phenomena involved in helicopter handling
and control. The most recent result, in that sense, is
given in Padfield’s book [3], where the definition of
Level 1 helicopter dynamic model is given.
In this paper, a Modelica implementation of a Level 1
helicopter dynamics model is presented, showing how
the peculiar characteristics of Modelica language may
be profitably used in order to make the implementa-
tion as natural as possible. The paper is organized as
follows: in section 2 a brief overview of main rotor
modelling techniques is given; in section 3 the Model-
ica implementation of the proposed helicopter model
is described, followed in section 4 by simulation stud-
ies; at the end of the paper, concluding remarks and
future developments are outlined.

2 Overview of basic main rotor dy-
namic modelling

In this paragraph, a synthetic description of a main ro-
tor dynamic model suitable for flight mechanics sim-
ulation is provided, according to Level 1 model def-
inition. The resulting mathematical model may be
used not only for control synthesis purposes, but also
for preliminary performance calculations. Main rotor
model is without any doubt the most important and
complex helicopter subsystem, being a fundamental
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Figure 1: Helicopter reference frames [8]

source of lift and controllability for the aircraft, trans-
ferring prevailingly aerodynamic forces and moments
from the rotating parts (blades) to the non-rotating
frame (that is the fuselage); pilot and AFCS have di-
rect control of main rotor thrust amplitude through col-
lective blade pitch and indirect control of thrust direc-
tion by means of cyclic blade pitch (because the flap-
ping rotating blades act together as a gyroscope). The
pitch of each blade is varied with particular mechan-
ical devices (typically swashplate or “spider” assem-
blies, [1]). Since control-oriented helicopter simula-
tors usually describe main rotor making use of ana-
lytically integrated loads, in order to provide deep un-
derstanding of the underlying physics and a significant
simplicity, it’s evident that a so-called Level 1 main ro-
tor model is more suitable for a general, modular and
reconfigurable simulator than a complex CFD-based
“numerical” model, where the aerodynamic loads are
obtained integrating the pressure distribution upon
each blade and, in the same way, the inertial loads
are computed using complex codes for flexible multi-
body systems [14]. This last approach becomes nec-
essary when high bandwidth control actions (for ex-
ample HHC - high-harmonic-control - techniques for
the active control of vibrations [5]) or detailed analy-
ses must be performed, as underlined in [15]. In the
following, we shall provide a simplified description of
the main rotor mathematical model used in our simu-
lator: the interested reader can find much more details
in the specialized literature [13], [17]. Let’s assume
the following hypotheses:

• Compressibility, stall and reverse flow effects are
neglected.

• The possible different blade flap retention ar-
rangements (teetering, articulated and hingeless
rotor) are described with the unifying centre-
spring equivalent rotor theory.

• Fast lead-lag dynamics is neglected.

• The blades are considered rigid (in case of
hingeless rotors, flexibility is concentrated in the
centre-spring).

• Aerodynamic loads are computed using simple
blade element theory.

Introducing the MBC (Multi-Blade Coordinates)
transformation, one can describe flapping dynamics
(which is fundamental in helicopter handling and con-
trol) with reference to the non-rotating frame. Repre-
senting with bi the flapping angle of i-eth blade, with
Nb the blades number and with y = Wt the rotor az-
imuth angle in wind-axes system (rotor angular veloc-
ity W is assumed constant), MBC transformation is de-
fined as:

b0 =
1

Nb

Nb

å
i=1

bi (1)

b0d =
1

Nb

Nb

å
i=1

bi(−1)i

b jc =
2

Nb

Nb

å
i=1

bi cos j

[
y+

2p
Nb

(i−1)
]

b js =
2

Nb

Nb

å
i=1

bi sin j

[
y+

2p
Nb

(i−1)
]

Neglecting periodic terms, which influences only vi-
brations, and the differential coning b0d , which is re-
actionless and, in any case, null for Nb odd, the whole
rotor disc configuration can be described using only
the so-called coning mode b0 and the first two cyclic
modes b1c, b1s (representing longitudinal and lateral
disc tilt angles, respectively) according to the follow-
ing expression:

b(y, t) = b0(t)+b1c(t)cos(y)+b1s(t)sin(y) (2)

Using the vector representation b̄ = {b0,b1c,b1s}, the
flapping equations for the dynamics of a generic Nb-
bladed rotor1 can be expressed in the form [3],[12]:

1For a two bladed teetering rotor, b0 =const must be assumed
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b̈+C f ḃ+D f b = H f (3)

The matrix C f , D f and the vector H f are complex
function of rotor system parameters (in particular,
blade Lock number g, representing the ratio between
blade aerodynamic and inertial load, and equivalent
spring stiffness Kb), flight conditions (mainly µ, ad-
vance ratio, representing the air velocity lying in rotor
disc plane adimensionalized with respect to blade tip
speed), blade pitch angle and aerodynamic inflow dis-
tribution. These last two contributions deserve more
attention; in particular, blade pitch can be expressed in
a way similar to (2)

q(y, t) = q0(t)+q1c(t)cos(y)+q1s(t)sin(y) (4)

where the three system inputs q0,q1c and q1s are, re-
spectively, the collective blade pitch, the lateral cyclic
pitch and the longitudinal cyclic pitch. The predic-
tion of the aerodynamic inflow (that is the flowfield
induced by the rotor at the rotor disc) is a really com-
plex task, as it involves the dynamic description of a
completely three-dimensional aerodynamic field. In
flight mechanics applications, anyway, simple math-
ematical model are often used for this task, varying
from the simple theoretical static uniform momentum
theory to more complex dynamic wake models. In par-
ticular, all the dynamic models derived from the origi-
nal work of Pitt and Peters [10] represent a good com-
promise between simplicity, physical consistency and
correspondence with experimental flight data and they
are suitable for flight mechanics and control applica-
tions. These models typically describe dynamic inflow
with a three states approximation, in order to correctly
predict the first harmonic distribution of induced ve-
locity on the rotor disc in maneuvered flight:

l(r,y, t) = l0(t)+l1c(t)
r
R

cos(y)+l1s(t)
r
R

sin(y) (5)

where R is the rotor radius and the pair (r,y) uniquely
represents the position of a point on the rotor disc. The
equations for the inflow dynamics are commonly ex-
pressed in adimensional form as:

[M]


l̇0

l̇1s

l̇1c

+[L]−1

 l0

l1s

l1c

 =

 CT

CL

CM

 (6)

The coefficients (CT ,CL,CM) represent the adimen-
sionalized resultant aerodynamic thrust, rolling mo-
ment and pitching moment, respectively, in non-
rotating frame. The expressions for the mass-apparent
matrix M and the matrix L can be found, for example,
in [9],[10]. In order to solve this complex mathemat-
ical problem, the expressions for the resultant forces
and moments transmitted by the rotor to the fuselage
need to be computed. Integrating analytically the aero-
dynamic and inertial loads acting on each blade and
summing over all the blades, closed-form expressions
for the rotor forces and moments Xw,Yw,T,Lw,Mw,N
can be derived; these formulas (here non reported for
brevity, see [3],[8] for more detail) included vibratory
terms, which are usually neglected in flight mechan-
ics analyses, and quasi-steady terms, which are, on
the contrary, of chief interest. The prefix w stands
for “wind”, in order to remember that these compo-
nents need to be transformed from the hub-wind sys-
tem (aligned with relative air velocity) to the shaft-
axes system taking into account the sideslip angle bw,
before assembling the overall system dynamics. From
this analysis it’s clear that also the implementation
of a basic complexity main rotor model in a tradi-
tional simulation environment may result a very dif-
ficult and time-consuming task, involving the solu-
tion of a fully coupled mathematical problem. In the
next section, a Modelica implementation of a control-
oriented helicopter dynamic model is described, show-
ing the remarkable simplification allowed by the mod-
elling paradigms offered by Modelica language.

3 A Modelica comprehensive control
oriented helicopter simulator

In this section, a control-oriented helicopter dynamic
model developed with Modelica language is presented.
This model has been implemented employing the
well-known analytical results published in [3],[8],[11]
which constituted the starting point for a significant
number of helicopter flight simulators, in military and
research fields. The overall helicopter model takes ad-
vantage of the unique object-oriented features of Mod-
elica language and it includes the following submod-
els:

• Atmosphere model

• Main rotor dynamics

• Tail rotor dynamics
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• Airframe rigid mechanics

• Fuselage and empennages aerodynamics

• Turboshaft engine simplified dynamics

The Atmosphere model is declared with outer key-
word, in order to make it accessible from all the he-
licopter components; it implements a U.S. Standard
Atmosphere model for the variation of air pressure,
density and temperature with altitude, and it allows to
define a uniform wind disturbance. The model can be
extended in order to include also a stochastic turbu-
lence model (for example based on Dryden’s turbu-
lence spectrum [4]). Since all the helicopter aerody-
namic components need the updated value of the den-
sity r and since the small variations of density from a
point to another of the aircraft do not justify a “local”
evaluation of this quantity with a function, we have
decided to compute it once for the whole helicopter,
making reference to the altitude of its center of mass.
A significant advantage found using Modelica for this
application regarded the computation of local airspeed
at different points of the helicopter; as pointed out by
Looye and Moorman [2] speaking about their Flight-
Dynamics library, the local airspeed is given not only
by the inertial velocity of the center of mass and by the
wind components, but it’s also influenced by aircraft
angular velocities. Local airspeed at a generic point p
of the helicopter can be expressed as:

~Va(p) =~V (p)−~Vw(p)−~Vdw(p) (7)

where ~Va is the local airspeed, ~V is the local inertial
velocity, ~Vw is the local windspeed (in our case it’s
assumed to be uniform) and ~Vdw represents the veloc-
ity of the airflow determined by downwash effects.
Employing the FixedTranslation components of the
MultiBody library [7], this problem is easily solved,
since ~V , derived from the MultiBody frame relative to
the considered aerodynamic component, takes auto-
matically into account the velocity transport effect due
to rigid rotations. On the other side, this procedure
avoids user to manually specify (possibly introducing
implementation bugs) the transport laws of forces and
moments from aerodynamic components (for example
from the center of pressure of the different lifting
surfaces or from the hub reference system of main and
tail rotor) to the center of mass reference system, as
commonly happens in flight simulators implemented
with low-level languages (such as Fortran or C).
Eventual downwash effects (as those due to main

and tail rotor inflow) have been included introducing
a dedicated inflow connector, which is declared as
following:

connector Inflow in

"External velocity field with harmonic

distribution"

input Modelica.SIunits.Velocity v0

"Average inflow component";

input Modelica.SIunits.Velocity vs

"Sinusoidal inflow component";

input Modelica.SIunits.Velocity vc

"Cosinusoidal inflow component";

end Inflow in;

The same holds for the dual connector inflow out,
but the inflow components are declared as output.
The causal nature if this connector is obviously made
necessary by the simple mathematical modelling of
downwash effects carried out in flight mechanics.
Thanks to the innovative features of Modelica lan-
guage, rotor dynamics can be implemented in the most
natural way, declaring the equations as found in tech-
nical reports and specialized books (as those summa-
rized in the preceding section) without requiring any
error-prone and time consuming by hand manipula-
tion of the analytical expressions. For example, let’s
consider the tail rotor dynamics: tail rotor is simpler
to describe than main rotor, because it has no cyclic
inputs but only a collective pitch input; moreover, its
high rotating speed makes the flapping and inflow dy-
namics so fast that they are usually neglected. Static
inflow theory is therefore suitable for the computation
of tail rotor induced velocity and thrust:

li =
Vi

WtrRtr
=

CT

2

√
µ2 +

(
− v

WtrRtr
−li

)2
(8)

CT = CT (li,µ,qtr)

where Vi ,CT ,Wtr ,Rtr ,µ ,v represent, respectively, tail
rotor induced velocity, thrust coefficient (adimension-
alized thrust), rotating speed, radius, advance ratio and
transversal airspeed (directed as the helicopter y-axis);
furthermore, qtr symbolizes the tail rotor pitch input.
The expression (8) is an implicit equation, because the
inflow depends on the thrust and the thrust depends on
the inflow; using traditional, causal, simulation tools
or low level languages, the user should solve this equa-
tion implementing by hand the code for a Newton’s
iterative scheme or (as suggested in [11]) introducing
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Figure 2: Helicopter simulator layout

unphysical algebraic loop by means of common I/O
blocks. With Modelica language, this is no more nec-
essary, since Dymola provides analytical manipulation
of these expressions, and the user can introduce the ex-
pressions like (8) (much common in aerodynamic con-
text) without any modification.
Aerodynamic forces and moments generated by em-
pennages and fuselage are computed employing look-
up-tables (Modelica CombiTable blocks) and taking
into account downwash effects due to main and tail
rotor with inflow connectors. In the case of tail rotor,
uniform inflow implies that v0 =Vi and vs = vc = 0. An
important effect to predict, both for trim and dynamic
analysis, happens when the impingement of main ro-
tor wake on horizontal tail is realized. For this reason,
horizontal tail model checks continuously the value of
wake skew angle, which is defined as:

c = tan−1
(

µ
l0 − w

WR

)
(9)

The aerodynamic coefficients used in fuselage model
have been derived from the technical document [16],
which reports wind tunnel data for different fuselage
shapes.
Helicopter rigid mechanics is implemented using a
standard Body component of MultiBody library and
specifying aircraft inertial properties. The rigid body
is connected to the different components of the air-
frame with rigid translations, as said before.

Helicopter main and tail rotors are designed for pro-
viding optimal performances at a constant, nominal,
blades angular velocity; for this reason, engine au-
tomatic regulation is used in order to guarantee the
right value of RPM, no matter how required power
is. The Mechanics.Rotational library has been prof-
itably used for the implementation of a simplified tur-
boshaft engine dynamics model, connected to the main
rotor block and to the tail rotor system through an ideal
gearbox model. The torque absorbed at engine shaft is
given by:

Q = Qmr + Imr
(
Ẇ− ṙ

)
+ kT Qtr +Qacc (10)

where Qmr is the torque due to rotor aerodynamic in-
plane components (computed in main rotor block), Imr

is the rotor moment of inertia about shaft axis, r is the
helicopter yaw rate, kT the gear-box reduction ratio,
Qtr the torque required at tail rotor shaft and, finally,
Qacc represents the torque due to accessories. Observe
that the torque balance (10) is realized in Modelica in
a very physical way connecting rotational flanges. En-
gine dynamic response from fuel flow to shaft power
has been modelled as a simple first order lag, accord-
ing to [8], while the RPM governor has been imple-
mented with an analog PID block. Figure 2 shows
the Dymola graphical layout of the helicopter simu-
lator. On the left the four helicopter inputs (m.r. col-
lective pitch, m.r. longitudinal cyclic pitch, m.r. lateral
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cyclic pitch and t.r. collective pitch) are visible, while
on the right the output signals correspond to measured
Euler/Cardan angles, pitch rates and airspeeds. Light
thick connections represent aerodynamic interferences
(downwash effects). Eventual primary mixer (for the
decoupling of pitch and roll control channels) and in-
terlink subsystems can be easily added to this basic
simulator. Furthermore, specialized graphical shapes
have been employed for the 3D visualization of the
helicopter trajectories (Figure 3).

Figure 3: A109 helicopter performing a steady coordi-
nated turn

4 Simulation study

As a case study, the technical data of an Agusta
A109mkII helicopter have been considered [11]. The
complete helicopter system is fully specified in our
simulator inserting only 69 parameters (excepting the
coefficients of look-up-tables). In the following, the
results deriving from two different simulation studies
are reported.

4.1 Trim analysis

In this test, the helicopter model has been trimmed for
different values of airspeed in both longitudinal and
lateral flight conditions. Figures 4,5 report plots show-
ing trim data values for angular attitudes, command in-
puts and required power for different trim conditions.
These results have been compared with the real flight
data of the same helicopter model [6],[11], observing
generally a very good agreement. Only a little overes-
timation of tail rotor authority has been observed for
high speed flight, due probably to complex aerody-
namic interactions between main rotor wake and tail
rotor flowfield.

Figure 4: Longitudinal flight - trim data

Figure 5: Lateral flight - trim data

Figure 6: Helicopter attitudes
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4.2 Piloted flight

Introducing a very simple AFCS control structure [3],
we could easily reproduce the presence of a standard
autostabilisation equipment plus a pilot (or an autopi-
lot alone), in order to perform realistic transients. As
an illustrative example, a simulation of a flight tran-
sient is reported: the helicopter starts hovering, then,
for t = 30 sec the helicopter begins a longitudinal flight
(sideslip bw = 0) accelerating up to 100 knots (51.4
m/s, Figure 7). At t = 230 sec the helicopter starts a
climb and it increases its altitude of 60m in 20 sec. The
time history of three attitude angles is reported in Fig-
ure 6; the velocity increase from hover to 100 knots is
achieved putting the helicopter nose down (the angle
q decreases) by means of a forward longitudinal stick
displacement, as shown in Figure 8, where the longi-
tudinal cyclic pitch reaches its steady-state trim value
for 100 kts.

Figure 7: Helicopter velocities in earth-fixed frame

Correspondingly, the virtual pilot uses pedals (tail ro-
tor pitch) in order to hold heading during the tran-
sient, compensating main rotor torque. At t = 230
sec the collective is pulled up in order to impress a
positive climb rate of about 3 m/s to the helicopter,
until the new altitude is reached. Figure 9 reports
the time history of the dimensional inflow states: as
speed increases, the main rotor wake passes from a
configuration where the inflow is approximately uni-
form (vs = vc = 0) to a harmonic distribution consis-
tent with high speed forward flight. Finally, Figure 10
shows the required engine power during the transient.

Figure 8: Helicopter inputs

Figure 9: Main rotor inflow - harmonic components

Figure 10: Required power
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5 Conclusions and future work

In this paper, a simple parametric and reconfigurable
helicopter dynamic model has been proposed, under-
lining the great advantages in terms of code readability
and reusability deriving from the use of Modelica lan-
guage paradigms and Dymola environment. As next
work, the model validation will be performed. The val-
idated model will be integrated with detailed electro-
hydraulics actuator models (under development) and
realistic redundant FCC (Flight Control Computer) ar-
chitectures. The resulting simulator will be used for
the assessment of performance degradation in case of
actuators failures and for the support in analysis and
design of new specific linear and nonlinear control al-
gorithms.
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Dynamic modeling and control of a 6 DOF parallel kinematics

M. Krabbes Ch. Meißner
Leipzig University of Applied Sciences
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Wächterstraße 13, 04107 Leipzig, Germany

Abstract

An object-oriented modeling structure as utilized by
Modelica is well suitable for the simulation of the dy-
namic behavior of parallel kinematic structures. Espe-
cially application of the simulation system DYMOLA
based on this language enables an easy dynamics sim-
ulation of parallel kinematics up to creation of inverse
models in the purpose of control. Based on the in-
verted simulation of closed loop behavior in connec-
tion with a real-time implementation new concepts of
multi-axis control become feasibly. Keywords: model
inversion; inverse disturbance observer; motion con-
trol, parallel kinematic machine

1 Introduction

Serial and parallel kinematic structures has been
one of the first and best examples to explain the
new quality of modeling and simulation, which is
possible by means of the object oriented modeling
language MODELICA and corresponding simulation
tools like DYMOLA. The non explicitly solved descrip-
tion scheme simplifies the handling of such complex
systems dramatically. However, the philosophy and ar-
chitecture of Dymola permits also a change of the sig-
nal direction through complete closed loop systems.
So in connection with its real-time abilities, Dymola
extends his purpose from an analyzing tool by po-
tentials in control design and code generation. This
can be shown very impressively at an example of a
so called Parallel Kinematics Machine (PKM). This
hexapod is a 6 DOF movable mechanical system for
handling or other machining with high structural stiff-
ness and small dead load, because all drives are fixed
with the machine frame (Fig. 1).

For the control of almost any multi-dimensionally
actuated production machine the appropriate control
architecture replaces within the control loop the part
of the kinematic chain behind the respectively last

Figure 1: Parallel kinematic machine Black Beetle

drive position sensor by an appropriate static and/or
dynamic model. Drive position sensors and based on
it short control loops remain indispensable for high-
dynamic performance. Only thus the electrical servo
controllers can be dimensioned sufficiently rigidly,
which are decentralized in subordinated SISO struc-
tures.
The model of kinematics connected to the control
loops is assumed in particular with PKM normally as
rigid and decoupled, so it considers only the corre-
sponding static behavior. This simplifies substantially
the necessary steps to its structural design, inverting
and integration into the control system. Only the ex-
perimental identification of a machine-individual kine-
matics model with the necessary accuracy is further
subject of scientific work and is referred as calibration.
In contrast to this, development need exists for every
of the mentioned steps concerning the dynamic effects
of the open chain: starting at the model design over
its inverting and control integration up to the experi-
mental identification. Beyond that, the subordinated
SISO drive control is to be maintained in face of ex-
tensions by centralized multi-axis controllers. Current
publications are going to solve these problems by the
mainstream concepts of multivariable control [3, 2].
Utilization of the simulation system Dymola repre-
sents a promising approach for a more tool based solu-
tion of these tasks by means of object oriented model-
ing based on Modelica. First results of investigations
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to that effect are presented by this contribution.

2 Inverse Models for PKM control

The integration of a dynamic model into the con-
trol system of a PKM (as well as any other multi-
axis kinematic structure) can be decomposed into two
fundamental problem fields: on the one hand non-
ideal and load-sensitive tracking behavior Gdrive =
θmeas/θre f = f ({F;τ}ext) of the drive positions θmeas

does arise. The non-orthonormal action of the
drives expresses itself in unavoidable, but directly
measurable contouring errors. On the other hand
also the elastic dynamics of the structure Gelast =
{Xmeas;Imeas}/{θmeas;{F;τ}ext} lead to Cartesian po-
sition errors of the tool center point (TCP) Xmeas.
These error portions are only model-based assessable
and require imperatively the consideration of external
perturbing loads {F;τ}ext .
This contribution suggests a compensation of these ef-
fects in the described decomposition, whereby com-
mon structures and model prototypes are used. Ap-
propriate inverse models of the closed loop system are
used by means of the so called Inverse Disturbance
Observer (IDOB), in order to produce a new reference
signal with an error minimizing pilot control compo-
nent [1, 7].

Figure 2: IDOB control scheme

The fundamental structure as pictured in figure 2 is
based on a (nominal) inverse plant model and a feed-
back structure, which approaches within the band-
width of the (unity gain low pass) filter Q the total
behavior of the series connection of plant G and in-
verse model G−1

N to 1. In the case of IDOB an up-
stream model-inverse ˜G−1

N produces accurate tracking,
because the inverted model behavior is matched to the
real plant. This correction effect makes it possible
to work also at unstable plants with a stable approx-
imated model-inverse [1].
According to the decomposition as introduced above,
IDOB is used cascaded into two structures as in figure
3 based on inverted model components [4]. Within an

inside loop ideal tracking of the drives is effectuated
by an inverting of the position controlled drives. By
implementation of in this case rigidly assumed kine-
matics all changing inertia effects can be considered
as well as influences of the coupling of the struts and
external perturbing load. Hence, this model is quite ac-
curately and permits a feedback filter Qθ of high band-
width for good performance.
For the tracking of the Cartesian position, the overall
system is enclosed by a further IDOB. The ideal co-
ordinates transformation is used here for the inverse
model according to the rigid geometrical model. In or-
der to close the control loop, a measuring signal of the
TCP position is required, which is not actually present
however. Therefore a further, partially inverted model
is used for its estimation, which supplies apart from
the TCP position also the external perturbing force and
torque based on the measurable values of drive posi-
tion θdrive and drive load Imeas. In this structure the
outside loop is subject to various restrictions. On the
one hand strong deviations between rigid model G−1

rigid
and position controlled plant are possible. Therefore
the outside filter can be dimensioned possibly only
with small bandwidth. One the other hand the overall
system works with the errors of the flexible model, be-
cause the structure depends on an approximated con-
trol variable.
Also the additional estimated signals are required for
a safe total behavior, since theoretical stiffness values
can be impressed, which would make excessive de-
mands of the machine structure. Therefore reference
inputs with defined, homogeneous compliance are to
be produced by means of this load estimation.

3 Modeling of a DOF 6 Laboratory
Machine

The novel PKM named Black Beetle, developed at
HTWK – Leipzig University of Applied Sciences in
cooperation with Fraunhofer Institute IWU [6], offers
the possibility to test quickly new concepts in cali-
bration, control or machining. It is build with six in
one plane pairwise arranged linear drives, which are
respectively joined with the tool mounting by struts
of same length (Fig. 1 and 4). With this mounting a
therein fixed tool or spindle can moved in 6 directions
(DOF 6).

The extreme lightweight construction and the high
process speed causes not negligible tracking errors
and elastic deformations, which enforces a dynamic
treatment in controller design. Realtime-simulations
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Figure 3: Cascaded control scheme of a PKM

Figure 4: PKM model visualization.

of such a system by means of Dymola offers now an
easy way to do that. The overall model Gdrive ·Gelast

(Fig. 5) is able to simulate the six linear drives includ-
ing their friction effects and integrated controllers as
well as the physical layout in a simplified structure
of struts, which are represented as one-dimensional
spring-damper-systems with mass-point. For this,
many standard models of the Modelica library and a
few own special models are used. Input signals of
this element are the reference trajectories of the drive
controllers and the perturbing load, output signals are
the measurable drive position and force and the actual
cartesian TCP position. The control structure has now
to be completed with inverted and semi-inverted ver-
sions of the overall model.

Figure 5: PKM overall model.

4 Derivation of Inverse and Semi-
Inverse Models

As described above the overall model has to be
inverted in different variations. For this, we only have
added some TwoInputs / TwoOuputs - blocks to
the input and output connectors of the overall model,
but nothing else (Fig. 6) The Modelica translator
derives signal directions on it’s own [4, 5].

In some cases these changes lead to problems
because often derivatives of some expressions are
necessary, which can’t be differentiated e.g. in
case of the direction dependent static friction. In
respect of velocity v there is a not derivable discon-
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Figure 6: Inversion example of the overall model.

tinuity of Coulomb friction at v = 0 m/s which is
problematic during model inversion. The solution
is to filter the friction force signal. This filter is
implemented as series of n first order filters with
a overall characteristic of critical damping. Thus
the force-signal can be differentiated n times (see
Modelica.Blocks.Continuous.Critical
Damping-Block). Of course the signal is being
smoothed and is shaped like a hysteresis, but this
can be neglected with a adequately high cut-off filter
frequency.
Three variants of the inverted model (Fig. 2) are
utilized as follows. For use in outer IDOB a rigid
version G−1

rigid is generated, which only transforms the
coordinates from Cartesian space to axis configura-
tions space. This system is based on a PKM model,
where simply no dynamic effects will be mentioned.
The inner IDOB loop uses a more detailed inverse
model ˜G−1

drive which is intended for drive position
tracking. As described later, the whole drive internal
controller structure, its friction effects and additional
the coupling between the drives and therewith upcom-
ing position dependent loads are mentioned.
Last but not least the TCP position and load estima-
tion model ˜G−1

elast has been derived. Measured drive
positions and currents enable this variant to estimate
a actual TCP position and perturbing loads (force /
torque). Unfortunately using current as drive load
indicator is not appropriately. If the static (Coulomb)
friction force is higher than the required drives force
in hold-up position, the model is not able to determine
the machine load, because the drive will not try to
move in this case and no current is necessary to keep
position. So it’s recommended to use a more sensible
measuring signal (of virtual sensors), but the concept
remains the same. This inversion variant is primary
used to register the elastic effects of the machine
structure and to provide an in reality not or not easy to

measure TCP position signal. A secondary advantage
is that this model can be used as source to apply
homogeneous compliance at the TCP, which relies on
this force / torque measurements. As consequence we
can establish a respective sensitive tool.

5 IDOB drive position tracking

During the development of the complete DYMOLA
implementation, realization of executable systems has
shown to be a remarkable challenge. In a first step
of development the inner IDOB loop had to be real-
ized. As mentioned, the linear drives are working with
decentralized encapsulated control by means of cas-
caded PI-velocity and P-position tracking. Caused by
the drive couplings and a changing load, there is no
optimal control configuration as for a single axis with
fixed load. Hence, the aim is to improve the track-
ing performance, but only by varying the input signal
of the drive controllers using a feedforward element.
This is done as in the IDOB architecture by means of
an inverse model. Because the model will never match
the real linear drives behavior, a feedback loop gener-
ates an error minimizing signal.
While all models and their inverse derivatives could
be realized quite easily, the multidimensional connec-
tion to the intended control structure in one Dymola-
model overextended all available compilers. Only in
single axis configurations the structure could be veri-
fied completely. In this example the performance was
improved by multiple decades with a filter cut-off fre-
quency of 1000 Hz. In this case the plant model and
the inverted nominal model had very different friction
parameters.
The connection of all IDOB elements succeeded only
within Simulink by multiple import elements (Fig. 7).
However, the performance of this implementation is
affected by the required simple fixed step solver and
the necessary input filters in all Dymola import ele-
ments in order to get the input signals with sufficient
order of differentiability. With this environment the in-
ner IDOB was tested by a spacial test trajetory (Fig. 8)
and compared with the original control structure and
only feedforward control by the inverse model (Fig.
9). As it can be seen from the absolute error values of
one axis in figure 9 the tracking errors are reduced with
the feedforward model up to 50 %, but with complete
IDOB control the errors are lower than 10 % than be-
fore. However, on the other side there are considerable
spikes, which are resulting from chattering of the non
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Original system Feedforward control IDOB control
No perturbative load 100 % 75 % 12 %
Perturbative load: 4 kg 101 % 70 % 11 %

Table 1: Relative mean error values.

Figure 7: Simulink implementation of the inner IDOB
loop.
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Figure 8: Spacial test trajectory.

ideal friction model in the plant model at velocity zero-
crossing . They are also the reason for a quite limited
cut-off frequency of the feedback filter at 50 Hz. Ta-
ble 1 gives the relation of the summarized mean error
values of all axes over the test trajectory with respect
to the original system. Obviously, the control structure
shows also robust behavior in case of added parameter
differences between plant and inverse nominal model.
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Figure 9: Comparison of tracking errors.

6 Real-time Environment

To control the laboratory machine by this approach,
we need to involve the derived models in a real-time
environment. In this case MATLAB-xPC-Target is
chosen, because it is more easy to integrate a Dy-
mola model into Simulink with xPC-Target real-time
extension. In a capable model, which can be down-
loaded on a xPC-Target machine, the overall plant
model Gdrive · Gelast is replaced by connections to
the drive controllers of the machine by a SERCOS-
interface (signals on left and bottom side). To be able
to use the SERCOS bus from xPC-Target, a appropri-
ate Simulink block was created [6]. The integration
of a Dymola model in a Simulink model is possible
with the interface block provided by Dymola itself.
With some options one is able to compile and link the
Simulink model with the Dymola model translated by
the Dymola translator for a PC-based target.
In order to calculate the complex cascaded control
structure with its different models it is necessary to use
a high performance target machine. Because of real-
time purposes also here the model must be calculated
with a fixed step solver. Hence with Dymola one have
to chose the Euler algorithm (if necessary with inline
integration). This fact implies that the calculation does
not converge as good as a variable step solver would
do. However, complete test of cascaded IDOB archi-
tecture is still in future work, where the potentials of
real-time optimization have to be developed.

7 Conclusion

This paper presents first practical results of controlling
a laboratory PKM by the approach of IDOB control.
It could be shown, that on the way of generating real-
time simulations Dymola is not only an analysis tool
but moreover can be used for powerful control design
and target code generation. While the main domain of
such processing is multi-axis control, further improve-
ments are required in the solution process of tasks with
such high complexity.
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Abstract 

Hybrid power trains as increasingly used in road ve-
hicles become more and more interesting for railroad 
vehicles. Short-distance passenger traffic on non-
electrified lines is a domain where brake energy re-
cuperation might reduce the total energy consump-
tion significantly. In this paper a simulation model of 
a light diesel-powered railcar is presented. Model 
components are adapted from standard Modelica and 
Powertrain library. The potential improvement of 
fuel economy regarding different application settings 
is evaluated.  
Keywords: model, simulation, railroad, power train, 
hybrid, energy consumption, drive strategy  

1 Introduction 

In contrast to road vehicles there were no compul-
sory emission limits for railroad vehicles in the past. 
In the domain of diesel driven railway vehicles there 
is only a voluntary emission limitation for nitric ox-
ide and particles by the International Union of Rail-
way (UIC), which is obligatory for its members. 
With the beginning of the year 2006 new tightened 
up restrictions by the European Union for new and 
repowered railcars take effect. Further decrease of 
emissions is settled for the year 2012. In this context 
effort is also spent on increasing the fuel efficiency 
of railcars.  
In this work a model for dynamic simulation of die-
sel driven railroad vehicles is developed. This con-
tains models for driving resistance, longitudinal sec-
tion of the track, combustion engine, electric motor 
and generator, as well as gearboxes. Energy storages 
like flywheels and ultracapacitors are implemented 
for the simulation of hybrid vehicles.  
The component models are combined to exemplary 
railcar power train configurations for local and re-
gional traffic. The effect of different power train 
configurations and different driving strategies is 
demonstrated. Pure electric vehicles are not in the 

scope of this work. However, the electric compo-
nents might also be used to model those vehicles.  

2 State of the Art 

2.1 Railway vehicle power trains 

In diesel railcars and locomotives hydromechanic or 
electric power transmissions are used. For light rail-
cars most often the hydromechanic power transmis-
sion is used. The automatic transmission and the die-
sel engine are frequently adapted from road vehicle 
mass products. The electric power transmission con-
sists of the diesel engine, which is rigidly coupled 
with an electric generator, and the electric traction 
motors. It is most often used in high speed railcars 
and heavy diesel locomotives. However, the electric 
power train can easily be transformed into a serial 
hybrid power train by adding an electric storage 
which makes it attractive even for short-distance 
railcars. 

2.2 Comparison of commercial and rail vehi-
cles 

In commercial and public transport vehicles hybrid 
power trains are primarily used in two different ap-
plications. A significant number of busses for local 
urban traffic and light delivery vans, used in post and 
express service, are featured with alternative or hy-
brid power trains, predominantly in the USA. In 
most cases, serial or power split hybrid power trains 
are in use. In some cases also fuel cells or battery 
powered electric drives are in trial and in regular use.  
Up to now, hybrid power trains in railroad vehicles 
are rare. However, some railroad manufacturer con-
ducted experiments to use energy storages in railroad 
vehicles for braking energy recuperation. A current 
mass product is the “GreenGoat” which is a diesel-
electric shunt locomotive built by the Canadian 
manufacturer Railpower Technology Corp. This lo-
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comotive has a traction power of 2000kW and is fea-
tured with a 1200Ah lead battery.  
Electric brakes for electric and diesel-electric rail-
road vehicles are well known. Braking energy is ei-
ther converted into heat by brake resistors or it is fed 
back into the contact wire. Electric brakes are used 
as service brake because they are wear-free and non-
exhaustible. 
In the domain of short-distance passenger traffic on 
non-electrified lines light railcars with a tare weight 
between 23t (e.g. DWA LVT/S) and 120t (e.g. 
ALSTOM Corodia LIREX) are in use. A typical ex-
ample is the RegioShuttle RS1 (former Adtranz, now 
Stadler) which has a maximum total weight of 56t. 
This railcar is the most commonly used diesel pow-
ered railcar in Germany. The power train of this rail-
car is based on a conventional road bus power train. 

2.3 Driving cycles and driving styles 

In a typical driving cycle a railroad vehicle is accel-
erated with the maximum tractive force up to the 
admissible maximum speed (acceleration phase). 
This speed is kept until short before the next halt 
(constant speed phase), where the vehicle is braked 
with the maximum service deceleration (deceleration 
phase). Changes of the admissible maximum speed 
are also realized with maximum acceleration or de-
celeration. This driving style leads to the shortest 
possible travelling time which is possible for a given 
vehicle.  
The ”energy saving” driving style uses the recovery 
margin of the timetable. The recovery margin is 
about 5 to 10% of the minimum travelling time and 
is considered in timetables to recover delays. It can 
be used to reduce the maximum speed or to join a 
roll out phase between constant speed and decelera-
tion phase. 

2.4 Driving strategies of serial hybrid power 
trains 

The driving strategy of a serial hybrid power train 
determines how each component of the power train 
is driven. One category of driving strategies lets the 
power of the diesel engine follow the actual power of 
the electric traction motor. There is still a variation in 
the diesel engine rotating speed possible, which can 
be optimized to reduce total fuel consumption. In the 
classical diesel-electric power train without any en-
ergy storage this is the only possible driving strategy. 
Another category of driving strategies decouples the 
power of the diesel engine from the actual power of 
the traction motor. Obviously, an energy storage is 
required in this case. As the working conditions of 

the diesel engine can be shifted towards its optimum 
a lower fuel consumption can be expected. 

2.5 Energy storages 

Railroad vehicles are commonly built for a lifetime 
of 25 to 30 years. The time between two general 
overhauls is 8 to 10 years. The huge number of 
charge/discharge cycles within this period would 
lead to high battery masses to obtain sufficient bat-
tery life-time, which makes batteries not yet suitable 
for railcar hybrid power trains.  
Flywheels are used in railroad applications as sta-
tionary energy storage to buffer peak loads of contact 
wires. As flywheels are proved to be usable in mo-
bile applications, e.g. road busses, they can also be 
used in railroad vehicles. Flywheels are nowadays 
built from fibre composite which enables very high 
rotation speed and reduces the impact in case of 
burst. Flywheels are best for energy storage in the 
time-range of several minutes.  
Ultracapacitors are known for high power density 
and huge number of charge/discharge cycles. They 
are already applied in railroad applications for brake 
energy recovery (Bombardier MITRAC Energy 
Safer). 

3 Modelling of the components 

3.1 Driving resistance  

The driving resistance of a railroad vehicle consists 
of the rolling resistance, climbing resistance, drag 
resistance, curved track resistance, and acceleration 
resistance.  

aCurveDragSlopeRollW FFFFFF ++++=  

The rolling resistance of a railroad vehicle is small 
compared to road vehicles. It is calculated from the 
total weight of the vehicle using the rolling resis-
tance coefficient. 

0040.00015.0f
)αcos(fgmF
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SlopeRVehicleRoll
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r

=

⋅⋅⋅=
 

The climbing resistance is calculated from the mass 
of the vehicle and the ascent angle. For longer trains 
the mass of the train must be described as mass strap, 
where the ascent might vary between different parts 
of the train. In this work, only short railcars are con-
sidered, so the train is treated as a single mass point. 
It is common to specify the ascent in tenth of per-
cent.  
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The drag resistance is assumed to be proportional to 
the square of the driving velocity. For longer trains 
(esp. freight trains) the lateral air resistance of the 
wagons is dominant. For short railcars which are the 
focus of this work, the lateral air resistance is not 
calculated separately.    

2
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The curved track rolling resistance is commonly cal-
culated by an empiric formula. However, there are a 
number of different approaches. In this work, a sim-
ple formula, which is valid in average cases, is used: 
 

Curve

Vehicle
Curve R
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F

r
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=  

The translatory acceleration resistance is calculated 
by Newton’s law.  

VehicleehicleVa amF ⋅=  

The longitudinal section of the track including gradi-
ent, curvature data and admissible maximum speed is 
read from a data file. 
 

3.2 Axles 

The models of the axles are one of the main compo-
nents. They are connected to the model of the chas-
sis. There are models for driven and non-driven axles 
which are very similar. The models might be used 
for bogies, too. The model of the driven axle is 
shown in Figure 1. Its connectors are the abstractions 
of the driving shaft and the axle box which transmits 
the driving force to the model of the driving resis-
tance. The component ‘Schlupf’ calculates friction 
and slip between the track and the wheel in the con-
tact point. The actual slip is fed as input signal for 
the wheel sliding protection and the wheel skid pro-
tection. 

3.3 Friction and slip between track and wheel 

The small friction coefficient between track and steel 
wheel makes it necessary to calculate the slip, as ac-
celeration and deceleration might be limited by the 
transmittable force in the contact point. Neglecting 
track gradient and vertical acceleration of the chas-
sis, the perpendicular force is constant. The maxi-
mum friction coefficient is a function of vehicle 
speed and track condition. For the acceleration 
phase, the approach  

Fzg3

2
1maxT, vk

kkμ
+

+=  

is commonly used. The values of the constants were 
empirically investigated by Curtius and Kniffler. 
Even though modern vehicles do achieve higher fric-
tion coefficients, these values are still used in vehicle 
design to ensure sufficient friction even under worse 
conditions. 

k1 k2 k3 

0,161 2,083 m/s 12,222 m/s 
 
The actual value of the friction coefficient is a func-
tion of the actual slip velocity.  

vehiclewheelwheelslip vRv −⋅= ω  

The function μK(vslip) is built from a combination of a 
2nd order polynomial and an exponential function  
(Figure 2). This curve is an approximation of three 
different friction mechanisms. In the range 0 to B the 
so-called microslip dominates. The friction coeffi-
cient is nearly linear to the slip velocity. Between B 
and the maximum friction coefficient at C a rapid 
alternation of minimal slipping and sticking (slip-
stick-movement) dominates. For higher values of 
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Figure 1: Model of the driven axle 
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slip velocity, the friction coefficient decreases dra-
matically leading to a significant heating of the mate-
rial in the contact point followed by further decrease 
of the friction coefficient. In most cases, measured 
values for μB and μW are not available. A reasonable 
approach is [1]: 
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As input for the wheel sliding and wheel skid protec-
tion a variable slip is defined as the ratio: 

C

slip

v
v

 slip =  

3.4 Wheel skid and wheel slide protection 

In this model, the actual slip is available as input 
signal for the skid and slide protection. This enables 
the implementation of a perfect slip and slide protec-
tion. In reality, in most cases only the wheel rotating 
speed is available. However, the internals of the skid 
and slide protection are beyond the scope of this 
work. For the aim of energy consumption prediction 
the approach of a perfect controlled system is suffi-
cient. The skid protection reduces the driving power 
if the slip exceeds 0.8 until zero at slip 1.0. The slide 
protection works analogue in reducing the brake 
force.  

3.5 Internal combustion engine 

The model of the internal combustion engine is a 
modified map-based model from the Modelica Pow-
erTrain library. Apart from the stationary character-
istic map the fuel consumption at idle speed is 
needed. As there is no specific data available an em-
pirical formula is used. As a rule of thumb, a diesel 
engine needs in idle conditions 4mg of fuel per work 
cycle per 500 cm³ displacement. The engine friction 
is determined using a Willans curve methodology 
[3].  

3.6 Flywheel 

While the capacity of a flywheel is determined by 
the inertia and the maximum rotation speed of the 
wheel, the power is determined by the electric drive. 
As a result, a typical characteristic of a flywheel is 
shown in Figure 3. Major components of the model 
are a map-based electric motor and a standard Mode-
lica inertia. Losses of the flywheel due to air friction, 
cooling and the vacuum pump are considered in sum 
as function of the rotating speed. To determinate the 
status of the flywheel, a state of energy is defined: 

²n²n
²nn²SoE

minmax

min

−
−

=  

 

3.7 Ultracapacitors 

The model of the ultracapacitors is an implementa-
tion of the model by van Mierlo et al in [4]. The ul-
tracapacitor is reduced to the equivalent circuit 
shown in Figure 4, which can easily be modelled 
using standard components. Corresponding to the 
flywheel a state of energy is defined: 
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Figure 4: Equivalent electric circuit of the 
ultracapacitor 
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Figure 3: Flywheel operating characteristic  
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4 Control Strategies 

The control strategy of the vehicle is divided into 
three layers. The first layer controls the higher-level 
functions of the vehicle independently from the 
power train components. It controls the velocity of 
the vehicle and communicates the desired accelera-
tion or deceleration to the second and third control 
layers. The second layer manages the distribution of 
power and energy among the different power train 
and storage components. The third layer acts on the 
level of single components and controls their opera-
tion status depending on the desired power.  

4.1 First control layer 

The first control layer defines the way of driving im-
plemented in the control strategy. The general aim of 
the control strategy is to achieve the shortest driving 
time. This means maximum acceleration until the 
speed limit is reached followed by a section driven 
with constant speed. Each change in the speed limit 
leads to maximum operational acceleration or decel-
eration. When approaching the next stop the vehicle 
is decelerated with the maximum operational braking 
force. 
The first control layer uses three different states dur-
ing an operational cycle. The first state is the driving 
state, which is used during acceleration and normal 
driving. In this state, the desired velocity given in the 
track description is controlled by a PI-Controller. 
When the vehicle reaches a certain distance to the 
next stop the state controller switches to the second 
state and the deceleration phase starts. This distance 
is dynamically calculated by means of the maximum 
operational deceleration and the current velocity of 
the vehicle. A PI-controller controls the braking sig-
nals for the power train components and, if needed, 
for the wheel set brakes. When the velocity reaches 
zero at the stopping point given in the track descrip-
tion the state controller switches to the third state. 
After a predefined stop-time the next operational 
cycle starts and the state controller automatically 
switches to the driving state. 
The current state is provided to the other control sys-
tems via the signal bus of the vehicle. Therefore 
three Boolean signals are used which are called driv-
ing, braking and halt. 

4.2 Second control layer 

The second control layer determines the current elec-
trical power of each component of the electrical 
drive train and storage system. In the diesel-
hydraulic power train there is no choice which com-
ponent has to deliver the required power. In this case 
the second control layer is not necessary; the power 
demand is transmitted directly to the controller of the 
internal combustion engine (DH). 
In the case of the diesel-electric power train two op-
erating strategies for the energy management are dis-
cussed. The first one (DE1) is based on the assump-
tion that the internal combustion engine operates in-
termittently in its most efficient operating point [8]. 
If the SoE of the storage is greater 70 %, the ICE is 
switched off. As soon as the SoE-level falls short of 
25 % the ICE is switched on again. The electrical 
energy is stored in the flywheel or delivered directly 
to the driving motors. The operation in this manner 
requires an energy storage with high power perform-
ance to ensure the delivery of the requested power 
when the ICE is stopped. On the other hand the 
power capability helps reducing fuel consumption 
due to the fact, that great amounts of braking energy 
can be recuperated. 
The second strategy (DE2) assumes that the ICE runs 
permanently on a characteristic curve with low fuel 
consumption. In this case, the operating point of the 
engine depends on the current power demand of the 
first control layer. Whenever high power is needed, 
the engine runs faster and the generator demands 
more torque. In times of low power demand, engine 
speed decreases. The energy storage is primarily 
used to buffer braking energy; as a secondary effect 
it helps levelling out the engine dynamics.  

4.3 Third control layer 

The third control layer is implemented in each com-
ponent. It controls the way how the requested power 
is distributed or stored, i.e. for the ICE the point or 
characteristic curve of operation. As this is very spe-
cific for the different components, it is not discussed 
any further here.  

5 Simulation results 

In the simulation three power train variants are com-
pared. The first one is the model of the diesel-
hydraulic (DH) power train. The others are diesel-
electric power trains with identical component pa-
rameters. There is only a difference is in the control 
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strategy. The main parameters of the railcars are 
given in the table below.  

 DE DH 

Vehicle mass 54.2t 51.3t 

Engine power 2 x  257kW 

Flywheel usable capacity 4.5kWh - 

Flywheel max. power 500kW - 
 
Figure 5 shows the structure of the DE-Model with 
two diesel-electric generators and two electrically 
driven axles which are mechanically connected to 
the driving resistance model. The DC voltage link 
connects the electrical components like flywheel, 
braking resistance and auxiliary equipment. The con-
trollers manage the flow of energy within the electri-
cal and mechanical system. 

 
Figure 5: Model of the diesel-electric power train 

The three different power train systems are simulated 
on a test track, which is a short sequence of a moun-
tainous track with relatively low speed levels. The 
admissible maximum speed is 80km/h, the slope is 
up to 25‰. There are three stops within the route. 
Figure 6 shows the track related resistance forces for 
the diesel-hydraulic railcar. The rolling resistance 
F_Roll is almost constant, while the drag resistance 
F_Drag is obviously varying with vehicle velocity. 
The slope resistance is the most significant force and 
is by far the dominant resistance force on parts of the 
track. Compared to the other resistance forces, the 
force F_Curve due to the curvature of the track is 
relatively small. Figure 7 shows the acceleration 
force F_a. As the railcar travels with maximum ac-

celeration, this force is temporarily up to ten times of 
the sum of the other forces. 

 
Figure 6: Resistance forces simulated with the 

DH-model 

 
Figure 7: Acceleration force of the DH-model: 

Figure 8 compares the vehicle speeds of the two die-
sel-electric variants and the diesel-hydraulic railcar. 
There are slight differences in the time needed to 
reach the last stop. The DH is the fastest, while the 
DE1-variant needs about 12 seconds longer to ac-
complish the track. At t = 600 s the velocity of the 
three variants differs significantly. Although the two 
DE-railcars are driven by electric motors with the 
same power, they don’t achieve the same velocity. 
This is the result of the different control strategies. In 
the DE2 variant the power of the driving motors is 
limited by the controller of the energy management. 
This is done because the amount of energy in the 
flywheel is depleting even though the ICEs are run-
ning at full power. Eventually this reduction of mo-
tor power leads to the longer driving duration of this 
variant. 
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Figure 8: Comparison of the vehicle velocities 

Figure 9 illustrates the state of energy SoE of the 
flywheel. Obviously the utilisation of the storage is 
much higher with the DE1-strategy. This leads to 
greater amounts of energy stored in and recovered 
from the flywheel. The capacity of the storage seems 
to be a good choice for the DE1 variant, while the 
DE2 variant does not necessarily need such a big 
storage. In this variant at least 25 % of the capacity is 
unused. While it is easily possible to determine a 
well-sized capacity for the DE2-variant, it is difficult 
to find the correct capacity of the DE1-variant. In the 
end, the capacity is responsible for the on/off-timing 
of the ICE. Especially if the ICE runs while the trac-
tion motors need power, the energy efficiency of the 
system rises. Instead of storing the electric energy in 
the flywheel with conversion losses, it is instantly 
used by the traction motors with higher overall effi-
ciency. An optimisation of the storage capacity 
strongly depends on the driving cycle, the SoE at 
start and the on/off-timing of the ICE. 

 
Figure 9: State of Energy of the flywheel 

Differences between the DE-variants are also in the 
amount of power the flywheel must be capable of. 
Figure 10 shows the power curves for both variants. 

 
Figure 10: Power at the flywheel 

While the DE1 variant needs a flywheel with power 
up to 500 kW, the DE2 variant could be equipped 
with a flywheel with less power. The DE2 strategy 
covers a great amount of the demanded power by the 
ICEs, the DE1 variant prefers the storage to cover 
the vehicles power requirements. 
The energy flow within the electrical system of the 
DE-models is shown in Figure 11 and Figure 12. The 
energy flows of the generators and the traction mo-
tors are slightly different, but in the same dimension. 
The differences in the flywheels energy are remark-
able. As already discussed with the state of energy 
curve, the DE1 variant stores plenty of energy in the 
flywheel. The figure shows that not only the recu-
perated braking energy is stored but also a great 
amount of the electrical energy produced by the die-
sel-generators.  
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Figure 11: Electrical energy flow of DE1 
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The DE2 variant does not even store all the recuper-
ated energy. Partly the braking energy is consumed 
by the auxiliary equipment, and some parts are trans-
formed to heat in the brake resistors. 
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Figure 12: Electrical energy flow of DE2 

The fuel consumption of the three variants is shown 
in Figure 13. The best energy efficiency is obtained 
with the diesel-electric variant DE1, which uses the 
intermittent control strategy for the ICE. The fuel 
consumptions of DE2 and DH are close together at 
the last stop. During driving there are partly strong 
differences between all strategies. 

 
Figure 13: Fuel consumption of one diesel-

engine 

The comparison of the fuel consumption and the en-
ergy flows in the DC voltage link shows that DE1 
consumes less fuel than DE2. This is especially re-
markable because the amount of electrical energy 
produced by the generator is greater with DE1 than 
with DE2. This result proves the enhanced efficiency 
of the ICE as a consequence of the usage in its most 
efficient operating point. It has to be stated that these 
conclusions are specific for the chosen line charac-

teristics and vehicle parameters. Especially the 
dominance of the slope resistance requires customiz-
ing the control strategy by needs of the line topology. 

6 Conclusions 

The model presented in this work is a starting point 
of hybrid railcar simulation in Modelica. It turns out, 
that a number of models that were primary devel-
oped for automotive simulations can be adapted to 
railroad vehicles. Therefore the effort to set up the 
simulation is moderate. The simulation gives an idea 
of the energy saving potential of hybrid power trains 
even in railroad vehicles. However the shown serial 
hybrid is the most simple hybrid power train, parallel 
or power-split hybrids should be investigated in fur-
ther. As the simulations with the different control 
strategies demonstrated, there is a strong influence of 
the control strategy on the achievable fuel consump-
tion of a predefined vehicle.  
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Abstract 2.1 Power Assisted Steering 

This paper describes applications in the automotive 
industry which require modelling and simulation of 
hydraulic systems and introduces a new library de-
veloped specifically for use in these applications. 

Power steering is standard on virtually every road 
car, racing car and off-highway vehicle, and in the 
majority of cases is a hydraulic system. A spool 
valve, either translational or rotational, translates the 
deflection of the steering wheel relative to the steer-
ing rack into a hydraulic flow into a piston to provide 
additional steering force. The dynamics of the hy-
draulic system affect the response of the vehicle to 
the driver input and therefore simulation is used to 
predict the effect of parameter changes such as the 
spool geometry. 

 
Issues encountered whilst modelling hydraulic sys-
tems are discussed, from the numerical issues of 
simulating mixed hydraulic-mechanical systems to 
the more practical aspects such as the availability of 
parameter data for valve models. 
 

 A selection of case studies are described. 

 

 
Keywords: hydraulics, automotive, power steering, 
transmission actuation, lubrication, braking systems, 
active 4wd 

1 Introduction 

An increasing number of automotive systems use 
some form of electro-hydraulic control, and with 
increasing levels of complexity in these devices 
simulation is an important part of the development 
process. Modelica provides an ideal environment for 
such simulation as it is necessary to include me-
chanical, electrical and hydraulic components in the 
same system, utilising Modelica’s multi-domain ca-
pabilities. 

Figure 1: Power steering spool valve model  
 
Figure 1 shows a Modelica model of a spool valve 
within a power steering system model. The spool 
model is built up of submodels, each representing 
one flow path through the valve. These “SpoolPort” 
models interface with translational mechanics com-
ponents from the Modelica standard library, and the 
flow through each is a function of the spool dis-
placement, the pressure drop and the port geometry. 

2 Applications of Hydraulics Simula-
tion in Automotive Industry 

Key applications of hydraulics within automotive 
engineering are in the power steering, transmission, 
driveline and braking systems. 
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This makes it easy to quickly build complex spool 
arrangements for this type of application. 
 

2.2 Transmission Actuation and Lubrication 

The trend in transmission technology is towards ac-
tuated transmissions such as Automated Manual 
Transmissions (AMT) and Dual-Clutch Transmis-
sions (DCT or DSG), and these plus the continuation 
of development of conventional Automatic Trans-
missions and Continuously Variable Transmissions 
(CVT) lead to an overall growth in hydraulically ac-
tuated systems. Development of valve-blocks and the 
control system requires combined simulation of the 
hydraulics and the transmission dynamics [1]. These 
transmissions often also have lubrication systems 
combined for which simulation is required to deter-
mine flows at each outlet. 
 

2.3 Driveline Control and Braking Systems 

Active four wheel drive systems and Torque Vector-
ing systems for the enhancement of vehicle dynam-
ics are increasingly popular. Development of these 
systems requires combined simulation of driveline 
components and vehicle dynamics, [2], and further 
extending this with models of the hydraulic system 
allows the effect of hydraulic dynamics on the vehi-
cle behaviour to be studied. 
 
Likewise the effect of antilock braking systems and 
brake force distribution on vehicle dynamics can be 
studied. 
 

3 Issues with Hydraulic Simulation 

A library previously developed [3] in Simulink has 
been successfully used for a number of projects, but 
requires an expert user. Lessons learnt from this 
work which have been applied in the ActuationHy-
draulics library include accounting for numerical 
issues and the availability of parameter data. 
 

3.1 Numerical Issues 

Numerical issues in hydraulic simulation are well 
discussed in [4], small volumes around valves lead to 
numerically stiff systems and non-linear systems of 
equations containing discontinuities arise due to in-

terconnected components with non-return valves and 
shuttle valves. These characteristics exploit well the 
capabilities of Modelica. 
 

3.2 Data Availability 

The ideal source of data is a disassembled compo-
nent as in figure 2, as specifying orifice areas for 
valves is not necessarily compatible with the data 
made available by manufacturers. Data for hydraulic 
components is available in a wide range of forms, 
such as flow areas, lookup tables of flow against 
pressure or special forms such as the Lohm unit de-
vised by Lee Hydraulics. The ActuationHydraulics 
library uses “replaceable” flow-models for orifice 
flows, each compatible class defines flow as a func-
tion of pressure drop and parameters according to the 
data available. 
 

 
Figure 2: Typical hydraulic spool 
 
For some components a pressure drop across the 
component is the only data available. With some 
modelling tools it would be necessary to reverse-
engineer an orifice size and flow coefficient to 
achieve this pressure drop. However the Actuation-
Hydraulics library exploits the acausal capabilities of 
Modelica and allows the choice of a flow-model 
where pressure drop is specified as a function of 
flow. 
 

4 ActuationHydraulics Library 

The modelling library was developed specifically for 
the applications described and with the aim of over-
coming the issues described. Although hydraulics 
libraries in Modelica already existed [5,6,7], these 
were either unavailable or did not fulfil all the needs 
of the target applications. 
 
The library components are isothermal, the effects of 
temperature can be studied by running the models 
with different fluid parameters, but thermodynamic 
effects within the fluid are not taken into account. 
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 All components in the library extend from a base 

class, PartialHydraulicComponent, which defines an 
“outer” instance of HydraulicsGlobal. This allows 
the fluid used in the model to be selected in one loca-
tion and works in a similar manner to the “World” 
component within the Modelica MultiBody library. 

 

  
A wide range of components are included in the li-
brary, including valves, pipes, accumulators, pumps 
and actuators. 
 

4.1 Valves 

As described earlier, complex spool arrangements 
can be modelled, with variation of parameters as il-
lustrated in figure 3. Flow through spools utilise the 
improved flow formula described in [8]. 
 

Spring rates Effect of spool geometry 
on valve dynamics

Port overlap / underlap

Pilot area

 

Figure 4: Diagram and Icon of Variable Swashplate 
Pump model 
 
Flow ripple due to the number of pistons, teeth or 
lobes in the pump can be included, this can be useful 
for analysing noise and vibration aspects of hydrau-
lic systems and ensuring volumes around pumps 
provide enough damping of these vibrations. Figure 
5 shows the different magnitudes and frequencies of 
ripple for different pump configurations. 

Figure 3: Modifiable parameters for spool modelling 
 
Simple valves are modelled using the data available 
as described earlier. A range of simple valve types 
such as non-return valves are included.  
 

 

4.2 Pipes and Accumulators 

Models of pipe flow including inertia, compressibil-
ity and friction effects, including pipe wall expansion 
[9], are included. Lumped or distributed models can 
be used depending on the level of detail required. 
Gas-charged and spring-charged accumulator models 
are also included. 

Figure 5: Pump flow ripple against angle for range of 
pumps with different numbers of pistons / lobes 

 

 4.3 Pumps 

4.4 Actuators The pump and motor models include volumetric 
losses due to leakages and compressibility, and me-
chanical losses due to friction and inertia. Variable 
swashplate models are included, as shown in figure 
4. 

Translational and rotary actuators with inertia, fric-
tion, fluid compressibility and leakage effects are 
included. 
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Increased Range

Reduced Hysteresis

 

Actuator, pump and spool components all interface 
with the Modelica standard library mechanics com-
ponents, allowing connection to mechanical models 
from other libraries. Current signals to valves are 
applied using interfaces from the Blocks package 
within the standard library. 
 
 

5 Case Studies 

These case studies are recent typical uses of the li-
brary. 

5.1 Continuously Variable Transmission 

The most common form of Continuously Variable 
Transmission (CVT) utilises hydraulic actuators on 
conic “variators” to control the radius of a belt on 
either variator.  
 Figure 6: Increased controllability of CVT 
A CVT of this design was simulated using the Ac-
tuationHydraulics library in order to identify solu-
tions to improve the poor controllability of the pres-
sure at the primary variator. The relationship be-
tween current duty ratio at the solenoid valve and the 
pressure at the variator was validated against test 
data. 

 
 

5.2 Dual Clutch Transmission 

Simulation using the ActuationHydraulics library 
was performed on the actuation and lubrication sys-
tems for the 750Nm 7 Speed Dual Clutch Transmis-
sion developed for the Chrysler ME4-12 vehicle. 

 
A parameter study was performed for spring rates 
and port overlaps in the main spool valve, resulting 
in a 100% increase in duty ratio range over which 
pressure is controlled and 25% reduction in hystere-
sis. 

 

 

 

Figure 7: Chrysler ME4-12 with Ricardo DCT 
 
A key aim during design of the transmission was to 
minimise complexity and cost of the hydraulic sys-
tem in order show a transmission suitable for mass 
production. One result of this was the use of a shared 
pump between the lubrication system and the gear-
shift actuation system. The sizing of the pump and 
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References accumulator needed to be sufficient to allow the ve-

hicle to change gear sequentially from 7th through to 
1st whilst undergoing maximum deceleration at the 
minimum engine speed and hence minimum pump 
flow. It also had to provide enough lubrication flow 
to each of the bearings in the transmission. 
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and the sizes of each hole in the lubrication spray 
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 6 Conclusions 

The ActuationHydraulics library provides a solution 
for all automotive hydraulics applications, with con-
nectivity to other Modelica packages. Successful use 
of the library has been shown for a number of appli-
cations. 
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Abstract 

DLR Institute of Vehicle Concepts uses MODE-
LICA for vehicle simulation. One major application 
is the power train analysis with regard to fuel con-
sumption, emission and performance. The multi-
domain approach of MODELICA has already been a 
benefit when describing alternative vehicle concepts 
like fuel cell vehicles and hybrid vehicles.  
This paper describes the first approach modelling 
another concept of low-emission vehicles, i.e. a ve-
hicle powered by an internal combustion engine 
(ICE), where a waste-heat-utilisation–unit in the ex-
haust system is applied. The recovery and conversion 
of waste heat in the exhaust system of ICE-powered 
vehicles is very attractive, because as a rule of thumb 
about one third of the fuel energy is emitted with the 
exhaust to the ambient. There are several approaches 
to convert exhaust energy into useful energy, e. g. 
applying a thermal engine, which is powered by the 
exhaust. Another possibility are thermoelectric de-
vices, which convert heat into electricity. However, 
in almost all concepts for waste heat utilisation a 
heat exchanger in the exhaust system has to be inte-
grated and additionally a heat sink has to be provided 
to run the complete process. 
As an example for a waste-heat-utilisation-unit a 
thermoelectric device is considered in this paper. To 
predict the performance of such a thermoelectric de-
vice in vehicle operation the PowerTrain library [1] 
has been extended with elements of the Fluid library 
for representation of the exhaust system. Most im-
portant a special heat exchanger model has been de-
veloped which describes the thermoelectric device. 
The paper gives an overview over the modelling ap-
proach of the complete system and the component 
models respectively. Finally, first results of simula-
tion runs are given.  
Keywords: model, dynamic simulation, waste heat 
recovery, thermal management 

1 Modelling approach 

The vehicle model has been based on components of 
the PowerTrain library. Figure 1 shows the object 
diagram of the vehicle model.  

 
Figure 1: Object diagram of the PowerTrain vehicle 
model 
 
It consists of the following main parts: 
1. the vehicle model, including driver,  engine, 

drivetrain, axle, and vehicle resistance as known 
from the PowerTrain examples. 

2. the engine HeatModel, which determines the 
heat flow to the exhaust system and the cooling 
system (see heat flow connection to the respec-
tive sub systems). It also provides mass flow rate 
of the exhaust. 

3. the cooling system, with its connection to the 
cooling system as a thermal heat flux. 

4. the exhaust system, whereby actually no direct 
fluid connection to the engine has been realized. 
Instead the exhaust flow is generated in an ex-
haust gas generator as a first component of the 
exhaust line by using the heat flow, air and fuel 
mass flow provided by the engine.  

Several signals from the bus are used as well in the 
physical models, e.g. the vehicle speed is taken into 
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account when calculating heat transfer from the ex-
haust pipes to the ambient. 
 

1.1 Engine Model 

As already indicated above the engine model must 
provide the heat flow to the exhaust system and the 
cooling system. Having in mind that the waste-heat-
utilisation–unit is installed in the exhaust stream also 
the flow dynamics of the exhaust stream could be of 
interest. However, at the current stage of the devel-
opment it was decided to concentrate on the thermal 
aspects. Precise determination of the heat flows in 
internal combustion engines by simulation requires 
CFD-Modelling of the coolant flow through the en-
gine when the boundary conditions of the combus-
tion are known to determine local velocities and heat 
transfer coefficients. This is mainly done during en-
gine development and out of the scope of this work. 
To obtain thermal engine models for thermo-
management issues still semi-empirical approaches 
are used. These are based on simplified distributed 
mass models of the engine.  
 

 

Figure 2: Thermal engine model with 4 masses 

Figure 2 shows as an example the scheme of a ther-
mal engine model with 4 masses. Road and roller 
dynamometer testing are used to determine the dif-
ferent thermal mass allocations by dynamic testing. 
Measurements on engine test benches can be used to 
quantify specific heat sources, e.g. by a successive 
component strip down, to identify the component 
friction as a heat source into the oil. As a result the 
energy transferred in cooling system and engine oil 
can be described depending on engine rotational 
speed and load. The engine-speed depending Heat-
Model included in the PowerTrain library has been 
extended to consider these dependencies. Thereby it 
turned out that the quadratic approximation of the 

total heat release into the cooling system, which was 
already implemented, did not fulfil the special re-
quirements of this application. The HeatModel was 
therefore refined regarding the distribution of the 
different thermal flows. 

For instance the engine temperature is now consid-
ered when determining the heat flow into the engine 
coolant. A simplified engine heat up is thereby con-
sidered in the heat model. In [2] it is stated that a 
temperature rise of the cylinder wall temperature 
from room temperature up to 150°C reduces the heat 
flux through the walls by approximately a third. 
Convective heat flux over the engine surface has 
been neglacted so far. This holds, when low power 
cycles, e.g. the New European Drive Cycle (NEDC) 
are investigated. The new approach ensures that the 
fuel energy is either converted into mechanical 
energy, a heat flux into the coolant system (by 
friction or conduction) or released as sensible heat 
with the exhaust gas. 

1.2 Exhaust system model 

 
Figure 3: Scheme of exhaust system 
 
Figure 3 shows a schematic representation of an ex-
haust system with a waste-heat-utilization-unit inte-
grated. First element is the exhaust flow from the 
internal combustion engine into the manifold. The 
behavior of the exhaust system regarding thermal 
and flow characteristic is accounted for by combin-
ing components like pipes and catalysts. The position 
of the waste-heat-utilization-unit within the exhaust 
line is important, because the temperature of the ex-
haust decreases along the exhaust line due to heat 
release to the ambient.  
Due to the requirement to reach the operation tem-
perature of the catalyst quickly, such a device will be 
most likely placed behind the catalyst. The heat 
transfer from the exhaust line to the ambient depends 
on the geometry of the exhaust line, the geometry of 
the air ducts around the exhaust line, the ambient 
temperature, the velocity of the vehicle and many 
more parameters. It was out of the scope of this 
study to implement a complex model, which takes all 
these effects in account.  
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A correlation derived from experiments [3], which 
gives the heat release of exhaust line components to 
the ambient as function of the vehicle velocity has 
been applied to the components of the fluid library 
(e.g. pipe).  

1.3 Waste-heat-utilization-unit 

Figure 4 shows a scheme of the waste-heat-
utilisation-unit. It is basically a heat exchanger, 
where heat is transferred from the hot exhaust gas to 
the engine coolant, whereby a temperature difference 
over the thermoelectric material accurs, which is 
placed between the walls of the exhaust gas channel 
and the cooling channel.  
 

 
Figure 4: Scheme of the waste-heat-utilization-unit. 
 
Depending on the Seebeck-coefficient and the 
temperature difference a voltage is generated. 
Uth ≈ (αn + αp)⋅ (Th – Tc) with 
αn/αp abs. of neg./pos. Seebeck-coefficient, V/K 
Th/Tc hot/cold side temperature of thermoelectric 

material, K 
Peltier-Effect and the heat release caused by electric 
resistances in the thermoelectric material are taken 
into account as proposed in [4]. Basics about 
thermoelectrics can be found e.g. in [5]. Traditional 
thermoelectric materials are PbTe, Bi2Te3, SiGe, 
BiSb or FeSi2. Thermoelectric devices based on 
these materials allow efficiencies – i.e. electrical 
power divided by the heat flow dragged through the 
thermoelectric material - of around 5 %, whereby 
temperature differences around 200 K are required. 
Due to recent innovations in thermoelectric materi-
als, which promise higher efficiencies – higher than 
10 % - their application for waste heat conversion is 
gaining more interest [6].  
As indicated in figure 4 the waste-heat-utilisation-
unit is modelled as a distributed exhaust heat 
exchanger, which contains thermal masses and 
considers heat conduction between the different 
layers and along the layers as well. Due to the vary-
ing engine loads during the cycle a wide range of 
flow velocities on the hot side were observed. How-

ever, the basic “DistributedPipe_thermal”-model of 
the Fluid library considers only a constant heat trans-
fer coefficient. Therefore a heat transfer correlation 
was implemented, which gives the heat transfer coef-
ficient as function of Reynolds- and Prandtl-number, 
namely the Gnielinski-correlation [7].  

2 Simulation results 

The complete simulation model has been tested ap-
plying the NEDC, which is equipped with an 80 kW-
Gasoline engine. The parameters of the vehicle 
model have been estimated mainly from experimen-
tal investigations, which are taken from the literature 
[8]. The parameters of the waste-heat-utilisation-unit 
have been estimated by analyzing similar devices, 
which have been built for automotive application [9]. 
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Figure 5: New European Drive Cycle (NEDC). 
 
Figure 5 shows the velocity profile of the NEDC, 
which is a relative low power cycle. This leads to a 
slow warm up phase.  
Most simulations or testing procedures of waste-
heat-applications are performed under steady state 
conditions at higher engine loads and vehicle speeds, 
defining the optimum operation point. This simula-
tion is focused on the dynamic power output under 
disadvantageous conditions for waste-heat-
applications regarding the lower thermal energy sup-
ply to the exhaust system. Under these driving condi-
tions noticeably gradients in cooling and exhaust 
temperature lead to a dynamic power output of the 
device. 
As can be seen in figure 6, which shows the devel-
opment of the hot (red) and cold side temperature 
(blue) over the NEDC, starting from ambient tem-
perature the heat up of the waste heat utilization unit 
takes considerable time. A temperature difference 
near 100 K is only reached after around 1100s, 
where the highest load of the cycle occurs.  
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Figure 6: Hot and cold side temperature of the ther-
moelectric device over the NEDC. 
 
The hot side temperature increases almost steadily 
over the cycle. The cold side temperature seems to 
approach a maximum, which means that the cooling 
system comes near to its operation temperature. As 
indicated above a temperature difference of around 
200 K would be necessary to achieve a good per-
formance of the thermoelectric device, which has 
been assumed in this work. The thermoelectric de-
vice delivers therefore only a fraction of its specified 
electrical power output under nominal conditions. 
Figure 7 shows the efficiency of the conversion of 
the thermal energy into electricity by the thermoelec-
tric device over the NEDC, i.e. when the temperature 
difference shown in figure 6  is applied.  

 
Figure 7: Efficiency of thermoelectric material over 
the NEDC (see also figure 6). 
 
The efficiency is negative in the beginning, caused 
by a reverse heat flow through the heat exchanger. It 
reaches 1,6 % at the maximum, when the highest 
temperature differences of that cycle are present. 
However, the temperature difference should be even 
higher to approach the nominal value of the design 
point for this type of device. As we have seen in fig-
ure 6, the hot side temperature is almost steadily in-
creasing over the NEDC. Therefore reducing the 
mass of the waste-heat-utilisation-unit should not 

only improve the response time, but also yield to 
higher temperature differences.  
The effect of a 50 % mass reduction of the waste-
heat-utilization-unit on the temperature difference 
over the NEDC is shown in figure 8 (top). The 
smaller response time is indicated by sharper tem-
perature drops in the periods, when no load is ap-
plied in the NEDC. However, also the temperature 
difference is considerable higher compared to the 
reference waste-heat-utilization-unit with 100 % 
mass. Consequently the electrical power output dur-
ing the complete cycle is higher for the device with 
50 % mass (see figure 8, bottom).   
 

 

 
Figure 8: Top: Temperature difference between hot 
and cold side of the thermoelectric device with 50% 
(red) and 100% (blue) mass over the NEDC;  
bottom: Relative electrical power output of the ther-
moelectric device with 50% mass (red) and 100% mass 
(blue) over the NEDC.  
 
The electrical output of the waste-heat-utilization-
unit is reduced by the auxiliary power required to 
drive the coolant pump and possibly the cooling fan. 
An experimental investigation of a vehicle on a roller 
dynamometer equipped with a prototype waste-heat-
utilization-unit showed even negative net power at 
low loads, i.e. low vehicle velocities [10].  
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The reason is the power demand of the cooling 
pump, which has been operated continuously over all 
load conditions. This coolant mass flow is covered 
for an optimal power output at high temperatures.  
Considering the following constraints: 

1. Maximum temperature of the thermoelectric 
modules  

2. Boiling temperature of the coolant fluid 
a flow controller and an electrical cooling pump 
were implemented in the cooling system model. This 
allows decreasing the flow rate of the cooling fluid 
to a minimum value at low engine loads to avoid 
unintentional heat flux into the cooling system at 
operation points with negative net power. 
Figure 9 shows a comparison of the electrical power 
output of the 100 % mass waste-heat- utilization-unit 
w/o and with a flow controller. After approx. 750 s 
the controller switches from a minimum flow rate to 
the maximum flow rate due to rising coolant tem-
peratures.  
The electrical power output of the configuration with 
controller is behind the configuration w/o controller 
for the first 750 s. After applying the optimum flow 
rate the electrical power output rises quickly and 
reaches even higher values than the configuration 
w/o controller, which is due to the conversion of 
thermal energy stored in the unit. 

 
Figure 9: Relative electric power of the 100% mass 
waste-heat-utilization-unit: a) w/o flow controller (blue 
line), b) w flow controller (red line). 
 
Over the complete NEDC the electrical output of the 
unit with flow controller is 2% than the one of the 
configuration w/o flow controller. However, this is 
overcompensated by the reduction of the power con-
sumption of the cooling pump and yields to a higher 
net efficiency. 

3 Conclusions 

A model of a vehicle with a waste-heat-utilization-
device in the exhaust system has been built based on 
the PowerTrain library. Therefore some components 
of the PowerTrain library have been extended with 
respect to the modelling of their thermal behaviour. 
Components of the Fluid library have been taken and 
improved to describe the exhaust system. Thereby it 
was possible to set up a simplified vehicle model. 
However, looking on the capabilities of specialised 
automotive tools for the simulation e.g. of the ex-
haust system or the cooling system, the additional 
effort to realize more detailed models becomes ap-
parent. Nevertheless the multi-domain approach of 
MODELICA allows simulation with one environ-
ment and avoids co-simulation.  
The usage of the model has been underlined by some 
simulation results, whereby the investigation of con-
trol strategies with respect to optimised net power 
output has been indicated. From the given examples 
it can be seen, that a suitable control strategy and 
optimized design supports the electric power output .  
As already mentioned above the model should be 
refined, especially the representations of the exhaust 
system and the cooling system are expandable. Hav-
ing in mind the unsteady electrical power output of 
the waste-heat-utilization-unit also the electrical sys-
tem of the vehicle should be added in order to inves-
tigate, whether the power supply fits to the power 
demand. 
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Abstract

Following increased efforts during the last decade to

formulate mathematical models for the paper dry-

ing process, this paper presents a Modelica library,

DryLib, which enables users to rapidly develop com-

plex models of paper machine dryer sections. In ad-

dition, parameter optimization, model reduction and

moisture control by means of Non-Linear Model Pre-

dictive Control is treated. These applications have in

common that they are based on numerical optimization

schemes. Since the nature of the particular optimiza-

tion problem dictates the requirements of the numeri-

cal code, the paper also serves as an illustration of the

need for flexibility in terms of i) means for the user to

express optimization problems, ii) and choice of nu-

merical algorithms.

Keywords: paper machine, paper drying, parameter

optimization, model reduction, non-linear MPC

1 Introduction

The topic of this paper is modeling, model reduction,

parameter optimization and control of a paper machine

drying section. The dryer section is the last part of

the paper machine and consists of a large number of

rotating steam heated cast iron cylinders. The moist

paper is led around these cylinders and the latent heat

of vaporization in the steam is used to evaporate the

water from the web. The cylinders are divided into

separate dryer groups where the steam pressure can be

individually controlled in each group. By adjusting

the steam pressure in the dryer groups, and thereby the

heat flow to the paper, the moisture in the paper web is

controlled.

Based on the work [11], a Modelica library,

DryLib, has been developed. DryLib implements

the physical phenomena involved in the drying pro-

cess, as well as convenient components and connec-

tors which enables rapid development of dryer sec-

tion models. An important feature of DryLib is its

ability to express models which are scalable, in the

sense that the complexity of the models can be easily

changed. This feature is quite useful, since the need

for granularity depends on the application – a high fi-

delity model may be suitable for simulation, whereas

a course model capturing the main behavior may be

appropriate for control design.

The present paper gives three main contributions.

Firstly, the Modelica library DryLib is presented.

Secondly, important issues such as parameter opti-

mization, model reduction and optimization based

control schemes (Non-linear Model Predictive Control

(NMPC)), are treated. Some of these topics have a

general character, while others are dealing specifically

with dryer section issues. Thirdly, the applications of

the paper serves as examples of the wide range of rel-

evant optimization problems that naturally follow the

availability of high-fidelity models.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 the

structure and implementational details of DryLib are

treated. The Sections 3, 4 and 5 treats parameter op-

timization, model reduction and moisture control by

means of non-linear MPC. In Section 6, the software

used to solve the optimization problems presented in

the paper is described. The paper ends with with con-

clusions and future work in Section 7.

The current paper is a condensed version of [2],

where additional details can be found.

2 DryLib

The model library, DryLib, that is developed and

used in this paper is built upon physical relations in
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terms of mass and energy balances, in combination

with constitutive equations for the mass and heat trans-

fer. The objective is to obtain a non-linear model that

captures the key dynamical properties for a wide op-

erating range. The core of the model is based on [16]

and [12], and it is also given in [11]. The model for

the paper web is based on [16] whereas the model for

the cylinder, and steam system is taken from [12]. The

mathematical model used as a basis for DryLib is

identical to the model described in the references, ex-

cept that convective heat transfer from the paper web

has been added.

The objective of building the Modelica library

DryLib has been to create a user friendly and ex-

tensible platform for modeling of paper machine dryer

sections. In particular, the aim has been to design the

library so that, at the user level, the appropriate level

of model detail can be easily selected. The current im-

plementation of DryLib contains a few examples of

components where the level of detail can be specified

by the user. More importantly, the library classes are

designed to enable advanced users to add new behavior

to key components in order to extend the functionality

of the library. An important concept in the design pro-

cess has been that of model scalability, which means

that the granularity of the model behavior should be

easy to change, without the need to re-build the model.

2.1 Hierarchical Structuring

Having formulated a mathematical model for the pa-

per machine dryer section, the issues of structuring the

equations into Modelica classes and definition of in-

terface classes (connectors) need attention. A paper

machine dryer section model can be assembled using

very few basic component types. In essence, there are

only two fundamental entities, namely a steam heated

cylinder and a sheet of paper. These two component

types may then be combined, in large numbers, into

a complete dryer section model. However, it is con-

venient to introduce additional hierarchical levels. As

discussed above, the cylinders of a typical dryer sec-

tion are organized into steam groups, in which a num-

ber of cylinders are operated at the same pressure. The

introduction of steam groups into the library provides

a convenient hierarchical level for the user, since many

decisions regarding e.g. operating points and control

design and evaluation are made at the steam group

level. For basic usage of DryLib, it is also sufficient

to utilize only classes defined at the steam group level

in order to create a fully working dryer section model.

In order to increase the flexibility of the library, the

boundary conditions of the physical entities have been

factored out and modeled as separate classes. As an in-

structive example we consider a paper sheet, where the

boundary conditions of the surfaces defining the sheet

depends on the environment. For example, different

boundary conditions are imposed on the surface if the

paper is in contact with the air or a cylinder shell. The

key to building a flexible Modelica libraries using this

principle of separation is the design of generic con-

nector classes. This topic will be discussed in detail

below.

From a user’s perspective, DryLib is intended

to enable easy modeling of a dryer section. How-

ever, the user should remain in control of the im-

plementational details of key components, e.g. pa-

per sheets and cylinders. Also, advanced users

should have the possibility to introduce new behav-

ior of existing components. Two key features of

Modelica have been used to satisfy these require-

ments. In the first case, extensive use of parametrized

types (replaceable/redeclare) has been used

to propagate type information downwards in the com-

ponent hierarchy from the main user level (which is

the steam group level) to lower level components. This

strategy enables the user to easily select the appropri-

ate level of detail for e.g. the cylinder dynamics. In the

second case, inheritance has been used in order to sim-

plify introduction of new component behavior. For the

basic components such as cylinders and paper sheets,

generic base classes have been introduced, which in

turn serve as super classes for particular implementa-

tions. DryLib currently provides a few alternative

implementations for key components, and additional

behavior is easily added using the pre-defined base

classes.

2.1.1 Connectors and Variable bindings

The interface structure in DryLib is based on three

connector classes. While the connectors for heat flow

and mass flow (for connecting components with steam

flow) are straight forward, the connector class for a pa-

per surface deserves to be discussed. The paper web

is modeled by separate mass balances for water and

fiber, and an energy balance, as described above. Nat-

ural flow variables are thus mass flow of water and

fiber, qw [kg/s] and q f [kg/s], and energy flow Q [W].

As for the potential variables, there are several fea-

sible choices. However, since DryLib is likely to

be used by domain experts in the field of paper dry-

ing, it was decided to use the standard variables within

this domain. The natural choices are then moisture ra-
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tio, u [kg water/kg dry substance], dry basis weight,

g [kg/m2] and temperature T [◦C].

A particular feature of Modelica that has been used

to simplify the propagation of parameters and vari-

ables between components in DryLib is name look-

up in the instance hierarchy (inner/outer). For ex-

ample, the machine speed is used in various compo-

nents, but is common for the entire dryer section. Im-

plementation using inner/outer constructs is thus

convenient. Examples of variables that may be as-

sumed to be shared by the components of a steam

group are ambient temperature and air moisture, which

are also implemented using inner/outer.

2.1.2 Cylinder Models

The (partial) cylinder base class

CylinderBase contains mainly

connector components and serves as

a unifying class for particular implementations of

dynamic behavior. The cylinder base class has two

mass flow connectors corresponding to steam inlet and

outlet, and one heat flow connector. Two particular

implementations of the cylinder dynamics is included

in DryLib.

2.1.3 Paper Models

The paper web base class contains essen-

tially four paper connectors correspond-

ing to the cross section areas and the upper and lower

surfaces. This design enables separation of the actual

paper web behavior, and the physical phenomena de-

fined by the boundary conditions of the paper.

2.1.4 Interfaces

Having defined the connector structure and the

basic cylinder and paper classes, modeling of

the interfaces between components is straight for-

ward. The PaperPaperInterface class mod-

els the interface between two paper cross section

areas perpendicular to the machine direction. In

CylinderPaperInterface, the heat transfer be-

tween a cylinder and a paper in contact is modeled. Fi-

nally, the evaporation of water from the paper surface

is modeled in the class Evaporation.

2.1.5 Steam Group Models

The classes described above have the character of

specifying physical behavior. We shall now turn our

attention to classes which are mainly used as structur-

ing entities in the sense that they introduce new hierar-

chical levels, and that they contain instances of behav-

ior classes. Basic usage of DryLibmay involve only

classes introduced at this level.

In order to efficiently explore the strong

repetitive character of a typical dryer sec-

tion, the class CylinderUnit was in-

troduced. This class combines a steam cylinder

and a paper sheet which is attached to an evapo-

ration component. While different cylinders may

have different physical parameters, the structure of

CylinderUnit is valid in most cases.

The actual control system typically con-

sisting of a valve, a pressure sensor and

a PID controller is encapsulated in the

class SteamGroup, which also contains an array of

CylinderUnit components. The SteamGroup

class has four connectors corresponding to incoming

and outgoing paper, the steam header and an input

signal representing the reference value of the pressure

controller.

2.1.6 Miscellaneous

Apart from the classes presented above, DryLib also

contains classes which is used to drive a dryer section

model, referred to as sources and sinks. In addition

there are some miscellaneous classes for e.g. valves

and sensors.

2.2 PM7, Husum, Sweden

To demonstrate the capabilities of DryLib, a dryer

section model corresponding to that of PM7 located

at the M-real mill, Husum, Sweden, has been devel-

oped. The PM7 paper machine is a multi-cylinder ma-

chine producing copy paper. The dryer section of the

machine is divided into a pre-dryer and an after dryer

section with the surface sizing in the middle. The ob-

jective of the after-dryer section is only to dry the mix-

ture added by the surface sizing and it cannot take care

of moisture problems from the pre-dryer section. Only

the pre-dryer is modeled here. The PM7 drying cylin-

ders are divided into six groups, consisting of one, two,

two, three, ten and twelve cylinders respectively. For

a detailed description of the plant, see [5].

In Figure 1, the top level of the PM7 dryer section

model is shown, including six steam groups, a paper

source, a paper sink, a mass flow source representing

the steam header and a set point distribution for calcu-

lation of pressure set points for the groups. The final
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Figure 1: The top level of a complete dryer section

model.

model consists of 7453 equations and 312 dynamical

states when translated with Dymola.

2.3 Extensions

Possible extensions of DryLib can be sorted mainly

into two categories. Firstly, the library may be

extended by adding components modeling process

equipment or physical phenomena not covered by the

current implementation. For example, modeling of

systems in direct connection with the dryer section,

such as the condensate system, the steam production

and the ventilation system would enable simulation of

a larger part of the process. Also, adding this func-

tionality would simplify connection of the dryer sec-

tion model to models of other important parts of the

paper machine, e.g. the press section, the wire section

or other process units utilizing the same steam header.

Secondly, DryLib may be extended by introduc-

ing components which enables simulation of the dry-

ing process at an increased level of detail. The cur-

rent design of DryLib is based on a particular choice

of discretization of the underlying PDE:s (describing

mass and energy transport), which yields a model with

a reasonable level of detail, while maintaining accept-

able simulation times. While this choice of discretiza-

tion is suitable for analysis of moisture, temperature

and pressure profiles in the machine direction, other

applications may require different levels of detail.

3 Parameter Optimization

It is desirable that the behavior of the model is sim-

ilar to that of the real plant, in order for results ob-

tained from using the model to be applicable on the

plant. A common method to minimize the plant-model

mis-match is to select one or more parameters of the

model, and then tune these until a satisfactory model

response is obtained. This procedure of tuning pa-

rameters while leaving the structure of the model un-

changed is referred to as gray-box identification, see

[4]. Parameter tuning may in simple cases be done by

hand, but more complex problems requires structured

methods for finding the parameter set which yields the

best result. One such method is parameter optimiza-

tion, which, in addition to selection of parameters to

optimize, also includes definition of a performance cri-

terion to minimize.

When selecting parameters to optimize, parameters

which are uncertain are attractive choices. However, it

should be kept in mind, that the parameter optimiza-

tion procedure does not necessarily produce the phys-

ically correct parameter values. Rather, the selected

parameters are used to compensate for all types of

model-data mismatch given a particular performance

criterion. This implies that the actual parameter val-

ues obtained from optimization should not be inter-

preted as the true physical values, but rather those

that achieves the best model-data match. On the other

hand, it is usually desirable to ensure that parameters

have physically feasible values.

3.1 Problem Definition

Setting up a parameter optimization problem requires

insight into which aspects of the model are most im-

portant. In this case, both the dynamic and static

model response is of importance. However, in a first

step, only the static behavior has been considered.

Specifically, cylinder and paper temperatures of the

paper machine, as well as the output moisture, have

been measured during stationary operation conditions.

The aim of the optimization has been to improve the

stationary response of the model in the sense that the

difference between simulated temperatures and mois-

ture and measured temperatures and moisture, should

be minimized.

A reasonable cost function to minimize is then

J =γTm

Ncyl

∑
i=1

(Tmm,i−T
s
m,i)
2+

γTp

Ncyl

∑
i=1

(Tmp,i−T
s
p,i)
2+ γu(u

m
out −u

2
out)
2

(1)

where Ncyl is the number of cylinders, super-script m

indicates measured quantities, super-script s indicates

simulated quantities and γTm , γTp and γu are weights.

While the measurement method used to determine

cylinder temperatures is reliable, the measurements of

paper temperatures should be regarded as uncertain.
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In particular, the paper temperature is varying consid-

erably in the machine direction depending on the po-

sition, relative to a cylinder contact area, at which the

measurement is done, [11]. Therefore, the weight γTp
was set to a small value. The moisture, on the other

hand, is an important quality variable that should be

matched with high accuracy. Accordingly, γu was set

to high value.

Four parameters were selected for optimization –

three heat transfer coefficients and one mass transfer

coefficient.

3.2 Solving the Problem

The minimization of (1) should be performed subject

to the constraint constituted by the DAE representation

of the model. Since the minimization is performed in

stationarity, all derivatives may be set to zero, and the

model is then represented by a purely algebraic con-

straint, F(x,y, p) = 0, where x is the state vector, y
represents the algebraic variables and p are the param-

eters.

The problem was solved by a custom made applica-

tion coded in C, which is based on the dsblock in-

terface for accessing the model description generated

by Dymola, and the NLP code IPOPT, see [14], which

is dedicated to solving large scale algebraic optimiza-

tion problems. The software is described in detail in

Section 6.

3.3 Parameter Optimization Results

Minimizing (1) yields an optimal cost of 277, com-

pared to the cost 61869 for the nominal parameter val-

ues. The optimal temperature profiles are shown in

Figure 2. For comparison, the nominal profiles are

plotted. As can be seen, there is a significantly im-

proved fit between simulated and measured responses.

In particular, the output moisture in the nominal case is

unrealistically low too early in the dryer section. It can

also be noted that the fit of the cylinder temperature

profile is better than that of the paper temperature pro-

file. This phenomenon is expected, since the weight of

the paper temperature errors was set to a low value.

The matching of the profiles can be improved fur-

ther by introducing additional optimization parame-

ters. This strategy is explored in [1] for a slightly dif-

ferent parameter optimization problem.
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Figure 2: Stationary temperature and moisture pro-

files. The x-axis shows cylinder numbers.

4 Model Reduction

Dryer section models built using DryLib results in

large scale models, even though a sparse discretiza-

tion scheme for mass and energy balances has been

applied. For control design and evaluation purposes,

however, a model describing the dynamic relationship

between the inputs and the quality variables at the last

free draw is usually sufficient. In practice, low order

models (e.g. KLT-models with a gain, a time delay and

a time constant) valid at a specific operating point are

commonly used for dryer section control. In this sec-

tion, a reduced model targeted towards moisture con-

trol design is developed. Since the moisture measure-

ment signal available for feedback control is usually

obtained at the end of the dryer section, the aim of

the reduction scheme is to develop a simpler model,

which captures the non-linear dynamical behavior re-

lating the steam pressure reference signal, input mois-

ture, input temperature and dry basis weight (from the

press section) to output moisture. Accordingly, accu-

rate simulation of the paper temperature and the mois-

ture profile can be compromised in order to obtain a

lower order model, describing only the phenomenon of

interest, i.e. the behavior of the moisture, accurately.

4.1 The Equivalent Dryer

In this paper, the structure of the dryer section will be

exploited, in order to obtain a model of lower order.
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A previously reported concept is that of the equivalent

dryer, which is described in [10]. Instead of modeling

each cylinder as a separate unit, the equivalent dryer

concept suggests that one, larger cylinder can be used

to approximate an entire steam group. This approach

has several attractive features. i) It preserves the struc-

ture of the dryer section, since each steam group is re-

placed by its corresponding equivalent dryer, ii) each

equivalent dryer has an intuitive physical interpreta-

tion iii) and the reduction potential is large, especially

for large steam groups.

4.2 The Reduction Problem

At the steam group level, the reduction problem can

be stated as “Find the dimensions of one steam cylin-

der, including associated incoming and outgoing free

draws and contact paper, which approximates as well

as possible, the behavior of a given steam group”.

Given our experiences from simulation of dryer sec-

tion models, we suggest that the dynamic and station-

ary response of the equivalent dryer cylinder may be

treated separately. As for the dynamics, we assume

that the mass and volume of the equivalent cylinder

can be set to Ncyl times those of an individual cylinder

in the steam group, where Ncyl is the number of cylin-

ders. Now, simulation experiments reveal that the time

constant of an equivalent cylinder, constructed based

on this assumption, corresponds well to the time con-

stant of the full steam group. However, the same result

does not seem to hold for the stationary gains, where

there is a significant mismatch. Intuitive ways to set

the lengths of the free draw and contact papers, using

the same reasoning as for mass and volume, does not

produce acceptable results. A more sophisticated way

of finding the physical dimensions and parameters is

thus necessary.

4.3 Reduction of One Steam Group

A static model for a paper sheet in contact with a steam

cylinder, can be formulated using algebraic versions of

the dynamic mass and energy balances of the mathe-

matical dryer section model. The algebraic systems of

equations for each cylinder and paper web may then be

duplicated and put together to formulate a static model

for a steam group.

As stated in the introduction of this section, the most

important quality variable, at least for moisture con-

trol, is paper moisture. Therefore, a reasonable ob-

jective is to minimize the deviation between the mois-

ture in the last free draw of the cylinder group, and

the moisture in the outgoing free draw of the equiva-

lent cylinder. In addition, as a secondary objective, it

was decided to minimize the deviation in steam con-

sumption. This objective was added since it may be

desirable to limit the steam consumption during mois-

ture control. Performing this minimization for a sin-

gle operating point is not sufficient, however. In order

to obtain a good fit over a wider operating range, a

set of operating cases was introduced, over which the

optimization was performed. Each case consists of a

specification of the operating point in terms of steam

pressure, input moisture, input temperature and basis

weight.

It remains to define the optimization parameters,

over which the minimization is performed. Six pa-

rameters of the equivalent dryer were selected for op-

timization, namely the length of the free draws, the

length of the contact paper, and in addition two heat

transfer coefficients and one mass transfer coefficient.

The number of variables that are actually needed to

obtain a good fit is not unambiguous, however. For

small steam groups, or if few cases are used, some

of the suggested optimization variables may well be

fixed, without any increase in the approximation er-

ror. In fact, it is desirable to find an appropriate

trade-off between the number of optimization vari-

ables and optimization performance, in order to avoid

over-parametrization.

4.4 Reduction of a Dryer Section

A straight forward approach for deriving a reduced or-

der dryer section would be to simply apply the method

described in the previous section for each individual

steam group. Recalling our main objective, which is to

predict the moisture in the last free draw, this approach

would not explore the full potential of the method. In-

stead, a larger optimization problem, incorporating all

groups, may be formulated where most attention is

given to minimizing the deviation of the last group.

This means that all groups are reduced at the same

time, and that the full reduction potential is used ac-

cording to the main objective, which is to predict the

final moisture. It may, however, be advantageous to in-

clude the deviations, with small weights, of all groups

in the optimization criterion, in order to avoid a phys-

ically unrealistic model.

4.5 Solving the Optimization Problem

The resulting algebraic optimization problem is chal-

lenging, both due to its size and its non-linear char-
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acter. The final problem consists of 9536 free vari-

ables and 9504 equality constraints, of which 8568 are

non-linear. Efficient solution of large scale NLP prob-

lems of this type require state of the art numerical algo-

rithms, exploring the sparse structure of the problem as

well as analytical Jacobian and Hessian information.

The problem definition was programmed in AMPL,

which is a language for mathematical programming,

[6]. AMPL enables encoding of linear and non-linear

algebraic optimization problems, using optimization

oriented language constructs. The problem descrip-

tion, i.e. the AMPL code, is then executed within the

AMPL tool, which in turn interfaces several numerical

solvers. In this application, the NLP code KNITRO,

[15], has been used. The combination of AMPL and

KNITRO is extremely powerful, since the AMPL in-

terface to numerical solvers offers analytic evaluation

of Jacobians and Hessians as well as sparsity infor-

mation. This enables KNITRO to operate in its most

efficient mode, resulting in acceptable execution times

also for large systems. The reduction problem formu-

lated in the previous section is solved in about 2-5 min-

utes, depending on initial starting point.

The proposed method has the distinct drawback of

requiring complete re-encoding of the the model de-

scription. This was necessary, however, in order to en-

able utilization of the appropriate symbolical and nu-

merical algorithms.

It is important to note, however, that the problem

is non-convex, and that only local optimality can be

expected. However, in this case, the solution to the

reduction problem seemed to be robust with respect to

different starting points. Also, the obtained solution is

reasonable in the sense that the optimized parameter

values lies within physically feasible limits.

4.6 Model Reduction Results

As mentioned above, a set of operating conditions

need to be specified, in order to complete the prob-

lem formulation. Clearly, the operating range over

which the reduced model is valid, is influenced by this

choice. As the nominal case, values for steam pres-

sures, input moisture, input temperature and dry basis

weight corresponding to a typical grade were chosen.

Based on the nominal case, additional 35 cases were

defined by varying the nominal parameters.

The result of the reduction procedure was evaluated

by means of step responses in input moisture, dry ba-

sis weight and pressure set point, see Figure 3. As can

be seen, there is a good match between the stationary

responses of the original and reduced models. Also,
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Figure 3: Step responses for moisture (left) and steam

flow rate (right) of the original (dashed) and the re-

duced (solid) models. The responses corresponds to,

from above, steps in input moisture, input dry basis

weight and pressure reference, applied at 200 s.

the (slow) dominating time constant is captured well

by the reduced system. A detailed study of the ini-

tial part of the step response reveals that the reduced

model does not fully capture the transport delay of the

original model. This is, however, to be expected. The

original model consists of a large number of paper

components, which together forms a high dimension

compartment system. The reduced model consists of

significantly fewer segments, and cannot approximate

the time delay with the same accuracy

The original motivation for performing the model

reduction was to obtain a model of lower complexity.

Indeed, the reduced model has fewer dynamical states,

namely 85, as compared to 318 for the original model.

Also, the simulation time for a typical scenario was

approximately 85% shorter for the reduced model.

5 NMPC of Output Moisture

Paper moisture is usually controlled using a cascade

structure, where the inner loop controls the steam pres-

sures and the outer loop controls the actual moisture.

The controllers of the inner loop are commonly PID-

controllers, whereas the outer loop is controlled by a

Model Based Control (MBC) scheme, e.g. IMC (Inter-

nal Model Control), a Dahlin controller, or linear MPC

(Model Predictive Control).

The MBC controller is usually based on a low order

linear model of the dryer section. While a well tuned

controller works well at a given set-point, the non-
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linear character of the dryer section dynamics results

in degraded performance if the set-point is changed.

Since the plant is operated at several different set-

points, corresponding to different grades, a traditional

control system maintains several parameter sets for the

MBC controller. Switching of controller parameters is

then done after a grade change.

In this paper, we consider a different approach to

moisture control. Based on the reduced non-linear

dryer section model derived in Section 4, a basic Non-

Linear Model Predictive Control (NMPC) scheme is

implemented. The main benefit of using a non-linear

model in the control design is that the operating range

of the controller may be increased. Also, successful

implementation of a controller which achieves good

performance in a wide operating range may serve as

a unifying strategy for stationary and transition (grade

change) control, whereas common practice today is to

use separate controllers for these two control modes.

A realistic implementation of an MPC controller

consists of tree main parts – reference target calcula-

tion, state estimation and solution of the optimal con-

trol problem. In this paper, the problem of solving

the optimal control problem is addressed. The result-

ing controller is evaluated under the assumption of full

state information.

5.1 Model Predictive Control

MPC refers to a family of controllers which are based

on the receding horizon principle. At each sample, a

finite horizon open loop optimal control problem is

solved, and the first part (corresponding to the first

sample) of the resulting optimal control profile is ap-

plied to the plant. At the next sample, the procedure is

repeated and a new optimal control problem with the

horizon shifted one sample is solved. Two of the most

important advantages of using MPC is that it works

well for MIMO plants and that it takes state and con-

trol bounds into account explicitly. However, an MPC

controller, including the on-line solution of an opti-

mization problem (at least in the case of a non-linear

model), is computationally demanding, which makes

application to processes with fast dynamics trouble-

some. During the last decade, MPC has emerged as a

major control strategy, mainly in the process industry,

see [9] for an overview.

5.2 Dynamic Optimization

Traditionally, optimization problems incorporating

constraints imposed by dynamic systems have been

addressed by dynamic programming, or the maximum

principle. During the last two decades, however, a new

family of methods, referred to as direct methods have

emerged. These methods are based on discretization

of the original optimization formulation, transforming

the infinite dimensional problem into a finite dimen-

sional one. The discretized problem is then solved by

means of algebraic non-linear programming, see [13]

and [3] for two examples of direct methods.

Optimization of Dymola models has previously

been considered in the work [7], where the Simulink

interface provided with Dymola was used to access

the model. The main difference between the approach

used in [7] and this work lies in the methods of ac-

cessing the model, where the dsblock interface has

the advantage of offering evaluation of an analytical

Jacobian.

The algorithm used to solve the dynamic optimiza-

tion problem described in this section is a straight for-

ward implementation of a sequential single shooting

algorithm, see [13].

5.3 The Optimal Control Problem

An integral part of an NMPC controller is the formu-

lation of the open loop optimal control problem to be

solved in each sample. Since the aim of the control

scheme in this application is to control the moisture

ratio, it is natural to penalize deviations from the tar-

get moisture. The control trajectory in the optimiza-

tion problem is parametrized by a piece-wise constant

function with Nu segments. In order to avoid violent

control moves, which may introduce disturbances in

the steam system, a term penalizing the deviation be-

tween two successive control moves is introduced in

the cost function. In addition, there are hard limits act-

ing on the control variable. This yields the following

optimization problem

min
p̂
sp
i

Z Tf

0
γu(u

sp
out − ûout(t))

2dt+
Nu−1

∑
i=0

γp(∆ p̂
sp
i )2

subject to

F(x, ẋ,y, psp) = 0 (DAEdynamics)

466 kPa≤ psp ≤ 596 kPa (control constraint)

(2)

where Tf is the prediction horizon, u
sp
out is the tar-

get moisture, ûout(t) is the predicted moisture profile,
p̂
sp
i is the predicted pressure set point trajectory and

∆ p̂
sp
i = p̂spi − p̂

sp
i−1. γu and γp are weights. In the

simulation, the parameters were set to γu = 10000,
γp = 0.01, Nu = 4 and the sampling interval to 5 s.
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Figure 4: Step response of the NMPC controller.

5.4 Results

A simulation where the NMPC controller is applied to

the reduced dryer section model derived in Section 4 is

shown in Figure 4. In the simulation, a reference step,

from u
sp
out = 0.038 to u

sp
out = 0.03 is applied at t = 200 s.

As can be seen, the moisture reaches the desired set-

point, while the control signal respects the specified

constraints.

An important, and often limiting, factor when us-

ing MPC controllers, is the execution time for solving

the on-line optimization problem. In this case, execu-

tion times ranged from 10 s to 80 s, with a mean of

13.5 s. Typically, execution times are longer when ref-

erence changes and disturbances occur, while shorter

and more predictable execution times are obtained dur-

ing stationary operation. Assuming a sampling inter-

val of h = 5 s, it is clear that the execution times must
be decreased. There are several approaches to reduc-

ing execution times, e.g. modifying the lengths of

the control and prediction horizons, reducing the com-

plexity of the model or using a more efficient optimiza-

tion algorithm. This is, however, beyond the scope of

this paper.

In addition, the problems of reference target calcu-

lation and state estimation needs to be solved in order

for the control scheme to be useful in practice.

6 Software Tools

The dryer section model has been implemented, as

mentioned above, in Modelica and Dymola. The pa-

rameter optimization problem and the NMPC prob-

lem, however, were solved by integrating several soft-

ware packages into custom applications, which uti-

Figure 5: Software application structure.

lized the C-code representing the model generated by

Dymola. The results were then fed back to Dymola

and verified on the original simulation model.

The software packages used in the development of

the custom applications are: i) A C programming in-

terface which enables access to routines generated by

Dymola, dsblock. Using this interface, custom ap-

plications can be developed for e.g. simulation or like

in this case, optimization. The interface provides ba-

sic routines for acquiring information about model pa-

rameters and initial state, evaluation of the right side of

the resulting ODE (DAE) and the associated Jacobian.

ii) A DAE-solver, DASPK 3.1 [8]. This code solves

DAE:s as well as calculates sensitivities required for

optimization. The code is written in Fortran and was

translated to C using f2c. iii) An NLP-code, IPOPT

[14]. This code implements a primal-dual interior

point method and was used to solve the NLP result-

ing from the parameter optimization and NMPC prob-

lems. iv) A package for managing the communication

between the Dymola C interface and DASPK, which

was developed in order to enable convenient devel-

opment of optimization applications based on models

generated by Dymola. This package, referred to as ss-

DASPK, provides e.g. simulation and sensitivity cal-

culation for use in custom applications.

These packages were compiled and linked with the

code representing the model generated by Dymola,

into applications which was used to set up and solve

the particular optimization problems. The structure of

the applications is shown in Figure 5.

In addition, AMPL and KNITRO was used to solve

the model reduction problem, as described above.

7 Summary and Conclusions

In this paper, modeling, model reduction, parameter

optimization and NMPC control design for a paper

machine dryer section has been considered. It has been
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demonstrated how Modelica models of high complex-

ity can be used for purposes other than simulation. The

resulting optimization problems are challenging and

require state of the art numerical solvers. In partic-

ular, solution of the model reduction problem, which

has more than 9000 free variables, is dependent on al-

gorithms exploring the problem structure. Our experi-

ence from this project is that there is no single tool or

software that can address all problems arising in simu-

lation and optimization. Rather, in order to solve prob-

lems effectively, it is essential that Modelica tools are

designed to be interfaced with software for solution

of optimization problems. In general, it is highly de-

sirable that software for complex systems is provided

with interfaces so that they can be combined.

There are several possible extensions of the paper.

The DryLib library may be extended as outlined

in Section 2, and the parameter optimization scheme

would benefit from including also time series data. Re-

garding the model reduction scheme, it may be desir-

able to derive models with further reduced complexity

valid over a wide operating range. Finally, the NMPC

scheme outline in Section 5 needs to be further elabo-

rated in order to be applicable to the real plant.
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Abstract 

Directly driven reciprocating compressors have the 
potential to be used at large scale for refrigerant 
compression in domestic refrigerators and freezers 
and to improve the energy efficiency of these cooling 
devices considerably. Compared to their well-
established conventional counterparts with rotational 
motor and rotation/translation transducer they offer 
advantages such as (I) higher efficiency due to the 
absence of gear friction losses, (II) broad-range 
modulation of the compressor’s mass flow rate, e.g. 
by control of the piston stroke and (III) a simpler 
mechanical structure.  
With typical strokes of approximately 15…20 mm 
and piston peak forces up to approximately 150 N, 
electrodynamic and electromagnetic linear motors 
are predestined to be used as direct drives for those 
compressors when operated under resonance condi-
tions with one or more springs. Appropriate motor 
and system configurations are currently developed 
and evaluated at Dresden University of Technology. 
Highly nonlinear compression forces, strong interac-
tions between multiple physical domains and a large 
number of design parameters to be chosen properly 
are challenges during system and component design 
that call for the usage of appropriate models and ef-
ficient simulation approaches within the design proc-
ess. With its multi-domain paradigm, Modelica is 
excellently suited for the model-based design of di-
rectly driven refrigerant compressors, their power 
supply and control prior to detailed design, manufac-
ture and test of prototypes. 
This paper is intended (I) to present an overview of 
the above compressor technology, (II) to enlighten 
the beneficial use of Modelica for the design of het-
erogenous systems such as the above compressors 
and (III) to illustrate the design of electro-magneto-
mechanical converters by means of lumped magnetic 
network models and the Modelica Magnetic library.  
Keywords: linear compressor; system design; mag-
netic network; electrodynamic actuator 

1 Directly driven reciprocating com-
pressors for refrigeration 

1.1 Principle structure and operation 

The piston of a directly driven reciprocating com-
pressor is connected to the armature of its driving 
linear motor without any additional motion trans-
ducer or gear element (Fig. 1). This results in greatly 
reduced friction compared to conventional recipro-
cating compressors with rotational motor and rota-
tion/translation transducer and hence in a higher 
overall efficiency of the compressor. In conventional 
compressors of domestic refrigerators, the motion 
transducer accounts for approximately 60 % of the 
total friction losses of the compressor.  

p

pd

ps

V

~m

W

1

23

4

x

Linear motorPiston

xUDP xLDPx0

Spring

Fp

Fig. 1 Principle structure of a directly driven reci-
procating compressor (not scaled) and ideal-
ised indicator diagram p(V) 

For reasons of efficiency and size of the linear mo-
tor, directly driven reciprocating compressors are 
normally operated at or close to their mechanical 
resonance frequency. The mass of the arma-
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ture/piston assembly in conjunction with at least one 
helical or diaphragm spring forms a mechanical 
resonant system. If diaphragm springs are used, they 
also guide the armature in radial direction. It must be 
noted that the compressor load, i.e. the suction pres-
sure ps and discharge pressure pd for a particular pis-
ton stroke h = xLDP – xUDP influences the resulting net 
resonance frequency due to its properties of a 
nonlinear gas spring and hence the overall efficiency 
at operating frequency. The influence of this gas 
spring must be taken into account during system de-
sign (section 2).  
As for conventional reciprocating compressors, an 
idealised compression cycle of one stage of a com-
pressor consists of four phases (numbers according 
to idealised indicator diagram of Fig. 1): 

1→2 isentropic compression, 
2→3 isobaric discharge, 
3→4 isentropic re-expansion of the residual gas, 
4→1 isobaric suction of gas for the next cycle.  

In reality, the compression process differs from the 
above idealised thermodynamic changes of states 
due to (I) complex heat exchange between the gas 
and the cylinder assembly, (II) pressure drop and 
pressure pulsations in the valve assemblies and pipes 
and (III) deviations of the properties of refrigerants 
(real gas behaviour) from those of ideal gas as as-
sumed in the above listing of compression cycle 
phases [1]. The area within the closed pressure-
volume curve p(V) of Fig. 1 represents the work per 
cycle that is exerted on the gaseous refrigerant. 
Whereas the stroke of a conventional compressor is 
constant due to its crankshaft mechanism, the stroke 
of a directly driven reciprocating compressor can be 
varied. Thus it is possible to adapt the mass flow rate 
m&  of directly driven reciprocating compressors in 
refrigerators to varying thermal operation conditions 
of the cooling device: m&  is directly proportional to 
the suction length lsuc = xLDP - x4.  

1.2 Usage for refrigeration 

A successful attempt to utilise an oscillating elec-
tromagnetic motor for the direct propulsion of a re-
ciprocating compressor’s piston is already reported 
for the year 1908 [2]. Those attempts continued 
throughout the last century and resulted in a number 
of different designs of directly driven reciprocating 
compressors for different applications [2]. While 
some of these compressors are experimental proto-
types up to now, others are already commercially 
utilised, e.g. in small air compressors, in small mo-

bile refrigerators for medical and recreational use [3] 
and in Stirling and pulse tube cryo-coolers.  
For refrigerant compressors of domestic refrigerators 
and freezers however, problems with collisions be-
tween the free moving piston and the cylinder head 
and valve assemblies at varying suction and dis-
charge pressures prevented from the broad utilisation 
of this concept in the past (beside durability of 
springs used for resonance operation). To a great 
extent, these collision problems were due to prema-
ture controller realisations. However, situation 
changed during the last years due to the broad avail-
ability of low-cost microcontrollers and power elec-
tronic components. This enables now for the realisa-
tion of powerful yet cost-effective nonlinear control-
lers for stroke control and hence for save compressor 
operation at varying compression loads. For that rea-
son, increased research and design efforts have been 
made during the last years for the industrial utilisa-
tion of directly driven refrigerant compressors. As a 
result, the Korean manufacturer LG Electronics, Inc. 
offers domestic refrigerators with directly driven 
compressors sized for the Korean market since 2004 
[4] [5]. The linear motor of these compressors is 
based on a design of the US company Sunpower, 
Inc. [6].  

1.3 Research objectives and sample application 

The current research on directly driven reciprocating 
compressors for refrigerators at Dresden University 
of Technology focuses on: 

1. analysis of the state of the art of motors for di-
rectly driven reciprocating refrigerant compres-
sors and their control,  

2. development and evaluation of principle motor 
designs for a chosen sample application, 

3. conceptual control design for compressor op-
eration under varying thermal loads (i.e. cooling 
powers) for the sample application, 

4. establishment of a design methodology for di-
rectly driven reciprocating compressors based 
on modelling and simulation, 

5. detailed design, prototype manufacture and test 
of the linear motor found as optimum under 2. 
for the sample application. 

This sample application is specified as follows: 
• domestic one-compartment refrigerator, 
• refrigerant: R600 (n-Butane), 
• continuous compressor operation, i.e. no inter-

mittent operation for temperature control as in 
conventional refrigerators, 
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• specified cooling power  for minimum/ nomi-

nal/ maximum thermal load: WQ 50/25/50 =&  
with accordingly specified evaporator and con-
denser temperatures and refrigerant superheat, 

• one-stage, one-sided compressor design, i.e. 
only one compression chamber at one side of 
the piston, 

• compressor operation at mains frequency, i.e. at 
50 Hz or 60 Hz, 

• adaption to varying cooling power requirements 
by means of control of the piston’s suction 
length (due to projected continuous operation at 
constant frequency).  

2 Simulation-based system design 

2.1 Compressor specification 

One of the most important tasks during initial system 
design is the specification of the compressor’s main 
parameters stroke and compression force versus po-
sition from given specifications of the refrigerator’s 
vapour compression process to be realised. This is 
done by calculation of refrigerant mass flow rates, 
enthalpy differences and compression work per cycle 
for specified thermal load scenarios by means of the 
pressure-enthalpy diagram of the used refrigerant. 
For the sample design process described in this pa-
per, refrigerant data from an external software pack-
age [7] has been used so far for this task. In the fu-
ture, however, Modelica [8] libraries that are related 
to thermo-dynamic systems and refrigerant proper-
ties such as the commercial AirConditioning Li-
braryTM [9] and the free Modelica.Media library can 
be used advantageously, assumed that these libraries 
are available and contain data for the required refrig-
erants, respectively. Doing so would incorporate yet 
another physical domain and model components 
from its respective Modelica libraries into the result-
ing system model and would make model-based de-
sign of directly driven reciprocating compressors for 
refrigerators with Modelica even more seamless. 

2.2 Dynamic system simulation 

Currently, both different principle operating and con-
trol concepts and principle motor designs are estab-
lished and evaluated and the interactions between the 
major subsystems controller, power supply, linear 
drive and compression load are designed for the cho-
sen sample application. The elaborated design 
method is strongly based on dynamic simulations 
and analysis of the results at steady-state oscillations. 

Compared to modelling and design methods based 
on mechanical and electrical impedances (e.g. [10]), 
the approach based on transient simulation enables 
for consideration of all important nonlinear effects in 
the p(V) relationship and the derived piston force 
versus position relationship FP(x). Whereas descrip-
tion of the compression process with an equivalent, 
stroke dependent spring constant cgas(h) and an 
equivalent damping coefficient dgas(h) might work 
for double-sided compressors with one compression 
chamber at either side of the piston, this approach 
can not be used for modelling of one-sided compres-
sors as is the case for the chosen sample application. 
This is due to the shift of the piston’s average posi-
tion xavg away from its rest position x0 in presence of 
unbalanced, one-sided compression forces (Fig. 4). 
This shift of average piston position in turn influ-
ences the required stroke that is necessary to realise a 
desired suction length. Thus it must be considered 
carefully during conceptual design. 
Fig. 2 shows the graphical representation of a Mode-
lica model that is used for analysis of fundamental 
system behaviour and for prediction and evaluation 
of motor performance to be expected for particular 
motor designs.  

open loop voltage supply 
with soft start

calculation of floating rms values, instantaneous and average 
powers and efficiency 

nonlinear compression force
 

Fig. 2 Graphical representation of the Modelica 
system model that is used for analysis of 
fundamental system and motor behaviour 

 
In this model, a sinusoidal voltage is fed to the motor 
model to be evaluated. This voltage will evoke a cur-
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rent i through the motor that causes a motor force FM 
to be developed. This force acts against the inertia of 
the armature/piston assembly’s mass m, against the 
spring(s) used for resonance operation (spring stiff-
ness c) and against the compression force that acts 
upon the piston FP with the above mentioned four 
idealised phases per cycle according to the force 
equilibrium 

 ),,,,()()(0 00 nppxxFxxcxmiF dsPM +−++= && (1)

In the above equation, x denotes the piston position, 
x0 its rest position in non-energised state (no pressure 
difference acting on piston, no supply voltage), ps 
and pd the suction and discharge pressure, respec-
tively, and n the isentropic exponent used for model-
ling of idealised compression and re-expansion 
forces according to the isentropic condition 
pxn = const.  
For initial analyses of system behaviour, a simple 
model of a coarsely dimensioned electrodynamic 
linear motor was used in the system model depicted 
in Fig. 2. This motor is of moving coil type. The 
electro-magneto-mechanical energy conversion 
process is based on Lorentz forces and is described 
by  

 ilBFM =  (2a)
 xlBui &=  (2b)

with FM being the motor force, ui the induced counter 
electromotive force (back-emf), B the flux density 
imposed to the coil, l the total length of the coil wire 
and i and x&  current and armature velocity, respec-
tively. In the graphical Modelica representation of 
the above motor equations shown in Fig. 3, B and l 
are combined into the motor constant cm. Besides its 
back-emf, the electrical subsystem of the motor is 
made up of its coil resistance R and its inductance L.  

 

Fig. 3 Graphical Modelica representation of the 
simple model of a electrodynamic linear 
motor 

 

It must be pointed out that the above initially used 
model of a moving coil type linear motor is not the 
optimum motor design with respect to efficiency, 
related power and other criteria to be expected. Nei-
ther is the used model a detailed one: Assumption of 
a constant motor constant cm throughout the com-
plete stroke range is a rather coarse approximation. 
Also, the motor’s magnetic subsystem is not incorpo-
rated into the above model as must be done for de-
sign of a motor’s magnetic components. However, 
the above simple model is well suited for initial 
analyses due to its simplicity and linearity. More de-
tailed motor models for additional principle motor 
designs will be described in section 3.  
Using Kirchhoff’s voltage law, the differential equa-
tion of the electrodynamic motor’s electrical subsys-
tem can be written as  

 xciRiLu msrc && ++=  (3)

with usrc being the supply voltage. Equations 1 and 3 
make up the system of nonlinear ordinary differential 
equations that describes the compressor’s dynamic 
behaviour. Transient simulation of this system will 
reveal its behaviour with respect to time and enables 
for derivation of (mostly integral) quantities appro-
priate for performance evaluation of directly driven 
reciprocating compressors and their linear motors. 
For the herewith presented project, Dymola is used 
as simulation environment [11]. 
Fig. 4 shows exemplary results of a dynamic simula-
tion for a particular motor design and compression 
load. These results have been obtained with the sys-
tem model of Fig. 2. A slow initial increase of the 
supply voltage usrc prevents from strong overshoot of 
the piston oscillation at start-up and hence from pis-
ton collisions with the cylinder head and valve as-
semblies. The fact that the motor voltage usrc, the 
motor’s internal back-emf ui (induced at armature 
motion) and the voltage drop across the coil resis-
tance uR = R⋅i are nearly in phase at steady-state os-
cillation indicates that the piston oscillates close to 
its resonance frequency for this particular compres-
sion load.  
The diagram in the middle of Fig. 4 shows instanta-
neous and floating root mean square (rms) values of 
the compression force FP (index P for piston) and the 
motor force FM, respectively. From an energetic 
point of view it is interesting to note that the motor 
force FM rms is smaller than the piston force FP rms al-
though both motor armature and piston move with 
the same velocity due to its direct coupling. A de-
tailed investigation shows that this is due to the fact 
that at piston force maximum (discharge phase) the 
piston velocity becomes zero (upper dead point posi-
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tion). Thinking of the system as being linear with 
harmonic oscillations would result in a phase angle 
between piston force and velocity close to 90° and 
hence in reactive components of the mechanical 
load. The analysis of both compression power and 
electrical input power with the presented nonlinear 
model though shows that the differences in the rms 
values of motor force and piston force are in accor-
dance with proper physical behaviour (see efficiency 
calculation, equation 4). 
From the bottom diagram of Fig. 4 can be seen that 
build-up of the piston oscillation from its rest posi-
tion x0 in presence of one-sided, i.e. unbalanced 
compression forces results in a shift of the piston’s 
average position xavg away from this rest position as 
discussed earlier. In the diagram, the resulting suc-
tion length lsuc for each cycle is shown, too.  
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Fig. 4 Selected simulated voltages, forces and po-
sitions of an exemplary motor design and 
compression load 

 
In Fig. 5, the piston force versus position FP(x) for 
the simulated compressor start-up shown in Fig. 4 is 
depicted. Note that the piston’s upper and lower dead 
point positions and suction lengths are different for 
each cycle prior to achievement of steady-state oscil-
lations.  
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Fig. 5 Simulated piston force vs. position for the 
compressor start-up shown in Fig. 4 

2.3 Performance evaluation 

The most important aspects of system behaviour and 
motor performance that are analysed with the above 
system model are: 
• effect of varying compression loads (suction 

and discharge pressure, stroke) on net reso-
nance frequency and mechanical and electrical 
phase relations, 

• influence of electrical subsystem on net reso-
nance frequency, 

• overall efficiency,  
• electrical power factor, 
• quality factor of motor (section 3.3).  

The above mentioned dependency of the system’s 
mechanical resonance frequency on the motor’s elec-
trical parameters coil inductance L and resistance R 
can be shown with an analysis of the corresponding, 
but simplified linear 3rd order system in the fre-
quency domain, too. However, the important impact 
of nonlinear compression forces on system behaviour 
can not be considered with such an analysis.  
The Overall efficiency η of the compressor can con-
veniently be calculated from floating average values 
per cycle of compression power and electrical input 
power:  
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with T being the period of one cycle, FP the com-
pression force acting on the piston, v piston velocity 
and i and u motor current and voltage, respectively. 
At present, only ohmic losses of the coil are consid-
ered for calculation of efficiencies. Hence, the effi-
ciency values shown below are too high compared to 
reality. Additional losses such as mechanical friction, 
friction due to gas leakage and ferromagnetic losses 
in the motor are not yet considered in the above 
model. This was done intentionally in order to keep 
the model behaviour straightforward during initial 
analyses. However, model components for consid-
eration of the above loss mechanisms are currently 
added to the developed system and motor models 
and their suitability for system and motor design is 
tested.  
Characteristic values for evaluation of the principle 
motor designs currently under development are 
briefly discussed in section 3.3. 

2.4 Control concepts 

Modulation of the compressor capacity, i.e. adaption 
of the refrigerant mass flow rate to the requested 
cooling power of the refrigerator, is possible by one 
or more of the following means: 
• variation of suction length and associated 

stroke,  
• variation of operating frequency and 
• intermittent operation with varying duty cycle 

(as for conventional compressors with crank-
shaft mechanism and constant speed). 

Since continuous operation at constant frequency is 
projected for the chosen sample application, only 
suction length control is applicable. Suction length 
can not directly be measured without large effort, 
therefore measures are taken to estimate the suction 
length of each cycle from the piston stroke and to 
realise a stroke control instead.  
By now, different control concepts and appropriate 
controllers have been developed, implemented in 
Modelica and successfully tested with dynamic 
simulations at system level. The following control 
concepts are currently under closer investigation: 
• stroke control only without control of top dead 

center position (guarantees optimum motor ef-
ficiency since no DC bias voltage is superim-
posed on the controlled AC supply voltage), 

• combined stroke control and control of top dead 
center position (guarantees minimum clearance 
volume and related thermo-dynamic losses but 
increases ohmic losses in the motor due to a DC 

bias voltage to be superimposed on the con-
trolled AC supply voltage), 

• various additional control concepts that do not 
require measured or estimated information of 
the piston stroke, but information on top dead 
center position only (e.g. obtained from a prox-
imity sensor). 

The performance of the above control concepts with 
respect to overall and motor efficiency, electrical 
power factor and phase relations is currently investi-
gated with the developed system models. The stroke 
controllers are mostly of proportional and integral 
type (PI). For the test of principle voltage supply 
concepts, different models have been developed and 
are currently tested (e.g. thyristor and triac control 
for simple and cost-effective mains operation).  

2.5 Simulation-based design 

The above mentioned controller models for stroke 
control are not only used for simulation and test of 
concepts for capacity modulation of the compressor, 
but also for simulation-based selection of fundamen-
tal design parameters. This is because stable piston 
oscillations with constant stroke can be guaranteed 
during dynamic simulation with closed loop stroke 
control, but not during dynamic simulation of large 
strokes with open loop voltage supply only due to 
the nonlinear compression forces.  
A good example for the simulation-based selection 
of a design parameter is the stiffness of the spring(s) 
needed for resonant piston oscillation (Fig. 6).  
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Fig. 6 Simulation-based selection of optimum 
spring stiffness obtained with parameter 
sweeps for this design parameter (only oh-
mic losses in the motor coil considered for 
efficiency calculation, see text) 

The optimal required spring stiffness cspring for a par-
ticular design can not be obtained otherwise with the 
same certainty. This is because of the properties of 
the compressed gas that resemble that of a strongly 
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nonlinear gas spring (section 2.2). Its stroke-, posi-
tion-, and pressure-dependent stiffness cgas adds to 
the mechanical spring stiffness and affects the net 
resonance frequency fres of the mechanical subsystem 
with the moving mass m: 

 

m
cc

f gasspring
res

+
=

π2
1  (5)

Each efficiency value shown in Fig. 8 was obtained 
from a steady-state efficiency calculation at the end 
of respective dynamic simulations during parameter 
sweeps for the spring stiffness cspring. Stroke control 
was implemented in the Modelica model during 
these simulations, so the desired stroke length for 
each particular compression load was assured.  
Notice that the calculated efficiency values are too 
high compared to reality since only ohmic losses in 
the motor coil were considered during these simula-
tions as described in section 2.3. 

3 Magnetic converter design 

3.1 Design Methodology 

An appropriate approach for the motor design for 
directly driven reciprocating compressors can 
roughly be outlined as follows: 

1. Specification of mechanical motor parame-
ters (stroke, rms force, average power) from 
compression data (idealised indicator dia-
gram, compression work per cycle) for 
specified compression load scenarios (nomi-
nal and maximum load), 

2. Specification of additional motor parame-
ters, e.g. max. ambient temperature within 
compressor capsule, volume, refrigerator 
supply voltage and frequency, 

3. Selection of promising principle motor de-
signs, coarse dimensioning of these principle 
solutions (geometry and material of mag-
netic components, coil and wire data) by 
means of lumped magnetic networks, 

4. evaluation of the found principle solutions 
by means of characteristic factors (section 
3.3) and dynamic simulation at system level 
(sections 2.2, 2.3), selection of the optimum 
solution, 

5. fine dimensioning of the selected motor’s 
magnetic design with Finite Element Analy-
sis (FEA), 

6. detailed design, manufacture and test of pro-
totypes. 

Whereas the use of FEA is valuable for optimisation 
of a particular motor’s magnetic design, it is in most 
cases not suited for efficient coarse dimensioning of 
principle motor designs and for usage in extensive 
dynamic simulations due to the high time effort for 
model pre-processing and due to its high computa-
tional effort, respectively. Instead, lumped magnetic 
networks should be used for initial coarse designs. 
For the motor design within this project, the Mode-
lica Magnetic library developed by the author is used 
for the implementation of magnetic network models 
of the motors [12]. Through its usage within this de-
sign project, the library is extended, e.g. with models 
for electrodynamic linear actuators, and its model 
components are enhanced. It is planned to submit a 
revised version of this library as soon as possible.  

3.2 Principle motor designs 

Different principle motor designs are already known 
for directly driven reciprocating compressors. They 
are a subset of the broad spectrum of different types 
and designs of electrodynamic and electromagnetic 
linear drives. In general, numerous classification cri-
teria are popular for classification of electro-
magneto-mechanical converters. For example, based 
on the underlying physical principle one can distin-
guish between: 
• electrodynamic linear drives based on Lorentz 

forces [13], 
• electromagnetic or reluctance drives based on 

surface forces between ferromagnetic compo-
nent(s) and adjacent air gap(s) [14] and 

• linear drives that utilise both of the above work-
ing principles for force generation. 

Depending on the moving component, classification 
between the following motor categories is popular: 
• moving coil (mostly for electrodynamic drives), 
• moving magnet (electrodynamic and/or reluc-

tance forces) and 
• moving iron (reluctance drives).  

Location of stator and armature components is a 
classification criterion, too.  
At present, known motor designs are analysed and 
additional principle solutions (a promising subset of 
motors from the above categories) are developed. All 
found solutions are evaluated. The required coarse 
dimensioning for the sample application is mostly 
done with the above mentioned lumped magnetic 
network models. Despite this efficient design ap-
proach, coarse dimensioning of motors based on dif-
ferent working principles is a rather time-consuming 
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process. Nevertheless, it is a prerequisite for opti-
mum motor design for a particular application.  
Although the above mentioned evaluation is not yet 
completed, it currently appears that the motor con-
cept realised by Sunpower, Inc. [6] and already util-
ised in a commercial domestic refrigerator of LG 
Electronics, Inc. [4] [5] is an advantageous one. The 
principle structure of this motor is shown in Fig. 7 
together with the magnetic field lines of the perma-
nent magnetic flux in neutral position. Latter were 
obtained from FEA for the shown exemplary design. 
Operation of this motor is based on the superposition 
of permanent magnetic flux and electromagnetic coil 
flux in the respective air gap sections and results in a 
constant thrust over the complete stroke range. This 
thrust is proportional to the current. Hence motor 
operation can be described with equations 2a and 2b 
as for a purely electrodynamic linear motor. Based 
on that perception, the creators of this motor promote 
the treatment of the permanent magnet’s magneto-
motive force as equivalent currents at the two end 
planes of the permanent magnet’s hollow cylinder 
[15]. Whereas this design approach enables for easy 
calculation of motor forces, it does not account for 
the permanent magnetic flux through the stator at 
off-center armature positions and for related satura-
tion effects in the ferromagnetic stator components 
properly. 
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Fig. 7 Structure of a moving magnet motor based 
on [6] and permanent magnetic flux without 
stator current obtained by FEA 

Unlike with the above modelling approach, the stator 
flux due to the permanent magnet at off-center arma-
ture positions is treated properly with the lumped 
magnetic network model shown in Fig. 8. It was cre-
ated with model components from the Modelica 
Magnetic library [12]. The depicted reluctance ele-

ments represent the respective air gap and permanent 
magnet regions at either of the two pole regions. The 
motor force FM is developed according to  
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with nlinear denoting the number of linear reluctance 
elements, Φi the magnetic flux through each respec-
tive reluctance and Rm i/dx the derivative of each re-
luctance with respect to armature position x [14].  

Fig. 8 Simple lumped magnetic network model of 
the moving magnet motor created with ele-
ments from the Magnetic library [12] 

In the linear model of Fig. 8, nonlinear ferromagnetic 
reluctance elements of inner and outer stator compo-
nents are omitted for reasons of initial simplicity. 
Also, the depicted model is only a stationary one. It 
was used for initial analyses of magnetic flux distri-
butions at different armature positions and motor 
currents. The electro-magnetic energy conversion 
that is important for dynamic operation is not con-
sidered in this model. However, both nonlinear fer-
romagnetic reluctance elements and a dynamic 
model of the stator coil that describes the coupling 
between the motor’s electrical and its magnetic do-
main can easily be added to the motor model from 
standard components of the Modelica Magnetic li-
brary (see examples in this library). Latter enhance-
ment simply requires replacement of the coil’s sta-
tionary magnetomotive force θEM of Fig. 8 with a 
dynamic model of a coil. The resulting dynamic mo-
tor model can then directly be used for dynamic sys-
tem simulation, e.g. with the model shown in Fig. 2. 
This has already been done for magnetic network 
models of different moving coil motor designs and 
will be done for the additional motor designs cur-
rently under development, too. 
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3.3 Motor evaluation 

For comparison of the found principle motor designs, 
the performance to be expected is currently evalu-
ated by means of the developed motor models. 
Quantitative factors for this motor evaluation are: 
• motor efficiency for specified minimum/ nomi-

nal/ maximum compression load, 
• quality factor E = FM²/ Pel as important measure 

for the sensitivity of electro-magneto-mechani-
cal converters (FM motor force, Pel electrical in-
put power) [16], 

• mass of selected components (permanent mag-
net, copper, iron) as measure for the material 
cost to be expected, 

• related power, i.e. power per volume and 
• motor constant cm for calculation of thrust from 

motor current. 
Additional qualitative criteria like the presence of 
parasitic radial magnetic forces or durability of the 
design (e.g. important for flexible wires to moving 
coils) shall be considered in this evaluation, too. This 
evaluation will be based on guidelines provided 
in [17].  

4 Summary and outlook 

The proper design of directly driven reciprocating 
compressors and their respective electrodynamic and 
electromagnetic motors is challenging due to nonlin-
ear compression forces, strong interactions between 
the different subsystems and complex phase relations 
and resonance phenomena at varying compression 
loads. Modelica is excellently suited for consistent 
modelling of those heterogenous systems and the 
developed models can advantageously be used for 
simulation-based system and component design. 
Development of compressor operation and control 
principles as well as of appropriate motor designs is 
currently done for a chosen sample application, 
namely for a refrigerant compressor of a domestic 
refrigerator. The elaborated design approach based 
on dynamic system simulation and analysis of inte-
gral quantities at steady-state piston oscillations 
proved to be well-suited for the rather complex sys-
tem design. Although the time effort for initial model 
development is relatively high, the results obtained 
from dynamic simulations are extremely valuable for 
the search of appropriate system and component con-
figurations and for understanding of the complex 
dynamic behaviour of directly driven reciprocating 
compressors. With the developed models, the on-
going simulation-based evaluation of different prin-

ciple motor designs for the chosen sample applica-
tion will be completed prior to the intended test of 
first experimental motor prototypes.  
Evaluation of the suitability of different motor prin-
ciples for the chosen sample application requires the 
coarse dimensioning of respective motors. The usage 
of lumped magnetic network models built with the 
Modelica Magnetic library is an efficient means for 
this rather laborious design task. 
It is worth to note that the developed model-based 
design approach for directly driven reciprocating 
compressors is not restricted to refrigerant compres-
sors but can be adapted to different fields of applica-
tions, too.  
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Multizone Airflow Model in Modelica
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Abstract

We present the implementation of a library of multi-
zone airflow models in Modelica and a comparative
model validation with CONTAM. Our models have a
similar level of detail as the models in CONTAM and
COMIS. The multizone airflow models allow model-
ing the flow between rooms through doors, staircases
or construction cracks. The flow can be caused by
buoyancy effects, such as stack effects in high rise
buildings or air temperature imbalance between ad-
joining rooms, by flow imbalance of a ventilation sys-
tem, or by wind pressure on the building envelope.
The here presented library can be used with a Mod-
elica library for thermal building and HVAC system
simulation to compute interzonal air flow rates. The
combined use facilitates the integrated design of build-
ing systems, which is typically required for analyzing
the interaction of room control loops in variable air
volume flow systems through open doors, the flow in
naturally ventilated buildings and the pressure in ele-
vator shafts caused by stack effects.
Keywords: Multizone Airflow, Contaminant Transport,
Stack Effect

1 Introduction

We present the implementation of a library of multi-
zone airflow models in Modelica and a comparative
model validation in which we computed the buoyancy
driven air flow rates in CONTAM and in Modelica
for a two storey building. The implemented models
have a similar level of detail as the models in the state-
of-the-art multizone airflow programs CONTAM [4]
and COMIS [6]. Multizone airflow models consist of
nodes that are connected by flow elements. The nodes
may represent room air volumes, the exterior environ-
ment or connections in a duct system and contain state
variables, typically pressure, temperature and concen-
trations such as water vapor, CO2, smoke or pollutants.

The flow elements are airflow paths such as open doors
and windows, construction cracks, stair cases, elevator
shafts, ducts and fans.

Multizone airflow models are typically used for time
domain simulation of convective energy and contam-
inant transport between thermal zones of a building
and to quantify stack effects in high rise buildings.
For thermal building simulation, the closed door and
user-estimated airflows that are common practice in
most multizone simulations are a poor representation
of reality [8, 18]. Assessing the convective energy
and species transport can also be important for con-
trols analysis, since the convective transport through
open doors can couple one local control loop with an-
other. This situation may occur, for example, if two
rooms have their own local VAV damper control loop
that causes pressure or temperature imbalance if one
damper closes. To model such phenomenas, the here
presented airflow models can be used to define flow
paths that connect different thermal zones of a building
that may be presented by the model described in [23].
Multizone airflow models represent the room volumes
assuming uniform distribution of temperature, pres-
sure and species concentration throughout the room
as opposed to the spatially more refined resolution of
zonal models [10] or computational fluid dynamics
models. The reduced number of state variables of mul-
tizone airflow models makes it computationally feasi-
ble to perform annual simulations of heat and species
transport in buildings.

In [7], Feustel and Dieris present an extensive liter-
ature review and questionnary survey of more than
50 multizone airflow models and list the main equa-
tions used in those models. Today, two multizone
airflow models are well established: CONTAM, de-
veloped by the National Institute of Standards and
Technology (NIST) and COMIS, developed in 1988-
89 in an international context within IEA Annex 23 at
the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL).
COMIS has been interfaced with the thermal build-
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ing energy simulation program EnergyPlus [9]. En-
ergyPlus uses airflow rates that were computed by
COMIS in the previous time step. This coupling
with time lagging, however, can cause instability if
the time step is too large [18]. COMIS and CON-
TAM have both been implemented in TRNSYS in the
form of a TRNSYS TYPE (i.e., a component model)
that can be interfaced with TRNSYS’ multizone ther-
mal building model TYPE 56 [15]. In subsequent
work, COMIS has also been integrated directly into
TYPE 56 due to convergence problems and to improve
the user interface [22]. The thermal building simula-
tion programs IDA [19] and ESP-r [3, 8] have mod-
els for interzonal air exchange for bi-directional flow
through open doors. The basic flow resistances used
in COMIS, CONTAM, IDA and ESP-r are powerlaw
equations that compute the steady-state flow as a func-
tion of the static pressure difference.
Lorenzetti [12] reports that some flow models in
COMIS and CONTAM can give non-repeatable re-
sults due to memory in the calculation routines. For
example, the crack model in COMIS finds the den-
sity of the air in the crack using the flow calculated
in the last evaluation of the crack in question. This
can cause the solver to fail converging to a solution.
Another concern is that COMIS does not solve the
mechanical energy balance and the friction models si-
multaneously which can yield to errors of around 30%
for flows through passive vertical shafts for stairways,
elevators or natural ventilation. Lorenzetti concludes
that due to the decoupling of the mechanical energy
balance and the friction models, COMIS cannot im-
plement any meaningful model for bi-directional flow
between floors of a building.

2 Physical Model Description

We use a powerlaw relationship to model the vol-
ume flow rate through an aperture as a function of the
static pressure difference DP between two rooms. Let
DP0,e ≪ 1 be a user specified parameter. The govern-
ing equations are

V̇ =

{

k DPm, for DP ≥ 3/2DP0,e,

−k (−DP)m, for DP ≤−3/2DP0,e,
(1a)

where V̇ is the volume flow rate, k is a flow charac-
teristics, DP is the static pressure difference over the
aperture and m ∈ [0.5, 1] is a flow exponent, with
m = 0.5 for turbulent flow and m = 1 for laminar flow.
For m < 1, the derivative dV̇/dDP tends to infinity,

as DP → 0, which can cause problems for numerical
solvers. Thus, we use for small pressure differences
the linear function

V̇ = k DPm−1
0,e DP, DP ∈ [−DP0,e/2, DP0,e/2]. (1b)

The transition between equation (1a) and (1b) is done
in the intervals DP ∈ (−3/2DP0,e, −1/2DP0,e) and
DP ∈ (1/2DP0,e, 3/2DP0,e) using the built-in Dymola
function spliceFunction, which defines V̇ (·) as a
function that is once continuously differentiable in DP.
Linearization around zero is also used in [4, 2].
We observed good numerical experiments by setting
DP0,e = 0.1Pa. Using DP0,e = 0.001Pa caused the time
integration solver in some examples to jam at state
events caused by a buoyancy driven flow reversal.

We will now discuss the implemented models, which
all compute the flow based on (1).

2.1 Orifice

The flow through an orifice with cross section area
A can be deduced from the Bernoulli equation and is
given by

V̇ = Cd A
√

2/rDPm, (2)

where Cd ∈ (0,1) is a dimensionless discharge coef-
ficient and r is the density of the medium that flows
through the orifice. Large openings are characterized
by m very close to 0.5, while values near 0.65 have
been found for small crack-like openings [21, 4].
In [20], van der Mass et al. present a brief literature
review about discharge coefficients and conducted
own experiments on a 1:10 and a full scale model.
They concluded that Cd can confidently be cho-
sen in the range of 0.6 to 0.75, provided that the
temperature stratification in the rooms is taken into
account (and hence V̇ is obtained using the inte-
gration V̇ =

R

(dV̇/dh)dh over the aperture height.)
They report that Cd = 0.61 is widely used, and that
Mahajan [14, 13] found values as low as 0.33 for
isothermal rooms.1 Van der Mass et al. also report
that Riffat [17] found for the transport through both
a door and a staircase a value of Cd = 0.6 for an
interzonal air temperature difference of DT = 1K,
decreasing to Cd = 0.25 for DT = 10K, which is in
contrast to Kiel and Wilson [11], which obtained in
full scale experiments Cd = 0.40+ 0.0045DT .

1Two rooms are said to be isothermal if the temperature differ-
ence between the rooms is much larger than the vertical tempera-
ture difference between floor and ceiling in each room.
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Figure 1: Correction factor used in CONTAM for
change of volume flow rate as a function of temper-
ature.

To account for the temperature dependency of the air
density r and the kinematic viscosity n, CONTAM
multiplies the right hand side of the orifice equation (2)
by the correction factor

Ka(P,T ) =

(

r0

r(P,T )

)n (

n0

n(P,T )

)2n−1

, (3)

with r0 = 1.2041kg/m3, n0 = 1.5083 · 10−5m2/s,
r(P,T ) = P/(287.055T ), µ(T ) = 3.714310−6 +
4.9286 · 10−8 T and n(P,T ) = µ(T )/r(P,T ). Fig. 1
shows Ka(P,T ) for the limiting cases n = 0.5 and n = 1
with P = 101325Pa. Since Ka is close to one for the
expected temperature range, we will use Ka = 1 for
all temperatures. Furthermore, the air density in (2)
should be evaluated at the temperature and pressure of
the medium that flows through the orifice. However,
if the air temperature is different on either side of the
orifice, then the derivative dV̇/dDP of (1b) is discon-
tinuous at DP = 0. We prevent this discontinuity by
setting ˜r = 1.2kg/m3 in the orifice equation (2), in-
dependent of the temperature and pressure. Thus, we
implemented (2) in Modelica using the powerlaw (1)
with

k = Cd A
√

2/˜r. (4)

2.2 Effective Air Leakage Area

ASHRAE Fundamentals [1, p. 25.18] and Clarke [3]
list effective air leakage areas for various building con-
struction elements, such as doors, windows and vents.
The effective air leakage area tabulated in [1] are based
on a reference pressure difference DPr = 4Pa and a
discharge coefficient Cd,r = 1, but other data sets use
DPr = 10Pa and Cd,r = 0.6 [4].

We convert the effective air leakage area to the orifice
equation (2) as follows. Let L denote the effective air
leakage area with units m2. The area A in the orifice
equation (2) is obtained by equating (2) with

V̇ = Cd,r L
√

2DPr/r, (5)

from which follows that

A =
Cd

Cd,r
LDP0.5−m

r . (6)

If no value of m is reported with the test results, then
Dols and Walton [4] recommend m = 0.6 to m = 0.7.

2.3 Large Vertical Open Aperture

We will now present a model for bi-directional air-
flow at steady state conditions through a large aperture.
The model can be used to compute the bi-directional
airflow through open doors or windows. We assume
in this section that the aperture is always open. In
Sec. 2.4, we extend the model in such a way that the
aperture can also be closed.

2.3.1 Governing Equations

To deduce the model, we consider an aperture with
height h and width w that separates two air volumes
(see also Fig. 2). Let z denote the height coordinate,
defined so that z = 0 at the bottom of the aperture. Let
P̄A and P̄B denote the static pressures, let T̄A and T̄B

denote the temperature and let r̄A and r̄B denote the
air density in the two air volumes at height zA and zB.
Let T ′

A , dTA(z)/dz and T ′
B , dTB(z)/dz denote the

vertical temperature gradient in each volume which is
assumed to be independent of z. We approximate the
local air density in volume A at a height z above the
bottom of the aperture as

rA(z) = r̄A

(

1−
(z− zA)T ′

A

T̄A

)

. (7)

The static pressure at height z in volume A is

PA(z) = P̄A + g
Z zA

0
rA(s)ds−g

Z z

0
rA(s)ds, (8)

where g = 9.81m/s2 is the earth acceleration. Substi-
tuting (7) in (8) and evaluating the integrals yields

PA(z)= P̄A +g r̄A (zA−z)+g r̄A
T ′

A

2 T̄A

(

z2
−2zzA + z2

A

)

.

(9)
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Room A Room B

Room cross section

P̄A, r̄A P̄B, r̄B

P(z)
Pressure distribution

z

zAzB

h

0

PB(z) PA(z)

neutral
height

Figure 2: Schematics of two rooms with different heights that are connected by a large vertical opening of
height h. The left-hand graphics shows schematically the static pressures PA(·) and PB(·) as a function of the
height z for the situation where P̄A < P̄B, r̄A < r̄B and without vertical temperature gradient in the rooms. The
neutral height is at the point where PA(z) = PB(z).

An identical deviation can be done for the static pres-
sure PB(z). Thus, the static pressure difference at
height z is

DPAB(z) , PA(z)−PB(z)

= P̄A − P̄B + g (r̄A (zA − z)− r̄B (zB − z))

+g r̄A
T ′

A

2 T̄A

(

z2
−2zzA + z2

A

)

−g r̄B
T ′

B

2 T̄B

(

z2
−2zzB + z2

B

)

. (10)

Equation 10 is a quadratic equation in z. Its solutions
z∗ ∈ [0, h] that satisfy DPAB(z∗) = 0, if they exist, are
called the neutral heights. At the neutral heights, there
is no flow through the aperture.
The volume flow rate from A to B through
the height element dz is for Pm

AB(z) > 0,
V̇AB(z)/dz = Cd

√

2/rA(z)DPm
AB(z)wdz or else

V̇AB(z)/dz = −Cd
√

2/rB(z) (−DPAB(z))m wdz.
The net flow from A to B is

V̇AB =
Z h

0
max(0,dV̇AB(z)/dz)dz (11)

and similarly

V̇BA =

Z h

0
min(0,dV̇AB(z)/dz)dz. (12)

The exact evaluation of the integrals in (11) and in (12)
requires the knowledge of the neutral heights. In the
absence of vertical temperature gradients, i.e., if T ′

A =
T ′

B = 0, the neutral height is

z∗ =
P̄A − P̄B + g(r̄A zA − r̄B zB)

g(r̄A − r̄B)
. (13)

CONTAM and IDA neglect vertical temperature gra-
dients and evaluate symbolically the integrals (11)

and (12). Furthermore, in computing the pressure dif-
ference across the opening, CONTAM assumes the
vertical temperature profile to be constant [4, p. 152],
which facilitates in view of the denominator of (13)
the numerical solution if r̄A and r̄B are close to each
other. In COMIS [6], however, the opening is dis-
cretized along the height coordinate to eliminate the
need for solving the pressure difference equation (10)
for the neutral height. The total flow is then obtained
by summation of the flows for the whole opening.

2.3.2 Model Discretization

As in COMIS, we also select a discretized model to
implement an approximate solution of (11) and (12)
since we expect the discretized model to be numeri-
cally more robust than an implementation of the ana-
lytical solution of (11) and (12) which requires solv-
ing (10) for the neutral height which may have zero,
one or two solutions in [0, h].
For a fixed n ∈ N, we discretize the height h of the
door into n compartments of equal height Dh = h/n.
For i ∈ {1, . . . ,n}, we define zi

n , h(i− 1/2)/n. We
use the orifice equation (2) to compute the flow in each
compartment. For sufficiently large positive pressure
differences, the orifice equation in each compartment
is

V̇ i
AB,n = Cd w

h
n

√

2
rA(zi

n)
DPm

AB(zi
n), (14)

where DPAB(zi
n) is defined in (10). We implement the

orifice equation using the powerlaw relation (1) with

k = Cd w
h
n

√

2
̂r
, (15)

where ̂r , (r̄A + r̄B)/2. In (15), we used the average
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of the density at the two reference points A and B to
approximate the density in dz. As mentioned earlier,
the density in dz depends on the flow direction, but us-
ing the density of the inflowing medium would cause
the volume flow rate to be non-differentiable with re-
spect to the pressure difference at DPm

AB(z) = 0. In this
model, we know the density on both sides of the aper-
ture and hence use their average value rather than a
constant density. In the current implementation, we
neglect the vertical temperature gradient in volume A
and B and set T ′

A = T ′
B = 0. The model could be ex-

tended with little effort to take into account a temper-
ature gradient by adding the quadratic terms in the im-
plementation of the pressure difference equation (10).
Extending the model may be important if a room has
a displacement ventilation, since vertical temperature
gradients can have a major influence on the heat ex-
change by interzonal airflows [8].
In order to formulate a once continuously differen-
tiable approximation to the max(·, ·) and min(·, ·)
functions in (11) and in (12), we compute the average
velocity in each compartment as

vi
n ,

V̇ i
AB,n

wh/n
. (16)

The net flow from A to B and from B to A through
each element is computed as

~̇V i
AB,n = V̇ i

AB,n
˜H(vi

n; ve), (17a)

~̇V i
BA,n = −V̇ i

AB,n +~̇V i
AB,n, (17b)

where ˜H(·;ve) is a once continuously differ-
entiable approximation to the Heaviside function,
implemented using the Dymola built-in function
spliceFunction, parametrized by a user specified
smoothing parameter ve. Good numerical performance
has been obtained with ve = 0.001m/s.

2.4 Large Vertical Operable Aperture

We will now combine the model for the effective air
leakage area, presented in Sec. 2.2, and the model for
large vertical open apertures, presented in Sec. 2.3, to
construct a model for a large aperture that can be open
or closed, depending on an input signal. As in the
model for the open aperture, we discretize the open-
ing in n horizontal segments, and compute the pressure
difference DPAB(z) in each compartment using (10).
Let y ∈ [0, 1] be an input signal, defined such that the
aperture is closed if y = 0 and open if y = 1.
We combine the two models by using a linear combi-
nation of the flow constants k and the flow exponents

m of each model. In particular, in view of (6) and (4),
we set for the closed aperture

kclo =
1
n

Cd
Cd

Cd,r
LDP0.5−m

r

√

2
̂r

(18)

where n is the number of compartments and ̂r , (r̄A +
r̄B)/2, and we set for the open aperture

kope =
1
n

Cd wh

√

2
̂r
. (19)

In both models, the flow exponent m is a user-specified
parameter which we denote by mclo and mope. The
effective flow constant and flow exponent is computed
as

k = ykope +(1− y)kclo, (20)

m = ymope +(1− y)mclo. (21)

We do not claim that this model is able to describe ac-
curately the flow through a half opened door by setting
y = 1/2. However, for numerical reasons, to change
the aperture from open to closed, it may be better to
vary the input signal y continuously in time as opposed
to using a step function.

2.5 Pressure of a Medium Column

This model can be used to model the static pressure of
a medium column. The model computes the difference
between the static pressure at the bottom Pb and the top
Pt of a vertical medium column of height h as

Pb = Pt + hrg, (22)

where the density r is a user input and g = 9.81m/s2

is the earth acceleration.

3 Implementation in Modelica

We implemented the models using Modelica 2.2 [16]
and Modelica Fluid [5]. All models use one or several
instances of a model that implements the power law (1)
to define the relationship between flow and pressure
difference. Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 show the class hierarchy
of the models with one- and two-directional flow, and
how the different models relate to the physical descrip-
tion described in the previous sections.
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Modelica Fluid.Interfaces.PartialTwoPortTransport
Base class for one-directional flow elements

PowerLawResistance
Implements an instance of power law (1)

Orifice
Implements an instance of orifice (4)

EffectiveAirLeakageArea
Implements effective leakage area (6)

MediumColumn
Implements pressure (22)

Figure 3: Class hierarchy of models with one-directional flow. The dashed models are partial models.

TwoWayFlowElement
Base class for
two-directional flow elements

TwoWayFlowElementBuoyancy
Defines height parameters and
input signal for r̄A and r̄B

DoorDiscretized
Implements n instances of power law (1) and
implements equations (10), (14), (16) and (17)

DoorDiscretizedOpen
Assigns m and k using (15)

DoorDiscretizedClosed
Defines input signal y and
assigns m and k using (18) to (21)

Figure 4: Class hierarchy of models with two-directional flow. The dashed models are partial models.
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Table 1: Parameters of the flow elements.

Orifice Door
Discharge coefficient CD 0.65 0.78
Flow coefficient m 0.5 0.78
Transition to linear pressure

law DP0,e in Pa 0.1 0.1
Area A in m2 0.01 2.2
Width w in m - 1
Height h in m - 2.2
Number of compartments ncom - 10
Minimum velocity ve in m/s - 0.001

Table 2: Mass flow rates in kg/s computed by CON-
TAM and by Modelica.

Flow element CONTAM Modelica
door West to East 0.4103 0.4184
door East to West 0.4146 0.4228
opening WT 0.0044 0.0044
opening ET 0.0044 0.0044
opening OB 0.0080 0.0080
opening OT 0.0080 0.0079

4 Comparative Model Validation

We will now compare the buoyancy driven air flow
rates through orifices and open doors that were com-
puted in Modelica using Dymola 5.3b with the ones
computed in CONTAMW 2.1. The computations were
done on a Windows 2000 computer.

Fig. 5 shows a side view of the three rooms used in
the validation, Fig. 6 shows the implementation in
Dymola and Tab. 1 shows the parameters used to de-
scribe the flow paths. In the Modelica computations,
the parameter DP0,e used in the smoothing described
in (1) was set to 0.1Pa and we used ˜r = 1.2kg/m3 in
the orifice equation (2).

Tab. 2 lists the mass flow rates computed by CON-
TAMW and by Modelica. The door model has the
biggest difference in mass flow rate. However, the
difference is only 2%, and hence the CONTAM and
Modelica model agree within the accuracy expected
by the model simplification, such as the assumption of
constant density in the flow path and the discretization
of the door height.

5 Conclusions

Using an object-oriented equation-based modeling
language allowed a rapid implementation of a library
with multizone air flow models that can be connected
to thermal building models. A comparative model val-
idation of the buoyancy driven steady-state mass flow
rates in a two storey building between our models and
CONTAM showed agreement of the mass flow rates
within 2%. This deviation is significantly smaller than
the uncertainty associated with selecting model pa-
rameters. Large uncertainty in model parameters exist
in the selection of the discharge coefficient, the flow
exponent and the equivalent leakage area of cracks in
the building envelope.
From a computational point of view, smoothing the
equations to convert them into once continuously dif-
ferentiable equations was critical. Without smoothing,
the solver failed in some examples to solve the system
of equations.
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7 Nomenclature

7.1 Conventions

1. Vectors elements are denoted by superscripts.

2. f (·) denotes a function where (·) stands for the
undesignated variables. f (x) denotes the value of
f (·) for the argument x.

7.2 Symbols

a ∈ A a is an element of A
N {1,2,3, . . .}

, equal by definition
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b

TW = 25◦C

Room West

b

TE = 20◦C

Room East

b

TT = 20◦C

Room Top

b

Outside
Tout = 10◦C
pout = 101325Padoor
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Figure 5: Side view of the three rooms used in the validation study.

Figure 6: Implementation of the three room problem that was used for the comparative program validation. The
green flow paths are orifice models that implement the model of Section 2.1, the red bars are medium column
models that implement the model of Section 2.5, and the gray rectangle is the door model of Section 2.3 and 2.4.
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Abstract 

The transient thermal behavior of a solar thermal 
reactor for hydrogen generation has been modeled 
using Modelica/Dymola. The model is used to pre-
dict temperatures and reaction rates inside the reactor 
which is operated alternating between two tempera-
ture levels. The purpose of this reactor is the produc-
tion of hydrogen as a future carbon free fuel using 
exclusively regenerative energy resources. 
First results are promising and the model may be 
used to explain experimental observations from the 
operation as well as for theoretical studies. 
 
Keywords: solar, hydrogen, chemical reaction, heat 
conduction 

1 Introduction 

Hydrogen generated from renewable energy sources 
has the potential to become an important energy car-
rier for the future, particularly for mobile applica-
tions. Beside the well known path of using electrical 
energy from renewables for electrolysis, the solar 
heat may be used directly for water splitting without 
the additional step of electricity generation. Whereas 
direct thermal water splitting needs temperatures 
above 2500 K, several multi-step thermo-chemical 
processes are known, enabling the hydrogen genera-
tion at temperatures which are controllable by to-
day’s technical equipment. One of these thermo-
chemical processes is currently under investigation 
in the HYDROSOL-2 project funded by the EC [1]. 
A two-step water splitting process has been devel-
oped using mixed iron-oxides on a porous ceramic 
structure in a reactor heated directly by solar radia-
tion. The reactor is operated with alternating reaction 
conditions, in particular with two alternating tem-
perature levels of about 1073 K and 1350 K respec-
tively. Experimental results from a small scale lab 
reactor are available which prove the general feasi-

bility of the process and the “cycleability” of the re-
dox materials. A scale-up of the technology aiming 
at the demonstration in a 100kW-scale is in progress. 
From this short description and the fact that solar 
radiation varies with daytime and cloud coverage, it 
is evident that the operation of this reactor is highly 
dynamical. Therefore a mathematical tool is neces-
sary in order to model the reactor for theoretical 
studies and scale-up. 

2 Description of the process and the 
experimental setup 

The experimental and theoretical work is focused on 
a thermo-chemical cycle using materials that can act 
as effective water splitters at moderate temperatures 
in a two-step reaction scheme. The overall reaction 
may be described by the following steps which are 
conducted successively at different temperature lev-
els: 

22 HMOOHMO oxidizedreduced +→+   (1) 

2OMOMO reducedoxidized +→   (2) 

The metal oxides (MO) used in this particular reac-
tion are ion oxides doped with other divalent metals 
(Zn, Ni, Mn). The basic idea is to employ an innova-
tive monolithic solar reactor for the production of 
hydrogen from the splitting of steam using solar en-
ergy, by combining a refractory ceramic thin-wall, 
multi-channeled (honeycomb) support structure op-
timized to absorb solar radiation and develop suffi-
ciently high temperatures, with a redox pair system 
suitable for the performance of water dissociation 
and at the same time suitable for regeneration at 
these temperatures. With this concept complete op-
eration of the whole process (water splitting and re-
dox material regeneration) can be achieved by a sin-
gle solar energy converter. 
Figure 1 shows a cross section of the experimental 
reactor used for the first experiments in the solar fur-
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nace at DLR, Cologne. The outer diameter of the 
housing is 0.43 m and the diameter of the porous 
silicon carbide structure carrying the ion oxides is 
0.144 m. The front side is covered by a quartz glass 
window for the concentrated sunlight admission. The 
concentrated sunlight is provided by a mirror system 
capable for concentrations up to 5000 suns.  

concentrated

inlet of process gas

quartz window

to mass spectrometer

SiSiC cylinder

insulation

solar radiation

product gas probe

tube (stainless steel)

T1

diluting gas 
inlet

to offgas 
treatment

housing (stainless steel)

honey comb 
structure (SiC)

SiSiC funnel

ceramic blender

T6

 
Figure 1: Cross section of the laboratory scale reac-
tor for solar thermal hydrogen production  

Typical input power for this experimental setup was 
between 2000 and 3000W.  The input gases (N2 and 
H2O) are fed via four small tubes radially distributed 
over the reactor circumference. The entrance for 
these gases is on the right hand side of Figure 1 and 
the flow direction is form right to left. Behind the 
SiC structure, a ceramic blender is used, to achieve 
an optimal mixing and then the gases are leaving the 
reactor to the product gas analysis and off-gas treat-
ment. 
 

 
Figure 2: Photo of the laboratory scale reactor for 
solar thermal hydrogen production  

The typical operation of this reactor may be de-
scribed by the following steps: 

1. Preheating of the cold reactor with concen-
trated solar radiation up to 1073 K.  

2. Steam admission and production of hydrogen 
at 1073 K. 

3. Increasing the solar thermal input in order to 
reach the higher temperature level of 1350 K. 

4. Regeneration period at this temperature level. 
During this period the reactor is flushed with 
nitrogen. 

5. Reduction of the solar thermal input to come 
down to the low temperature level of 1073 K 

Steps 2-5 are repeated consecutively until the end of 
the experiment. Experimental setup with two reac-
tors of this type, each one in a different step, has also 
been tested in order to get a continuous hydrogen 
production. 
 

3 Model approach 

An overall model has been set up for this reactor in 
Dymola using partial models from the standard li-
brary Modelica 2.2 in combination with the Mode-
lica_Fluid library and additional adapted or newly 
developed models. The main purpose of this first 
model approach is the simulation of the thermal be-
havior of the reactor. Reaction kinetics are consid-
ered by simple preliminary approaches since quanti-
tative experimental data on reaction velocities are 
not yet available.  
Figure 3 shows a screenshot of the overall model. 
The model is 2-dimensional due to the rotational 
symmetry of the reactor. From this figure, it becomes 
obvious, that most of the icons used here are from 
the Modelica 2.2 library. This is also valid for most 
of the associated models, but some of them have 
been modified in order to meet the special require-
ments. The only model used without any modifica-
tions is the Modelica.Blocks.Sources.CombiTime-
Table for input data of ambient temperature and solar 
power input. These values are available from meas-
urements in the solar furnace and they are used as 
input data for the simulations.  
The input model MassFlowSource is a descendant of 
CombiTimeTable too, but with some additional code 
to allow for input flows with different units (like kg/s 
or l/h) and multiple output flows in SI units. Pre-
scribedTemperature, Convection, FeedPump, 
IdealMixer and Sink are made from standard Mode-
lica models with the extensions of distributed con-
nectors and multi-component mass flows. The reac-
tor, the insulation and the solar heat input distribu-
tion are new models and further details are given 
below. 
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Figure 3: Screenshot of the overall model used for 
the simulation of the laboratory scale reactor for so-
lar hydrogen generation 

The spatial distribution of solar radiation input is not 
constant throughout the aperture, it shows a Gaus-
sian-like shape with a peak in the centre and consid-
erably lower values towards the rim. Measurements 
of the flux distribution at the reactor entrance are 
available as well as the integral value of the solar 
power input during the experiments. The object 
called “GaussDistribution” in Figure 3 is used to dis-
tribute the total input power among the individual 
rings of the reactor front surface. The shape of the 
power distribution is approximated by the equation: 
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Measured values of the input flux distribution at 
nominal power are shown in Figure 4 in comparison 
to this approximation. Although the measured distri-
bution is not exactly symmetrical, this assumption 
was made for the model in order to use a 2-
dimensional model and restrict the number of equa-
tions. 
The object IrradiationLosses in Figure 3 is used to 
model the thermal losses due to absorption and re-
radiation through the quartz glass window at the 
front side of the reactor. The result is a net power 
input to the reactor depending on the actual surface 
temperature. 
The ceramic monolith inside the reactor as well as 
the insulation and the housing are modeled as con-
centric circular rings build up from several slices in 
axial direction (Figure 5).  Mass and energy balances 

are set up using the finite volume method as de-
scribed in [2].  
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Figure 4: Measured and approximated flux density 
at the reactor entrance. 

 
Pressure gradients are neglected in this model. They 
are low enough to neglect an influence on the chemi-
cal reactions but the authors are well aware that there 
may occur instabilities influencing the local gas flow 
and thereby the temperature distribution within the 
ceramic monolith [3]. Therefore these local pressure 
drops may be incorporated into a more advanced 
future model. 
 

SiC monolith

slice of the monolith

ring of the slice

 
Figure 5: Balance volumes used for the model of the 
solid SiC monolith 

The cylindrical ceramic monolith as the main com-
ponent of the solar hydrogen reactor is modeled by 
three major objects:  
1. the “solid”-object representing the SiC matrix 

with the task of absorbing the radiation at the 
front surface and providing an even temperature 
distribution by heat conduction,  

2. the “fluid”-object representing the gas channels 
with square cross sections to allow a gas flow 
through the reactor, 
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3. and the “coating”-object for the reactive layer, 

which is located at the inner surface of the SiC 
matrix. 

The latter object may be considered as intermediate 
layer between the solid and the fluid object. Its mass 
balance accounts for accumulation or release of oxy-
gen depending on the operating conditions. The fluid 
object does not consider any mass accumulation and 
concentrations of the gaseous species are assumed to 
be constant within each control volume. Transport 
resistance between fluid and coating is neglected as 
well. Since the coating itself has a very small mass 
and heat capacity, the thermal inertia is represented 
solely by the SiC matrix.  
The solid object is based on the differential equation 
for 2-dimensional heat transfer in cylinder coordi-
nates: 
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A central difference scheme was applied to approxi-
mate the spatial partial derivatives. The effective 
thermal conductivity of the SiC honeycomb structure 
is not the same for the radial and the longitudinal 
direction since the solid walls show different thick-
ness. The effective values are calculated according to 
cross section fraction covered by the solid material. 
For the radial direction the equation reads: 
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r A

A

,

,=      (5) 

The fluid object contains an instance of Mode-
lica.Media.IdealGases.Common.MixtureGasNasa re-
presenting a mixture of N2, H2O, H2 and O2.  This 
Modelica package provides all fluid properties 
needed for the simulation.  
At present, the knowledge about reaction kinetics is 
only marginal and therefore the reaction rate is cal-
culated by a preliminary equation based on investi-
gations of Tsuji et al. [4]. The experimental investi-
gation of reaction rates of Tsuji et al. have been car-
ried out in the temperature range between 250 and 
350°C, which is much lower than the operating tem-
perature range of the solar reactor. 
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According to [4] the overall reaction rate for the wa-
ter splitting is: 
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For the reverse regeneration reaction  
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Activation energy and frequency factor in Eq. (10) 
are estimated from the experimental observations 
that a considerable reaction rate does not take place 
beyond 1200 K and the time period needed for a 
complete regeneration is about 20 minutes. It should 
be emphasized, that these reaction rates are only first 
estimates and further investigations are necessary in 
order to get more reliable data about these reactions. 
The solar reactor is not suitable for this kind of ex-
periments because the number of uncertain parame-
ters is quite high. They should be carried out under 
well defined and almost constant conditions, e.g. in a 
differential reactor. 
The temperature distribution inside the reactor, the 
total product mass flow rate, and the efficiency of the 
reactor are important results from this model. 

4 Simulation results 

The first experiments with the solar reactor were per-
formed without any hydrogen production in order to 
investigate the thermal behavior of the plant. Figure 
6 shows simulation results in comparison to meas-
ured data from one of these first experiments. Inside 
the ceramic monolith only one thermocouple is 
mounted for temperature measurement. It is located 
at the center near the front side where the feed gases 
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and the solar radiation are entering the monolith (see 
Figure 1).  
The matching of simulated and measured tempera-
tures is fairly good, a conclusion which is also valid 
for other experiments. The remaining differences are 
due to model simplifications and also due to uncer-
tainties in the available physical properties, e.g. the 
thermal conductivity of SiC at elevated temperatures, 
which is not exactly known since it depends on the 
material and also on the processing of the monolith. 
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Figure 6: Comparison of measured and calculated 
temperature in the center of the reactor for a start-up.  

The model was also used to investigate the sensitiv-
ity with regard to the reactor length. Figure 7 shows 
the results of this study. Here two different lengths of 
the ceramic reactor element have been simulated: 5 
cm (the actual length used in the laboratory reactor) 
and 10 cm. Beside the length and the number of axial 
balance volumes all input parameters are identical. In 
Figure 7 the temperature along the center axis is 
drawn for steady state conditions. The temperature 
curve for the 10 cm monolith is not affected by the 
number of discrete elements (4 or 8). The shorter 
monolith shows a lower temperature towards the gas 
exit (right hand side). This result was unexpected 
because the heat input is at l=0 and with increasing 
distance the temperature should decrease from a first 
feeling. Heat transfer and temperature compensation 
between solid and gas are the main reason for the 
temperature decrease along the axis. The gas feed is 
cold compared to the temperature of the SiC and the 
temperature balancing needs about 4 cm independ-
ently of the reactor length.  
The remaining temperature decrease of gas and solid 
is due to losses caused by radial heat conduction. 
Due to the extended heat transfer area between gas 
and solid for the longer monolith, the radial losses 
are smaller than for the shorter type. This behavior is 
supported by the different effective solid heat con-
ductivity in axial and in radial direction. Due to the 
macroscopic structure the conductivity in axial direc-

tion is 1.72 times of the conductivity in radial direc-
tion. 
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Figure 7: Study on the dependency of reactor length 
and number of axial discrete volume elements 
(steady state conditions) 

Since the temperature difference at the exit for both 
lengths is not very large (about 8 K) its impact on the 
reaction rate may be neglected compared to other 
model uncertainties. From Figure 7 it is also obvious, 
that the gas and solid temperatures are equalized at 
the exit of the monolith for both lengths. Neverthe-
less, a doubling of the monolith length means also a 
doubling of the reactive surface, which could be an 
advantage for the chemical reaction because the 
available reactive coating is twice as for the short 
monolith. 
The solar reactor shown in Figure 1 has been redes-
igned and currently a dual reactor concept is used for 
continuous hydrogen production. This type has two 
reaction chambers; one can be operated in produc-
tion mode while the other one is in regeneration 
mode (Figure 8). After a certain time period the 
power input and the gas feed are shifted and the op-
eration mode is inverted. The shape and the dimen-
sions of the SiC monolith are the same as for the 
original reactor. Experimental data with hydrogen 
production are available from this setup.  

 
Figure 8: Drawing of the dual reactor for solar hy-
drogen production 
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The main difference between both reactors from the 
model point of view is the rectangular shape of the 
insulation and the outer shell. This would break the 
rotational symmetry and account for a 3-dimensional 
model. Nevertheless the 2-dimensional approach has 
been used for the simulation in order to limit the cal-
culation time. Since the rectangular geometry is only 
used for the outer shell, this approximation seems to 
be still acceptable. Furthermore the current knowl-
edge about the chemical reaction allows only a quali-
tative comparison of simulation and experiment con-
cerning the hydrogen production rate. Consequently 
the main purpose of the model is not the prediction 
of hydrogen production rate but the dynamical ther-
mal analysis of the reactor since the spatial and tem-
poral temperature distribution inside the ceramic 
monolith is of great importance for the reactor per-
formance. 
For this qualitative comparison the input data was 
simplified and smoothened because particularly the 
solar power shows many fluctuations and the ex-
perimental dataset has a temporal resolution of 5 sec-
onds. According to the Modelica concept, this would 
lead to many events and thus to unacceptable simula-
tion times. Figure 9 shows the simplified power in-
put and two calculated temperatures. T1 is the tem-
perature in the center of the monolith near the front 
side and T6 at the outer rim of the monolith near the 
back side.  
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Figure 9: Solar power input and calculated tempera-
tures of a reactor startup and 3 cycles of hydrogen 
production and regeneration. (see Figure 1 for the 
position of T1 and T6) 

The first hour was used to heat up the whole installa-
tion by solar radiation and the steam admission starts 
at t=3600s. At the same time the hydrogen produc-
tion starts with a peak mass flow rate, which is de-
creasing during the next 1200s of the experiment 
(Figure 10). At t=4800s the steam input is stopped, 
the solar power input is increased immediately to 
heat up the reactor and the regeneration period starts. 
At t=6000s the hydrogen production starts again, but 

with a lower initial rate than the first time. This peri-
odic operation is repeated two more times.  From 
Figure 9 it is obvious, that the temperature difference 
between T1 and T6 is about 100 – 170K, which con-
currently represents the largest temperature differ-
ence inside the monolith. 
An acceptable matching between experiment and 
simulation was reached by adjusting the reaction rate 
parameters k1 and k2, although the reaction rates are 
highly temperature dependent and more reliable ki-
netic data is urgently desired.  
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Figure 10: Comparison of calculated and measured 
hydrogen production rates 

The temperature difference between T1 and T6 in 
Figure 9 may be used to explain the decreasing ini-
tial hydrogen production rate, which is presumably 
caused by large temperature gradients inside the ce-
ramic structure. These temperature gradients are pre-
venting a complete regeneration of the reactive layer 
since a certain temperature level is necessary for this 
step. 
Figure 11 shows the absolute mass of available fer-
rite, which is the figure determining the potential of 
hydrogen production since the oxygen is captured by 
these ferrite molecules. Three curves are shown, the 
total amount of ferrite, the amount in the center and 
at the outer rim of the monolith. 
The amount of available ferrite for the new monolith 
starts at a high initial level, decreases during the first 
hydrogen production period (3600 – 4800s) and in-
creases again during the regeneration period (4800 – 
6000s). The regeneration is incomplete and the next 
cycle starts at a lower initial peak ferrite concentra-
tion compared to the first cycle. The simulation re-
sults are demonstrating that the regeneration reaches 
an almost constant peak level at the second regenera-
tion cycle (8400s) because the same value (0.06 mol) 
is achieved for the following cycle. From Figure 11 
it is also obvious, that the incomplete regeneration is 
caused mainly by the outer areas of the monolith, 
which are not hot enough for regeneration. This 
lower temperature is caused by the lower solar power 
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input towards the rim and the radial heat losses at 
this area. 
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Figure 11: Calculated values of available ferrite for 
the center part, the outer part and the whole monolith 
during the periodic operation 

5 Conclusions 

The Modelica language has been used to set up a 
model for a solar heated hydrogen generation reactor 
and to simulate the dynamic behavior of the reactor.  
First results are promising and the model may be 
used to explain the decreasing reaction rates, which 
have been observed during the experiments. The 
main purpose of the model is the prediction of the 
thermal dynamics of this reactor rather than the pre-
diction of the hydrogen production rate. Nevertheless 
heat production and heat consumption are combined 
with the reactions and therefore the proper calcula-
tion of the reaction rates is important for the heat 
balances. 
Model developments as well as experimental inves-
tigations are continued, in order to get a deeper in-
sight into this interesting path of solar energy utiliza-
tion. Next steps are model refinements as well as the 
set up of a structured library and simulations of an 
up-scaled plant. 
This project was the first experience of the authors 
using Modelica/Dymola though they have been using 
other modeling languages (Smile [5]) in the past. 
The initial orientation period in Dymola/Modelica 
was rather short and successful working was possible 
after an acceptable time. Due to the complex matter, 
general knowledge about dynamical models and the 
continuous working with the software is an advan-
tage for the person performing the work.  
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Symbols 

A area m² 

a0 coefficient of the solar power  
 input distribution - 

c specific heat capacity J/(kg K) 

k1 reaction rate constant for water  
recombination mol/(dm³ s Pa1.1) 

k2 reaction rate constant for  
water splitting mol/(dm³ s Pa0.45) 

k3 reaction rate constant for  
 regeneration mol/(kg s) 

P power input W 

p partial pressure Pa 

R gas constant kJ/(mol K) 

r radius, coordinate in radial direction m 

T temperature K 

t time s 

v reaction velocity mol/(dm³s) 

w standard deviation of the power  
 distribution - 

y0 coefficient of the solar power  
 input distribution  - 

z coordinate in axial direction m 

δ amount of excess cations - 

φ internal heat source W/m³ 

λ thermal conductivity W/(m K) 

ρ density kg/m³ 
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Abstract

The design of advanced control systems to optimize
the overall performance of Parabolic Trough Collec-
tors solar plants with Direct Steam Generation is cur-
rently a priority research line at PSA-CIEMAT. The
development of dynamic models for use in simulation
and control of this type of solar power plant is pre-
sented in this article, focused on the DISS experimen-
tal solar plant. The developed model is based in the
thermohydraulic modelling framework ThermoFluid,
within the Modelica modelling language. The DISS
facility is presented and main modelled components
are presented as well as the respective modelling as-
sumptions. A complete model of the facility is pre-
sented, developed with the exposed modelling as-
sumptions and component models interconnected. A
simulation of this complete model is performed with
the boundary conditions defined by a real experiment,
and the predicted model output variables are compared
with their respective experimental measurements.
Keywords: object oriented modeling; solar energy;
simulation; evaporator; thermofluid; water-steam;
two-phase

1 Introduction

This paper presents the current status of the research
performed within the framework of modelling and
simulation of Parabolic Trough Collectors (PTC) in
the scope of Solar Power Plants. The work is mainly
oriented to the development of dynamic models of so-

lar energy plants to be used in the design of automatic
control systems aimed at optimizing overall perfor-
mance.

Figure 1: DISS facility at Plataforma Solar de
Almerı́a, in Almerı́a (Spain).

The system used as test-bed plant is the DISS facil-
ity, see figure 1. Actually, it is a row arrangement
formed by eleven PTCs with a combined length of 500
m, working as a 1 MWt solar power plant belonging
to CIEMAT (Centro de Investigaciones Energéticas,
Medioambientales y Tecnológicas - Research Cen-
tre for Energy, Environment and Technology), Re-
search Centre owned by the Spanish Ministry of Sci-
ence and Education. This solar plant is located at
the Plataforma Solar de Almerı́a (PSA), Southeast-
ern Spain. A joint project between CIEMAT-PSA, the
University of Almerı́a (UAL), the National University
of Distance Education (UNED) and the University of
Seville (US) is being carried out in order to develop
models and control systems to automatically control
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these type of plant. The model presented in this pa-
per will be used in the design of hybrid model predic-
tive control and intelligent control schemes to optimize
plant performance, even under start-up and shutdown
situations and in spite of highly variable load distur-
bances due to the daily cycle of solar radiation and
passing clouds.

2 The Parabolic Trough Collectors
Facility DISS

In this section, an overview of the basic components
and operating procedures for the DISS plant is pre-
sented. A schematic diagram is shown in figure 2, in
which the most important components are depicted.

Figure 2: Schematic diagram of DISS facility at PSA

There are three main different operational configura-
tions of DISS facility. In all of them, the operation
is based on the concentration of incoming direct solar
radiation onto the absorber tube located in the geome-
trical focal line of a cylindric-parabolic mirror. As the
sun position changes during the day, each PTC of the
facility has to change its orientation as the solar ra-
diation vector does. The absorber tube in each PTC
acts as an energy exchanger, receiving solar energy
and transferring it to a thermo-hydraulic circuit with
a heat transfer fluid (HTF) as the medium. Tradition-
ally in PTCs the HTF used has been thermal oil, which
presents major drawbacks with respect to the water-
steam medium used in the DISS facility, as explained
in [16]. In addition of the PTCs, the facility is com-
posed by the following components:

• Water-steam separator. Only used in recircula-
tion operational mode.

• Pumps: feedwater and recirculation. The former
pumps subcooled water into the row and the lat-
ter drains saturated liquid water from water-steam
generator.

• Injectors. Are actuators to control temperature by
injection of subcooled water from the injection
line.

• Valves. Let the system be configured in any of
the three main operational modes and for control
purposes.

• Power Block. It is a component representing
any possible load process consuming the regu-
lated outlet of thermal power from the plant. In
this case, for water conservation during the ex-
periments, the current implementation returns the
thermodynamical state of the outlet superheated
steam to subcooled liquid to be pumped by feed-
water pump.

Figure 3 shows the three main operational modes, with
their pros and cons:
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Figure 3: DISS plant operational modes

• Once-Through. Lowest investment costs and en-
gineering complexity, although great controlla-
bility problems and instabilities during operation.
The systems works as a distributed once-through
boiler fed with subcooled water and superheated
steam at outlet, at nominal operating conditions.

• Injection. Highest investment costs, although bet-
ter controllability and less instabilities. The sys-
tem works as a once-through evaporator in which,
at certain points in space, an injectors arrange-
ment help to control spatial temperature distribu-
tion along the whole row.

• Recirculation. Second highest investment costs,
with a good controllability. In this mode, the
water-steam separator placed in the row decou-
ples two effective once-through evaporators: the
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first one is a flooded evaporator and the second is
a dry-expansion one.

In all cases, the flow temperature at the outlet super-
heated steam must be controlled. Control of the fa-
cility has been one of the main efforts that CIEMAT
has developed, see ([12]), although the lack of robust
dynamic models for control is a major obstacle in the
control system development.
CIEMAT is currently interested in these two configu-
rations:

1. Recirculation. It offers the trade-off between in-
vestment costs and plant controllability. This
configuration will be preferred for experimental
applications.

2. Once-through. Spurred by the lowest investment
costs, theoretical work must solve controllability
and instabilities through the development of inte-
gral control systems for this configuration.

The modelling work presented in this paper will fo-
cus on once-through configuration for two reasons.
First, the process is not observable by means of the
actual sensors in the facility; it is not possible to mea-
sure/estimate specific enthalpy or mass fractions in
transient experiments in the two-phase sections, which
in some operational points achieve 50% of the whole
length. Second, it is supposed the greatest disagree-
ment between the model and experimental data should
appear in this configuration. So any other configu-
ration modelled with components validated in once-
though, should show a closer agreement with experi-
mental measurements.
In once-though operation mode the DISS acts as a
once-through evaporator of 500 m length with sub-
cooled water at the inlet and superheated steam at
the outlet, in nominal operating conditions. A cas-
cade local control loop for the feedwater pump and
an outlet controlled valve define boundary conditions
for the system. The final objective of the model is to
predict the transient behavior of the thermodynamic
variables associated with the thermo-hydraulic output
power of the evaporator (temperature, pressure, spe-
cific enthalpy, etc.), when the external disturbances
(mainly concentrated solar radiation, ambient temper-
ature, inlet subcooled water temperature and inlet sub-
cooled injector water temperature) and controllable in-
puts (inlet subcooled mass flow rate, inlet final injector
mass flow rate and outlet superheated steam pressure)
change.

3 Object Oriented Modelling of DISS

In this paper we will concentrate in the modelling
of the thermo-hydraulic part of the system, skipping
the rest the remaining subsystems (pneumatic, mecha-
tronic, etc.) needed to maintain the proper instanta-
neous orientation of the PTC group, and assuming a
known input radiation power in the absorber pipe, as a
consequence of the radiation reflected in the cylindric-
parabolic mirrors. For a detailed explanation of this
subsystems read [16] and [15].
Due to the fact that the main phenomena of interest
is the thermofluid dynamics, the object oriented Mod-
elica language ([1]) has been used to develop these
models with the Dymola tool ([5]). Within this mod-
elling language the ThermoFluid library ([11],[6]) is a
framework over which develop own libraries and final
component models ready to be instantiated as com-
ponents for simulations. The authors believe this li-
brary is an important reference in the framework of
object oriented modelling of thermofluid systems with
Modelica and its existence makes it unnecessary, in
most cases, to develop thermo-hydraulic models from
scratch. Instead, the models can be designed by inher-
itance and aggregation from base classes in the Ther-
moFluid framework.
The work analyzes each of the components of the
thermo-hydraulic water-steam circuit and explains the
modelling assumptions, trying to justify each one as
they are oriented to get - by means of the symbolic
manipulations that Dymola tool performs - a not high
index DAE system for the complete model, in which
the number of nonlinear algebraic loops is minimized.
For this purpose, all the components are classified, fol-
lowing the modelling methodology derived from the
Finite Volume Method (FVM) [9], in Control Volumes
(CV in ThermoFluid nomenclature) and Flow Models
(FM in ThermoFluid nomenclature).
In some cases information about the future control sys-
tem architecture to be implemented is introduced in
the modelling phase. This methodology, from a strict
point view, breaks the sequencing work of first model
and then design the control system based in this model.
But it helps to simplify the design of the models and
enhances the numerical behavior of the whole mod-
elled system in the simulation execution phase, with-
out a significant loss of accuracy.
Due to the existence of components whose internal im-
plementation may vary depending on the modelling
hypotheses, the polymorphism and the Modelica lan-
guage constructs for classes and components param-
eterization has been extensively used and specifically
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applied in PTCs models.
Figure 4 shows the developed Modelica model of the
DISS facility working in once-through.

3.1 ThermoFluid usage

The dynamic behavior expected to be predicted by the
models is mainly the thermal one, so the steady state
formulation for the momentum balance is selected for
the utilized ThermoFluid base classes. The selected
time scales for the thermal dynamics are for control
design and simulation purposes.
The thermo-hydraulic interface for all the models is
formed by connectors from the Interface package, for
single component media and steady-state momentum
balance statement.
The modelling methodology adopted from the begin-
ning for the design of the classes was: if there exists
any class in ThermoFluid that implements the physical
phenomenon to model, use it with the corresponding
parameterization. If not, design the classes using in-
heritance from the high level partial classes from Ther-
moFluid; in other cases then use proper ThermoFluid
interfaces and base classes and develop the class with
the lacking behavior expressed in differential and al-
gebraic equations from first principles.

3.2 Designed Classes

In the next subsections the most important components
models will be detailed and the modelling hypotheses
will be explained and justified.

3.2.1 Pumps and Injectors

In this kind of active FM [11], the authors de-
cided to make a simplifying assumption based on
the gained experience in control of Parabolic Trough
Fields with thermal oil as medium, case of Acurex
field of CIEMAT-PSA [3], [4], and water-steam as
medium in DISS facility [16], [12]. This assump-
tion consists that the water pumps are controlled in a
cascade scheme [2] with a local control loop whose
dynamics is much faster than the rest of the thermo-
hydraulic system. This assumption has been experi-
mentally validated in blowers and water pumps, and
helps simplify these components models until the pos-
sibility of modelling them as steady-state quasi-ideal
mass flow rate generators. This approximation avoids
the time-consuming work of fitting the nonlinear mul-
tivariate curves of the pumps and injectors. So, the
algebraic equation for these components is ṁ = ṁre f ,

where ṁre f is the setpoint of the local pump/injector
control loop and it is assigned in a connector to the
model, as can be seen in figure 4. From an energy
point of view are supposed to behave as isenthalpic
model, i.e., hinlet = houtlet .

3.2.2 Parabolic Trough Colectors

The PTC is the most important component in the fa-
cility. Its aim is to carry most of the part of the solar
direct incident irradiance in the mirror to the absorber
tube. To achieve this aim, the manufacturing process
uses advanced material sciences and technologies to
minimize the power loss in direction to absorber tube.
In [7] and [16], an analysis of the energy flows into
the absorber from the sun is developed. The figure 5
shows a front view of a DISS PTC.

Figure 5: Front view of one collector from DISS facil-
ity.

The figure 6 shows the schematic diagram of the PTC’s
Modelica model. The main components of a PTC are
shown:
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Figure 6: PTC Modelica model.

• Cylindric-Parabolic mirror surface. It reflects the
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Figure 4: Modelica model of DISS plant in once-trough configuration.

incoming direct solar radiation to the focal line of
the mirror.

• Absorber metal pipe. It absorbs the major part of
the energy reflected by the mirror.

• Energy loss to the environment by conduction-
convection and radiation.

• Medium model, that is, the HTF. In the case of
this work, water-steam is the selected medium.

• Distributed CV, with a discretization level of n in
which mass, energy and momentum is conserved.

For modelling effects, this component could be con-
sidered as a heat exchanger composed of one pipe with
water and/or steam as media fluid, and a circular wall
allowing thermal interaction with the fluid. This hex
is fed by solar energy through the external perimeter
of the circular wall and, at the same time, some en-
ergy flow is leaving through this external perimeter by
conduction-convection and radiation processes.
The length of the water/steam pipe is 50 m. and un-
der normal operating conditions the inlet/outlet flow

could be in any of the three states: liquid water, two-
phase mix of saturated liquid and vapor, or super-
heated steam. This depends on the position of the PTC
in the row, in addition to the incident solar radiation in
the row.

Thus the dynamic behavior of each PTC will vary
along the DISS row depending on the thermodynamic
and transport state of the water/steam in each PTC.
With the configuration shown in figure 6, the PTC is
fully discretized in n CVs in the major length direc-
tion, in which mass, energy, and momentum balances
are stated. Momentum conservation is stated in stag-
gered CVs with respect to those ones in which mass
and energy balance is stated; see [9], [13] and [11].
The number of CVs, n, is a trade off between accuracy
and computing cost, so the final choice is the min-
imum n that models dominant dynamics for control
purposes. Currently we are working with values in the
interval [2,5] per PTC. The wall is discretized with the
same discretization level.

To solve the PDE system stated from bal-
ance equations, ThermoFluid provides par-
tial classes [11] in which the discretization
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with the Finite Volume Method (FVM) ([9])
is applied. One of these classes is Ther-
moFluid.PartialComponents...Volume2PortDS pT,
which implements this mass, energy and static
momentum conservation equations in a staggered
grid formed by n subvolumes. For the solid me-
dia, there exists final use classes that implement
energy conservation in distributed solids, Ther-
moFluid.Components.HeatFlow.Walls.

To close the system of equations, it is mandatory to in-
troduce the heat transfer coefficient between the water-
steam flow and the solid media. This coefficient de-
pends of heat transfer correlations using adimensional
fluid numbers (Reynold, Prandtl, Pecklet,...), geom-
etry of the contact surface and thermodynamic and
transport properties of the fluid (i.e. water-steam ).
Some of the correlation parameters strongly depend on
the experimentation and parameter adjusting phase of
the modelling work. See [10].

In the development of experimental correlations
classes for the heat transfer coefficients sliding modes
have appeared with some frequency around the phase
boundaries of water/steam CVs. Those phenomena
are manifested with more frequency when CVs pass
from subcooled (region 1 in IAPWS-IF97 standard for
water/steam properties, [14]) to saturated (region 4 in
IAPWS-IF97), due to two reasons: first, is the exis-
tence of discontinuities in the heat transfer coefficients
in the limit boundary between water and walls; second,
is the opposite gradients in the state velocity vectors
present around the phase change boundaries. To avoid
those cases in which chattering causes troubles in the
simulation, another polymorphic evaporator model has
been developed, in which the subcooled and saturated
regions of water/steam pipe are replaced by an equiv-
alent Moving Boundary Model (MBM) [8]. Figure 7
shows this mixed discretized and MBM model for the
complete DISS plant, where the MBM component has
been designed with ThermoFluid interfaces to be con-
nected with the rest of components.

Although the mixed model lowers the likelihood of
finding chattering in the integration process, it is theo-
retically less accurate; and experimentally it is harder
to find consistent DAE initial conditions and the valid-
ity range of the model is more limited than that of the
fully discretized one.

With the help of replaceable/redeclare constructs and
the choices annotations ([1], [5]), switching between
fully discretized and mixed MBM-discretized models
at instantiation time simplifies the modelling work.
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Figure 7: Mixed Moving Boundary and Discretized
model of the DISS facility.

3.2.3 Thermo-Hydraulic boundary conditions

When the FVM is applied in thermo-hydraulic mod-
elling, components to define boundary conditions
(b.c.) to the original PDE formulated are necessary
to close the system of equations. This boundary con-
ditions are implemented in ThermoFluid library by
means of reservoirs components, in package Ther-
moFluid.PartialComponents.Reservoirs.
The boundary conditions are defined by reservoirs
components that represent pressure, specific enthalpy
and temperature b.c. In cases of one-phase fluid (pres-
sure,temperature) pair is selected, and in two-phase
fluid the (pressure, specific enthalpy) pair is selected.

4 Simulation and Experimental Vali-
dation

In this section the results of a simulation are shown and
compared with the corresponding experimental values
for some of the variables measured in the actual plant.
The experiment was conducted on 1 of April of 2001,
starting 9:00 AM and lasting 6 hours and 40 minutes
(24000 s.). At which point the DISS plant was forced
to the next boundary conditions shown in the top two
graphs, shown in figure 8.
In the top graph, the boundary conditions for inlet
mass flow rates for the row (mdot in) and for the
injector for the PTC number 11 (mdot inj C11) are
represented. In the next graph, the boundary condi-
tion direct solar irradiance (Solar Radiation) is shown.
From the third to fifth graphs, the measured (Mea-
suredToutCXX) and simulated (SimulatedToutCXX)
outlet temperatures from PTCs nine, ten and eleven are
shown. The measured variables are depicted in dashed
lines as the simulated in continuous lines.
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Figure 8: Simulation results for the experiment realized the day 01 of April of 2001. The model is forced to the
boundary conditions measured from the experiments.

It can be observed that there is a visible difference
in the PTC 9 outlet between the experimental and
simulated data when superheating appears. This dis-
agreement is augmented due to the fact that a mini-
mum energy difference for the fluid in the twophase-
superheating boundary is reflected in a major temper-
ature differences.

In the case of outlet temperature in PTC 10 and 11,
a better agreement between experimental and simu-
lated values can be observed. Although in the time
intervals in which superheating appears at the outlet of
both PTCs a major difference between simulation and
experiment can be observed, the dynamic response is
similar in both cases. Then, for control purposes the
models can be regarded as valid, although a better cal-
ibration would be wellcome. For simulation purposes,
the calibration work must be refined in the future with
the help of the new features introduced in Dymola 6.0,

like Model Calibration package, which beta release
has helped in the calibration work presented in this ar-
ticle.

5 Concluding remarks and Ongoing
work

This article shows the development of a dynamic
model for the CIEMAT’s DISS facility using object
oriented modelling methodology. The major part of
the components are based in the ThermoFluid frame-
work for thermo-hydraulic modelling. The DISS com-
ponents and main operation principles have been de-
scribed. For the main components, the modelling hy-
potheses and the composition Modelica diagrams de-
veloped with the Dymola tool have been presented.
References to the underlying physical phenomena
have been made in these composition diagrams, with-
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out entering into detail of quantitatively describing
them through differential and algebraic equations; in-
stead, the basic bibliography and the ThermoFluid
classes that implements them have been referenced.
Finally, a simulation of the system is executed with the
boundary conditions of a experiment. Some temper-
ature results of the model simulation are represented
with the corresponding experimental measured values.
The graphs show that the differences between the ex-
periments results and predicted values from the model
are relatively small.
The ongoing work to develop consists in refining the
main models parameter calibration based on the ex-
perimental results of the actual plant. In this work,
the validation of empirical correlations for heat trans-
fer and pressure loss will be an important issue.
The final aim is to develop control and automatic op-
eration systems that would help this type of plants op-
erate in the most autonomous way and in spite of large
disturbances. Automatic start-up and shutdowns of the
plants is one of the main objectives in this direction.
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Abstract 
The OpenModelica (MDT) Eclipse Plugin integrates 
the OpenModelica compiler and debugger with the 
Eclipse Integrated Development Environment Frame-
work.. MDT, together with the OpenModelica compiler 
and debugger, provides an environment for Modelica 
development projects. This includes browsing, code 
completion through menus or popups, automatic inden-
tation even of syntactically incorrect models, and 
model debugging. Simulation and plotting is also pos-
sible from a special command window. To our knowl-
edge, this is the first Eclipse plugin for an equation-
based language. 

1 Introduction 
The goal of our work with the Eclipse framework inte-
gration in the OpenModelica modeling and develop-
ment environment is to achieve a more comprehensive 
and more powerful environment. It can be useful to 
first take a general look at this area including some 
background. 

1.1 Integrated Interactive Programming Envi-
ronments 

An integrated interactive modeling and simulation en-
vironment is a special case of programming environ-
ments with applications in modeling and simulation. 
Thus, it should fulfill the requirements both from gen-
eral integrated environments and from the application 
area of modeling and simulation mentioned in the pre-
vious section. 

The main idea of an integrated programming envi-
ronment in general is that a number of programming 
support functions should be available within the same 
tool in a well-integrated way. This means that the func-
tions should operate on the same data and program rep-
resentations, exchange information when necessary, 
resulting in an environment that is both powerful and 
easy to use. An environment is interactive and incre-

mental if it gives quick feedback, e.g. without recom-
puting everything from scratch, and maintains a dia-
logue with the user, including preserving the state of 
previous interactions with the user. Interactive envi-
ronments are typically both more productive and more 
fun to use.  

There are many things that one wants a program-
ming environment to do for the programmer, particu-
larly if it is interactive. What functionality should be 
included? Comprehensive software development envi-
ronments are expected to provide support for the major 
development phases, such as: 

• Requirements analysis. 
• Design. 
• Implementation. 
• Maintenance. 

A programming environment can be somewhat more 
restrictive and need not necessarily support early 
phases such as requirements analysis, but it is an ad-
vantage if such facilities are also included. The main 
point is to provide as much computer support as possi-
ble for different aspects of software development, to 
free the developer from mundane tasks, so that more 
time and effort can be spent on the essential issues. The 
following is a partial list of integrated programming 
environment facilities, some of which are already men-
tioned in (Sandewall 1978 [11]), that should be pro-
vided for the programmer: 

• Administration and configuration management of 
program modules and classes, and different versions 
of these. 

• Administration and maintenance of test examples 
and their correct results. 

• Administration and maintenance of formal or in-
formal documentation of program parts, and auto-
matic generation of documentation from programs. 

• Support for a given programming methodology, e.g. 
top-down or bottom-up. For example, if a top-down 
approach should be encouraged, it is natural for the 
interactive environment to maintain successive 
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composition steps and mutual references between 
those. 

• Support for the interactive session. For example, 
previous interactions should be saved in an appro-
priate way so that the user can refer to previous 
commands or results, go back and edit those, and 
possibly re-execute. 

• Enhanced editing support, performed by an editor 
that knows about the syntactic structure of the lan-
guage. It is an advantage if the system allows edit-
ing of the program in different views. For example, 
editing of the overall system structure can be done 
in the graphical view, whereas editing of detailed 
properties can be done in the textual view. 

• Cross-referencing and query facilities, to help the 
user understand interdependences between parts of 
large systems. 

• Flexibility and extensibility, e.g. mechanisms to ex-
tend the syntax and semantics of the programming 
language representation and the functionality built 
into the environment.  

• Accessible internal representation of programs. This 
is often a prerequisite to the extensibility require-
ment. An accessible internal representation means 
that there is a well-defined representation of pro-
grams that are represented in data structures of the 
programming language itself, so that user-written 
programs may inspect the structure and generate 
new programs. This property is also known as the 
principle of program-data equivalence. 

Early work in interactive integrated programming envi-
ronments supporting a specific language was done in 
the InterLisp system for the Lisp language: (Teitelman 
1974 [12]), common principles and experience of early 
interactive Lisp environments are described in (Sande-
wall 1978 [11]), interactive and incremental Pascal 
with the DICE system: (Fritzson 1983 [3]), the inte-
grated Mjölner environment, (Lindskov, Knudsen, 
Lehrmann-Madsen, and Magnusson 1993 [9]). 

1.2 The Eclipse Framework 

Eclipse [1] is an open source framework for creating 
extensible integrated development environments 
(IDEs). (For the history of Eclipse, see Section 6). One 
of the goals of the Eclipse platform is to avoid duplicat-
ing common code that is needed to implement a power-
ful integrated environment for development of soft-
ware. By allowing third parties to easily extend the 
platform via the plugin concept, the amount of new 
code that needs to be written is decreased.  

1.3 Eclipse Platform Architecture 

By itself, Eclipse does not provide much end-user func-
tionality. The important contributions to Eclipse are 
based on its plugins. The smallest architectural unit of 
the Eclipse platform is the plugin. 

At the core of Eclipse is the Eclipse Platform Run-
time. The Runtime in itself mostly provides the loading 
of external plugins. The Java Development Tooling 
(JDT) is for example a collection of plugins that are 
loaded into Eclipse when they are requested. The fact 
that Eclipse is in itself written in Java and comes with 
the Java Development Tooling as default often leads 
newcomers to believe that Eclipse is a Java IDE with 
plugin capabilities. It is in fact the other way around, 
with Eclipse being just a base for plugins, and the Java 
Development Tooling plugging into this base. 

To extend Eclipse, a set of new plugins must be cre-
ated. A plugin is created by extending a certain exten-
sion point in Eclipse. There are several predefined ex-
tension points in Eclipse, and plugins can provide their 
own extension points. This means that you can plug in 
plugins into other plugins. 

An extension point can have several plugins at-
tached, and the plugin that will be used is determined 
by a property file. For example, the Modelica Editor is 
loaded at the same time as the Java Editor is loaded. 
When a user opens a Java file, the Java Editor will be 
used, based on a property in the Java Editor extension. 
In this case, it is the file name extension that selects 
what editor should be used. 

As the number of plugins in Eclipse can be very 
large, a plugin is not actually loaded into memory be-
fore its contribution is directly requested by the user. 
This design makes the memory impact reasonably low 
while running Eclipse. 

A user-friendly aspect of Eclipse is the Eclipse Up-
date Manager which allows the user to install new 
plugins just by pointing Eclipse to a certain website. 
This website is provided by the developers of the 
plugin that the user may wish to install. An update site 
at the OpenModelica [13] web site is for example pro-
vided for easy installation of the latest version of MDT. 

1.4 OpenModelica MDT Plugin into Eclipse 

The MDT Eclipse plugin provides file and class hierar-
chy browsing and text editing capabilities. Syntax high-
lighting facilities and a compilation manager are also 
included in MDT, as well as integration of the debug-
ger for the algorithmic Modelica code. 
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Figure 1.  The architecture of Eclipse, with possible plugin 
positions marked. 

 

The Eclipse framework (Figure 1) has the advantage of 
making it easy to add future extensions.  

2 OpenModelica Environment Archi-
tecture 

The MDT Eclipse plugin is integrated in the Open-
Modelica environment which consists of several inter-
connected subsystems, as depicted in Figure 2 below. 
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Figure 2.  The architecture of the OpenModelica  
environment.  

Arrows denote data and control flow. Several subsys-
tems provide different forms of browsing and textual 
editing of the Modelica code.  

OpenModelica is structured as several communicat-
ing processes in client-server architecture, primarily 
exchanging information through a Corba interface, see 
Figure 3. The OpenModelica compiler/interpreter 
(OMC) is the server, communicating with clients. The 
Eclipse MDT plugin is one of the clients. 
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Client: Graphic
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Figure 3.  The client-server architecture of the 
OpenModelica environment.  

Messages from the Corba interface are of two kinds. 
The first group consists of expressions or user com-
mands which are evaluated by the Ceval module. The 
second group includes declarations of classes, vari-
ables, etc., assignments, and client-server API calls that 
are handled via the Interactive module, which also 
stores information about interactively declared/assigned 
items at the top-level in an environment structure 

3 Modelica Development Tooling 
(MDT) Eclipse Plugin 

As mentioned, the Modelica Development Tooling 
(MDT) Eclipse Plugin provides an environment for 
working with Modelica development projects. 

The following features are available: 

• Browsing support for Modelica projects, pack-
ages, and classes. 

• Wizards for creating Modelica projects, 
packages, and classes. 

• Syntax color highlighting. 
• Syntax checking. 
• Code completion when writing code to 

reference a class. 
• Code completion/signature information when 

writing function calls. 
• Browsing of the Modelica Standard Library and 

other Modelica package hierarchies. 
• Support for MetaModelica extensions to 

standard Modelica. 
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3.1 Using the Modelica Perspective 

The most convenient way to work with Modelica pro-
jects is to use to the Modelica perspective. To switch to 
the Modelica perspective, choose the Window menu 
item, select Open Perspective followed by 
Other... Select the Modelica option from the dialog 
presented and click OK. 

3.2 Creating a Project 

To start a new project, use the New Modelica Pro-
ject Wizard. It is accessible through File->New-> 
Modelica Project or by right-clicking in the Mode-
lica Projects view and selecting New->Modelica 

Project. 

 
Figure 4. Creating a new package. 

3.3 Creating a Package 

To create a new package inside a Modelica project, 
select File->New->Modelica Package. Enter the 
desired name of the package and a description of what 
it contains. 

3.4 Creating a Class 

To create a new Modelica class, select where in the 
hierarchy that you want to add your new class and se-
lect File->New->Modelica Class. When creating a 
Modelica class you can add different restrictions on 
what the class can contain. These can for example be 
model, connector, block, record, or function.  

When you have selected your desired class type, 
you can select modifiers that add code blocks to the 
generated code. ‘Include initial code block’ will 
for example add the line ‘initial equation’ to the 
class. 

 

 
Figure 5. Creating a new class. 

3.5 Syntax Checking 

Whenever a Modelica (.mo) file is saved by the Mode-
lica Editor, it is checked for syntactical errors. Any er-
rors found are added to the Problems view and also 
marked in the source code editor.  

 
Figure 6. Syntax checking. 

Errors are marked in the editor as a red circle with a 
white cross, a squiggly red line under the problematic 
construct, and as a red marker in the right-hand side of 
the editor. To reach the problem, one can either click 
the item in the Problems view or select the red box in 
the right-hand side of the editor. 

3.6 Code Completion 

MDT supports Code Completion in two variants. The 
first variant, code completion when typing a dot after a 
class (package) name, shows alternatives in a menu: 
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Figure 7. Code completion using a popup menu after a dot 

The second variant is useful when typing a call to a 
function. It shows the function signature (formal pa-
rameter names and types) in a popup when typing the 
parenthesis after the function name, here the signature 
Real sin(SI.Angle u) of the sin function: 

 
Figure 8. Code completion showing a popup function 
signature after typing a left parenthesis.  

3.7 Automatic Indentation 

MDT has recently obtained support for automatic in-
dentation. When typing the Return (Enter) key, the next 
line is indented correctly. You can also correct indenta-
tion of the current line or a range selection using 
CTRL+I or “Correct Indentation” action on the toolbar 
or in the Edit menu.  

Indentation can be applied to incomplete code as a 
heuristic Modelica scanner is used and the indentation 
is based only on the tokens generated by this scanner. 
The indenter indents one line at a time. For example, 
consider that line four (4) in Figure 10 should be in-
dented. The indenter asks the heuristic scanner to give 
tokens from the starting token in backwards direction to 
the start of the file until a scope introducer is recog-
nized, which for this particular file is model MoonAn-
dEarth.  The reference position of the start of the 
scope introducer is computed and line four (4) is in-
dented from this reference position one indent unit. The 
indentation result is presented in Figure 10. 

Indenting Modelica code is far from trivial when in-
complete (possibly incorrect) code should be indented 
correctly. Most of the difficulty comes from Modelica 

scopes which are hard to recognize using just a scanner 
and some logic behind it. In languages like C/C++ and 
Java finding enclosing scopes is very easy as one char-
acter tokens are used for the scope opening and closing: 
"{" and "}". In Modelica you need at least two tokens 
and much more case analysis to find where a scope 
starts and ends. Complications also arise when mixing 
if-statements with if-expressions (which was further 
complicated by the introduction of conditional declara-
tions in the Modelica language). In this particular case 
we implemented a parser emulator that recognizes these 
constructs based on scanner tokens delivered back-
wards.  

 
Figure 9.  Example of code before indentation. 

 
Figure 10. Example of code after automatic indentation. 

The indenter works in almost all cases, but there are 
cases in which is impossible to find the correct indenta-
tion. For example when the indentation of a line con-
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sisting of "end Name;" is requested and the scope 
introducer for Name is not found (that is identifier Name 
followed backwards by class, model, package, 
block, record, connector etc.) then the indenter 
fails and returns the indentation of the previous line.       

4 The OpenModelica Debugger Inte-
grated in Eclipse 

We have integrated our debugger for algorithmic Mod-
elica code (Adrian Pop and Peter Fritzson, 2005 [10]) 
within the Eclipse debugging framework.  

The communication protocol between MDT and the 
debugger (which is included in the compiled executable 
built for simulation) is based on a client-server archi-
tecture and is implemented via sockets. The debugger 
is the server and MDT is the client.  

When the debugged model is simulated, the debug-
ger receives from MDT all the breakpoints set within 
the algorithmic code. Then the debugger resumes the 
application program. When a breakpoint condition be-
comes true the debugger stops the program and listens 
to commands it may receive from MDT. The com-
mands accepted by the MDT client are classic: variable 
value printing, stack trace printing, stepping, running, 
etc. MDT sends appropriate commands to the debug-
ger, parses the information received and displays it 
within the MDT debugging views to be inspected by 
the programmer.  

Because algorithmic code can be executed millions 
of times within a simulation, it is very important to be 
able to specify breakpoints based on variable values 
and/or the number of times a function executes. These 
types of breakpoints were recently added to the debug-
ging framework previously described in (Adrian Pop 
and Peter Fritzson, 2005 [10]) and are now available, 
also in MDT within Eclipse.  

5 Simulation and Plotting from MDT 
Simulation and plotting is possible from a special 
command window, where commands are sent to omc. 
For example: 

Simulation: 
>> simulate(Influenza,startTime=0.0, 
stopTime=3.0) 
record 
    resultFile = "Influenza_res.plt" 
end record 

The simulated population is plotted (Figure 11). 
>> plot({Infected_Popul.p}) 
true 
 

 
Figure 11. Plot of the Influenza model. 

6 Eclipse History 
In the mid 1990s software developments tools were 
primarily dominated by systems built around two tech-
nologies. Many of the tools were focused on a runtime 
environment developed and controlled by the Microsoft 
Corporation. The other was built around the Java plat-
form. The Java platform is less dominated by a single 
company and more open to industry and community 
input. IBM felt it was important to contribute to the 
growth of the more open Java platform to become in-
dependent of Microsoft.  

By creating a common platform for development 
tools built on top of the Java platform, IBM hoped to 
attract more developers from competing environments. 
In late 1998, the software division at the IBM Corpora-
tion began working on the software project that is today 
known as Eclipse. The original work was based on re-
sources developed by Object Technology International 
labs. In the beginning, the work on a new Java IDE was 
performed at the IBM laboratories. At the same time 
additional teams were setup by IBM to build other 
products on top of the platform. 

In order to increase the rate of adaptation of the 
platform and to instill confidence in the Eclipse plat-
form, IBM decided to release the code base under an 
open source license, and to build a community around 
the project. 

In 2001, IBM together with eight other organiza-
tions created the Eclipse consortium. A website at 
eclipse.org was started in order to create and coor-
dinate a community around Eclipse. The goal was that 
source code would be controlled and developed by the 
open source community and the consortium would 
handle the marketing and business side of the project. 

At that point, IBM was the largest contributor to 
both the open source community and the consortium. 
Two years later the first major public release of the 
Eclipse platform was made. The release got a lot of 
attention from developers and was well received. How-
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ever, industry analysts suggested that many still per-
ceived Eclipse as an IBM-controlled technology. Many 
key players in the industry did not want to make com-
mitments to a project controlled by the International 
Business Machines Corporation. 

After discussions within the consortium it was de-
cided that a new organization was needed to make the 
status of Eclipse as an open and community driven pro-
ject clear. At the EclipseCon 2004 gathering an an-
nouncement was made that the Eclipse Foundation was 
formed. The foundation is an independent not-for-profit 
organization. It has its own full time paid professional 
staff, supported by foundation members. 

The new organization has proven itself a success. At 
this point the foundation have released version 3.0 and 
3.1 of Eclipse since its birth. These releases have 
gained more adoption and recognition than any earlier 
versions. Today (2005) the foundation has more than 
90 full-time developers on the pay roll and receives 
more than $2 millions in funding each year. 

Currently there are more than eighty member com-
panies in the foundation of which at least sixty-nine are 
providing add-on products to Eclipse. Today there ex-
ists hundreds of proprietary and an even greater number 
of free plugin products. Eclipse has gained a strong 
foothold in the industry and is one of the major open 
source software development platforms [2]. 

7 Conclusion 
The OpenModelica integrated development environ-
ment for Modelica has been augmented with a plugin to 
the Eclipse framework. The plugin, called MDT (Mod-
elica Development Tooling) [13], an earlier version is 
described in [14], is primarily aimed at development of 
large models. It has support for browsing, editing, code 
completion, automatic indentation, building executa-
bles, and debugging. It also allows simulation and plot-
ting from a special command window. To summarize, 
it provides a rather complete integrated development 
environment, and it is also the first available Eclipse 
plugin for an equation-based language. 
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Abstract 

The equation-based modeling language Modelica 
offers the possibility to extract a differential alge-
braic equation system (DAE). The DAE in turn can 
be used in numerical simulation, optimization, sensi-
tivity analysis, diagnosis and more. For each of these 
categories, there exist software tools that all require 
slightly different input data, sometimes in symbolic 
form. Through examples, this paper briefly outlines a 
Modelica based format which can be used as input to 
the final code generation. This could yield a modular 
Modelica compiler in which the creation of diverse 
code generators is encouraged, which in turn widens 
the application area for Modelica. However, no for-
mal definition of the format is presented here.. 
The paper also briefly addresses the issue of possible 
model causal adaptation needed at the equation level 
to make the model fit into target application with a 
causal usage context and how to automate the inclu-
sion of these changes for seamless translation. 
Keywords: Modelica, DAE, numerical solver, code 
generation, DSblock 

1 Introduction 

Modelica [1][8] is one of several equation-based 
modeling languages for describing continuous dy-
namic behavior and discrete events in the context of 
technical systems. A Modelica model can be flat-
tened from its object-oriented form to a hybrid DAE, 
i.e., a DAE containing both continuous and discrete 
variables. One example of a model resulting in a hy-
brid DAE is that of a chemical process in a plant in-
cluding a software-based controller and actuated 
on/off valves. The hybrid DAE is normally opti-
mized such that numerical time-domain solutions 
will converge rapidly at a low computational cost. 

Finally, code generation takes place where the actual 
programming code is created for the application at 
hand, for example a simulation, optimization, sensi-
tivity analysis, or diagnosis. 
This compiling process is complex and among other 
things includes an extensive flattening procedure, 
efficient symbolic manipulations and sorting algo-
rithms for a large number of equations. The creation 
demands a deep knowledge in the Modelica seman-
tics as well as in the area of solving DAEs. As an 
example, the OpenModelica compiler [2], pro-
grammed in a Modelica-like syntax [3] contains 
some 100 000 lines of code. 
In order to facilitate and encourage a widened coop-
eration in Modelica compiler construction, this paper 
discusses a Modelica based format for the informa-
tion available between the optimization and code 
generation steps, called MOO from now on. The in-
formation is essentially several equation sets for ini-
tialization, numerical integration, re-initialization at 
discrete events, and finally output. Today there al-
ready exist a Modelica format between flattening and 
optimization that is a subset of Modelica since the 
object-oriented syntax is not needed at that stage. 
The equation-based MOO format exemplified in this 
paper enables a discussion between compiler design-
ers and the simulation tool developers at the other 
end on the interface information needed This can 
lead to widened support for Modelica in simulation 
tools and to new solvers, etc. due to a more modular 
development of code generators.  
The second but smaller subject of the paper is on 
adapting Modelica models in terms of interface vari-
ables and the equation set to fit a target application 
with a specific causality context, such as a model 
library with conventions for the exchanged variables 
among models in terms of computational causality, 
signs, and names. Through the algorithms described, 
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a model can be fitted with new interface variables 
and equations if needed. 

2 Related Work 

The file based approach MOO has its disadvantages, 
such as low performance in comparison to a mono-
lithic compiler since the internal data structure needs 
to be converted to and from the Modelica syntax. On 
the other hand, a programmer does not need to get 
acquainted with the rest of the compiler code and 
could save time this way. Moreover, flattened Mode-
lica of the OpenModelica compiler is already used 
today as input to third party compilers.  
Another alternative would be to keep the current 
situation where the generated C code is utilized 
through function calls to get access to derivatives, 
output values etc, as is performed in DSblock [4] and 
SimStruct [5]. However, this C code can be gener-
ated from MOO, so the MOO file is an inclusive op-
tion. Also, the advantage with introducing MOO is 
that the equation sets produced are available on sym-
bolic form, which is important in order to create new 
types of applications where the equations need to be 
processed further through symbolic mathematics and 
other operations. One example is optimization, 
where the Hessian (matrix of second-order partial 
derivatives) is of interest. Many mathematical opera-
tions can be performed numerically, such as creating 
the Hessian, but often a mixed symbolic-numeric 
approach results in higher accuracy and better per-
formance. 
The paper [6] describes the syntax and semantics of 
an interchange format for hybrid models in general 
and is thus at a higher, more abstract level than 
MOO. MOO is however specified with [6] in mind 
not at least since compatibility between the two 
means that the code generators implemented for 
Modelica can be applied for other hybrid modeling 
languages as well with minor effort.  

3 Limitations 

Algorithms, arrays, and function calls of the Mode-
lica language are not the main concern of this paper 
but are at times commented in terms of implementa-
tion.  

4 Hybrid Modeling in Modelica  

In this chapter the basics of hybrid modelling in 
Modelica is described as well as the example model 
used throughout the text. In the following two sec-
tions, the resulting typical information from the flat-
tening and optimization steps is described as well as 
the information needed for code generation with dif-
ferent applications in mind.  
A bouncing ball is a good example of a hybrid sys-
tem. The motion of the ball is characterized by the 
height h and the vertical velocity v. The ball moves 
continuously between bounces, whereas discrete 
changes occur at bounce times, as depicted in Figure 
1 below. When the ball bounces against the ground 
its velocity is reversed. An ideal ball would have an 
elasticity coefficient e of 1 and would not lose any 
energy at a bounce. A more realistic ball, as the one 
modelled below, has an elasticity coefficient of 0.9, 
making it keep 90 percent of its speed after the 
bounce. 

 
 

Figure 1. A bouncing ball 
 
The bouncing ball model contains the two basic 
equations of motion relating height and velocity as 
well as the acceleration caused by the gravitational 
force. At the bounce instant where the boolean im-
pact variable switches value, the velocity is sud-
denly reversed and slightly decreased, i.e., v(after 
bounce) = -e*v(before bounce), which is 
accomplished by the special syntactic form of instan-
taneous equation: reinit(v,-e*pre(v)). The 
pre operator returns the value of the variable argu-
ment just before the latest event, in this case the ve-
locity just before impact. The edge operator used in 
the example is simply defined as: var and not 
pre(var) and thus indicates a change in the dis-
crete variable var.  
 
model BouncingBall  
  parameter Real e=0.7 "bounce coeff"; 
  parameter Real g=9.81 "gravity acc."; 
  Real h(start=1) "height of ball"; 
  Real v "velocity of ball"; 
  Boolean flying(start=true); 
  Boolean impact; 
  Real v_new; 
equation 
  impact = h <= 0.0; 
  der(v) = if flying then -g else 0; 
  der(h) =v; 
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  when {h <= 0.0 and v <= 0.0,impact} then 
    v_new =  if edge(impact) then  

  -e*pre(v)  
else  
  0; 

    flying = v_new > 0; 
    reinit(v, v_new); 
  end when; 
end BouncingBall; 
 
The equations within the when-equation are exe-
cuted whenever any of the given boolean expressions 
changes values. Thus, if the ball is on the ground and 
has a negative velocity but the impact variable has 
not changed the velocity will be reset to zero and the 
boolean variable flying is set to false. The deriva-
tive of the velocity in the equation section is then 
also set to zero due to the if-expression. 

5 Model Translation to Solvable 
Mathematical Representation 

A Modelica model is first flattened from its object 
oriented form to a set of hybrid differential and alge-
braic equations on the hybrid DAE implicit form [8] 
 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ) 0,,,,,,,, =eepree tcptqtqttytutxtxF  (1) 
 
The vector q(te) is discrete-time variables and the 
corresponding predecessor variable vector qpre(te) is 
denoted pre(q) in Modelica. The time te used in-
stead of t for these variables indicate that such vari-
ables may only change value at event time points te. 
The time t and constant vector p of parameters and 
constants are made explicit in the equation. The vec-
tor c(te) is the conditional expressions from for ex-
ample if and when constructs, evaluated at the most 
recent event.  
Equation (1) can contain explicit or implicit alge-
braic relations among the states x which leads to dif-
ficulties in DAE solvers since numerical differentia-
tion is needed. Index reduction [7][8] is therefore 
applied, which means that certain equations of the 
DAE are differentiated symbolically wrt time. The 
result can be brought to the form  
 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ) 0,,,,,,,, =eepreef tcptqtqttytutxtxf  (2a) 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ) 0,,,,,,,, =eepreegf tcptqtqttytytutxg  (2b) 

 
where xf ∂∂ / , fyf ∂∂ /  and gyg ∂∂ /  are nonsingular 
but most often nonlinear. The derivatives x  and al-
gebraic variables yf are found by solving Eq. 2a after 
which 2b is used for computing yg, which are output 
variables. Equation 2 is supplied to an ODE or DAE 
solver in order to compute x and y in between events. 

Equation 2 is the presumed resulting equation set 
from the optimization phase of the model compiling 
process.  
Apart from the equations in (2), there exist assign-
ments of discrete variables in normal equations as 
well as in the instantaneous when equations which 
are active only at events. These assignments can be 
written 
 

( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ⎟
⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜
⎜
⎝

⎛
=

eepre

eeegefeee
qe tcptq

tqttytytutxtx
ftq

,,

,,,,,,,
:  (3) 

The boolean conditions vector is stated [8] as fol-
lows: 
 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )( )ee
B

e
B
pree

B
ee tvreltptqtqftc ,,,:=   (4) 

 
The function fe takes as arguments the subset of dis-
crete variables and parameters of boolean type and 
the boolean vector rel contains all elementary rela-
tions of the model. Two possible relations are {a > b, 
c < a} which yields a possible c(te) as {a>b and 
not(c<a), a>b or c<a}. 

6 Modelica Representation for Input 
to Code Generation 

A simulation comprises initialization in order to 
reach consistent start values for dependent variables, 
numerical integration between events, event detec-
tion during integration by detecting changes in the 
boolean relations rel, solving both continuous and 
discrete variables at events, and termination. The 
MOO file contains information needed for all these 
operations and is described in this section. The in-
formation in the MOO file is based on how the pre-
sent OpenModelica compiler is implemented and on 
[5] and [8] - [11]. 
Since Modelica algorithms demand that all variables 
on the right hand side are defined, a Modelica model 
is more suitable than a function since the model can 
contain equations as well. The model below is filled 
with some of the Modelica statements discussed 
from now on. 
 
model PreCodeInfo 
 // Parameter, constant and  
 // variable declarations 
equation 
 // Equations 
end PreCodeInfo; 
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6.1 Constants and Parameters 

The parameter and constant declarations from the 
flattened Modelica model are replicated. Attributes 
such as minimum and maximum values and units are 
important information since they can be used for er-
ror control in the generated code. Parameters such as 
notset below with no fixed values are computed in 
the initialization described later. This is also true for 
bound parameters, i.e., computed from other parame-
ters. 
 
parameter Real e=0.7; 
parameter Real g=9.81; 
 
parameter Real other=e*g(min=…); 
parameter Real notset(fixed=false); 

6.2 Variable Declarations 

Variables have start values and at times a prefix stat-
ing whether the variable is discrete, input, or output. 
States are found by searching equations for the der 
operator applied to the variable in question in some 
equation. The variable declarations for the bouncing 
ball model are: 
 

discrete Real v_new; 
discrete Boolean impact; 
discrete Boolean flying(start=true); 
Real v; 
Real h; 

6.3 Initialization 

Before simulation, the initial values for all variables, 
including states and nonfixed parameters, need to be 
computed. A similar procedure takes place after an 
event has occurred. Initial equations (from the ini-
tial equation construct in Modelica) are part of 
the total initial system of equations to be solved as 
well as when-equations with the initial() condi-
tion and equations formed from initial values of vari-
ables with the fixed attribute set to true.  
An equation list is formed containing all model equa-
tions, excluding those within when-clauses without 
an initial() condition. Also, for continuous vari-
ables v with start=startExp and fixed=true, 
equations on the form v=startExp are added. For 
discrete variables under the same conditions, equa-
tions are added in which pre(v) = startExp. If 
fixed=false then startExp is only used as start 
value for the initialization, as is the case here. The 
when equation reinit(v,v_new) is treated as 
v=v_new in an initial equation if the when-condition 
contains initial(). For all when-equations with 
no initial() in the when-conditions, v=pre(v) is 
added for all v := expr.  

It may very well be that the initialization is not a 
well posed problem, i.e., that the number of equa-
tions differs from the number of dependent variables. 
In the bouncing ball model case, the start value of h 
needs to be made fixed and v has no start value alto-
gether. The discrete variables v_new and flying 
are initialized as well using default value 0 and start 
value true. 
The resulting set of equations is shown below where 
both start values of discrete and continuous variables 
are computed. Two algorithms for finding a zero free 
diagonal [12] and then transforming into a block 
lower triangular form [13] have been applied. This 
results in a sequence of equation systems that can be 
solved more efficiently than the complete implicit 
equation system. The first index in the equations be-
low is the block and the other the equation number. 
Where possible, the variables have been solved for 
and are given as the first element in the list, followed 
by the equation right hand side and then a string 
commenting on whether the second argument is the 
right hand side of an assignment or the residual.  
 
iEq[1,1] = {pre(v_new),0,"ass"}; 
iEq[2,2] = {v_new,pre(v_new),"ass"}; 
iEq[3,3] = {pre(flying),true,"ass"}; 
iEq[4,4] = {flying,pre(flying),"ass"}; 
iEq[5,5] = {h,1,"ass"}; 
iEq[6,6] = {v,0,"ass"}; 
iEq[7,7] = {der(h),v,"ass"}; 
iEq[8,8] = {impact,h<=0.0,"ass"}; 
iEq[9,9] = {der(v),if flying then –g else  
     0, "ass"}; 
 

For equations that cannot be solved explicitly, such 
as nonlinear(v)=expression, the equation is 
simply written in the residual form, shown below. 
Any other residual is formed by subtracting the sec-
ond argument of the equation expressions above 
from the solved variable, such as pre(flying)-
true in the third equation. 
 

iEq[1] = {v,nonlinear(v)-expression,"res"}; 

 

In the bouncing ball model case, the variables can be 
computed sequentially. For each block however, if 
containing several equations, the mixed set of equa-
tions containing both discrete (Eq. (3)) and continu-
ous variables (Eq. (2)) needs to be solved either 
through fixed point iteration over the discrete vari-
ables followed by normal solving of remaining vari-
ables or through other means such as optimization of 
the complete equation set in the block.  
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Jacobians 

Jacobians can be defined only for the continuous 
equation subsets of each block since the discrete 
variables are discontinuous. Newton-Raphson itera-
tion or other techniques can then be utilized for both 
linear and nonlinear equation blocks in order to pro-
vide a consistent and simple code generation. The 
Jacobian elements can in the case of a linear block 
alternatively be made input to a linear solver such as 
those contained in LAPACK [14] . Whether a block 
is linear or nonlinear is easily found by analyzing 
and searching the Jacobian for non-constant ele-
ments.  
The Jacobians usually increase performance but de-
mand symbolic manipulations and are therefore 
valuable to relieve the code generation software 
from. Consider the nonlinear equation system below: 
 
iEq[1,1] = {a,sin(a)-userf(b),”res”}; 
iEq[1,2] = {b,cos(a)-abs(b),”res”}; 

 
The equations form a block of two equations and the 
Jacobian becomes : 
 
iJac[1] = {{1,cos(a)},{2,-der_userf(b))}}; 
iJac[2] = {{1,-sin(a)},{2,-(if b<= 0 then -
1 else 1)}}; 

 
where only non-zero elements are included. In this 
case, the partial derivative function der_userf has 
been defined by the modeler as below: 
 

function userf 
 input Real x; 
 output Real y; 
algorithm 
 // . . . 
end userf; 
der_userf = der(userf,x); 

 
When such a partial derivative definition exists, 
automatic differentiation as in [15] can be utilized in 
many cases, at least if the derivative function is not 
defined as external. For external functions, only nu-
merical differentiation remains in the general case. 

6.4 Numerical Integration 

After the initialization, numerical integration of the 
derivatives can take place in simulation in order to 
compute the states. For this purpose the ODE of Eq. 
(2) is supplied on the form previously described 
where the equations after the last differential equa-
tion are separated (2b) and computed in the output 
section together with simple equations that have 
been removed during optimization. In the ball model 

case the derivative equations can be extracted from 
the complete set of equations below 
 
Eq[1,1] = {der(h),v,"ass"}; 
Eq[2,2] = {der(v),if flying then –g else  
         0,"ass"}; 
 
Jac[1] = {{1,1}}; 
Jac[2] = {{1,1}}; 

6.5 Reinitalization 

When an event has occurred, certain when condi-
tions will change and thus a certain new set of when 
equations will be active. The equation system will 
therefore change between events. This can be ex-
ploited by preparing efficient code for each combina-
tion of events. The number of combinations easily 
becomes large however and that is why the Modelica 
compiler Dymola [9] performs an offline simulation 
in order to see which combinations are likely to oc-
cur. A general solution works as well but with lower 
performance and is the one sketched here. 
The equation set is created for the case where all 
when-equations are active. After an event, the effec-
tive equation system is gathered from this list using 
information on which when-equations are active. 
The states are considered known unless they are part 
of any active reinit equations in which case the 
reinits are treated as state assignments. In the exam-
ple below, the complete equation set is shown to-
gether with the Jacobian. Here, the complete set is 
the same as the one formed when one of the when-
conditions becomes true. 
 
 
riEq[1,1] = {impact,h<=0.0,”ass”}; 
riEq[2,2] = {v_new,if edge(impact) then – 
       e*pre(v) else 0,”inst”}; 
riEq[3,3] = {v, v_new,”inst”}; 
riEq[4,4] = {flying, v_new>0,”inst”}; 
riEq[5,5] = {der(h),v,”ass”}; 
riEq[6,6] = {der(v),if flying then –g else  
         0,”ass”}; 
 
riJac[5] = {{5,1}}; 
riJac[6] = {{6,1}}; 

 
The equation system above has been sorted and par-
titioned, which is too demanding during simulation. 
The Jacobian can however be used at all times since 
it only is defined for the continuous equations and is 
not affected by causality. 

6.6 Event Detection and Location 

Any discontinuity in the ODE equation set during 
simulation can be captured through zero crossing 
functions that switch sign at the discontinuity. One 
function is created for each unique relation in rel. 
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These functions are provided to the numerical inte-
grator in order for the integrator to identify the time 
point of the discontinuity and restart the simulation 
at that point with new values for the states. The zero 
crossing functions below are given together with 
which equations they either are part of (can be both 
in Eq. (2) and (3)) or can make active by being part 
of when conditions. 
 
z = {0.0-h,{1,2,3,4}}; 0.0-v,{2,3,4}}; 
 

Zero crossing functions reflect changes in relations 
that affect boolean variables that are part of when-
conditions. To determine the current active set of 
when-equations it is necessary to know which when-
equations a boolean equation triggers. In this case, 
the impact equation triggers the second when-
condition and therefore could make equations 2, 3 
and 4 active. 
 
c = {1,{2,3,4}}; 

6.7 Code Generation 

Given the complete Modelica model and naming 
conventions described above code can be generated 
for usage in a simulation environment, for example. 
Since it is Modelica syntax, the Modelica parser can 
be reused as well as parts of existing Modelica com-
pilers for generating C code for individual Modelica 
expressions.  
By translating the Modelica code to ModelicaXML 
[16], an XML implementation, a standard XML 
parser can be used instead together with widely used 
XML tools for traversing the XML structure and ex-
tracting and transforming information. 

7 Model Adaptation for Causal Ex-
ternal Usage 

Imagine the scenario where a Modelica model is to 
be used within several causal models, for example 
within the simulation environments EASY5 and 
Simulink. One example could be a Modelica model 
of an engine, or even a complete standard Modelica 
library of driveline components that modelers of dif-
ferent enterprises have the interest of making part of 
their complete vehicle simulations performed in do-
main specific simulation tools with no support for 
equation-based models. A recent case is the CAPSim 
simulation centre [17] for hybrid vehicle simulation 
that has a model library open for usage and where 
the intention is to make the models usable for many 
simulation environments. 

A flexible compiler supports straightforward code 
generation suited for these different environments, 
but the models themselves need to be adapted at the 
equation level as well, as is described in this section.  
Consider a mechanical inertia model with outside 
connectors containing position and force. The con-
nector class is specified in Modelica as shown be-
low. The flow keyword tells the compiler to sum 
corresponding variables in a connection with other 
connectors. The non-flow variables are set equal. 
The mentioned inertia model connectors are part of 
the external interface and it is through those the com-
munication of connector variables to and from other 
models takes place.  
 
connector flange_pos 
  Real pos(unit="m") "Pos into"; 
  flow Real force(unit="N") "Pos out"; 
end flange_pos; 

 
Now consider a model where the outside connectors 
contain speed and force instead. Connecting the two 
models could be performed through a model that 
contains an equation for the relation between speed 
and position. This could even be automated by iden-
tifying differential variables and corresponding de-
rivatives through unit checking.   
 
model intermediate 
  flange_speed fs; 
  flange_pos fp; 
equation 
  fs.speed=der(fp.pos); 
  fs.force=fp.force; 
end intermediate; 
 
connector flange_speed 
  Real speed(unit="m/s"); 
  flow Real force(unit="N"); 
end flange_speed; 
 

But in a causal target environment, the connectors 
are causal. The next example demonstrates a wrapper 
that assigns causalities to an acausal fource source 
model to make it suitable for insertion into a specific 
causal target model.  
 
model force_source 
  flange_pos flange_p; 
equation 
  flange_p.force = 0.2*cos(time); 
end force_source; 
 
model wrapper 
  flange_pos flange_p; 
  input Real speed; 
  output Real force; 
equation 
  speed=der(flange_p.pos); 
  force=flange_p.force; 
end wrapper; 
 

The causal model is created as below by connecting 
the wrapper to the force source. A Modelica com-
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piler is able to create code for this model and saves 
information about the connectors in the comments of 
the input and output variables. 
 
model causal 
  wrapper w; 
  force_source fs; 
  input Real speed "($Conn:flange_p)"; 
  output Real force "($Conn:flange_p)"; 
equation 
  connect(w.flange_p,fs.flange_p); 
  w.speed=speed; 
  force=w.force; 
end causal; 

7.1 Automatic Adaptation 

The content of the wrapper model depends on both 
source and target model connector variables. New 
variables may need to be created, as the speed in this 
case, unit conversions may need to be applied as well 
as sign changes. All in all, a large number of combi-
nations exist for which wrappers need to be created 
to support the usage of the model in arbitrary causal 
models. But the standards for exchanging variables 
among causal models in a certain simulation envi-
ronment can be declared in template connectors, 
where also sign conventions are declared. In the 
force source example, the connector template could 
look like 
 
model template_connector 
  input Real speed(unit="m/s") "Pos out"; 
  output Real force(unit="N") "Pos into"; 
end template_connector; 

 
From the template connector, a compiler can create 
the wrapper and causal model automatically as is 
described from now on. By comparing the connector 
class flange_pos with template_connector, it 
can be seen that two variables have the same units; 
the forces. The variables pos and speed have dif-
ferent units, but here it can be seen that speed is the 
derivative of pos by analyzing the units. The wrap-
per model is now complete, the forces are set equal 
and the derivative relation is established. If the speed 
of template_connector would have had the unit 
“mm/s” instead, a factor 1000 would have been 
needed in the wrapper equation.  
There is no sign convention information in the Mod-
elica models apart from comments. This information 
can be used as a starting point, looking for keywords 
such as “out of” and “into” and similar. But of 
course more explicit information would be valuable. 
In this case the sign conventions differ and the wrap-
per equations will both contain negations.  
Here follows yet another template connector that 
could be used instead of the one defined earlier. The 
resulting causal model is compatible with the use of 
so called bilateral delay lines [18], which provide 

means for robust coupled simulation in which every 
component model solves its own equations and 
communicates at discrete time points with surround-
ing models. The variable C is in this case a force 
wave that passes back and forth in the delay line, as 
is the case in metal rods, for example. The end result 
is an overall numerical solution that mimics the time 
delay existing in physical interactions in nature. The 
variable Z is a kind of impedance. Without going 
further into the details of delay lines, the example 
shows how new equations can be automatically 
added to existing models in a mathematically sound 
way in order to adjust the models towards various 
boundary conditions. 
 
model template_connector 
  input Real C(unit="N"); 
  input Real Z(unit="N.s/m"); 
  output Real speed(unit="m/s"); 
  output Real force(unit="N"); 
equation 
  force = C + Z*speed; 
end template_connector; 

 

7.2 Causality Combinations 

It could be that the force source model cannot be 
solved with the specified input-output causality in 
the target connector. Since in causal environments, 
every second model has inverted causalities for 
compatibility in variable exchange, this can be tested 
for the target connector to see if that works better.  
The force source model can be solved with speed as 
input and force as output, but not the other way 
around. The test can be performed through maximum 
matching algorithms [12] present in standard Mode-
lica compilers.  
What has not been mentioned so far is how to find a 
matching target connector for a certain outside con-
nector of the Modelica model. For a match to exist 
there must be a one to one match between an outside 
connector variable and a causal target connector 
variable in terms of units. The units may be of dif-
ferentiated/integrated form in the target connector. 
The target connector may have more variables if they 
are output variables and are part of supplied equa-
tions.  
If the model has a number of connectors of different 
classes, such as both mechanical, electrical and other 
types, the testing becomes tedious and the testing can 
be handed over to the compiler to either generate all 
solvable combinations of inverted and non-inverted 
target connector causalities or generate the “best” 
solution. One measure for how good a solution is to 
see how high index the adapted model has. One ex-
ample is feeding a mass with a position rather than 
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force and thus removing its inertia effect. The user 
interface could be implemented such that there is a 
choice to enforce the default target boundary condi-
tions or to give priority to low index. 
The model adaptation method where low index is 
prioritized described in this section has been imple-
mented and tested in a Modelica compiler [19] sup-
porting only continuous equations without arrays. 
The model adaptation takes place after flattening 
where the outside connectors of the flattened model 
have not been flattened so that they can still be iden-
tified. The algorithms have been proven useful since 
the compiler automatically produces numerically 
sound code for a given set of target connector tem-
plates and a source Modelica model. 

8 Conclusions 

A partial implementation of the Modelica intermedi-
ate code format has been done in the OpenModelica 
compiler to be used as input to external code genera-
tors. The intent is that this information can be pro-
duced and is complete for generating simulation 
code from hybrid Modelica models. 
The model adaptation functionality for using Mode-
lica models in an external causal context needs to be 
implemented in a compiler supporting the complete 
Modelica language, e.g. soon OpenModelica. This 
can pose problems, not at least due to the increas-
ingly complex definition of connectors in Modelica. 
Nonetheless the model adaptation can be made less 
automatic if needed, for example by defining explicit 
transformations among different connector defini-
tions.  
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Abstract 

Running multiple simulations for the same model is 
useful for studying the influence of parameters, cali-
brating parameters from measurement series, and 
optimizing designs to be robust with respect to oper-
ating conditions. Dymola’s [1] Design-package al-
lows a user to specify such experiments for experi-
menting, calibrating and optimizing simulation stud-
ies [2]. 
Many of the simulations are independent allowing 
them to be run in parallel, i.e. coarse-grained paral-
lelism. This paper describes the extension that dis-
tributes the simulations to multiple CPUs, while 
keeping the original setup for the simulation study. 
This makes the distributed nature transparent for the 
user, and the only difference is that the studies are 
done faster. 
The implementation is implemented in Java using a 
Modelica external interface, but in contrast to [3] 
with direct interface inside Dymola. Implementing 
the distributed simulations in Java makes it possible 
to leverage the multi-threading, graphical, and com-
munication capabilities of Java; while using Mode-
lica’s strengths for modeling, setup of simulations, 
and numeric algorithms. 
Keywords: dynamic simulation, distributed simula-
tions, Java, Modelica 

1 Introduction 

Dymola broadens the external interface possibilities 
to Java.1 A case study is distributed simulations for 
model experimentation.  

                                                      
1 Java and any other Sun trademarks that are referred 
to or displayed in the document are trademarks or 
registered trademarks of Sun Microsystems, Inc. in 
the U.S. or other countries. 
Dymola is a tradermark of Dynasim AB, and a regis-
tered trademark of Dynasim AB in Sweden. 

There are several needs for interfaces between Dy-
mola/Modelica and other tools/languages that can be 
met in different ways. In this case we need to call 
external functions inside Dymola and in those func-
tions have access to Dymola’s API in a “safe” way. 
Java with Java’s Native Interface allows this in a 
natural fashion, and Dymola allows a user to directly 
call external functions written in Java from the 
scripting environment. In those functions written in 
Java it is also possible to access all of Dymola’s API 
functions and normal Modelica functions. 
This tight coupling requires that Dymola internally 
runs a Java Virtual Machine, where Dymola adds 
implementations of native functions to allow access 
to Dymola’s API. 

2 Dymola Interface to Java 

2.1 Comparison with previous work 

Previous implementation of interfaces to Java (based 
on top of the external C-interface) did not allow 
functions written in Java to call Modelica functions 
as seamlessly, but sufficed for calling functions writ-
ten in Java inside models. The new implementation 
also allows this and ensures consistency since one 
external declaration in Modelica can be used for call-
ing the function both in the scripting environment 
and inside models. 
This implies that models using functions written in 
Java will include a special header and automatically 
link with the Java Virtual Machine. 
Previous implementation of access to Dymola’s API 
functions e.g. via DDE [3] only allows the external 
tool to control Dymola, but not Dymola to call the 
external tool. 

                                                                                       
Modelica is a registered trademark of the Modelica 
Association. 
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The new implementation allows calls from Modelica 
functions to Java, and allows this function in Java to 
call Dymola/Modelica. 

2.2 Mapping of functions 

The interface in Modelica to functions written in 
Java is limited to static member functions of classes. 
The declarations in Modelica are of the kind: 
 
function foo 
  input Real in1; 
  input String in2; 
  output Boolean out; 
external "Java" out=’P.C.S’(in1,in2); 
end foo; 
 

In this example P is a package, C a class and S a 
static function in this class. 
This is according to the Modelica specification (in-
cluding the use of quoted identifiers for the name of 
the function) except that Java is not one of allowed 
external language in the specification. The package-
name can be a hierarchical name, with dot-notation.  
For the future it might be possible to extend Mode-
lica’s external objects to also handle objects in Java. 
Calls of Modelica functions (and Dymola’s API-
functions callable as Modelica functions) from Java 
go through one generic function accessible in Java as 
com.dynasim.dymola.interpretMainStatic. For other 
Modelica functions a wrapper in Java can be con-
structed in a mechanical way that maps arguments, 
calls this bridge function, and maps the result.  
Having one entry point to Modelica from Java makes 
it straightforward to transparently redirect all calls to 
a remote instance of Dymola, i.e. remote method 
invocation. 
This interface is only intended for accessing one in-
stance of Dymola. Distributed simulations require 
access to multiple instances of Dymola, and thus re-
quire additional efforts as will be explained later. 
Asserts and other errors in Modelica are mapped to 
exceptions to in Java and vice versa. Specific excep-
tions are thrown for errors specific to calling Mode-
lica functions from Java (illegal types for arguments, 
unknown Modelica function, etc). 

2.3 Mapping of data-structures 

Simple types in Modelica (e.g. Real) are normally 
mapped to corresponding simple types in Java. 
Strings are non-simple in Java, the mapping is still 

direct, and is made simpler by the fact that JVM and 
Dymola internally use the same UCS-8 implementa-
tion of Unicode strings.  
Note: The UCS-8 mapping is the result of applying 
the UTF-8 mapping to UTF-16 strings, and the rec-
ommendation is that even though it can be used in-
ternally in programs it should not be used for inter-
faces. In this case we make an exception in order to 
be compatible with the pre-existing C-interface of 
JVM. 
Arrays in Modelica correspond to (possibly nested) 
arrays in Java. Special care is needed to detect het-
erogeneous arrays in Java, and convert zero-sized 
matrices from Java.  
Records in Modelica are mapped to a class imple-
menting a map interface in Java. This ensures that 
the semantics of Modelica records (named based 
type equivalence) is preserved. 
To summarize we first present how arguments are 
mapped when calling a function written in Java from 
Modelica. 
Modelica External Java 
Real double 
Integer int 
Boolean boolean 
String java.lang.String 
Record com.dynasim.record 
Real[] double[] 
Integer[] int[] 
Boolean boolean[] 
String[] java.lang.String[] 
Record[] com.dynasim.record[] 
The mapping when a function in Java calls inter-
pretMainStatic is similar, but has special handling of 
simple types as presented below. This is necessary 
since the simple types such as double are not objects 
and thus cannot be part of the generic argument list 
of interpretMainStatic. 
Modelica interpretMainStatic 
Real java.lang.Double 
Integer java.lang.Integer 
Boolean java.lang.Boolean 
String java.lang.String 
Record com.dynasim.record 
Real[] double[] 
Integer[] int[] 
Boolean boolean[] 
String[] java.lang.String[] 
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Record[] com.dynasim.record[] 
The record class, com.dynasim.record implements 
the map-interface, and the contents is mapped as for 
interpretMainStatic (also when calling a function 
written in Java from Modelica). The reason is the 
same as for interpretMainStatic. However, for easy 
access to simple variables there are also special func-
tions, getDouble, getInt, and getBoolean. 
The map for records is straightforward to use and by 
being name-based avoid issues with declaration or-
der and future extensions of the records in Modelica. 

2.4 Mapping of errors 

Exceptions thrown from Java called from Modelica 
are automatically mapped to assertions, which is the 
normal error handling primitive in Modelica. Cur-
rently an assertion stop Dymola’s interpreter are 
there is no way of catching the error inside Modelica. 
When an assertion (or other error) is trigged in Mod-
elica originating from a call to interpretMainStatic 
this is mapped to an exception in Java as follows: 

• com.dynasim.DymolaException base-class 
of the other exception – introduced in order 
to make it easy to catch all exceptions. 

• com.dynasim.DymolaNoSuchFunction(<na
me of function>) when the function is not 
found by interpretMainStatic. 

• com.dynasim.DymolaIllegalArgumentExcep
tion for problems with transforming results 
or argument between Java and Dymola, and 
incorrect type of arguments to function. 

• com.dynasim.DymolaEvaluationException 
when evaluation fails – e.g. assertions and 
division by zero. 

These exception classes all inherit from java.lang. 
RunTimeException, this ensures that no ‘throws’ 
clause is needed for routines calling Dymola-
functions.  
This corresponds to the Modelica environment where 
no “assert-clause” is needed. 

3 Distributed simulations with Java  

The new facilities accessible from Java for calling a 
Dymola instance, allows the use of transparent RMI 
[4] for distributed tasks. Since Dymola simulations 
for parameter experimentation are independent, long 
simulation times can be shortened by using several 
processors. A version of the Experimentation pack-
age [5] has been adapted to distributed simulations. 

3.1 Setup 

The command setup is of distributed Experimenta-
tion package is identical to the one described in [5].  

 

 
 
The main architecture implemented in Java is de-
picted in the previous figure.  
 
The architecture of the Java code is simple:  

• A master dispatcher with  three lists working 
as queues: Task Queue, ResultQueue and 
AddressList 

• Independent threads for each server. The 
thread starts, monitors and reports results to 
the static lists in the dispatcher. 

• External Java functions in Modelica to ac-
cess the different Queues. 

 
Single signals of whole trajectory files can be sent 
back to the master computer if requested, for anima-
tion purposes. 
Having all this functionalities at hand, the Distrib-
uted Experimentation package was written, and we 
describe it in the following. 

3.2 Distributed Experimentation package 

The structure of the Distributed Experimentation 
package is very similar to the Experimentation pack-
age. The functionalities are the same, as shown be-
low. 
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The main difference to the experimentation package 
is the distribution of tasks from client to server. The 
GUI and setup are the same, and the function       
startMasterDispatcher has to be run before any simu-
lation is performed. The information of the servers 
and their lookup names is reported to the dispatcher 
with this function. See the figure below.  

 

The names “192.168.1.2”, “192.168.1.3” and so on 
are IP numbers of the server hosts. DNS name re-
solving is also supported, and therefore possible to 
use names instead. The name “localhost” represents 
the address 127.0.0.1 as usual. Use it to include the 
own computer which also runs a server.  

 

 

 

In the view above it is included the set up for trajec-
tory file transferring. Check “transferResults” if 
transfer files to the dispatcher computer is to be 
done. The variable “transferServer” is the network 
name of the client computer and the “transferFolder” 
is the network name of the shared folder. 

The flag showInformation makes Dymola show a 
window with the registered servers for debugging 
purposes.  

The functionalities of perturbParameter, sweep-
Parameter, sweepOneParameter, SweepTwoParame-
ters and MonteCarloAnalysis are described in more 
detail in Dymola Additions document, and can be 
used directly here. We will focus here on the setup 
and running of the examples. We consider coupled-
Clutches as a reference case study. 

The subpackage VDDemo has two functions: vehi-
cleSweepParameter and animateResultFile, used for 
demonstration purposes. 

3.2.1 Progress Monitoring 

The task dealer presents in this window which task 
was sent to which server, as well as the overall pro-
gress. The progress bar indicates the percentage of 
work done and received by the client. 

 
If any task could not be performed by a server, it will 
be back to the task queue and the respective server 
will be disabled (marked with red background). Yel-
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low background denotes ongoing simulation on 
server. Green background denotes free server. 

3.2.2 Collecting results 

 During simulation time, Dymola inspects the result 
queue in the master dispatcher waiting for results 
with a simple Modelica Function call. For instance, 
results are presented directly in sweepParameter as 
the results are arriving. It is up to the Modelica func-
tion whether to present the incoming results or not. 
In the figure below, the results of sweepParameter on 
CoupledClutches example are depicted, after three 
results are arrived. 

 

 

Running a sweep with Payloads-example can be 
done by clicking on “Commands/Roof load (11 
cases) with weights from 0 to 200 Kg”, and then 
execute.  The model is depicted below. 

 
 

 

 

For this example we used four servers. The dis-
patcher log evolves as depicted in the figure below. 

 
  

Dymola shows the following view when all 11 cases 
are completed. The visualisation is performed by a 
special visualizer written for this example. In the 
figure below, we observe a rectangle defined by the 
position of the four wheels and the identifier of the 
case.  

 

 

 We observe with his experiment that the car is stable 
with regard to a payload from 0 to 200 Kg.   
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The final log window has the following information 
and statistics. The first simulation was ready after 
86.5 seconds (translation, compilation with Visual 
Studio 2003 and running). We analyse now two runs 
of sweepParameter. 

 
 

To interpret the results, we consider the total time 
against the best time. Using the best computer, the 
total time for eleven simulations would be 411 sec-
onds. As a result of the distributed simulation, the 
whole task needed only 202.5 seconds. This means 
that the speedup factor was of 2,036.  We observe 
also that the localhost and the first server are slowing 
down the simulation.  

 

For a second run, we make the same sweep but for 
one hundred simulations. In this way, we get rid of 
initialisation overhead. Observe the final dispatcher 
log. 

 

 
We analyse this log in the next section. 

 

3.3 Asymptotic resulting speed up 

Confirmation of theoretical Speed up factor (approx. 
number of servers) has been observed using long 
simulation times using VehicleDynamics 1.0.2.  
 
The effective time used per simulation for the second 
sweep is of 12 seconds. The fastest simulation was 
36.07 seconds. If we just only used the fastest com-
puter, the total elapsed time would have been 3607 
seconds. The total elapsed time with these two serv-
ers was 1239 seconds. The resulting speedup factor 
is 2.911 compared to the most optimistic scenario. 
 
It is our experience that localhost behaves slower 
than its equivalent server, since the dispatcher runs 
also in the same computer. We added a computer 
double so slow than the other two. Equivalently, we 
were running with three equally fast servers in total, 
reflected in the example. 
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4 Conclusions 

A new interface between Modelica and Java has 
been implemented.  This enables Modelica and Dy-
mola to take advantage of all Java features, making 
possible the incorporation of java objects in Mode-
lica.  
As such an example of Java applications with Dy-
mola, distributed simulations with Dymola where 
implemented using the transparent RMI Java pack-
age. High speed up factors were observed with low 
overhead. The main advantage is that RMI handles 
directly all concerning network communication, 
while Dymola handled all simulation aspects. 
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Abstract 

Basically there are two approaches of modeling and 
simulating complex systems composed of subsys-
tems. Approach A is based on established simulation 
tools of the respective domain in order to conduct a 
co-simulation by tool-coupling. Approach B consists 
of modeling the whole system in only one suitable 
language like Modelica. Using approach A the exist-
ing software and the in-house and external expert 
know-how can be applied. Approach B has signifi-
cant advantages because of the description of the 
complete system in one standardized and open lan-
guage like Modelica and employing an efficient 
simulation environment such as Dymola. When 
simulation environments which support approach B 
are coupled with existing software based on ap-
proach A, the advantages of both approaches can be 
utilized. Considering for example the simulation of a 
passenger compartment, the feasibility of a coupling 
of Modelica/Dymola, Flowmaster2, Simulink and 
THESEUS-FE as well as different utility programs is 
demonstrated in this presentation. 
Keywords: co-simulation; tool coupling; middle-
ware; TISC 

1 Simulation of thermal systems in an 
automotive environment 

When simulating a vehicle, its thermodynamic sub-
systems like engine, engine-cooling system, oil cool-
ing, air conditioning cycle, HVAC unit and passen-
ger compartment are connected with each other es-
pecially by fluid- and heat-flows. In order to describe 
the thermodynamic behavior of the complete system, 
the models of the subsystems have to be coupled us-
ing the variables heat flow rate, mass flow rate, tem-
perature and pressure and if necessary other, non-
thermal variables like motor rotation speed. It makes 

sense to choose the bested suited simulation tool for 
each subsystem. The following list gives a fragmen-
tary overview of tools that may be used for the re-
spective problems: 
 

Air conditioning cycle  Modelica-Dymola 
HVAC unit  CFD / Simulink 
Passenger compartment  CFD / THESEUS-FE
Cooling cycle  Flowmaster2 / KULI
Oil cooling  Flowmaster2 / KULI

 
In the literature, several different approaches are pre-
sented for describing the complete system. The ap-
proaches range from simple couplings of simulation 
tools over a co-simulation with different simulation 
programs to modeling the whole system in one soft-
ware environment [1], [2]. 
Figure 1 shows the typical current state of simulation 
tool coupling in the area of automotive thermal sys-
tems. For transferring CFD-information to a 1d-
simulation program files are used in most cases [3]. 
In case of a bidirectional coupling this approach has 
limitations especially concerning synchronization. 
When only two programs are coupled, different 
techniques for tool integration like DLLs or commu-
nication channels through COM or CORBA can be 
employed. As Figure 1 shows, using pair-oriented 
software coupling quickly meets its limitations. The 
number of pair-oriented interfaces increases greatly 
with every integrated tool. Without a standardization 
and control of the tool-coupling, this technique will 
be difficult to use. An appropriate synchronization 
seems to be hard to introduce. Additionally, the im-
plementation and maintenance of the numerous inter-
faces involves high costs (see [4]). 
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Figure 1: Exemplary current state of tool coupling of 

simulation programs and HIL-applications 

It follows from the above, that the coupling tech-
nique for simulation programs must be standardized. 
The following chapter describes a possible way for 
this. Afterwards an alternative way describing the 
thermal behavior of a vehicle holistically is pre-
sented. 

2 Coupling of simulation tools 

As pointed out in Chapter 1, special coupling soft-
ware (middleware) should be employed when simul-
taneously coupling more than two programs (see 
Figure 2). The middleware provides the systematic 
coupling of the different simulation programs and 
takes care of the synchronized data communication. 
In difference to the pair-oriented technique from 
Chapter 1, only one interface is needed for every 
program when using a middleware concept. 
 

 
Figure 2: Coupling of simulation tools and data acquisi-

tion software through a middleware 

A typical middleware is for example the program 
EXITE [5], which is widely used in the field of vehi-

cle electronics. EXITE’s data exchange is based on 
CORBA for normal and MPI for HIL applications. 
In the field of thermal management Puntigam [1] 
describes the middleware of the VIF in Graz. This 
software relies on CORBA and has numerical means 
for coupling the differential equations of the coupled 
programs. The MPI based middleware MpCCI [6] 
provides a solution for coupling 3D programs. 
MpCCI aims at mesh-mesh-coupling. At the present 
date MpCCI support only the coupling of two appli-
cations at one time. 
The configuration displayed in Figure 2 is currently 
not realizable with any of the described middleware. 
Due to the need of a short-term availability and spe-
cial demands concerning the data synchronization 
and platform independent data exchange, the mid-
dleware TISC was developed. 
TISC allows platform independent exchange of com-
mands (strings), floating point numbers (double) and 
integers as scalar values as well as vectors and 
matrices. The data exchange is realized through 
sockets. As Figure 3 shows, TISC consists of a 
server and the respective clients, which are inte-
grated into the coupled programs. For this integra-
tion, interfaces are available in C, C++, C# and 
FORTRAN. A connection over COM is also sup-
ported and used for example for Flowmaster2 and 
KULI. 

 
Figure 3:  Coupling of simulation tools and data acquisi-

tion software with TISC 

TISC-integrations are currently available for the fol-
lowing programs: 

● Flowmaster2 ● Modelica/Dymola
● Fluent ● StarCD 
● KULI ● THESEUS-FE 
● LabVIEW ● Trnsys 
● Matlab/Simulink  

Flowmaster2 Dymola 

LabVIEW Simulink 

Fluent 

KULI 

TISC-ClientTISC-Client TISC-Client

TISC-Client TISC-Client TISC-Client

  TISC-Server 

Sockets (Windows, Linux, Unix) for transfer-
ring commands, integer, doubles as scalar-, 
vector- or matrix-values 

Flowmaster2 Dymola 

LabVIEW Simulink 

Fluent 

KULI 

Middleware 

CORBA, MPI, 
Sockets, etc. 

Flowmaster2 Dymola 

Experiment Simulink 

CFD KULI 

Files 

DLL, COM, 
CORBA, etc. 
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The following interfaces are currently under devel-
opment: 

● Ansys ● Excel 
● CFX ● COM 

Furthermore utility programs exist for visualizing the 
exchanged data. TIM – the TISC Information Moni-
tor – receives and saves all data sent by the coupled 
programs. The StateViewer displays a pressure-
enthalpy-diagram at run time of the co-simulation or 
the measurement. A special client for controlling the 
next time increment (if the coupled programs allow 
this) and for coupling the variables numerically effi-
cient is in development (see [1]). 

2.1 Advantages of coupling simulation tools 

When coupling simulation tools with a middleware, 
several advantages arise besides from the saving of 
time. Employing a middleware for the simulation of 
the complete system allows the utilization of present 
expert knowledge which is bound to existing soft-
ware. Using this knowledge can speed up integrating 
the examination of the complete vehicle into the pro-
duct development process. Beyond this, the best tool 
can be chosen for describing each subsystem. By 
using a standardized definition of the interface 
variables, the single simulation tools can be easily 
exchanged (compare Figure 4). Even if the approach 
of using a unified language for building the models 
is used, it can make sense to couple sub models with 
a middleware to decouple the time Steps of the sol-
ver. 

2.2 Arising problems 

Besides the mentioned advantages, there are also 
drawbacks to consider. Since events have to be trig-
gered to exchange the data between the simulation 
tools, the solvers of those programs have to be 
stopped and restarted at every exchange time. Since 
the received variables show a discrete behavior, this 
restart can become difficult. Further on numerical 
oscillations can occur, when the interdependence of 
the coupled variables is very high. To reduce these 
effects, interpolation methods are currently explored 
in order to convert the discrete behavior of the re-
ceived variables into a continuous one or to achieve 
a pseudo multistep integration method.  

3 Unified simulation with Modelica 

An alternative way to the coupling of simulation 
tools is describing the complete system including all 

subsystems in one unified programming language 
and mathematics. In the following it is assumed that 
the subsystems and therefore the complete system 
can be described by hybrid systems of differential 
equation (ADE-systems). A hybrid ADE-systems 
consists of the following three equation types: 
1. Ordinary differential equations (ODE) with the 

respective differential variables whose deriva-
tives explicitly appear in the system of equa-
tions. 

2. Linear and non-linear ordinary algebraic equa-
tions (OAE) with the respective algebraic vari-
ables. 

3. Event equations with the respective discrete 
variables whose values can only be changed at 
an event. The corresponding simulation tech-
nique is highly developed in digital electronics. 
Because of the combination with the continuous 
ADE-system it is referred to as hybrid ADE-
system. 

By assembling the sub models to the complete ther-
mal system, a big hybrid ADE-system is created 
which can be solved with appropriate numerical 
techniques. Methods for coupling partial differential 
equations like FEM or finite volume methods form a 
separate technique. From the authors point of view 
this technique can not be integrated into the ADE-
systems by a standardized description with a unified 
programming language at this time. Coupling using 
co-simulation seems to make sense in this case. 
The thermal models for engine, engine cooling cycle, 
oil cooling, air conditioning cycle, HVAC unit and 
passenger compartment can be described using hy-
brid ADE-systems. Highly developed computer lan-
guages have been developed for this purpose. Be-
sides VHDL-AMS [7] which is mainly used in the 
field of electronics, the language Modelica [8, 9] is 
currently widely propagated. The language Modelica 
is developed by the non-profit Modelica Association 
with the goal to describe hybrid ADE-systems from 
diverse physical and engineering domains. Already 
numerous commercial and non-commercial libraries 
are available. For example the AirConditioning li-
brary [10] is being used by the A.K.2.4.3 of the 
German OEMs with participation of Audi, BMW, 
DaimlerChrysler and Volkswagen for unified steady 
state and transient simulation of air conditioning cy-
cles. In this context the OEMs require the suppliers 
previous to the project assignment to build the re-
spective component models in the language Mode-
lica [11]. 
The physical equations are set up in the component 
models. The transformation of the equations as well 
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as the numerical solution is left to the used working 
environment. With means of object-oriented model-
ing, component libraries can easily be built up. De-
fining standard interfaces for the components allow a 
simple model exchange. 
At the moment, Dymola is the most powerful simu-
lation environment which supports the language 
Modelica [12]. Other simulators like Mosilab [13], 
Amesim [14] and SimulationX [15] are being ex-
tended to also support Modelica. The free working 
environment OpenModelica can be employed for a 
subset of simulation problems [16]. 
The open and unified programming language allows 
an optimal communication and standardization be-
tween departments and suppliers. By using the ob-
ject-oriented techniques of Modelica, the work in 
teams is eased. Extending and reusing existing mod-
els of the component library is also eased. A substan-
tial training of the employees is necessary, because 
otherwise the object-oriented design can easily cause 
the opposite effect. Because of the open language the 
sustained realization of the own expert knowledge is 
possible with less dependence of software companies 
and engineering service providers. By employing the 
right numerical and object-oriented techniques, 
shorted times for method development and calcula-
tion can be achieved. Furthermore the goal of a 
working environment providing the pre-processing, 
simulation and post-processing of the complete sys-
tem can be reached more quickly. 
In order to profit from the mentioned advantages and 
the benefits of a co-simulation – and to be capable of 
working without a complete Modelica model library 
– it makes sense to combine a co-simulation with a 
unified programming language. 

4 Example: Passenger compartment 

The tool-coupling using TISC is demonstrated for a 
simulation of the cool down of a passenger com-
partment. Figure 4 shows the programs participating 
in the co-simulation. The central element of the co-
simulation is the TISC-server to which every pro-
gram connects via its interface, the so called TISC-
client. 
The passenger compartment is being simulated with 
THESEUS-FE [17]. The model has been provided by 
P+Z Engineering and describes a British sedan in-
cluding the driver. 
The compartment is being cooled by an R134a air 
conditioning cycle built in Modelica using the Air-
Conditioning library. 

A PID-controller assembled in Matlab/Simulink 
tunes the temperature within the compartment. 
Using TLK’s utility program StateViewer, the ph-
diagram for the air conditioning cycle can be dis-
played while simulating. The TISC Information 
Monitor – short TIM – logs all data exchanged be-
tween the different programs over TISC.  

 
Figure 4: TISC-setup for co-simulation example  

As Figure 4 shows, the single programs are not con-
nected among each other but only with the TISC-
server. During initialization the simulation tools reg-
ister the variables they are sending and receiving at 
the server. The data exchange and synchronization 
during the simulation is handled by the server. By 
using this communication setup, an exchange of the 
simulation tools can be easily arranged – as long as 
the exchanged tools send and receive the same vari-
ables, the other tools’ configurations do not have to 
be altered. For example, the model of the passenger 
compartment could be changed this way to describe 
a different vehicle. 
Figure 5 lists the variables sent and received by the 
simulations tools for the co-simulation.  
 Sends Receives 

Input evaporator  
(T, mdot) 

 Dymola Output evaporator 
(T, mdot) 

Relative displacement 
 Simulink Relative displacement Signal of temperature 

sensor 
Input evaporator  
(T, mdot) 

 THESEUS-FE

Signal of temperature 
sensor 

Output evaporator 
(T, mdot) 

Figure 5: Variables exchanged in co-simulation 
 

The Modelica-model describing the air conditioning 
cycle is shown in Figure 6. The TISC-interface is 
integrated as a single block into the example 
“OrificeTubeCycle” of the AirConditioning library. 

TISC-Server 

State-
Viewer 

TISC-Client 

TIM 

TISC-Client

Simulink 
(Temperature 

controller)

TISC-Client 
THESEUS-FE

(Passenger 
Compartment)

TISC-Client 

Modelica/Dymola
(Air conditioning)

TISC-Client 
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Figure 6:  Modelica model in Dymola for co-simulation 
example 

The TISC-block is a composition of single blocks for 
the different functions of the tool coupling. These are 
• Creating an event when data needs to be ex-

changed 
• Managing the connection to the TISC-server 
• Sending variables 
• Synchronizing with the TISC-server 
• Receiving variables 
Figure 7 shows the internal composition of the TISC-
block from Figure 6. 

Conne...
"desc...

SYNC

Trigger
Inter...

Real
Scalar
"inV...

Real
Scalar
"inV...

"out...
Scalar
Real

"out...
Scalar
Real

Real
Scalar
"inV...

"out...
Scalar
Real

inPort1 outPort1

inPort2 outPort2

inPort3 outPort3
 

Figure 7: Internal composition of TISC-block 

The block sends three variables to the TISC-server 
and receives three variables from it. Every block in 

the assembly stands for one function. A trigger token 
is passed from one block to the next one to assure the 
correct execution sequence of the blocks. The token 
is created in the “Trigger”-block every time the vari-
ables need to be exchanged. The sequence shown in 
Figure 7 is: 
1. Create Trigger-token 
2. Manage connection to TISC-server 
3. Send three variables 
4. Synchronize 
5. Receive three variables 
Every block sending or receiving a variable allows 
the user to specify an offset and a factor. By doing 
so, unit conversions between the coupled programs 
can easily be conducted. 
Figure 8 shows the passenger compartment at the 
beginning of the cool down co-simulation. The initial 
conditions are calculated with a heat soak simulation 
with one hour of solar irradiation at 1000 W/m2. 

 
Figure 8: THESEUS-FE result at simulation start 

The temperature distribution in the passenger com-
partment after the coupled cool-down simulation of 
2400 s duration is shown in Figure 9.  
 

 
Figure 9: THESEUS-FE result at simulation end 
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5 Conclusion 

When simulation tools supporting the approach of a 
unified programming language are coupled with ex-
isting software using a middleware, the advantages 
of both approaches can be utilized. Using co-
simulation, established programs and the respective 
knowledge can still be used and combined with stan-
dardized code replacing non-satisfying software or 
describing new functionality. 
In the process of moving to a unified language, co-
simulation can make sense as the first steps. In the 
presented example, the temperature controller mod-
elled in Simulink can be replaced by one modelled in 
Modelica. The next step of integrating the controller 
in the air conditioning system is not far. Only the co-
simulation of models with extremely different 3d 
approaches like the passenger compartment using the 
finite element method in THESEUS-FE or the 0d 
and 1d simulation of the air conditioning cycle in 
Modelica can hardly be replaced. Even if all models 
are described in one language, a co-simulation can 
still be employed i.e. to decouple systems with dif-
ferent time constants. 
To allow the definition of company- and tool-
spanning interfaces for co-simulation that ensure the 
numerical and physical compatibility, techniques for 
example from the CapeOpen standard [18] could be 
used as suggestions. The CapeOpen standard is 
commonly used in the field of process engineering 
and describes the coupling of partial hybrid ADE-
systems. However this mathematically very ambi-
tious method has no practical application yet. 
Concluding we like to thank P+Z Engineering for 
providing the model used in the shown example and 
for the help in developing the TISC-interface for 
THESEUS-FE. 
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Abstract

In this work an electrically operated water pump in
a cooling circuit is implemented, simulated and op-
timized. The presented simulation results are accom-
plished with Dymola. This simulation tool is based on
the modeling language Modelica.
The model of the water pump is realized with time
domain differential equations. The parameters of the
differential equations of the water pump are defined
by geometrical data. The water pump is driven by
an electric machine. A generator model and a battery
model are used as power sources for the electric ma-
chine driving the water pump. In the proposed appli-
cation the thermal behaviour of all components of the
cooling circuit (internal combustion engine, pipeline,
cooler...) is implemented.
The measured and the simulated characteristics of
the water pump are be compared. The efficiency
improvement of the internal combustion engine when
using an electrically operated waper pump in stead of
a mechanically operated pump is presented.

Keywords: cooling circuit; water pump

1 Introduction

In this work a cooling circuit of an internal combustion
engine (ICE) with an electrically operated water pump
is presented. The results of the simulation lead to an
optimized size of the water pump. All components of
the cooling circuit including the water pump are mod-
eled with the Modelica.Thermal.FluidHeatFlow pack-
age of the Modelica standard library [1]. The mechan-
ical and rotational components as well as the ICE are
modeled with the Modelica standard library, too. For
the electrical drive operating the water pump a model
of an electrical machine including converter from the

SmartElectricDrives (SED) library is used. From the
SED, an idealized battery and a model of a generator
serve as electrical power sources.
The focus of this work is on the optimization of the
size of the water pump for the cooling circuit. The
cooling circuit model includes the following compo-
nents: an ICE, a thermostat, a cooler, a fan, a pipeline
and an electrically operated water pump. For the veri-
fication of the water pump model, a test bench with a
mechanically operated water pump was built.

2 Water pump model

Basically, the model of the water pump is implemented
by differential equations. The parameters and coeffi-
cients of the differential equations are determined by
geometrical parameters of the water pump. Losses of
following kind were considered in the model: flow
losses including hydraulic losses of the operating fluid;
hydraulic losses of the impeller wheel; impact losses
of the operating fluid flowing through the distribu-
tor. Mechanical friction losses content the mechanical
losses of the bearing and the seal.

2.1 Water pump design

The water pump can be seen as a fluid flow machine.
The action principle of a fluid flow machine is based
on the energy theorem. Using this theorem the water
pump can be modelled. The driving torque of the wa-
ter pump shaft is transmitted to the curved shovels of
the impeller wheel which exert a pressure on the op-
erating fluid. On account to the centrifugal effect, the
operating fluid is hurled outwards in radial direction
of the impeller wheel and therefore, laves the impeller
wheel at the outside extent with higher speed. Bea-
cuse of the diffuser effect in the shovel channels of the
impeller wheel, the operating fluid leaves the impeller
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Figure 1: The impeller wheel designe and parameters

wheel with increased pressure, as well. The incoming
operating fluid gets sucked because the mass move-
ment of the operating fluid outwards causes a negative
pressure at the inlet of the impeller wheel. With this
energy theorem the energy transformation from the
driving energy of the water pump shaft to the poten-
tial energy of the operating fluid is defined [2].

2.2 Main equation of the fluid flow machine

An ideal model of the water pump is consided as a
fluid flow machine with an infinite number of shovels.
In this case the energy balance between the converted
energy in the impeller wheel of the water pump and
the kinetic energy of the operating fluid is fulfilled.
Therefore, the main equation of the ideal fluid flow
machine and the ideal water pump represent the rela-
tionship between mechanical energy of the input shaft
with respect to the impeller wheel and the spezific en-
ergy of the operating fluid [3]. The main equation of
the ideal fluid flow machine and the ideal water pump
[2, 4] is represented in (1):

ṁ ·w = 2 ·p ·b2 ·r · tanh(b2) ·
(

r2
2 ·w

2
−Y¥

)

(1)

In this equation r2 is the outer radius of the impeller
wheel of the water pump, b2 is the outer width of the
impeller wheel, r is the density of the operating fluid
and b2 is the outlet angle of the shovels of the impeller
wheel. The mass flow of the operating fluid in the wa-
ter pump is ṁ and the spezific energy of the impeller
wheel for an infinite number of impeller shovels with
Y¥ respectively. The basis impeller wheel design of a
water pump [5] is represented in the Figure 1.

2.3 Decrease of the specific energy

A rate of the mechanical rotational energy of the im-
peller wheel gets reduced by the decreasing twist in
the outlet area of the impeller wheel. This reduction
of the energy is equal to the diffrence between the re-
lease energy of the impeller wheel and the absorbtion
energy of the operating fluid. This energy reduction,
Yk, of the water pump can be calculated with a loss
factor k. The energy reduction of the water pump [2]
is represented by (2). With an empirical number, know
as Pfleiders number, p, the loss factor, k, can be found
using (3). For the calculation of Pfleiders number in
practice there exist two equations: one equation for
single curved and one equation for double curved im-
peller shovels [2]. In this paper a water pump for cool-
ing circuit of the ICE is modeled. This type of the
water pump is designed with single curved impeller
shovels [3]. For calculating Pfleiders number (4) is
used.

Yk = (1− k) ·Yµ (2)

k =
1

1+ p
(3)

p =
a
z
·

(

1+
3 ·b2

p

)

·
r2

2

r2
2 − r2

1

(4)

In these equations z is the number of the impeller shov-
els of the water pump, r1 is the radius of the inlet area
of the impeller wheel, and the constant parameter, a, is
an experimental coefficient, with a value between 1.2
and 2.0, depending on the design of the impeller wheel
and the diffuser [3].

2.4 Hydraulic losses in shovel channels

A particular part of the energy stored in the operat-
ing fluid between the shovels of the impeller wheel
is reduced by flow resistances outside of the shovel
channels. These losses, known as hydraulic losses
of operating fluid, are determined by hydraulic fric-
tion, changes of the operating fluid flow direction, and
changes of the flow cross sectional area in the shovel
channels. The calculation of the hydraulic losses is
not trivial. A simplifield calculation of the hydraulic
losses of the operating fluid in the shovel channels is
represented by (5), where Yh determines the hydraulic
losses and c is the average velocity of the operating
fluid in the shovel channels. The parameter x is the
friction factor of the hydraulic losses and can be cal-
culated using the flow equation, taking the geometry
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of the impeller wheel and the shovels into account. In
this case the friction factor, x, is considered as a con-
stant parameter [3].

Yh = x ·
(

c2

2

)

(5)

2.5 Impact losses

In an arbitrary operating state deviating from the nom-
inal operating state, impact losses occur. In such an
arbitrary operating state the fluid flow direction is not
tagential with respect to the shoveled channels of the
impeller wheel and the control device. The impact
losses occour if the impeller wheel is overloaded or
underloaded. The proportion of the impact losses is
depending on speed and load of the impeller wheel.
For calculating the impact losses (6, 7) are used [2, 4].
In the (6), Yi represents the impact losses, ai is an ex-
perimental value according to (7), r3 is the radius of
diffuser and ṁA is the fluid mass flow at the nominal
operating point of the water pump.

Yi =
ai

2
·

[

r2
2 ·w

2 +

(

r2 ·w
1+ p

)2

·

(

r2

r3

)2
]

·

(

ṁ− ṁA

ṁA

)2

(6)

ai = (0.3...0.6) ·
2 ·b2

p
(7)

2.6 Friction losses of the impeller wheel

Between the faces of the impeller wheel and the hous-
ing of the water pump a fluid film exists. This fluid
film is responsible for the friction losses, known as
friction losses of the impeller wheel, Pr. These losses
can be determined using (8) according to [2]. The vari-
able n is the kinetic viscosity of the operating fluid
which equals the viscosity of coolant in this case.

Pr = 8 ·10−4
·

(

106

w · r2/n

)1/6

·r ·w2 · r
5
2 (8)

3 Configuration of the test bench

The test bench of the mechanical water pump is
needed for the determination of variables that cannot
be measured if the water pump is embedded in the
vehicle. For measuring the family of characteristics
like pressure difference and flow, as well as power
consumption and hydraulically efficiency, sensors are

Figure 2: Test bench of the water pump

used that cannot be applied in the tight ICE compart-
ment. The more important reason, of course, for using
a test bench is that the measurements are not restricted
to just one characteristic curve due to the cooling cir-
cuit of the vehicle.
For the test bench, a low resistance water circuit with
5/4inch diameter tubes and controllable valve was
built, as shown as in Figure 2. To minimize mea-
surement errors of the differential pressure and volume
several rules of measuring hydrodynamics values have
to be considered. The diameter of the inlet and out-
let pipe have to be the same size as well as changes
in diameter must not lead to angles larger than 8deg.
At the existing water pump a rectangular inlet and an
circular outlet with different cross section surfaces re-
quire changeover solutions to standardized pipes. The
measurement of pressure and volume need defined in-
let and outlet pathes for repeatable results. The water
pump delivery is measured with a magnetic inductive
flow meter for electrically conductive fluids. This kind
of flow meter for coolants causes the smallest backlash
to the system and works accurate enough in an effec-
tive range from zero to 300lit/min.
A pressure vessel is installed to operate the water
pump with constant pressure, similar to the conditions
in the vehicle, and to prevent operating fluid cavitation
and degasifying of the media. If negative pressure oc-
curs at the suction side of the water pump the media
starts degasifying. Therefore a pressure of about two
bar absolute was held in the system. This is equiva-
lent to a coolant temperature of approximately 120 ◦C
in the coolant circuit of the ICE, a typical water tem-
perature in a modern ICE. The pressure vessel acts as
expansion tank too.
During building the test bench attention had to been
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drawn to the possibility of bleeding the system en-
tirely. The torque was detected with a regular rotat-
ing torque sensor located between the water pump and
the electric machine. The appropriate drive for the
test bench was not to find as easy as a torque sen-
sor. Without using a transmission, what would have
brought an additional effort, a drive with an rotational
speed spread from 84rad/s to 733rad/s had to be used.
A controlled, converter fed asynchronous motor drive
is operating the pump. All measurements are made
in the described arrangement and beside little adjust-
ments due to leakage the test bench worked properly
during the whole measurement procedures.
The measurement results obtained from the test bench
deduce accurate statements about the behavior of the
water pump and the energy saving potential with an
optimized electrically operated water pump.

4 Evaluation of the water pump
model

For the evaluation of the water pump a simple circuit
is modeled. The circuit model is implementet accord-
ing to the test bench. The main components of circuit
model are: the water pump, the pipeline systems and
an electric drive. The following geometrical parame-
ters of the water pump are measured and applied to the
simulation:

r1 = 42/2mm

r2 = 62/2mm

r3 = 51/2mm

b1 = 9mm

b2 = 6.6mm

b1 = 15deg

b2 = 50deg

ṁA = 3.5kg/s

Figure 3 shows the circuit of the test bench modeled
in Modelica. The valve creates the friction losses
in the circulation. While the water pump is driven
at constant speed, the friction losses are adjusted by
the valve. The specific speed of the water pump
equals the specific speed measured at the test bench.
The circuit is investigated for five different valve set-
tings.

Figure 3: Modelica model of test bench

Figure 4: The measured and simulated caracteristic
curves of the water pump

Figure 4 represents the characteristic flow and pres-
sure diagram of the water pump. Quantity Wm−spec.

represents the specific speed of the water pump, which
is measured at the test bench, Wc−spec. is the specific
speeds of the water pump, which is simulated with the
Modelica model. The Dpm−spec. is the specific flow re-
sistances of the circuit, which is defined with the set-
ting of the valve.

A comparison between the test bench and the sim-
ulation shows good coherence. It can be seen that
the measured and calculated caracteristic curves of the
water pump look alike with differences in a band of
merely a few percent. The difference between the two
caracteristic curves is very low. Figure 4 confirmens
therefore the good implementation of the water pump
model. Furthermore, the Modelica model of the wa-
ter pump can be used as a verified Modelica model for
further implementations and designs of the ICE cool-
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Figure 5: The measured and simulated caracteristic
curves of the water pump

ing circuit.
Figure 5 represents the hydraulic power of the wa-
ter pump versus flow. In this figure Wm−spec. is the
measured specific speed and Wc−spec. is the simulated
specific speeds of the water pump in the flow and hy-
draulic power diagram. The very low difference be-
tween the measured and simualted hydraulic power of
the water pump approve the good implementation of
the Modelica water pump model.

5 Cooling circuit

All components of the cooling circuit are implemented
in Modelica. Each of the implemented models of the
cooling circuit considers flow equation. The mass
flow balance of the operating fluid from the fluid in-
let and the fluid outlet is defined in the equations
stated in [6]. The friction losses of the pipe compo-
nents and the valves are implemented with caracter-
istic curves and the models are extened from Model-
ica.Thermal.FluidHeatFlow library. All another com-
ponents of the cooling circuit are implemented as
physical models.
The cooler of the cooling citcuit is modeled by means
of discrete volume elements [7, 8]. In the cooler model
the coefficients of convection for the coolant, the air
and the steel tubes of the cooler are determined by cal-
culation. The effect of the cooler fan was determined
by calculation of the coefficients of convection. The
discrete volumes, which flow through the cooling fan
area of the cooler have a higher coefficient of convec-
tion. In Figure 6 the temperature distribution of the
discrete cooler volumes is shown. One significant re-
sults is that the discrete volumes in the cooling fan area

Figure 6: Temperature distribution of the cooler

have a higher temperature decrease.

5.1 Electrically operated water pump

Figure 7 shows the cooling circuit with the electrically
operated water pump and cooling fan. The electric
power source of the cooling circuit is an idealzed bat-
tery model. The battery feds the pump motor,
which is controlled by a pump speed controller (PSC)
model. The PSC calculates the reference speed of
the pump motor for the actual temperature of the
ICE. The pump is driven by this pump motor. The
pipeline configuration is design according to a conven-
tional ICE cooling circuit. The cooler fan, marked as
fan, is driven by a fan motor fed by the same elec-
tric sources than the water pump. A generator, marked
as gen., is used as electrical energy source, mechan-
ically coupled with the ICE and electrically coupled
with the battery. The generator torque controller
(GTC) model calculates the torque state of the genera-
tor depending of the state of the charge (SOC) of the
battery. The ICE thermal model is implemented
with the caracteristic curves of the ICE. With this con-
cept of the cooling circuit it is possible to control the
speed of the water pump independent from the speed
of the ICE. The speed of the cooling fan is constant in
this model of the cooling circuit. All electric machines
are taken from the SED library using the quasi station-
ary permanent magnet synchronus machine models.

The efficiency of electric machines at the nominal op-
erating point is 0.95, and the efficiency of battery is
0.87. The efficiency of generator belt drive is taken as
the efficiency from a flat belt drive and accounts for
0.96 [9].
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Figure 7: Modelica model of cooling circuit with elec-
trically operated water pump and cooling fan

5.2 Mechanically operated water pump

The mechanical model of the cooling circuit contains
the mechanically operated water pump. The major dif-
ference to the model of Figure 7 is the mechanically
operated water pump. The water pump is driven with
a belt drive from the ICE shaft. The efficiency of the
belt drive is approximately 0.96 [9].

6 Cooling circuit optimization

For optimizing the cooling circuit the different con-
cepts are simulated und compared. First, the cool-
ing circuit with the mechanically operated water pump
is simulated and then the ellectrically operated water
pump is considered. The ICE is driven with specific
speed and torque. The speed band is used from idle
speed to upper speed limit of the ICE and the torque is
used from zero to maximal torque at according to the
actual speed of the ICE. Therewith the ICE is driven
in the entire speed and torque range of the caracter-
istic map. In the simulation the maximal acceptable
temperature of the ICE is used. The speed of the cool-
ing fan for both concepts is the maximal speed of the
fan.
Figure 8 shows the different efficiency maps of the
ICE. Quantity hmech. is the efficiency of the ICE with
the mechanically operated water pump, the helec. is the
efficiency of the ICE with the electrically operated wa-
ter pump and the tmax. the maximal torque of the ICE
which is depending on the ICE speed.
In Figure 8 the difference between the ICE efficiency
maps can be determinated. The increase of ICE ef-
ficiency in case of a cooling circuit with electrically

Figure 8: Efficiency comparison of the ICE with ellec-
trically and mechanically operated water pump

operated water pump can be identified clearly. There
is an improvement of efficiency with respect to almost
the complete map of the ICE. The efficiency increase
is higher in upper speed and torque regions of the ICE.
This increase can be expected, because the nominal
operating point of the mechanically driven water pump
is designed for lower speeds of the ICE.

7 Conclusions

The performed simulation of cooling circuits allows
the determination of the fuel consumption as well as
a declaration of the economic saving potential of an
electrically operated water pump. The fuel and energy
consumption of an ICE can be reduced by means of an
electrically operated water pump.

The efficiency increase of the ICE was demonstrated
for stationary operation. For dynamic operation, how-
ever, a similar improvement can be expected. Using
the concept of an electrically operated water pump a
thermal shock of the ICE and the cooling circuit can
be avoided. The concept of an electrically operated
water pump increases the efficiency of a convention-
ally cooled ICE and makes energy saving potentials
possible this way.

The experimental verification of the water pump
model is presented. The presented model of the wa-
ter pump can therefor also be applied to other ther-
mal management models like battery cooling, fuel cell
cooling or cooling of electric machines.
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8 Abbreviations

ICE internal combustion engine

SED SmartElectricDrives

PSC pump speed controller

GTC generator torque controller

SOC state of charge
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Abstract 

As a result of the Kyoto Protocol, the use of R134a 
in air conditioning system of new cars is going to be 
forbidden in the EU due to the high Global Warming 
Potential (GWP) of this substance. Carbon dioxide 
(CO2) is one of the possible alternatives as a cooling 
agent in mobile air conditioning applications and is 
desirable since it is a natural refrigerant. Cooling 
cycles using CO2 are currently achieving COP simi-
lar to those of R134a cycles but there are promising 
options to further improve COP. One possibility is 
the application of an ejector instead of the valve. A 
Modelica library was developed that allows compu-
tation of ejector cooling cycles in steady state with 
simplified component models that can be used as a 
design tool for the construction of an ejector proto-
type. The library uses a new object-oriented library 
that serves as an interface to external medium librar-
ies to compute thermodynamic and transport proper-
ties for the refrigerant. 
Keywords: Fluid properties, cooling cycle, ejector 

1 Introduction 

As a result of the discussion about reducing the 
worldwide emission of greenhouse gases, carbon 
dioxide (CO2) was re-discovered as a natural refrig-
erant with promising thermodynamic properties. 
Among a few others, Lorentzen [1] pointed out early 
that trans-critical CO2 refrigeration cycles encounter 
significant throttling losses reducing their coefficient 
of performance (COP). One way to overcome this 
problem is to use an ejector instead of the throttling 
valve. A lot of research is currently carried out in 
this field [2], [3] and the obtained results are very 
promising [4]. 
This paper describes the development of a Modelica 
library that was used in the design process of a test 
bench for an ejector cooling cycle and that will be 
extended to allow the deeper analysis of the ejector 

refrigeration process. The developed library is kept 
as simple as possible. The fluid properties for CO2 
are computed using a new fluid property library that 
provides a convenient interface to an external library 
written in C. 

2 Problem description 

To be able to simulate an ejector cooling cycle one 
needs models for the components of the cooling cy-
cle as well as for the fluid properties of the chosen 
refrigerant. Although it would be possible to have 
one library for both requirements it usually is a good 
idea to have separate libraries for the components 
and for fluid properties. Well-known Modelica li-
braries such as Modelica.Media/Modelica_Fluid and 
AirConditioning Library/ThermoFluidPro follow the 
same basic concept. 
Before looking at libraries that are capable of model-
ing the given problem the most important require-
ments are compiled in the following list: 

• The component models should be as simple 
as possible for the first rough analysis during 
the design process. The component models 
should only require the definition of a mini-
mal set of parameters and efficiencies be-
cause exact geometries are usually not 
known in the first rough analysis. 

• There are a lot of engineers that can only 
spend a certain amount of their work time on 
understanding Modelica libraries. The de-
veloped library should enable those users as 
well as students with no or little background 
in modeling to get started with developing 
new models as easily as possible. 

• The simple models used in the first steps of 
the design process should be designed in 
such way, that they can be replaced by more 
detailed models in future steps when an in-
depth analysis of experimental results is re-
quired. 
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• The fluid property library should be as flexi-

ble as possible. It should be possible to use 
the same fluid properties in different applica-
tions (i.e. Modelica, Matlab, LabVIEW, 
CFX) and the use of the library should be as 
simple and straightforward as possible. 

• The fluid property library should not contain 
any compiler specific elements and should 
be as flexible to use as possible. 

The following subsections give a brief overview over 
existing libraries and point out their advantages and 
drawbacks within the scope of simulating a CO2 
ejector cooling cycle. 

2.1 Modelica_Fluid/Modelica.Media 

The Modelica_Fluid library is a free library for de-
scribing 1-dimensional thermo-fluid flow and is de-
veloped by the Modelica Association. The library is 
still under development and a new beta version is 
going to be presented at this conference [5]. The 
Modelica_Fluid library provides models for standard 
fluid components such as pipes, control valves and 
pumps. There are currently no models for compres-
sors or simple heat exchangers available. Mode-
lica_Fluid uses fluid models from Modelica.Media 
which is part of the Modelica Standard Library since 
version 2.2. Modelica.Media provides medium mod-
els for ideal gases and water. Refrigerants are cur-
rently not implemented within Modelica.Media. 
Modelica.Media can be extended to allow the use of 
external fluid property libraries implemented in 
FORTRAN or C. 

2.2 AirConditioning Library/ThermoFluidPro 

The AirConditioning Library is a commercial library 
developed and maintained by Modelon AB [6]. This 
library allows transient and steady-state simulations 
of air conditioning systems at a very high model 
complexity level. It is used as a development tool by 
several large automotive companies. The AirCondi-
tioning Library uses ThermoFluidPro as fluid prop-
erty library that is also developed and maintained by 
Modelon AB. ThermoFluidPro offers high-precision 
equations for the fluid properties of CO2 using the 
Helmholtz equation given by Span and Wagner [7]. 

2.3 TIL/TILFluids 

TIL (TLK-IfT-Library) is a library for simulating 
refrigeration systems developed and maintained by 
the Institute for Thermodynamics (IfT) at TU Braun-
schweig in close cooperation with TLK (TLK-
Thermo GmbH). TIL contains models with very dif-

ferent levels of complexity. TIL.HVAC contains 
very simple models that are used for educational and 
training purposes and that are especially designed to 
allow an easy access to this library for new users. 
More detailed models that are used in R&D projects 
are also available within TIL. TIL uses TILFluids to 
compute fluid properties. TILFluids does not provide 
fluid models implemented in Modelica but offers 
general interfaces to employ existing external librar-
ies written in C and FORTRAN. 

2.4 Summary and Conclusion 

All three libraries could be extended to allow the 
computation of CO2 ejector refrigeration cycles. 
Fluid properties for CO2 are readily available in the 
ThermoFluidPro library and in TILFluids. 
The main drawback of Modelica_Fluid was its de-
velopment status when starting this project. Another 
drawback is the lack of simple standard components 
(i.e. compressors, simple gas coolers) that are needed 
to build up a cooling cycle. Many of the models are 
already too complex for the given application. Mode-
lica_Fluid is furthermore taking into account ad-
vanced flow situations such flow reversal which are 
not required within the scope of this work. 
The models from the AirConditioning Library are 
very detailed due to the intended field of application 
for that library. They seem to be too detailed for a 
rough analysis during the design process of a test 
bench. ThermoFluidPro is a very advanced and pow-
erful fluid property library completely implemented 
in Modelica. It is an extension of the free Mode-
lica.Media library and offers a variety of different 
models including models for pure refrigerants, bi-
nary mixtures, pseudo-pure fluids, and water. 
TIL offers very simple as well as advanced models 
for components used in air conditioning systems. 
The simple models in TIL.HVAC are especially suit-
able for projects that involve students having limited 
or no previous experiences with Modelica. 
It was therefore decided to use TIL and to implement 
a simple ejector model within the framework 
TIL.HVAC, the part of TIL that is used for educa-
tional purposes. The fluid property library TILFluids 
was considerably improved during this project and 
offers a very user-friendly object-oriented approach 
for fluid properties. 
Developing libraries that are easy to understand and 
simple in their basic concept seems to be a very im-
portant task. A lot of the available libraries seem to 
be unnecessary complicated which makes it hard for 
new users to get started with Modelica. We experi-
enced this problem with students that were asked to 
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work with Modelica.Media and Modelica_Fluid. 
They had quite some difficulties to get started with 
those libraries. The same thing seems to happen with 
commercial partners where an engineer is asked to 
start modeling using one of these libraries. It is very 
common that engineers can only dedicate a small 
percentage of the work time to this task which makes 
it very hard to get started. 
Concerning the Fluid-Properties it seems to be im-
portant that companies can reuse their code that they 
are already employing in other problems. These are 
usually FORTRAN or C libraries that they might 
have developed over decades. Now start looking at 
Modelica.Media to figure out how to implement 
something like an external interface for a two-phase 
medium. You would probably start with inheriting 
from PartialTwoPhaseMedium in which case one is 
focusing an inheritance structure that is 4 levels 
deep. This is not really human-readable and far from 
being easy to understand. One would also probably 
have a closer look at the implemented water model 
implementing the IF97 standard. The problem with 
this model is that it actually incorporates late inlining 
and a hidden property record to improve perform-
ance significantly when using Dymola. The structure 
of this two-phase library is not easy to understand for 
new users. 

3 TIL.HVAC 

TIL.HVAC is the part of TIL that contains simple 
models for each component of a refrigeration cycle. 
The following section gives a brief overview over 
the most important components. 

3.1 Compressor 

The simple compressor model uses 
constant volumetric, isentropic and 
energetic efficiencies to describe the 
change of state, the mass-flow rate and 

the energy consumption. It also allows setting the 
rotational speed using a standard RealInput. 

3.2 Gas cooler 

The gas cooler model assumes that the 
pressure drop within the gas cooler is 
negligible. It uses a static mass balance 
and a static momentum balance and 

allows the user to set an adiabatic efficiency. This 
model takes the ambient temperature as an input. 

3.3 Evaporator 

The evaporator model is quite similar to 
the gas cooler model. It also assumes 
negligible pressure drop and static mass 
and momentum balances. 

3.4 Valve 

The valve model assumes an isenthalpic 
throttling process. The effective flow 
area can be specified using the RealInput 
interface. 

3.5 Separator 

The separator model assumes that the 
separation process works ideal yielding 
saturated liquid at the liquid outlet and 
saturated vapor at the vapor outlet. The 

pressure drop is neglected which might not be realis-
tic. 

3.6 phDiagram 

The phDiagram is a sensor that can be 
used to record pressure and specific en-
thalpy anywhere in the cycle. It allows 
for simple post processing using 

phMonitor, a program developed at the IfT in coop-
eration with TLK, to visualize the results in a ph-
diagram.  

3.7 Ejector 

The ejector model is based on a very 
simple model initially developed by 
Kornhauser [8]. It is composed of two 
nozzles, a mixing section and a 

diffuser. The main purpose of the ejector is to 
recover some of the kinetic energy otherwise 
converted into friction and lost during the throttling 
process. The refrigerant is entering the primary 
(motive) nozzle at high pressure and is accelerated. 
The high velocity stream leaving the primary nozzle 
is used to entrain refrigerant from the secondary 
(suction) nozzle. Both streams are mixed in the 
mixing section. The diffuser is used to convert parts 
of the remaining kinetic energy of the mixed stream 
into a pressure increase that helps to improve the 
overall performance of the cycle. 
The following assumptions were made for the ejec-
tor model. The analysis is one-dimensional and the 
refrigerant is in thermodynamic-equilibrium at all 
times. Those first two assumptions correspond to 
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what is called homogeneous equilibrium model in 
two-phase flow. It is furthermore assumed that the 
deviations from adiabatic reversible processes that 
occur in the nozzles and the diffuser can be ex-
pressed in terms of efficiencies. Any shock effects 
that might occur are included in these efficiencies. 
The kinetic energy was considered to be significant 
only within the ejector not within the rest of the cy-
cle. 
Some of these assumptions will have to be reconsid-
ered for a more detailed analysis. One of the main 
problems of the implemented model is the missing 
relationship between mass flow rate and pressure 
drop for the nozzles which requires the explicit 
specification of at least one pressure level (i.e. the 
mixing pressure). Other models such as the one de-
veloped by Groll [2] suffer from the same problems. 
Experimental analysis of the ejector refrigeration 
cycle which is currently performed at the IfT might 
overcome this drawback. 
Figure 2 shows the internal structure of the devel-
oped ejector model. 

 
Figure 2: Internal structure of the ejector model. 
 

4 TILFluids 

TILFluids is an object-oriented fluid property li-
brary. The main design goal when developing this 
library was to create a simple interface that can eas-
ily be extended by users to fit their individual needs. 
Figure 1 shows the general structure of the library. 
The package Common contains common elements 
such as types and records that are used throughout 
the library. The package Icons contains the library 
icon. The package Internal is the core of the library 
and contains all functions that are needed to access 
the external library. The contained functions are not 
used directly in the component model but rather ac-
cessed using a fluid object such as Gas, Liquid or 
Refrigerant. 

The provided fluid 
objects such as “Re-
frigerant” and “Gas” 
are ready-to-use im-
plementations of me-
dium models that can 
be used in a wide 
range of applications. 
They can also be 
changed or extended 
by developers to best 
meet their own re-
quirements. 
Figure 3 shows an ex-
ample for a simple re-
frigerant model. The 
unqualified import 

statement ensures that the internal functions required 
for computing the fluid properties (i.e. “pres-
sure_dT()”) are available within the model “MyRe-
frigerant”. The “refrigerantName” is a character 
string with a couple of predefined choices specified 
in TILFluids.Common. The “uniqueID” is an integer 
that uniquely identifies each instance of “MyRefrig-
erant”. All functions in the external library require 
the “uniqueID” as an input. The external library cre-
ates a map of refrigerants and stores information 
about the refrigerant and the results from the last 
computation within this map. This allow for an op-
timization regarding the computational time re-
quirements. The library can be designed in such a 
way that it returns the values computed at the last 
call for each refrigerant if the inputs did not change. 
This is very important especially in the case when an 
inverse iteration is required for the computation. 
 

 
Figure 3: Code example for a simple refrigerant mo-
del that uses function calls to an external library to 
compute fluid properties 
 

 
Figure 1: Structure of 
TILFluids 
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The above example is instantiated in the component 
model and contains all required fluid properties. Ac-
tual refrigerant models will contain more thermody-
namic and transport properties than the simple 
“MyRefrigerant” from example above. Figure 4: 
Code example for a simple component model to 
demonstrate the use of the fluid object.Figure 4 
shows a simple component model with an instanti-
ated refrigerant model. Density and temperature are 
specified for “myRefrigerant” and the pressure and 
specific enthalpy are computed within “MyRefriger-
ant” and are attributes of “myRefrigerant”. The ob-
ject-oriented approach used in TILFluids was found 
to be very user-friendly and allows for a clear sepa-
ration of component and fluid model. The TILFluids 
Users’ Guide [11] offers more detailed information 
on using and extending TILFluids. 
There are situations where a functional approach 
might be handier than the object-oriented approach 
used in TILFluids. TILFluids therefore provides 
functional interfaces that can be called without in-
stantiating a medium. The functional interfaces are 
contained in TILFluids.FunctionalInterfaces. How-
ever the user should be aware of certain limitations 
that apply to the functional interfaces (see [11] for 
more details). 

 
Figure 4: Code example for a simple component 
model to demonstrate the use of the fluid object. 
 
The current external library that is used with TILFlu-
ids provides interfaces to two different libraries. The 
first interface uses the fluid properties used in a plat-
form for steady-state computation of cooling cycles 
that was developed at IfT in the past [9]. The second 
interface calls the current beta version of Refprop 
(for details see [10]) to obtain fluid properties. An 
additional interface to a library that implements the 
IF97 standard for water is currently under develop-
ment. The TILFluids users’ manual offers more de-
tailed information on how to use TILFluids [11]. 

The interface to a C library of fluid property data 
developed at IfT is available for free, the Refprop 
interface upon request. Additional interfaces can be 
implemented if required. 
One of the advantages of having medium models 
implemented in Modelica is that the simulation soft-
ware can take full advantage of the entire equation. It 
can use this information to compute analytical Jaco-
bians or to perform index reduction. Using an exter-
nal library might require the explicit definition of 
derivative functions using annotations. This is cur-
rently not implemented in TILFluids but can be 
added at a later time. It is however very often possi-
ble and desirable to formulate the problem in such a 
way that no index reduction is required to solve it. 
The Bridgman tables [12] can be used in many ther-
modynamic problems to accomplish this task. 

5 Example 

The main goal when developing the presented librar-
ies was to perform preliminary computations for an 
ejector cooling cycle. A comparison of a conven-
tional cooling cycle and an ejector refrigeration cool-
ing cycle was carried out in a first step to demon-
strate the theoretically achievable COP improve-
ments. In a second step a certain design point was 
chosen for the test bench and all required geometri-
cal parameters were computed (see [13] for more 
details). 

 
Figure 5: Schematic diagram of a standard cooling 
cycle (the extra component behind the receiver 
breaks the algebraic loop for the mass flow rate) 
 
An ejector refrigeration cycle is compared to a stan-
dard trans-critical CO2 cooling cycle to determine 
the possible gain in COP for the ejector cycle. The 
COP is defined as 

elp

evap

W
Q

COP
,

=  
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where Qevap is the evaporator refrigeration capacity 
and Wp, el is the electrical power consumption of the 
compressor.  Figure 5 shows the standard cooling 
cycle and Figure 6 the ejector cooling cycle. 
The same conditions were applied to both cycles. 
The simple compressor model assumes a volumetric 
efficiency of 70% and an isentropic efficiency of 
70%. The displacement was set to 30 cm³ and the 
speed to 20 Hz. The evaporation temperature was set 
to 0°C and the gas cooler was assumed to work with 
100% efficiency, this means that the CO2 outlet can 
be cooled to ambient temperature.  
For the one stage CO2 cycle, the throttling valve was 
assumed to operate isenthalpic. The opening area of 
the valve was varied to achieve maximal COP. 

Figure 6: Schematic diagram of ejector cooling cycle 
 
In the ejector cycle, the ejector efficiencies were set 
to 100% for the first cycle computations to estimate 
the maximum COP improvements for the ejector 
cycle compared with a conventional cycle. That 
means, that all three nozzles are working isentropic 
and that the mixing occurs without any losses. How-
ever, this will not be the case for the real ejector. Ex-
perimental results from [2], [3] show, that there are 
significant losses especially in the suction nozzle and 
during the mixing process. The mixing pressure for 
the ejector cycle was set to 32 bar. Computations to 
determine the effects of the mixing pressure on cycle 
efficiency and to determine the optimal mixing pres-
sure are currently carried out at the IfT. 

COP computations were carried out for ambient 
temperatures from 26°C to 40°C and compressor 
outlet pressures from 86 bar to 120 bar. The COP for 
each ambient temperature that yielded the best COP 
was chosen for the comparison of the two cycles. 
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Figure 7: Comparison of COP of the conventional 
and the ejector cooling cycle. 
 
Figure 7 shows a comparison of the COP of the two 
cycles. The performance of the ideal ejector cycle is 
clearly better than the performance of the conven-
tional cycle for all operating conditions. However, 
one should keep in mind that ideal working condi-
tions were assumed and that Figure 7 does not rep-
resent the expected improvement in COP for a real 
cycle. However, it shows the potential of the ejector 
cooling cycle. 

Figure 8: Comparison of normalized cooling capac-
ity of the conventional and the ejector cooling cycle 
 
Figure 8 shows a comparison of the normalized 
cooling power of a conventional and an ejector 
cooling cycle for different ambient temperatures. 
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The cooling power of the conventional refrigeration 
cycle is declining drastically for high ambient tem-
peratures due to the raising losses in the throttling 
process. The ejector cooling cycle can regain some 
of this otherwise dissipated energy. 
The analyzed ejector cycle does not use an internal 
heat exchanger which might actually improve the 
performance in some regions. An analysis of the 
effect of using an internal heat exchanger will be 
investigated in detail in the future. 
Using the same analysis it could be shown that the 
ejector efficiencies have to be better than 70% to 
achieve a better overall performance than for the 
conventional cooling cycle. 
One design point for a heat pump application was 
chosen for the test bench and all geometric parame-
ters have been computed for that design point. The 
gas cooler outlet temperature was assumed to be 20 
– 25°C with a gas cooler outlet pressure of 95 bar. 
The gas cooler power was set to 4 – 5 kW and the 
evaporator pressure to 37 – 40 bar. A driving mass 
flow rate of approximately 0.02 kg/s is required to 
obtain the designated heating power. The ejector 
geometry was determined using the results from the 
cycle analysis for this operating point. 

 
Figure 9: Cross-sectional view of the designed ejec-
tor 
 
Figure 9 shows the designed ejector in a cross-
sectional view. The prototype is currently tested at 
IfT. The experimental results will be used to further 
improve the ejector model. 

6 Conclusion and future perspective 

An existing simple library with standard elements to 
compute a cooling cycle has been extended to allow 
the steady-state computation of ejector cooling cy-
cles. A new fluid property library for Modelica has 
been developed that is easy to use and that offers the 
possibility to use existing external libraries to com-
pute fluid properties. The results from the first com-

putations were used to set up a test bench for ejector 
cooling cycles at the IfT. 
Transient models for the cooling cycle components 
and for the ejector are currently developed to allow a 
detailed analysis of the cooling cycles. The library is 
also extended to allow an exergy analysis based on 
the second law of thermodynamics. The results from 
the designed test bench will be used to further im-
prove the existing models. 
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Abstract

A Modelica model to study the frost growth on paral-
lel heat exchanger plates is developed. The coupled
heat and mass transport phenomena involved in the
process are described. A physical model which in-
cludes the distributed densification of the frost layer
is compared to a simple lumped model approach. The
frost structure and thus the resulting properties such as
density and thermal conductivity are found to have a
strong influence on the model results. Empirical cor-
relations for properties and transport coefficients are
used in both models. The model describing the air-
flow is taken from the Modelica Fluid library and ex-
tended to handle condensation and freezing of water
vapor. The Modelica.Media library provides the moist
air property model.

1 Introduction

Frost formation on heat exchanger surfaces in air cool-
ing applications always occurs when the coil surface
temperature drops below the freezing point of water
and the dew point temperature of the air in contact
with the cold surface. The main problems associated
with frost growth are the decline in heat exchanger ef-
ficiency resulting from an insulating effect of the frost
layer and the rising pressure drop due to a decreas-
ing hydraulic diameter of the flow channel, which in
return increases the energy consumption of the fan.
Usually a system operating under frosting conditions
needs a defrost from time to time. In order to estimate
the allowable frost growth period and the energy re-
quired to melt down the frost layer, its stored amount
of frozen water, thickness and thermal behavior have
to be known. Several studies exist which try to for-
mulate empirical approaches to predict the behavior of
certain types of heat exchangers and surfaces, see e.g.
[1], [2]. Hoffenbecker et al. [3] investigated defrost
cycles with fin-and-tube heat exchangers and devel-
oped a numerical model describing the process with

given initial frost conditions. Over the past decades
several attempts have been made to develop physical
models of the transport phenomena which govern the
general formation of a frost layer. In 1974 Sanders [4]
already proposed a system of partial differential equa-
tions describing the coupled heat and mass transport
processes in his detailed study on frost structure and
provided several simplified approaches. Le Gall et al.
[5] and Tao et al. [6] developed more detailed mod-
els and focused on the diffusion process of water va-
por through the porous medium. But due to the com-
plex structure and variety of ice crystal formation an
entirely physical approach is hardly possible and the
quality of the model still relies on some empirical cor-
relations.
The transport phenomena involved in the frost forma-
tion process are sketched in figure 1. Warm moist air

Figure 1: Transport phenomena in a porous frost layer

passes a cold surface with a temperature below the
freezing point of water and the dew point of the air.
Heat transfer by forced convection occurs from the
bulk flow to the cryosurface, driven by a temperature
gradient. A concentration gradient causes a water va-
por flux from the bulk flow to the frost surface where
part of it freezes and adds to an increase of the layer
while releasing latent heat. Part of the water vapor dif-
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fuses into the frost layer leading to a densification of
the structure. The sum of sensible and latent heat is
transported to the cold wall interface by thermal con-
duction.

2 Modeling the frost formation pro-
cess

2.1 Frost formation types

During the process of frost deposition on a cold sur-
face several stages of frost formation may be distin-
guished. Hayashi et al. [7] found three periods de-
scribing the formation of a frost layer:

• the crystal growth period

• the frost layer growth period

• the frost layer full growth period

The first corresponds to the first formation of ice crys-
tals on the cryosurface, which basically form paral-
lel columns or needles growing in one dimension. In
the frost layer growth period they start interbranching
which leads to a meshed more uniform frost layer. The
surface temperature of the frost gradually increases
with increased frost thickness due to a rising ther-
mal resistance. When the triple point temperature is
reached the frost surface begins to melt, water soaks
into the frost and decreases its thermal resistance,
which again leads to additional frost deposition and
under continuous melting and freezing eventually to a
dense and tight layer. This stage is referred to as the
full growth period. In the following model only the
frost layer growth period will be considered.
Hayashi et al. classified four types of frost crystal
structure with respect to the cryosurface temperature
and the water concentration difference between bulk
flow and surface. Generally, higher cryosurface tem-
peratures and lower concentration gradients lead to
denser and more homogeneous frost layers. In the
same study the frost type was found to have a strong
influence on frost properties like density and thermal
conductivity.

2.2 Energy and mass balances

Heat and mass transport through the ice layer are con-
sidered one-dimensional, because a prevailing temper-
ature gradient and a frost dimension very small com-
pared to the other two is assumed perpendicular to wall
and air flow. Further assumptions are that temperature

variations of moist air and ice properties are neglected,
the total gas phase pressure is constant throughout the
porous medium, radiation effects are neglected and
thermodynamic equilibrium prevails between ice and
air in the pores.
The water mass balance over the ice phase of the frost
layer can be written as the change of accumulated ice
and water vapor equal to the spatial change of the dif-
fusive vapor transport rate [5].

¶(ra ea)

¶t
+

¶(rv,sat eb)

¶t
= −

¶ṁv

¶x
(1)

where ṁv is the water vapor mass flow per unit area
and ra is the density of ice. The moist air in the frost
pores is always assumed to be saturated with vapor,
the vapor density rv,sat in the gas phase is therefore
determined by the local temperature applying the ideal
gas law and the saturation pressure curve of water. ea
and eb are the ice and moist air volume fractions, re-
spectively. The driving potential for the diffusive wa-
ter transport is the gradient of vapor partial pressure in
the gas phase pv, the resulting vapor flux for molecular
diffusion is then obtained from [8]

ṁv = −
Deff

RvT
¶pv

¶x
(2)

with Deff as the effective coefficient of diffusion and
Rv as the ideal gas constant of water, T is the local
temperature.
Equation 1 may then be transformed into

¶ rv,sat

¶T
(1− ea)

¶ T
¶t

+(ra −rv,sat)
¶ ea

¶t

=
¶
¶x

(

Deff

RvT
¶pv

¶x

)

. (3)

The energy balance over the frost element is

¶u∗f
¶t

=
¶
¶x

(

lf
¶T
¶x

)

−
¶ṁv

¶x
Dhsv (4)

The first term on the right handside of equation 4 cor-
responds to the conductive heat flow, the second rep-
resents the enthalpy tranport associated with the dif-
fusive vapor flux with Dhsv as the heat of fusion. The
frost energy per unit volume u∗ is given by

u∗f = cf rf T +(1− ea) rv,sat Dhsv (5)

where cf is the specific heat capacity of frost, rf is the
frost density and T is the local temperature.
A simplifying assumption to the problem is the neglec-
tion of water vapor diffusing into the frost layer. The
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energy balance then reduces to the basic formulation
of unsteady heat conduction [8].

¶(rf cf T )

¶ t
=

¶
¶x

(

lf
¶ T
¶x

)

(6)

2.3 Boundary conditions

2.3.1 Wall

The boundary conditions at the wall side of the frost
layer are:

T (x = xw) = Tw

ṁv(x = xw) = 0 . (7)

The index w denotes the position at the wall interface,
ṁv is the water vapor flux.

2.3.2 Airside heat and mass transfer

The heat transferred from the airflow to the frost sur-
face is expressed as the sum of sensible and latent heat
flows.

q̇sens + q̇lat = lf(xs)
¶Ts

¶x
(8)

a(Tb −Ts)+ Dhsv(ṁt − ṁv,s) = lf(xs)
¶Ts

¶x
(9)

where a is the coefficient of heat transfer, Tb is the
bulk air temperature and the index s denotes surface
properties. ṁt and ṁv,s are the total vapor flux from
the air to the frost layer and the vapor flux into the frost
layer, respectively. They may be determined from

ṁv,s = ṁv(x = xs) =

(

Deff

RvT

)

s

¶pv,s

¶x
(10)

ṁt = rab(Xb −Xs) (11)

where b is the mass transfer coefficient in m/s and
X is the absolute humidity in in the bulk flow and at
the frost surface, respectively and ra is the air density.
Substracting the two fluxes yields the frost deposition
rate at the frost surface.

rf,s
¶xs

¶t
= ṁt − ṁv,s (12)

The surface density may be calculated from an empir-
ical correlation by Hayashi et al. [9]

rf,s = 650 e0.227(Ts−273.15) (13)

where Ts is the surface temperature in K. In [6] a zero
gradient for the ice volume fraction is assumed at the
surface.

¶ea,s

¶x
= 0; (14)

If a simplified model is used that does not account for
water diffusion into the frost, ṁv,s is set to zero and
the entire water mass flow towards the frost surface
is assumed to contribute to the increase of frost layer
height.
Empirical correlations are used to determine the trans-
port coefficients. In the literature the Chilton-Colburn
analogy between heat and mass transfer seems to be
widely accepted also under frosting conditions [2]
[11]. It relates the mass transfer coefficient b to the
heat transfer coefficient a using the Lewis number Le:

b =
a

cp ra
Le2/3 (15)

ra ist the moist air density and cp is the specific heat
capacity. According to [2] the heat transfer coeffi-
cients are normally higher under frosting conditions
compared to a smooth surface due to an increased sur-
face roughness. However, it is unclear if the reduction
of the hydraulic diameter also adds to this reported in-
crease. The following correlation suggested by [2] for
air flow between parallel plates for Reynolds number
ranging from 6000 to 50000 was used:

Nuf = 0.034 Re0.8 (16)

where the Reynolds number is based on the hydraulic
diameter of the parallel plate channel.

2.4 Frost properties

As described above the prediction of frost layer thick-
ness and its thermal behavior largely depends on frost
properties such as density, thermal conductivity and
the effective diffusion coefficient of water vapor in
the air filled porous medium. The diversity of pos-
sible frost structures as indicated in section 2.1 clearly
shows that an accurate determination of those proper-
ties for a wide range of operating conditions and heat
exchanger types may be a difficult task. The wide
range of empirical correlations and theoretical models
that have been established sometimes are mostly ap-
plicable only in a very limited operating range. A lit-
erature review of empirical correlations for frost prop-
erties and frost layer thickness can be found e.g. in
[2].

2.4.1 Thermal conductivity

The significant thermal resistance added to the heat ex-
changer wall by the growing frost layer results from
the rather low thermal conductivity of the ice-air com-
posite. The air in the pores largely contributes to the
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insulating effect. Also the structure and orientation of
the ice crystals influence the material property. There
is an agreement in the literature that thermal conduc-
tivity is a strong function of frost density with only a
weak dependence on temperature. An empirical cor-
relation based on the frost layer density from [10] is
used for the proposed models:

lf = 0.02442+ 7.214 ·10−4rf + 1.1797 ·10−6r2
f . (17)

Another correlation suggested by [2] is

lf = 1.202 ·10−3 r0.963
f (18)

More theoretical approaches take into account the
(generally assumed) frost structure and sometimes
even the surface roughness as in [11]. All correla-
tions are found between the two ideal assumptions of
ice crystals parallel and perpendicular to the prevailing
direction of heat transport. The first orientation corre-
sponds to thermal resistances in series, the second to a
parallel arrangement. Their conductivities can be ob-
tained as follows

1/lper = (1− ea)/la + ea/la (perpendicular)

lpar = (1− ea)la + eala (parallel)

(19)

where la and la are the thermal conductivities of air
and ice, respectively. A comparison of this approach
with eq. (17) and (18) is given in figure 2. It shows that
the presented empirical correlations are found within
the two ideal structure models, but still reveal signif-
icant deviations in one to another. It is expected that
differences in frost structure which cannot be related
to density or ice volume fraction alone that are caused
by variable frost growth conditions and aging effects
also play an important role.

2.4.2 Density and specific heat capacity

The way to determine the frost density depends on the
assumptions made for the vapor transport in section
2.2. If equation 1 is used, the density distribution in
the frost layer can be determined from the ice volume
fraction ea

rf = eara +(1− ea)(ra + rv) (20)

≈ eara (21)

The volumetric heat capacity may be computed in a
similar way and with neglection of the gas phase im-
pact reduces to:

rfcf ≈ earaca (22)
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Figure 2: Thermal conductivity vs. frost density for
the empirical correlation by Yonko et al. (17), the cor-
relation by Sanders (18) as well as perpendicular and
parallel ice crystal orientation, respectively.

If the frost layer is assumed to have a uniform den-
sity over the entire frost height and equation 6 is used,
the average frost density r̄f is computed from a mass
balance over the total frost layer,

¶(r̄fdf)

¶t
= ṁt (23)

with ṁt from eq. (10) and the frost thickness df.

2.4.3 Coefficient of diffusion

Following from (10) the frost density largely depends
on the water vapor that diffuses into the frost layer.
The effective diffusion coefficient Deff in (3) accounts
for several complex mechanisms. Those involve be-
sides molecular diffusion the tortuosity of the porous
frost structure, the variation of pore diameters, phase
transitions and others. The effective diffusion coeffi-
cient may be expressed in terms of the binary diffusion
coefficient DAB

Deff = µDAB (24)

Several works focus on the determination of the µ fac-
tor with significantly different results. The first models
dealing with effective diffusion factors for frost always
assumed lower values than those for molecular diffu-
sion (µ ≤1), others including Tao et al. in [6] report
values several times larger. Le Gall et al. propose a
correlation that combines both approaches and try to
determine the factor F in the following equation em-
pirically with respect to selected boundary conditions
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[5].

µ =
1− ea

1−0.58 ea
+ 10 F ea (1− ea)10 (25)

F will also be treated as a constant parameter input
to (25) in the distributed model and discussed further
below.

3 Implementation of the model in
Modelica

A Modelica model is developed to investigate the im-
pact of frost growth on parallel plates passed by a
moist airflow. A model structure that allows a flex-
ible and easy change of the level of detail and used
correlations is aimed for.
The transport phenomena involved can be divided into
groups with respect to their location in the combined
problem.

• heat and mass transport by forced convection -
spatial resolution in air flow direction required

• heat and mass transport through thermal and con-
centration boundary layers - transport phenomena
are lumped by using transport coefficients from
empirical correlations

• conductive heat and diffusive mass transport
through the frost layer - spatial resolution perpen-
dicular to airflow direction required

• conductive heat transport through the solid wall
- spatial resolution perpendicular to airflow re-
quired

The first two are combined in an air flow model partly
taken from the Modelica Fluid library, frost layer and
wall are combined in a second component for the rea-
sons specified further below.

3.1 Airflow model

The model that describes the moist airflow in a a
channel formed by two flat plates is extended from
the base class PartialDistributedFlow in the
Modelica Fluid library. Conservation of energy, to-
tal mass, substance mass and momentum as well as
flow reversal are handled in this model applying a one-
dimensional finite volume approach with upwind dis-
cretization. The medium model for moist air was taken
from the Modelica.Media library. The energy and

mass balances contain source (or sink) terms which
can be used to include heat and massflow across the
volume boundaries. Those heat and mass flow rates
are determined in a replaceable subcomponent heat
which is added to the extended air model. The total
volume and hydraulic diameter depend on the inter-
nal dimensions of the flow channel, which may change
with an increasing frost layer.

3.2 Wall and frost model

3.2.1 Implemented frost models

Three frost models are implemented in Modelica re-
flecting different levels of detail.

I Distributed frost densities (ice volume fractions),
diffusive vapor transport into frost. Balance
equations (3) and (4), boundary conditions (7) -
(12,(14) and property calculations (19), (23), (24)
and (25) are used.

II Frost density changes only due to temperature de-
pendent surface density during frost deposition.
Water vapor diffusion in the frost layer is ne-
glected. Balance equations (6) and (23), bound-
ary conditions (7) - (13) and property correlation
(17) are used.

III Steady state heat transport. The same equations
as in model II are used, the energy storage term
in eqn. (6) is set to zero.

3.2.2 Spatial resolution of transport equations

The spatial resolution of the partial differential equa-
tions of heat and mass transport are implemented in
model I applying a finite volume method [12] for a
flat plate geometry. The number of nodes is kept
constant throughout the computational procedure, the
moving grid therefore requires the inclusion of con-
vective terms in the heat and mass balances which are
experessed using an upwind scheme. A spatial dis-
cretization of 10 segments seems to give a satisfactory
accuracy and was used in all results presented further
below. The frost properties on the right hand side of
equations (4) and (3) representing the inverse of the
transport resistances are then defined at the boundary
of two neighboring finite volumes. In case they are not
constant in the spatial domain, they are determined us-
ing the harmonic mean of the terms computed for the
two neighboring cells. This corresponds to finite resis-
tances connected in series.
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Combining wall and frost layer in one component is
advantageous if the model should also be capable of
simulating situations, when no frost layer is present
due to a surface temperature higher than the triple or
the dew point. In this case the proposed equation sys-
tem would become singular. Including the thermal re-
sistance of the frost in the energy balance of the first
wall element until a certain frost thickness is reached
makes it possible to determine the onset of frost for-
mation by boundary conditions. The internal temper-
atures are set to constant during this period and are
reinitialized using the reinit operator as soon as a
threshold value for the frost layer thickness is reached.
A linear distribution of the difference between wall
and surface temperatures is used as start values. This
approach simply neglects the energy storage capacity
of the frost layer in the initial growth period. The frost
porosity also remains constant during this time. The
intial frost density is assumed to be r̄f,0 = 25 kg/m3 as
suggested by [5].
Both, wall and frost layer are also discretized in air
flow direction without any interdependence of neigh-
boring cells in this dimension.

3.3 Air - frost/wall interface

When the surface temperature is above the triple
point and below the dew point of the air flow, water
condenses at the cold surface and is assumed to
leave the system immediately. The liquid water
volume is therefore not considered. The model does
not include situations of water condensation on a
present frost surface. The liquid would soak into the
porous medium, its distribution would be very hard
to predict. The connector variables required to com-
bine the two components, airflow and frosted wall, are:

connector FrostPort

SI.HeatFlowRate Q flow "Sensible heat
flow";
SI.Temperature T "Surface temperature";
SI.MassFlowRate m flow "Water mass flow
rate (condensing or freezing)";
SI.MassFraction xs "Saturated absolute
humidity at surface";
SI.EnthalpyFlowRate H flow "Latent heat
flow rate";
SI.SpecificEnthalpy h gas "Specific
enthalpy of vapor in bulk flow";
SI.Velocity xf flow "Frost layer growth
rate";
SI.Length x f "Frost layer thickness";

end FrostPort;

The frost layer model versions I-III are organized as
replaceable components in the combined aiflow/wall
model. They extend from a base class which contains
the parts all versions have in common, like e.g. the in-
terface and some boundary conditions. All frost prop-
erty correlations are written as functions.

4 Results and Discussion

4.1 Lumped frost layer model

Figure 3 shows the average values for frost thickness,
frost density and surface temperature with respect to
time and different air inlet velocities for model I. A
discretization of 8 segments was chosen for the air-
flow dimension. If the timescale of frost growth is
of primary interest the steady state model (model III)
gives results similar to model II and even on a shorter
timescale the heat capacity of the frost layer may be
negligible. However, introducing additional numerical
states may be advantageous in a more complex appli-
cation to break down systems of nonlinear equations.
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Figure 3: Frost thickness df, mean frost density r̄f and
surface temperature Ts at different air inlet velocities.
Tb=293K, Achannel,0 = 40cm2, Tw=263K, jair=42 %.

An increasing air flow rate leads to a higher frost de-
position rate due to an increased heat and mass trans-
fer. This creates a higher thermal resistance leading
to a greater surface temperature. At the same time the
density of the frost layer increases with a rising sur-
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face temperature according to the used correlation for
the surface density (eq. 13) which in turn reduces the
thermal resistance of the total frost layer. The total
thermal resistance responsible for the thermal behav-
ior of the frosted heat exchanger surface is therefore a
result of the counteracting effects of densification and
frost growth.
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Figure 4: Surface temperature Ts, frost density r̄f and
frost layer thickness df at a distance of y = 0.5 m from
the leading edge over time with the diffusion enhance-
ment factor F as a parameter. Boundary conditions:
vair = 2.5 m/s, Tair = 283K, Tw = 263K, X = 0.006
kg/kg.

4.2 Distributed frost layer model

The distributed frost layer model provides a spatial
resolution of frost density with frost layer height which
makes it possible to compute the local thermal resis-
tance in the frost. However, because measurement
data of these variations are scarce, the overall values
of frost thickness and average frost density will be fur-
ther discussed. Mao et al. conducted a wide range
of measurements under various conditions with an air-
flow channel (300 mm wide and 20 mm high) that con-
tained one cooled surface. They derived empirical cor-
relations from their results (with a root mean square
error of 0.22 for density and frost height), which are

used in this work to adapt the diffusion enhancement
factor F in (25). Figure 4 presents simulation results
from the distributed model for different values of F .
It can be seen that frost growth and density develop-
ment are strongly influenced by its value. Unfortu-
nately Mao et al. did not measure the frost surface
temperature, but assumed it always to be equal to 0 ◦C,
while the model presented here does not account for
melting water permeating the frost which would oc-
cur under those circumstances. Instead the frost layer
growth stops as soon as the triple point temperature is
reached as can be observed at t = 35 min for F = -2
caused by the low water diffusion resulting in a larger
frost thickness, higher porosity and large thermal re-
sistance of the material.

4.3 Model comparison

A comparison of model I (distributed) and model II
(lumped) is given together with results from empirical
correlations found by Mao et al. for their experimental
data in figure 5 for different wall surface temperatures.
The frost thickness computed with the lumped model
is in good agreement with the values obtained from the
empirical correlations. The average density is larger
than that computed using the empirical correlation in
all lumped model cases. This would also lead to a ther-
mal resistance predicted too low. However, the devia-
tion from the given error interval of the empirical cor-
relation is not very large. The distributed model shows
a close agreement with the empirical correlations for
both, frost thickness and average density, the diffusion
factor F was set to 0, 3 and 8, respectively with rising
wall temperature to give a good fit. A trend towards
an increasing enhancement of the diffusion factor with
rising plate temperatures in a non-linear way is also
reported by [6]. However, the exact values may not be
transferable to different boundary conditions.
A simular trend on the average frost density can be ob-
served with the lumped model which relates the sur-
face density to the surface temperature. Since den-
sity has a major impact on all frost properties includ-
ing the thermal conductivity its correct determination
seems important. However, in both approaches some
assumptions were made that strongly influence the de-
velopment of frost density with time. In the distributed
approach a zero density gradient is applied at the sur-
face which is similar to the approach in [6], while cor-
relation (13) is used for the lumped model. But it is
believed that the actual structure and at the same time
the density of the new frost depositing at the surface
may actually differ from these assumptions.
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Figure 5: Frost layer thickness df and average frost density r̄fover time for the lumped and the distributed model
and an empirical correlation from [13]. Boundary conditions: vair = 2.5 m/s, Tair = 291 K, X = 0.006 kg/kg, y =
0.5 m.

5 Conclusion

Resolving heat and mass transport phenomena in the
spatial domain of the frost layer as it is done in model
I gives only higher accuracy in predicting frost growth
and average density if information on the diffusion en-
hancement factor F is present. The simple lumped
approach (model II) is suitable to predict trends of
frost formation with respect to variable boundary con-
ditions, such as air and wall temperature, humidity
and air velocity. A surprisingly good agreement is ob-
tained for the predicted frost thickness when compared
to an empirical correlation. More accurate absolute
values of density and thermal resistance with regard to
operating time may perhaps be obtained with a refine-
ment of the model in terms of densification of the frost
layer with time and surface density of the deposit. In
addition more empirical data is required, especially in
terms of the frost surface temperature, to validate the
model in a wide operating range.

Modeling the frost formation process correctly pro-
vides information on the amount of frost and its ice
fraction at the start of the defrost process, which gives
an idea of the minimum energy required for a complete
defrost. Further work is needed to describe the defrost

process with time depending on the chosen strategy.
The most common method of heating the solid wall
material using hot gas or electrical current poses the
problem of predicting the detachment of the frost layer
from the wall and the associated heat transport through
gaps filled with liquid water or air. In addition, heat
transfer to the surrounding air by natural convection
must be taken into account if the air supply is stopped
during this period.
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Multizone Building Model for Thermal Building Simulation in
Modelica

Michael Wetter
United Technologies Research Center

411 Silver Lane
East Hartford, CT 06108

Abstract

We present a room model for thermal building simu-
lation that we implemented in Modelica. The room
model can be used for controls analysis and energy
analysis of one or several rooms that are connected
through airflow or heat conduction. The room model
can assess energy storage in the air and in the build-
ing construction materials, heat transfer between the
room and the outside environment and the humidity
and CO2 release to the room air. The humidity storage
in the building construction materials is not modeled.
We also describe a novel separation of heat transfer
mechanisms on which our room model is built on. The
separation allowed a significant reduction in model de-
velopment time, and it allows using state-of-the-art
programs for computing prior to the thermal building
simulation certain energy flows, such as solar heat gain
of an active facade without breaking feedback loops
between the HVAC system and the room.
Keywords: Multizone thermal building model, build-
ing energy analysis

1 Introduction

Many control design processes require frequency do-
main analysis, time domain simulations with time
steps in the order of seconds or plant model inver-
sion. Commercially available detailed building energy
simulation programs, such as EnergyPlus [2], TRN-
SYS [8], and DOE-2 [20], are not applicable for such
analysis. For example, the numerical solution algo-
rithms used in the building envelope model of Energy-
Plus, TRNSYS and DOE-2, are all based on a discrete
time representation of the building envelope dynam-
ics that does not allow time steps in the order of sec-
onds. In addition, none of the above cited building en-
ergy simulation programs can be used as a plant model
in a frequency domain controls analysis because they

cannot be integrated into MATLAB/Simulink nor can
model that are defined in those programs be automat-
ically inverted. Thus, we developed a physics-based
room model in Modelica to allow advanced control de-
sign. For the model to be applicable to analyze a large
class of problems, we developed it such that it satisfies
the following requirements:

1. To be applicable in trade-studies, it is parameter-
izable with building geometry and material prop-
erties.

2. To be applicable for controls design, it captures
the building dynamics and the coupling between
rooms through air flow and heat conduction in
solids.

3. To allow analyzing novel HVAC systems, such as
hydronic concrete core cooling systems [9], it al-
lows linking models for HVAC systems including
radiant heating and cooling systems to the build-
ing.

Developing a detailed thermal building simulation
model may take several months if not a year of
development time. We therefore identified a model
separation approach that allows us to develop a
physics-based room model in Modelica at reduced
model development time. Our modeling separation
approach essentially separates those phenomena that
are described by short-wave radiative heat exchange1

from those phenomena that are described by long-
wave radiative heat exchange, heat conduction and
heat convection. To describe the state variables of the
building envelope and of the room air temperature, the
room model uses as input time-series of short-wave
heat gains. The short-wave heat gains are independent
of the state variables, control actions and HVAC

1By short-wave radiation, we mean radiation whose wave
length is in the solar spectrum.
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 operation, and computing those heat gains requires
models that are time-intensive to develop. Since those
time-series are independent on the state variables
and control actions, they can be precomputed by
detailed thermal building simulation programs, such
as IDA [14], TRNSYS or EnergyPlus and used as
time-dependent disturbances to our room model.

In Section 2, we describe the model separation ap-
proach, in Section 3 we describe the equations used
to construct the room model and in Section 4 we dis-
cuss the implementation in Modelica. A comparative
model validation and a comparison between the model
implementation in Modelica with a TRNSYS model of
comparable complexity can be found in [16].

2 Model Separation Approach

To explain the model separation approach, we will
now identify the dominant modes of heat transfer that
need to be described adequately to quantify a build-
ing’s energy consumption and the occupant’s thermal
comfort [5]. Figure 1 orders the modes of heat trans-
fer on the horizontal axis by the time required to code
and test a simulation model that describes the phenom-
ena and on the vertical axis by the uncertainty associ-
ated with the modeling assumptions and/or with the
model parameters that one typically encounters for an
office building. While the exact location of each phe-
nomenon model can be debated, the figure indicates
the following characteristics:

• Models with large uncertainty in the modeling as-
sumptions and/or in the model parameters require
a short development time.

• Models with a small uncertainty but large devel-
opment time are those models that describe heat
transfer due to short-wave radiation.

Since the short-wave radiation is independent on the
building’s state variables and control actions2, the
models on the right hand-side of the dashed line in
Figure 1 can be computed in a detailed thermal build-
ing simulation program, such as EnergyPlus, and their
output be used as forcing functions of the Modelica
model in the form of time series. Since short-wave
radiative heat gains are decoupled from the room air

2An exception could be, for example, if the building occupants
close a window blind if the room air temperature gets uncomfort-
ably warm. Our room model could, however, be extended to de-
scribe such situations.

and the room’s enclosure surface temperatures, there
is no loss of accuracy in decoupling the short-wave ra-
diation from the heat transfer by long-wave radiation,
conduction and convection.
Furthermore, this model separation does not restrict
analysis capabilities such as controls design and sys-
tem optimization, as the following items illustrate.

• Since all models that depend on the state vari-
ables and the control actions are modeled in Mod-
elica, for controls design MATLAB/Simulink
need only be interfaced with Modelica but not
with a building simulation program.

• Since the HVAC system as well as the building
envelope is modeled in Modelica, cost function
evaluations during a system optimization does
not in general require running a detailed build-
ing simulation program. This considerably sim-
plifies the optimization since the numerical noise
of state variables with respect to system parame-
ters is hard, if not impossible, to control in most
thermal building simulation programs. Numeri-
cal noise has been shown to cause optimization
algorithms to fail finding an optimal solution in
building energy optimization studies [18, 19, 15].

3 Model Description

We will now present the implemented model equations
in order to understand what physical phenomenas can
be analyzed with the room model, and what physi-
cal phenomenas, such as room air stratification of dis-
placement ventilation, require an extension of the here
presented room model in order to be described ade-
quately.

3.1 Distribution of a Room’s Solar Gains

To compute the solar gains per unit area for the room
surfaces, we assume that all solar radiation that enters
the room first hits the floor, and that the floor diffusely
reflects the radiation to all other surfaces. We neglect
multiple reflections and instead of using view factors
between the floor and the other surfaces, we use
area-weighted solar distribution factors. Such an
approach is common in detailed building simulation
programs and has been successfully validated in [15].

Consider a room with nf ∈ N floor area patches, nn f ∈

N non-floor area patches, such as walls and windows,
and nw ∈ N windows. Let N f , {1, . . . ,nf } be the
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Figure 1: Dominant modes of heat transfer for a thermal building simulation.

set of indices of all floor area patches, let Nn f ,

{1, . . . ,nn f } be the index set of all non-floor surface
patches and let Nw , {1, . . . ,nw} be the set of indices
of all windows. Let the solar radiation transmitted
from the exterior to the room through all windows be

Htot(t) , å
i∈Nw

Hi(t)Ai, (1)

where Hi(t) denotes the solar radiation that is trans-
mitted per unit area through the i-th window and Ai is
the glazed area of the i-th window. The solar radiation
that is absorbed by the k-th floor area patch per unit
area is

qk
SW,abs,0(t) =

ek
SW

ån∈N f
An Htot(t), k ∈ N f . (2)

The solar radiation that is reflected from the k-th floor
area patch is

Qk
r(t) =

Ak (1− ek
SW )

ån∈N f
An Htot(t), k ∈ N f . (3)

Therefore, the solar radiation that is reflected by the
whole floor area is

Qr(t) = å
n∈N f

Qn
r (t) =

ån∈N f
An (1− en

SW )

ån∈N f
An Htot(t). (4)

We distribute Qr(t) to all non-floor areas, weighted
by their solar absorptivity eSW and solar transmissivity
for diffuse irradiation tSW (which is non-zero for win-
dows). We compute the solar radiation that is absorbed

or transmitted by the k-th non-floor surface patch per
unit area as

qk(t) = Qr(t)
ek

SW + tk
SW

åm∈Nn f
Am (em

SW + tm
SW )

, k ∈ Nn f .

(5)
For opaque constructions, qk(t) is assumed to be com-
pletely absorbed and hence qk

SW,abs,0(t) = qk(t). For
windows, however, the absorbed radiation at the room-
side pane is

qk
SW,abs,0,r(t) = ek

SW qk(t), (6)

and the remaining fraction of qk(t) is assumed to be
transmitted to the exterior.3

3.2 Distribution of Internal Heat Gains

The radiative and sensible convective and latent heat
gains caused by appliances, such as computers, and
by people are defined by time series and are input to
this model. For values between the support points of
the time series, we use an interpolation to define the
heat gains as a Lipschitz continuously differentiable
function of time.4

The radiative internal heat gains are distributed to the
room enclosing surfaces as follows: For some n ∈ N,

3A fraction of (1− ek
SW )qk(t) would be absorbed by the exte-

rior pane, but we neglect this effect.
4Using smooth functions to describe the heat gains can signif-

icantly reduce the computation time since smoothing eliminates
time events.
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 let N , {1, . . . ,n} denote the index set of all room sur-
faces. For radiative internal heat gains, the i-th surface
is assumed to absorb the heat gain per unit area

qi
LW,abs,0(t) =

ei
LW

åk∈N ek
LW Ak

Qint,LW (t), (7)

where eLW denotes the absorptivity for long-wave radi-
ation, and Qint,LW (t) denotes the radiative internal heat
gain of the zone. Since the long-wave emissivity of
window glass is close to unity, we consider windows
to be opaque in the long-wave radiation spectrum.

3.3 Humidity Gains

The humidity gain ṁH2O(t) in the room is computed as

ṁH2O(t) =
Qlat(t)

r0 + cp T
, (8)

where Qlat(t) is the room’s latent heat gain, r0 =
2501.6 ·103J/kg is the enthalpy of evaporation of wa-
ter vapor at 0◦C, cp = 1860J/(kgK) is the specific heat
capacity of water vapor and T is the temperature at
which the water vapor is released. We assume that the
temperature at which the water vapor is released is the
average body surface temperature of a human, which
is 34◦C [1, p 8.1].

3.4 CO2 Gains

Based on the room’s latent heat gains, we compute the
number of room occupants in the room and then, us-
ing the CO2 release per person, we compute the CO2

release in the room. Table 3.4 is a partial list of latent
heat gains of occupants of conditioned spaces, adopted
from the ASHRAE Fundamentals [1, p 28.8]. The
number of people np(t) is computed as

np(t) =
Qlat(t)

qlat
, (9)

where Qlat(t) is the room’s latent heat gain and qlat is
the latent heat gain per person, which is a user speci-
fied parameter and can be obtained from Table 3.4.
Table 3.4 is adopted from [10] and specifies the CO2

emissions of a person at different degrees of activity.
Using the emitted mass flow of CO2 per person and the
number of occupants in the room as computed in (9),
we compute the total CO2 source in the room as

ṁCO2(t) = np(t)ṁ′
CO2

. (10)

3.5 Radiative Heat Exchange between Room
Surfaces

Let N , {1, . . . ,n} be as above. To compute the radia-
tive heat transfer between the room surfaces, we define
a radiation temperature T ∗(t) as

T ∗(t) ,
åk∈N ek

LW Ak T k
sur(t)

åk∈N ek
LW Ak

, (11)

where T k
sur(t) is the surface temperature of the k-th

surface patch. We assume that each surface only ex-
changes radiation with an imaginary surface of much
larger area which is at temperature T ∗(t). The radia-
tive heat transfer to the surface k ∈ N can be described
by

qk
LW (t) = sek

LW

(

T ∗(t)4
−T k(t)4), (12)

where s = 5.670 · 10−8 J/(K4 m2 s) is the Stefan-
Boltzmann constant. To reduce computation time,
we linearize the nonlinear equation (12) around T0 =
273.15K. By introducing a linearized heat transfer co-
efficient, defined as

hk
LW , 4sek

LW T 3
0 , (13)

we can write

qk
LW (t) = hk

LW

(

T ∗(t)−T k(t)
)

. (14)

Equations (14) and (11) are consistent with conserva-
tion of energy because

å
k∈N

Ak qk
LW (t) = 4sT 3

0 å
k∈N

ek
LW Ak (T ∗(t)−T k(t)

)

= 4sT 3
0

(

å
k∈N

ek
LW Ak T ∗(t)− å

k∈N

ek
LW Ak T k(t)

)

= 0. (15)

3.6 Room Air

We assume the room air to be completely mixed.
This is a common model assumption in thermal build-
ing simulation programs and is used, for example,
in [2, 8, 14, 20]. If the model were to be used for
displacement ventilation, it would have to be modified
to take into account the air stratification [13]. The time
rate of change of the room air temperature is

mr cp
dTair(t)

dt
= Qint,con(t)+ Qaux,con(t)

+
m

å
i=1

ṁi(t)cp
(

T i(t)−Tair(t)
)

+
n

å
i=1

Ai hi
con,0

(

T i
sur(t)−Tair(t)

)

, (16)
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Table 1: Latent heat gains from occupants of conditioned spaces. Partial list adopted from ASHRAE Funda-
mentals [1, p 28.8].

Degree of activity Typical usage Latent heat qlat

in [W/person]

Seated, very light work Offices, hotels, apartments 45
Moderately active office work Offices, hotels, apartments 55
Standing, light work; walking Department store; retail store 55
Walking, standing Drug store; bank 70

Table 2: CO2 emissions per person at different degrees of activity. Partial list adopted from [10].
Degree of activity CO2 emissions V̇ ′

CO2
CO2 emissions ṁ′

CO2

in [dm3/h/person] in [kg/s/person]

Resting 12 0.00582
Sedentary, such as 15 0.00728
reading or writing
Light work, standing, such as 23 0.0112
laboratory work, typesetting

where mr is the mass of the room volume, cp is the
air’s specific heat capacity and Qint,con(t) is the inter-
nal convective heat gain. The term Qaux,con(t) rep-
resents convective heat gains caused by an auxiliary
heating/cooling system that can be modeled outside of
the room model, such as an electric baseboard heater.
The term åm

i=1 ṁi(t)cp
(

T i(t)− Tair(t)
)

describes air
flow into the room caused, for example, by the HVAC
system and by interzonal air exchange. Any number of
HVAC systems or interzonal air exchange models can
be connected to the room. This makes the room model
applicable for analyzing coupling between rooms due
to static pressure difference or buoyancy driven air
flow. The term ån

i=1 Ai hi
con,0

(

T i
sur(t) − Tair(t)

)

de-
scribes the convective heat transfer between the room
air and the room’s surface temperature. In (16), we
assumed the convective heat transfer coefficient to be
constant, but the model could be replaced by a model
which computes the convective heat transfer coeffi-
cient as a function of the temperature difference or as
a function of the air velocity near the surface.

3.7 Heat Conduction in Solids

Modeling the dynamics of the building envelope is
important since the building envelope is typically a
building’s biggest thermal storage element which can
be exploited for reducing cooling peak demand and
energy.

The heat conduction in an opaque construction of
thickness L > 0 over a time interval (0,t) is computed
using the Fourier equation

¶
¶z

(

k(z)
¶Tsol(z, t)

¶t

)

= C(z)
¶Tsol(z, t)

¶t
, (17)

on (z, t) ∈ (0, L) × (0, t), where z ∈ (0, L) is the
spatial coordinate, k(z) is the thermal conductivity and
C(z) , r(z)c(z) is the thermal heat capacity per unit
volume. For composite constructions, the material
properties k(·) and C(·) typically vary from one layer
to another and hence are step functions of the spatial
coordinate z.

The boundary conditions are at the room-side surface
(at z = 0)

−k(0)
¶Tsol(0, t)

¶z
= hcon,0

(

T 0
air(t)−Tsol(0, t)

)

+qSW,abs,0(t)+ qLW,abs,0(t)

(18)

and at the exterior surface (at z = L)

k(L)
¶Tsol(L, t)

¶z
= hcon,1

(

T 1
air(t)−Tsol(L, t)

)

+qSW,abs,1(t)+ qLW,abs,1(t),

(19)

where hcon,0 and hcon,1 are the convective heat transfer
coefficients, T 0

air(t) and T 1
air(t) are the air temperatures
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near the two surfaces, qSW,abs,0(t) and qSW,abs,1(t) are
the short-wave radiation absorbed by the room-side
and exterior surface, and qLW,abs,0(t) and qLW,abs,1(t)
are the long-wave radiation absorbed by the room-side
and exterior surface.

To compute a numerical approximation to the solu-
tion of (17), we spatially discretize (17) using a fi-
nite difference scheme.5 In composite constructions,
the material properties of adjacent layers, say in ma-
terial 1 and material 2, can be so that k1/k2 ≈ 10−1,
C1/C2 ≈ 102, and hence the ratio of the thermal diffu-
sivities a , k/C can be a1/a2 ≈ 101. Thus, the ther-
mal diffusivity in adjacent layers can vary by an or-
der of magnitude. Hence, if the spatial grid generation
does not account for the material properties, then the
time rate of change of the different nodes can be sig-
nificantly different from each other, which can cause
the system of ordinary differential equations to be stiff.
Thus, we give the user the option to generate the spa-
tial grid automatically so that under the assumption of
equal heat transfer, each node temperature has a simi-
lar time rate of change. The automatic grid generation
is done as follows.
From dimensionless analysis, one can obtain a charac-
teristic time, called the Fourier number, as

Fo ,
a t
L2 , (20)

where a denotes the thermal diffusivity, t denotes time
and L denotes the characteristic length [7]. It is favor-
able to generate the spatial grid so that the ratio (t/Fo)
is equal to an arbitrary constant P, which we define as

P ,

( t
Fo

)1/2
=

L
√

a
. (21)

Now, let K ∈ N denote the number of material layers
in an opaque composite construction, and let {lk}K

k=1
denote the thickness of each material layer. In view of
(21), we compute the time constant of each material
layer as

Pk =
lk

√
ak

, k ∈ {1, . . . ,K}, (22)

and we compute the estimated number of compart-

5Since the coefficients of (17) are step functions, the partial
differential equation has a weak but no classical solution for com-
posite constructions. However, using a finite difference scheme is
customary in thermal building simulation as it requires less devel-
opment time than a finite element model.

ments ̂N ∈ R for each layer as6

̂Nk = Nre f
Pk

Pre f
, (23)

where Nre f ∈ N is a user-specified number of com-
partments for a reference layer, which we define as a
concrete layer with thickness Lre f , 0.20m and ther-
mal diffusivity are f , 3.64 ·10−7 m2/s. Hence, Pre f ,

Lre f /
√are f = 331.4s1/2. We compute the number of

compartments for each material layer as Nk = ⌈̂Nk⌉,
with k ∈ {1, . . . ,K}, where the notation ⌈·⌉ is defined
for s∈R as ⌈s⌉, min{k ∈Z | k ≥ s}. Then, we divide
each material layer k ∈ {1, . . . ,K} in compartments of
length Dk , lk/Nk. Thus, the total number of compart-
ments in the construction is N = åK

k=1 Nk.

3.8 Window Model

Detailed window models, such as the ones in Ener-
gyPlus, consist of a model that computes the optical
properties and a model that solves the heat balance
equations. In the optical model, the solar transmit-
tance, absorbtance and reflectance of each window
pane is computed first for direct irradiation at various
incidence angles and then for hemispherical (diffuse)
irradiation as if each pane would stand alone. Next,
those data are used to compute the transmittance,
absorbtance and reflectance of each pane, but now
taking into account multiple reflections between
the individual panes and between the window and
possible shading devices. Finally, those properties are
passed from the optical to the heat balance model as a
function of the solar incidence angle so that the heat
balance model can compute the panes’ temperature,
long-wave radiative, conductive and convective heat
transfer. Developing such models is time-intensive,
see for example [15] for a detailed model description.
We therefore implemented a simplified model for
double pane windows that uses the solar radiation
H(t) that is transmitted per unit area through the
window from the outside to the room as an input to a
heat balance model. This transmitted solar radiation
can be obtained from building energy simulation
programs such as EnergyPlus in the form of a time
series. The biggest heat gain of the room due to solar
radiation is typically caused by the transmitted solar
radiation, rather than by the solar radiation that is
absorbed by the window and then conducted through
the glass and convected to the room air. Therefore,
we expect that the simplified model described below

6We use ̂N as a real number and will round later to an integer.
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is accurate enough for many room configurations,
except for rooms with a high ratio of glass to wall area.

We will use to same notation as in the Window 4 soft-
ware manual [6]. In particular, “N,1” denotes that the
radiation strikes the window from the outside pane
“N” and is transmitted through the inside pane “1”,
and “N,N” denotes that the radiation strikes the outside
pane and is absorbed by the outside pane. The super-
script “⊥” denotes irradiation normal to the window
pane and the subscript “inc” denotes incident radia-
tion. We use the following data as input to our optical
model:

1. A time series, describing the transmitted solar ra-
diation H(t) per unit area.

2. The solar transmittance from the outside to the
room for normal irradiation, defined as

T N,1,⊥
SW ,

H⊥

H⊥
inc

. (24)

3. The solar absorbtance for the room-side window
pane for normal irradiation from the outside, de-
fined as

AN,1⊥

SW ,
q⊥SW,abs,0

H⊥
inc

. (25)

4. The solar absorbtance for the exterior window
pane for normal irradiation from the outside, de-
fined as

AN,N,⊥

SW ,
q⊥SW,abs,1

H⊥
inc

. (26)

The transmittance and absorbtance are functions of
the incidence angle f. We assume that the func-
tional dependence of transmittance and absorbtance
is similar, i.e., we assume that there exists a function
g : [0, 90◦] → R, such that for any f ∈ [0, 90◦],

T N,1
SW (f) = T N,1,⊥

SW g(f), (27)

AN,1
SW (f) = AN,1,⊥

SW g(f), (28)

AN,N
SW (f) = AN,N,⊥

SW g(f). (29)

Since the radiation that is absorbed in an infinitesimal
glass element of thickness ds is proportional to the ra-
diation that is transmitted through ds [12], assuming
the existence of such a function g(·) is reasonable. Un-
der this assumption, we can compute the absorbed ra-
diation at the room-side window pane as

qSW,abs,0(t) =
H(t)

T N,1,⊥
SW

AN,1,⊥
SW (30)

and at the exterior window pane as

qSW,abs,1(t) =
H(t)

T N,1,⊥
SW

AN,N,⊥
SW . (31)

Note that (30) accounts only the absorption of the
short-wave radiation from the outside to the room-
side. The absorption of the short-wave radiation that
is reflected by the room and radiated to the outside is
described in (6).
In the thermal model, we neglect the window’s ther-
mal capacity since it is much smaller than the thermal
capacity of the building envelope. This assumption is
customary in thermal building simulation programs.
The heat balance of the two glass layers is

0 = hcon,0
(

Tair(t)−T 1
win(t)

)

+qSW,abs,0(t)+ qSW,abs,0,r(t)

+qLW,abs,0(t)+U
(

T 2
win(t)−T 1

win(t)
)

(32)

and

0 = hcon,1
(

Tout(t)−T 2
win(t)

)

+ qSW,abs,1(t)

+qLW,abs,1(t)+U
(

T 1
win(t)−T 2

win(t)
)

, (33)

where T 1
win(t) and T 2

win(t) are the room side and
exterior side glass temperatures, qLW,abs,0(t) and
qLW,abs,1(t) are the long-wave radiation that is ab-
sorbed by the room side and the exterior side,
qSW,abs,0,r(t) is as in (6) and U is the window gap’s
heat transfer coefficient. We assume U to be inde-
pendent of the temperature difference T 2

win(t)−T 1
win(t)

since conduction through stagnant air is the dominant
heat transport mechanism for air or argon gaps up to
10mm thickness [3].

3.9 Long-wave Radiation between Exterior
Surfaces and Environment

Exterior surfaces of opaque constructions and of win-
dows participate in long-wave radiative heat exchange
with the sky and the environment. The sky tempera-
ture Tsky(t) is an input to the Modelica room model.
We assume that the sky temperature is defined as the
temperature that results in the same long-wave radia-
tive heat exchange as if the sky would be a black body
at temperature Tsky(t)7. We assume that the ground is
at the temperature that is connected to the exterior heat
flux port of the construction, which is typically the out-
side air temperature. The view factor js−g between the

7The black body sky temperature can be obtained, for example,
from EnergyPlus.
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surface and the ground is assigned as

js−g =











1 , for floors,

1/2 , for walls,

0 , for ceilings.

(34)

Let Text(t) denote the ground temperature. We define
an environment temperature as

Tenv(t) ,
(

js−g Text(t)
4 +(1−js−g)Tsky(t)

4)1/4
,

(35)
and we define a radiative heat transfer coefficient as

hLW (t) , 4seLW

(

Tsur(t)+ Tenv(t)
2

)3

, (36)

where s = 5.670 · 10−8 W/m2/K4 is the Stefan-
Boltzmann constant and Tsur(t) is the exterior surface
temperature of the construction. The long-wave radia-
tive heat flux is computed as

qLW (t) = hLW (t)
(

Tenv(t)−Tsur(t)
)

. (37)

4 Implementation in Modelica

We implemented the building model using Modelica
2.2 [11] and Modelica Fluid [4]. Figure 2 shows the
graphical view of the room model implementation in
Dymola. There is a FluidPort (labeled “fluPor”)
and a HeatPort (labeled “heaPor”) that connect to a
JunctionVolume that models the room air (labeled
“air”). The fluid port can be used to attach an airflow
network that defines a model for an air-conditioning
system or for interzonal air exchange [17]. The heat
port can be used to add a convective heat source or
sink to the room. There are models for interior sur-
faces “intSur” whose temperature and heat flow can be
connected to an external model that may, for example,
model heat transfer inside a radiant heating slab. The
room-facing surface then automatically participates in
in the radiative heat transfer balance described in Sec-
tion 3.5. The models “airCon” allows constructions to
be modeled whose exterior surface have a prescribed
air temperature as boundary condition, such as a floor
above a crawl space. The models “parCon” describe
the behavior of partition constructions, i.e., construc-
tions where both surfaces are exposed to the same
room. The models “extCon” and “winCon” describe
exterior opaque constructions and windows. The mod-
els “intGai”, “qLatCon” and “intConGai” convert in-
ternal gains to heat, water vapor and carbon-dioxide
flows. The models whose icons have a yellow bar are

replaceable placeholders for models that may be re-
placed at compile time with an array of models that
have the actual physical implementation.

5 Conclusions

Our model separation approach led to shorter model
development time and allows our model to be used
with state-of-the-art software for daylighting simula-
tion. The developed room model captures the dynam-
ics required for controls design, and the energy flows
required for building energy analysis simulations.
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7 Nomenclature

7.1 Conventions

1. Vectors elements are denoted by superscripts.

2. f (·) denotes a function where (·) stands for the
undesignated variables. f (x) denotes the value of
f (·) for the argument x.

7.2 Symbols

a ∈ A a is an element of A
N {1,2,3, . . .}

, equal by definition
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Abstract 

The free Modelica LinearSystems library provides 
basic data structures for linear control systems as 
well as operations on them, and includes blocks that 
allow quick switching between a continuous and a 
discrete representation of a multi-rate controller. The 
advantage is that fast simulations of the overall 
system can be performed when the modeling detail 
of the continuous controller is sufficient. It is 
planned to include this library in the Modelica 
standard library. 

1 Introduction 

Library LinearSystems is a 
free Modelica package 
providing different 
representations of linear,  
time invariant differential 
and difference equation 
systems, as well as typical 
operations on these system 
descriptions. In the right 
figure a screen-shot of the 
first hierarchical level of the library is shown. 
StateSpace, TransferFunction, ZerosAndPoles, and 
DiscreteStateSpace are records that provide basic 
data structures for linear control systems. Every 
record contains a set of utility functions that operate 
on the corresponding data structure. Especially, 
operations are provided to transform the respective 
data structures in to each other.  
Sublibrary Math contains the basic data structures 
Complex and Polynomial that are utilized from the 
linear system descriptions. 
Sublibrary Sampled contains a library of input/output 
blocks to conveniently model and simulate sampled 
data systems where it is convenient to quickly switch 
between a continuous and a discrete block 
representation. 

2 Sublibrary Math 

This sublibrary provides the basic data structures 
Complex and Polynomial that are utilized and needed 
from the linear systems data structures to be 
discussed in the next section. 
In the Modelica Association there is currently a 
proposal to introduce operator overloading into 
Modelica 3.0. The data structures in the 
LinearSystems library are organized so that their 
usage becomes convenient once operator 
overloading is available. 
The basic approach will be explained 
at hand of the record Math.Complex. 
Its content is displayed on the right 
side. The record contains the basic 
definition of a complex number 
consisting of a real (re) and an 
imaginary (im) part: 
  record Complex 
    Real re; 
    Real im; 
    // function definitions 
  end Complex; 

Additionally, a set of functions is 
present that operates on this record. 
Especially, function constructor(..) 
constructs an instance of this record and all functions 
'xx' provide basic operations such as addition and 
multiplication. Note, the apostrophe is part of the 
function name. In the operator overloading proposal, 
predefined function names are defined, such as '+' 
that will be automatically invoked when a Complex 
number is used in an arithmetic expression. 
The Complex number record can be utilized in 
current Modelica environments, such as Dymola 
(Dynasim 2006), in the following way: 
import Modelica.Utilities.Streams; 
import LinearSystems.Math.Complex; 
Complex c1=Complex(re=2, im=3) "= 2 + 3j"; 
Complex c2=Complex(3,4)        "= 3 + 4j"; 
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algorithm 
  c3 := Complex.'+'(c1, c2) "= c1 + c2"; 
  Streams.print("c3 = " +  
                Complex.'String'(c3)); 
  Streams.print("c3 = " +  
               Complex.'String'(c3,"i")); 

In the declaration, the two record instances c1 and c2 
form c3. The value of record c3 is printed with the 
Complex.'String' functions in different forms re-
sulting in the following print-out: 
   c3 = 5 + 7j 
   c3 = 5 + 7i 

Once operator overloading is available, the above 
statements can be simply written as: 
  c3 := c1 + c2; 
  Streams.print("c3 = " + String(c3)); 
  Streams.print("c3 = " + String(c3,"i")); 

It is then also possible to write: 
  Complex j = Complex.j(); 
  Complex c4 = -2 + 5*j; 
  Complex c5 = c1*c2 / ( c3 + c4); 

In record Math.Complex  the basic operations for 
complex numbers are provided. 
In a similar way all other data structures of the 
LinearSystems library are defined. They can all be at 
once used in current Modelica environments and 
they will be conveniently usable once operator 
overloading is available in Modelica and in Modelica 
tools. 
Record Math.Polynomial 
defines a data structure for 
polynomials with real-valued 
coefficients and provides the 
most important operations on 
polynomials. Its content is 
displayed on the right side. A 
Polynomial is constructed by 
the command 
Polynomial(coeff.Vector) 

where the input argument 
provides the polynomial 
coefficients in descending order. 
For example, the polynomial y 
= 2*x2 + 3*x + 1 is defined as 
   Polynomial({2,3,1}) 

Besides arithmetic operations, 
functions are provided to 
compute the zeros of a 
polynomial (via the eigen values 
of the companion matrix), to 
differentiate, to integrate and to 
evaluate the function value, its derivative and its 
integral. Find below a typical example from the 
scripting environment of Dymola: 

  import LinearSystems.Math.Polynomial;  
  p = Polynomial({6, 4, -3}) 
  Polynomial.’String’(p) 
    // = "-6*x^2 + 4*x - 3" 
 
  int_p = Polynomial.integral(p) 
  Polynomial.’String’(int_p) 
    // = "-2*x^3 + 2*x^2 – 3*x" 
 
  der_p = Polynomial.derivative(p) 
  Polynomial.’String’(der_p) 
    // = "-12*x + 4" 
 
  Polynomial.evaluate(der_p,1) 
    // = -8 
 
  r = Polynomial.roots(p, printRoots=true) 
    // = 0.333333 + 0.62361j 
    // = 0.333333 – 0.62361j 

With function fitting, a polynomial can be 
determined that approximates given table values. 
Finally with function plot, the interesting range of x 
is automatically determined (via calculating the roots 
of the polynomial and of its derivative) and plotted. 
The plotting is currently performed with the plot 
function in Dymola. Once a Modelica built-in plot 
function is available, this will be adapted. A typical 
plot is shown in the next figure: 

0 5

-1000

0

1000 x^5 - 14*x^4 + 46*x^3 + 56*x^2 - 200*x

 

3 Linear System Descriptions 

At the top level of the LinearSystems library, data 
structures are provided as Modelica records defining 
different representations of linear, time invariant dif-
ferential and difference equation systems. In the re-
cord definitions, functions are provided that operate 
on the corresponding data structure. Currently, the 
following linear system representations are available: 

3.1 Record StateSpace 

This record defines a multi-input, multi-output linear 
time-invariant differential equation system in state 
space form: 

( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )
t t t
t t t

= ⋅ + ⋅
= ⋅ + ⋅

x A x B u
y C x D u
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The data part of the record contains the constant ma-
trices A,B,C,D in the following definition: 
  record StateSpace 
  Real A[:,:]; 
  Real B[size(A,1),:]; 
  Real C[:,size(A,1)]; 
  Real D[size(C,1), size(B,2)]; 
  // function definitions 

  end StateSpace; 

The content of the 
StateSpace record definition 
is displayed on the right 
side. The fromXXX func-
tions transform from an-
other representation to a 
StateSpace record. Espe-
cially fromModel(..) lin-
earizes a Modelcia model 
and provides the linear sys-
tem as output argument. 
fromFile(..) reads a 
StateSpace description from 
file and fromTransferFunction(..) transform a trans-
fer function description into a StateSpace form. 
The basic arithmetic operations are interpreted as 
series and parallel connection of StateSpace systems. 
Function invariantZeros(..) computes the invariant 
zeros. For single-input, single-output systems these 
are the zeros of the transfer function. Function 
plotEigenValues(..) computes and plots the eigen-
values of the system. 

3.2 Record TansferFunction 

This record defines the 
transfer function between 
the input signal u and the 
output signal y by the coef-
ficients of the numerator 
and denominator polyno-
mials n(s) and d(s) respec-
tively:  

( )
( )

n sy u
d s

= ⋅  

The order of the numerator 
polynomial can be larger as 
the order of the denomina-
tor polynomial (in such a 
case, the transfer function 
can not be transformed to a 
StateSpace system, but 
other operations are possi-
ble). For example, the transfer function 

2

2 3
4 5 6

sy u
s s

⋅ += ⋅
⋅ + ⋅ +

 

is defined in the following way: 
  import TF=LinearSystems.TransferFunction; 
  import Modelica.Utilities.Streams; 
  TF tf(n={2,3}, d={4,5,6}); 
  print("y = " + TF.’String’(tf) + "* u")  

The last statement prints the following string to the 
output window: 
   y = (2*s + 3) / (4*s^2 + 5*s + 6) * u 

Besides arithmetic operations on transfer functions 
and constructing them optionally also from polyno-
mials and from zeros and poles, the zeros and poles 
can be computed and a Bode plot can be constructed, 
as shown in the next figure: 
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The function call plotBode(tf1, legend="tf1") 
automatically selects an appropriate frequency inter-
vall and uses the selected legend. The useful fre-
quency range is estimated such that the phase angle 
of the plot of one (numerator or denominator) zero is 
in the range:  

min minphase angle
2n n

ϕ ϕπ≤ ≤ −  

where n is the number of (numerator or denominator) 
zeros. Note, the phase angle of one zero for a fre-
quency of 0 up to infinity is in the range:  

0 phase angle
2
π≤ ≤  

Therefore, the frequency range is estimated such that 
the essential part of the phase angle (defined by ϕmin) 
is present in the Bode plot (default is 10-4 rad). 
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3.3 Record ZerosAndPoles 

This record defines the 
transfer function between 
the input signal u and the 
output signal by its zeros, 
poles and a gain:  

( )
( )

i

j

s z
y k u

s p
−

= ⋅ ⋅
−

∏
∏

 

where the zeros and poles 
are defined by two Complex 
vectors of coefficients zi and 
pj. The elements of the two 
Complex vectors must ei-
ther be real numbers or con-
jugate complex pairs (in order that their product re-
sults in a polynomial with Real coefficients).  
A description with zeros and poles is problematic: 
For example, a small change in the imaginary part of 
a conjugate complex pole pair, leads no longer to a 
transfer function with real coefficients. If the same 
zero or pole is present twice or more, then a diagonal 
state space form is no longer possible. This means 
that the structure is very sensitive if zeros or poles 
are close together. Performing arithmetic operations 
on such a description therefore leads easily to trans-
fer functions with non-real coefficients. For this and 
other reasons, the constructor transforms this data 
structure and stores it internally in the record as first 
and second order polynomials with real coefficients:  

2
1 2 3

2
1 2 3

( ) ( )
( ) ( )

i j j

k l l

s n s n s n
y k u

s d s d s d
+ ⋅ + ⋅ +

= ⋅ ⋅
+ ⋅ + ⋅ +

∏ ∏
∏ ∏

 

All functions operate on this data structure. It is 
therefore guaranteed that an operation results again 
in a transfer function with real coefficients. It is pos-
sible to construct a ZerosAndPoles record directly 
with these coefficients by using function fromFactor-
ized(..). 
This data structure is especially useful in applica-
tions where first and second order polynomials are 
naturally occurring, e.g., as for filters: With function 
filter(..) this factorized form is directly generated 
from the desired low and high pass filters of type 
CriticalDamping, Bessel, Butterworth or Chebyshev. 
The filter options can be seen in Figure 1, a screen-
shot of the input menu of this function. 
Besides type of filter and whether it is a low or high 
pass filter, the order of the filter and the cut-off fre-
quency can be defined. With option “normalized, 
filters can be defined in normalized (default) and 
non-normalized form.  

 
Figure 1: Input menu of function filter(..). 

In the normalized form, the amplitude of the filter 
transfer function at the cutoff frequency is 1/sqrt(2) 
(= 3 dB). When trying out different filter types with 
different orders, the result of a comparison makes 
only sense if the filter is normalized. 
Note, when comparing the filters of this function 
with other software systems, the setting of "normal-
ized" has to be selected appropriately. For example, 
the signal processing toolbox of Matlab provides the 
filters in non-normalized form and therefore normal-
ized = false has to be set. 
In Figure 2, the magnitudes of the 4 supported low 
pass filters are shown in normalized form and in 
Figure 5 the corresponding step responses are given 
(generated with the LinearSystems.Sampled library). 

 
Figure 2: Magnitudes of normalized low pass filters 

 
Figure 3: Step responses of norm. low pass filters 

Obviously, the frequency responses give a somewhat 
wrong impression of the filter characteristics: Al-
though Butterworth and Chebyshev filters have a 
significantly steeper magnitude as the CriticalDamp-
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ing and Bessel filters, the step responses of the latter 
ones are much better since the settling times are 
shorter and no overshoot occurs. This means for ex-
ample, that a CriticalDamping or a Bessel filter 
should be selected, if a filter is mainly used to make 
a non-linear inverse model realizable. 

3.4 Record DiscreteStateSpace 

This record defines a linear time invariant difference 
equation system in state space form. At the time of 
writing, this record contains only the core function 
fromStateSpace(..) to transform a StateSpace de-
scription in a DiscreteStateSpace form. The details of 
this record and of this function are discussed in sec-
tion 4.3. 

4 Sublibrary Sampled 

4.1 Overview 

The core of the LinearSystems library is sublibrary 
Sampled to model continuous and discrete multi-rate 
control systems. Experience shows that the combina-
tion of physical plant models that are controlled by 
digital controllers slow down the simulation speed 
significantly, if the sampling rates of the digital con-
trollers are small compared to the step-size that could 
be used for the continuous plant. For example, at 
DLR detailed, calibrated models of robot systems are 
available. A stiff solver with variable step size inte-
grates this system with step sizes in the order of 10 – 
20 ms. When replacing the continuous approxima-
tion of the controllers by the actual digital controller 
implementation, the simulation time is increased by 
a factor of 20-30. The reason is that the digital con-
trollers have a sample time in the order of 1 ms and 
therefore the step size of the integrator is limited by 
1 ms. Additionally at every sample point the integra-
tor has to be restarted to reliably handle the discon-
tinuous change of the actuator signal which reduces 
again the simulation efficiency. 
For some design phases a continuous approximation 
of a controller might be sufficient, e.g., when tuning 
the controller parameters by parameter variation or 
multi-criteria optimization. By reducing the simula-
tion time with a factor of, say 20-30, will then sig-
nificantly reduce the optimization time. 
It is also necessary to validate or fine tune the con-
trollers with the most detailed models available. 
Then effects such as sampling, AD-/DA-converter 
quantization, resolver quantization and noise, com-

puting time of the control algorithms, signal commu-
nication times, as well as additional filters have to be 
taken into account. 
Practical experience at DLR shows that it is difficult 
to maintain the consistency between a continuous 
and a digital representation of a control system 
model. For this reason, in a master thesis project 
(Walther 2002) a Modelica library was developed 
that allows to easily switch between a continuous 
and a discrete representation of a controller. This 
library has been in use at DLR for some years. Based 
on the gained experience in using this library, as well 
as new features in Modelica and in the Modelica 
simulation environment Dymola (Dynasim 2006), 
the library was considerably restructured, and com-
pletely newly implemented. Besides (Walter 2002), 
the books of (Aström and Wittenmark 1997) and 
(Tietze and Schenk 2002) have been helpful for the 
design and the actual implementation. 

4.2 Introductory Example 

In the left part of Figure 4 below a screenshot of the 
Sampled library and a simple example in using it is 
shown in the right part of the figure. The example is 
a simple controlled flexible drive consisting of a mo-
tor inertia, the gear elasticity and the load inertia. 
The angle and the angular velocity of the motor iner-
tia are measured and are used in the position and 
speed controller. The output of the speed controller 
is directly used as the torque driving the motor iner-
tia. The multi-rate controller consists of all blocks in 
the red square together with component sample-
Clock. The latter defines the base sampling time to-
gether with defaults for the blockType (Continuous 
or Discrete), the methodType (the used discretization 
method for a discrete block) and the block initializa-
tion (none, initialize states, initialize in steady state). 
All Sampled blocks on the same hierarchical level as 
sampleClock, and all blocks on a lower hierarchical 
level, use the sampleClock setting as a default. Every 
block can override the default and can use its indi-
vidual settings. 
In the example of Figure 5, block filter is a continu-
ous filter that filters the reference motion of the mo-
tor (here: ramp). For this reason, filter uses explicitly 
the blockType Continuous whereas all other blocks 
use the blockType UseSampleClockOption, i.e., they 
use the setting defined in sampleClock. By changing 
the blockType from Continuous to Discrete in block 
sampleClock, the controller is automatically trans-
formed from a continuous to a discrete representa-
tion. 
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Every block of the Sampled library has a continuous 
input and a continuous output. Inside the respective 
block, the input and output signals might be sampled 
with the base sampling period defined in 
“sampleClock” or with an Integer multiple of it. For 
example, the PI controller in Figure 4 has the 
following parameter menu to define the continuous 
parameterization of the PI controller (i.e., gain k and 
time constant T): 

 
Figure 5: Parameter menu of PI controller 

In the Advanced Options tab, see Figure 6, the re-
maining block settings are present, especially to de-
fine whether it is a continuous or a discrete block and 
in the latter case define also the discretization 
method. Since parameter sampleFactor is 1, the base 
sampling time of the sampleClock component is 
used. In other blocks of the controller (Sampler1, 

Sampler2), parameter sampleFactor = 5 which 
means that the inputs and outputs of these blocks are 
sampled by a sampling rate that is 5 times of the base 
sample time defined in the sampleClock component. 
Note, the samplerX blocks in Figure 4 have only an 
effect if the controller is discrete. For a continuous 
representation, these blocks just state that the output 
signal is identical to the input signal. 

 
Figure 6: Advanced Options parameter menu 

Finally, with parameter initType the type of initiali-
zation can be defined by using either the setting from 
the sampleClock component (default) or a local defi-
nition. The default of the sampleClock component 
initialization is “steady state”. This means that con-
tinuous blocks are initialized so that the state deriva-
tives are zero and discrete blocks are initialized so 
that a re-evaluation of the discrete equations gives 
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Figure 4: Blocks of Sampled library (left figure) and introductory example (right figure).
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the same discrete states (provided the input did not 
change). Since the equations of the blocks of the 
Sampled library are linear, the default setting leads 
to linear systems of equations during initialization 
that can be usually solved very reliably. The “steady 
state” initialization for a control system or a filter has 
the significant advantage that unnecessary settling 
times after simulation start are avoided. 

4.3 Discretization Methods 

The core of the Sampled library is function Dis-
creteStateSpace.fromStateSpace that transforms a 
linear, time invariant differential equation system 
in state space form: 

( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )
t t t
t t t

= ⋅ + ⋅
= ⋅ + ⋅

x A x B u
y C x D u

 

into a linear, time invariant, difference equation 
system in state space form 

( )( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )2

1d s d s s

s d s s

s d s s

k T k T k T

k T k T k T

k T k T k T

+ ⋅ = ⋅ ⋅ + ⋅ ⋅

⋅ = ⋅ ⋅ + ⋅ ⋅

⋅ = ⋅ + ⋅ ⋅

x A x B u

y C x D u

x x B u

 

where  
• t is the time 
• Ts is the sample time 
• k is the index of the actual sample instance (k = 

0, 1, 2, ...) 
• u(t) is the input vector 
• y(t) is the output vector 
• x(t) is the state vector of the continuous system 

from which the discrete block has been derived. 
• xd(t) is the state vector of the discretized system 

If the discretization method, e.g., the trapezoidal in-
tegration method, accesses actual and past values of 
the input u (e.g. u(Ts*k), u(Ts*(k-1), u(Ts*(k-2))), a 
state transformation is needed to arrive at the differ-
ence equation above where only the actual value 
u(Ts*k) is accessed. 
If the original continuous state vector at the sample 
times shall be computed from the discrete equations, 
the matrices of this transformation have to be known. 
For simplicity and efficiency, library LinearSystems 
supports only the specific transformation as needed 
for the provided discretization methods: As a result, 
the state vector of the underlying continuous system 
can be calculated by adding the term B2*u to the 
state vector of the discretized system. In fact, since 
the discrete state vector depends on the discretiza-
tion method, it is a protected variable that cannot be 
accessed outside of the block. This vector is also not 

needed by the user of the block, because the continu-
ous state vector is available both in the continuous 
and in the discrete case. 
In Modelica notation, the difference equation above 
is implemented as:  
  when {initial(), sample(Ts,Ts)} then 

    new_x_d = A * x_d + B * u; 

          y = C * x_d + D * u; 

        x_d = pre(new_x_d); 

          x = x_d + B2 * u; 

  end when; 

Since no "next value" operator is available in Mode-
lica, an auxiliary variable “new_x_d” stores the 
value of “x_d” for the next sampling instant. The 
relationship between “new_x_d” and “x_d” is de-
fined via equation “x_d = pre(new_x_d)”.  
The body of the when-clause is active during initiali-
zation and at the next sample instant t = Ts. Note, the 
when-equation is not active after the initialization at 
t = 0 (due to sample(Ts,Ts) instead of sample(0,Ts)), 
since the state “x_d” of the initialization has to be 
used also at t = 0. Additional equations are added for 
the initialization to uniquely compute vectors “x” 
and “x_d” at the initial time::  

initial equation  
  if init == InitialState then 
     x = x_start; 
  elseif init == SteadyState then 
     x_d = new_x_d; 
  end if; 

If option InitialState is set, the discrete state vector 
“x_d” is computed such that the continuous state 
vector “x = x_start”, i.e., the continuous state 
vector is identical to the desired start value of the 
continuous state. 
If option SteadyState is set, the discrete controller is 
initialized in steady state (= default setting in sam-
pleClock). This means that the output y(Ts*k), 
k=0,1,2,.., remains constant provided the input vec-
tor u(Ts*k) remains constant. Most simulation sys-
tems support steady state initialization only for the 
continuous part of a model. Due to the equation 
based nature of Modelica, where basically every-
thing is mapped to equations, it is possible in Mode-
lica to initialize also a mixture of continuous and 
discrete equations in steady state. 
Via parameter methodType in the global block sam-
pleClock or also individually for every block, the 
following discretization methods can be selected: 
• explicit Euler integration method, 
• implicit Euler integration method, 
• trapezoidal integration method, 
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• exact solution under the assumption that the in-
put signal is piecewise constant, 

• exact solution under the assumption that the in-
put signal is piecewise linear. 

The last method (exact solution for piecewise linear 
input) gives nearly always the best approximation to 
the continuous solution without frequency or phase 
distortion. The effect of the discretization methods 
and of steady state initialization is demonstrated at 
hand of a simple PT2 block that is initialized in 
steady state, where the input signal is 0.2 at the be-
ginning and jumps to 1.2 at 0.5 s  
In the next figure, the blue curve is the solution of 
the continuous block and the red curve is the solution 
of the digital block using the implicit Euler integra-
tion method for the block discretization. As can be 
seen, even for this simple block the results of the 
continuous and digital representation are quite dif-
ferent. A much smaller sample time would be needed 
here, in order that the solutions of the discrete and 
the continuous representations would be closer to-
gether. 
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In the next figure, the red curve is the solution of the 
digital block using the rampExact method (i.e. the 
exact solution under the assumption that the input 
signal is piecewise linear). The solutions of the con-
tinuous and of the discrete blocks are practically 
identical without any phase shift. A better solution 
cannot be expected. 
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Continuous models in StateSpace form are trans-
formed into discrete systems according to the 
sketched discretization methods. A TransferFunction 
system description is implemented as state space sys-
tem in controller canonical form. 

The transformation of a ZerosAndPoles system is 
more involved in order to reduce numerical difficul-
ties, especially for filter implementations: The basic 
approach is to transform the transfer function 

2
1 2 3

2
1 2 3

( ) ( )
( ) ( )

i j j

k l l

s n s n s n
y k u

s d s d s d
+ ⋅ + ⋅ +

= ⋅ ⋅
+ ⋅ + ⋅ +

∏ ∏
∏ ∏

 

into a connected series of first and second order sys-
tems. All these systems are implemented as small 
state space systems in controller canonical form that 
are connected together in series. The output is scaled 
such that the gain of every block is one (if this is 
possible) in order that the inputs and outputs of the 
blocks are in the same order of magnitude. The out-
put of the last block is multiplied with a factor so 
that the original gain of the transfer function is re-
covered. 
A simpler, alternative implementation for both the 
TransferFunction and the ZerosAndPoles system-
would have been to compute the A,B,C,D matrices 
of the corresponding state space system with avail-
able function calls and then use the general 
StateSpace model for their implementations. The 
severe disadvantage of this approach is that the struc-
ture of the state space system is lost for the symbolic 
preprocessing. If, e.g., index reduction has to be ap-
plied (e.g. since a filter is used to realize a non-linear 
inverse model), then the tool cannot perform the in-
dex reduction anymore. Example:  
Assume, a generic first order state space system is 
present  

x a x b u
y c x d u

= ⋅ + ⋅
= ⋅ + ⋅

 

and the values of the scalars a,b,c,d are parameters 
that might be changed before the simulation starts. If 
y has to be differentiated symbolically during code 
generation, then  

y c x d u
x a x b u

= ⋅ + ⋅
= ⋅ + ⋅

 

As a result, the input u needs to be differentiated too, 
and this might not be possible and therefore transla-
tion might fail.  
On the other hand, if the first order system is defined 
to be a low pass filter and the state space system is 
generated by keeping this structure, we have:  

x b x u
y x

= − ⋅ +
=

 

Differentiating y symbolically leads to:  
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y x
x b x u

=
= − ⋅ +

 

Therefore, in this case, the derivative of u is not 
needed and the tool can continue with the symbolic 
processing. 

4.4 Block Components 

A short description of the input/output blocks of the 
Sampled sublibrary is given in Table 1. As an exam-
ple block Sampled.StateSpace is shortly described. 

Its icon is shown in the figure at 
the left. When double clicking on 
the block, the parameter menu of 
Figure 7 pops up. Here, either the 
name of a StateSpace record can be 
given, or when clicking on the “ta-

ble” symbol at the right end of the input field another 
menu pops up in which the 4 matrices can be de-
fined, as shown in Figure 8. 

 
Figure 7: ParameterMenu of StateSpace block 

By clicking again on the “table” symbol a matrix 
editor appears that allows to conveniently define a 
matrix. 
Some of the blocks have only a pure discrete repre-
sentation, such as the FilterFIR, UnitDelay, Sampler, 
ADconverter, DAconverter and Noise blocks. The 
continuous representation of these blocks is defined 
to be y = u, i.e., the output is identical to the input 
which means that these components are effectively 
removed.  

Name Description 

 SampleClock  Global options for blocks of Sampled library (e.g. base sample time) 

 StateSpace  Continuous or discrete state space system block 

 TransferFunction Continuous or discrete, single input single output transfer function 

 ZerosAndPoles  Continuous or discrete, single input single output block described by 
zeros and poles 

 Filter  Analog low or high pass IIR-filters 
(CriticaDaming/Bessel/Butterworth/ Chebyshev) 

 FilterFIR  Discrete finite impulse response (low or high pass) filters 

 Integrator  Output the integral of the input signal (continuous or discrete block) 

 Derivative  Approximate derivative (continuous or discrete block) 

 FirstOrder  First order (continuous or discrete) transfer function block (= 1 pole) 

 SecondOrder  Second order (continuous or discrete) transfer function block (= 2 poles)

 PI  Proportional-Integral controller (continuous or discrete block) 

 UnitDelay  Delay the input by a multiple of the base sample time if discrete block or 
y = u if continuous block 

 Sampler  Sample the input signal if discrete block or y = u if continuous block 

 ADconverter  Analog to digital converter (including sampler) 

 DAconverter  Digital to analog converter (including zero order hold) 

 Noise  Generates uniformly distributed noise in a given band at sample instants 
if discrete and y = 0 if continuous 

Table 1: Blocks of the Sampled sublibrary. 

stateSpace

A B
C D
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Figure 8: ParameterMenu of StateSpace record 

5 Conclusion 

The new, free LinearSystems library has been pre-
sented and important implementation details have 
been discussed. The library introduces a standard 
definition of the most important linear systems used 
for controller definitions and provides continuous 
and discrete block representations of every block. 
Some standard blocks, such as the Filter block for 
the most important IIR filters and the FilterFIR block 
for the most important FIR filters are provided. 
The library is currently available in a Beta release. 
The available functionality is already very useful for 
controller simulations. For a first 1.0 release, some 
missing functions and components will be added and 
the documentation will be improved. 
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Abstract

The design, implementation and use of ARENALib
is discussed in this manuscript. ARENALib is a
new Modelica library for modeling, simulation and
analysis of discrete-event systems (DES). This new
Modelica library tries to replicate the functionality
and capabilities of Arena: a general-purpose simu-
lation environment supporting the process approach
to DES modeling [1]. ARENALib library will be
released soon under the GNU General Public License
(GPL). The library’s general architecture, implemen-
tation and use are presented. Also the results of some
model simulations, validated with Arena’s results are
discussed, as well as the future work and conclusions.

Keywords: discrete-event; DES; Arena

1 Introduction

ARENALib is a new Modelica library for Discrete-
Event System (DES) modeling and simulation.
The main objective of this library is to provide a mod-
eling and simulation environment for DES using the
process approach, opposite to other contributions in
Modelica that use Statecharts[2, 3] or Petri nets[4] ap-
proaches.
ARENALib has also to be considered as a general-
purpose tool, instead of application-oriented libraries
developed by other authors (for example [5]). DES
models built using ARENALib are completely written
in Modelica language and they can be simulated using
Dymola, as opposed to other approaches that require
the combined use of different software tools (for in-
stance, [6]).
When finished, ARENALib will be freely distributed
under the GNU-GPL license.
ARENALib has been designed and implemented repli-
cating the functionality and capabilities of Arena [1],

which is a simulation environment for DES modeling
and simulation using the process approach.
ARENALib validation is performed by comparison
with Arena, when simulating the same systems.
In the next section, the capabilities and functionality
of Arena will be discussed. It will be followed by
a description of ARENALib general architecture, de-
tailing the main components of the library. The con-
nection between discrete and continuous systems us-
ing ARENALib will also be presented, as well as the
random numbers and variates generation. After that, a
simple case study will be explained in detail in order to
show the use of the library, followed by the simulation
and experiment setup. Finally an extended case study,
future work notes and conclusions are provided.

2 Arena

The process approach describes the system from the
entity perspective. The entity is the basic component
of the simulation model.
To support this approach to DES simulation, Arena
components are arranged into panels. The main panel
is called Basic Process, and contains the main basic
components for system simulation.
Panel components can be classified into two types:
flowchart modules and data modules. Flowchart mod-
ules allow to describe the entity flow through the sys-
tem (dynamic part of the system). They include Cre-
ate, Process, Dispose, Decide, Batch, Separate, As-
sign and Record modules. Data modules describe the
characteristics of system elements (static part), such as
Entity, Queue, Resource, Variable, Schedule and Set
modules. The procedure for building a model consists
in drawing the flowchart diagram and configuring the
required data modules. This procedure is analogous in
ARENALib and will be detailed in Section 10.
At this moment, ARENALib implements the Create,
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Process, Dispose and Decide flowchart modules and
the Entity, Resource and Queue data modules. This
implementation is described below.

3 ARENALib Architecture

ARENALib has been designed around the idea of im-
plementing the Arena’s Basic Process panel and being
able to model and simulate the same kind of systems
than Arena. As a consequence, it’s architecture has
been divided in two parts ( ARENALib general archi-
tecture is shown in Figure 1a)):

• The user zone, that contains the Basic Process
panel modules (flowchart and data), the Project
model draft which is the start package for new
systems’ models and the tutorial package that in-
cludes some examples to help the beginner user
to get used with the library. The structure of this
zone is shown in Figures 1c),1b) and 1d).

• The developer zone, stored in the “src” package,
contains all the internal models and functions
used by ARENALib simulations. Details about
this package are shown in Figures 1e) and 1f).

The user zone will be detailed in Section 10, while the
developer zone will be discussed in the next sections.
The main problem that has been addressed in
ARENALib is the management of the dynamical be-
havior of the components of the system. It includes the
entity flow management, seizing and releasing of re-
sources and the generation of the statistical indicators.
This problem has been solved using dynamic-memory
structures implemented as an static library (written in
C language). The static library is connected to the
Modelica code using Modelica’s external-function in-
terface. Packages Ext and DynMem contains the func-
tions to access the static library ( these packages are
shown in Figures 1e) and 1f)).

4 Basic Process Panel

Analogously to Arena’s process approach schema,
ARENALib has been divided in two type of modules:
flowchart modules and data modules. Flowchart Mod-
ules, that enables the modeler to describe the flow of
entities in the system. It is composed by:

• Create module, represents the creation or arrival
of entities to the system.

• Process module, simulates the point for entity
processing.

• Dispose module, where the entities leave the sys-
tem.

• Decide module, simulates a division in the flow
of entities.

Data Modules, representing the components of every
process in the system, such as:

• EntityType module, describes the characteristics
of the entities.

• Queue module, represents the queue where the
entities should wait for processing.

• Resource module, are the components of the de-
fined processes.

All these modules will be discussed in Sections 6 and
7.

5 Interfaces

As previously mentioned the connection between
modules is one of the main problems encountered dur-
ing the development of the library.
One of the problems of module connection is that, for a
given point in time, several and different entities could
be arriving at the same module. This means that the
same connector has to receive different entities from
different modules of the system.
At the beginning, the approach taken to solve this
problem was to implement an entity receival interface
for each module. This interface was basically a text
file in which the information of the received entity was
written. The module that received the entity could read
it from the file and process it. This solution was suc-
cessful for small systems. However, the use of text
files is very time consuming and the performance for
large models was poor.
To solve that performance problem a dynamic memory
interface was implemented for data exchange among
modules. This interface consists in storing in an In-
teger variable in Modelica a number that corresponds
to the pointer to a Dynamic Data Structure (DDS) pre-
viously created. These DDS’s are stored in memory
and correspond to the main data structures used in the
system’s simulation, such as queues and linked lists of
elements. There is a DDS for managing queues of en-
tities, lists of resources, lists of entity types, lists of
statistical indicators and lists of attributes of an entity.
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a) b) c)

d) e) f)

Figure 1: ARENALib architecture: a) General Architecture; b) Model Draft; c) Tutorial; d) BasicProcess; e)
Interfaces; f) Random Variates

The performance was increased about 40 times from
the text file’s approach.

So the interface between modules is composed by an
integer number, which corresponds to the pointer to
the entity receival queue of a given module, and in-
dicates the memory address for accessing the queue.
Also, every module has a queue of outgoing entities
for managing the order in which the entities are trans-
fered to the next module.

For the development of the flowchart modules, some
general interfaces have been implemented. The basic
ones are the connectors for input and output entities.

Based on these basic connectors several models have
been created to cover all the possible interfaces of the
flowchart modules. Depending on the number of in-
puts and outputs of each module they can be classi-
fied into: InBlock (one input), OutBlock (one output),
InOutBlock (one input and output) and In2OutBlock

(one input and two outputs).

6 Flowchart Modules

Flowchart modules are used to model the flow of en-
tities through the system. This entity flow begins in
Create modules, and finish in Dispose modules. In this
section, each of the currently implemented modules is
detailed and it’s use and configuration parameters are
shown.

6.1 Create

As mentioned before, it allows to model the arrival of
entities to the system. This arrival is expressed in form
of an inter-arrival time between entities. The module
extends the OutBlock interface module. The parame-
ters of the module are the following:
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• EntityType, is the type of the entities created in

the module. This entity type has to be previously
instantiated from an entity type data module.

• Entity Generation Function, represents the inter-
arrival time. This time can be calculated from: (1)
a probability distribution; (2) a constant expres-
sion and (3) a Modelica variable from any other
model.

• g1,g2 and g3, are the parameters of the previous
function. Depending on the distribution selected
the meaning of each one changes.

• TimeUnit, is the local time unit. The inter-arrival
time will be based on it.

• Entities Per Arrival, defines the number of enti-
ties generated in each arrival time.

• Max Arrivals, establishes the maximum number
of entities generated in the module. If the number
of entities reach this value, no more entities will
be created.

• First Creation, sets the simulated time when the
first entity is created.

6.2 Process

It defines a process. It extends the InOutBlock inter-
face module. The parameters of the module are the
following:

• Name, the name of the module.

• Type, can be standard and submodel. The stan-
dard defines a simple process configured by the
module parameters. On the other hand, the sub-
model indicates that this module is just a mask
for a more complicated process, composed by a
DES itself. The submodel type is not fully im-
plemented, but it can be easily done by using the
Modelica’s object oriented capabilities.

• Action, the possible values are Delay, Seize-
Delay, Seize-Delay-Release and Delay-Release.
Depending on the option chosen, the entity will
seize a resource, be processed (delayed), and at
the end release the resource.

• Priority, establishes the priority of entity selec-
tion from the waiting queue. This option is not
implemented yet. The entity selected is the first
in the queue (FIFO).

• Resources, is the list of the resources associated
to the process. Each resource has to be previously
declared using a resource data module.

• Resource Quantities, defines the quantity of each
resource that has to be seized by the entity. If any
of the resources does not have the specified quan-
tity available then the seize operation fails and
the entity must wait in the queue. This param-
eter must have the same length than the previous
one.

• Queue, is the queue associated to the process. It
has to be previously defined with a queue data
module.

• Delay type, represents the processing time for an
entity. It can be a continuous value or a probabil-
ity distribution.

• g1, g2 and, g3, are the parameters of the Delay
type function.

• TimeUnit, also represents the local time unit. It is
the base time for the delay value.

• Allocation, determines the kind of process the
module is simulating. Possible values are “Value
Added”, “Non Value Added”, “Wait” , “Trans-
fer” and “Other”, and will influence the statistical
results of the entities processed.

6.3 Dispose

It is the final point for the entities in the system: they
are removed from the system and their statistical infor-
mation is stored. For that reason, this module has no
parameters.

6.4 Decide

It permits the modeler to simulate a division in the flow
of the entities. Given a chance or a condition, the mod-
ule decides the output connector the entity will leave
the module through. It extends the In2OutBlock in-
terface model. The parameters of the module are the
following:

• Type, establishes the type of flow division, either
by chance (percentage) or by condition. At this
moment only the “by chance” option is imple-
mented.

• Percent True, is the percentage of entities that will
leave the module through it’s True output connec-
tor.
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7 Data Modules

Data modules represent the static components of the
system. These are the entities themselves and the rest
of the components that will interact with them along
it’s flow, such as queues and resources. At the present,
three modules have been implemented and are detailed
below.

7.1 EntityType

This data module defines the attributes of a type of
entity. These attributes are the name, the picture of
the entity (currently not implemented), and the costs
associated to the entity.

7.2 Queue

It is used to describe process queues. The only type of
queue currently implemented is the FIFO.

7.3 Resource

This module represents the resources used by the en-
tities in the processes. An entity must seize (when
needed) the resource in order to be processed. After
processing, the entity can release the resource or not,
depending on the kind of process performed.

8 Connection with other Modelica
models

ARENALib modules can be connected to other Model-
ica models, so hybrid continuous-discrete systems can
be easily modeled.
Arena provides the possibility of including continu-
ous modules in the models, however this possibility is
very limitated. Analogously, ARENALib provides in-
terfaces in each module to perform a connection with
any Modelica model, which is much more powerful
than Arena’s capabilities.
This connection interfaces give the modeler the pos-
sibility of configuring ARENALib module parameters
from external Modelica models.
We can separate the connection interfaces in two:

• Integer ones, that represent the transfer of entity
related events between discrete and continuous
systems. The input Integer connector is used to
tell the system that an entity has arrived or that an
entity has finished the processing (in the Create
and Process modules). And the output connector

(in the Process module) is used to tell the continu-
ous system which entity (with it’s serial number)
has seized the resource and is ready to be pro-
cessed.

• Real ones, are just values for the rest of the avail-
able parameters of the modules, such the time for
the first arrival, the maximum arrivals, the prior-
ity, etc.

On the other hand, each discrete module provides in-
formation that can be accessed using the Modelica dot
notation. The list of variables that can be accessed for
each module is displayed in the information icon of the
module’s model.

9 Random Variables

A key point in DES simulation is the random num-
ber generation. This section has been divided into two
parts to separate the random number generation (ob-
servations of the U(0,1) distribution) from the variate
generation.

9.1 Random Number Generation

Due to the DES dependence on stochastical distri-
butions and to ensure good simulation results, it is
very important to have a good source for pseudo-
random numbers, to build statistically good random
variates[7].
Also, in order to be able to analyze and validate the
results from ARENALib in comparison with the ones
obtained from Arena, the same pseudo-random num-
ber generator has been implemented.
This random number generator is called CMRG (Com-
bined Multiple Recursive Generator) [8] and has a pe-
riod length of 2191. This period length can be divided
into disjoint streams, each of them of length 2127.
ARENALib associates one of those streams with each
Random Variable, so the random number stream inde-
pendency can be ensured for variate generation.
The implementation of the CMRG has been done
translating the implementation in C, done by Pierre L.
Ecuyer (available on the web at [9]), into Modelica
code. In this way, the generator is available for anyone
outside the ARENALib environment. The only remark-
able thing for it’s usage is the management of the seed,
which is read from a text file and updated every time a
new stream is generated.
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9.2 Random Variates Generation

To provide the modeler enough functionality for mod-
eling and simulating many kind of systems, some
of the most commonly-used probability distributions
have been implemented and included in the library.
These distributions are functions that use the stream
created by the CMRG to generate random variates.
The output variables of all the distribution functions
are the variate’s value and the updated random stream,
that will be used to obtain more new variates. The in-
put variables of the functions are the following:

9.2.1 Continuous Probability Distributions

• Uniform (min,max)

• Exponential (mean)

• Normal (mean,variance)

• LogNormal (mean,variance)

• Triangular (min,mode,max)

9.2.2 Discrete Probability Distributions

• Bernoulli (p)

• Discrete Uniform (min,max)

• Binomial (n,p)

• Geometric (p)

• Negative Binomial (n,p)

• Poisson (alpha)

10 ARENALib Use

In this section the use of ARENALib will be introduced
by means of a simple example. The development of
the model, the experiment setup, the analysis of the
results an the validation with Arena are explained in
detail.

10.1 Model Description

It is a very simple case of a processing system. The
modeled system consists on a Drilling Center where
the parts arrive, are drilled (processed) and leave.
The flowchart components of the system are a create
module, that represents the parts arriving to the center,
a process module, which is the drilling center itself and
finally the dispose module where the parts leave the

system. The flowchart diagram is presented in Figure
2.
The data modules are: (1) the entity type that repre-
sents the processed parts; (2) the drilling press viewed
as a resource; and (3) the queue associated to the press.
For building this model in ARENALib we should use
the package ModelDraft, duplicate and rename it to
match our model requirements. This package includes
all the basic components necessary to simulate the sys-
tem.
Inside the ModelDraft there are two structures, the
flowchart diagram that will be used to compose the
system’s structure and the data package which con-
tains models for structuring all the needed data mod-
ules of our system.
For building the Drilling Center in ARENALib, an en-
tity type, a resource and a queue modules have to be
inserted in their corresponding data models, and then
the flowchart diagram has to be drawn by drag a drop
of a create, a process and a dispose module.
The last step is to configure the parameters of each
data and flowchart module, as desired, to match the
requirements of the system.

10.2 Simulation and Experiment Setup

Arena ARENALib
Indicator Average Half Width Average
Part.NumberIn 20010 19887
Part.NumberOut 20006 19887
Part.VATime 3.3254 0.01574 3.3385
Part.WaitTime 3.4822 0.24270 3.4571
Part.WIP 1.3622 0.06354 1.3527
VATimePerEntity 3.3254 0.1574 3.3385
WaitTimePerEntity 3.4822 0.24270 3.4571
TotalTimePerEntity 6.8077 0.24771 6.7956
Queue.NumberInQueue 0.69695 0.05623 0.68754
Queue.WaitingTime 3.4827 0.2427 3.4571

Table 1: Results of the drilling center simulations

When having the system’s model, and after having
configured all the parameters of the modules, a sim-
ulation experiment can be run.
There are two basic parameters for each simulation.
The simulation time and the global time unit. The
first one establishes the duration of the simulation ex-
periment, and the second one is the time unit (sec-
onds, minutes, hours,etc.) in which the simulation
time is established. These two parameters will influ-
ence the time unit parameter of the modules in the sys-
tem, translating the values in each module to match the
simulation time.
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a) b)

Figure 2: Drilling center model composed using: a) ARENALib; and b) Arena

When the simulation time is finished, the statistical re-
sults of the run are written to a file named “SimRe-
sults.dsc”. After that, the only remaining variable in
the system is the CMRG seed. This ensures that sev-
eral experiments of the same model will, each of them,
use different pseudo-random numbers.
Results from the Drilling Center simulation are shown
in Table 1. These results have been obtained using
Dymola.
Several experiments can be easily configured using
Modelica’s scripting facilities.
Other result analysis capabilities are the plots. Every
module has several variables that can be plotted at the
end of the simulation and permits the analysis of the
evolution in time of the experiment. This can be very
useful to detect peak loads or compare several param-
eters in the system.

11 Case Study

As a case study, a Bottle Filling process is discussed.
This process consists in a tank which fills bottles with
liquid. Once a bottle is full, it is labeled and controlled
in two quality control processes. The bottles that pass
the first control are considered as first class bottles and
the ones that pass the second control are considered as
second class bottles. Any bottle that doesn’t pass the
second quality control process is cleaned and relabeled
again.
The tank has been modeled as a continuous system
which fills the bottles at a constant rate. Every 400
time units the tank is refilled to it’s maximum level.
The flowchart diagram of the process is displayed in
Figure 3, modeled either in Modelica and Arena.

Arena ARENALib
Indicator Average Half Width Average
Bottle.NumberIn 637 650
Bottle.NumberOut 623 632
Bottle.VATime 6.1618 0.35771 6.405
Bottle.WaitTime 35.894 5.2451 36.237
Bottle.WIP 5.3305 (Corr) 5.5132
Labeling.NumberIn 659 677
Labeling.NumberOut 645 660
Labeling.VATimePerEntity 5.3348 0.13555 5.3026
Labeling.WaitTimePerEntity 34.697 (Corr) 34.796
Labeling.TotalTimePerEntity 40.031 5.6018 40.098
Labeler q.NumberInQueue 4.5534 (Corr) 4.7017
Labeler q.WaitingTime 34.723 (Corr) 34.839
Cleaning.NumberIn 22 28
Cleaning.NumberOut 22 27
Cleaning.VATimePerEntity 19.202 (Insuf) 20.44
Cleaning.WaitTimePerEntity 1.0079 (Insuf) 0
Cleaning.TotalTimePerEntity 20.210 (Insuf) 20.44
Cleaner q.NumberInQueue 0.0044 (Insuf) 0
Cleaner q.WaitingTime 1.0079 (Insuf) 0

Table 2: Results of the Bottle Filling simulations

The results of the simulation and the validation data,
from the comparison with the Arena’s results, are pre-
sented in Table 2. Also some plots from Dymola’s
simulation results are shown in Figure 4.

12 Future Work

The main task for the future work will be the Basic
Process panel development completion, including the
modules still not implemented and the rest functional-
ities for the existing ones.
Other problems, that actually delay the development of
the whole library, are the management of different data
types for attributes and variables and the implementa-
tion of variable size matrices, for example, when intro-
ducing entity attributes that can be modified dynami-
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cally during the simulation by any module, or the use
of system variables whose value and size can change
similarly to the attribute ones.
The solution for these problems is still in progress but
will be solved soon, enabling the further development
of the whole library.
The tutorial package will also be completed with more
examples as well as the information pages for every
module, either in the user zone and the development
zone.
Visual representation of the simulations will also be
studied.

13 Conclusions

A new Modelica library has been designed and imple-
mented, offering the possibility of modeling DES and
hybrid continuous-discrete systems in a simple way.
This new library is based on Arena, a simulation envi-
ronment for DES.
This new library is completely compatible with the rest
of the Modelica’s components.
Several experiments have been performed obtaining
successful results. Validation has been done using
Arena for comparing results.
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a)

b)

Figure 3: Bottle Filling model composed using: a) ARENALib; and b) Arena
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Figure 4: Bottle Filling model result plots using Dymola
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Abstract

The aim of this work is to present a library, developed
in Modelica, which provides the neural network math-
ematical model. This library is developed to be used
to simulate a non-linear system, previously identified
through a specific neural network training system. The
NeuralNetwork library is developed in Modelica
2.2 and it offers all the required capabilities to create
and use different kinds of neural networks.
Currently, only the feed-forward, the elman[6] and the
radial basis neural network can be modeled and simu-
lated, but it is possible to develop other kinds of neural
network models using the basic elements provided by
the library.
Keywords: neural network, library, simulate, model

1 Introduction

The work described in this paper is motivated by the
lack of publicly available Modelica libraries for neural
networks. A neural network is a mathematical model,
which is normally used to identify a non-linear system.
Its benefit is the capability to identify a system also
when its model structure is not defined. For such a
characteristic, sometimes it is used to model complex
non-linear system.
There are different kinds of neural networks in litera-
ture and all of them are characterized by a specific ar-
chitecture or some other specific features. This library
takes into consideration only three types of neural net-
works:

• the feed-forward neural network,

• the elman[6] neural network, which is a recurrent
neural network,

• the radial basis neural network,

but the basic elements of the library make possible the
construction of any other different neural network.

There are, in literature, different kinds of neural net-
works, many different algorithms to train them and
many different softwares to do this task. For this rea-
son, the library purposefully lacks any function to train
a neural network; the training process has to be made
by an external program. The MatLab[8] Neural Net-
work toolbox was chosen, during the development and
the tests, because it is commonly used and it is ex-
tremely powerful; however any other training software
can be used.
The library was already used to develop and simu-
late the neural network model of an electro-hydraulic
semi-active damper.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents
the neural network mathematical model: a briefly de-
scription about the characteristics of each kind of net-
work, implemented in the library, is provided. Section
3 describes the chosen library architecture and the rea-
sons which guide its implementation. Section 4 shows
an example of library use: the entire work process will
be explained, from the neural network identification,
with an external training software, through the net-
work parameters exchange (from the training software
environment to the Modelica one), to the validation of
the Modelica model. Last section (5) shows some pos-
sibilities of future work, and draws some conclusions.

2 Neural Network model

The neural network mathematical model was born in
the Artificial Intelligence (AI) research sector, in par-
ticular in the ’structural’ one: the main idea is to repro-
duce the intelligence and the capability to learn from
examples, simulating the brain neuronal structure on
an calculator.
The first result was achieved by McCulloch and Pitts
in 1943[1], when the first neural model was born.
In 1962 Rosenblatt[2] proposed a new neuron model,
called perceptron, which could be trained through ex-
amples. A perceptron makes the weighted sum of the
inputs and, if the sum is greater then a bias value, it
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sets its output as ’1’. The training is the process used to
tune the value of the bias and of the parameters which
weight the inputs.
Some studies[3] underline the perceptron training lim-
its. Next studies[4], otherwise, show that different ba-
sic neuron models, complex neuron networks archi-
tecture as suitable learning algorithms, ensure to go
beyond the theoretical perceptron limits.
Three kinds of neural networks, which are described
in the following paragraphs, were taken into consider-
ation in the library: they differ in neuron model and
network architecture.

2.1 Feed-forward neural network

The feed-forward neural network is the most used neu-
ral network architecture: it is based on the series con-
nection of neuron layers, each one composed by a set
of neurons connected in parallel. Examine the i− th
layer: the layer inputs, u1,u2, . . . ,un, are used by r
neurons, which produce r output signals, y1,y2, . . . ,yr.
These signals are the inputs of the next layer, the
i+1− th layer.

Figure 1: Standard neuron model

The neuron used in the feed-forward neural network
is called standard neuron (figure 1). A standard neu-
ron maps Rq into R; it is characterized by n inputs,
u1,u2, . . . ,un, and one output, y. The first step, which
is taken by the neuron, is to compute a weighted sum
of the inputs: the result is called activation signal

s = w0u0 +w1u1 +w2u2 + . . . +wnun,

where w0,w1,w2, . . . ,wn are real parameters. w0 is the
neuron bias and w1,w2, . . . ,wn are the neuron weights.
The second step is to perform a non-linear elaboration
of s, obtaining y. This is computed using a function
σ(•) (R→ R), called activation function; it is usually
a real function of real variable, monotonically increas-
ing, with a lower and an upper asymptote:

s = lim
s→−∞

σ(•) = σin f ,

s = lim
s→−∞

σ(•) = σin f .

For this reasons, it is usually called sigmoid. Different
functions can be used; the most used are:

• σ(s) = tanh(s) (called in MatLab tangsig);

• σ(s) = 1
1+exp−n (called in MatLab logsig);

A linear function is also used as activation function: it
is normally used for the neurons which compose the
output layer (σ(s) = s (called in MatLab purelin)).
The feed-forward architecture allows to build very
complex neural networks: the only constraint is to
connect the layer in series and the neurons of a layer in
parallel, each of them with the same activation func-
tion. The first section of the network, which takes the
inputs and passes them to the first layer without doing
anything, is usually called Input layer. The last layer
is called Output layer and the others are called Hidden
layer1.

Figure 2: A feed-forward neural network structure

An important theoretical result, related to the feed-
forward neural network, ensures to specify which is
the non-linear function class that can be evaluated by a
specific neural network. The result is applicable to dif-
ferent kinds of networks: in particular, it involves the
standard neural network. This network is composed
by only two layers: an Hidden layer, composed by m
neurons2, which processes n inputs, u1,u2, . . . ,un, and
an Output layer, composed by one neuron with a linear
activation function.

1this is not an univocal nomenclature; for example, in MatLab,
the first neuron layer is called Input layer and the others are simply
called layer.

2all having the same activation functions
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Theorem 1 (Universal Approximator[4]) Take a
standard neural network where σ(•) satisfies the
following conditions:

1. lims→∞ σ(s) = 1,

2. lims→−∞ σ(s) = 0,

3. σ(•) is continuous.

Taking a function g(u) : Rq → R, continuous on a set
Iu compact in Rq, and an ε > 0, a standard neural
network exists which achieves the transformation y =
f (u) so that

|g(u)− f (u)|< ε,∀u ∈ Iu.

2.2 Recurrent neural network (Elman)

A particular type of neural network is the recurrent
neural network. This network is a dynamical system,
in which the output depends on the inputs and the in-
ternal state, which evolves with the network inputs. If
the internal state is Z(t), the network then agrees to the
following relations:{

Z(t +1) = F(Z(t),U(t))
Y (t) = G(Z(t),U(t))

Recurrent networks are usually based on a feedback
loop in the network architecture, but this is not the only
way.
In the library, the Elman[6] neural network is consid-
ered: in this network, the feedback loop is between the
output of the Hidden layer and the input of the layer
itself. This allows the network to learn, recognize and
create temporal and spatial models.
An Elman neural network is usually composed by two
layer connected as shown in figure 3: there is an Hid-
den layer, which is the recurrent layer, composed by
neurons with an hyperbolic tangent activation function
(σ(•) = tanh(•)), and an output layer, characterized
by a linear activation function.
As for the feed-forward neural network, the universal
approximator theorem ensures that the Elman neural
network is an universal approximator of a non-linear
function. The only requirement is that the more the
function to be estimated becomes complex, the more
the number of the neurons, which compose the Hidden
layer, increases.
The only difference between a feed-forward neural
network and an Elman neural network is the recur-
rence: this allows the network to learn spatial and tem-
poral models.

Figure 3: An Elman neural network

2.3 Radial basis neural network

The Radial basis neural network is used as an alterna-
tive to the feed-forward neural network. Like this one,
it is based on the series connection of layers, each of
them composed by a set of neurons connected in par-
allel. Two are the main differences:

• the number of layers is commonly fixed, with one
Hidden layer and one Output layer;

• the basic neuron is not the standard neuron but it
is called radial neuron.

A radial neuron maps Rq into R; it is characterized by
n inputs, u1,u2, . . . ,un, and one output, y. The first step
took by the radial neuron is to compute an activation
signal: it differs from the standard one because it is
not a weighted sum of inputs but it is equal to:

s = dist({u1,u2, . . . ,un} ,{α1,α2, . . . ,αn})b,,

where α1,α2, . . . ,αn are real parameters, regarding
which distances of the inputs are calculated (they are
called centers of the neuron), b is called neuron ampli-
tude and the function dist({x1,x2} ,{a1,a2}) computes
the euclidean distance between {x1,x2} and {a1,a2}3.
The following step is to perform a non-linear elabora-
tion of s, obtaining y. This is made using the function
σ(•) = exp−(•2) (R → R) which is the radial neuron
activation function; it is not a sigmoid function but a
bell-shaped function (figure 4).
As previously remarked, the radial basis neural net-
work architecture is commonly fixed: there is an Hid-
den layer, composed by radial neurons, and one Out-
put layer, composed by a standard neuron with a linear
activation function (purelin). Although the structure of
this neural network is more limited, compared to the
feed-forward one, this is not a limit for its approxima-
tor capability.

3dist({x1,x2} ,{a1,a2}) =
√

(x1−a1)2 +(x2−a2)2
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Figure 4: Radial neuron activation function

As for the feed-forward and the Elman neural net-
works, the universal approximator theorem ensures
that this kind of neural network is an universal approx-
imator of a non-linear function. The only requirement
is that, the more the function to approximate becomes
complex, the more the number of the neurons which
compose the Hidden layer increases.

3 NeuralNetwork library

The reason of this library is the lack of an suitable
Modelica library, able to simulate a neural network.
The aim was to develop a library with the capabilities
to create and to simulate such a mathematical model.
There are already many different algorithms to train
a neural network and many different softwares to do
this task so no training algorithm was given. This re-
quires that the training process must be performed by
an external software. The MatLab[8] Neural Network
toolbox was chosen, during the development and the
tests, because it is used commonly and it is extremely
powerful; however any other training software can be
used. These elements affect some library architectural
choices.
The first aim was to give to the users all the elements
to create the previously presented neural networks: no
constraints were put in for the user, who can create any
kind of network architecture without limits. The user
himself is directly responsible to use the basic blocks
correctly and no checks are performed by the library
blocks.
The basic element of the NeuralNetwork library was
chosen to be a network layer. A layer in a neural net-
work (NeuralNetworkLayer) is a set of neurons
which are connected in parallel[5]. It is characterized
by the following parameters:

• numNeurons: it is the number of neurons which
compose the layer;

• numInputs: it is the number of inputs of the layer;

• weightTable: it is a matrix which col-
lects the weight parameters (or the centers
of neurons) used by every neuron of the
layer to weight the inputs; its dimension is
[numNeurons×numInputs];

• biasTable: it is a vector which collects the biases
of neurons that compose the layer; its dimension
is [numNeurons×1];

• NeuronActivationFunction: it is the activation
function used to compute the output by each neu-
ron of the layer. The neurons, which compose a
layer, can only have the same activation function.

Using a network layer as the basic element has the only
limit that the activation function of each neuron in a
layer must to be the same, but the neural network ar-
chitectures previously presented don’t need this prop-
erty. Moreover this choice ensures to have an easier
data exchange between the neural network training en-
vironment and the Modelica one.
This is particularly true when the MatLab Neural Net-
work toolbox is used to train a neural network. As
reported in the section 4, in the object used by MatLab
to store a neural network, the weights (or the centers of
neuron) and the bias of layer are collected in a matrix
with the same property of the matrix used to initialize
a NeuralNetworkLayer.
The library is organized in a tree-based fashion (Figure
5), and it is composed by five sub-packages:

• the package BaseClasses: it contains only
one element, the NeuralNetworkLayer;

• the package Networks: it contains some neu-
ral networks based on the connection of many
NeuralNetworkLayer;

• the package Utilities: it contains different
functions and models used to define some library
elements or used itself in the library;

• the package Types: it contains the constants
used to specify the activation functions which
characterize a NeuralNetworkLayer;

• the package Examples: it contains some exam-
ples which allow the user to explore the library
capabilities.
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Figure 5: Library structure

3.1 BaseClasses - NeuralNetworkLayer

As previously described, there is only one el-
ement in the BaseClasses package, the
NeuralNetworkLayer. This is a block with
a MIMO interface, in which the number of inputs is
specified through a parameter and the outputs number
is the same to the neurons one.
The parameters of the NeuralNetworkLayer are:

• numNeurons: it is the number of neurons which
compose the layer

• numInputs: it is the number of inputs to the layer

• weightTable: it is the table of the weights, if the
layer is composed by standard neurons, or the ta-
ble of the centers of the neuron, if the layer is
composed by radial neurons

• biasTable: it is the bias matrix of the neurons
which compose the layer

• NeuronActivationFunction: it is the activation
function of the layer neurons

The NeuronActivationFunction characterizes the
behavior of the neuron network layer. The pa-
rameter can be selected in the set, defined by
NeuralNetwork.Types.ActivationFunc-
tion; the possible choices and behaviors are:

• PureLin: the block acts as a layer composed by
standard linear neurons; the output is equal to the
activation signal s, which is equal to

y = s = weightTable * u + biasTable[:,1]

• TanSig: the block acts as a layer composed by
standard non linear neurons; the output is equal
to the hyperbolic tangent of the activation sign al

y = Modelica.Math.tanh(s);

• LogSig: the block acts as a layer composed by
standard non linear neurons; the output is equal
to the value returned by the LogSig function:

y = NeuralNetwork.Utilities.LogSig(s);

• RadBas: the block acts as a layer composed by
radial non linear neurons; the output is computed
with the following steps:

– the euclidean distance between the
centers of layer neurons and the in-
puts is evaluated using the function
NeuralNetwork.Utilities.Dist()

with the following parameters: weight-
Table, matrix(u)

– the element-wise product between
the previous function output and the
bias matrix is calculated using the
NeuralNetwork.Utilities.Ele-

mentWiseProduct function: this value is
the activation signal s

– the output is then evaluated using the
specific radial neuron activation function
(NeuralNetwork.Utilities.RadBas);

3.2 Networks

Figure 6: Networks package structure

This package (shown in figure 6) is composed by
five blocks: each one represents a neural network.
The feed-forward neural network and the radial ba-
sis neural network are easily composed using the
NeuralNetworkLayer block.
The case of the Elman neural network (figure 7 shows
the model in Dymola[7]), which in the library is called
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NeuralNetwork RecurrentOne(Two)Layer4,
is different. In figure 7 the NeuralNetwork Re-
currentOneLayer is shown: the delay block has
been introduced to create the recurrence. The para-
meters of every layer and the parameter of the delay
block, which is the samplePeriod of the recurrent
layer, can be tuned. The samplePeriod has to be equal
to the input signal sample rate, so that the network can
work correctly.

Figure 7: Elman neural network in Dymola

The NeuralNetwork.Utilities.UnitDe-
layMIMO was introduced to realize the layer feed-
back: it behaves as the Modelica.Blocks.Di-
screte.UnitDelay but it has a MIMO interface
in place of the SISO one.

3.3 Utilities

Figure 8: Utilities package

The Utilities package (shown in fi-
gure 8) is composed by some mathemati-
cal functions and blocks needed to the li-
brary to work. In the blocks there are the
NeuralNetwork.Utilities.UnitDelay-
MIMO block, used to model an Elman neural network,
and the NeuralNetwork.Utilities.Sam-
plerMIMO, used to sample more signals at the same
time and used to build the Elman neural network
example. The mathematical functions instead are
used to model a specific activation function (LogSig

4they differ for the number of recurrent layer

and RadBas) or to elaborate signals which are used
by neurons to compute the activation signal (Dist
and ElementWiseProduct are used by a layer
composed by radial).

4 An application example

The package Examples contains some instances
which allow the user to explore the library capabili-
ties. In this section, an example of how to use the
NeuralNetwork library is shown: the entire work
process will be explained, from the neural network
identification, with MatLab Neural Network toolbox,
through the network parameters exchange, to the vali-
dation on the model implementation in Modelica.

Figure 9: NARX: neural network with external dynam-
ics

The example shown here (which is the model
FeedForwardNeuralNetwork placed in
Examples package) is about a feed-forward
network with external dynamics. This neural network,
shown in figure 9, is a feed-forward neural network
in which the signals used as inputs are previously
delayed. The feed-forward neural network with
external dynamic, which is normally called NARX,
performs the following function

y(t) = f (u(t) . . .u(t−na),y(t) . . .y(t−nb)).

This example shows how to use the elements of the
NeuralNetwork library to create a feed-forward
neural network with external dynamic, where u is a
vector composed by two elements, na = 2 and nb = 0.
First of all we have to create the model of the process
which has to be identified by the network. We assume
that the process is driven by the non-linear function

F(t) = (3x(t)x(t−1)x(t−2))+(y(t)y(t−2)),
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where x and y are the inputs of the system. Note that
the process is dynamic because F(t) uses the input val-
ues at t time, t− 1 time and t− 2. For this reason we
choose to use a dynamical feed-forward network with
6 inputs:

y(t) = f (x(t),y(t),x(t−1),y(t−1),x(t−2),y(t−2)).

To train the network is mandatory to have some input
signals and the correspondent outputs. The Matlab en-
vironment can be used: define the input signals with
the following commands5

t=0:0.01:10;
x=sin(2*pi*t);
y=cos(5*pi*t);

and calculate the output signal of the process from the
inputs previously defined.

for k=3:length(t)
f(k)=(3*x(k)*x(k-1)*x(k-2));
f(k)=f(k)+(y(k)*y(k-2));

end

After the input and output signals are created, the net-
work has to be built. To construct a feed-forward neu-
ral network, the command newff has to be used. As
parameters, the command requires the variances of the
inputs, the dimension of the network and the layer ac-
tivation functions. To do this use the following com-
mands

var x = [min(x) max(x)];
var X = [var x;var x;var x];
var y = [min(y) max(y)];
var Y = [var y;var y;var y];
net = newff([var X ; var Y],[4 1],

{’tansig’,’purelin’});

Note that var X and var Y are a 3× 2 matrix, with
one line for x(t), one for x(t−1) and one for x(t−2).
To train the network, the input signal matrices have to
be created (they are in X and in Y). Some parame-
ters, like the train method and the train epochs num-
ber, has to be set and then the function train can be
used. This is done with the following commands:

in X = [ x ; [0 x(1:end-1)] ;
[0 0 x(1:end-2)] ];

in Y = [ y ; [0 y(1:end-1)] ;
[0 0 y(1:end-2)] ];

net.trainFcn = ’trainlm’;

5when dealing with dynamic feed-forward networks it is very
important that the sampling time during the simulation be the same
as the one used for the network training, otherwise the model will
not behave correctly.

net.trainParam.epochs = 100;
[net,tr]=train(net,[in X;in Y],f);

To see how the network has learned the non-linear sy-
stem the command sim can be used

f SIM = sim(net,[in X;in Y]);

Figure 10: Real process and neural network output
comparison

Plotting the real output and the network simulated out-
put (figure 10), we can see that the network has iden-
tified the non-linear system very well. Two ways were
taken into consideration in order to use the parameters
coming from the MatLab environment:

• create a specific script for MatLab (called extract-
Data.m) which collects the parameters from the
environment and creates a text file containing all
the information as the Modelica notation and the
library requests;

• use the DataFiles library which provides
some functions to read/write parameters
from/into .mat files (saved using the -V4 option).

The DataFiles library is a particular implementa-
tion supplied by Dymola to manage .mat files: this ap-
proach was used in absence of a general solution in
Modelica.
In this particular example the first way was used. At
first, it has to be understood how the MatLab saves
the feed-forward neural network parameters. Watch-
ing the figure 11, which shows how MatLab maps the
weights and bias of the layer on the network object ma-
trices and keeping in mind that the first hidden layer is
called InputLayer and the others only Layer, can be
asserted that:
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Figure 11: MatLab weights and bias matrices

• to access to the weights matrix of a layer has to be
used the command net.X{1,1}6, where X=IW
for the first layer and X=LW for the others; the
weights matrix is a [S×R] , where S is the neuron
number and R the layer inputs number

• to access to the bias matrix has to be used the
command net.b{1}, [S×1].

Using this information and the extractData.m script,
two files, which contain the Modelica definition of the
network layers that compose the neural network, were
created:
extractData(’LW.txt’,’OutputLayer’,

net.LW{2,1},net.b{2},’lin’)
extractData(’IW.txt’,’HiddenLayer’,

net.IW{1},net.b{1},’tan’)

where ’LW.txt’ and ’IW.txt’ are the names of
the file where the definition of the Modelica
neuralNetwork TwoLayer OutputLayer and
HiddenLayer are stored. The other parameters of the
command are the weights and the bias matrices and
the layer activation function.
Now it’s possible to create this neural network
using the Modelica language7. At first take a
neuralNetwork TwoLayer block and change its
parameters using the results of the previous steps (lo-
cated in ’IW.txt’ and ’LW.txt’). Then, since the neural
network expects 6 inputs which have to be externally
built, some unit delay blocks (with sample time sets
to 0.01, which is the input signals sample time) and a
multiplexer must be used.
As last step, build a .mat file enclosing the input sig-
nals used in MatLab to simulate the neural network.
To compare the Modelica output to the MatLab one,
enclose the output signals too.

6For the index selection please use the MatLab Neural Network
toolbox help.

7The example model (figure 12) was created in Dymola[7]

Figure 12: FeedForwardNeuralNetwork exam-
ple

IN x=[t’ , x’];
IN y=[t’ , y’];
OUT f=[t’ , f SIM’];
save testData FeedForwardNN.mat -V4
IN x IN y OUT f

the figure 13 shows the output of the Modelica simu-
lation and the output of MatLab: see that there is no
difference between them.

Figure 13: Matlab and Modelica simulation output
comparison

Similar examples have been built for the other kinds
of networks in the library. They are available in the
Examples package, to check their results against the
Matlab implementation.

5 Conclusion

A Modelica library, providing the neural network
mathematical model is presented. This library is de-
veloped to be used to simulate a non-linear system,
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previously identified through a specific neural network
training system. The NeuralNetwork library is de-
veloped in Modelica 2.2 and it offers all the required
capabilities to create and use different kinds of neural
networks.
Currently, only the feed-forward, the elman[6] and the
radial basis neural network can be modeled and simu-
lated, but it is possible to build different network struc-
tures, by using the basic elements provided by the li-
brary. In section 4, a library extension example is
shown: a dynamical neural network model is created
using the library blocks. The entire work process is
explained, from the neural network identification, with
an external training software, through the network pa-
rameters exchange (from the training software envi-
ronment to the Modelica one), to the validation of the
Modelica model. This lead us to show that there is
no difference between the Modelica simulation output
and the MatLab one.
The library is publicly available under the Modelica
License from the www.modelica.org website.
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Abstract 

Bond graphs have established themselves as a reli-
able tool for modeling physical systems. Multi-bonds 
are a bondgraphic extension that provides a general 
approach to modeling all kinds of multi-dimensional 
processes in continuous physical systems. This paper 
presents a Modelica library for modeling multi-bond 
graphs and their application to three-dimensional 
mechanical systems. A set of bondgraphic models 
for ideal mechanical components is provided that 
enables a fully object-oriented modeling of mechani-
cal systems. The wrapping of the bondgraphic mod-
els and their representation by meaningful icons 
gives the mechanical models an intuitive appeal and 
makes them easy to use. The resulting mechanical 
systems can be efficiently simulated. Additionally, 
the continuous mechanical models were extended to 
hybrid models that allow discrete changes to be 
modeled that occur in mechanical system as a result 
of hard impacts. 

Keywords: Bond Graph, Multi-bond Graph, 
Multi-body System, Model Wrapping 

1 Introduction  

1.1 Introduction to Bond Graphs 

If a physical system is subdivided into small compo-
nents, we observe that these components all exhibit 
specific behavior with respect to power and energy: 
Certain components store energy like a thermal ca-
pacitance; other elements dissipate energy like a me-
chanical damper. An electric battery can be consid-
ered a source of energy. The power that is flowing 
between components is distributed along different 
types of junctions. This perspective offers a general 
modeling approach for physical systems: bond 
graphs: [3], [8]. 

Bond graphs are a domain-neutral modeling tool 
for continuous system modeling in the field of phys-
ics. The actual graph represents the power flows be-

tween the elements of a physical system. The edges 
of the graph are the bonds themselves. A bond is rep-
resented by a “harpoon” and carries two variables: 
the flow, f, written on the plain side of the bond, and 
the effort, e, denoted on the other side of the bond 
[3].  

Figure 1:  Representation of a bond 

The product of effort and flow is defined to be 
power. Hence a bond is denoting a power flow from 
one vertex element to another.  

The assignment of effort and flow to a pair of 
physical variables determines the modeling domain. 
Table 1 below lists the effort/flow pairs for the most 
important physical domains. 

Table 1: Domain-specific effort/flow pairs
Domain Effort Flow
electrical voltage (u) current (i)

translational 
mechanics  

force (f) velocity (v)

rotational me-
chanics  

torque (t) angular velocity 
( )

acoustics / hy-
draulics 

pressure (p) volumetric flow 
( )

thermodynamics temperature (T) entropy flow ( )
chemical chemical  

potential ( )
molar flow ( )

The vertex elements are denoted by a mnemonic 
code corresponding to their behavior with respect to 
energy and power. Table 2 lists the most important 
bondgraphic elements. The mnemonic code is bor-
rowed from the electrical domain. 
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Table 2: Mnemonic code of bondgraphic elements
Name Code Equation 

resistance R e = R · f 
source of effort Se e = e0

source of flow Sf f  = f0

capacitance C f  = C · der ( e )
inductance I e  = I · der ( f )
0-junction 0 all efforts equal 

sum ( f ) = 0
1-junction 1 all flows equal 

sum ( e ) = 0

Using the bondgraphic methodology, one can 
e.g. model the electric circuit of Figure 2 by the cor-
responding bond graph of Figure 3: 

Figure 2: Schematic of electric circuit 

Figure 3: Bond graph of electric circuit

1.2 The Modelica BondLib 

To conveniently model with bond graphs using Dy-
mola, a Modelica library called BondLib [4] has 
been developed by F.E. Cellier and his students. Us-
ing this library, bond graphs can be created in an ob-
ject-oriented fashion. The library provides a com-
plete set of basic bondgraphic elements as atomic 
(equation) models.  These can be composed graphi-
cally to form more complex composite models.  

The basic bondgraphic elements and the bonds 
themselves can be placed on the screen by drag and 
drop.  They can then easily be connected with each 

other. Further specifications can be added by means 
of parameter menus. 

Although BondLib is a general Modelica library, 
its usage is strongly linked to the graphical modeling 
environment of Dymola [5]. Since bond graphs are a 
graphical modeling tool, it may be much less desir-
able to use this library in a purely alphanumerical 
modeling environment. 

1.3 Introduction to Multi-bond Graphs 

Multi-bond graphs (sometimes also called vector-
bond graphs) are a vectorial extension of the regular 
bond graphs [2]. They are especially well suited for 
modeling multi-dimensional processes.  

Figure 4: Composition of a multi-bond 

A multi-bond is composed of a certain number 
of bonds of either the same domain or at least closely 
related domains. It is represented by a (blue) double 
half-arrow as shown in Figure 4. The number shown 
at the center of the multi-bond denotes its cardinal-
ity, i.e., the number of individual bonds included. 

This paper presents multi-bond graphs of me-
chanical systems, which is their primary application. 
However, multi-bond graphs can be used to model 
all kinds of multi-dimensional processes. Diffusion 
processes like heat distribution in a planar electric 
circuit may be another meaningful application. Yet 
another interesting field of application could be the 
modeling of chemical reaction dynamics [2]. Multi-
bonds may also be applicable in the field of general 
relativity [7]. 

1.4 Advantages of Bondgraphic Modeling 

Concerning the modeling of complex physical sys-
tems, bond graphs offer a suitable balance between 
specificity and generality. The interdisciplinary con-
cept of energy and power flows creates a semantic 
level for bond graphs that is independent of the mod-
eling domain. Thus, basic concepts of physics such 
as the first rule of thermodynamics can always be 
verified in a bond graph, independent of its applica-
tion. This is particularly helpful for intra-domain 
models that operate in multiple energy domains.   In 
addition, the semantic level helps the modeler avoid 
many types of modeling errors and find an adequate 
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solution for his or her task. Modeling by equations is 
far more flexible and therefore leaves more room for 
mistakes. 

Another advantage of bond graphs is their 
graphical approach to modeling. Relations can be 
expressed more naturally by two-dimensional draw-
ings than in a one-dimensional equation code. Also 
the limitations of the screen (or drawing area) force 
the modeler to split his model into simple, easily un-
derstandable elements.  

To us, bond graphs offer also a perfect approach 
to gaining a profound understanding of the basic 
principles covering all of physics and to organizing 
the knowledge concerning specific models. This 
makes bond graphs extremely valuable and useful 
for teaching purposes. However, bond graphs are a 
modeling tool like any other. Everything that can be 
modeled by bond graphs can also be modeled by 
other modeling paradigms. Some researchers will 
find bond graphs a convenient means to organizing 
their knowledge, whereas other researchers won’t.   

2 The MultiBondLib 

The original BondLib only contains models for 
regular bond graphs. An additional library is needed 
to conveniently create models of multi-bond graphs. 
This paper presents a Modelica library for multi-
bondgraphic modeling. It is called MultiBondLib 
and was designed to bear a strong resemblance to the 
existing BondLib in structure and composition. All 
users already familiar with BondLib should therefore 
be able to quickly acquaint themselves with the new 
MultiBondLib. 

The MultiBondLib features also domain-specific 
sub-libraries for mechanical systems. These are in-
troduced further on in Section 4. Although mechan-
ics are the major field of application, the basic multi-
bondgraphic elements provide a general solution to 
modeling all kinds of physical processes. These basic 
elements shall be briefly discussed in the following 
paragraphs.

Each vertex element of a regular bond graph has 
its multi-bondgraphic counterpart. The elementary 
equations of the basic bondgraphic elements remain 
the same. A transformation to the multi-bondgraphic 
terminology simply extends the scalar equations to 
vectorial form. The MultiBondLib provides these 
multi-bondgraphic counterparts and much more. 

Just like the regular BondLib, the MultiBondLib 
features also causal bonds that are helpful for deter-
mining the computational causality of a model and 
for analyzing computational problems. A stroke de-

notes the side of the bond at which the flow vector is 
being computed. However, there is no need to ever 
use causal bonds in Modelica since the computa-
tional causality is determined automatically other-
wise. Causal multi-bonds are also less convenient 
than their single-bondgraphic counterparts because 
the two causal multi-bonds do not cover all possible 
cases:  mixed causality is possible as well, but a stan-
dard notation for mixed causality is missing and 
would probably be more confusing than helpful. 

Figure 5: The two causal multi-bonds 

In addition, MultiBondLib provides certain ele-
ments that are specific to multi-bond graphs. These 
elements handle the composition, decomposition and 
permutation of multi-bonds. Also special converter 
elements have been designed to allow a combination 
with the classic BondLib. 

The cardinality of a multi-bond and its connected 
elements can be defined for each individual element 
separately. Consequently, it is possible to create 
models containing multi-bonds of different cardinal-
ity without any additional effort. Yet in many cases, 
the same cardinality is being used for the entire 
model. To afford a good usability in such cases, a 
default model has been developed. The default 
model is an outer model for all multi-bondgraphic 
components on the same level of the modeling hier-
archy or below that defines the default cardinality of 
all underlying bondgraphic elements. 

3 Mechanical MultiBond Graphs 

In the mechanical domain, the bondgraphic effort is 
identified with the force, f, and the bondgraphic flow 
is identified with the velocity, v. The corresponding 
effort/flow pair of the rotational domain is torque, t,
and angular velocity, . These assignments define 
the semantic meaning of the bondgraphic elements.  

The inductance implements the fundamental 
equation f = m · dv/dt and represents a storage of 
kinetic energy. The capacitance represents the stor-
age of potential energy.  It can be used to model a 
spring. A linear bondgraphic resistor models an ideal 
damper. All of these elements can be rigidly con-
nected using a 1-junction, whereas a force interaction 
between two neighboring elements is modeled by a 
0-junction. 
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Based upon this standard, various tools for the multi-
bondgraphic modeling of mechanical systems have 
been developed since their invention by Breedveld in 
1984 [2]. Unfortunately, most of these tools are in-
complete, e.g. only suitable for the description of 
linear systems; and many are outdated.  

To understand the specific difficulties that arise 
when using a bondgraphic approach to modeling a 
mechanical system, it is important to note that such 
systems often exhibit holonomic constraints, i.e., 
constraints resulting from the topology of the system. 
No two mechanical bodies can occupy the same 
space at the same time, and frequently, different me-
chanical bodies are related to each other by a dis-
tance constraint, e.g. they may be connected to each 
other by a mass-less bar. Holonomic constraints are 
constraints based on location. However, bond graphs 
operate on velocities and forces only.  Hence me-
chanical systems cannot be modeled by bond graphs 
alone. There is a need for additional graphical mod-
eling tools for expressing holonomic constraints be-
tween bodies. 

The MultiBondLib offers such a link to other 
modeling tools through sensor elements. Sensors 
elements “measure” certain bondgraphic variables 
like effort, flow, momentum (integrated effort) or 
position (integrated flow). In the MultiBondLib, the 
signal emitted by the sensor elements is a-causal and 
simply represents an equality equation (not an as-
signment). Hence sensor elements are not limited to 
a single usage. They may serve a number of different 
purposes: 

• to measure bondgraphic variables, 
• to convert bondgraphic variables to non-

bondgraphic signals,  
• to establish algebraic relationships between 

bondgraphic elements.  
It is this latter form of usage that enables us to 

state holonomic constraint equations: The positional 
state is derived through sensor elements and influ-
ences the dynamical behavior through modulations. 
It is important to note that sensor elements as well as 
modulations are neutral with respect to power and 
energy. Hence the entire energy flow is described by 
the bond graph alone. 

The following paragraphs present two examples 
that include the applications of these elements in the 
field of planar mechanical systems. In such a system, 
the world is restricted to two dimensions. Models for 
planar mechanic systems are therefore a lot simpler 
than three-dimensional models. They may serve as a 
good introduction to multi-dimensional mechanics 
since such models are much more easily understand-

able. One major simplification in planar mechanics is 
the fact that the rotational inertance, J, is a constant 
scalar for all possible orientations, because the axis 
of rotation is fixed.  Thus everything can be com-
fortably computed using the coordinate vectors of 
the inertial system. There is no need for transforma-
tions between different coordinate systems as is the 
case in 3D-mechanics. All effort and flow variables 
of a planar mechanical bond graph can be conven-
iently resolved in the inertial system. 

Figure 6: Composition of a planar multi-bond 

Hence planar mechanical systems can be de-
scribed by multi-bond of cardinality three. Figure 6 
depicts the planar mechanical multi-bond. The first 
two bonds belong to the translational domain, 
whereas the third bond belongs to the rotational do-
main. The effort vector of a planar multi-bond is then 
[fx, fy, t]T, whereas the corresponding flow vector is 
[vx, vy, ] T .

Figure 7 presents the bondgraphic model of a 
simple planar pendulum. 

Figure 7: Bond graph of a planar pendulum 

The translational position is fixed at the revolute 
joint by a source of zero flow, Sf, of cardinality two. 
The revolute joint is free to rotate, i.e., it does not 
experience any torque. Hence it is modeled by a 
source of zero effort, Se, of cardinality one. The two 
multi-bonds are amalgamated to form a general 
multi-bond of planar mechanical systems of cardinal-
ity three.  
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The mass itself is represented by the 1-junction 
shown at the bottom of Figure 7. In a 1-junction, the 
flow variables (velocities) are equal, whereas the 
effort variables (forces) add up to zero. Hence the 1-
junction represents the d’Alembert principle applied 
to the mass. The forces acting on the mass are the 
inertial force, I, and the gravitational force, which 
can be represented by another source of effort, Se,
pulling in the negative y-direction. 

The mass element is connected to the revolute 
joint by a mass-less rod describing a positional trans-
lation between the body element and the revolute 
joint. This rod is modeled by a modulated trans-
former element, mTF, that transforms the angular 
velocity into a translational velocity, and vice-versa. 

This transformation is dependent on the current 
angle of the revolute joint. Therefore the transformer 
is modulated by the orientation angle of the revolute 
joint that is measured by the sensor element, Dq. The 
a-causal signal connecting the sensor element in 
combination with the transformer implements the 
holonomic constraint.  

1 2

translationalTF

mTF
translational

Figure 8: Icon of the modulated transformer. It provides 
two bondgraphic connectors (denoted by light blue cir-
cles) and two signal connectors (denoted by blue dia-
monds) 

Let us take a closer look at the mTF element pre-
sented in Figure 8 to get a more profound under-
standing. The element inherits the bondgraphic effort 
and flow vectors1, (e1, f1) and (e2, f2), from its two 
bondgraphic connectors. These two connectors rep-
resent the hinges of a mass-less rod. Hence, the 
transformation between the variable pairs is specified 
by the parameter vector, d, that represents the dis-
tance vector between the two hinges. A modulation 
of the transformation is determined by two signals: 
the current orientation  and an optional elongation 
factor ampl. The actual model then defines an addi-
tional auxiliary variable, r, and implements the bal-
ance equations of a lever: 

r  = 
Ksin(4 ) cos (4 )

Kcos (4 ) Ksin(4 )
$d$ampl

                                                     
1 Please remember the vector composition presented in 
Figure 6. 

f2[1:2]  =  f1[1:2] + r ·f1[3] 

f2[3]  =  f1[3] 

e1[1:2]  =  e2[1:2] 

e1[3] = e2[3] + rT·e2[1:2] 

This modulated transformer, mTF, is a highly 
specialized element that hardly makes any sense out-
side the planar mechanical domain. Such specialized 
elements are thus provided in corresponding domain-
specific sub-libraries, rather than listing them among 
the basic multi-bond graph elements of the Multi-
BondLib.  

The large bond graph of Figure 10 represents the 
model of a second example: a simple model of a 
crane crab.  The corresponding schematic diagram is 
presented in Figure 9. 

Let us refrain from offering a detailed explana-
tion of the model. Instead we shall take a look at the 
overall structure. The reader may observe the a-
causal signals in Figure 10 that flow alongside the 
actual bond graph. These signals contain the vari-
ables for the current position and orientation. 
Whereas the multi-bond graph models the dynamics 
of the system, the signals handle the system’s posi-
tional state.  

Figure 9: Schematic diagram of a crane crab

Furthermore, multi-bond graphs of mechanical 
systems tend to become very large, since the sheer 
generality of the bondgraphic approach does not al-
low a more specific representation of larger me-
chanical elements. This makes the resulting bond 
graph hard to read and understand. It is therefore 
helpful to separate the bond graph into specific me-
chanically meaningful subparts as indicated by the 
gray rectangular frames of Figure 10. These subparts 
can then be represented by composite models that 
contain a wrapped version of the underlying subsys-
tem multi-bond graph. The resulting model is pre-
sented in Figure 11 and is now easily understand-
able.
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Figure 10: Multi-bond graph of a crane crab

The wrapping technique offers the better of two 
worlds: It provides an easy-to-use model at the top 
level, whereas a look inside the model reveals a fa-
miliar bondgraphic explanation. 

Figure 11: Multi-body diagram of a crane crab 

4 The Mechanical Sub-libraries 

Two libraries for the modeling of mechanical sys-
tems have been developed, one for planar mechanics: 
“PlanarMechanics,” and the other for 3D-Mechanics: 
“Mechanics3D”. Both libraries are included as sub-
packages within the MultiBondLib. The following 
discussion will now focus on the components of the 
Mechanics3D library. However, most of the subse-
quent descriptions hold for the planar mechanical 
library as well. 

Similar to the Multi-body systems library of M. 
Otter [9], the Mechanics3D library offers models for 
an extensive set of mechanical components. It con-
tains models for rigid parts such as bodies and rods, 

as well as models for different kinds of joints such as 
revolute joints or prismatic joints. A spring and a 
damper are typical examples of force elements for 
which models are offered in the library as well. In 
addition, models of ideal rolling objects such as 
wheels or marbles are provided. All of these ele-
ments can be further specified by parameter menus 
and feature a suitable animation. 

Due to the similarity in structure and design, us-
ers of the standard Modelica MultiBody library will 
find the Mechanics3D library very easy to use.  The 
Mechanics3D library represents both a subset and a 
superset of the MultiBody library. Yet in contrast to 
the standard MultiBody library, all mechanical mod-
els of the new Mechanics3D library are based upon 
wrapped bondgraphic models. A look inside the 
models reveals a bondgraphic explanation. 

4.1 Connector Types 

In this section, we discuss the selection of connector 
variables for the mechanical components in Mechan-
ics3D. This selection is defined by the process of 
wrapping. Therefore all bondgraphic variables have 
to be part of the connector. These are:  

• the force vector, f , (flow variables),
• the torque vector, t , (flow variables), 
• the velocity vector, v , (potential variables), 
• the angular velocity vector, , (potential 

variables); 
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where the variables of the rotational domain are 
resolved with respect to their corresponding body 
system. All other variables are resolved in the iner-
tial system. Also the variables of the positional sig-
nals are part of the connector: 

• the position vector, x , (potential variables) , 
• the orientation matrix, R , (potential vari-

ables). 
Please note that the connector contains redun-

dant information. The variables v and are deriva-
tives of x and R. Also R itself is 3×3 orientation ma-
trix and thus a redundant way of expressing the cur-
rent orientation. 

Although the Mechanics3D library and the Mul-
tiBody library are very similar, the Mechanics3D 
library defines its own slightly different connectors. 
Hence it is not possible to combine the components 
of these two libraries without additional tools. 

4.2 Kinematic Loops 

The redundancy of the connector causes problems 
when components are connected in a circular fash-
ion, as this is often the case in kinematic loops. A 
standard connection statement leads then to a singu-
larity in the model. To overcome these difficulties, a 
second alternative connection statement is needed 
that contains only non-redundant information. For 
each kinematic loop, one standard connection has 
then to be replaced by its non-redundant counterpart. 

Figure 12: Multi-body diagram of a 3D kinematic loop 

However, the user of the library does not need to 
worry about these details, because the replacement is 
achieved automatically. To implement the necessary 
preprocessing of the model, a set of special Modelica 

functions2 has been used. These are the same meth-
ods that have also been applied in the case of the 
standard MultiBody library (see [9]).  

Figure 12 shows the Mechanics3D model of a 
3D kinematic loop.  No special cut joints have been 
used, and the elimination of redundant equations and 
redundant states takes place automatically. Whereas 
the automatic elimination algorithm works in most 
cases, planar loops within a 3D environment still 
require special treatment. A special cut joint has 
been developed for this purpose. 

4.3 An Example: The Bicycle 

This example was created by components of Me-
chanics3D and presents the model of an uncontrolled 
ideal rolling bicycle. Such a bicycle has seven de-
grees of freedom on the level of position and three 
degrees of freedom on the level of velocity. It is a 
partially stable system for a specific range of driving 
velocities. A nice description of the dynamic behav-
ior of a bicycle can be found in a paper by K. Åström 
et al. [1]. The relevant parameter values for mass and 
geometry of this specific model are taken out of a 
paper by Schwab et al. [11]. The described bicycle is 
self-stabilizing for driving velocities between 
4.3ms−1 and 6.1ms−1.
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Figure 13: Multi-body diagram of a bicycle

Figure 13 depicts the multi-body diagram of the 
bicycle model.  Although no closed loop is visible in 

                                                     
2 These are: defineRoot(), definePotentialRoot(), define-
Branch(), isRoot(), and rooted(). 
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the multi-body diagram, the model contains a closed 
kinematic loop, since both wheels are connected to 
the road.  The Mechanics3D library offers an outer 
world3D model that is used in exactly the same fash-
ion as the corresponding model of the standard Mul-
tiBody library. 

The selected state variables are the cardan angles 
of the rear wheel and their derivatives. These three 
cardan angles represent the orientation on the plane, 
the lean of the rear frame, and the roll angle of the 
rear wheel. Additional state variables are the position 
of the rear wheel on the plane, the angle of the steer-
ing joint, and the angle of the front revolute joint. 
Each of the two wheels defines one holonomic con-
straint equation that prevents the bicycle from sink-
ing into the road. 

Figure 14: Animation model of the bicycle

Figures 14 and 15 show the results of the simula-
tion. The lean angle can be examined in a plot win-
dow, and the bicycle is nicely animated within Dy-
mola. 
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Figure 15: Plot of the lean angle 

4.4 Run-time Efficiency 

The selection of the state variables is of major im-
portance for the efficiency of the resulting simula-
tion. Usually this selection is automatically achieved 
by Dymola. Nevertheless variables can be suggested 
to the simulation program via the advanced Modelica 
attribute: “StateSelect”. These variables are the states 
of a joint’s relative position and velocity. Each joint 
is declaring state variables, unless there is a kine-
matic loop.  

In the latter case, there are often many equivalent 
sets of state variables. Dymola uses the feature of 
dynamic state selection, where the state variables are 
chosen at run time. This offers the most flexible so-
lution but leads to a slower simulation and to many 
additional equations that are often unnecessary. 
Hence it is strongly recommended to determine a 
static set of state variables manually in such a case 
whenever this is feasible.  

All mechanical components that contain poten-
tial state variables have the option of a manual en-
forcement of their state variables via the parameter 
menu. To this end, the Boolean parameter “enforce-
States” needs to be activated. 

The Mechanics3D library and the standard Mul-
tiBody library contain elements for the same purpose 
that can be used in very similar ways. It is therefore 
easily possible to translate the model for a mechani-
cal system from one library to the other. Both librar-
ies are examined with respect to their run-time effi-
ciency. The complexity of the resulting systems of 
equation and the computational effort of the simula-
tion are compared for a given set of examples. The 
results of this examination are presented in Table 3. 
There is hardly any difference. In fact, the generated 
equations of both libraries are very similar. There is 
only one remarkable difference: In contrast to the 
Mechanics3D library, the translational velocity is not 
part of the connector variables of the standard Mul-
tiBody library. The elements are only connected by 
the translational position. The equations for the 
translational velocities are then derived (when neces-
sary) by differentiation. In the bondgraphic models 
of the Mechanics3D library, these equations are ex-
plicitly stated. 

Table 3 lists the sets of non-linear equations for a 
given set of experiments. The number of integration 
steps is counted for a simulation period of 10 sec-
onds. The simulation method was Dassl with a toler-
ance of 10−4. A * indicates that the parameters of the 
experiment setup differ slightly between the two li-
braries. 
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Table 3: Comparison of the two mechanical libraries 
MultiBody Mechanics3D 

Experiment Non-linear 
equations

Integr.
steps 

Non-linear 
equations 

Integr.
steps 

Double Pen-
dulum 

0 549 0 549 

Crane Crab 0 205 0 205 
Gyroscopic 
Exp. with  
Quaternions 

0 24438 0 25574 

Planar Loop 2 372 2 372 
Centrifugal {2,2} 70 {2,2} 70 
FourBar 
Loop* 

5 446 5 625 

Bicycle* 1 97 1 84 

5 Conclusions and Further Work 

A Modelica library for convenient multi-bond-
graphic modeling has been developed. It provides a 
general solution to modeling all kinds of multi-
dimensional processes in continuous physical sys-
tems. Multi-bond graphs offer a good framework for 
modeling mechanical systems. The bondgraphic 
methodology proved to be powerful enough for 
modeling all important ideal subparts of mechanical 
systems accurately and efficiently. 

The resulting libraries for mechanical systems 
PlanarMechanics and Mechanics3D provide an ex-
tensive set of component models. These domain-
specific models have an intuitive appeal and are easy 
to use. They consist in wrapped bondgraphic models, 
and a closer look reveals a bondgraphic explanation 
of their behavior. Also quality and efficiency of the 
resulting solution are not impaired by the bond-
graphic modeling technique. The selected state vari-
ables are chosen wisely, and the resulting systems of 
equations can be solved fast and accurately. 

Furthermore, a third library for mechanics has 
been developed and included in the MultiBondLib. It 
is called “Mechanics3DwithImpulses” and represents 
an extension of the Mechanics3D library. The exist-
ing purely continuous mechanical models were ex-
tended by their corresponding impulse equations to 
hybrid models that contain an additional discrete 
event part. 

This library was designed to model the behavior 
of mechanical systems in situations of hard ideal im-
pacts. The type of mechanical system is thereby not 
limited at all. Impacts can be modeled between sin-
gle objects, as well as between kinematic loops (e.g. 
a car suspension).  The provided parameter set for 

the impact characteristics includes also specifications 
for elasticity and friction. 

Sadly, the Modelica support for discrete event 
modeling [10] is not yet fully sufficient. Hence the 
resulting solution leads partially to models that are 
unnecessarily complicated in execution and design. 
Nevertheless the solution is fine and workable for 
small scale models. Figure 16 shows a simple exam-
ple of a mechanical system modeled using the ex-
tended 3D library. 

Figure 16: An implementation of Newton's cradle
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Abstract

In this work the SmartElectricDrives (SED) library
Release 1.0.1 is presented. The SED library is a tool
for simulating and tuning of electric drives in complex
electromechanical systems. This library is specifically
designed for simulations of electric drive systems with
a Modelica development platform. Besides a variety
of elementary components for simulating modern
electric drives the SED library also contains powerful
’ready-to-use’ drive models. These ’ready-to-use’
drive models include all features and characteristics
of full modern electric drives in only one single
component. Furthermore, the SED library facilitates
simulations on different levels of abstraction. By
choosing the right level of abstraction the user can
save processing power and therefore computing time.
This work outlines all the specific features and design
considerations of the SED library. Three simulation
examples are presented. Based on the results of these
examples the performance of the applied SED models
is assessed and analysed.

Keywords: electric drives; electromechanical systems;
quasi stationary simulation; signal bus systems; pa-
rameter estimation functions;

1 Electric drives applications – the
scope of the SED library

The SED library facilitates simulations of any elec-
tric drive application. Drives such as machine tools,
robotics, mining drives, traction drives and auxiliary
drives in vehicles and hybrid electric vehicles (HEV)
are good examples for typical applications [1], [2], [3].
These applications require high static control preci-

sion, fast dynamic response, overload capability and
sometimes speed ranges significantly above nomi-
nal speed. Conventional asynchronous induction ma-
chines used for such high performance applications
are usually controlled by exploiting the principle of
field oriented control (FOC) [4]. FOC can also be ap-
plied to synchronous induction machines and is widely
used in respective drive applications. Since FOC is the
most popular method to control ac machines it is im-
plemented in all ’ready-to-use’ ac drive models in the
current version of the SED library.

2 Structure of the SED library

All components needed for modern electric drives can
be found in the SED library. In Figure 1 the arrange-
ment of the packages is shown.

Figure 1: Screenshot of the SED library in the package
browser.
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2.1 The QuasiStationaryDrives pack-

age

In the QuasiStationaryDrivespackage, shown
in Figure 2, only models of full torque controlled
drives with a dc supplied converter are included.
These models are designed such way that all elec-
trical transients in the machines are neglected. Me-
chanical transients due to the inertia of the rotor
are considered, however. Consequently these mod-
els cannot be used for the simulation of electric
transient effects such as current spikes due to con-
verter switching, for instance. However, as long as
only the energy consumption or the efficiency of the
drive is of interest it is very advantageous to use
QuasiStationaryDrives models because they
are remarkably faster than models considering electri-
cal transient effects in machines. Another benefit of
QuasiStationaryDrives models compared to
conventional drive models is that current controllers,
flux controllers and torque controllers do not have
to be parameterized since these components do not
appear in the quasi stationary equations of electrical
drive systems. It can be shown that if electrical tran-
sient effects get neglected in electrical machines then
simple feed forward control can achieve a system per-
formance that can only be reached by feed back con-
trol in systems, which take the electrical transients into
account. This fact leads to shorter simulation times of
the QuasistationaryDrives models compared
to their counterparts in the TransientDrives
package.

Figure 2: Screenshot of the QuasiStationary-
Drives package in the package browser.

2.2 The TransientDrives package

The TransientDrives package, shown in Fig-
ure 3, contains all drive components that are needed
to build a simulation of an electric drive consider-
ing transient electric effects in machines. This pack-
age is split up into four machine type specific pack-
ages containing ’ready-to-use’ models of full torque
controlled drives as well as the respective elementary

control components of these models. Each ’ready-
to-use’ drive model consists of a dc/dc or dc/ac con-
verter considering power balance, a machine model
and the elementary drive components, such as con-
trollers, a measurement device, a flux model, bus con-
nectors, etc. Figure 4 shows the internal set-up of the
’ready-to-use’ asynchronous induction machine drive
model. In order to facilitate a very easy switching
between QuasiStationaryDrives models and
TransientDrives models the connector naming
and coding is standardized.

Figure 3: Screenshot of the TransientDrives
package in the package browser.

Figure 4: Screenshot of the TransientDrives
model of a dc supplied asynchronous induction ma-
chine.

2.3 The AuxiliaryComponents package

In the AuxiliaryComponents package a number
of primary transformations such as space phasor trans-
formations and line/phase transformations are avail-
able. Moreover, in this package the user has some
functions for controller parameter estimation at ones
disposal. The opened sub-package containing these
functions is shown in Figure 5.
These controller parameter estimation functions help
the user to adjust the whole set of controller param-
eters in speed controlled drive simulations for any
machine type. Since drive control systems have a
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cascaded structure deploying many elementary con-
trollers it can be quite time consuming to find proper
values for this big set of controller parameters. By us-
ing the provided parameter estimation functions the
process of controller adjustment can be accelerated
considerably. With regard to specific controller op-
timization criteria the estimation functions generate
controller values based on the parameters that define
the machine model such as nominal current, nominal
speed, stator resistance etc. Furthermore, the control
system behaviour can be tuned by the choice of spe-
cific dynamic gains in the estimation functions.

Figure 5: Screenshot of the Auxiliary-
Components.Functions package in the package
browser.

2.4 The Examples package

A large selection of examples for applications of the
SED library components is given in the Examples
package shown in Figure 6. In order to ease starting
up with the SED library eight specific tutorial exam-
ples are included in the Examples package. Step by
step, these tutorial examples explain the most impor-
tant models and their correct application in drive sim-
ulations. More sophisticated examples can be found
in the Examples.AutomotiveApplications
package. In this package some possibilities for the
use of electric drives in vehicular applications are pre-
sented. Further examples are included in order to give

details concerning the correct use and application of
major SED library components such as controllers,
converters, sources and loads.

Figure 6: Screenshot of the Examples package in the
package browser.

2.5 Further important packages

Apart from models representing full torque controlled
drive setups the SED library also offers some differ-
ent models of dc energy sources. There are two bat-
tery models, a supercap model and a proton exchange
membrane (PEM) fuel cell model available. These
models can be found in the Sources package.

The Converters package contains converters on
two different levels of abstraction. On one hand the
user can choose the so called power balance convert-
ers and on the other hand there are converters modeled
with ideal switches available. Power balance convert-
ers are designed for simulations in which switching
effects do not have to be considered. Their big plus is
that simulations work much faster with these models
since the calculation effort for the power balance equa-
tion is much smaller compared to processing a large
number of switching events.

In the Sensors package there are different meters for
the generation of specific measuring values available.
One important component in this package is the RMS
model, which transforms an instantaneous signal to the
respective RMS value within a certain measuring peri-
ode.

The Load package contains different models that can
be used for electric power dissipation. The compo-
nents of this package allow the simulation of dc power
loads and the modeling of constant or variable efficien-
cies in dc circuits.
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3 The bus concept

In order to group control signals and measuring signals
most SED components are featured with a bus con-
nector. For the internal use of each type of machine
control system in the TransientDrives package
there is a specific internal bus system available since
each type of machine has a particular set of con-
trol parameters and variables. There is also a gen-
eral ControlBus connector in the Interfaces
package available that is used to build an external bus
system by connecting torque controlled drive systems
with further controllers, such as speed controllers, po-
sition controllers or drive strategy controllers. Figure 7
illustrates that the external bus system and the inter-
nal bus system must be connected via an Interface
that is also available in the SED library.

A big advantage of bus concepts in Modelica is that
when programming in a diagram layer the model stays
manageable because the number of connections gets
minimized. Another plus is that during the simula-
tion of the model all variables that are on the bus get
grouped together in the variable browser of the sim-
ulation tab. The buses used in the SED library are
designed such way that the most important variables
for basic analyses of the drive system can be selected
on first sight in the variable browser. Some of these
very important variables are the shaft speed, the shaft
angle, the stator current, the stator voltage and the dc-
link voltage.

Figure 7: An SED simulation of a speed controlled
asynchronous induction machine with an internal and
an external bus system.

4 Examples

In order to point out the basic advantages of using
standardized ’ready-to-use’ models and models on dif-
ferent levels of abstraction three simulations get com-
pared. These three simulations can be found in the
Examples.Tutorial package of the SED library.
All three simulations represent the same drive system
with identical component parameters. The drive sys-
tem simulated, is a speed controlled asynchronous in-
duction machine driving an industrial fan. The ma-
chine is sourced via a six pulse diode bridge that con-
verts three phase ac voltages to a rippled dc voltage
in the dc-link circuit. A capacitive grounding compo-
nent smoothens the ripple of the dc voltage and assures
system stability when calculating results with Dymola.
FOC is used to control the asynchronous induction ma-
chine. The fan modelled with a quadratic speed depen-
dent torque and an inertia component is directly con-
nected to the shaft of the machine. The parameters of
the simulations are as follows:

• Three phase ac supply:

– Supply Voltage V̂AC = 660 V

– Line Resistor Rline = 1 mW
– Line Inductance Lline = 0.1 mH

• dc-Link:

– Buffer resistance Rbu f f er = 0.01 mW
– Buffer capacitance Cbu f f er = 0.01 F

• Asynchronous induction machine:

– Number of pole pairs p = 4

– Nominal frequency f = 50 Hz

– Nominal phase voltage VN = 400 V

– Nominal phase current IN = 416 A

– Rotor’s moment of inertia Jr = 35 kg m2

– Stator resistance Rs = 8.086W
– Stator stray inductance Lss = 300.1 µH

– Main field inductance Lm = 8.231 mH

– Rotor stray inductance Lrs = 502 µH

– Rotor resistance Rr = 4.934W
– Stator phases star-connected

• Fan:

– Nominal speed wN = 78 rad
s

– Nominal torque tN = 5227 Nm

– Inertia J = 50 kg m2
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4.1 Simulations with ’ready-to-use’ models

In Figure 8 a quasi stationary simulation, designated
as case A, is presented. The ’ready-to-use’ model
aimcqs contains a torque controlled asynchronuos
induction machine drive considering only quasi sta-
tionary effects. Also the dc/ac converter is included
in this component. The reference torque is generated
by a speed controller and fed to the FOC in the ’ready-
to-use’ model via the external bus system and an inter-
face model wRef. The reference speed curve for the
drive is defined by a time table. This time table con-
tains a RealOutput connector, which doesn’t match
the ControlBus connectors of the drive model and
the speed controller. That is why a bus adaptor must
be used to connect the reference speed signal to the
external bus system. This bus adaptor also provides
the correct physical unit accordingly. In Figure 9 an-
other transient simulation setup, designated as case
B, is shown. The difference to case A is that in
case B the electric transients are considered by us-
ing a ’ready-to-use’ TransientDrives model of
a torque controlled asynchronous induction machine,
called aimcfoc.

Figure 10, a simulation result of case B, illustrates
that the reference speed, wRe f , matches the real shaft
speed, wMechanical , in small speed regions whereas at
the instant t = 3s, when the speed is higher, the torque
limit of the drive is reached and therefore the acceler-
ation of the inertia is limited. The speed curves in case
A are very similiar to the ones displayed in Figure 10.

In Figure 11, Figure 12 and Figure 13 case A and case
B are compared. From the beginning of the simula-
tions until t = 1.2s the stator phase current in case
B, iMachine,caseB , deviates significantly from the stator
phase current in case A, iMachine,caseA . This is because
the flux controller in the TransientDrivesmodel
creates a very high flux by generating a reference cur-
rent to magnetize the machine very fast. In case A
this magnetizing effect is neglected, because transient
electric effects are not considered in the quasi station-
ary model. At t = 3.45s the current iMachine,caseB de-
viates from iMachine,caseA because the flux weakening
function in the FOC triggers a demagnetization of the
iron core in the machine model in case B whereas in
case A this effect is not considered. Furthermore there
are larger overshoots of current, torque and voltage in
case B whenever the reference speed, wRe f , triggers a
significant torque change.

Figure 8: Case A; quasi stationary simulation of the
speed controlled fan drive with a ’ready-to-use’ SED
model.

4.2 Simulating ideal switching effects

Figure 14 shows a simulation model considering
switching effects, which is designated as case C. In
case A and case B the dc/ac converter is modelled by
considering the power balance between supply circuit
and load circuit. However, in case C a converter mod-
eled with ideal switches and controlled by a symmet-
ric pulse width modulation (PWM) algorithm is used
to simulate the effects of pulsed stator voltages in the
drive. The basic differences between case C and the
simulations using power balance converters are shown
in Figure 15 and in Figure 16. Due to the converter
switching the current and the electric torque of the ma-
chine have a significant ripple.

4.3 Performance comparison of the simula-
tions

The three simulations are developed and simulated on
a conventional 1 GHz, 512 MB PC with a 5400 rpm
hard drive with Dymola 6.0a using the DASSL solver.
Processing the quasi stationary simulation, case A, is
the fastest since it contains the smallest set of differen-
tial equations and algebraic equations among the three
investigated cases. After translation, case A has only
16 differentiated variables and 333 equations. Pro-
cessing the presented results takes less than 1 s pro-
cessing time. Case B shows a simulation considering
also electrical transient effects in the machine. Con-
sequently, the model of the control system applied in
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Figure 9: Case B; electrical transients simulation of
the speed controlled fan drive with a ’ready-to-use’
SED model.

case B is more complex. Case B contains 42 differen-
tiated variables and 867 equations, which is the reason
for a processing time increase of 50% for the presented
results. However, processing case B takes still a much
smaller effort than processing case C. Calculating the
presented results of case C takes around 5 min 30 s.
The reason for this tremendous computation time is
that the solver iterates each event in order to find the
precise switching instant. Since the converter in case C
works with a 2 kHz PWM the processing effort is con-
siderably. Case C contains 41 differentiated variables
and 849 equations, which indicates a smaller system
than case B. Still, case B can be solved much faster
because the dc/ac converter in the ’ready-to-use’ drive
model is modeled by only considering the power bal-
ance between supply circuit and load circuit.

5 Conclusions

The scope, the structure and the most important pack-
ages of the SED library are described. Three simula-
tion setups with similiar parameter settings on differ-
ent levels of abstraction are presented and the results
are compared. The comparison shows that the ’ready-
to-use’ QuasiStationaryDrives models of the
SED library have the best performance. However, they
don’t show all the physical effects that can be analysed
with a simulation considering electric transient effects
and converter switching effects. Typical applications
for QuasiStationaryDrivesmodels are energy

Figure 10: Reference speed and real fan speed in
case B.

Figure 11: RMS values of the stator phase currents of
the machine in case A and case B.

balance analyses of electromechanical systems, such
as HEV or electric vehicle concepts. In such applica-
tions switching effects and electrical transient effects
can be neglected. The models in the Transient-
Drives package can be used when system responses
on fast transient events have to be investigated or if
controller optimization is the focus of investigation.
Furthermore, it is shown that the application of power
balance converter models helps saving a considerable
amount of computer resources when simulating elec-
tric drives with Modelica.
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Abstract
The investigation of large technical systems by simu-
lating long time periods requires very effective
methods. If only sinusoidal quantities occur in the
electrical domain, phasor analysis can be used to de-
scribe the steady-state behaviour of this part of the
physical system. In this paper, modelling of AC cir-
cuits and electromechanical drives with electrical AC
subsystems is presented using the well-known phasor
method within Modelica. To this end, some funda-
mentals concerning phasor description are repeated
before a possible implementation of AC circuits with-
in Modelica is proposed. This implementation uses a
new Modelica-library which is still under construc-
tion. The main content of this library is introduced.
Furthermore, some statements are given concerning
the library’s usage when coupling with other domains
or with transient submodels, or when switching be-
tween transient and phasor analysis, respectively.
Finally, three examples are presented.
Keywords: sinusoidal quantity, steady-state analysis,
phasor domain models, model coupling, variable
model structure

1 Introduction

Many linear electrical circuits use alternating current
(AC circuits). Most of them operate with a nominal
frequency and nearly ideal sinusoidal electrical quan-
tities. Distortions occuring due to circuits’
nonlinearities can often be neglected. This way, we
can define so called idealized linear AC circuits. They
shall be characterized by ideal sinusoidal quantities
and one single (nominal) frequency. 

Three operating modes can be distinguished in ideal-
ized linear AC circuits: the steady-state mode, the
dynamic mode, and the so-called quasi-stationary
mode. The first mode is characterized by constant am-
plitudes and phases of all sinusoidal quantities. The

system yields the sinusoidal steady-state response.
During the second mode, „fast“ dynamic changes of
sinusoidal quantities occur. „Fast“ means that the ap-
pearing dynamic processes shall have a low dominant
time constant compared to the nominal frequency.
Usually, it is a good choise if this time constant is less
than  ( ,  – nominal frequency). In this
case, the full transient (or complete) response of a sys-
tem has to be considered (using e.g. the electrical
Modelica standard library [14] or Haumer’s libraries
[6]). Such „fast“ dynamic processes appear with
switching operations or (stepwise or „fast“ continu-
ous) changes of parameters. Because consisting only
of decreasing shares in most cases, they fade away
with advancing time and can be neglected after a finite
time period. The third mode – the so-called quasi-sta-
tionary mode – shall be understood as a sequence of
steady states on the following condition: parameters
(which would be constant at steady-state analysis)
may vary extraordinary slowly compared to the nom-
inal frequency. It is signalized by „slow“ alterations of
amplitudes and phases of the sinusoidal quantities.
Usually, it is a good choise if the dynamic processes
have a dominant time constant higher than .

All three operating modes can be investigated by im-
plementing behavioural models (differential-
algebraic equations) within appropriate numerical
simulation systems. Because the instantaneous values
of the sinusoidal quantities are changing perpetually,
the performance of dynamic simulations depends on
the nominal frequency and, hence, is limited. Espe-
cially, the study of such systems for a long time period
(hours, days, years) is hardly possible.

In this paper, a very efficient method for modelling
AC circuits and its implementation within Modelica is
presented. This method can naturally be used for
steady-state analysis of such systems. The method’s
principal idea is the substitution of the sinusoidal
(time-depending) physical quantities in the transient
model by constant complex quantities – so-called

10T T 1 f⁄= f

10T
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phasors – in the steady-state model. Hence, the sys-
tem’s behaviour is not described by differential but by
algebraic equations. The models are called phasor-do-
main models. This method of steady-state analysis
was introduced by Steinmetz in the late 19th century
([10], [11]). Nowadays it is well-known and can be
found in many elementary textbooks (e.g. [1], [3], [4],
[5], [7], [8], [9]). Wiesmann also uses such an ap-
proach in parts of his power-systems library for
Modelica ([12]).

Sometimes it is necessary to study physical systems
containing both AC circuits and subsystems from oth-
er domains for long time periods. Then the quasi-
stationary operating mode of AC circuits is of special
interest. Considering this mode, a combination of
phasor-domain and transient models is possible.

2 Phasor description of AC circuits

2.1 Fundamentals

A sinusoidal signal of the form

(1)

(  – amplitude,  – angular frequency,  – phase)
can be understood as a well-defined part of a time-de-
pendent complex quantity

(2)

In the complex plane, signal  from (2) describes a
rotating vector having a constant length  and form-
ing an angle of  with the real axis at time
instant t (see Fig. 1). The original signal  can then
be gained at any time instant by projecting  to the
imaginary axis according to

(3)

If the angular frequency  is constant then the angu-
lar velocity of a rotating vector is also constant and,
therefore, is not of special interest. The complex quan-
tity  and, hence, the original signal  are
adequate determined by two values: amplitude  and

phase . Using the rms value  of the
signal instead of its amplitude,  can be represent-
ed by the following phasor

. (4)

This phasor has the constant length  and forms a
constant angle  with the real axis (see Fig. 2). 

Please note, that 

(5)

which means that a derivation of  in time domain
has to be replaced by multiplication with  in phasor
domain.

2.2 Ohm’s Law in generalized form

Ohm’s Law is well-known in DC analysis. Using
phasor description, this law can be written in an anal-
ogous form for AC analysis. Ohm’s Law reads in its
generalized (or complex) form 

, (6)

where  and  are the voltage and current phasors, re-
spectively, and  denotes the impedance or „complex
resistance“. It holds for linear electric components
like resistors, inductors, and capacitors. Consideration
of the relations between current and voltage at each
type of component yields the corresponding imped-
ances. Assuming a sinusoidal current

 and a sinusoidal voltage

x t( ) x̂ ωt ϕ+( )sin=

x̂ ω ϕ

x t( ) x̂ej ωt ϕ+( )                                           =
 x̂ ωt ϕ+( )cos j ωt ϕ+( )sin+[ ] . =

x t( )
x̂

ωt ϕ+( )
x t( )

x t( )

x t( ) Im x t( )[ ] Im x̂ej ωt ϕ+( )[ ]= =
 x̂ ωt ϕ+( ) .                sin=

ω

x t( ) x t( )
x̂

ϕ X x̂ 2( )⁄=
x t( )

X Xejϕ=

X
ϕ

Figure 1:   Rotating vector in complex plane

Figure 2:   Phasor in complex plane

d
dt
----- Im Xejωt[ ]{ } Im jωXejωt[ ]=

x t( )
jω

V ZI=

V I
Z

i t( ) î ωt ϕi+( )sin=
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 and replacing them by corre-

sponding phasors  and , the impedances of each
type of component can finally be represented with (5)
as:

, (7)

, (8)

(9)

(indices R, L, and C stand for resistor, inductor, and
capacitor, respectively).

In AC circuits, inductors coupled by magnetic fields
often occur. The behaviour of such a coupling can eas-
ily be included into the phasor description. Let M
denote the mutual inductance between two coils. Then
the EMF in coil 1 caused by a current through coil 2
reads

(10)

(the upper sign holds if the coils are oriented like-
wise). This yields the following voltage drop

. (11)

With (5), the relations between the current phasor in
one branch and the voltage phasor in the other branch
read finally

(12)

2.3 Kirchhoff’s Laws

According to Kirchhoff’s Current Law, the sum of the
instantaneous values of all currents in a node must
vanish at each point in time

, (13)

where k represents each branch being incident with
the considered node. In case of sinusoidal quantities,
each current  can be deter-
mined by projecting a rotating vector

(14)

to the imaginary axis. That’s why it follows from (13)

(15)

for each time instant t which means finally

. (16)

Displacing the time axis by , the currents read
. Those can be represented

by projecting the rotating vector  to the real axis.
Therefore, it holds

. (17)

Equations (16) and (17) yield finally the generalized
form of Kirchhoff’s Current Law

. (18)

Kirchhoff’s Voltage Law says that the sum of the in-
stantaneous values of all voltage drops in one mesh
must vanish at each point in time

. (19)

The generalized form of this law can be derived in the
very same way as shown above. It reads

. (20)

2.4 Coupling phasor domain models and 
transient models – electric machines

Sometimes, investigations of models consisting of a
fast part and a comparatively slow part shall be carried
out. If only sinusoidal quantities occur in the fast part
of such a model then it can be of interest to use a
phasor domain description for this submodel. In these
cases, it is necessary to couple at least two submodels:
one submodel in phasor-domain description and one
transient submodel.

For convenience in the following, phasor-domain
models are referred to as P-models while transient
models are called T-models. To couple a P- and a T-
submodel within one mathematical description (see
Fig. 3), some assumptions must be fulfilled:

• the connection between the two submodels con-
sists of one-directional signals only (signals
computed within the P-submodel and needed to
be known in the T-submodel are referred to as I-
signals – input to the phasor domain; signals
resulting from the T-submodel and influencing
the P-submodel are referred to as O-signals –

v t( ) v̂ ωt ϕv+( )sin=

V I

ZR R=
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output from phasor domain),

• all I-signals are only allowed to alter very
slowly compared with the P-submodel’s nomi-
nal frequency.

The second point in the list requires either some a pri-
ori knowledge about the T-submodel or a permanent
check of the first time derivatives of all I-signals. The
consideration of all assumptions ensures that the P-
submodel is always in steady-state or quasi-stationary
mode.

Electric machines consist of a mechanical and an elec-
trical subsystem. The complete response of the
mechanical part is very often slow compared to that of
the electrical part. This is particularly true with AC
machines because of the nominal frequencies mostly
used. Under certain assumptions (perfect symmetry,
no saturation etc.), the steady state of an AC machine
is characterized by ideal sinusoidal voltages and cur-
rents with constant amplitudes and phases. The steady
state is furthermore signalized by a constant angular
velocity of the rotor – with an induction machine – or
by a constant torque angle – with a synchronous ma-
chine – as well as a constant torque produced
electrically with both machines (see e.g. [13]). If the
mechanical angular velocity or the torque angle alter
very slowly compared to the electrical nominal fre-
quency then the electrical subsystem is in quasi-
stationary mode. This results in a slow variance of am-
plitude and phase of the electric sinusoidal quantities.
To study electric machines in steady-state or quasi-
stationary mode of the electrical subsystem, a combi-
nation of two submodels – a phasor-domain model of
the electrical subsystem and a transient model of the
mechanical subsystem – is possible.

2.5 Switching between phasor-domain and 
time-domain models

An electrical model which is to be switched between
time domain and phasor domain may be part of a het-
erogeneous system containing also subsystems of
other domains. Therefore, this model is refered to as
AC submodel in the following. 

If the transient response of an AC subsystem has been

faded away then a changeover from time domain to
phasor domain is possible because the system is in a
quasi-stationary mode or in a steady state. Both states
are characterized by constant or at least by nearly con-
stant amplitudes and phases of voltages and currents.
During a numeric simulation, such a changeover caus-
es a transition of the formerly differential-algebraic
equation system (DAE system describing the AC sub-
model in time domain) into a linear system of
algebraic equations (AE system describing the AC
submodel in phasor domain)

. (21)

In (21), matrix A may depend on time t or on state var-
iables of other domains (see e.g. [2]) and, hence, is
known at switching time. The elements of vector b ei-
ther are known (if depending on time or on state
variables of other domains) or have to be determined
during the transient simulation by “scanning” ampli-
tude and phase continuously. This way, a consistent
changeover can be carried out.

A changeover from phasor domain to time domain is
always possible. It is actually necessary, if the tran-
sient response of an AC subsystem is of interest for a
time interval (e.g. caused by a step-wise change of a
parameter). In this case, the quasi-stationary or steady
state is finished at switching time. During a numeric
simulation, the AE system has to be replaced by the
corresponding DAE system. Amplitudes and phases
of all “transient” source components can be deter-
mined from the corresponding phasors. Additionally,
initial values for all state variables of the DAE system
are needed. These values can be calculated from the
voltage phasors across capacitors and from the current
phasors through inductors.

3 Implementation in Modelica

3.1 Basic partial models

A new library called Complex has been created for
the implementation of phasor-domain models in Mo-
delica. This library is designed such that it can be used
like the Modelica standard library Model-
ica.Electrical.Analog. An important
difference is the definition of a so-called complex pin
instead of the standard pin to be used for connecting
components. Without any annotations, the definition
of the complex pin reads
connector ComplexPin

Real vRe, vIm;
flow Real iRe, iIm;

end ComplexPin;

Figure 3:   Coupling a P- and a T-submodel
Ax b=
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containing real and imaginary part (vRe, vIm) of a
voltage phasor  as well as real and imaginary part
(iRe, iIm) of a current phasor . Using this connec-
tor, important partial models like OnePort were
derived which, first, realize Kirchhoff’s relations in
generalized form between the component’s pins and,
second, compute real and reactive (idle) power out of
internal quantities and make them available via output
signals. The main part of the code for OnePort reads
partial model OnePort
PosComplexPin p;
NegComplexPin n;
Real vRe, vIm, iRe, iIm;
Real phi_v, phi_i, phi;
Real activePwr, idlePwr;
Complex.Interfaces.ComplexOutput
complexPwr;

equation
vRe = p.vRe - n.vRe;
vIm = p.vIm - n.vIm;
iRe = p.iRe;
iIm = p.iIm;
0 = p.iRe + n.iRe;
0 = p.iIm + n.iIm;
phi_v = Complex.Math.atan2(vIm,vRe);
phi_i = Complex.Math.atan2(iIm,iRe);
phi = phi_v-phi_i;
activePwr = v*i*cos(phi);
idlePwr = v*i*sin(phi);
complexPwr.real = activePwr;
complexPwr.im = idlePwr;

end OnePort;

Based on OnePort and other partial models, source
components (different voltage sources, some current
generators) as well as many linear RLC components
for single-phase grids have been created.

Many AC circuits are three-phase systems. To simpli-
fy modelling of such systems using the library
Complex, the complex plug – a special “multi-phase
complex pin” – was implemented:
connector ComplexPlug
parameter Integer m(final min=1) = 3;
Complex.SinglePhase.Interfaces.ComplexPin
complexpin[m];

end ComplexPlug;

Using this connector, some partial models were de-
rived which are suitable to be extended to source
components or RLC components of symmetric multi-
phase systems. An example of such a partial model is
TwoPlug:
partial model TwoPlug
PosComplexPlug plug_p(final m=m);
NegComplexPlug plug_n(final m=m);
Real vRe[m], vIm[m], iRe[m], iIm[m];
Real phi_v[m], phi_i[m], phi[m];

Real activePwr[m], idlePwr[m];
Complex.Interfaces.ComplexOutput
complexPwr[m];

equation
vRe = plug_p.complexpin.vRe -

plug_n.complexpin.vRe;
vIm = plug_p.complexpin.vIm -

plug_n.complexpin.vIm;
iRe = plug_p.complexpin.iRe;
iIm = plug_p.complexpin.iIm;
for j in 1:m loop
phi_v[j] =

Complex.Math.atan2(vIm[j],vRe[j]);
phi_i[j] =

Complex.Math.atan2(iIm[j],iRe[j]);
activePwr[j] = v[j]*i[j]*cos(phi[j]);
idlePwr[j] = v[j]*i[j]*sin(phi[j]);

end for;
phi = phi_v-phi_i;
complexPwr.real = activePwr;
complexPwr.im = idlePwr;

end TwoPlug;

This model mainly realizes Kirchhoff’s Voltage Law
between the two plugs and computes real and reactive
power for all three phases.

3.2 Basic one-phase components

The basic one-phase RLC components are assorted in
the package Complex.SinglePhase.Basics.
The inductor’s model (see Fig. 4) reads e.g. without
any annotations and comments:
model Inductor

extends 
Complex.SinglePhase.Interfaces.OnePort;

  parameter Real L=1;
equation
  vRe = -omega*L*iIm;
  vIm =  omega*L*iRe;
end Inductor;

If the inductance is not constant but depends on time
or some other physical quantity like a mechanical co-
ordinate then the model VariableInductor has
to be used. In this model, the inductance is governed
via an input signal.
model VariableInductor

extends 
Complex.SinglePhase.Interfaces.OnePort;

V
I

Figure 4:   Icon for comlex inductor
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Modelica.Blocks.Interfaces.RealInput L;

equation
vRe = -omega*L*iIm;
vIm =  omega*L*iRe;

end VariableInductor;

A complete list of the Basics-package reads:
• Ground
• Resistor
• Inductor
• Capacitor
• Conductor
• Transformer
• IdealTransformer
• VariableResistor
• VariableInductor
• VariableCapacitor
• VariableConductor
• VariableTransformer

Some one-phase source components can be found in
the package Complex.SinglePhase.Sources.
Presently, voltage sources and current generators are
implemented with

• constant amplitude and phase,
• amplitude and phase governed by input signal.

Additionally, power sources with given power (con-
stant or governed by input signal) are available.
Furthermore, the package Complex.Single-
Phase contains some sensors for “measuring” the
phasors (rms value, phase) of voltage or current. Fi-
nally, the power quality sensor (PQ_sensor) can be
used to determine all interesting values concerning the
power and its quality.

3.3 Basic multi-phase components

The basic multi-phase RLC components are assorted
in the package Complex.MultiPhase.Basics.
These definitions can be used in symmetric multi-
phase grids of arbitrary number of phases. The pack-
age contains models for resistors, inductors,
capacitors, and conductors each with constant consti-
tutive parameters or with parameters governed by
input signals. For comparability, the inductor’s model
with constant inductance is given here:
model Inductor
extends 
Complex.MultiPhase.Interfaces.TwoPlug;

parameter Real L[m]=fill(1,m);
Complex.SinglePhase.Basics.Inductor
inductor[m](final L=L);

equation
connect(inductor.p, plug_p.complexpin);
connect(inductor.n, plug_n.complexpin);

end Inductor;

Moreover, elements for realizing star connections or
delta connections as well as for connecting multi-
phase and single-phase components together are in-
cluded in the package. Finally, some sources and
sensors are available, too.

3.4 Electric induction machine

In the presented library, a model of an electric induc-
tion machine has been implemented, too. To this end,
the package Complex.Machines was created. An
induction machine can be regarded as consisting of a
mechanical and an electrical subsystem. Specific in-
teractions take effect between the two subsystems.
The model of the induction machine combines a tran-
sient (time-domain) part of the mechanical subsystem
with a phasor-domain part of the electrical subsystem.
The model is only valid for analysing the machine
within steady-state or quasi-stationary mode of the
electrical subsystem. Fig. 5 shows the well-known
steady-state equivalent circuit for one phase of an in-
duction machine. In this diagram,  is the voltage

phasor of the net,  denotes a current phasor (subind-
ex s stands for the stator, subindex r stands for the
rotor, m denotes the main reactance,  refers to the
stray reactances). R and  are ohmic resist-
ance and inductive reactance, respectively. The slip
between electrical angular frequency  and rotor’s
angular velocity  is denoted by s, while

. (Please note that this model is a
time phasor description not using any space phasors.)
Furthermore, it shall hold  and

. Finally, the stray coefficient can be
determined from the reactances according to

. Using some simplifying as-

sumptions (e.g.  sufficient small) and denoting the
number of phases by n, the torque produced electrical-
ly reads (see e.g. [13])

Figure 5:   Induction machine’s equivalent circuit

VN

I

σ
X ωL=

ω
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. (22)

Slip s and torque T are the signals which connect the
mechanical and the electrical subsystem. Considering
the definitions of coupling signals in chapter 2.4 (see
Fig. 3), the slip is the I-signal and the torque is the O-
signal. Hence, the slip must not vary too fast, because
one must ensure at each point in time that the electri-
cal subsystem works within the quasi-stationary
mode. (An automatic monitoring of this demand is not
implemented in the library at the moment but would
be a nice feature.) Under this assumption, the torque is
always calculated correctly.

4 Examples

4.1 Electric circuit with varying resistance

Fig. 6 shows a simple example circuit containing a
VariableResistor-component. The voltage
source V works with constant amplitude and zero
phase. The resistance R3 is a ramp function of time
( ). Fig. 7 shows the rms values of the volt-
age drops across resistor R2 and the inductor as well
as the source voltage. The voltages across R2 and L

depends on time. But this curve is not a transient re-
sponse. It is rather a sequence of quasi-stationary
states spread over time axis. To prove this statement,
one shall have a look at the time constant of the
curves. This constant is about 0.5 s which is more than

 because a nominal frequency of 50 Hz is used.
The real and imaginary part of the voltage drop across
the inductor is plotted in Fig. 8. This diagram shows
the variation of phase within the sequence of quasi-
stationary states. 

4.2 Induction machine in quasi-stationary mode

This example deals with a three-phase induction ma-
chine. The test setup is shown in the schematic
diagram of Fig. 9. The machine’s electrical subsystem

is connected to a “three-phase voltage source” which
is the same as being connected to three single source
components. The three-phase source works with vari-
able amplitude and phase each governed by one input
signal. During the simulation, the amplitude increases
along a ramp function (see Fig. 10, solid line) while
the phase remains at zero. On the mechanical side, the
shaft of the induction machine is connected to an ad-

T n
VN

2

ω
---------

Xh Xs⁄( )2

Rr' s⁄( ) s Rr'⁄( ) σXr( )2+
-----------------------------------------------------------=

10 6– …5Ω

Figure 6:   Example circuit

Figure 7:   Voltages drops across R2 and L, source voltage

10T

Figure 8:   Real and imaginary part of voltage across L

Figure 9:   Schematic diagram
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ditional inertia, a damper component, and an applied
torque. Inertia and damping constant have fixed val-
ues. The torque is governed by a ramp function which
starts at a simulation time of 20 s (see Fig. 10, dashed
line).   

In the first time interval (between 0 and 20 s), the in-
duction machine works as a motor. The increasing
stator voltage causes an increasing acceleration of the
shaft. Because of the mechanical damping, the angu-
lar velocity – i.e. the shaft velocity – (see Fig. 11,
dashed line) finally reaches a value which is less
smaller than the electrical angular frequency (see
Fig. 11, solid line). Hence, the slip has only positive
values in the first time interval. Fig. 11 additionally
shows that the simulation produces a transient re-
sponse of the shaft’s angular velocity. The time
constant during the highest acceleration is about 0.2 s
which equals . Therefore, the electrical subsys-
tem is still in the quasi-stationary mode.

In the second time interval (between 20 and 40 s), the
shaft is accelerated by an increasing torque which is
additionally applied to it. At one moment in time, the
shaft’s angular velocity becomes higher than the elec-
trical angular frequency. Beginning with this time

instant (approximately 28 s), the induction machine is
working in generator mode. Hence, the slip goes be-
low zero. The transition of the working modes is
characterized by a change of the sign of the difference
between both frequencies or – which is the same – by
a change of slip’s sign. The transient process in the
second time intervall is much slower than in the first
interval. Therefore, the electrical subsystem is in the
steady state or in the quasi-stationary mode during the
complete simulation.

Finally, Fig. 12 shows the electrical active power of
one phase of the voltage source component and the
mechanical power of the complete induction machine.

Both curves have analogous shapes. After the tran-
sient response is faded away, the mechanical power is
three times higher than the electrical power (because
a three-phase machine is under consideration). In the
first part of the simulation, the power curves have pos-
itive values which means that the source component
produces energy while the motor consumes it. After a
simulation time of about 28 s, the curves go below ze-
ro. This fact indicates that now the induction machine
produces energy which is fed back into the electric net
via the source component.

4.3 Example for domain switching

The switching between time domain and phasor do-
main and vice versa will be explained on a simple
circuit containing a sinusoidal voltage source, an
ohmic resistor, and a capacitor. Fig. 13 shows the
time-domain model (on the left hand side) and the
phasor-domain model (on the right hand side). The
left circuit remains in time domain during the com-
plete simulation. The right circuit is modelled in time
domain at the beginning. At an arbitrary point in time
( ), the modelling domain of the right sub-
system is changed to phasor domain (T-P

Figure 10:   Inputs: source voltage and applied torque

Figure 11:   Electrical and mechanical frequencies

10T

Figure 12:   Electrical active power 

t1 0.177=
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changeover). Now, the phasor-domain description is
used until  (again chosen arbitraryly). At
this time instant, the modelling domain is changed
back to time domain (P-T changeover). From  to the
end of simulation, the time-domain model is used. The
component’s parameters are identical in both circuits
( , ). Both sources are feeding a
voltage of 1 V at  increasing at a rate of .
Because of the low increasing rate, the circuits are al-
ways in a quasi-stationary mode. 

Some simulation results are shown in the following
figures. The first three diagrams contain the voltage
drop Vcref across the capacitor of the permanent time-
domain system and, from the switching system, the si-
nusoidal voltage drop (first and third interval) or the
amplitude of the voltage phasor (second interval), re-
spectively (both denoted by Vc). Fig. 14 shows the
complete simulation progress, while Fig. 15 and

Fig. 16 represent the details around the switching in-
stants. Using the time-domain model for the switching
circuit, both curves (Vcref and Vc) are identical. If
this circuit is described within the phasor-domain then
the dashed curve is nearly constant showing only the

amplitude of Vc. 

The last three diagrams show the current flowing
through the permanent time-domain circuit (Iref) and,
from the switching system, the sinusoidal current
(first and third interval) or the amplitude of the current
phasor (second interval), respectively (both denoted
by I). Fig. 17 shows the complete simulation progress,
while Fig. 18 and Fig. 19 represent the details around

t2 0.377=

t2

R 10Ω= C 1mF=
t 0= 0.5V/s

Figure 13:   Schematic of domain-switching example;
left: always within time domain, right: switching from 
time domain to phasor domain (T-P) and reverse (P-T)

Figure 14:   Voltages; Vcref: always in time domain, Vc: 
switching T-P and P-T (showing amplitude in P-domain)

Figure 15:   Zoomed voltages; T-P changeover

Figure 16:   Zoomed voltages; P-T changeover

Figure 17:   Currents; Iref: always in time domain, I: 
switching T-P and P-T (showing amplitude in P-domain)
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the switching instants. In these diagrams, both cur-
rents are identical, too, if the time-domain model is
applied to the switching circuit. If the phasor-domain
model is valid then the dashed curve is nearly constant
showing only the amplitude of I.  

5 Summary

This paper deals with the quasi-stationary AC analysis
using phasor-domain models within Modelica. First,
the term “quasi-stationary mode” is declared. Hereaf-
ter, some fundamentals concerning phasor description
are repeated. Using such phasors, a possible imple-
mentation of AC circuits within Modelica is proposed.
The main content of a corresponding new Modelica-
library is introduced. This library can be used for
modelling AC circuits in a very efficient way. Further-
more, some investigations of coupling time-domain
models and phasor-domain models are presented in
the paper. Hence, the introduced Modelica-library can
also be used for modelling electromechanical drives
with electrical AC subsystems under some assump-
tions. This fact is examplified by modelling an
induction machine. 

Studying AC systems for long time periods within the
time domain is hardly possible. Therefore, it may be
of interest to switch between a time-domain model
and a phasor-domain model and vice versa in an ap-
propriate manner. This scenario is shortly concerned
in the paper. 

Finally, simulation results of three examples are given
proving the principal capabilities of the library.
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Figure 19:   Zoomed currents; P-T changeover
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Abstract

Three-phase generators for traction applications are
exposed to extreme mechanic and electric stress. Yet,
the operating life has to be ensured for a period of 30
years. Therefore, technical optimization as well as fo-
cusing on today's and future aspects of environmental
protection is required. Based on that, the development
processes focuses on the minimization of losses over
the entire operational range (usual speed range 600 and
2100 rev/min) and the reduction of masses. Both re-
sults in a considerably energy saving of the drive train
operation. In many cases electrically excited synchro-
nous machines feed diode recti�ers. The effects of this
operation mode, particularly with regard to losses due
to the harmonics, should be simulated just in the be-
ginning of the design process for optimization.

Keywords: traction applications; three-phase genera-
tors; electrically excited synchronous machines; diode
recti�ers

1 Introduction

The main objective of the paper is the development
of an electromagnetic simulation tool in order to op-
timize operational characteristics. The particular fo-
cus of the investigation is the estimation of the losses
caused by harmonics due to the recti�er. The inno-
vative simulation tool is based on the object oriented
language Modelica. For performing the Modelica sim-
ulations the simulation tool Dymola is used. The elec-
tromagnetic behavior of the traction generator can be
modeled for typical operation modes using the simu-
lation tool Dymola and the comprehensive Modelica
Standard Library.

2 Model of the Controlled Synchro-
nous Machine

For the Modelica Standard Library a model of an elec-
trically excited synchronous machine with constant re-
actances is developed using space phasor theory ([1],
[2]). In the presented paper the standard model of the
electrically excited synchronous machine is used. Yet,
for a more detailed investigation, the standard model
can be extended such way that magnetic saturation in
direct axis (d-axis) is taken into account [3].
The main synchronous generator is excited by an
auxiliary synchronous generator (with rotating three-
phase winding and stationary excitation) via a rotating
recti�er bridge. The model of the integrated excitation
equipment consists of a simpli�ed model of a synchro-
nous machine and a three phase diode recti�er bridge.
A PID controller provides excitation for the auxiliary
synchronous excitation machine.

2.1 Controller of the Excitation Equipment
and Design Rules

In order to achieve appropriate terminal voltages of
the traction generator under different operating condi-
tions, it is necessary to implement an excitation volt-
age controller for the auxiliary excitation generator,
which in turn determines the excitation voltage and
current of the main generator, respectively.
The choice and the design of the controller (PI or PID
controller) has to be performed after identifying the
controlled system. The controller design signi�cantly
depends on this identi�cation.

Identi�cation of the Controlled System If a step-
function is applied to the input of the system (i.e. ex-
citation voltage of the auxiliary excitation generator),
the response (i.e. the terminal voltage of the main
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Figure 1: Scheme of the controlled system and ap-
proximation with delay elements. The identi�cation
is done with the simulation tool Dymola.

generator) can be observed. The controlled system is
shown in Fig. 1 and consists of the (main) synchronous
machine and the auxiliary excitation generator. From
Fig. 2 it is obvious, that the analysis of the controlled
system shows a non periodic second order system. The
terminal voltage of the excitation synchronous gener-
ator arises with a �rst order delay (PT1) and the ter-
minal voltage of the main synchronous machine arises
with a �rst order delay, too. The system therefore ap-
pears as non periodic second order system (PT2 ele-
ment). The structure of the second order controlled
system is:

G(s) =
kS� s

w
�2
+2DS

� s
w
�
+1

=

=
kS

(TSs)2+2DSTSs+1
=

kS
(1+T1s)(1+T2s)

(1)

kS gain of the controlled system
w oscillation frequency of the undamped

assumed system
TS reciprocal value of the oscillation fre-

quency of the controlled system
DS attenuation ratio (DS > 1) aperiodic

system with real singularities s =
�T�11 resp. s=�T�12

T1, T2 time constants T1 and T2

Figure 2: Step response of the real system (dashed
line) and approximation with PT2-element (dotted
line); criterion of least mean square is applied for op-
timization.

At time zero a step-function is applied to the input
of the system and the response can be compared with
the output of the two series connected PT1 elements,
which are equivalent to a PT2 element. The two PT1
elements have the time constant characteristics T1 and
T2, respectively, and the resultant gain kS. The series
connected PT1 elements will be �ne tuned such way
that step responses of main controlled system and the
step response of the series connected PT1 elements co-
incide. This can be done by adjusting the time con-
stants T1 and T2 and the resultant gain kS with respect
to a criterion, e.g. the least mean square criterion.
The comparison of both, the step response of the con-
trolled system and the step response of the approximat-
ing (equivalent) PT2 element, is shown in Fig. 2. The
use of the least square mean criterion results in a very
close approximation of the system response. From the
identi�ed time constant characteristics T1 and T2 and
the resultant gain kS, the transfer function of the equiv-
alent PT2-element can be estimated according to (1).
The identi�cation of the controlled system is per-
formed semiautomatically. In the simulation tool Dy-
mola a �rst coarse setting of the time constant T1 and
T2 and the resultant gain kS can be set to get a �rst ap-
proximation of the response of the controlled system.
In a postprocessing application the least mean square
criterion will be performed to get correctly identi�ed
values.

Parameterization of the Controller After the iden-
ti�cation one of the following methods respectively
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rules for setting the control parameters can be used:

1. tables (e.g. empirical formula �which controller
to which controlled system�, see [4]),

2. analytical points of view (e.g. structure optimized
controllers),

3. parameter adjustment strategies:

(a) compensation method [5] (identi�cation via
step response, cp. Fig. 2, or via open loop
frequency response, see [6])

(b) via adjusting the control parameters in situ,
if the controlled system is not critical

(c) simulation of the closed loop and use of em-
pirical control settings.

Compensation Method In this paper the compensa-
tion method will be used. The idea behind this method
is to implement the controller as an inverse function of
the already identi�ed controlled system enhanced with
an additional integral time (TK).
Then the controller of a PT2 system looks like:

K(s) =
1
G(s)

� 1
TKs

=

=
2DSTS
kSTK

�
�
1+

1
2DSTSs

+
TSs
2DS

�
(2)

This control structure is equivalent to a PID control
structure.

K(s) = kR �
�
1+

1
TIs
+TDs

�
(3)

kR gain of the controller
TI integral time
TD derivative time

The parameters can be found by comparing the coef�-
cients,

TI = 2DSTS; (4)

TD =
TS
2DS

; (5)

kR =
2DSTS
kSTK

=
TI
kSTK

: (6)

When TK = TI is assumed, from (4) and (6) the
conherence kR = k�1S can be deduced. The transfer
function of the closed loop is, however, a �rst order

Figure 3: Dependence between desired setpoint value
of the voltage and speed.

system. The value of kR determined using the assump-
tion TK = TI can be used as an initial setting during the
initial operation phase. It is possible to increment the
gain of the controller to enhance the dynamic perfor-
mance of the whole controlled system (e.g. �ve times
the value of kR could be a feasible setting).

Principle of the Voltage Measurement � Sensing of
the Actual Value The actual value of the line-to-line
voltage of the (main) synchronous machine has to be
measured and compared with the speed depended, de-
sired set point value of the voltage, as shown as in
Fig. 3. The resultant deviation from the desired value
feeds the voltage controller, which in�uences the con-
trolled system in such a way, that the deviation from
the desired value decreases.
Implementations of voltage controllers often measure
the main generator voltage with a three phase measur-
ing transformer. In practice the secondary alternating
voltage is recti�ed, smoothed by a capacitor and then
measured. This measured value corresponds with the
arithmetic mean value of the recti�ed three-phase volt-
age. In the simulation environment the recti�cation
of the secondary alternating voltage is performed by
an algebraic algorithm that determines the maximum
value of the absolute values of the line-to-line volt-
ages. To minimize non linear load effects due to the
recti�er or static thyristor inverters (noise), the recti-
�ed three-phase measuring voltage is low pass �ltered.
The attenuation characteristic of the chosen low pass
�lter is "critical", which means, that the low pass �l-
ter is a non-oscillating Butterworth �lter (asymptotic
case). Taking into account the dynamic quality factor
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on the one hand and the ripple suppression on the other
hand the choice of a 3rd order butterworth low pass
�lter is useful. The reference �lter decreases the dy-
namic performance of the whole controlled system but
it is necessary to avoid instabilities due to the super-
posed noise in the actual value of the main generator
voltage.

Predetermined Desired Value of the Line-to-Line
Voltage (Speed Dependent) Quite often the shaft of
the main synchronous generator is driven by a diesel
engine and the predetermined desired value of the volt-
age of the main generator can be derived from the
mechanical speed of the generator shaft: if the ab-
solute value of the rotational speed decreases, the de-
sired value of the voltage of the main generator shall
decrease proportionally, too. If the mechanical shaft
speed is to high, the desired value of the line-to-line
voltage shall be limited to the nominal generator volt-
age. Furthermore the desired value of the voltage is
a positive quantity, because we assume that the sense
of the rotation (e.g. of a diesel-driven generating set)
does not change. The coherence between speed and
voltage is depicted in Fig. 3.

Recti�er with Electrical Load In a standard appli-
cation a traction generator feeds a diode recti�er with
an intermediate circuit and the electrical load, for in-
stance inverter fed traction motors. If the inverter
is working with a very high pulse rate, it is possi-
ble to model the inverter and the traction motors as
a constant-power sink. Figure 4 shows the electrically
excited synchronous machine with the diode recti�er,
the smoothing capacitor in the DC circuit and the mod-
elled constant-power sink (for example 15kW).

Mechanical Drive To simplify the simulation we as-
sume, that the driving engine runs with constant me-
chanical speed, guaranteed by the speed controller of
the diesel-driven generating set. The rotational speed
ripple effect due to the inherent torque ripple, mainly
caused by the diesel engine and, to a lesser extent,
from the main synchronous generator (due to feeding
the diode recti�ers), is neglected.

2.1.1 Initial Operation Phase of the Voltage Con-
troller

The simulation environment Dymola includes the
Modelica Standard Library. This library is a stan-
dardized and free package that is developed together

with the Modelica language and provides model com-
ponents in many domains that are based on standard-
ized interface de�nitions. One domain is the so called
Machines Library. This package contains components
to model electrical machines, specially three phase in-
duction machines, based on space phasor theory.
The following types of machines, however, can be
modelled:

� three phase asynchronous induction machines

� three phase synchronous induction machines

� DC machines with different excitation

In this paper machine parameters for the main syn-
chronous machine and the auxiliary exciting syn-
chronous generator (with rotating three-phase winding
and stationary excitation) are taken from the standard
model "Electrical excited synchronous induction ma-
chine with damper cage"of the Machines library.

2.1.2 Machine Parameters

Machine parameters (main synchronous generator):

� rotor's moment of inertia = 0:29 kg m2

� number of pole pairs (Integer) = 2

� warm stator resistance per phase = 0:03 W

� stator stray inductance per phase = 0:1=(2 � p �
fNominal) H

� main �eld inductance in d-axis = 1:5=(2 � p �
fNominal) H

� main �eld inductance in q-axis = 1:5=(2 � p �
fNominal) H

� damper stray inductance in d-axis = 0:05=(2 �p �
fNominal) H

� damper stray inductance in q-axis = 0:05=(2 �p �
fNominal) H

� warm damper resistance in d-axis = 0:04 W

� warm damper resistance in q-axis = 0:04 W

� nominal stator RMS voltage per phase = 100 V

� nominal frequency fNominal = 50 Hz

� no-load excitation current @ nominal voltage and
frequency = 10 A
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� warm excitation resistance = 2:5 W

� stray fraction of total excitation inductance =
2:5%

Excitation machine's parameters (simpli�ed synchro-
nous generator):

� number of pole pairs (Integer) = 3

� warm stator resistance per phase = 5=3 �0:03 W

� stator stray inductance per phase = 5=3 �0:1=(2 �
p � fNominal) H

� main �eld inductance in d-axis= 5=3 �1:5=(2 �p �
fNominal) H

� nominal stator RMS voltage per phase = 25 V

� nominal frequency fNominal = 75 Hz

� no-load excitation current @ nominal voltage and
frequency = 1 A

� warm excitation resistance = 25 W

2.1.3 Setting of the Control Parameters

If the main synchronous machine and the auxiliary
exciting synchronous generator are modeled with the
parameters speci�ed in the previous subsection, the
whole system including the voltage PID controller can
be arranged and simulated. For the given machine pa-
rameters, the least mean square method leads to the
following parameters of the controlled system results:
kS = 7:2387 gain of the controlled system
w= 14:01s�1 oscillation frequency of the

undamped assumed system
TS = 0:071375s reciprocal value of the oscil-

lation frequency of the con-
trolled system

DS = 1:39 attenuation ratio (DS > 1)
aperiodic system with real
singularities s = �T�11 resp.
s=�T�12

T1 = 0:16841s time constant T1
T2 = 0:03025s time constant T2
With these numeric values the parameter settings of
the voltage PID controller can be determined accord-
ing to (4)�(6):
TI = 2DSTS= 0:19867s integral time

TD =
TS
2DS

= 0:02565s derivative time

kR =
TI
kSTK

= 0:13815 gain of the controller

Figure 4: Closed loop with constant-power sink.

2.2 Simulation Results of the Three-Phase
Generator for a Traction Application

Using the simulation environment Dymola it is possi-
ble to simulate and test the command action (Fig. 5)
of the closed loop (Fig. 4) for plausibility reasons. At
time zero, the auxiliary exciting synchronous genera-
tor and the main synchronous machine (without elec-
trical load) will be accelerated until the mechanical
nominal speed of the traction application is reached
(= 1500 min�1). After the transient, the value of
the desired line-to-line voltage will be achieved (rms
phase-to-phase voltage is equal to

p
3 � 100V). In

Fig. 5 the actual rms values of the �ltered and the un�l-
tered line-to-line voltages are displayed. Using a con-
stant power sink model, 1s later, a load step from 0 to
15kW, is applied. The effect of the voltage ripple and
the harmonic losses caused by the full bridge recti�er
are discussed in the following section.

3 Simulation of the Harmonic Losses

The estimation of the harmonic losses due to the cur-
rent ripple is performed with the entire model shown in
Fig. 4. In particular, the observation of additional har-
monic losses in the stator winding and the excitation
circuit of the main synchronous machine is of interest,
because in the beginning of the design process it is im-
portant to know, how these additional harmonic losses
in�uence the size of the machine and if the reduction
of masses is possible. As depicted in Fig. 6, the stator
current shows a signi�cant current ripple. Are seri-
ous additional harmonic losses the consequence? The
higher the losses the higher is the thermal stress and
the larger is the resultant size of the generator. If the
simulation legitimates that these additional losses are
not relevant, a reduction of masses is suggested and
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Figure 5: Observation of the un�ltered and �ltered
(smooth curve) voltage between the terminals: com-
mand action of the closed loop if an increase of
power occurs (from 0kW to 15kW; activation of the
constant-power sink after 1s).

this results in a considerably energy saving of the drive
train operation.
The voltage ripple due to effects caused by the full
bridge recti�er can be observed in Fig. 5 during the
transient in the beginning of the simulation and after
applying a load step from 0 to 15kW. The salient dis-
tortion in the intermediate circuit voltage arise due to
currents in the stator winding, caused by the mechani-
cal load or the inherent moment of inertia of the entire
rotating masses, and from switching events of the rec-
tifying diodes (Fig. 6). A theoretical work about recti-
fying effects like current ripples and voltage distortion
caused by converters can be found in [7].
The assumptions for the simulation of the harmonic
losses are:

� main synchronous machine with constant reac-
tances

� excitation synchronous generator with rotating
recti�er bridge

� voltage controller with optimized parameters

� recti�er bridge on load side

Further boundary conditions:

� constant mechanical speed = 1500 rpm

� desired rms phase-to-phase voltage is equal top
3 �100V

Figure 6: Current ripple due to diode switching effects.
The observation of additional harmonic losses in the
stator winding and the excitation circuit of the main
synchronous machine is of interest.

This results in a corresponding intermediate cir-
cuit voltage of 233:9V according to:

VDC
VRMS

=
6
2p

2p
12Z
� 2p
12

p
2cos(x)dx=

p
2
3
p

(7)

� load step from 0 to 15kW by means of a power
sink

The observation of the intermediate circuit voltage and
current during the above mentioned increase of power
is depicted in Fig. 7. During the initial no load oper-
ation (t < 1s), the current of the intermediate circuit
is zero and the intermediate voltage reaches the peak
value of the recti�ed terminal voltage. When the ma-
chine is loaded with 15kW (t > 1s), the intermediate
current increases and the intermediate voltage reaches
233:9V, according to the desired pre-set value of the
recti�ed terminal voltage, as determined by (7). The
simulation result in Fig. 7 shows, that with the con-
trolled synchronous machine the desired intermediate
circuit voltage under load conditions can be reached
and that the current in the DC link arise accordingly.

Discussion of the Simulation Results The stator
current ripple and the square wave form of the stator
voltage (note: not sinusoidal) depicted in Fig. 6, sug-
gest a further inspection of the simulation results. By
means of a harmonic distortion factor estimation, the
additional losses can be estimated.
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Figure 7: Observation of the intermediate circuit volt-
age and current if an increase of power occurs (from
0kW to 15kW; activation of the constant-power sink
after 1s).

The total harmonic distortion factor (THD) of the cur-
rent in the stator winding of the main synchronous ma-
chine can be calculated by:

THDs =

vuuut ¥
å

n=2
I2sn

I2s1
= 30%

This results in additional harmonic losses about 9% in
the main synchronous machine.
The total harmonic distortion factor (THD) of the cur-
rent in the excitation circuit of the main synchronous
generator can be calculated according to:

THDe =

vuuut ¥
å

n=1
I2en

I2e0
= 7:6%

This results in additional harmonic losses about 0:6%
in the excitation winding of the main synchronous gen-
erator.
These results are discovering, that the entire additional
harmonic losses are not so severe and can be neglected
when starting the design process of traction genera-
tors.

4 Conclusion

In this paper an electrically excited synchronous ma-
chine feeding a diode bridge recti�er, as used in trac-
tion applications, is investigated. The effects of this
operation mode, particularly with respect to losses

due to the harmonics, can be simulated in the begin-
ning of the design process for revealing possible opti-
mizations. The presented innovative simulation model
is based on the object oriented language Modelica.
Based on the simulation tool Dymola with the pro-
vided comprehensive Modelica Standard Library, the
electromagnetic behavior of the traction generator can
be modelled for typical operation modes. To achieve
appropriate terminal voltages of the traction genera-
tor under such typical operation conditions, it is nec-
essary to implement an excitation voltage controller
for the auxiliary excitation generator, which in turn
determines excitation voltage and current of the main
generator, respectively. The choice and the design of
the controller has to be performed after identifying the
controlled system. The identi�cation is performed ap-
plying a step response. The control parameter are de-
termined using the compensation method. After that it
was possible to simulate the entire traction generator
model. The analysis of the additional harmonic losses
due to the full bridge recti�er shows, that the entire
additional harmonic losses are not so severe and can
be neglected in the beginning of a design process for
traction generators.
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Abstract 
The paper describes a design tool for decentral-
ised energy supply by preferable use of renew-
able energy. The powerful modelling language 
Modelica has been used to develop a model 
library for input data generation and/or predict-
ing and modelling the main parts of the energy 
supply system for the simulation tool Dymola. 
An optimal control design using the well suited 
Dymola model in connection with Matlab [21] 
is performed with the solver HQP [15]. 
Application to a solar heating supply system 
with two storages demonstrates the effect of 
minimizing the use of additional heating and the 
realization by a model predictive control strat-
egy. 
 

Introduction 
To build a moor it needs about 50 000 years, the 
youngest brown coal dates from 65 million 
years ago, about 1850 the first coal (also oil and 
a bit later gas) was excavated and newest esti-
mations predict  that coal, oil and gas from soil 
may be spent in about 2250, completely. That 
means human activity has consumed all the 
natural resources developed in millions of years 
within a delta impulse on time scale i.e. within 
about 400 years!  
Realizing these facts it is high time that renew-
able energy sources become more and more 
important, mainly due to the shortage of fossil 
fuels, which is well known. Fortunately, we still 
can dispose over mixed energy supply, with 
great challenges arising for planning and con-
trol of heat supply systems, if these systems 
also work with different renewable energy 
sources (earth heat, solar radiation, exhaust air 
heat from building), which lead to control prob-
lems with a higher rank of complexity. The 
main goal of these control strategies (taking into 
account the weather of the past and predictions 
of energy requirement in the future) is the re-

duction of operational cost as well as an in-
crease in the rate of return for the investment.  
The paper describes the simulation of a heat 
supply system by means of object-oriented 
modelling with Dymola/Modelica. The final 
aim of such a simulation is to develop a model 
predictive control strategy on the basis of the 
proposed object-oriented model in Dy-
mola/Modelica. To develop such a control strat-
egy it is necessary to gain knowledge about the 
heat demand of buildings and the power usage 
of its different components. The use of Com-
puter Aided Engineering (CAE) can lead to a 
further reduction of development costs. A Dy-
mola library named RECOMB has been cre-
ated with the purpose of modelling and simula-
tion of such heat supply systems. The name 
RECOMB [16] stands for Renewable Energy 
Components mOdelling and optiMisation of 
Buildings. The library itself consists of multi 
sub-libraries and following sub-libraries of cru-
cial importance: 
 
• Weather   
• Predict   
• HESys   
• Buildings  
 
The components and the resulting models for 
the thermodynamic models of the sub-library 
HESys were validated by comparing them with 
existing simulation software [11], [12], while 
the building models were validated with help of 
German guidelines [9] as well as with other 
simulation software [8],[10]. Fig. 1 show the 
structures of the library RECOMB.   
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RECOMB

Buildings

Buildings

HESys

Additions

RenewableEnergy Converter

Heating

Storages

Consumer Charateristics

Weather

Power Consumption

Predict

Water Consumption

Weather

Material constants

Complete rooms

Ventilator

Wall elements

Simple Building

Heating

Heat transfer 

Examples

Functions

Icons

Interfaces

Sources and Sinks

Weather

HESys

 
 

Fig. 1: Structure chart of RECOMB 

    
This library constitutes the basic of the dynamic 
optimization by HQP und discrete dynamic 
programming by Matlab. It uses the advantage 
of the object-oriented modeling over the illus-
tration the material flows and information 
flows.  

 
 
 
 
 

Optimization 
 
In this article three different possibilities the 
dynamic optimization using the Dy-
mola/Modelica model are shown: 
 

1. Offline optimization by HQP and 
Simulink S-function interface 

2. Model predictive control (MPC) by 
HQP and Simulink S-function inter-
face 

         3.   Discrete dynamic programming  
               (DDP) by Matlab coupled with 
               Dymola models via Simulink S- 
               function interface 
 
The main goals of the different optimization 
possibilities are the maximization the renewable 
energy part to the supply of buildings and the 
analysis of the performance of the methods. The 
general continuous-time optimization problem 
to be solved is: 
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t
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The form of this criterion is referred to as Bolza 
functional with Mayer term (end state evalua-
tion) and Lagrange term (evaluation of the en-
ergy). 
A first order differential equation system de-
scribes the system to be optimized in the form: 

( ) [ ] [ ]f,ttttttt 0  ),(),( ∈= uxfx�  

The vector )(tx  describes the state vector and 
the vector )(tu  the control vector. 
The optimization tool HQP is a numerical opti-
mal solver and before this tool can be used for 
the solution of the optimization problem, the 
problem must be discretized. The exactly dis-
cretized optimization problem is shown in sub-
section 3.  The simple form of the general 
nonlinear optimization problem is: 
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1. Offline optimization by 
HQP and Simulink s-
function interface 

 
For dynamic optimization using the Dymola 
Modelica model the following criterion has to 
be maximized: 
 

dttttuI QaEaQa HPFcum
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t

f
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The weighting factors a1 to a3 allow to adjust 
proper priorities, if the use of fossil energy (EF) 
should be minimized and renewable energy 
(Qcum and QHP) should be preferably used, 
where the index “cum” stands for cumulated 
solar energy and “HP” for heat pump. Because 
the powerful optimization tool HQP [15] had 
worked very well together with Matlab, the 
Dymola/Modelica model of the system was 
transferred to Matlab/Simulink. Fig. 2 shows 
the steps of optimization. 
 

Procreation of a 
Modelica model

Transformation into 
Simulink model

Optimization by 
HQP

Matlab control of HQP and 
final data evaluation

 
 

Fig. 2: Steps of optimization  
 
The model of a two storage solar heating sys-
tem was used to demonstrate how optimization 
works and to make sure the load strategy for 
these two storages will provide minimal addi-
tional heating.  
              

 
 
Fig. 3: Two storage heating  system 
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Fig. 4: Modelica model from two storage heating 
system 

 
Fig. 3 shows this plant with the following data: 
- collector area: 5m2 
- short term storage with a stand-by layer of 
  135 l 
  and a rest part of 165 l, i.e. together 300 l of   
  content. 
- long term (buffer) storage of 1000 l 
- heat pump:  5 KW 
- gas burner: 10KW. 
 
Fig. 4 shows the two storage heating system as 
a Dymola/Modelica model with different In-
ports und Outports. 
For safety the circulating pumps for heat pump 
and gas burner are always working, even when 
both devices are not in action, indicated by k. 
The aim of optimization is to calculate the load 
dependent control strategies, i.e. for the switch 
between the two storages, the heat pump and 
the gas burner. Constraints have to be taken into 
account such as: minimum temperature between 
short term storage and long term storage of 
333K, control constraints with respect to mass 
flow of gas, electrical power of the heat pump 
(5 KW) and the mass flow of the variable pump 
for storages (0.139 kg/s). By weighting factors 
a1 to a3 in the cost functional regenerative en-
ergy use may be preferably controlled. For the 
example (Fig. 4) the following factors were 
used: 
a1 = 700, a2 = 100, a3 = 200. By these values a 
better scaling of the optimization problem is 
achieved. Figs. 6 - 10 show that the given con-
straints can be met.  
For online application a model predictive con-
trol scheme was developed (Fig. 10), tested 
with the one storage and the two storage sys-
tem.  The results show, compared with tradi-

tionally two-point control, a win of about ten 
percent and better behaviour for short term 
weather change, which is very important for 
real applications.   

 
 
Fig. 6: Temperature of different collector areas 
 
 

 
 
Fig. 7:  Storage temperature courses 
 
 

 
Fig. 8: Optimal courses for burner and heat pump 
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Fig. 9: Optimal loading courses 
 

2. Model predictive control 
(MPC) by HQP and Simu-
link s-function interface 

 

 
 
Fig. 10: Model predictive control scheme 
 
For the optimization with MPC-technique [19] 
a simple plant model with one storage was used. 
Fig. 11 shows this plant with the following data: 
- Collector area: 5m2 
- short term storage with a stand by layer of 
  135 l 
  and a rest part of 165 l, i.e. together 300 l of   
  content. 
- gas burner: 10KW. 
 
In Fig. 10 the variables have the following 
meaning: x0 = x(0), initial state, used for opti-
mization, xactual are the actual start values of x 
after some time steps, KP are forcasted climate 
data for starting the optimization with x0, Kactual 
are the actual climate values after some time 
steps used also as starting values for optimiza-
tion. As usual the MPC (model predictive con-
trol) is based on repetitive optimization, i.e. the 
control loop is only closed within discrete time 
steps to include actual data from the different 
sources (states, forecasts, measured data) for 
prediction of new optimized values (control and 
parameter). 
 

 
 
Fig. 11: One storage heating system 
 
 

 
 
Fig. 12: Dymola/Modelica model from one storage 
heating system 
 
For dynamic optimization using the Dy-
mola/Modelica model with on storage the fol-
lowing criteria has to be maximized: 
 

dtt
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By means of this criterion only the solar energy 
was maximized this automatically implies the 
minimization of the fossil energy. The index 
“cum” stands again for cumulated solar energy. 
The horizon for the optimization in this exam-
ple was three hours and the control was applied 
over a time horizon of two hours. Then the op-
timization cycles were repeated. In Fig. 14 the 
results of the MPC are shown.     
The advantage of the method is the reaction to 
altered data from weather or the plant in com-
parison to the offline optimization. Especially, 
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Fig.13 shows the temperatures of the stand-by 
layer. Through reaction of the altered weather 
data with MPC-technique the limit can be met.   
 

 
Fig. 13: Storage temperature courses 
 

 
Fig. 14: Result courses 
 

3. Discrete dynamic pro-
gramming (DDP) by Mat-
lab coupled with Dymola 
models via Simulink S-
function interface 

 
DDP [20] was applied to the same one storage 
heating system how in Fig. 11 shown in. 
The problem with this possibility is that the 
plant should not have too many states und con-
trol parameters because the numbers of vari-
ables increase exponentially. The problem for-
mulation of the DDP is: 
 
System description:  

[ ] 1,,0   ,),(),()1( −==+ Kkkkkk �uxfx  
 
Criterion with constrains: 
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The calculation algorithm of the DDP [18] is 
divided into three parts: 

1. Discretization of the considered con-
tinuous  problem  

2. Backward calculation – one stage 
minimization to calculate optimal tran-
sitions of the states (optimal control 
law)  

3. Forward calculation – investigation of 
the optimal states trajectories and the 
control parameter courses from the op-
timal control law.  

    
In the following figures a comparison between 
HQP and DDP should be shown. The aim of the 
transformation from HQP to DDP is the inser-
tion to build a hierarchical controller for the 
heat supply system for buildings on the basis of 
an embedded microcontroller system. Fig. 15 
shows the temperature in stand-by layer of the 
storage and the collector field temperature. The 
temperature in the lower layer of the storage is 
similar to the collector field temperature. The 
differences of courses are often problems of the 
discretization intervals of the: 
 

• state with x∆ and the 
• control parameters with u∆  

 
between DDP and HQP.   
In case of DDP the discretization is bigger than 
in case of HQP because of a strong increase of 
the CPU-time. 
 

 
Fig. 15: Storage temperature courses 
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Fig. 16: Storage temperature courses 
 

 
Fig. 17: Storage temperature courses 

 
Conclusion  
 
As a result of this article can be said that dy-
namic optimization from heating supply plants 
with Dymola/Modelica models is advantageous. 
The application of different optimization tech-
niques shows the universal character of the 
Dymola/Modelica models. Especially the 
graphical programming of the plant model is of 
great value and it makes a relatively fast inves-
tigation of control trajectories.      
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Abstract 
This paper describes a new solution method applied to 
the problem initializing DAEs using the Modelica lan-
guage. Modelica is primarily an object-oriented equa-
tion-based modeling language that allows specification 
of mathematical models of complex natural or man-
made systems. Major features of Modelica are the mul-
tidomain modeling capability and the reusability of 
model components corresponding to physical objects, 
which allow to build and simulate highly complex sys-
tems. However, initializing such models has been quite 
cumbersome, since initial equations have to be pro-
vided at the system level, where the user needs to know 
details on the underlying transformation and index-
reduction algorithms, that in general are applied to 
simulate a Modelica model.   

The new initialization concept allows to define the 
initial equations locally in each relevant component 
where the corresponding states appear. This approach 
also works for arbitrary “well-posed” higher-index 
problems and makes the initialization of complex sys-
tems more user friendly. A prototype implementation 
in the OpenModelica compiler is presented, and test 
results of non-trivial application examples are reported.  

1 Introduction 
So far, using model initialization in Modelica has only 
been possible for higher-index problems if the user 
formulates the initial equations globally. This was also 
the case, e.g. when using the OpenModelica Open-
Modelica compiler which is an open source implemen-
tation developed at PELAB, Linköping University. In 
order to do such a global formulation successfully, the 
user needs to know about index reduction, at least the 

number of freedom left after applying the dummy deriva-
tive method is necessary. Therefore, only advanced users 
have been able to use this feature in the Modelica language, 
when higher index problems occur (which is very com-
mon). In order to provide a more complete simulation envi-
ronment, we have started to add robust initialization tech-
niques to the OpenModelica compiler.    

2 Flattening of a Modelica Model to 
a Hybrid DAE 

A Modelica model is typically translated to a basic mathe-
matical representation in terms of a flat system of differen-
tial and algebraic equations (DAEs) before being able to 
simulate the model. This translation process elaborates on 
the internal model representation by performing analysis 
and type checking, inheritance and expansion of base 
classes, modifications and redeclarations, conversion of 
connect-equations to basic equations, etc. The result of this 
analysis and translation process is a flat set of equations, 
including conditional equations, as well as constants, vari-
ables, and function definitions. By the term flat is meant 
that the object-oriented structure has been broken down to a 
flat representation where no trace of the object hierarchy 
remains apart from dot notation (e.g. 
Class.Subclass.variable) within names. 

3 Mathematical Formulation of Hy-
brid DAEs 

3.1 Summary of notation 
Below we summarize the notation used in the equations 
that follow, with time dependencies stated explicitly for all 
time-dependent variables by the arguments t or te: 
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• ,...},,{ 21 ppp = a vector containing the Modelica 

variables declared as parameter or constant 
i.e., variables without any time dependency. 

• ,t  the Modelica variable time, the independent 
variable of type Real implicitly occurring in all 
Modelica models. 

• )(tx , the vector of state variables of the model, 
i.e., variables of type Real that also appear differ-
entiated, meaning that der() is applied to them 
somewhere in the model. 

• )(tx , the differentiated vector of state variables of 
the model. 

• )(tu , a vector of input variables, i.e., not dependent 
on other variables, of type Real. These also be-
long to the set of algebraic variables since they do 
not appear differentiated. 

• )(ty , a vector of Modelica variables of type Real 
which do not fall into any other category. Output 
variables are included among these, which together 
with )(tu  are algebraic variables since they do not 
appear differentiated. 

• )( etq , a vector of discrete-time Modelica variables 
of type discrete Real, Boolean, Integer or 
String. These variables change their value only at 
event instants, i.e., at points te in time.  

• )( epre tq , the values of q immediately before the 
current event occurred, i.e., at time te. 

• )( etc , a vector containing all Boolean condition 
expressions evaluated at the most recent event at 
time te. This includes conditions from all if-
equations/statements and if-expressions from the 
original model as well as those generated during 
the conversion of when-equations and when-
statements. 

• ))),(),(},{,,,,,1(())(( ptqtqtyuxxcatreltvrel epree=
, a Boolean vector valued function containing the 
relevant elementary relational expressions from the 
model, excluding relations enclosed by no-

Event(). The argument v(t) = {v1,v2,...} is a vec-
tor containing all elements in the vectors 

ptqtqtyuxx epree ),(),(},{,,,, . This can be ex-
pressed using the Modelica concatenation function 
cat applied to these vectors; rel(v(t)) = {v1 > v2, 
v3 >= 0, v4<5, v6<=v7, v12=133} is one possible ex-
ample. 

• (...)f , the function that defines the differential 
equations 0(...) =f in  (1a) of the system of equa-
tions. 

• (...)g , the function that defines the algebraic equa-
tions 0(...) =g in  (1b) of the system of equations. 

• (...)qf , the function that defines the difference equa-
tions for the discrete variables (...): qfq =  , i.e., (2) in 
the system of equations. 

• (...)ef , the function that defines the event conditions 
(...): efc = , i.e., (3) in the system of equations. 

• (...)xf , the function that defines the reinitialization 
values for the continuous variables (...):)( xe ftx =  at 
events. 

In the context of hybrid DAE:s the state of a system is not 
only made up of the values of the set of variables that occur 
differentiated in the model. The overall state of a system 
may also include values of discrete variables. In this paper 
the word state is used in this sense, including the state of 
the discrete part of the system. 

3.2 Continuous-Time Behavior 
Now we want to formulate the continuous part of the hy-
brid DAE system of equations including discrete variables. 
This is done by adding a vector q(te) of discrete-time vari-
ables and the corresponding predecessor variable vector 
qpre(te) denoted by pre(q) in Modelica. For discrete vari-
ables we use te instead of t to indicate that such variables 
may only change value at event time points denoted te, i.e., 
the variables q(te) and qpre(te) behave as constants between 
events. 

We also make the constant vector p of parameters and 
constants explicit in the equations, and make the time t ex-
plicit. The vector c(te) of condition expressions, e.g. from 
the conditions of if constructs and when constructs, 
evaluated at the most recent event at time te is also included 
since such conditions are referenced in conditional equa-
tions. We obtain the following continuous DAE system of 
equations that describe the system behavior between 
events: 

0))(,),(),(,),(),(),((

0))(,),(),(,),(),(),(),((

=

=

eepree

eepree

tcptqtqttytutxg

tcptqtqttytutxtxf
 

)(
)(

b
a

 (1) 

3.3   Discrete-Time Behavior 
Discrete time behavior is closely related to the notion of an 
event. Events can occur asynchronously, and affect the sys-
tem one at time, causing a sequence of state transitions.  

An event occurs when any of conditions c(te) (defined 
below) of conditional equations changes value from false 
to true. We say that an event becomes enabled at the time 
te, if and only if, for any sufficiently small value of ε, c(te-
ε) is false and c(te+ε) is true. An enabled event is fired, 
i.e., some behavior associated with the event is executed, 
often causing a discontinuous state transition.  

Firing of an event may cause other conditions to switch 
from false to true. In fact, events are fired until a stable 
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situation is reached when all the condition expressions 
are false. 

However, there are also state changes caused by 
equations defining the values of the discrete variables 
q(te), which may change value only at events, with 
event times denoted te. Such discrete variables obtain 
their value at events, e.g. by solving equations in when-
equations or evaluating assignments in when-
statements. The instantaneous equations defining dis-
crete variables in when-equations are restricted to par-
ticularly simple syntactic forms, e.g. var = expr;. 
These restrictions are imposed by the Modelica lan-
guage in order to easily determine which discrete vari-
ables are defined by solving the equations in a when-
equation.  

Such equations can be directly converted to equa-
tions in assignment form, i.e., assignment statements, 
with fixed causality from the right-hand side to the left-
hand side. Regarding algorithmic when-statements that 
define discrete variables, such definitions are always 
done through assignments. Therefore we can in both 
cases express the equations defining discrete variables 
as assignments in the vector equation  (1a), where the 
vector-valued function fq specifies the right-hand side 
expressions of those assignments to discrete variables.  

( ) :
( ( ), ( ), ( ), ( ), , ( ), , ( ))
e

q e e e e e pre e e

q t
f x t x t u t y t t q t p c t

=
 (2) 

The last argument c(te) is made explicit for conven-
ience. It is strictly speaking not necessary since the 
expressions in c(te) could have been incorporated di-
rectly into fq. The vector c(te) contains all Boolean 
condition expressions evaluated at the most recent 
event at time te. It is defined by the following vector 
assignment equation with the right-hand side given by 
the vector-valued function fe. This function has as ar-
guments the subset of the discrete variables having 
Boolean type, i.e., )( e

B tq and )( e
B
pre tq , the subset 

of Boolean parameters or constants, Bp , and a vec-
tor rel(v(t)) evaluated at time te, containing the elemen-
tary relational expressions from the model. The vector 
of condition expressions c(te) is defined by the follow-
ing equation in assignment form: 

)))((,),(),((:)( e
B

e
B
pree

B
ee tvrelptqtqftc =  (3) 

The argument v(t) = {v1,v2,...} is a vector containing all 
scalar elements of the argument vectors. This can be 
expressed using the Modelica concatenation function 
cat applied to the vectors, e.g. 

)),(),(},{,,,,,1()( ptqtqtyuxxcattv epree= . For ex-
ample, if rel(v(t)) = {v1 > v2, v3 >= 0, v4<5, v6<=v7, 
v12=133} where v(t) = {v1, v2, v3, v4, v6, v7, v12}, then it 

might be the case that c(t) = {v1 > v2 and v3 >= 0, v10, not 
v11, v4<5 or v6<=v7, v12=133}, where v10, v11 are Boolean 
variables and v1, v2, v3, v4, v6, v7 might be Real variables, 
whereas v12 might be an Integer variable. 

))),(),(,),(),(),(),(,1(())(( ptqtqttytutxtxreltvrel epreecat= , 
is a Boolean-typed vector-valued function containing the 
relevant elementary relational expressions from the model, 
excluding relations enclosed by noEvent().  

Discontinuous changes of continuous dynamic variables 
x(t) can be caused by so-called reinit equations in 
Modelica. As in the case of discrete variables, such discon-
tinuous changes can only occur at events. The effect of a 
reinit-equation that is activated at te is an assignment to 
the continuous variable at time te of the form: 

))(,),(,),(),(),(),((:)( eepreeeeeexe tcptqttytutxtxftx =  (4) 

For all variables in x(te) that are not affected by an reinit-
equation (...)xf  takes the value of x(te), leaving the vari-
able unchanged..  

3.4   The Complete Hybrid DAE 
The total equation system consisting of the combination of  
(1), (2), (3) and (4) is the desired hybrid DAE equation rep-
resentation for Modelica models, consisting of differential, 
algebraic, and discrete equations. 

This framework describes a system where the state 
evolves in two ways: continuously in time by changing the 
values of the state vector x(t), and instantaneously during 
events triggered when some of the conditions c(te) change 
value from false to true. The set of state variables 
from which other variables are computed is selected from 
the set of differentiated variables x(t), algebraic variables 
y(t), and discrete-time variables q(t). 

4 Simulation of Models Represented by 
Hybrid DAEs 

4.1 Well-defined problem description 
A Modelica simulation problem in the general case is a 
Modelica model that can be reduced to a hybrid DAE in the 
form of equations  (1), (2), (3) and (4), together with addi-
tional constraints on variables and their derivatives called 
initial conditions. 

The initial conditions prescribe initial start values of 
variables and/or their derivatives at simulation time=0 (e.g. 
expressed by the Modelica start attribute value of vari-
ables, with the attribute fixed = true), or default esti-
mates of start values (the start attribute value with 
fixed = false). 

The simulation problem is well defined provided that 
the following conditions hold: 
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• The total model system of equations is consistent 

and neither underdetermined nor overdetermined. 
• The initial conditions are consistent and determine 

initial values for all variables. 
• The model is specific enough to define a unique 

solution from the start simulation time t0 to some 
end simulation time t1. 

The initial conditions of the simulation problem are 
often specified interactively by the user in the simula-
tion tool, e.g. through menus and forms, or alterna-
tively as default start attribute values in the simula-
tion code. More complex initial conditions can be 
specified through initial equation sections in 
Modelica. 

4.2 Simulation Techniques 
There are three different kinds of equation systems 
resulting from the translation of a Modelica model to a 
flat set of equations, from the simplest to the most 
complicated and powerful: 

• ODEs – Ordinary differential equations for con-
tinuous-time problems. 

• DAEs – Differential algebraic equations for con-
tinuous-time problems  

• Hybrid DAEs – Hybrid differential algebraic 
equations for mixed continuous-discrete prob-
lems. 

In the following we present a short overview of meth-
ods to solve these kinds of equation systems. However, 
remember that these representations are strongly inter-
related: an ODE is a special case of DAE without alge-
braic dependencies between states, whereas a DAE is a 
special case of hybrid DAEs without discrete or condi-
tional equations. We should also point out that in cer-
tain cases a Modelica model results in one of the fol-
lowing two forms of purely algebraic equation systems, 
which can be viewed as DAEs without a differential 
equation part: 

• Linear algebraic equation systems 
• Nonlinear algebraic equation systems 

However, rather than representing a whole Modelica 
model, such algebraic equation systems are usually 
subsystems of the total equation system. 

4.3 The Notion of DAE Index 

The DAE index is an important property of DAE sys-
tems. Consider once more a DAE system on the gen-
eral form (neglecting the hybrid part, parameters and 
constants):  

0))(),(),(),(( =tutytxtxF     (5) 
 

We assume that this system is solvable with a continuous 
solution, given an appropriate initial solution. There are 
several definitions of DAE index in the literature, of which 
the following, also called differential index, is informally 
defined as follows: 

• The index of a DAE system Error! Reference 
source not found. is the minimum number of times 
certain equations in the DAE must be differentiated 
in order to solve )(tx  as a function of x(t), y(t), and 
u(t), i.e. to transform the problem into ODE explicit 
state space form. 

The index gives a classification of DAEs with respect to 
their numerical properties and can be seen as a measure of 
the distance between the DAE and the corresponding ODE 

An ODE system on explicit state space form is of index 
0 since it is already in the desired form: 

))(,()( txtftx =      (6) 

The following semi-explicit form of DAE system is of in-
dex 1 under certain conditions: 

))(),(,(0
))(),(,()(

tytxtg
tytxtftx

=
=

       
)(
)(

b
a

 (7) 

The condition is that the Jacobian of g with respect to y, 
)/( yg ∂∂  – usually a matrix – is non-singular and therefore 

has a well-defined inverse. This means that in principle y(t) 
can be solved as a function of x(t) and substituted into (7a) 
to get state-space form. A DAE system in the general form 
(5) may have higher index than one. Mechanical models 
often lead to index 3 DAE systems. We conclude: 

• There is no need for symbolic differentiation of 
equations in a DAE system if it is possible to deter-
mine the highest order derivatives as continuous 
functions of time and lower derivatives using stable 
numerical methods. In this case the index is at most 
1. 

• The index is zero for such a DAE system if there are 
no algebraic variables. 

4.4 Mixed Symbolic and Numerical Solution of 
higher-index DAEs 

A mixed symbolic and numerical approach to solution of 
DAEs avoids the problems of numeric differentiation. The 
DAE is transformed to a lower index problem by using in-
dex reduction. The standard mixed symbolic and numeric 
approach contains the following steps: 
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1. Use Pantelides algorithm to determine how 

many times each equation has to be differenti-
ated to reduce the index to one or zero. 

2. Perform index reduction of the DAE by ana-
lytic symbolic differentiation of certain equa-
tions and by applying the method of dummy 
derivatives. 

3. Select the core state variables to be used for 
solving the reduced problem. These can either 
be selected statically during compilation, or in 
some cases selected dynamically during simu-
lation. 

4. Use a numeric ODE solver to solve the reduced 
problem. 

In the following we will discuss the notions of index 
and index reduction in some more detail. 

4.5 Higher Index Problems are Natural in 
Component-Based Models 

The index of a DAE system is not a property of the 
modeled system but the property of a particular model 
representation, and therefore a function of the model-
ing methodology. A natural object-oriented compo-
nent-based methodology with reuse and connections 
between physical objects leads to high index in the 
general case. The reason is the constraint equations 
resulting from setting variables equal across connec-
tions between separate objects.  

Since the index is not a property of the modeled 
system it is possible to reduce the index by symbolic 
manipulations. High index indicates that the model has 
algebraic relations between differentiated state vari-
ables implied by algebraic relations between those state 
variables. By using knowledge about the particular 
modeling domain it is often possible to manually 
eliminate a number of differentiated variables, and thus 
reduce the index. However, this violates the object-
oriented component-based modeling methodology for 
physical modeling that is intended to be supported by 
the Modelica language. 

We conclude that high index models are natural, 
and that automatic index reduction is necessary to sup-
port a general object-oriented component-based model-
ing methodology with a high degree of reuse. 

5 Finding Consistent Initial Val-
ues at Start or Restart 

As we have stated briefly above, at the start of the 
simulation, or at restart after handling an event, it is 
required to find a consistent set of initial values or re-
start values of the variables of the hybrid DAE equa-

tion system before starting continuous DAE solution proc-
ess.  

At the start of the simulation these conditions are given 
by the initial conditions of the problems (including start 
attribute equations, equations in initial equation sec-
tions, etc., together with the system of equations defined by  
(1), (2), and (3). The user specifies the initial time of the 
simulation, t0, and initial values or guesses of initial values 
of some of the continuous variables, derivatives, and dis-
crete-time variables so that the algebraic part of the equa-
tion system can be solved at the initial time t=t0 for all the 
remaining unknown initial values. In some application ex-
amples it is even necessary to calculate initial values of 
parameters (fixed = false), that afterwards be kept 
constant during simulation. 

At restart after an event, the conditions are given by the 
new values of variables that have changed at the event, to-
gether with the current values of the remaining variables, 
and the system of equations (5), (6), and (7). The goal is the 
same as in the initial case, to solve for the new values of 
the remaining variables. In the initial case, however, the 
causality can be different since initial equations are in-
cluded to calculate start values for the state variables, 
whereas at restart the state variables are always known.  

6 Robust Initialization of Higher-
Index DAEs  

Initializing DAEs using the Modelica language has been 
quite cumbersome in the past, since initial equations have 
to be provided on the system level, where the user needs to 
know details on the underlying transformation and index-
reduction algorithms, that are in general applied to simulate 
a Modelica model. Especially, when higher-index DAEs 
are involved the number of locally defined state variables 
no longer coincide with the number of state variables of the 
overall system. Although, one can influence the index-
reduction algorithm by setting some attribute values 
(stateSelect=always,prefer,…), cases can be con-
structed which don’t allow the straight forward prediction 
of the number of state variables left after transformation. 

In order to make the initialization procedure more con-
venient a new concept is necessary, which allows to define 
the initial equations locally in each relevant component 
where the corresponding states appear, even if these states 
are eliminated during index-reduction. Naturally, this leads 
to an overdetermined system of equations, which has to be 
solved during the initialization process. In this context, we 
call a higher-index problem “well-posed” if enough equa-
tions of the system are redundant so that initial values can 
be determined which fulfill the whole set of initial equa-
tions. The main idea of the new approach is to reformulate 
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the problem of finding roots of the set of non-linear 
equations to an equivalent optimization problem.  

Considering the general mathematical description 
of the initialization problem: 

1 1

1

( , ..., ) 0

( ,..., ) 0

n

m n

f z z

f z z

=

=

     (8) 

Cases where m n≥  means that more equations (m) 
than variables (n) are given. Every solution to (8)  
minimizes the problem: 

( ) 2
1 1

1
,..., ( ,..., ) min

m

n i n
i

F z z f z z
=

= →∑   (9) 

On the other hand, every global minimum of (9) is a 
solution to (8). In order to solve (9) a number of differ-
ent algorithms have been developed during the past. 
The algorithm can be categorized depending on the 
order of derivatives needed during the solution process. 
In the OpenModelica environment the Simplex-method 
of Nelder and Mead as well as the Brent’s method are 
currently implemented, only working with the minimi-
zation function F. The OpenModelica prototype al-
ready shows reliable results for the evaluated exam-
ples. 

Further improvements can be achieved as soon as 
the Jacobian of F with regards to the unknown is avail-
able. In that case, more advanced algorithms like the 
method of Fletcher-Reeves, Quasi-Newton, and/or 
Levenberg-Marquardt methods can be applied which 
would provide a speed-up in convergence. We regard 
this as a quality of implementation, since the described 
approach is working in principle already. 

7 Test and Evaluation with Open-
Modelica 

Consider the following electrical 3-phase power sys-
tem, where two generating units VS1 and VS2 are con-
nected via a transmission line modeled by components 
LR1 and LR2. 

              

Figure 1. An electrical power system where two generating units 
vs1 and vs2 are connected via a transmission line. 

The connectors are written in dq0-coordinates implement-
ing the potential variable u_dq0 and the flow variable 
i_dq0. These quantities are constant in case of a nondis-
tributed steady state, which is generally assumed during the 
initialization process. Introducing the Park-Transformation 
P the 3-phase rotating system (voltages u_abc and currents 
i_abc) can be calculated from the dq0-representation and 
vice versa. 

The transmission line (LR1 and LR2) is modeled by a 
purely inductive and resistive component, based on the 
Modelica Electrical Library. Since LR1 and LR2 are con-
nected in series, giving a higher index system, index reduc-
tion has to be applied for simulation purposes.    

                      

 
Figure 2. LR2 component with dq0 connectors. 

The voltage source is described similarly using the Mode-
lica Standard Library combined with the dq0-connectors.  
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Figure 3. Voltage source. 

In order to initialize the model correctly to steady state 
the following initial equations have been added to the 
local components LR1 and LR2. 
model LR  
  ... 
equation  
  ... 
initial equation  
  der(dq0_1.i_dq0)={0,0,0}; 
end LR; 

Due to the higher-index of the overall system, index-
reduction is applied. The system finally is determined 
by 3 state variables LR1.I1.i, LR1.I2.i, LR1.I3.i. 
The corresponding initial equation system has 3 equa-
tions more than number of unknowns, but these equa-
tions are redundant and could be eliminated. Due to the 
involvement of the Park-transformation, redundancy is 
not easy to detect. However, applying the concept de-
scribed above correct initialization of the system is 
performed. 

8 Implementation Status 
An experimental prototype version of this method has 
been implemented in a special version of the Open-
Modelica compiler (not yet in the ordinary version), 
and tried on several small examples. We have worked 
for some time to automatically handle the example de-
scribed in this paper have been delayed by a bug in the 
OpenModelica index reduction. The example has been 

verified by partly manual efforts. However, we expect to 
soon fix this small remaining problem in the OpenModelica 
compiler. 

9 Conclusions and Future work 
In this paper we have presented an overview of our imple-
mentation of initializing Modelica models in the Open-
Modelica compiler. A new concept has been developed to 
describe the initial equations locally in the relevant compo-
nent where the corresponding states appear, that also works 
for arbitrary well-posed higher-index problems. Due to the 
necessary index reduction some of the states get changed to 
dummy states that means that they will be algebraic during 
the simulation of the model. The corresponding initial 
equations are therefore redundant, but can be handled cor-
rectly by the new initialization process, if they are consis-
tent. If not, an error/warning is issued to the user.  

The implementation is however not yet complete. The 
current prototype just implements the concept, but the effi-
ciency should be increased in the near future. We wish to 
implement calculation of the Jacobian matrix of the equa-
tion system with regards to the state variables. This gives 
the possibility to implement more advanced and robust 
numerical algorithms in order to solve the corresponding 
optimization (minimization) problem during initialization 
of the DAE.   
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Abstract

This paper describes a Modelica package for fixed-
point arithmetics and automatic fixed point code gen-
eration for embedded systems and FPGA applications.
Using Dymola [1] to investigate the dynamic behav-
ior of the original model a fixed point representation
is automatically generated. The model can then be
simulated, using fixed point arithmetics to verify the
fixed-point representation. Finally, code is generated
for the desired target. Either integer C code for em-
bedded systems or Mitrion-C code [2] for automatic
VHDL code generation for FPGA targets.
Keywords: fixed-point arithmetics; automatic code
generation; embedded system; DSP; FPGA; Mitrion-
C

1 Introduction

Hardware-In-the-Loop simulations are widely used
nowadays for design and testing of control systems
in industry. Typical devices for such HILs are Digi-
tal Signal Processors (DSP) and Field Programmable
Gate Arrays (FPGA). Typically, the development of
algorithms or models is done in high level languages,
not directly related to the target hardware. This is ad-
vantageous since the model keeps independent. But,
specific code generation for the target platform has to
be done.
Another important aspect is the following. During
the development phase, floating point arithmetics is
used for computations of algorithms and models. In
many cases, the tolerances, characteristics of the sys-
tem and performance of the target platform do not jus-
tify the use of such demanding floating point calcula-
tions. Furthermore, sometimes they are even an ob-
stacle to HILs, since the computations are slower than
required.
The possibility we explore in this paper is fixed-point
arithmetics for modeling. We describe in this paper an

aid platform for automatic code generation from Mod-
elica models using fixed-point arithmetics.
In a first step, Dymola generates a corresponding Mod-
elica model using fixed-point arithmetics. This model
is intended for bit configuration testing and result as-
sessment.
In a second step, the platform generates code in two
variants

1. C code using exclusively integer data types for
all variables with corresponding binary operation
implementation. This type of code is intended
mainly for DSP applications.

2. Mitrion-C code, using also integer data types, but
with different word lengths. This code is mainly
intended for FPGA applications.

As a scenario example, let us consider the task of de-
veloping an electrical control unit (ECU) for speed
control of a simple vehicle drive train using DSP. To
test different control strategies, a model of the closed
loop system is implemented in Modelica. The model
is depicted in Fig. 1.

Figure 1: Simple drive train with PI speed controller
in closed loop
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After some experimentation we find appropriate pa-
rameter settings and verify the functionality of the con-
troller. Our intention now is to realise the controller
using an DSP.
Manually transforming the equations for the PI con-
troller to a DSP program is a tedious and error prone
task. In the following, we will see how the Modeli-
caFixedPoint package can be used to perform this task
automatically.
Furthermore, the package provides error propaga-
tion analysis and fixed-point implementation of usual
mathematical functions based on Newton-Rapson or
table interpolation.

2 ModelicaFixedPoint package

The structure of ModelicaFixedPoint is presented in
Fig. 2.

Figure 2: Library structure.

The main function of the library, GenerateFixed,
is used for generation of the fixed-point representation
and code generation. GenerateFixed preforms the
4 main steps of the conversion

1. Fixed-point translation

2. Range analysis

3. Precision analysis

4. Code generation

The internal symbolic engine of Dymola preforms
symbolic manipulation of the original model and out-
puts a fixed-point converted model with all arithmetic
operations replaced by function calls. Some examples
of Modelica types and operations before and after con-
version are shown in listings 1 and 2.

Listing 1: Modelica types and fixedpoint types
/ / b e f o r e c o n v e r s i o n
I n t e g e r x ;
Rea l y ;

Boolean z ;

/ / a f t e r c o n v e r s i o n
F i x e d P o i n t I n t e g e r x ;
F i x e d P o i n t R e a l y ;
F i x e d P o i n t B o o l e a n z ;

The arithmetic operations are replaced by function
calls and a unique identifier is inserted for every func-
tion call. Type can here be either Real or Integer de-
pending on the types of the arguments, as example we
present the basic operations.

Listing 2: Basic operations
/ / b e f o r e c o n v e r s i o n
a=u+v ;
b=u−v ;
c=u∗v ;
d=u / v ;

/ / a f t e r c o n v e r s i o n
a=Add Type Type ( u , v , opId1 ) ;
b= S u b t r a c t T y p e T y p e ( u , v , opId2 ) ;
c= M u l t i p l y T y p e T y p e ( u , v , opId3 ) ;
d= Div ide Type Type ( u , v , opId4 ) ;

Consider now the PI controller of the ECU example.
This controller is implemented in Modelica with the
following equations

ẋ =
u
T

y = k(x+u)

where x is the controller state variable, u is the input,
k is the proportional gain and 1/T is the integral con-
stant. Those equations converted to fixed point with
ModelicaFixedPoint are presented in listing 3. The op-
erator FixedPoint2Derivative is introduced to
perform time integration in Dymola, during assesment
of the fixed-point model.

Listing 3: Typical equations

d e r ( x aux )= F i x e d P o i n t 2 D e r i v a t i v e ( D i v i d e R e a l R e a l ( u , T , op1 ) ) ;
y= M u l t i p l y R e a l R e a l ( k , Add Rea l Rea l ( x , u , op2 ) , op3 ) ;

Range analysis
The proposed method uses a simulation based ap-
proach for determining ranges of variables and inter-
mediate results in the equations. Simulating the orig-
inal model and logging minimum and maximum val-
ues of all variables is important.This allows equation
traversing and thereby compute accurate ranges for all
intermediate results.
This method is more time consuming than methods
like interval arithmetics [6] and affine arithmetics [4],
but the resulting intervals are better.
ModelicaFixedPoint considers that every variable con-
sists of two parts: an integer part and a fractional
part. Both integer and fractional parts have a bit length
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that sum up to the total word length used for the vari-
able. The integer word length is denoted here by IWL,
the fractional word length by FWL and the total word
length by WL.
The range information is used to assign the needed IWL

to all variables and operations.

Precision analysis
Precision analysis is done in two different ways de-
pending on the target platform (DSP or FPGA).
The two main parameters in GenrerateFixed
are wordLength (target platform word length) and
RTOL (relative tolerance required for conversion). The
function dialog box is shown in Fig. 3.

Figure 3: Dialog box.

Specifying wordLength indicates that integer C
code is to be generated for a DSP target. The speci-
fied word length then sets a unique word length for the
entire system and the FWL is set to maximize precision
given by RTOL.
For FPGA targets the task becomes more complicated
due to the ability to use different WL in the system.
Our approach is to use a backward error propagation
scheme based on the error propagation analysis in sec-
tion 5 to determine all FWL and shift operations from
a user specified tolerance RTOL at the output of the
system.

The package FixedPointRoutines is also in-
cluded. This package contains fixed-point arithmetic
functions and records for simulation of fixed-point
Modelica code. The structure is shown Fig. 4.

3 Fixed-point scenario

Integer arithmetic operations execute much faster than
their corresponding floating-point operations because
of their simplicity. In the case of FPGA, silicon surface
area and power consumption are also significantly re-
duced using integer arithmetics. On the other hand,
DSP devices come normally with simple arithmetic

Figure 4: FixedPointRoutines.

logic units, missing completely hardware implemen-
tation of floating point arithmetics.

The achievable precision using integer arithmetics is
closely related to the architectural word length of the
target platform. In the case of DSP, the integer data
word size, typically 16, 24 or 32 bits, limits the pos-
sible precision. For FPGA, there is the possibility of
adapted word length for each operation. However, this
migth exceed practical limitations. A tradeoff must be
considered, minimizing the number of bits used while
not violating constraints on precision. Another inter-
esting aspect of the FPGA is parallelism. The pro-
grammable structure of the FPGA allows exploiting
independent computations, by implementing those in
parallel structures.

The target language for FPGA is Mitrion-C. This lan-
guage is a dataflow language with a syntax resembling
C, developed by Mitrionics AB in Lund. The gener-
ated Mitrion-C code is compiled into a configuration
of the Mitrion Virtual Processor. The Mitrion Virtual
Processor is a fine grain massively parallel softcore
processor which can be downloaded and ran on a vari-
ety of FPGA’s, see [2] for details.
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4 Fixed-point Arithmetics

From a hardware point of view, fixed-point arithmetics
is essentially integer arithmetics with bit shifting. Us-
ing integers to represent non-integer values is done by
considering an imaginary binary point as follows.
Consider the binary representation of an integer in
Natural Binary Code (NBC).

(bn,bn−1, . . . ,b2,b1,b0) =
n

∑
j=0

b j ·2 j, ∀b∈ {0,1}. (1)

Now, using the same set of bits to represent a non-
integer value can be done by placing a binary point
between i−1 and i. Thus

(bn, . . . ,bi+1,bi,bi−1, . . . ,b0) =
n

∑
j=0

b j ·2 j−i. (2)

The fixed-point representation in (2) with the binary
point between i− 1 and i is said to have i bits of pre-
cision. By q we denote the value in NBC, i.e. the
value seen by the arithmetic unit. The smallest repre-
sentable number is the so-called the resolution of the
representation and is equal to 2−i. We define integer
word length, IWL = (n + 1)− i, and fractional word
length, FWL = i. The word length, that is, the total
number of bits used, is denoted by WL and is equal to
n+1.

Converting a floating-point number y to fixed-point
representation q is done by

q = b2i · yc, i,q ∈ Z, y ∈ R, (3)

where b·c denotes rounding towards floor.

The basic operations on fixed-point numbers; addi-
tion, subtraction, multiplication and division, are im-
plemented using ordinary integer operations and bit
shifting. The bit shifts (left shift and right shift) of
a fixed-point number q are

(q << i) = q ·2i (4)

and
(q >> i) = q ·2−i. (5)

Bit shifting is used extensively to align binary points
and to rescale variables. The shift operators are used to
rescale both the inputs of an operation and the output.
Consider a binary operation op on two fixed-point
variables q1 and q2, called operands. The implementa-
tion of such operation is

Op(q1,q2,s) =
(
(q1 << s1)op(q2 << s2)

)
<< s3 (6)

where op ∈ {+,−,∗,/}, or equivalently

Op(q1,q2,s) =
(
(q1 ·2s1)op(q2 ·2s2)

)
·2s3 . (7)

Clearly, associating a 3-tuple of shifts s = {s1,s2,s3}
with an operation we define the syntax of the basic op-
erations. For readability reasons we will use the sym-
bol for left shift, <<, followed by si to denote shifts.
When si > 0, the shift is left and when si < 0 the shift
is right.
For addition and subtraction the binary point must be
aligned before the operation. There will be a loss
of precision in the result when right shifting is used.
Thus, it is preferable to use left shifts when possible.
However, right shifts may sometimes be needed in or-
der to avoid overflow. Adding or subtracting numbers
with very large difference in magnitude does not mean
any problem. The smaller one will naturally be numer-
ically insignificant compared to the larger one.

Multiplication and division are more difficult to im-
plement. Multiplying two fixed-point variables each
having WL number of bits will generate a result having
2WL number of bits. This is likely to cause an over-
flow.
Using the shift operators on the variables prior to
the fixed-point multiplication, one could shift the
operands so that no overflow can occur. For the sit-
uation above, the secure shiftings correspond to right
shifting each of the operands by WL/2 bits prior to the
operation. This reduces of course the final resolution
of the result.
Division has a similar problem. Dividing two variables
with FWL fractional bits generates a result having no
fractional bits. Here we loose resolution unnecessarily.
One solution is to right shift the denominator prior to
the division, keeping as much precision as possible.

For operations other than the basic binary ones, there
are often no straight forward implementation. Con-
ditional operations such as {<,≤,>,≥,==, 6=} are
an exception. These operations on fixed-point num-
bers are the same as their floating-point counterparts
although the binary points of the operands must be
aligned before evaluation. This alinement of binary
points can reduce resolution and therefore cause the
wrong conditional branch to be evaluated.
For other functions we use linear interpolation in ta-
bles or Newton-Raphson iterations to evaluate the re-
sult, as mentioned earlier. With information on the
range of the variable and the result, tables cover-
ing the entire range with appropriate resolution are
generated. Development of interpolation tables and
Newton-Raphson iterations is currently ongoing.
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In order to use fixed-point arithmetics efficiently one
need to find appropriate shifts, and WL in case of
FPGA, for all variables and operations. The automatic
floating-point to fixed-point conversion problem can
then be summarized as finding IWL and FWL for all
variables and respective appropriate shifts for all op-
erations such that no overflow occurs, quantization er-
rors are kept low and the total WL is kept as low as
possible.

5 Error propagation

Error propagation analysis has to be done to solve the
fixed-point conversion problem, and assign FWL to
variables and operators. For further theory details, see
[3].
A throughout error analysis would require a priori
knowledge of all shifts and FWL. For simplicity, we
assume that all intermediate results can be stored,
eliminating the the risk of overflow. Clearly and
in practice, this assumption is relevant and valid for
Mitrion-C code only.
For addition and subtraction the function implementa-
tion is eq. (7). Multiplication and division are some-
what different.
For multiplication, the possibility of storing the inter-
mediate result eliminates the shifting of the operands
before the operation. Instead, the result has to be
shifted to the appropriate FWL.
For division, the assumption avoids shifting the de-
nominator. Hence, only the numerator and the result
are shifted to the appropriate FWL at the output.

Conversion
The conversion to fixed-point causes an error, the so
called conversion error or quantization error, denoted
by δ. We have

|δ| = |y− ỹ| , δ ∈ R. (8)

where y is the floating-point value before conversion
and ỹ is the recovered floating-point value after con-
version. From [3], the conversion error is bounded by

|δ| < 2−i. (9)

Defining
∆ = sup |δ| = sup |y− ỹ| , (10)

the results of the error propagation analysis will be
presented.

Addition and subtraction

Addition and subtraction have the same error propa-
gation properties. Considering the absolute error for
addition we have

∆R = ∆1 +∆2 = 2−i1 +2−o +2−i2 +2−o. (11)

where i is the resolution of the operand and o = FWL

is the resolution of the result.

Multiplication
Considering the relative error for multiplication, we
have∣∣∣∣∆R

R

∣∣∣∣ = sup
∣∣∣∣δR

R

∣∣∣∣ =
∣∣∣∣2−i1

y1

∣∣∣∣+ ∣∣∣∣2−i2

y2

∣∣∣∣+ ∣∣∣∣ 2−o

y1y2

∣∣∣∣ (12)

where yi is the largest value taken by each variable re-
spectively.

Division
Again considering the relative error we have∣∣∣∣∆R

R

∣∣∣∣ =
∣∣∣∣2−i1

y1

∣∣∣∣+ ∣∣∣∣2−i2

y2

∣∣∣∣+ ∣∣∣∣2−i2+o

y1

∣∣∣∣ . (13)

The error propagation is different from the multiplica-
tion.

6 Code generation

The information gained in the fixed-point conversion
and analysis is used to generate code for different tar-
get platforms. In this paper we mainly focus on gener-
ating integer C code typically used in DSP’s. But, also
Mitrion-C code for FPGA’s is possible with appropiate
error propagation analysis.
For easy interaction with standard generic integration
routines, all variables are categorized and mapped to a
set of vectors, as in table 1. All right-hand-side equa-
tions are gathered in one function, called rhs-function.
This encapsulation allows code portability.
This encapsulation and code generation is used in
cases where only a subsystem is intended for fixed-
point representation. Then we substitute that particu-
lar part of the system with a function call and the rest
of the system is treated as usual.

To avoid unnecessary computations, constants are
shifted according to the fixed-point representation and
evaluated during the code generation.

Generation of integer C code

Currently, the generated C code supports a format for
easy interaction with Dymola to make it easy to vali-
date the functionality of the generated code. Different
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x state variables

x dot derivatives of state variables
w auxiliary variables
u input variables
y output variables
p parameters

Table 1: Table of categorized variables

DSP targets could require different structures, mainly
of the function call, i.e. the body of the function would
remain the same.
The syntax of the Modelica interface to the rhs func-
tion is in listing 4.

Listing 4: Modelica Interface
/ / Model ica i n t e r f a c e
f u n c t i o n Name

i n p u t I n t e g e r n ;
i n p u t I n t e g e r t ;
i n p u t I n t e g e r x [ : ] ;
i n p u t I n t e g e r x d o t [ : ] ;
i n p u t I n t e g e r w [ : ] ;
i n p u t I n t e g e r u [ : ] ;
i n p u t I n t e g e r y [ : ] ;
i n p u t I n t e g e r p [ : ] ;
i n p u t I n t e g e r idemand ;
o u t p u t out w [ s i z e (w , 1 ) ] ;
o u t p u t o u t x d o t [ s i z e ( x do t , 1 ) ] ;
o u t p u t o u t y [ s i z e ( y , 1 ) ] ;
e x t e r n a l ”C ” ;
a n n o t a t i o n ( I n c l u d e =”# i n c l u d e<Name . c >”);

end Name ;

and the function itself in listing 5.

Listing 5: C interface
/ / C i n t e r f a c e
i n t Name ( i n t n , i n t t , i n t ∗x , i n t s i z e x ,

i n t ∗x do t , i n t s i z e x d o t , i n t ∗w,
i n t s i ze w , i n t ∗u , i n t s i z e u ,
i n t ∗y , i n t s i z e y , i n t ∗p , i n t s i z e p ,
i n t idemand , i n t ∗out w , i n t s i z e o u t w ,
i n t ∗o u t x d o t , i n t s i z e o u t x d o t ,
i n t ∗ou t y , i n t s i z e o u t y ){

/∗ BODY OF FUNCTION ∗ /
}

The main body of the function is the section contain-
ing the equations for computing the auxiliaries, deriva-
tives and outputs of the system. The basic operations,
addition, subtraction, multiplication and division, uses
basic integer operations and the appropriate shifts are
inlined in the code according to the syntax in (6). The
integer C code of the equations in listing 3 can be seen
below in listing 6.

Listing 6: Integer operations in C
/∗ Compute d e r i v a t i v e s ∗ /
x d o t [ 0 ] = ( ( u [ 0 ] ) / ( p[1]>>15)<<10);

/∗ Compute o u t p u t s ∗ /
y [ 0 ] = ( ( p [0] >>16)∗((( x [ 0 ] ) + ( u[0]>>1))>>15)<<1);

Conditional operators and the IfThenElse-statement
are also inlined with appropriate shifts. Essential for
the conditional operators are that the binary points are

aligned before evaluation. Hence, also here, shift op-
erations are inlined in the code. An example can be
seen in listing 7.

Listing 7: Conditional operations in C
/ / Computing ” z = i f x<y t h e n x−y e l s e y−x ;”

w[ 0 ] = ( ( ( ( x[0]>>6)<(x [ 1 ] ) ) = = 1 ) ? ( ( ( x[0]>>6)−
( x [ 1 ] ) ) ) : ( ( ( x [1 ] ) − ( x [0] > >6)))) ;

A C library for special fixed-point functions is under
development for functions such as min, max and abs.
Also for these functions, except for abs, the binary
point must be aligned prior to the evaluation. This can
be solved by having the appropriate shifts inlined in
the function call. For other functions, such as trigono-
metric functions and square root, code for linear inter-
polation tables or Newton-Raphson iterations schemes
will be generated. This is still in the development
phase although successful implementation of linear in-
terpolation using only integer arithmetics have been
implemented using Modelica.

Generation of Mitrion-C code

Although the syntax of Mitrion-C resembles that of C,
the generated code is quite different. This is mainly
due to the possibility of having a mixture of different
word lengths in the system. This allows us to allocate
resources (word length of the data path) were they are
needed the most.
The result of this is that it is no longer possible to in-
line any operations or shifts. Instead a unique function
is generated for every operation. All shifts and word
length declarations are hard coded in these functions.

7 Examples

7.1 Speed control with PI controller

Using the library presented in this paper lets us au-
tomatically generate a fixed-point model of a PI con-
troller using various word lengths. Simulating the sys-
tem using the fixed-point PI controller we can verify
the functionality of the controller and also get hints
regarding the word length needed to fulfill the specifi-
cations.
After some simulations, depicted in Fig. 5, we con-
clude that a word length of 8 bits is enough for our
application. This results in a smaller/cheaper DSP for
the ECU instead of the one originally intended. Also,
integer C code for the controller is automatically gen-
erated.
For Modelica users this is a familiar way of working,
implementing systems and algorithms at high abstrac-
tion levels by drag and drop of predefined components
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Figure 5: Plot of reference speed and measured speed
using PI controllers.

in a diagram or manually typing Modelica code. With
this library we aim to keep this way of working while
extending it by automatically generating fixed-point
code for external computational devices. The follow-
ing example is the opposite situation: plant realisation
with fixed point arithmetics.

7.2 ServoMotor with FixedPoint

This example explores the plant realisation using fixed
point arithmetics. The situation is a simple electric
drive used to place a inertia at a given angle. The sim-
ple model of electric drive is depicted in Fig. 6. The
model consists of an ideal EMF device with shaft in-
ertia and electric inductance and resistance.
We provide the model with the load and a gearbox for
better precision on the load. The system is encapsu-
lated in a model with inputs and output as depicted in
Fig. 7.
Finally, we choose a PID regulator to control the angle

Figure 6: Electric Drive Model

Figure 7: Electric Drive and load

of the load and set it to the reference. The final model
is depicted in Fig. 8.

Figure 8: PID regulator to position the inertia to build
the servo drive

The question now is if there is a cheap and fast fixed-
point representation of the system, good enough to use
with the PID regulator in hardware. After Fixed-point
trasnalation, we get with the tool the system in Fig. 9.
The first attempt is done analysing
servoMotorWithLoad model within the time
interval [0,1] and for 8, 16 and 24 bits. The result of
the simulations in Dymola are depicted in Fig. 10.
We observe that even though we have more precision,
the steady state is never really reached. The solution
becomes oscillatory.
The first though may be that the number of bits of
the fixed point representation is not high enough to
make the system reach steady state. This is not the
case. What is happening is that the precision analysis
is tightly adjusting the fixed-point representation to the
time interval and span interval of every variable.
It is possible to resemble the correct dynamics of the
system with just 8 bits. The result is depicted in
Fig. 11. The only difference is that we performed the
precision analysis in the time interval [0,100] instead.
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Figure 9: Fixed Point version of the motor with load.

Figure 10: Simulation result with model analysed in
time interval [0,1]

We can see the C code generated for the example also
in listing 8. Notice the implementation of the fixed-
point operations using shifts. This implementation can
be also encapsulated to generate code to link with ex-
ternal fixed-point libraries.

Listing 8: C function generated
/∗ BODY OF THE FUNCTION ∗ /
/∗ Compute A u x i l i a r y v a r i a b l e s ∗ /

i f ( idemand == 3) {
w[ 0 ] = 0 ;
w[ 1 ] = 0 ;
w[ 2 ] = 0 ;
w[ 3 ] = 0 ;
w[ 4 ] = 0 ;
w[ 5 ] = 0 ;
w[ 6 ] = 0 ;
w[ 7 ] = ((32 > >4)∗(((((m>>4)∗(r >>3))>>4)∗(r >>3))>>4)<<2);
w[ 8 ] = ( ( motor emf k >>3)∗(x[1]>>4)<<1);
w[ 9 ] = ( ( g e a r b o x r a t i o >>3)∗(d e r l o a d w a u x >>4)<<2);
w[ 1 0 ] = ( (w[ 8 ] ) − ( ( ( motor Jm J >>3)∗(w[9]>>4)))<<1);
w[ 1 1 ] = ( − ( ( ( g e a r b o x r a t i o >>4)∗(w[10] > >3)))) ;
w[ 1 2 ] = ( ( motor Ra R >>3)∗(x [1]>>4));
w[ 1 3 ] = ( ( u [0 ] ) − (w[12] >>5));
w[ 1 4 ] = ( ( g e a r b o x r a t i o >>4)∗(x[0]>>3)<<1);
w[ 1 5 ] = ( ( motor emf k >>3)∗(w[14]>>4)<<1);
w[ 1 6 ] = ( (w[13] ) − (w[15] >>2));
w[ 1 7 ] = ( ( g e a r b o x r a t i o >>4)∗(x[2]>>3)<<1);
w[ 1 8 ] = ( − ( ( (w[10]>>7)+(w [ 1 1 ] ) ) ) ) ;
w[ 1 9 ] = 0 ;

}

/∗ Compute d e r i v a t i v e s ∗ /
i f ( idemand == 2) {

x d o t [ 0 ] = ( ( ( ( g e a r b o x r a t i o >>4)∗(w[8 ] > >3) ) ) / ( ( (w[ 7 ] ) +
( ( ( ( ( motor Jm J >>3)∗( g e a r b o x r a t i o >>4)>>3)>>3)
∗( g e a r b o x r a t i o >>4))<<4))>>1)<<7);

x d o t [ 1 ] = ( (w [ 1 6 ] ) / ( motor La L >>3)<<3);
x d o t [ 2 ] = x [ 0 ] ;

}

/∗ Compute o u t p u t s ∗ /
i f ( idemand == 1) {

y [ 0 ] = x [ 2 ] ;
}

Figure 11: Simulation result with model analysed in
time interval [0,100]

8 Summary

We have presented a tool that enables a developer to
use Modelica models for code generation for an em-
bedded system or FPGA with a minimum of manual
interaction.
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Abstract 

The new library Modelica_Fluid is a free Modelica 
package providing components describing zero- and 
one-dimensional thermo-fluid components, which 
can be connected in arbitrary networks. The purpose 
of the library is to provide standard interfaces for 
thermo-fluid components, demonstrate how to build 
such models, and include a growing set of models of 
common use. The component equations are 
decoupled from the equations to compute the fluid 
properties, which are provided by the 
Modelica.Media library through standard interfaces; 
incompressible and compressible fluids, single or 
multiple substances, one- and multiple-phase fluids 
can be used, where appropriate. Newly introduced 
features of the Modelica.Media library are briefly 
reviewed. After extensive testing by interested users, 
the library will be included in the Modelica standard 
library as Modelica.Fluid. 

1 Introduction 

The Modelica_Fluid library provides basic interfaces 
and components to model thermo-hydraulic systems 
with zero-dimensional and one-dimensional compo-
nents. It is not the intention that this library covers 
all possible application cases, because the modelling 
assumptions can vary widely. Instead, the goal of the 
Modelica_Fluid library is to demonstrate how to 
implement components of thermo-hydraulic proc-
esses in Modelica, provide standard connectors 
which fit for a wide range of applications, and pro-
vide a reasonable set of components, which can be 
used as they are, or can be modified to suit specific 
user needs. For special applications it is possible to 
implement libraries with simpler media and compo-
nents, e.g., the Modelica.Thermal.FluidHeatFlow 

library [4]. Other domains, such as gas dynamics, 
would require a more sophisticated setup. 
The basic concepts of the Modelica_Fluid library, in 
particular the fluid connectors and the use of re-
placeable medium models, were laid out in [2]. Since 
then, the library design has been refined and tested 
by several people belonging to the Modelica Asso-
ciation. The structure of the library is now stable – 
contributions are welcome to increase the number of 
provided components. The goal is that this library 
becomes part of the Modelica standard library, after 
it has been tested by end users on a significant num-
ber of different applications and is improved based 
on the feedback. 
A screen shot of the library is 
shown on the right side. The 
Examples package contains 
models that demonstrate vari-
ous features of the library, as 
well as some system models, 
such as a drum boiler [6] and 
an experimental batch plant [5] 
model. 
A typical (small) example is 
shown in Figure 1 below: It 
shows a system where water is 
pumped from a source by 4 
pumps in parallel (fitted with 
check valves), through a pipe 
whose outlet is 50 m higher 
than the source, into a reservoir 
placed on an 18-m high tower. The users are repre-
sented by an equivalent valve, connected to the res-
ervoir. The water controller is a simple on-off con-
troller, acting on the gauge pressure measured at the 
base of the tower; the output of the controller is the 
rotational speed of the pumps. A typical simulation 
is over 2000 s. The pump turns on and off to keep 
the reservoir level around 2.5 meters, which means 
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20.5 meters higher than the base of the tower, corre-
sponding to a gauge pressure of 2 bar. 
 

source

pipe

pumps

n

reservoir

1.8

ambient...
level_st...

userValve

sink

valveOpening

startTime=0

PressureSetP...

k=2e5

controller
refer...

u

PumpRPMGen...

reservoirPre...

p...

PT1

P...

T=50

ambient

g
defaults

 
Figure 1: Pumping system for drinking water 

2 General design principles 

Compared to other engineering modeling fields, such 
as electrical systems or multibody systems, the task 
of providing a “standard” library for thermo-fluid 
systems is much more difficult, due to the much 
greater variety of modeling assumptions that can be 
made, depending on the specific application needs. 
The Modelica_Fluid library tries to strike a balance, 
providing a sufficiently general framework, which 
covers a wide range of applications without adding 
too much overhead to the simplest cases. 
The scope of the library includes zero- and one-
dimensional models of thermo-hydraulic compo-
nents, i.e. objects where the flow of one or more flu-
ids must be described, and energy transfer and stor-
age phenomena play a significant role. 
The thermo-fluid connectors are designed in order to 
ensure that mass and energy balances are fulfilled at 
the connection point, even in presence of flow direc-
tion reversal. On the other hand, the momentum bal-
ance is fulfilled exactly only when two aligned ob-
jects with equal flange diameters are connected; in 
other cases, the momentum balance at the connecting 
points is approximated. The exact treatment of mo-
mentum balances at the interfaces in those cases 
would add a significant complexity and overhead to 
the library, which is unnecessary in most technical 
thermodynamics applications, where gas dynamics 
phenomena (wave propagation, high Mach numbers) 
do not play a significant role. Gas dynamics systems 
are then outside the scope of the Modelica_Fluid 
library. 
The library models can describe two-phase flows, as 
long as the flow is homogeneous, i.e., both phases 
have the same velocity.  

The medium models, i.e., the equations to compute 
all the fluid properties from the independent thermo-
dynamic state variables, are included in the compo-
nent models as replaceable instances of objects from 
the Modelica.Media standard library. This allows to 
use the same component model with different fluids 
(or with different models of the same fluid) by just 
replacing the medium model. 

3 Fluid Connectors 

In this section the design of the fluid connectors is 
explained. A major design goal was that components 
can be arbitrarily connected and that the important 
balance equations are automatically fulfilled when 
two or more components are connected together at 
one point as shown in the next figure:  

pipe1 pipe2

pipe3

 
Figure 2: Connected pipes fulfilling the ideal mixing 

condition at the connection point. 
As will be explained below, in such a case the bal-
ance equations define ideal mixing, i.e., the connec-
tion point has the mixing temperature if the fluids 
from the three components would be ideally mixed 
in an infinitely small time period. If more realistic 
modeling is desired that takes into account dissipa-
tion and other mixing losses, an explicit model has to 
be used in the connection point, e.g., from the Mode-
lica_Fluid.Junctions library. An example is given in 
the next figure: 

pipe1

splitter

pipe2

pipe3

 
Figure 3: Connected pipes with a splitter junction 

where the losses are described in the junction model. 
For a single substance medium, the connector defini-
tion in Modelica_Fluid.Interfaces.FluidPort reduces 
to  
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connector FluidPort  
  replaceable package Medium =  
   Modelica.Media.Interfaces.PartialMedium; 

  Medium.AbsolutePressure      p; 
  flow Medium.MasFlowRate      m_flow; 

  Medium.SpecificEnthalpy      h; 
  flow Medium.EnthalpyFlowRate H_flow 
end FluidPort; 

The first statement defines the medium flowing 
through the connector. In package Medium, medium 
specific types such as "Medium.AbsolutePressure" 
are defined that contain medium specific values for 
the min, max and nominal attributes. Furthermore, 
Medium.MassFlowRate is defined as:  
   type MassFlowRate =  
      Modelica.SIunits.MassFlowRate( 
         quantity="MassFlowRate." +  
                   mediumName, ...); 

A Modelica translator will check that the quantity 
and unit attributes of connected interfaces are identi-
cal. Therefore, an error occurs, if connected Fluid-
Ports do not have a medium with the same medium 
name. 
The variables in the connector have the following 
meaning: p is the absolute pressure at the connection 
point, m_flow is the mass flow rate from the connec-
tion point in to the component, h is the specific mix-
ing enthalpy in the connection point and H_flow is 
the enthalpy flow rate from the connection point into 
the component. 

3.1 Balance Equations at Connection Points 

Assume that 3 FluidPorts port1, port2, port3, are 
connected together: Since, m_flow and H_flow are 
flow variables, a Modelica translator will generate 
the following connection equations: 
   port1.p = port2.p = port3.p 
   port1.h = port2.h = port3.h 
   0 = port1.m_flow + port2.m_flow + 
       port3.m_flow 
   0 = port1.H_flow + port2.H_flow + 
       port3.H_flow 

These are exactly the equations that state ideal mix-
ing for an infinitesimal small control volume in the 
connection point: The intensive quantities at the 
ports are identical and the mass balance as well as 
the energy balance is fulfilled (note that no mass or 
energy is stored in the infinitesimal volume). The 
momentum balance is not taken into account, and 
therefore a connection without an explicit junction 
model is only valid, if the momentum balance has 
not much influence or is fulfilled since two ports 
with the same diameter are connected together. 

3.2 Property Propagation over Ports 

A connector should have only the minimal number 
of variables to describe the interface, otherwise there 
will be connection restrictions in certain cases. 
Therefore, in the connector no redundant variables 
are present, e.g., the temperature T is not present be-
cause it can be computed from the connector vari-
ables pressure p and specific enthalpy h. 
This approach has one drawback: If two components 
are connected together, then the medium variables on 
both sides of the connector are identical. However, 
due to the connector, only the two equations  
   port1.p = port2.p;  port1.h = port2.h; 

are present. Assume, that p, T are the independent 
medium variables and that the medium properties are 
computed at one side of the connections. This means, 
the following equations are basically present:  
   port1.h = h(port1.p,port1.T); 
   port2.h = h(port2.p,port2.T); 
   port1.p = port2.p; 
   port1.h = port2.h; 

These equations can be solved in the following way:  
   port1.h := h(port1.p,port1.T); 
   port2.p := port1.p; 
   port2.h := port1.h; 
   0 = port2.h - h(port2.p,port2.T);  

The last equation states that port2.T is computed by 
solving a non-linear system of equations. If port1.h 
and port2.h are provided as Modelica functions, a 
Modelica translator, such as Dymola [1], can replace 
this non-linear system of equations by the equation:  
   port2.T = port1.T; 

because after alias substitution there are two function 
calls  
   port1.h := h(port1.p,port1.T); 
   port1.h := h(port1.p,port2.T); 

Since the left hand sides of the function calls and the 
first arguments are the same, the second arguments 
must also be identical, i.e., port2.T = port1.T. This 
type of analysis seems to be only possible, if the spe-
cific enthalpy is defined as a function of the inde-
pendent medium variables. Due to this requirement, 
all media in the Modelica.Media library define the 
specific enthalpy always as a function and therefore 
by appropriate tool support no unnecessary non-
linear system of equation appears and in the gener-
ated code, propagation of medium properties over a 
connector does not lead to an overhead. 

3.3 Upstream Discretization 

When implementing a fluid component, the diffi-
culty arises that the value of intensive quantities 
(such as p, T, ρ) shall be accessed from the upstream 
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volume. For example, if the fluid flows from volume 
A to volume B, then the intensive quantities of vol-
ume B have negligible influence on the fluid be-
tween the two volumes. On the other hand, if the 
flow direction is reversed, the intensive quantities of 
volume A have negligible influence on the fluid be-
tween the two volumes. Such a situation is handled 
with the following code fragment:  
  import IF = Modelica_Fluid.Interfaces; 
  replaceable package Medium =   
   Modelica.Media.Interfaces.PartialMedium; 
  IF.FluidPort_a port1(redeclare package  
                          Medium = Medium); 
  IF.FluidPort_b port2(redeclare package 
                          Medium = Medium); 
equation  
  // Handle reverse and zero flow 
  port1.H_flow = semiLinear(port1.m_flow, 
                         port1.h, port2.h); 
 
  // Energy and mass balance; here: 
  port1.H_flow + port2.H_flow = 0; 
  port1.m_flow + port2.m_flow = 0; 
    ... 

The enthalpy flow rate in port1 is in principle com-
puted with an if clause:  
port1.H_flow = port1.m_flow * 
                 (if port1.m_flow > 0 then  
                     port1.h  
                  else  
                     port2.h); 

However, instead of using this if-clause, the corre-
sponding built-in Modelica operator semiLinear() is 
actually used: 
port1.H_flow = semiLinear(port1.m_flow, 
                         port1.h, port2.h); 

The main reason is that this operator will allow a 
Modelica translator certain symbolic transformations 
that lead to a more robust numerical computation 
(see explanation in the Modelica Specification 2.2). 
If the above component is connected between two 
port volumes (Modelica_Fluid.Pipes.BaseClass-
es.PortVolume), i.e., the independent medium vari-
ables in port1 and port2 are states, then port1.h and 
port2.h are either states (i.e., known quantities in the 
model) or are computed from states at each integra-
tion time step. In such a situation, the above if-clause 
represented by the "semiLinear" operator is uncriti-
cal, because it depends only on known variables and 
can be directly computed.  
If instead, say, pressure loss components are con-
nected, then all port variables are unknown and sys-
tems of equations occur. For example, three ports, 
A.port, B.port, C.port, are connected together. This 
results in the following equations: 

Equations due to   
connect(A.port,B.port), connect(A.port,C.port): 
   A.port.p = B.port.p = C.port.p 
   A.port.h = B.port.h = C.port.h 
   0 = A.port.m_flow + B.port.m_flow + 
       C.port.m_flow 
   0 = A.port.H_flow + B.port.H_flow + 
       C.port.H_flow 

Equations inside components A,B,C: 
A.port.H_flow = A.port.m_flow*( 
         if A.port.m_flow > 0 then A.port.h 
                              else A.h; 
B.port.H_flow = B.port.m_flow*( 
         if B.port.m_flow > 0 then B.port.h 
                              else B.h; 
C.port.H_flow = C.port.m_flow*( 
         if C.port.m_flow > 0 then C.port.h 
                              else C.h; 

where A.h, B.h, C.h, is the specific enthalpy inside 
the respective component. All equations together 
form a linear system of equations to compute the 
mixing enthalpy A.port.h = B.port.h = C.port.h 
in the connection point. It has the solution [2]: 
A.port.h = -( (if A.port.m_flow > 0 then 0 
               else A.port.m_flow*A.h)+ 
              (if B.port.m_flow > 0 then 0  
               else B.port.m_flow*B.h)+ 
              (if C.port.m_flow > 0 then 0 
               else C.port.m_flow*C.h) ) 
          / ( (if A.port.m_flow > 0 then 
                     A.port.m_flow else 0)+ 
              (if B.port.m_flow > 0 then  
                     B.port.m_flow else 0)+  
             (if C.port.m_flow > 0 then  
                    C.port.m_flow else 0) ) 

Therefore, independently of the flow directions in 
the 3 ports, the mixing enthalpy is always uniquely 
computed, provided at least one mass flow rate does 
not vanish (see [2] for details how to handle the case 
if all mass flow rates vanish). From the mixing en-
thalpy and the port pressure, all other mixing quanti-
ties can be computed, such as mixing temperature. 
If two ports A and B are connected together, the re-
sulting system of equations has a solution that is 
unique also for zero mass flow rates:  
  A.port.h = if A.port.m_flow > 0 then B.h 
                                  else A.h 
  B.port.h = A.port.h 

In some situations, the user can guarantee that the 
fluid flows only in one direction. In the Mode-
lica_Fluid library this can be defined in the Ad-
vanced menu of components by parameter flowDi-
rection. Based on this parameter setting, correspond-
ing “min” and “max” attributes are defined for the 
mass flow rate in a connector, such as: 
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   FluidPort_a port_a(m_flow(min = if  
                allowFlowReversal then  
           –Modelica.Constants.inf else 0) 

When port_a.m_flow is referenced in a semiLinear() 
operator, the tool can deduce that only one branch of 
the if-clause can appear and can utilize only this 
branch for the further symbolic processing. As a re-
sult, if-clauses that define the reversing flow are re-
moved. 

4 Medium models 

Modelica_Fluid uses the free li-
brary Modelica.Media that was 
developed to provide a standard-
ized interface to media models 
and a large number of ready-to-
use media models based on that 
interface. The basic concept of 
Modelica.Media is described in 
[2]. It was included in the Mode-

lica Standard Library in version 2.2. The library has 
been continuously improved to fit the requirements 
of Modelica_Fluid. The picture on the left shows the 
structure of Modelica.Media. Modelica.Media allows 
for a decoupling of the formulation of the balance 
equations within a Modelica_Fluid component 
model and the definition of the medium. Different 
interfaces are provided in Media.Interfaces that are 
used as base classes for the implementation of differ-
ent medium models of different nature, e.g., ideal 
gases, real gases, two-phase mediums. For every 
medium a record called ThermodynamicState is im-
plemented that contains the minimum set of vari-
ables required to describe the state of the medium. 
The thermodynamic state record for a pure compo-
nent ideal gas is 

record ThermodynamicState 
SI.AbsolutePressure p; 
SI.Temperature      T; 

end ThermodynamicState; 

The thermodynamic state record can be used to com-
pute all other fluid properties except for the satura-
tion properties which will be explained later. The 
functions to compute additional fluid properties are 
all contained within package Media.Interfaces. A 
function without an underscore in its name assumes 
the thermodynamic state record as an input. The 
function specificEnthalpy() for example will 
compute the specific enthalpy from the thermody-
namic state. 
The following code fragment demonstrates how the 
thermodynamic state record could be used in a sim-

ple component model to compute all required fluid 
properties: 
replaceable package Medium =  
  Modelica.Medium.Interfaces.PartialMedium; 
Medium.ThermodynamicState state; 
Medium.SpecificEnthalpy h; 
   ... 
state = Medium.setState_pT(1e5, 273.15); 
h = Medium.specificEnthalpy(state); 

The function setState_pT() will return the state for 
the given input variables pressure (p) and tempera-
ture (T) independently from the actual entries in the 
thermodynamic state record. For example, if the me-
dium state is p and h and setState_pT(..) is called, 
for most media a non-linear equation in one un-
known will be solved to compute h (this computation 
is performed reliably and efficiently). The second 
part of the function name following the underscore 
indicates the required input variables which is the 
standard for all function names within Mode-
lica.Media. The more general function to compute 
the state would be setState_pTX() which also re-
quires the nX mass fractions X[nX] for a multiple 
substance medium as input. Using the thermody-
namic state record in models is a more function-
based approach to medium modeling and is used in 
static components, e.g., pressure loss models or the 
heat transfer to the wall of a pipe. 
Modelica.Media also offers an object-oriented ap-
proach that uses the model BaseProperties defined 
for each medium interface. This approach is more 
suitable for dynamic component models, e.g., a vol-
ume or a tank, than the function-based approach. The 
provided base property model can be extended by the 
user to best meet the specific requirements. The pur-
pose of using the thermodynamic state model in the 
function based and in the object oriented approach is 
to be able to write models that are independent of the 
input variables to the fluid property model. The state 
selection mechanism described in [2] makes it possi-
ble to obtain numerically efficient models for differ-
ent fluids with the same component models. The ba-
sic idea is sketched at hand of the following imple-
mentation of a port volume: 
  replaceable package Medium =   
   Modelica.Media.Interfaces.PartialMedium; 
  Modelica_Fluid.Interfaces.FluidPort_a 
   port(redeclare package Medium = Medium); 
  Medium.BaseProperties medium ( 
            preferredMediumStates = true); 
equation  
  medium.p = port.p; 
  medium.h = port.h; 
         M = V*medium.d; 
         U = M*medium.u; 
    der(M) = port.m_flow; // mass balance 
    der(U) = port.H_flow; // energy bal. 
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In a port volume it is desired that the independent 
medium variables are used as states (e.g., p,T or p,h 
depending on the medium). The BaseProperties in-
stance medium contains the basic medium equations. 
If parameter preferredMediumStates is set to true, 
then attribute StateSelect.prefer is set to the inde-
pendent medium variables and therefore the tool will 
use these variables as states for the mass and energy 
balance, if this is possible. This means, that the port 
volume equations can be implemented without 
knowledge about the independent medium variables. 
Modelica.Media requires the implementation of 
medium models in Modelica. This approach allows 
the solver to use as much analytical information 
about the medium models as possible when manipu-
lating the system of equations. However, it is often 
also very desirable to use existing fluid property li-
braries written in C or in FORTRAN. A new inter-
face to an external medium library has been devel-
oped for Modelica.Media that supports external 
medium libraries. This new interface is currently 
included in the developer version of Mode-

lica.Media and will be tested thoroughly before 
including it in the Modelica Standard Library. 

5 Initialization 

Every fluid component with states has a menu “Ini-
tialization”. A screen shot of this menu of model 
Modelica_Fluid.Volumes.MixingVolume is shown 
in the next figure: 

 
Parameter initType defines the type of the initializa-
tion and has the following options: 
• initType == InitialValues:  

Initial values of p,X and of T or h are defined. 
• initType == SteadyState:  

The derivatives of the states are set to zero dur-
ing initialization. Since usually non-linear sys-
tems of equations occur, guess values for the 
states are defined for p, X and for T or h. 

• initType == SteadyStateHydraulic:  
The pressure derivatives are set to zero during 
initialization, but the thermal states (T or h) are 
initialized with a start value. Therefore, a guess 

value for p and initial values for X and for T or h 
are defined.  

Depending on the selected option, a value such as 
“p_start” is interpreted from the component as either 
being an initial value (i.e. introducing an initial 
equation p = p_start) or a guess value (i.e. setting the 
start value of p to p_start with fixed = false).  
For every medium either T or h can be defined as 
start value. Assume that T_start is selected as value 
to be provided (either initial or guess value). De-
pending on the situation, a tool might use h as itera-
tion variable for a non-linear system of equations, 
e.g., because h is the independent medium variable. 
Then, the setting of T_start would have no effect. 
For this reason, modifiers are defined in the initiali-
zation menu, e.g. for h_start: 
parameter Medium.SpecificEnthalpy h_start= 
   if use_T_start then  
      Medium.specificEnthalpy_pTX( 
                p_start, T_start, X_start) 
   else Medium.h_default; 

If use_T_start is true, the menu for h_start is dis-
abled, i.e., the user cannot input a value and there-
fore function specificEnthalpy_pTX(..) is called to 
compute the start value of the specific enthalpy 
based on p_start and T_start. If use_T_start = false, 
the user can provide a modifier with a new value that 
overwrites the if-clause in the modifier. Otherwise 
the default value of h for this medium is used as ini-
tial value. 
To summarize, the medium is always initialized with 
a consistent set of variables p, T, h, X where either T 
or h is computed from the other 3 variables with the 
corresponding medium function. 

6 Regularizing characteristics 

Pressure drop equations and other fluid characteris-
tics are usually computed by semi-empirical equa-
tions. Unfortunately, the developers of semi-
empirical equations nearly never take into account 
that the equation might be used in a simulation pro-
gram. As a consequence, these semi-empirical equa-
tions can nearly never be used blindly but must be 
slightly modified or adapted in order that obvious 
simulation problems are avoided. For example, tur-
bulent flow in a pipe might be described by the fol-
lowing type of equation:  
    y = if x >= 0 then  sqrt(k1*x) 
                  else -sqrt(k2*abs(x)); 

A plot of this characteristic is shown in the next fig-
ure:  
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The difficulty with this function is that the derivative 
at x=0 is infinity. The actual physical characteris-
tic doesn't show this singularity. E.g., for pipe 
flow, the flow becomes laminar for small velocities 
and therefore around zero the sqrt() function is re-
placed by a linear function. Since the laminar region 
is usually of not much practical interest, the above 
approximation is used.  
The direct implementation above does not work in 
Modelica, because an event is generated when x < 0 
changes sign. In order to detect this event, event it-
eration takes place. During the event iteration, the 
active if-branch is not changed. For example, assume 
that x is positive (= "else" branch) and shall become 
negative. During the event iteration x is slightly 
negative and the else branch, i.e., sqrt(x), is evalu-
ated. Since this result in an imaginary number, an 
error occurs. It would be possible to fix this, by using 
the noEvent() operator to explicitly switch off an 
event:  
y = noEvent( if x<0 then  sqrt(k1*x) 
                    else -sqrt(k2*abs(x))); 
Still, it is highly likely that good integrators will not 
work well around x=0, because they will recognize 
that the derivative changes very sharply and will re-
duce the step size drastically.  
In Modelica_Fluid.Utilities several 
utility functions are provided to 
regularize such types of equations 
(see screen shot on right side). For 
example, regRoot2(..) replaces the 
function above by two polynomials 
of third order around zero, so that 
the overall function is continuous, 
is strict monotonically increasing and has a continu-
ous first derivative everywhere. Additionally, either 
the second derivatives of the two polynomials at zero 
are identical (= default) or a user defined first deriva-
tive at zero can be provided, to, e.g., correctly de-
scribe the laminar region around zero. In the first 
case, the equation above is replaced by: 

y = regRoot2(x, x_small, k1, k2); 

where x_small defines the region of the newly intro-
duced two polynomials around x = 0. The result of 
applying this function is shown in the next figure.  

 
The “blue” curve is the exact characteristic accord-
ing to the equation above, where as the “red” curve 
is the regularized approximation of regRoot2(..) that 
has much better numerical properties. 

7 Selected Components 

In the previous sections, the features have been de-
scribed that are needed in order that component 
models can be implemented. In this section some of 
the provided component models will be shortly 
sketched. 

7.1 Pressure Losses 

Package PressureLosses contains models and func-
tions providing pressure loss correlations. All models 
in this library have the property that no mass and no 
energy is stored in the component. Therefore, none 
of the models has a state. The basic correlations are 
models that are imple-
mented with functions 
of sublibrary Pressure-

Losses.BaseClasses. 
These functions might 
also be directly called 
(e.g. in an implementa-
tion of another compo-
nent, such as the dis-
tributed pipe).  
All functions are con-
tinuous and have a fi-
nite, non-zero, smooth, 
first derivative. The 
functions are all guaranteed to be strict monotoni-
cally increasing. The mentioned properties guarantee 
that a unique inverse of every function exists. In fact, 
for all correlations a function is provided in the form 
m_flow = f(p) and also its inverse, p = g(m_flow) is 
given. A similar naming convention as in the Media 
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library is used, e.g. massFlowRate_dp(..) means that 
the functions compute the mass flow rate and that the 
input argument is dp (the pressure difference be-
tween two ports). Most functions consist of one 
statement, so that, e.g., Dymola inlines the function 
and therefore no call overhead is present. 
The pressure loss correlation “Sim-
pleGenericOrifice” defines a stan-
dard quadratic correlation of the 
form:  

1
2

p v vζ ρΔ = ⋅ ⋅ ⋅  

where Δp is the pressure difference between two 
ports, v is the fluid velocity (that can be computed 
from the mass flow rate, density and pipe area) and ζ 
is the constant pressure loss coefficient, for the fluid 
flow from port_a to port_b that can be, e.g., deduced 
from some of the standard books like Idelchick [3]. 
Screen shots of the parameter menu are shown in the 
next two figures: 

 
Basically, the medium, the correlation factor and the 
diameter has to be defined at which ζ is defined. The 
“Advanced” menu is the same for all components of 
the PressureLosses package and defines how the 
computation of the correlation is performed: 

 
If from_dp is true, the mass flow rate is computed 
from the pressure drop, otherwise the computation is 
reversed. The “flowDirection” defines whether re-
versal flow shall be taken into account. “use_Re” 
defines the laminar region by the Reynolds number 
(e.g. Re < 2000 for smooth wall friction), otherwise 
it is defined approximately by a small pressure drop 
or a small mass flow rate depending on the selected 
computation direction. Finally, if show_Re = true, 
the Reynolds-Number is computed in order to utilize 
it, e.g., in a plot. By default the computations with 
the Reynolds number are not performed, since a me-

dium model may not provided a function to compute 
the viscosity. 
Model “suddenExpansion” defines 
a sudden expansion of a pipe and 
computes the correlation factors for 
the two flow directions from the 
two pipe diameters according to 
Idelchick [2].  
In the same way “orifice” defines a 
sharp edged orifice where the cor-
relation factors for the two flow 
directions depends, e.g., on the 
opening angle of the orifice [2]. 
Model “StaticHead” models only the pressure drop 
due to gravity. 
Finally, model “WallFrictionAndGravity” models 
wall friction and also takes into account gravity. The 
implementation is based on [2,3]. The user can select 
either the different regions (only laminar, only quad-
ratic turbulent, laminar + quadratic turbulent) or the 
detailed characteristic. The latter one is shown in the 
next figure [2,3]. 

 
Figure 1. Moody Chart: lg(λ) = f (lg(Re), Δ), ζ= λL/D 

 

7.2 Pipes 

Different pipe models 
are defined in package 
Pipes, as shown in the 
screen shot at the right. 
LumpedPipe is a simple 
pipe model consisting of one volume and two pres-
sure loss correlations for the wall friction, as well as 
a heat transfer port to describe the heat transfer 
through the wall. The model is especially useful for 
demonstration purposes because it is just built from 
basic components: 

orifice

zeta=0.5

suddenExpansion

orifice
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f rictionAndGr...

volume

frictionAndGr...
port_a port_b

thermalPort

 
The other two pipe models are discretized pipes con-
sisting of n volumes. More details are given in the 
next subsection. 

7.3 Heat Exchanger 

A basic heat exchanger model can be found under 
Components.HeatExchangers.BasicHX. It demon-
strates the usage of several models from the Fluid 
library and the interfaces provided to adapt them to 
fit personal needs. The heat exchanger is composed 
of two pipe flow models and one wall element as 
shown in figure 4. The wall determines a co- or 
counterflow orientation of the two medium flows. It 
also adds the major thermal capacity to the set. Heat 
conduction is assumed to be one-dimensional, per-
pendicular to both fluid flows. 
 

pipe_1

pipe_2

wall port_b1port_a1

port_a2

port_b2

 
Figure 4: Heat exchanger component 

 
On both fluid sides medium packages from the Mod-
elica.Media library can be chosen. An instance of the 
respective BaseProperties model as described in 
section 4 is automatically included in each of the two 
distributed flow models from the component package 
Pipes. They follow an upwind discretization 
scheme, the number of segments being the same for 
both pipes and the wall. Dynamic energy and mass 
balances interlace on a staggered grid with static 
momentum balances for each control volume. Two 
half momentum balances on each end make the 
component fully symmetric. The port interface cor-
responds to the general design principle outlined in 
section 3 and allows for flow reversal. A uniform 
cross sectional area is assumed along the entire flow 
path. 
Empirical heat transfer and pressure drop correla-
tions allow us to reduce 3D fluid flow problems to 

one dimension. They largely depend on the specific 
application, thus have to be replaceable in a model in 
order to provide the required flexibility, but at the 
same time need to be known in the lowest hierarchi-
cal level of a system, the governing balance equa-
tions. 
The distributed pipe model contains a replaceable 
heat object that determines the relationship between 
the thermal port properties, heat flow and tempera-
ture, and the bulk flow, namely the medium tempera-
ture and the sensible heat term in the energy balance. 
The library currently only provides the simplest 
model possible to describe a sensible heat transfer, 
by means of a constant heat transfer coefficient. But 
an implemention of e.g. Nusselt correlations from 
the literature is easily done by inheriting from the 
base model Pipes.BaseClasses.HeatTrans-

fer.PartialPipeHeatTransfer. Besides geomet-
rical parameters, such as the hydraulic diameter and 
cross sectional flow area the heat object also 
“knows” mass flow rate and the medium.state 
record (see section 4) of the fluid flow, which makes 
it possible to compute required transport properties 
by function call if and only if needed in the respec-
tive correlation. For further information concerning 
the models mentioned here the reader may be re-
ferred to the online documentation of the library.  
Figure ? shows the results of an example model in 
the library. One of the two fluid flows in the heat 
exchanger changes its direction midway, and be-
cause it is fed from a colder source changes the di-
rection of heat flow. 
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Figure 5: Heat flow rates in both heat ex-
changer fluids (water) while one of them 
changes direction. 
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8 Conclusions 

The 1.0 Beta 1 version of the Modelica_Fluid library 
described in this article is in a rather stable stage and 
the most important basic problems have been re-
solved. Especially, it was possible to reach the fol-
lowing quite ambitious goals: 
(a) The component equations are independent from 
the medium equations (especially, a component can 
be used for media that have different sets of inde-
pendent variables, such as T, pT, or p,h, or p,T,X or 
T,X etc.). This has the big advantage that pump, 
pipe, valve models etc., can be implemented just 
once and utilized for quite different media. Of 
course, there are limits, e.g., one and two phase flow 
is always differently described in a component. On 
the other hand, all components of the Fluid library 
support incompressible and compressible as well as 
one and multiple substance media. 
(b) Components can be arbitrarily connected to-
gether. Also models such as a pipe can be flipped. 
The Modelica connection semantics generates ideal 
mixing equations so that the mass and energy bal-
ance is fulfilled. If this is not desired, junction mod-
els have to be used. This is especially the case when 
the momentum balance in a junction cannot be ne-
glected. There are still some unresolved issues, e.g., 
the Pipes.DistributedPipe model is discretized in 
such a form that at the two ends of a pipe momentum 
balances are present (and not mass and energy bal-
ances of a volume). When connecting pipes of this 
form directly together (without using a port volume 
in the connection point), non-linear systems of equa-
tions appear.  
The goal is to continuously improve the Mode-
lica_Fluid library, especially to include more com-
ponent models. Contributions from users of the li-
brary are welcome. The actual version of the library 
can be downloaded from  
http://www.modelica.org/library/ 
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Abstract

An oscillation-free discretisation of conservation laws has
been implemented using Modelica.Fluid library [1] with a
novel logarithmic reconstruction technique. Roe’s approx-
imation flux is used in combination with it. The results
show that this logarithmic reconstruction has many advan-
tages: limiter-free, absence of spurious oscillations near
shock waves as well as third order of approximation to the
solution.
Keywords: Finite Volume Methods, Shock waves, Roe’s
Flux approximation, Logarithmic reconstruction

1 Introduction

This paper presents an implementation of the logarithmic
reconstruction method for hyperbolic partial differential
equations in conservation law form, as presented in [7], us-
ing Modelica.Fluid [1].
The main objective is to resolve numerically shock waves
avoiding spurious oscillations, limiters, artificial viscosity
or wave velocity estimators.

2 Problem Formulation

Scalar hyperbolic partial differential equations (HPDE’s)
are usually formulated in the following compact way

ut + f (u)x = 0 (1)

where u : Rn×R→ Rm is the solution and f : Rm → Rm is
the flux. The subindices represent partial derivation respect
to time (t) and space (x) variables. Some classical case stud-
ies in HPDE’s are

• Advection Equation where x ∈ [a,b], u : R×R→ R,
f ≡ I with boundary condition u(t,a) = g(t) and initial
value u(0,x) = h(x).

• Burgers’ Equation where x ∈ [a,b], u : R×R → R,
f (u) = 1

2 u2, boundary condition u(t,a) = g(t) (or pe-
riodic) and initial value u(0,x) = h(x).

• Euler System. If the section A of the pipe is constant
we have that x ∈ [a,b],

u =

 ρA
ρvA
ρe0A

 ,

f (u) =

 ρvA
(ρv2 + p)A

ρvh0A


boundary conditions and initial values for ρ,v and p.
The variables denote physical quantities as follows

ρ mass dentity
v fluid speed
e0 stagnation internal energy
h0 stagnation entalphy
p pressure

The stagnation internal energy is related to the specific
internal energy as

e0 = e+
1
2

v2,

and h0 satisfies
h0 = e0 +

p
ρ

.

A source term S(u) is included if the section A varies
gradually. In this case, the flow is called quasi-one-
dimensional. The conservation law takes the form

ut + f (u)x = S(u). (2)

This source term is defined as

S(u) =

 0
−p dA

dx +ρGA
−ρqA


where q is the thermal conductivity constant and G =
1
2 ρv|v|k 4

D , k the wall friction coefficient and D the
equivalent diameter of the duct. The source term can
also include effects related to temperature

S(u) =

 0
−p dA

dx +ρGA
−ρqA+ kA ∂2T

∂x2 + Q̇
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where T is temperature, k is the thermal conductivity
(considered constant along the pipe) and Q̇ is the heat
flow. The system is completed by equations that are
characteristic to the medium, that is

p = p(ρ,T ), e = e(ρ,T ).

The three equations of this system have physically rel-
evant names: mass, momentum and energy balance
equations. We will refer to them later on with those
names.

3 Numerical flux and reconstruction

3.1 Finite volume methods for HPDE’s
Consider now the semidiscretisation of (1) by means of fi-
nite volumes (FV). This method yields a system of ODE’s
that are numerically integrated in time. For a survey in FV-
standard notation, see also [2].
The method can be briefly summarised as follows. Consider
the domain Ω = [a,b], divided into n segments (xi,xi+1)
with a = x0 ≤ x1 < ... < xi < xi+1 < ... < xn+1 = b. We
use also as notation ∆xi = xi+1− xi and

xi+λ = λxi +(1−λ)xi+1 λ ∈ (0,1).

The so-called computing cells are therefore defined as

Ci = [xi−1/2,xi+1/2], i = 1, ...,n.

For the numerical integration in time, consider as state vari-
ables the averages

ūi(t) =
1

∆xi

Z
Ci

u(x, t)dx, (3)

where ∆xi = xi+1/2 − xi−1/2, the length of Ci. The main
objective now is to state the governing equations for this
averages. This is the process of semidiscretisation of the
HPDE. This method is inspired by the integral from of (1).
The semidiscretised ODE system is based on the construc-
tion of a flux approximation from the left and right states at
xi+1/2

f (u(xi+1/2, t))≈ f̂i+1/2(u
−(xi+1/2, t),u

+(xi+1/2, t)).

The function f̂ is the so-called numerical flux approxima-
tion, and governs the evolution of ūi as follows

d
dt

ūi =
1
h

(
f̂i+1/2− f̂i−1/2

)
, i = 1, ...,n (4)

where the sign ± indicates the side of xi taken from the
reconstruction of u.
The focus now on lies exclusively on ūi and the numerical
flux approximation f̂i+1/2. The reason is that different prop-
erties of the conservation law are inherited by the numerical
simulation, depending on the reconstruction method for u±

and f̂i+1/2.
To show the reasons for requiring limiter-free, non-
oscillatory reconstruction and viscous-free flux approxima-
tion, two simpler approaches are presented before. One of
them is already implemented in Modelica.Fluid.

3.2 A primer approach
In [1] we find an approach to discretising the pipe example
presented before using Modelica. The discretisation uses
the following approximations

ūi = u(xi, t)∆xi (5a)

f̂i+1/2 = f (u−(xi+1/2, t)) (5b)

and piecewise constant reconstruction of u in Ci for the mass
balance and energy balance equations. The same setup is
used for the moment balance equation, except that the grid
used here is then staggered, see [6]. The argumentation pre-
sented in [6] is that staggering results in a velocity and pres-
sure fields that are physically meaningful (pp. 120). Spuri-
ous oscillations are not allowed as solutions in the velocity
field. It is also stated that the implementation is cumber-
some. This staggered-grid formulation is even more trou-
blesome for object-oriented modeling.
The example model of a distributed pipe found
in Modelica.Fluid.Components.Pipes, called
DistributedPipeFV, implements a non-staggered
grid, with the setup described above. The discretisation is
found in Modelica.Fluid.BaseClasses.Pipes.Flow1d FV.

3.3 Lax-Friedrichs numerical flux
The Lax-Friedrichs numerical flux is classically the easi-
est possibility of a numerical flux. This numerical flux is
unstable and needs a damping factor α to avoid spurious
oscillations. The numerical flux is defined as

f̂ LF
i+1/2 =

1
2
( f (u−(xi+1/2, t))+ f (u+(xi+1/2, t)))

− 1
2

α(u+(xi+1/2, t)−u−(xi+1/2, t)) (6)

The principal problem with this approach is that the pa-
rameter α has to be tuned to avoid unnecessary damping
of shock waves and corners. This parameter is related to
the traveling wave velocities and is in general difficult to
estimate them a priori. Furthermore, there is no easy way
to treat waves traveling in both left and right directions with
this scheme.
We want to avoid those artificial factors as much as possi-
ble. The cause of such spurious oscillations is a too coarse
estimations of u+ and u−.

3.4 Reconstruction of u

Another classical approach is to consider linear reconstruc-
tion of u in Ci, see [4, 12]. In this case,

u+ = ū+
∆xi

2
m+

and
u− = ū− ∆xi

2
m−

, where the slopes m+ and m− are estimated from the av-
erages ūi−1, ūi and ūi+1. This approach needs the so called
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limiter, simply a bounded function L(m). The reconstruc-
tion takes the form

u+ = ū+
∆xi

2
L(m+)

and
u− = ū− ∆xi

2
L(m−)

instead. The main advantage is that limiters avoid spuri-
ous oscillations, but the maximum approximation order of
reconstruction is two, if the limiter is constructed in an ap-
propiate way, see [4].
Higher order of approximation requires other techniques.

3.5 Oscillations in DistributedPipeFV
Consider the Sod problem, described in [12]. The Sod prob-
lem consists of a domain with a perfectly isolating mem-
brane in the middle that separates a zone with high pressure
and temperature of a zone with low pressure and temper-
ature. The dynamics of the fluid in the whole domain are
governed by Euler equations. At time t = 0, the membrane
is removed instantaneously. Further details about the con-
figuration are given later in Sec. 4.
The corresponding Modelica model is implemented with
two DistributedPipeFV models connected with adequate
initial conditions, depicted in Fig. 1. The reason for hav-
ing two pipes is that the Sod problem has initially waves
traveling in both left and right from the membrane. Since
we want to experiment with Lax-Friedrichs numerical flux
also, we need to specify two different α coefficients in two
different domains.

Figure 1: Sod problem model using two connected pipes

3.5.1 Original approach

The implementation of the original approach is in Model-
ica.Fluid.BaseClasses.Pipes.Flow1D FV. We present only
the dynamical equations of the model since this is the fo-
cus of this paper.
The implementation of equations (5) can be observed in the
listings 1 (mass and energy balance) and 2 (momentum bal-
ance).

Listing 1: Mass and Energy Balance
/ / Mass and e ne rg y b a l a n c e
f o r i i n 1 : n loop

i f s t a t i c t h e n
. . .
e l s e

d e r (m[ i ] ) = m flow [ i ] − m flow [ i + 1] + ms f low [ i ] ;
d e r ( mXi [ i , : ] ) = mXi flow [ i , : ] − mXi flow [ i + 1 , : ] + msXi f low [ i , : ] ;
d e r (U[ i ] ) = H flow [ i ] − H flow [ i + 1 ] + Qs f low [ i ] ;

end i f ;
end f o r ;

Listing 2: Momentum Balance
/ / Momentum Balance

f o r i i n 2 : n loop
F p [ i ] = ( medium [ i −1] . p−medium [ i ] . p)∗A i n n e r ;
F f [ i ] = −dp [ i ]∗A i n n e r ;
( i f dynamicTerm t h e n d e r ( m flow [ i ])∗ l e n g t h / n e l s e 0 ) =

F p [ i ] + F f [ i ] + ( I f l o w [ i−1]− I f l o w [ i + 1 ] ) / 2 ;
end f o r ;

In this approach, the boundary conditions are easily in-
cluded: the ports port a and port b are considered the
nodes 0 and n + 1 of the discretisation, and included when
the array index of the component medium is less than 1 or
larger than n.
The result is depicted in Fig. 2, and the spurious oscillations
appear clearly in the two shock waves.

Figure 2: Spurious oscillations on top the shock waves in
the Sod problem

3.5.2 Lax-Friedrichs Flux and upwinding

Lax-Friedrichs flux avoids oscillations and is easy to imple-
ment. With some tuning of the α factor, this flux can yield
better results. The sine qua non condition of LF-flux is that
the shock waves are traveling in one direction.
The implementation is presented in the listings 3 and 4.

Listing 3: Mass and Energy Balance (LF)
/ / Mass and e ne rg y b a l a n c e

f o r i i n 2 : n−1 loop
i f s t a t i c t h e n
. . .
e l s e

d e r (m[ i ] ) = m flow [ i ] − m flow [ i + 1 ] + ms f low [ i ]
+ a l p h a∗(−m flow [ i −1]+2∗m flow [ i ]−m flow [ i + 1 ] ) ;

d e r ( mXi [ i , : ] ) = mXi flow [ i , : ] − mXi flow [ i + 1 , : ] + msXi f low [ i , : ]
+ a l p h a∗(−msXi f low [ i −1, :]+2∗msXi f low [ i , :]−msXi f low [ i +1 , : ] ) ;

d e r (U[ i ] ) = H flow [ i ] − H flow [ i + 1 ] + Qs f low [ i ]
+ a l p h a∗(−H flow [ i −1]+2∗H flow [ i ]−H flow [ i + 1 ] ) ;

end i f ;
end f o r ;

Listing 4: Momentum Balance (LF)

f o r i i n 2 : n−1 loop
F p [ i ] = ( medium [ i −1] . p−medium [ i ] . p)∗A i n n e r

+ a l p h a∗(−medium [ i −1] . p+2∗medium [ i ] . p−medium [ i + 1 ] . p)∗A i n n e r ;

F f [ i ] = −dp [ i ]∗A i n n e r ;
( i f dynamicTerm t h e n

d e r ( m flow [ i ])∗ l e n g t h / n e l s e 0 ) = F p [ i ] + F f [ i ]
+ ( I f l o w [ i−1]− I f l o w [ i + 1 ] ) / 2 ;

end f o r ;

Notice that the main difference is the added terms multi-
plied by α. The results are depicted in Fig. 3, before the left
shock wave bounces agains ambient1, and in Fig.4 after
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the wave bouncing. As we already mentioned, the spurious
oscillations appear since α is negative in pipe4.

Figure 3: Lax-Friedrichs Flux with α = −0.1 in pipe4 and
α = 0.1 in pipe5. (Before first bouncing.)

Figure 4: Lax-Friedrichs Flux with α = −0.1 in pipe4 and
α = 0.1 in pipe5. Spurious oscillations appear in pipe4 after
the reflexion of a small shock wave at the left boundary.

3.6 Logarithmic reconstruction

Logarithmic reconstruction is a technique recently devel-
oped mainly by A. Schroll in the papers [8, 9, 7] with ex-
amples in [10]. Schroll’s scheme is called LDLR, standing
for Local Double Logarithmic Reconstruction. LDLR is as
a natural generalisation of A. Marquina’s hyperbolic recon-
struction presented in [5]. LDLR has also the advantage
over other approximations of higher order (as those studied
by S. Serna and A. Marquina in [11], based on their own
variant of the weighted ENO schemes) that shock and rar-
efaction waves are resolved correctly without any estimates,
thresholds or heuristics.
When using LDLR for reconstruction, u is represented as a
piecewise logarithmic function. In particular, the left state
u+ and the right state u− at xi+1/2 are estimated as

u± = ui + c3∆xiη
±(c1)+ c4∆xiη

±(c2) (7)

where

η
+(t) =− log(1− t)+ t

t2

and

η
−(t) =− (t−1) log(1− t)− t

t2

with appropriate constants c1,c2,c3 and c4 for third order
convergence.
The computation of the constants is relatively simple. We
describe the computation in the following algorithm

1. Calculate

d1 =
ūi− ūi−1

∆xi−1
,d2 =

ūi+1− ūi

∆xi
. (8)

2. The coefficient c1 is obtained from

c1(d1,d2) = (1− tol)
(

1+ tol− 2|d1|q|d2|q + tol
|d1|2q + |d2|2q + tol

)
where tol = 0.1∆xq

i and typically q = 1.4. This factor q
controls the local variation, and the larger q the smaller
the local variation.

3. The constants c2,c3 and c4 are calculated from

c2 =
c1

c1−1

c3 =
(c1−1)(d2(1− c2)−d1)

c2− c1

c4 = d1− c3.

4. Using (7) we can now calculate u−.

The procedure for u+ is very similar. The only difference is
that d1 and d2 are defined instead as following

d1 =
ūi+1− ūi

∆xi
, d2 =

ūi+2− ūi+1

∆xi+1
.

3.7 Roe’s numerical flux and upwind
schemes

Upstream and downstream propagation is used in upwind
schemes. This is intrinsic and physically meaningful infor-
mation contained in the HPDE. The cornerstone is to de-
compose the flux difference at xi+1/2 as f̂ +− f̂− = W+ +
W−, according to the physics of the Euler equations.
Consider the left and right states of u (as defined for Euler
system) at xi+1/2. Define Roe’s averages as (we drop the
subindex for simplicity in this case)

ρ̃
2 = ρ

+
ρ
− (9a)

ṽ =

√
ρ+v+ +

√
ρ−v−√

ρ+ +
√

ρ−
(9b)

h̃ =

√
ρ+h+

0 +
√

ρ−h−0√
ρ+ +

√
ρ−

(9c)

ã2 = (γ−1)(h̃−1/2ṽ2). (9d)
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Using Roe’s averages and the differences

∆p = p+− p−, ∆ρ = ρ
+−ρ

−, ∆v = v+− v−,

we can estimate the traveling wave velocities as follows

λ1 = ũ− ã (10a)
λ2 = ũ (10b)
λ3 = ũ+ ã. (10c)

These travel velocities have associated wave forms, esti-
mated as

W1 =

 1
ũ− ã

h̃− ũã

 (11a)

W2 =

 1
ũ
1
2 h̃

 (11b)

W3 =

 1
ũ+ ã

h̃+ ũã

 (11c)

and associated strengths, estimated as

a1 =
1

2ã2 (∆p− ρ̃ã∆u) (12a)

a2 =
1
ã2 (ã2

∆ρ−∆p) (12b)

a3 =
1

2ã2 (∆p+ ρ̃ã∆u). (12c)

(12d)

With all this information, we can decompose the traveling
waves, according to velocities λi. In a compact notation we
can write

W+ = ∑
λi>0

aiWi (13a)

W− = ∑
λi≤0

aiWi (13b)

with i = 1,2,3. For more complex schemes considering
contact traveling waves, see [4, 12].

3.8 LDLR Stencil and Roe’s Flux
The LDLR is symmetric as long as the numerical flux keeps
symmetry. The following dependency graph shows the de-
pendency of dūi

dx on ūi, i = 1,2, ...,n.

dūi

dx

f̂i+1/2

�

f̂i−1/2

-

u+
i+1/2

�

u−i+1/2

-

u+
i−1/2

�

u−i−1/2

-

ū{i+2,i+1,i}
?

ū{i+1,i,i−1}
?

ū{i+1,i,i−1}
?

ū{i,i−1,i−2}
?

We observe that
dūi

dx
depends on ūi+2, ūi+1, ūi, ūi−1 and ūi−2.

Thus, treatment of the boundary conditions is needed for
dū1

dx
and

dūn

dx

Boundary Conditions Consider i = 1 in Eq. (4). To com-
pute dū1

dx we need the values of f̂1+1/2 and f̂1−1/2, con-
structed from the available data and the boundary condi-
tions. We use the ghost cell approach to solve this problem.
The ghost cell technique is applied by extending the domain
beyond the boundary with new cells. The amount of those
new cells is as many as needed to use the same central nu-
merical approximation.
In our case, to compute dū1

dx we would need u3,u2,u1,u0 and
u−1 because of the size of the stencil. We have added two
ghost cells u0 and u−1. Their value has to be design to meet
the boundary conditions. For simplicity, we just consider
u0 = u−1 = u(a, t) for this study.
The same reasoning is also valid for i = n, where two ghost
cells un+1 and un+2 are to be introduced. In the same fash-
ion, we consider u(b, t) = un+1 = un+2.
Clearly, this approximation means a loss of accuracy at the
boundaries, where the order of approximation drops. Of
course, more sophisticated numerical schemes may be de-
rived to meet higher approximation orders, using the two
new degrees of freedom introduced.

3.9 Source term discretisation
Even though we don’t explore the source term in this paper,
we provide a way of handling the source term for complete-
ness.
The semidiscretised system considering source term S takes
the form

d
dt

ūi =
1
h

(
f̂i+1/2− f̂i−1/2

)
+Si, i = 1, ...,n. (14)

To model the term Si, we use the speeds obtained by Roe’s
numerical flux. The decision is then taken using λ1 and λ3
from Eq. (10)

Si =


S(u+

i−1/2), λ1 > 0
λ1S(u−i−1/2)−λ3S(u+

i+1/2)

λ1−λ3
, λ1 ≤ 0≤ λ3

S(u−i+1/2), λ3 < 0

.

(15)
In case we include thermodynamical effects in Si, we have
to estimate the temperature gradient. It is important then to
use a scheme with at least third order. This is important to
keep the convergence order, since LDLR approximation is
of third order, [7].

4 Applications
We will explore now the results of the LDLR implemen-
tation with Roe’s flux using Modelica.Fluid. For details of
the implementation, see section 5. We come back first to the
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two pipe problem presented in Fig. 1, and then some other
examples showing different aspects of the approach.
In all experiments, the chosen medium was
IdealGases.SingleGases.CH3COOH from
Modelica.Media. The length of the pipes is 10
cm and 20 cm the larger ones. The discretisation used
is 10 cells/cm, that is, 100 cells for the short pipes and
200 for the large pipes. As before, the high pressure and
temperature zone has ph = 3 · 105 Pa and Th = 600 K. The
low pressure and temperature zone has pl = 1.5 · 105 Pa
and Tl = 300 K.

4.1 Two pipe Sod problem

Figure 5: Oscillation-free LDLR solution and Roe’s flux of
the two pipe Sod problem

Figure 6: Steady State of the Two pipe Sod problem with
LDLR and Roe’s Flux.

With this scheme, the right upwinding and the logarithmic
reconstruction makes the solution oscillation-free. We ob-
serve in particular that steady state is reached without any
trouble, depicted in Fig. 6. This is not possible with the
original approach or the Lax-Friedrichs flux in the general
case. Fig. 5 depicts the solution given by the new scheme at
the same time point depicted in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3.

4.2 One pipe Sod problem
We want to establish now how is the behavior of the ghost
cell implementation of the boundary conditions and connec-
tors. For that, we simulate the model depicted in Fig. 7.

Figure 7: Model for boundary condition testing.

Figure 8: Simulation result of the comparison model

The model has a large pipe that undergoes the same condi-
tions as two series connected pipes. The pressure and tem-
perature profiles are then compared. Optically, the solution
is not distinguishable, as depicted in Fig. 8.
When plotting the difference, depicted in Fig. 9, we observe
the differences. In both temperature and pressure, the dif-
ference is around two orders of magnitude less than the vari-
ables. This difference causes traveling waves that does not
influence very much the behavior of the system. Further-
more, this difference goes to zero as the number of discreti-
sation intervals is increased.

4.3 Symmetry
For testing symmetry of the LDLR with Roe’s approxima-
tion, we simulate the model depicted in Fig. 10. Simply two
pipes in parallel and one of them with interchanged connec-
tions.
Fig. 11 shows the result of the simulation. Notice that the
index of the left graph goes from 0 to 1 while the right graph
goes from 1 to 0.

4.4 Three pipe problem
Three pipe problem is a very interesting application for
boundary condition testing. The connection of three pipes
at a point is challenging because of the mass balance in an
infinitesimal volume at the connector.
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Figure 9: Difference between single pipe and two series
pipe.

Figure 10: Model used for symmetry testing.

In this particular application, the wave interference can be
viewed for inviscid or low viscosity fluids, if the length of
the pipes are different. In fig. 12 is depicted the system
modeled. Fig. 13 shows the pressure and temperature pro-
files when the traveling wave bounces in the short pipe. We
observe in the larger pipe how the shock pressure wave is
still traveling farther.
The profiles after the shock wave bounces at the end of the
larger pipe is presented in Fig. 14.

5 Implementation details

5.1 Structure
The structure of the Modelica code follows the same depen-
dency shown before. The parts of the code can be identified
with the following diagram (from reconstruction to deriva-
tive)

ūi
log- u+

i+1/2,u
−
i+1/2

W+,W−
- f̂i+1/2

- d
dt

ūi

The function RoeWaves computes the traveling waves
W+,W− from the reconstruction scheme. The func-
tion logarithmicminus computes the approxima-
tion u−i+1/2 from the averages ui and its companion
logarithmicplus computes u+

i+1/2 from the averages
ui, see listing 5.

Figure 11: Solution of the symmetry test.

Figure 12: Three pipe model for testing of boundary condi-
tions for several connections.

Figure 13: Solution after the traveling wave in the short pipe
bounces.

Figure 14: Solution after the traveling wave bounces at the
large pipe.
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At last, the approximations contained in the arrays
f1p,f2p,f3p and f1m,f2m,f3m, that are equated to
the derivatives d

dt ūi, see listing 6 and 7

Listing 5: Roe’s Flux with logarithmic reconstruction

( f1p [ i ] , f2p [ i ] , f3p [ i ] , f1m [ i ] , f2m [ i ] , f3m [ i ] ) =
RoeWaves (
{l o g a r i t h m i c m i n u s ( medium [ i + 1 ] . d ,

medium [ i ] . d ,
medium [ i −1] . d , l e n g t h / n , q ) ,

l o g a r i t h m i c m i n u s ( medium [ i + 1 ] . d∗v [ i +1 ] ,
medium [ i ] . d∗v [ i ] ,
medium [ i −1] . d∗v [ i −1] ,
l e n g t h / n , q ) ,

l o g a r i t h m i c m i n u s ( medium [ i + 1 ] . d∗medium [ i + 1 ] . u + medium [ i + 1 ] . d∗(v [ i + 1 ] ) ˆ 2 / 2 ,
medium [ i ] . d∗medium [ i ] . u + medium [ i ] . d∗(v [ i ] ) ˆ 2 / 2 ,
medium [ i −1] . d∗medium [ i −1] . u + medium [ i −1] . d∗(v [ i −1 ] ) ˆ 2 / 2 ,
l e n g t h / n , q )} ,

{ l o g a r i t h m i c p l u s ( medium [ i + 2 ] . d ,
medium [ i + 1 ] . d ,
medium [ i ] . d , l e n g t h / n , q ) ,

l o g a r i t h m i c p l u s ( medium [ i + 2 ] . d∗v [ i +2 ] ,
medium [ i + 1 ] . d∗v [ i +1 ] ,
medium [ i ] . d∗v [ i ] ,
l e n g t h / n , q ) ,

l o g a r i t h m i c p l u s ( medium [ i + 2 ] . d∗medium [ i + 2 ] . u + medium [ i + 2 ] . d∗(v [ i + 2 ] ) ˆ 2 / 2 ,
medium [ i + 1 ] . d∗medium [ i + 1 ] . u + medium [ i + 1 ] . d∗(v [ i + 1 ] ) ˆ 2 / 2 ,
medium [ i ] . d∗medium [ i ] . u + medium [ i ] . d∗(v [ i ] ) ˆ 2 / 2 ,
l e n g t h / n , q )} ,

1 . 4 ) ;

Listing 6: Mass Balance with Roe’s Flux

d e r (m[ i ] ) = − ( f1p [ i −1] + f1m [ i ] ) ∗A i n n e r + ms f low [ i ] ;
d e r ( mXi [ i , : ] ) = mXi flow [ i −1, : ] − mXi flow [ i , : ] + msXi f low [ i , : ] ;
d e r (U[ i ] ) = − ( f3p [ i −1] + f3m [ i ] ) ∗A i n n e r + Qs f low [ i ] ;

Listing 7: Momentum Balance with Roe’s Flux

( i f dynamicTerm t h e n
d e r ( m flow [ i ])∗ l e n g t h / n e l s e 0 ) = −(f2m [ i ]+ f2p [ i −1])∗A i n n e r

+ F f [ i ] + ( I f l o w [ i−1]− I f l o w [ i + 1 ] ) / 2 ;

5.2 Including connectors and boundary con-
ditions

The ghost cells u−1 = u0 are implemented in medium a,
at the right boundary. At the left boundary, the ghost cells
un+1 = un+2 are implemented in medium b. Then, they
are connected to the discretisation using the semiLinear
operator and adequate relations for m flow variables, see
listing 8.

Listing 8: Ports and Ghost cells
/ / P o r t medium models f o r g h o s t c e l l s
p o r t a . p = medium a . p ;
p o r t b . p = medium b . p ;
p o r t a . h = medium a . h ;
p o r t b . h = medium b . h ;
p o r t a . Xi = medium a . Xi ;
p o r t b . Xi = medium b . Xi ;

/ / Boundary c o n d i t i o n s
p o r t a . H flow = s e m i L i n e a r ( p o r t a . m flow , p o r t a . h , medium [ 1 ] . h ) ;
p o r t b . H flow = s e m i L i n e a r ( p o r t b . m flow , p o r t b . h , medium [ n ] . h ) ;
p o r t a . mXi flow = s e m i L i n e a r ( p o r t a . m flow , p o r t a . Xi , medium [ 1 ] . Xi ) ;
p o r t b . mXi flow = s e m i L i n e a r ( p o r t b . m flow , p o r t b . Xi , medium [ n ] . Xi ) ;
p o r t a . m flow = m flow [ 1 ] ;
p o r t b . m flow = −m flow [ n ] ;

The traveling waves at x = 1− 1/2 are called f1p a,
f2p a, f3p a, f1m a, f2m a, f3m a and those
at x = n + 1/2 are called f1p b, f2p b, f3p b,
f1m b, f2m b, f3m b. Their implementation of their
computation is in listing 5. Their incorporation into the
mass, momentum and energy balance is in listing 10.

Listing 9: Connectors in Roe approximation
. . .

/ / p o r t a
( f1p a , f2p a , f3p a , f1m a , f2m a , f3m a ) =

RoeWaves (
{l o g a r i t h m i c m i n u s ( medium [ 1 ] . d ,

medium a . d ,
medium a . d ,
l e n g t h / n , q ) ,

l o g a r i t h m i c m i n u s ( medium [ 1 ] . d∗v [ 1 ] ,
medium a . d∗v [ 1 ] ,
medium a . d∗v [ 1 ] ,
l e n g t h / n , q ) ,

l o g a r i t h m i c m i n u s ( medium [ 1 ] . d∗medium [ 1 ] . u + medium [ 1 ] . d∗(v [ 1 ] ) ˆ 2 / 2 ,
medium a . d∗medium a . u + medium a . d∗(v [ 1 ] ) ˆ 2 / 2 ,
medium a . d∗medium a . u + medium a . d∗(v [ 1 ] ) ˆ 2 / 2 ,
l e n g t h / n , q )} ,

{ l o g a r i t h m i c p l u s ( medium [ 2 ] . d ,
medium [ 1 ] . d ,
medium a . d , l e n g t h / n , q ) ,

l o g a r i t h m i c p l u s ( medium [ 2 ] . d∗v [ 2 ] ,
medium [ 1 ] . d∗v [ 1 ] ,
medium a . d∗v [ 1 ] ,
l e n g t h / n , q ) ,

l o g a r i t h m i c p l u s ( medium [ 2 ] . d∗medium [ 2 ] . u + medium [ 2 ] . d∗(v [ 2 ] ) ˆ 2 / 2 ,
medium [ 1 ] . d∗medium [ 1 ] . u + medium [ 1 ] . d∗(v [ 1 ] ) ˆ 2 / 2 ,
medium a . d∗medium a . u + medium a . d∗(v [ 1 ] ) ˆ 2 / 2 ,
l e n g t h / n , q )} ,

1 . 4 ) ;
. . .

/ / p o r t b
( f1p b , f2p b , f3p b , f1m b , f2m b , f3m b ) =

RoeWaves (
{l o g a r i t h m i c m i n u s ( medium b . d ,

medium [ n ] . d ,
medium [ n−1] . d ,
l e n g t h / n , q ) ,

l o g a r i t h m i c m i n u s ( medium b . d∗v [ n ] ,
medium [ n ] . d∗v [ n ] ,
medium [ n−1] . d∗v [ n−1] ,
l e n g t h / n , q ) ,

l o g a r i t h m i c m i n u s ( medium b . d∗medium b . u + medium b . d∗(v [ n ] ) ˆ 2 / 2 ,
medium [ n ] . d∗medium [ n ] . u + medium [ n ] . d∗(v [ n ] ) ˆ 2 / 2 ,
medium [ n−1] . d∗medium [ n−1] . u + medium [ n−1] . d∗(v [ n−1 ] ) ˆ 2 / 2 ,
l e n g t h / n , q )} ,

{ l o g a r i t h m i c p l u s ( medium b . d ,
medium b . d ,
medium [ n ] . d ,
l e n g t h / n , q ) ,

l o g a r i t h m i c p l u s ( medium b . d∗v [ n ] ,
medium b . d∗v [ n ] ,
medium [ n ] . d∗v [ n ] ,
l e n g t h / n , q ) ,

l o g a r i t h m i c p l u s ( medium b . d∗medium b . u + medium b . d∗(v [ n ] ) ˆ 2 / 2 ,
medium b . d∗medium b . u + medium b . d∗(v [ n ] ) ˆ 2 / 2 ,
medium [ n ] . d∗medium [ n ] . u + medium [ n ] . d∗(v [ n ] ) ˆ 2 / 2 ,
l e n g t h / n , q )} ,

1 . 4 ) ;

. . .

Listing 10: Boundary Conditions
/ / Mass and Energy Ba lance
. . .
/ / s i d e a

i f s t a t i c t h e n
. . .
e l s e

d e r (m[ 1 ] ) = − ( f 1 p a +f1m [ 1 ] ) ∗A i n n e r + ms f low [ 1 ] ;
d e r ( mXi [ 1 , : ] ) = mXi flow [ 1 , : ] − mXi flow [ 2 , : ] + msXi f low [ 1 , : ] ;
d e r (U[ 1 ] ) = − ( f 3 p a +f3m [ 1 ] ) ∗A i n n e r + Qs f low [ 1 ] ;

end i f ;
. . .

/ / s i d e b
i f s t a t i c t h e n
. . .
e l s e

d e r (m[ n ] ) = − ( f1p [ n−1] + f1m b )∗A i n n e r + ms f low [ n ] ;
d e r ( mXi [ n , : ] ) = mXi flow [ n , : ] − mXi flow [ n + 1 , : ] + msXi f low [ n , : ] ;
d e r (U[ n ] ) = − ( f3p [ n−1] + f3m b ) ∗A i n n e r + Qs f low [ n ] ;

end i f ;
. . .

/ / Momentum Balance
i f lumped dp t h e n

. . .
e l s e

. . .
( i f dynamicTerm t h e n d e r ( m flow [ 1 ] )∗ l e n g t h / n / 2 e l s e 0 ) =

−(f2m [ 1 ] + f 2 p a )∗A i n n e r + F f [ 1 ] + ( I f l o w [1]− I f l o w [ 2 ] ) / 2 ;
. . .
( i f dynamicTerm t h e n d e r ( m flow [ n ])∗ l e n g t h / n e l s e 0 ) =

( f2m b+ f2p [ n−1])∗A i n n e r + F f [ n ] + ( I f l o w [ n−1]− I f l o w [ n + 1 ] ) / 2 ;
. . .

end i f ;

Finally, the numerical scheme is incorporated
to DistributedPipeFV by extending from
Flow1D FV Log instead of Flow1D FV.

Listing 11: LDLR in DistributedPipeFV
model D i s t r i b u t e d P i p e F V ” D i s t r i b u t e d p i p e model w i th o p t i o n a l w a l l ”

e x t e n d s Flow1D FV Log (
Qs f low = h e a t . Q flow ,
ms f low= z e r o s ( n ) ,
msXi f low= z e r o s ( n , Medium . nXi ) ) ;

. . .

end D i s t r i b u t e d P i p e F V ;
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6 Conclusions and Future Work
We have shown how the logarithmic reconstruction and ap-
propriate upwinding captures shock waves without spuri-
ous oscillations. The numerical performance of these FV
schemes is not more complicated than the originals used in
Modelica.Fluid library, in terms of implementation and are
more reliable. The CPU time observed was similar.
Some further investigations have to be done for time inte-
gration. The control of the Courant-Friedrichs-Lax number
is critical for an even better capture of shock waves. This
CFL number has to be controlled using special numerical
integration schemes. Special Runge-Kutta methods have
been developed and investigated, with successful results,
in [3].
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Abstract 

A Modelica model of an experimental batch plant 
installed at the Process Control Laboratory (AST) of 
the University of Dortmund was developed. The 
plant model consists of tanks, pipes, valves, pumps 
and a control system to mix, buffer, heat, cool and 
evaporate a mixture of water and sodium chloride. 
Details of the most important components, of the 
plant model and of the sequence control imple-
mented with the Modelica StateGraph library are 
discussed.  

1 Introduction 

The Modelica_Fluid library [4] is a free library to be 
included in the Modelica standard library. It is 
supposed to be usable for several application areas.  
Based on this library, a model of a laboratory batch 
plant was developed with the following goals: 
• to further develop the Modelica_Fluid library, 
• to demonstrate the ability to model and simulate 

batch plants with Modelica,  
• to have a free, non-trivial, controlled plant model 

to test and verify new modeling ideas and 
algorithms,  

• to use it as benchmark problem for hybrid control 
systems. 

To achieve these goals and in order to be able to im-
plement the batch plant, new components have been 
developed such as a much more generic tank model, 
a model for cooling and heating tanks, an evaporator, 
a condenser, and several simple components such as 
a non-horizontal pipe and a controlled valve model. 
Furthermore, a model for a medium system consist-
ing of water and sodium chloride has been con-
structed. In this article an overview of this project is 
given. More details can be found in [5]. 

2 Description of the Batch Plant 

The process under consideration is an evaporation 
plant for a student lab at the Process Control Labora-
tory (AST) of the University of Dortmund that 
evaporates a water sodium chloride mixture so that a 
higher concentrated solution is produced [1]. The 
task of the students is to learn how to program the 
process control system. A picture of the batch plant 
is shown in figure 1. The flow sheet diagram is 
shown in figure 2. 

 

 

Figure 1: Picture of AST batch plant.
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Pure water from tank B1 and concentrated sodium 
chloride solution from tank B2 are mixed in a mixing 
tank B3. After buffering in tank B4 the mixture 
flows to the evaporator B5. Here the water sodium 
chloride mixture is evaporated until the desired con-
centration is reached. The steam is condensed in the 
condenser K1 and cooled afterwards in the cooling 
tank B6. The concentrated solution is also led to a 
cooling tank B7. The cooled fluids are pumped back 
to the charging vessels by the pumps P1 and P2. Be-
tween the tanks several valves are present that are 
regulated by a central control system. 

3 Main Fluid Components 

The plant is modeled with components of the Mode-
lica_Fluid library, such as pipe and pump models [4]. 
Several fluid flow components had to be extended or 
newly developed and implemented, in order to model 
and simulate this batch plant.  

3.1 Generic tank model 

A generic tank model was newly implemented that 
describes a tank which is open to the environment at 
fixed ambient pressure. Heat transfer to the environ-
ment and to the tank walls is neglected. The tank is 

 

Figure 2: Flow sheet diagram of AST batch plant. 
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filled with a single or multiple-substance liquid, as-
sumed to have uniform temperature and mass frac-
tions. 
The tanks in the AST batch plant, as well as most 
batch plants in industry, have more than one 
inlet/outlet at different heights. For this reason, the 
“Tank” model has a vector of FluidPort connectors at 
the top and at the bottom of the tank icon, as seen in 
the screenshot of the tank icon in figure 3. 

 
Figure 3: Screen shot of the tank icon 

The fill level is dynamically visualized with the blue 
square and also the actual value is given (in figure 3:  
“level = 0.403”). This is implemented in the icon 
annotations by function calls provided from the 
Beta-release of the UserInteraction library. 
The top connectors “topPorts[:]” are assumed to be 
always above the overflow level. Therefore, fluid 
from the tank can never flow into them.  
The connectors “ports[:] at the bottom of the icon are 
either attached at the bottom or at the side of the tank 
and fluid can flow in both directions. 
For the top connectors it is sufficient to know the 
number of connectors, since the pressure at the con-
nectors is always identical to the ambient pressure. 
The bottom and side connectors are defined by (hy-
draulic) inner diameters of the inlet/outlet pipe and at 
which position “portLevel” the connector is present. 
The parameter menu of the tank is shown in figure 4. 

 
Figure 4: Tank parameter menu 

Parameter “levelMax” defines the maximum level 
until the tank overflows. Currently, this triggers just 
an assert. Parameter “portsData” is an array of re-
cords that defines diameter and port level of the bot-

tom and side connectors. An example is shown in 
figure 5 below. 

 
Figure 5: Parameter menu to define tank ports 

The tab “Ambient and Initialization”, see figure 4, 
defines the ambient and initial conditions. 
Due to the equation based nature of Modelica, the 
implementation of the basic tank equations is 
straightforward: 
model tank 
  import IF = Modelica_Fluid.Interfaces; 
  replaceable package Medium =  
   Modelica.Media.Interfaces.PartialMedium; 
  IF.FluidPort_a topPorts[:]( 
      redeclare package Medium = Medium); 
  IF.FluidPort_b ports[:]( 
      redeclare package Medium = Medium); 
Medium.BaseProperties medium(..); 
... 

  // Total quantities 
  medium.p = p_ambient; 
  V   = area*level + V0 "Volume of fluid"; 
  m   = V*medium.d "Mass of fluid"; 
  mXi = m*medium.Xi "Mass of fluid comp."; 
  U   = m*medium.u "Internal energy"; 
   
  // Mass balances 
  der(m) = sum(topPorts.m_flow) + 
           sum(ports.m_flow); 
  for i in 1:Medium.nXi loop 
    der(mXi[i]) = sum(topPorts.mXi_flow[i]) 
                  + sum(ports.mXi_flow[i]); 
  end for; 
   
  // Energy balance 
  der(U) = sum(topPorts.H_flow) +  
           sum(ports.H_flow) –  
           p_ambient*der(V) 
  ... 
end tank; 

If the fluid is incompressible, the term 
“p_ambient*der(V)” is removed from the energy 
balance. The reason is that otherwise unphysical 
small temperature changes occur, if the tank level 
changes. By removing this term, mechanical work is 
neglected since it is also neglected in the medium 
model. 
As usual in the Modelica_Fluid library (for details, 
see [4]), mass flow rate and enthalpy flow rate at the 
ports are computed with the semiLinear(..) operator 
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in order to describe the potential bidirectional flow 
of the fluid, e.g.,  
  ports[i].H_flow = semiLinear( 
    ports[i].m_flow, ports[i].h, medium.h); 

Finally an equation for the port pressures has to be 
provided. For the topPorts, this is simple, because 
they are by definition always above the fluid level 
and therefore topPorts.p[i] = p_ambient. 
If a bottom or side port ports[i] is below the actual 
fluid level, the Bernoulli equation can be used to 
compute the port pressure (it is assumed that the tank 
has a uniform pressure, temperature and density; the 
Bernoulli equation holds also in cases where the den-
sity is varying with time, provided it has the same 
value along the path under consideration): 
If the fluid flows out of the tank, it is applied from 
the tank level to the corresponding port. In this situa-
tion no significant pressure losses occur, with excep-
tion of a potential small one that depends on the 
shape of the outlet pipe. 
If the fluid flows into the tank, the whole kinetic en-
ergy is dissipated and does not lead to a pressure in-
crease. Taken this into consideration the basic equa-
tion is given as: 
  ports[i].p = p_ambient +  
     (level - portLevel[i])*g*medium.d - 
     if ports[i].m_flow < 0 then 
        ports[i].m_flow^2/ 
                  (2*medium.d*area[i]^2) 
     else 0; 

Severe difficulties occur if the fluid level drops be-
low an inlet/outlet port and therefore the correspond-
ing pipe might no longer contain fluid or is filled 
only partially with fluid. An example is shown in 
figure 6: 

 
Figure 6: Inlet/outlet pipe over the tank levels 

A detailed description of this situation would require 
modeling the mixture of liquid and air and taking 
into account that the mixture is not homogenous in a 
pipe. Since this would complicate the modeling of 
tanks, pipes and other components considerably, dif-
ferent approximate solutions have been evaluated 
and verified by a suite of test models. 
In the tank, there are now two solutions implemented 
that can be selected in the “Advanced” menu. The 

default solution operates in the following way when 
the fluid level is below a port: 
A large pressure loss factor (default: ζout = 105), is 
used when the fluid flows out of the port and a small 
pressure loss factor (default: ζin = 0.01) is used when 
the fluid flows into the port. The quadratic character-
istic around zero mass flow rate is regularized with 
the Modelica_Fluid.Utilities.regSquare2(..) function, 
in order to guarantee that at zero mass flow rate the 
derivative of the pressure drop equation is neither 
zero nor infinity. Note, when the level is above the 
pipe port, we have ζout = 1 and ζin = 0. Numerically, 
this means that the pressure drop equation of the 
Bernoulli equation is a strict monotonically rising 
characteristic so that a non-linear solver can handle 
system equations that contain such an equation, if the 
step size is selected small enough. Physically, this 
means that a small leakage mass flow rate appears 
that depends essentially on the value of ζout. All test 
models work very reliably with this solution, see, 
e.g., the models in Modelica_Fluid.Examples.Tanks. 
Alternatively, a second solution can be selected that 
is based on the following considerations: 
If the level is below the port and fluid flows from the 
port into the tank, the port pressure is identical to the 
ambient pressure. If the fluid tries to flow out of the 
tank, the mass flow rate is explicitly set to zero. The 
solution is now to switch between these two equa-
tions using the following simple state machine: 

ambientp p=  

0ambientp p m> ≥and  

0m <  

0m =  

 
This state machine is implemented in Modelica as: 

   m_flow_out = pre (m_flow_out) and                 not port.p > p_ambient or 
                     port.m_flow < -1e-6; 
  0 = if pre(m_flow_out) then m_flow  
                         else p-p_ambient; 

This solution has the advantage that no leakage flow 
occurs and it works reliably in many situations. It 
may fail in cases where a non-linear system of equa-
tions is no longer well defined, e.g., due to the equa-
tion m_flow =0 in one branch of the if statement (it 
fails for example in the complicated situation of the 
example Modelica_Fluid.Examples.Tanks.Tanks 
WithEmptyingPipe2). 
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A third solution variant would be to take the same 
basic equations as above, but use a declarative for-
mulation to switch between the two equations based 
on a parameterized curve description (similarly to 
the description of ideal electrical switches and to 
friction in the Modelica standard library). This yields 
the equations: 
        m_flow_out = s < 0; 
       port.m_flow = if m_flow_out then 0 
                                   else s; 
  port.p–p_ambient = if m_flow_out then s 
                                   else 0; 

Numerical experiments with the test cases show that 
this third variant is not reliable and often fails. The 
reason is that this formulation leads to non-linear 
mixed systems of equations having both Real and 
Boolean variables (m_flow_out) as unknowns and 
the algorithms in Dymola seem to not work well in 
such a situation. Contrary, the parameterized curve 
descriptions of, e.g., electrical switches, in the Mode-
lica standard library lead to linear mixed systems of 
equations that are solved very well in Dymola. 
We have now two sets of equations, one that is used 
if the level is above the port level and one when it is 
below. The question arises, how to switch between 
these two equation sets. In Modelica one could use a 
simple if clause: 
  if level > portLevel[i] then 
     // Bernoulli equation 
  else 
     // equation to handle empty port 
  end if; 

since the relation will automatically trigger a state 
event and therefore the switching is performed nu-
merically in a reliable way. 
However, in some situations, especially, when a tank 
is empty and all fluid that flows into the tank is at 
once flowing out at the bottom port, a numerical 
solver will switch extremely often between the two 
branches of the if clause, leading to a very small step 
size so that the simulation is practically stopped, i.e., 
chattering occurs.  
Chattering can always be reduced by introducing an 
appropriate hysteresis. For a tank this is rather 
straightforward and also makes physically sense, 
because the exact time instant when to switch be-
tween the two equations is not well defined: A port 
at the side of the tank has a certain diameter. When 
the level is above the upper part of the pipe, there is 
clearly fluid in the port. If the level is below the 
lower part of the pipe, there is clearly no fluid in the 
port, but in between the situation is not well defined.  

In the tank model the hysteresis is formulated in the 
following way, using the fraction k of the port di-
ameter as hysteresis distance: 
  aboveLevel[i] =  
    level >= (portLevel[i] + diameter[i]/k) 
    or pre(aboveLevel[i]) and 
    level >= (portLevel[i] - diameter[i]/k) 
  levelAbovePort[i] = if aboveLevel[i] then 
               level - portLevel[i] else 0; 

Example Modelica_Fluid.Examples.Tanks.OneTank 
demonstrates the behavior. See the model setup in 
figure 7. It consists of a tank where a constant mass 
flow rate is entering at the top inlet and the fluid 
flows out at the bottom port with a higher mass flow 
rate. 
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0.9
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level =

m
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g
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Figure 7: Fluid flows faster out of the tank bottom out-
let as it flows in by the top inlet leading to chattering. 

A plot of the level is shown in figure 8. The chatter-
ing after about 50 s when the tank is empty is clearly 
visible. Due to the introduced hysteresis, the chatter-
ing influences the simulation speed only marginally. 
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Figure 8: Level of tank from figure 7 over time. 
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3.2 Evaporator and condenser model 

The experimental batch plant contains an evaporator 
and a condenser, which have to be modeled. In order 
to simplify the task, the following simplifications are 
made: 
• evaporator and condenser are modeled in one 

component. 
• condensed water is saturated at the end of the 

condenser. 
• no hold up in the condenser. 
The evaporator/condenser model is an extension of 
the generic tank model. A heat port is added to the 
tank model which extends the heat balance. Further-
more a single fluid port is added which symbolizes 
the end of the condenser. The icon of the model is 
giving in 9. 

TankWithEvaporator

0.0009
level_start =

 
Figure 9: Screen shot of evaporator/condenser model. 

The energy balance of the generic tank is changed to 
  der(U) = sum(H_flow_bottomPorts) + 
           sum(H_flow_sidePorts) + 
           sum(H_flow_topPorts) + 
           heatPort.Q_flow +  
           Condensed.m_flow*hv –  
           p_ambient*der(V); 

with the enthalpy of the saturated vapor hv. Because 
the assumption is made that the condensed water is 
saturated, the energy from the cooling water in the 
condenser is equal to the condensing energy. So only 
the evaporator needs to be balanced. 
The mass flow rate of the condensed water m_con for 
a binary system is calculated by 
  m_con = if p > p_sat then 0 else  
          - heatPort.Q_flow / 
          (hv-hl+Xi(1)*(cp*dT_dX+dhl_dX)); 

with the supplied heat heatPort.Q_flow, the spe-
cific enthalpy of the saturated liquid hl, the satu-
rated vapour hv, the heat capacity cp, the partial de-
rivative of the boiling temperature with respect to the 
mass fraction dT_dX, and the partial derivative of the 
specific enthalpy hl with respect to the mass fraction 
dhl_dX. This calculation assumes that only water 
evaporates and that all the energy is used for evapo-
ration, once the saturation pressure p_sat is reached. 
This can lead to chattering if cold fluid flows into the 

tank. To avoid the chattering the variable Q_up is 
introduced, that gives the amount of energy used to 
rise the temperature in the tank up to the boiling 
point. These considerations lead to the following 
formulation that avoids chattering: 
  if Q_up > heatPort.Q_flow then 
    m_con = 0; 
  else 
    m_con=-( heatPort.Q_flow -Q_up)/ 
      (hv-hl+Xi(1)*(cp*dT_dX+dhl_dX)); 
  end if; 

3.3 Other Component Models 

Additionally, some simpler component models have 
been implemented, especially: 
• Model class Ambient to define default ambient 

conditions (such as default ambient pressure) with 
one inner ambient instance and access the data via 
inner/outer from other elements. 

• Model class ValveDiscrete to open and close a 
simple valve model by a Boolean input signal. 

• Model class WallFriction is renamed to Wall-
FrictionAndGravity and an additional term Δp = 
height_ab*d*g for the calculation of the pressure 
drop due to gravity is added, given the relative 
height height_ab of port_b over port_a. 

4 A medium model for mixture of 
water and sodium-chloride  

To model the batch plant it is necessary to construct 
a model for the system water-sodium chloride. This 
type of medium is not yet available in the Mode-
lica.Media library and therefore a superclass for two 
phase models of a mixture was introduced. The sub-
class relationship of this extension is displayed in 
figure 10. 

 

... 

PartialMedium 

PartialPureSubstance 

PartialMixtureMedium 

... 

PartialMixtureTwoPhaseMedium

WaterNaCl

WaterNaClOnePhase

Figure 10: Hierarchical structure of Modelica.Media 
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For the model of the batch plant the following fluid 
characteristics are important and therefore included 
in the medium model: 
The density d, the specific enthalpy h and the dy-
namic viscosity eta are described as a function of 
temperature T, pressure p, and composition Xi. To 
model the evaporation, the saturation pressure p_sat 
is needed which is a function of temperature T and 
composition Xi.  
For the implementation of the medium model the 
interpolation of Chou [2] is used, as well as the data 
for the dynamic viscosity of DECHEMA [3]. The 
resulting terms are as follows: 
Density ρ is calculated by 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( )

2
1 2 3

2
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2 2
7 8
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with the pressure p, the temperature T, the mass frac-
tion of sodium chloride w and the terms F1 – F8 
which are provided in the paper of Chou [2]. 
The specific enthalpy h is calculated by 

0

0

T

p
T

h h c dT= + ⋅∫  

where the specific enthalpy h0 under standard condi-
tion is defined by 
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with the mass fraction w and the parameters E1 – E5 
[2]. The heat capacity cP is calculated by 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 2
1 2 3,pc x T C x C x T C x T= − ⋅ + ⋅  

with the mole fraction of sodium chloride x, and the 
terms C1 – C3 [2]. 
To calculate the saturation pressure pS the following 
equation is used: 
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with parameters G1 – G9 from [2]. 
The viscosity η, which is needed for the calculation 
of the pressure drop within a pipe, is calculated by 

( )
( )3 2 3 2

7 1 2 3 4 5 6

, expT w

c c T c T c T c w c w c w
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with the parameters  

c1 = -6.83241E-07 3

1
K

 

c2 = 0.000765676 2

1
K

 

c3 = -0.297018665 1
K

 

c4 = -0.299730079 
c5 = 2.065267182 
c6 = 1.546491257 
c7 = 31.57571595 

For the vapor-liquid-equilibrium also the specific 
enthalpy of the water vapor is needed. This is taken 
from the medium model StandardWater. 

5 Controller 

The controller that regulates the valves, the heating 
and the cooling is modeled with the Mode-
lica.StateGraph library, i.e., using basically a “se-
quential function chart” with additional equations. 
The flow chart with steps and transitions is shown in 
figure 11. The left triangle is an input connector con-
taining all sensor signals whereas the triangle on the 
right side is an output connector containing all actua-
tor signals. 
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LIS_301 ...

Step2Transitio...
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LIS_701 ...

Transitio...
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TIS_602 ...

Transitio...
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LIS_601 ...

0
Transitio...

time > 2500
BooleanExpression1

 
Figure 11: StateGraph model of the controller 

In the first step the valve V8 is open so that liquid 
flows from tank B1 to tank B3 till a minimum level 
of 0,13 m is reached in B3 (Transition2). In step2 
valve V9 opens till a desired concentration is meas-
ured in tank B3 (Transition3). Step3 leads the fluid 
to tank B4 by opening valve V11 till the level in 
tank B3 is below 0,01m. In Step4 T5_idle shows 
whether tank B5 can be filled. 
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  T5_idle = 

    LIS_501 < 0.01 and not V15.open; 

If Step5 is active, valve V12 opens which leads the 
liquid to tank B5 till the level T5_batch_level is 
reached in tank B5. Step6 starts the heating in 
tank B5 till the desired concentration is reached. 
Since the evaporated water and the concentrated so-
lution are split up, the controlling has to be split as 
well which is realized by parallel branches. The up-
per branch is for the condensed water. Step12 starts 
the cooling in tank B6 till the temperature is below 
20°C. After that the valves V20, V24, V25, V5 and 
V6 have to be opened so that the pump P2 can pump 
the water to tank B2. The lower branch controls the 
concentrated solution. If tank B7 can be filled 
(T7_idle = true), in Step8 the valve V15 is open till 
the tank B5 is empty. Then the cooling in tank B7 is 
switched on till the temperature is low enough. To 
pump the liquid back to tank B1 with pump P1 the 
valves V18, V23, V22, V1 and V3 have to be 
opened. Once both branches are finished, and time > 
2500 s, the cycle starts from the beginning. 
The controller input connector “sensors“ contains 
all measured values such as the level of a tank, the 
temperature in a tank or the concentration. The 
measured values are named in analogue to their 
names in the flow sheet of the batch plant (see figure 
2). e.g. 
  sensors.LIS_301 = B3.level; 

The Boolean outputs are written in the output con-
nector “actuators”. E.g.  
  actuator.V9 = Step2.active; 

where Step2.active becomes true when Step1 has 
been active and the transition Transistion2 
  LIS_301 >= 0.13; 

becomes true. 

6 Model of the Batch Plant 

With the new components, the new media model, the 
Modelica_Fluid and the Modelica.StateGraph li-
brary, a model of the batch plant can be assembled. 
The tanks B1, B2, B3 and B4 are modeled with the 
generic tank model described in chapter 3.1. The 
tank B5 is modeled with the model for an evapora-
tor/condenser as explained in chapter 3.2. The tanks 
B6 and B7 are modeled by an extended generic tank 
model that includes a heat port to model the cooling. 
The pumps are modeled with the pump model from 
the Modelica_Fluid library [4]. To model the pres-
sure drops and the variable heights of the tanks the 
pipes are modeled with the model of a non-

horizontal pipe. The valves are modeled such that 
they are either open or closed. They are controlled by 
the Boolean input signal open to indicate if the valve 
is open. Two models have been setup: One using the 
StandardWater medium model, i.e., modeling only 
two phase water flow and one model that uses the 
medium model for the water–sodium chloride mix-
ture which has been discussed in chapter 4. The con-
troller sketched in chapter 5 is used to model the 
controller of the batch plant. The Modelica model of 
the batch plant is shown in figure 12. 

 
figure 12: Modelica model of the AST batch plant 

Modeling this system by pressure drop components 
only is not possible, since otherwise equations for 
pressure, composition and specific enthalpy at con-
nectors are missing when two or more connected 
valves are closed. For this reason, appropriate vol-
umes are introduced at connection points. 
The connections from the central controller to the 
sensors and actuators are not performed graphically 
because too many signals would need to be con-
nected. Instead, the connections are stated in the tex-
tual level with equations: Each valve gets its input if 
it is open or closed from the controller by e.g. 
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  V1.open = controller.sensors.V1; 

and equally for the other valves. The variables for 
heating and cooling are Real and not Boolean vari-
ables, so the equation looks different to those for the 
valves. This is shown exemplarily for the heating in 
tank 5: 
  HeatB5.Q_flow = 

    if controller.actuators.T5_Heater 

    then 20000 else 0; 

7 Simulation 

It is possible to simulate the batch plant model with 
the StandardWater medium model completely. Simu-
lation results of the tank levels are shown in figure 
13. 
For the mixture of water and sodium chloride the 
simulation stops when one of the pumps should start.  
Till this unwanted ending the results are plausible 
and discussed below. 
In Figure 14 the fluid levels of all tanks are shown. 
At the beginning, the level of e.g. tank B5 (black 
line) stays constant till valve V12 opens. Till this 
valve closes the level rises quite steeply due to the 
inflow from tank B4 (magenta line), which shows 
the same changing just in the opposite way. After-
wards the level in tank B5 keeps rising but slower 

due to the expansion of the fluid because of the heat-
ing. Once some water evaporates, the level of the 
tank falls as the level of tank B6 (blue crossed line) 
rises. As soon as the desired concentration is reached 
the concentrated solution is flowing out of tank B5 
into tank B7 (red crossed line) so the level of 
tank B5 falls steeper. Because of the different diame-
ters of the two tanks B5 and B7 these two curves 
show different gradients. These results are as ex-
pected. 

 
Figure 14: Tank levels of batch plant with water- so-

dium chloride mixture. 

Figure 15 shows in the upper graph the temporal 

Figure 13: Tank levels of batch plant with StandardWater. 
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process of the temperature in tank B5 and in the 
lower image the supplied heat energy is present. 
When the heat energy changes from 0 to 2000, the 
temperature starts rising due to the heating. Once the 
saturation temperature is reached the temperature 
stays at the boiling temperature which rises only 
slightly with rising concentration of salt. The sup-
plied energy is then only used for evaporation but 
not for heating up to higher temperatures than boil-
ing point. This result confirms with reality. 

 
Figure 15: Temporal process of the temperature and 

the heat flow in tank B5 

In Figure 16, the concentration of sodium chloride in 
tank B3 (blue) and tank B5 (red) are shown over 
time. For tank B3 the concentration changes when 
pure water from tank B2 flows into this tank. Once 
the fluid flow stops, the concentration remains con-
stant. In tank B5 the concentration changes when 
water is evaporating till the desired concentration is 
reached and stays constant afterwards. 

 
Figure 16: Temporal process of the concentration of 

NaCl in tanks B3 and B5 

All results show qualitatively the expected character-
istics. 

8 Conclusion and Outlook 

The experimental batch plant at AST has been mod-
eled in Modelica. Needed components not available 
in the Modelica_Fluid library have been imple-

mented. The batch plant model with the Standard-
Water medium model, as well as most of the devel-
oped components, have been included in version 1.0 
Beta 1 of the Modelica_Fluid library and are there-
fore freely available in open source. 
Besides getting the model to work for the whole 
process duration with the water- sodium chloride 
mixture, several improvements are desirable: The 
roughly estimated plant parameters should be more 
carefully identified and validated with measurement 
data from the batch plant. The simulation results 
should be compared with measurement data. The 
controller should be improved to include exceptional 
situations such as sensor and actuator failures, as 
well as stop and shut-down operations. The control-
ler implementation should be made more transparent, 
which might require extensions to Modelica and tool 
improvements. Furthermore, it is planned to provide 
the plant as a benchmark system for tool integration 
within WP3 of the Network of Excellence HYCON, 
http://wp3.hycon.bci.uni-dortmund.de/1.0.html. 
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Abstract 

Integral analysis is a common technique used in 
the solution of many thermo-fluid problems.  While 
previous applications of integral analysis techniques 
focused on the solution of boundary layer problems, 
the techniques are applicable to a wider range of 
analyses.  This paper describes a formulation in 
Modelica for integral analyses in thermo-fluid appli-
cations. Following a brief overview of integral 
analysis, a sample Modelica implementation is dis-
cussed along with numerical simulations that illus-
trate the model usage in thermo-fluid applications. 
Additional applications and usage scenarios of the 
integral analysis formulation are briefly discussed.  
Keywords: integral analysis; thermal; fluid 

1 Introduction 

Heat transfer and fluid flow phenomena are 
governed by partial differential equations (PDEs) for 
conservation of mass, momentum, and energy.  
There are no general, closed-form solutions for these 
coupled, nonlinear PDEs.  While analytic solutions 
are available for a small class of problems with spe-
cial boundary conditions, more general analyses with 
PDEs require numerical approaches, such as discre-
tization and differencing, to resolve the spatial and 
temporal dynamics.   

In contrast to the PDE approach, lumped pa-
rameter modeling is formulated by conservation of 
spatially-integrated quantities.  Thus, the temporal 
dynamics in the relevant conservation equations are 
retained resulting in ordinary differential equations 
(ODEs) for the conservation laws of a lumped con-
trol volume.  It is still possible to obtain spatial dy-
namics with lumped parameter models by explicitly 
introducing networks of control volumes.  Lumped 
parameter models typically are relatively easy to 
formulate, computationally-efficient, and can use 
standard ODE numerical solvers for simulation.  The 
Modelica Thermal library [1] is a lumped parame-
ter formulation for heat transfer, and Modelica has 

been used extensively in thermo-fluid applications 
(c.f. [2]-[5]). 

In applications where spatial resolution is im-
portant, a hybrid modeling approach that combines 
aspects of the PDE and lumped parameter formula-
tions may be appropriate.  Integral analysis is one 
such technique that has been used to solve a variety 
of thermal and fluid problems [6].  The integral 
analysis technique was first proposed by von Kar-
man [7] and Polhausen [8] for boundary layer solu-
tions and is sometimes referred to as the Von Kar-
man-Polhausen method.  This method has been used 
extensively for boundary layer problems [9] and 
provides reasonably accurate results when compared 
with the exact solutions of the governing PDEs with 
considerably less computational expense and com-
plexity.  Integral analysis typically involves the fol-
lowing steps: 

• Casting the governing PDEs in integrated 
form 

• Choosing representative spatial profiles with 
unknown coefficients for the appropriate 
variables (usually temperature and velocity 
in thermo-fluid problems) 

• Solving for the coefficients as a function of 
the relevant boundary conditions   

This technique can be used for both transient and 
steady state problems and provides the benefits of a 
lumped parameter formulation with some additional 
information regarding spatial distribution without 
resorting to the solution of PDEs.   

This paper describes the implementation of an 
integral analysis formulation for thermo-fluid appli-
cations in Modelica.  To illustrate the steps for deriv-
ing an integral analysis formulation, sample formula-
tions for various geometries are shown along with 
example problems illustrating the approach in nu-
merical simulations for simple thermal and thermo-
fluid problems with conduction and convection heat 
transfer.  More advanced applications of the resulting 
models for combined heat and mass transfer simula-
tions are illustrated via a model of heat exchanger 
fouling. 
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2 Integral Analysis Formulation 

This section outlines an integral analysis formu-
lation for thermal problems.  It should be noted that 
the implementations are geometry-specific due to the 
functional form of the spatial distribution and that 
different basis functions could be chosen for a given 
geometry.  The implementations described in this 
section are meant to serve as sample formulations to 
illustrate the use of integral analysis techniques in 
Modelica models and should not be considered uni-
versal, de facto implementations.   

2.1 Planar Geometry 

As mentioned previously, integral analysis for-
mulations are most relevant for simulations where 
additional information regarding spatial distribution 
is important.  Consider the schematic in Figure 1 
showing a wall with planar geometry.    The wall 
could be modeled in Modelica with the lumped pa-
rameter formulations shown in Figure 2.  The two 
representations reflect different modeling philoso-
phies regarding the placement of the capacitance and 
flow elements.  Each formulation yields a lumped 
estimate for the temperature distribution in the wall 
via the mass-averaged temperature computed in the 
capacitance conservation of energy.  Depending on 
the boundary conditions, geometry and properties of 
the wall, transient nature of the boundary conditions, 
and number of capacitances used, the lumped pa-
rameter formulation may give a good representation 
of the actual temperature distribution in the wall.  In 
lumped parameter formulations, higher fidelity rep-
resentations of the temperature distribution can be 
realized by networks of lumped capacitances.  Rather 
than adding additional capacitances to provide a bet-
ter representation of the spatial temperature distribu-
tion, an integral analysis formulation can be used.   
This section gives an overview of the derivation of 
an integral analysis formulation for planar geometry. 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 1.  Planar geometry schematic 

 
(a) Single capacitance 

 
(b) Dual capacitance 

 

Figure 2.  Lumped formulations, planar wall 
 

Again consider the geometry in Figure 1.  The 
first step in the derivation is to assume the form of 
the temperature profile.  Assuming the distribution is 
one dimensional in the z direction, consider the fol-
lowing distribution: 

     ( ) ( ) ( tzTtzTtz )ss ,,, 1+T =  (1) 
where Tss is the steady-state temperature distribution 
for a conductive planar wall and T1 is some assumed 
temperature deviation: 

 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )[ tTtT
t

ztTtzT abass −+=
δ

, ] (2) 
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Note that a polynomial form has been assumed for 
the temperature deviation but that other forms are 
possible.   

The next step in the derivation is to determine 
the unknown coefficients in the temperature profile 
in terms of the appropriate boundary conditions.  
Applying the temperature and heat flow boundary 
conditions at z=0 and z=δ(t) and using the properties 
of the steady-state solution yields: 
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Consistent with the initial construction of the tem-
perature distribution, there is no contribution from 
the T1 term at steady state (i.e. when qa=qb).   

Though the derivation is in terms of the bound-
ary temperatures, consider a typical interface prob-
lem where one of the boundary temperatures is un-
known.  By combining the integral formulation 
above with an overall energy balance for the volume, 
the boundary temperature can be determined in addi-
tion to the mean temperature.  The overall energy 
balance for the volume based on the mass-averaged 
mean temperature Tm yields:    

z 

Ta
qa

Tb

qb

δ
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 ( ) ( )tqtq
dt

dU
ab −=  (5) 

where 
  (6) mvTmcU =
An equation for Tm can be derived from the defini-
tion of a mass-averaged temperature: 

  (7) ( ) ( ) ( )∫=
δ

ρδρ
0

, dztzTAtTtA m

Using the assumed temperature distribution and per-
forming the integration leads to the following equa-
tion: 

 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
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tqtqtTtT
tT baba

m
δ−

+
+

=  (8) 

The first term in the equation above is the mean tem-
perature from the steady-state profile while the sec-
ond term is the transient deviation from steady-state.  
Note that the deviation term contributes only in non-
steady situations and becomes more important when 
the thickness of the volume increases and the thermal 
conductivity and surface area decrease, essentially 
the conditions which contribute to a measurable tem-
perature gradient across the wall. 

Figure 3 shows a Modelica implementation of a 
planar volume based on the integral analysis deriva-
tion presented above.  The model uses the standard 
thermal connectors from the Modelica Thermal 
library.  The integral formulation differs somewhat 
from the generic HeatCapacitor model in the 
Modelica Thermal library in that the model is not 
a volume element in the standard sense. The Heat-
Capacitor model is a single port volume model 
that is connected to heat flow elements and provides 
a temperature on its lone connector from its internal 
conservation of energy equation.  The multiport inte-
gral planar volume is a combined volume and flow 
element since it contains a conservation equation that 
determines a connector temperature similar to a vol-
ume element in addition to providing a connector 
heat flow like a heat flow element based on the heat 
conduction through the volume that follows from the 
assumed temperature distribution.  A conceptual rep-
resentation of the integral analysis control volume is 
shown in Figure 3c to illustrate visually the direc-
tionality of this component.  This schematic shows 
how the planar volume from the integral formulation 
is connected to a flow element on one side (connec-
tor b) and a capacitance element on the other (con-
nector a).  Because of its directional nature, it is im-
portant to connect the integral component carefully 
to surrounding components to ensure a consistent, 
complete model. 

 
(a)  Diagram 

 
(b)  Code excerpt 

 
(c)  Conceptual representation 

Figure 3.  Modelica implementation of planar volume 
with integral analysis formulation 

2.2 Cylindrical Geometry 

The general approach used in the previous sec-
tion can be applied to other geometries given appro-
priate choices for the temperature distributions.  For 
cylindrical geometry with a one-dimensional tem-
perature distribution in the radial direction, assume 
the following temperature distribution: 
 ( ) ( ) ( trTtrTtrT ss ,,, 1+ )=  (9) 
where the steady state temperature distribution is 
given by: 
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The choice of the deviation profile is again user and 
problem specific but could be assumed to have the 
same form as Eq. (3) in the radial direction.  The fi-
nal form of the integral analysis for cylindrical coor-
dinates follows from the same process outlined for 
planar geometry:  apply BCs to determine the coeffi-
cients in the deviation profile, use lumped conserva-
tion of energy in conjunction with mass-averaged 
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temperature distribution, etc.  The details of the deri-
vation are omitted as they are similar to that in the 
planar analysis but with some slightly messier alge-
bra due to the radial geometry. 

2.3 Comments 

The integral analysis formulation results in an 
approximate method for solution of the geometry-
specific PDEs.  Integral conservation of energy is 
maintained as in the lumped parameter formulation.   
However, some pieces of information used in the 
solution of the original PDEs are no longer applied, 
such as the slope boundary conditions at the inter-
faces, since the temperature distribution is assumed.  
While this method allows the modeler additional 
flexibility in terms of the temperature distributions 
and the specifics of the applications of the integral 
analysis principles, some care is required to ensure 
that the physics of the problem are consistent with 
the assumed distributions and the resulting formula-
tion.  The assumption of a temperature distribution 
throughout the layer leads to some practical limita-
tions on model usage.  For example, simulations 
dominated by an evolving thermal penetration depth 
would require reformulation since the temperature 
distribution does not extend through the thickness of 
the material and thus would not satisfy the assumed 
temperature distribution.  The thermal penetration 
depth δt scales based on the following equation: 

 tt αδ ~  (11) 

where α is the thermal diffusivity of the material.  
Setting δt=δ yields a relationship between the ge-
ometry, material properties, and simulation time 
scale from which the suitability of an integral analy-
sis formulation can be evaluated.  In general, the in-
tegral analysis formulation becomes increasingly 
applicable as the material thickness decreases, ther-
mal diffusivity increases, and relevant time scale 
over which the boundary conditions change increases 
relative to the penetration depth time scale. 

3 Simulation Results 

Having developed some sample integral analy-
sis formulations, this section provides some numeri-
cal examples to exercise the formulations.  All simu-
lations are performed with Dymola [10]. 

3.1 Planar Wall 

Consider the simple test shown in Figure 4 for a 
planar wall of constant thickness.  The wall is sub-

jected to a constant temperature on one side and a 
constant heat flow on the other side.  This test, while 
extremely simple, provides a nice example to illus-
trate the utility of the integral analysis formulation.  
Figure 5 shows the mean and boundary temperatures 
from simulations of a constant thickness wall with 
properties of iron and stainless steel [6] at a fixed 
boundary temperature of 293K.  Note that the tem-
peratures in the iron simulation are only slightly 
higher than the prescribed wall temperature due to 
the high thermal conductivity of iron.  Since the 
thermal conductivity of stainless steel is about 1/5th 
that of iron, there is a larger temperature difference 
across the wall.  In addition, the iron wall reaches 
steady state much more quickly than the stainless 
steel wall.  While the deviation between the mean 
and boundary temperatures is modest in these sample 
simulations, the boundary temperature becomes in-
creasingly elevated relative to the mean temperature 
as the material becomes less conductive.  To accu-
rately resolve these potentially-large temperature 
differences across the wall with a lumped parameter 
formulation, a network of lumped volumes would be 
required.  Similar behavior is achieved with only a 
single capacitance using the integral analysis formu-
lation.  While this simple example is interesting, ap-
plications where the heat and/or mass flow are sensi-
tive to the boundary temperature showcase more 
clearly the utility of the integral analysis formulation 
and will be presented in the next sections. 

 

 
Figure 4.  Planar wall, fixed heat flow and temperature 
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Figure 5.  Simulation results, iron and stainless steel 
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3.2 Planar Wall with Convection 

Figure 6 is a simple test similar to that in Figure 
4 but with convection heat transfer calculated from 
the wall boundary temperature.  The planar wall, 
modeled as stainless steel [6], is again subjected to a 
fixed temperature on one side.  The other side is ex-
posed to airflow at a constant velocity with a dy-
namic temperature given by the ExpSine compo-
nent in the Modelica Blocks library [1].   

 

 
Figure 6.  Planar wall with transient convection 
 
Figure 7-Figure 8 show results from the tran-

sient convection simulations with varying frequency 
for the prescribed fluid temperature fluctuations, 
0.001 and 0.01 Hz respectively.  The top plot in each 
figure shows the input fluid temperature, and the bot-
tom plot gives the fixed, mean, and interface metal 
temperatures from the integral analysis.  As the wall 
is heated by the warmer fluid, a temperature gradient 
is again established across the wall.  Unlike the fixed 
heat flow simulations in the previous section, the 
convective heat flow boundary condition is calcu-
lated from the interface temperature and, along with 
the fluctuating fluid temperature, adds additional 
transient dynamics.  It is interesting to note the way 
in which the fluid temperature fluctuations are re-
flected in the mean and interface temperatures.  
While the mean temperature also exhibits some 
characteristics of the input temperature oscillations, 
they are damped out by the capacitance of the wall.  
The interface temperature, however, is significantly 
more oscillatory, as is to be expected.  As the fre-
quency of the oscillations increases in Figure 8, the 
mean temperature hardly reflects any of the oscilla-
tions despite the high frequency oscillations in the 
interface temperature.  By introducing some notion 
of the temperature distribution within the volume, 
the integral analysis formulation provides a mecha-
nism for a higher fidelity representation of both the 
spatial distribution in the volume (i.e. the difference 
between the mean and interface temperatures) and 
the differences in transient response (i.e. fast re-
sponse at the interface and damped response in the 
mean).   
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Figure 7.  Simulation results, frequency=0.001Hz 
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Figure 8.  Simulation results, frequency=0.01Hz 
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3.3 Simulation with Mass/Heat Transfer 

While the previous examples contained only 
heat transfer physics for a layer of constant thick-
ness, the original derivation allowed for dynamic 
geometry resulting from heat and mass transfer.  The 
example in this section simulates the fouling layer 
build-up and subsequent thermal degradation com-
mon in industrial heat exchangers.  Since the fouling 
caused by deposition of particulates and condensa-
tion of vapor phase materials is highly-sensitive to 
the interface temperature between the fouling layer 
and the gas [11], an integral analysis formulation is 
used to represent the dynamics of the fouling layer. 

Figure 9 shows a simple test model for simulat-
ing the effects of a deposition layer in a pipe.  The 
inner pipe wall is assumed to be at a constant tem-
perature, and the deposition layer is modeled using 
the cylindrical integral analysis formulation outlined 
in Section 2.2.  The model consists of standard con-
vective heat transfer based on the Sieder-Tate Nus-
selt number correlation for pipes [6] and a boundary 
layer formulation for thermally-induced particulate 
mass transfer [12].  Material properties for air are 
used for the flowing medium in the pipe, and the 
deposition layer is assumed to have the material 
properties of asphalt [6].     

 

 
Figure 9.  Pipe deposition layer with heat and mass 

transfer 
 
Figure 10 shows simulation results for the pipe 

deposition model.  The model was simulated with a 
fixed mass flow rate and inlet gas temperature.  The 
simulations show the slow degradation in heat trans-
fer performance as the deposition layer grows, thus 
providing an additional thermal resistance between 
the hot gas and the cool pipe wall.  This degradation 
is evidenced by the increasing gas exit temperatures 
and alternatively by the decreasing effectiveness ε, 
defined in the following way for constant mass flow 
conditions: 

 
wallingas

outgasingas

TT
TT
−

−
=

,

,,ε  (12) 

 

Note the difference between the mean layer 
temperature and the interface temperature.  Since the 
flowing medium interacts with the layer at the inter-
face temperature for both the heat and mass transfer 
dynamics, it is important to capture this elevated in-
terface temperature relative to the mean.  Further-
more, since the elevated interface temperature and 
subsequent thermal degradation result from the dy-
namic layer thickness, it is also important to capture 
the transient nature of the layer growth.  The integral 
analysis formulation allows a higher fidelity repre-
sentation of the spatial temperature distribution in 
the layer without the need for a network of heat 
transfer components to represent the layer.    
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Figure 10.  Pipe deposition simulation results 

4 Conclusions 

This paper illustrates an extension of the appli-
cation of the Modelica language to thermo-fluid 
problems using an integral analysis approach.  The 
sample formulations presented here give details re-
garding the development and implementation of the 
integral analysis approach in Modelica for different 
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geometries.  This approach allows the computational 
benefits of a lumped parameter formulation with ad-
ditional details regarding the temperature distribution 
across the volume.  In particular, the integral analysis 
formulation is especially useful for problems with 
interface dynamics, particularly those which require 
accurate resolution of the interface conditions to ob-
tain the appropriate dynamic physical response.   
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Abstract 

Virtual Prototyping is becoming increasingly 
popular in the automotive and other industries, espe-
cially in the context of concurrent engineering proc-
esses. CATIA [1] is a powerful CAD tool for model-
ing and Modelica based tools are increasingly be-
coming popular for analysis using multibody simula-
tion. In this work, we developed an interface that 
integrates Modelica into CATIA to facilitate product 
data information exchange. This enables automatic 
extraction of pertinent information from CAD repre-
sentation of the physical components to Modelica 
models for multibody simulation. The integration 
will reduce the design cycle significantly by provid-
ing immediate feedback to the designer with minimal 
intervention of simulation and modeling specialists. 
We studied three different implementation ap-
proaches for integration. The results are presented 
for a mechanism that opens the car-hood. 
Keywords: Multibody Simulation, Concurrent Engi-
neering, Virtual Prototyping, Interface Tools, Joints, 
CATIA, Integration, Modelica. 

1 Introduction 

Two important phases in Virtual Prototyping, an in-
tegrated part of the modern product development 
process, are design and analysis. While design deals 
with form, analysis deals with behavior of the system 
components. Form can be represented by CAD mod-
els (Design) and behavioral models, at different ac-
curacy levels, can be simulated (Analysis) to com-
pare with the product function specifications. Multi-
body Simulation or motion analysis is an important 
part of the analysis phase. Generally, design and 
analysis, are done independently. Designer and Dy-
namic simulation expert are different persons. But 
Simulation experts and designers need to exchange 
data in order to validate their models. This data ex-
change is made most of the time manually. There is 
no guarantee that the exchanged data are right and up 

to date. So tools are needed to exchange information 
between these two processes so that designers can 
take a holistic design approach [2] [3]. 

The main benefit of the interface we developed is 
to provide a user friendly framework to support the 
concurrent engineering process between dynamic 
simulation experts and designers taking some spe-
cific organizational process constraints into account. 
With these constraints in place, the interface contrib-
utes significantly to the improvement of the data ex-
change process. Here the goal is not to provide an 
integrated multi body simulation environment in 
CATIA but to keep CATIA and Modelica separate 
and just enable the data exchange between CATIA 
models and corresponding Modelica models. 
   In fact, most of the commercial MBS softwares 
provide interface to standard CAD softwares. For 
example SIMPACK [4] has an interface, CATSIM, 
to CATIA. SimMechanics [5] provides translator 
from SolidWorks models, SimDesigner [6] interface 
enable multi body simulation within CATIA V5.  
   Modelica is becoming increasingly popular in the 
automotive industry, at least because of object ori-
ented multidomain modeling and simulation capa-
bilities. A typical application area of Modelica is in 
modeling of mechatronic systems. In these systems, 
multi body simulation plays a significant role. The 
objective of making an interface between CATIA 
and Modelica is to provide a process and user 
friendly framework for the exchange of kinematics 
data.  

People have already integrated CAD data into 
Modelica simulation [7]. MathModelica, one of the 
popular Modelica tool, offers interface to Solid-
Works [8]. Our work is different from the past works 
in that we are not proposing to automatically trans-
late a CAD model directly which might not be very 
suitable for MBS, though its one of the options dis-
cussed in here (Option I), but we are proposing a 
semi-automatic data extraction appropriate for MBS. 
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2 CATIA Data required for MBS 

simulation in Modelica 

A MBS model in Modelica mostly consists of rigid 
bodies connected by different kind of joints. These 
bodies interact via Joints and respond to different 
forces i.e. gravity. Joints define the degrees of free-
dom between bodies. To define Bodies, three sets of 
information are required. They are, 
A. Physical Information: Mass, centre of mass and 

inertia tensor of the bodies. CATIA models of 
the corresponding bodies store mass and inertia 
of the assembly or individual parts which can be 
extracted automatically. 

B. Geometrical Information: Modelica uses ‘Me-
chanical Pin’ or ‘frame_a/b’ which is nothing but 
the ‘connecting’ point of the body. Getting this 
information automatically is challenging. Fixing 
a point to define frame_a/b in a 3-D body is dif-
ficult. A CAD designer can define points, 
frame_a/b on CATIA parts which can be chosen 
interactively. The center of gravity position vec-
tor is also required and can be extracted auto-
matically from the CAD model. 

C. Visualization information: This data is required 
for animation. We use BodyShape to represent a 
body in Modelica. This body can be represented 
by different available simple shapes or it can re-
fer to CAD data for visual representation. This 
data can either be in DXF format or STL format. 
Here we convert CATIA models (CATProduct, 
CATPart, PartBody) to STL files and use the 
same in Modelica.  
Apart from the bodies, Joints can be defined 

through a set of points/lines/planes depending on the 
nature of joints which will be defined by the CAD 
designers in CATIA components. These 
points/lines/planes can be chosen by the user and 
extracted to Modelica.  

Component characteristics can be optionally re-
quired to simulate some special physical effects. But 
these characteristics are not usually stored in the 
CAD model and therefore don't need to be extracted. 

3 Implementation Approaches 

We have three possible scenarios for integration.  
I. Translation of CATIA V5 defined Multi-Body 

structure to Modelica model. CATIA offers a 
workbench called DMU Kinematic Simulator in 
which a mechanism can be defined with different 
kind of joints. A MBS structure thus constructed 

can be directly translated to Modelica. Because, 
for example, a revolute joint in CATIA can be 
replaced with a revolute joint in Modelica. This 
seems to be an easy and obvious choice. But 
DMU Kinematic Simulator is suitable for kine-
matic analysis only. In practice, using the same 
kinematic topology for dynamic analysis is not 
always possible. 

II. Development of an add-on to the CATIA in-
terface to define the MBS structure. To over-
come the above drawbacks and to replace the 
function of DMU Kinematic Simulator, we can 
develop an add-on to the CATIA interface to de-
fine the MBS structure where a modeler can de-
fine a MBS structure using connection diagram 
in a visual editor (like Dymola [9]) which sup-
ports drag and drop. This is done in Dymola 
model editor. Another example of this kind of 
editor is DynaFlexPro from Maple [10]. This is 
going to be heavy on the CAD designer who 
might not have the MBS fundamentals. The best 
thing will be to see the mechanism already de-
fined and just relate it to the CATIA model 
which leads us to the next option. 

III. Existing Modelica model integrated to its 
CATIA counterpart. The MBS modeler makes 
a Modelica MBS skeleton/structure. He also sits 
with the CATIA designer to define a configura-
tion / mapping file. This mapping file related 
BodyShapes and bodies to CATParts or CAT-
Products. It also has information about the joints 
in terms of lines, planes and points. If additional 
points are required CATIA designer defines 
them. With the mapping file and the CATIA 
model, automatic extraction of appropriate data 
takes place. The Modelica skeleton gets filled 
with information. Here for the first time we are 
talking about starting the flow from Modelica. 
This definitely lacks the flexibility, user interac-
tion on the CATIA side and most importantly 
visibility. 

4 Implementation Concept 

Taking into consideration all the advantages and the 
drawbacks of the above approaches, we have con-
verged to the final option which we demonstrate with 
a scenario here. 
1. To simulate a mechanism, a kinematic skeleton 

is constructed with Modelica. The geometric 
models of the components in this skeleton exist 
in CATIA. 
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2. The CAD model of the components is opened in 

CATIA. A toolbar is created with CATIA Prod-
uct Design workbench. Using one of the buttons 
in this the user imports the corresponding Mode-
lica file to CATIA workspace. 

3. Using another button the user invokes a graphic 
user interface (GUI) where all the details of the 
Modelica components (BodyShape and Joints) 
are shown. 

4. User selects the appropriate parts from CATIA 
interface to relate it to the proper objects in the 
diagram. 

5. All the data are then extracted and assigned to 
proper objects. The extracted data is exported 
back to Modelica script.  

 

 
Figure 1: Process flow for the Implementation 

 
Figure 1 gives an overview about the Steps described 
above. 

5 Implementation Results 

CATIA allows a set of C++ Application Program-
ming Interfaces (API) as part of Component Appli-
cation Architecture (CAA) to access functionalities 
of CATIA models. We have chosen CAA as our de-
velopment platform. To implement the solution we 
need core CATIA functionalities with graphical user 
interface programming. CAA has ability to program 
graphic interfaces but it’s limited. So we used CAA 
for accessing CATIA’s core functionalities. The im-
plementation consists of the following steps: 

5.1 Design the kinematic skeleton 

The product is decomposed into body shapes P1, P2, 
P3 and P4, and prismatic joint PJ1, revolute joints 
RJ1, RJ2 and RJ3 as shown in figure 2. 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 
Figure 2:  Kinematic skeleton  

5.2 Convert the skeleton to Modelica model 

Figure 3 shows the corresponding model of the ki-
nematic skeleton in the Dymola editor. 

 

Figure 3:  Corresponding Modelica model  

5.3 Import Modelica model to CATIA work-
space 

Our algorithm scans the Modelica script and picks up 
the relevant components like BodyShape, different 
Joints etc. and lists them. 

5.4 Extract the CATIA data 

The next step involves opening the corresponding 
CATIA model and starting data extraction (figure 4). 
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Figure 4:  Related CATIA Model  

5.4.1 For BodyShapes:  
When any BodyShape component is selected in 

the GUI user can specify a CATPart or a CATPro-
duct to relate it to the BodyShape component. For 
any BodyShape component we need mass, inertia 
tensor and centre of mass information. This informa-
tion is already stored in CATIA. We need to specify 
the shape information in terms of frame a/b. User can 
choose points on the component to specify this in-
formation (figure 5). Visualization information is 
exported by converting the CATPart/CATProduct 
into an STL file.  
 

 
Figure 5:  Interface for BodyShape  

5.4.2 For Joints: 
When a joint is selected in the GUI, details of its 

connecting frames are shown. User can now choose 
the required data by choosing the corresponding 
geometric element in CATIA as shown in figure 6. 
For example, when a revolute joint is selected in the 
GUI, details of its connecting frames are shown (fig-
ure 6). User can now choose the axis of revolution 
by choosing a line on the components. 

 
Figure 6:  Interface for Revolute Joint  

5.5 Update Modelica model 

Figure 7 is the Modelica script before the data ex-
port. Figure 8 is the Modelica script after the ex-
tracted data is appended to the Modelica script for 
the corresponding components. It may be noted that 
the mass, centre of mass and inertia tensor values, 
and geometrical shape values are updated in the 
Modelica script. 
 

 
Figure 7: Modelica Script of kinematic skeleton 

 

Figure 8: Updated Modelica Script after Data Export 
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6 Conclusion 

We have presented an integrated interface between 
CATIA V5 and Modelica. The interface supports the 
exchange of kinematics data between CATIA model 
and Modelica model. It provides further a framework 
to support the concurrent engineering process be-
tween dynamic simulation experts and designers tak-
ing following organizational and OEM process con-
straints into account: 
 Designer and dynamic simulation expert are dif-

ferent roles 
 Designer only works with CATIA and the simula-

tion expert with Dymola 
 Design process is the master. 

The use of the interface requires minimal process 
changes from the user for data exchange and thus 
guarantees high process flexibility.  
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Abstract

Today the vast majority of household refrigerators and
freezers work with on-off-control of the compressor.
This control method leads to significant dynamic be-
haviour of the refrigeration cycle and cabinet. More-
over, some phenomena cause energy loss during the
off-state. The development of new appliances based
on static design and simulation tools neglecting all
those dynamic effects will not yield optimal results.
Therefore, a Modelica library for the simulation of
household refrigerators and freezers was developed.
The modelling of the vapour compression cycle is
based on the Modelica Media and Fluid library. The
heat exchangers are modelled according to the finite
volume method. A media model based on quadratic
equations was developed for the refrigerant R600a
(Isobutane) to allow fast calculations. The modelling
of the refrigeration cycle includes effects like differ-
ent void fraction models and refrigerant sorption in the
compressor lubricant.
The library was validated for a one temperature zone
refrigerator and a refrigeration-freezer-combination
with evaporators connected in series. Adopted script
functions have been written to allow parameter runs
with one or two parameters or with different compres-
sors. The library combines model freatures of recent
studies Janssen [2], Philipp [5] and Radermacher [7]
with a high degree of flexibility and a parameteriza-
tion by data which can be obtained easily.
Keywords: household refrigeration appliances;
vapour compression cycle; R600a

1 Introduction

In Germany 15% of the total CO2-emmisions are
caused by the domestic sector. According to data of
the VDEW, about 30% of the electrical energy con-

sumption of the domestic sector are used by refrigera-
tors and freezers. Achieving a better energy efficiency
will contribute to a decrease of the CO2-emmisions in
mid term.
Most of the household refrigerators and freezers oper-
ates with on-off-control of the compressor. A variable
speed compressor can achieve higher energy efficiency
(up to 25% less energy consumption). But still nowa-
days variable speed compressors requires an higher in-
vestment from the consumer side.
Due to the on-off-control, the refrigeration cycle and
the cabinet show a distinct dynamic behaviour most of
the time. Therefore, the use of static design and sim-
ulation tools will not lead into optimal results. Partic-
ularly, some effects caused by the on-off-control, e.g.
the refrigerant migration, are neglected.
Hence, dynamic simulations represent an essential tool
to achieve further improvements. The aim of this
project was to develop of a Modelica Library for the
optimization of household refrigerators and freezers.
Importance was given to model parameterization is
possible with data which are easy to obtain for the end-
user of the library. To get good results void fraction
models for the two phase flow and the effect of the
refrigerant sorption in the compressor lubricant were
implemented.

2 Components and Structure

A schematic drawing of a household refrigerator with
the simplest cycle option is shown in Fig. 1.
The main components of the systems are the hermetic
piston compressor, the condenser, the non adiabatic
capillary tube with the suction line heat exchanger, the
evaporator and the cabinet. More complex cycles are
realized, e.g. two or more evaporators in series or par-
allel with magnetic valve. Optional components like
stop valves and frame heating are included in the li-
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condenser

cabinet

evaporator
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with suction line
heat exchanger compressor

QC

QComp

Pel

QCabQCab

Q0

QIHX

Figure 1: Schematic drawing of a houshold refrigera-
tor with one temperature zone

brary.

2.1 Hermetic Piston Compressor

Hermetic compressors of household appliances have a
dynamic behaviour with considerable larger time con-
stants compared to refrigeration systems in the com-
mercial and industrial sector. Since for a decreasing
norm capacity the weight only decreases slightly.
The ratio of the heat capacity of compressor to the
electrical power consumption

τTherm,Comp =
Cp,Comp

Pel
(1)

can be used to compare the dynamic of the thermal
behaviour of compressors, approximately. Using the
heat flow of the compressed gas and the rejected heat
by the motor to the compressor instead of the electrical
power consumption would be more exact, but requires
more data of the compressors.
For hermetic compressors of household refrigeration
appliances τTherm,Comp is in the range of 30 to 60 s.
Compressors of the commercial sector, e.g. for super-
market refrigeration applications (V̇Gas f low = 50m3/h)
τTherm,Comp is about 1 s.
Furthermore the refrigerant charge of the whole sys-
tem is very small compared to the lubricant charge
of the compressor. An average refrigerant charge of
an refrigerator with R600a as refrigerant is approxi-

Figure 2: Hermetic piston compressor for household
refrigerators with opened shell

M

lubricant - refrigerant solution

pressure 
damper

free gas volume

motor
compressor
block

compressor shell

outlet - high 
pressure side

inlet - low
pressure side

refrigerant mass flow heat flow

Figure 3: Schematic drawing of a hermetic compressor
and existing mass and heat flows

mately 30 g. Lubricant charge of hermetic compres-
sors is about 220 g.
Hence, the dynamic behaviour of the compressor
should be taken into account. For this purpose a de-
tailed thermal model of the compressor and its sub-
components have been realized as shown in Fig. 3.

2.1.1 Refrigerant Sorption in the Lubricant

The saturation solubility of the refrigerant in the lu-
bricant ζSat depends on the temperature TLub and the
pressure pLub of the lubricant and the type of the lubri-
cant. Mineral and polyolester oils are applied as lubri-
cants. Fig. 4 shows the saturation solubility as function
of temperature for different pressures of a polyolester
oil. The implementation in Modelica is done by using
an approach

ζSat =
(c1 · pLub)

c2

TLub + c3
(2)
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Figure 4: Saturation solubility of a used refrigerant -
lubricant mixture

The parameters c1, c2, c3 are fitted for applied lubri-
cant - refrigerant systems based on data of [1] and fur-
ther measurements.
TLub, pLub vary distinctly with the on-off-state of the
compressor. The absorption and desorption process
depends on the difference of the saturation solubility
and the absorbed refrigerant.

dζ
dτ

=
1

τSorp
(ζSat −ζ) (3)

The circulation of the lubricant varies during on and
off states of the compressor. Hence different time con-
stants τSorp are applied as described in Philipp [5].

2.1.2 Calculation of Mass Flow Rate and Effi-
ciency

For the parameterization of a detailed volumetric effi-
ciency model based on Eq. 4

ṁ = ρsuc ·VDis ·λ(pC, pE) ·n (4)

it is necessary to know about the displacement vol-
ume VDis, the revolution speed n, the exact inlet con-
ditions into the cylinder ρSuc and the characteristic be-
haviour of the volumetric efficiency λ. The charac-
teristics which can be obtained for hermetic compres-
sors are usually limited to a data set of one or more
points of the condensation temperature tC, the evap-
oration temperature tE , the refrigeration capacity Q̇0

and the electrical power consumption Pel .
Hence, for simulation purpose VDis, λ and n are com-
bined:

Λ(pC, pE) = VDis ·λ(pC, pE) ·n (5)

Figure 5: Tube-and-wire condenser

Λ is described by an cubic approach of pressure ratio:

Λ(pC, pE) =
4

∑
i=1

ci

(

pC

pE

)i−1

(6)

The coefficients are determined during initialization
by least square method using the given data. ρSuc must
be corrected, owing to the higher temperature in the
compressor shell.
The electrical power consumption is calculated by the
isentropic power Pis and the isentropic, mechanical
and electrical efficiencies ηis, ηmech, ηel .

Pel =
Pis

ηis ·ηmech ·ηel
(7)

For the isentropic power consumption, a simplified ap-
proach according to Lippold [3] is used: Pis depends
on pC, pE , ṁ, ρSuc and the isentropic exponent κ. The
efficiencies are combined for the same reason as above
mentioned. For the combined efficiency η a cubic ap-
proach in respect to Pis is applied. Coefficients are de-
termined during the initialization.

2.2 Heat Exchanger

The main heat exchangers are modelled according to
the finite volume method (FVM) used in the Ther-
moFluid Library [9]. Heat transfer coefficients at the
refrigerant side are calculated according to Shah [8].
Heat transfer at air side is separated in convection and
radiation. Replaceable components are used to con-
sider different types of evaporator and condenser.

2.2.1 Modelling of Two Phase Flow

The void fraction models of the two phase flow were
paid attention due to the great influence on the system
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behaviour. Reasons for the high influence are the low
mass fluxes, the geometry of the heat exchangers (par-
ticularly the evaporator) and the capillary tube as fixed
vessel in household refrigeration appliances. Void
fraction models according to Hughmark, Lockhardt-
Martinelli and Premoli were applied.
The application of void fraction models increases the
computation effort significantly. The void fraction
model according to Premoli [6] with correction fac-
tors of the liquid volume fraction according to Janssen
[2] provided the most stable simulations with good re-
sults. The liquid fraction depends on the pressure p,
the saturation densities ρ′, ρ′′, the dynamic saturation
viscosities η′, η′′, the vapour quality x, the hydraulic
diameter dH , the mass flux G and a correction factor
depending on geometry cG.
Based on the vapour volume fraction of the gas phase
α=V ′′/V of homogenous two phase flow a slip factor
s is introduced.

α =

(

1+
1− x

x
ρ′′

ρ′
· s

)−1

(8)

The slip s is calculated by

s = 1+K
√

y
1+Cy

−Cy (9)

y =
x

1− x
(10)

The parameters K and C correlates to the flow condi-
tions and are calculated by the Reynolds Number Re
and the Weber Number We.

Re =
G ·dH

η′ + x(η′′ −η′)
(11)

We =
G2 ·dH

σ
(12)

K = 1,578 ·Re−0,19
(

ρ′

ρ′′

)0,22

(13)

C = 0,0273 ·WeRe−0,51
(

ρ′

ρ′′

)−0,08

(14)

To introduce the correction factor for the liquid volume
fraction clv f proposed by Janssen [2] equation (8) has
to be rewritten as

α = 1− clv f

[

1−
(

1+
1− x

x
ρ′′

ρ′
· s

)−1
]

(15)

The top of Fig. 6 shows the refrigerant charge in the
evaporator and suction line calculated by homogenous
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Figure 6: Refrigerant charge in the evaporator and suc-
tion line (top) and evaporator outlet conditions (bot-
tom) for different two phase flow models

two phase flow and by void fraction model acc. to Pre-
moli with a correction factor for the liquid fraction for
a total refrigerant charge of 36 g. Refrigerant charge
calculated by homogenous two phase flow model is
only in a range of 10 to 20% of the charge calculated
by the void fraction model. A further difference can be
identified in the evaporator outlet conditions (Fig. 6-
bottom). To get reliable results, a void fraction model
has to be applied.

2.3 Capillary Tube with Suction Line HX

The main part of capillary tube is inside the suction
line tube and acts as an internal heat exchanger. The
internal heat exchanger ensures superheated inlet con-
ditions at the compressor and has a positive effect on
the cycle efficiency.

The mass flow rate of the capillary tube ṁCap is cal-
culated by a function of pC, pE , the inlet vapour qual-
ity xin or the degree of subcooling Δtsc, the capillary
length and the diameter LCap, dCap and the heat flow
rate between capillary tube and suction line Q̇IHX .

ṁCap = KGeo ·Ksc ·KIHX · [K1 (xin)Δp+K2 (xin)Δp2]

(16)

To calculate the heat transfer Q̇IHX , the capillary tube
is modelled according to the finite volume method.
As the refrigerant state is in the two phase region,
the temperature can be calculated from the pressure.
The pressure in each volume is determined by dimen-
sionless pressure distribution correlation according to
Philipp [5].
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Figure 7: Heat capacities and heat flows in a one tem-
perature zone cabinet

Figure 8: Wall model with calculation of the effective
heat capacity

2.4 Cabinet

The cabinet model contains different heat capacity el-
ements which interact via heat transfer due to convec-
tion, radiation and conduction. Fig. 7 shows the main
heat capacities and heat flows.

For the cabinet wall two models are implemented. In
the first model the wall is discretized into a series of
heat capacity and conduction elements. The distribu-
tion of the parameters has to take the structure of the
wall into account, e.g. the inner casing and the insula-
tion.

If the cycling frequency is approximatively known, a
simplified model approach can be used. Thus, an ef-
fective heat capacity and its position between two heat
conduction model is calculated (Fig. 8). By this way
the number of state variables can be reduced.

Figure 9: Complete refrigerator model in Dymola

2.5 Refrigerator

All components are connected via fluid ports of the
Modelica Fluid Library and heat ports of the Modelica
library. Heat ports are separated into convection and
radiation heat transfer, if necessary. The cabinet model
provides an output signal of the cabinet temperature.
Temperature control is done by cabinet and evaporator
surface temperature. A complete model is shown in
Fig. 9.

2.6 Further Features

To reach a high flexibility, the data inputs for the end-
user of each component is put in a replaceable record.
The data records are stored as a modification of the
basic data record in a top level package outside the
main package. This allows fundamental modifications
of the components without an impact to the database
of the end-user. A data import routine for MS Excel
and other databases is under construction.

The component models make high use of the replace-
able model feature to allow easy justification of the
modelling detail level.

An additional component was developed which allows
checking significant variables for steady state. After
a selectable number of on-off-cycles in steady state,
the component stops the simulation run automatically.
Particularly for parameter studies, the computation ef-
fort can be decreased efficiently.
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Figure 10: Comparison of a refrigerator system behav-
iour based on simulation and measurement results

3 Validation

Before the library was used for theoretical investiga-
tions, a validation with a one temperature zone refrig-
erator and a two temperature zone refrigerator - freezer
- combination had been performed. Therefore, a series
of simulations and measurements with variation of the
compressor, the ambient temperatures and the cabinet
temperature setting had been done.
Therefore, the ambient temperature where set as a pa-
rameter in simulation. The compressor control where
done by the temperature output of the cabinet sensor.
The parameters of the control hysteresis function of
the real refrigerator where applied in simulation to in-
clude the influence of thermal inertia of the temper-
ature sensor. For comparison of absolute values (en-
ergy consumption, relative compressor operation time,
cycling frequency . . . ) simulation was checked for
steady state. Steady state was achieved if all of men-
tioned values differ less than 0,1 % compared to the
previous cycle. For the verification with the measured
refrigerator, the average values of three cycles under
steady state conditions were applied.
The simulation was in very good agreement in respect
of the behaviour of the system and the absolute values
like energy consumption and relative compressor oper-
ation time. Fig. 10 shows a comparison of simulation
and measurement results. Tab. 1 shows the measured
and simulated values of energy consumption and rela-
tive operation time of the compressor.
The influence of refrigerant soprtion in the compressor
lubricant increases with decrasing of ambient temper-
ature and of the relative compressor operation time.
Fig. 11 shows the dynamic behaviour of saturation
temperature in the evaporator and condenser tE,sat ,
tC,sat and the power consumption PE,sat including the
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Figure 11: Comparision of simulation including and
neglecting the refrigerant sorption

refrigerant sorption and tE,sat∗, tC,sat∗ and PE,sat∗ ne-
glection refrigerant sorption.

4 Experiences

To reproduce the behaviour in the compressor on-state
as well as in the compressor off-state adequately pre-
cisely the models have to be very detailed. Some of
the physical principles only show an influence on one
of the both states and can be neglected in the contrary
state.
Usually Dassl and Radau IIa were used as integra-
tors. The Dassl integrator shows the best performance
with a relative tolerance between 5 ·10−6 and 1 ·10−5.
Radau IIa, with a relative tolerance between 1 · 10−6

and 2 · 10−6, often provides a faster calculation but
simulations lead more often into a stiff system. This
is generally a common problem. Further decrease of
the relative tolerance does not protect against stiff sys-
tems. A high computation effort always happens dur-
ing the change of the compressor state. Fig. 12 shows
the calculation time of Dassl and Radau IIa with Dy-
mola.
The proposed state-depending model structure pre-
sented by Nytsch-Geusen [4] can be used to have dif-
ferent models depending of the compressor on and
off-state. In the compressor on-state, mass flow de-
pends generally on the compressor and the capillary
tube characteristic. In the compressor off-state mass
flow rate is caused by thermal influences.
As one example: The heat transfer in the capillary
tube - suction line heat exchanger can be neglected in
the compressor off-state. The finite volume structure,
which is necessary in the on-state, can be simplified
to only one mass flow - pressure difference correla-
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Table 1: Comparision of absolute values of measurement and simulation results

Compressor tAmbient tCabinet Energy Consumption in kWh/d Relative Compressor Operation Time
in ◦C in ◦C Simulation Measurement Δ (rel.) Simulation Measurement Δ (rel.)

Type 1 39 1,0 0,927 1,002 -7,5% 0,536 0,565 -5,1%
Type 1 25 1,0 0,446 0,480 -7,1% 0,288 0,291 -1,0%
Type 1 25 3,5 0,385 0,407 -5,4% 0,244 0,233 4,7%
Type 2 32 1,0 0,643 0,619 3,9% 0,434 0,409 6,1%
Type 2 25 1,0 0,437 0,413 5,8% 0,314 0,293 7,2%
Type 2 25 3,5 0,349 0,333 4,8% 0,251 0,238 5,5%
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Figure 12: Electrical power consumption, evaporation
and condensation temperature and computation time
with Dassl and Radau IIa as integrators

tion with one volume. Hence, calculation effort can
be decreased and simulation stability can be increased
significantly in the off-state.

5 Issues of Optimization

Effects on different cycle variants, alternative expan-
sion devices and the utilization of stop valves have
been investigated with the validated model of the li-
brary. Further on, there are some optimization prob-
lems which are useful for all refrigerator and freezer
models. Getting these results by experimental inves-
tigations, means a high effort. Simulation can help
to limit that effort efficiently. As examples two op-
timization problems are presented here. The calcula-
tions have been performed on the validated one tem-
perature zone refrigerator.

5.1 Optimal Refrigerant Charge

For a given configuration the energy efficiency varies
distinctly from the refrigerant charge. By using a
parametric study with Dymola, the optimal refrigerant
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Figure 13: Influence of the refrigerant charge on the
energy consumption and the relative compressor oper-
ation time

charge can be found for known ambient and cabinet
setting conditions. Fig. 13 shows a significant min-
imum of the energy consumption for the optimal re-
frigerant charge in the range of 33 g. The relative com-
pressor operation time shows a wide minimum which
can be found for a higher refrigerant charge. Neglect-
ing the refrigerant sorption leads to a calculation re-
sults of optimal charge which is between 3 and 10 g
lower, depending mainly on ambient temperature and
relative compressor operation time.

5.2 Optimal Compressor

There is a wide choice of hermetic compressors for
household refrigerators on the market. The compres-
sor with the best COP under nominal conditions is not
necessarily the best under real operation conditions.
A specially written script function allows the user to
compare a set of different compressors. Fig. 14 shows
the energy consumption and the relative compressor
operation time for a set of different compressors simu-
lated in one refrigerator. The graph identifies one com-
pressor as the optimal solution for the system. The best
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Figure 14: Comparison of energy consumption and
relative compressor operation time for a set of com-
pressors

one in the system (COP=1,20) is not the one with the
highest COP (1,31).

6 Conclusion and Future Work

A Modelica library for the dynamic simulation of
household refrigerators and freezers has been devel-
oped. Effects as refrigerant sorption in the compressor
lubricant and different void fraction models have been
implemented, due to the high influence on the system.
The models have been successfully validated and are
used for general investigations of the cycle structure as
well as for the basic optimization process.
Future work is to be concentrated on the simulation
stability, particularly for systems with more tempera-
ture zones, as well as for further heat exchanger de-
signs. To obtain a higher stability, the state depended
model structure is one issue to work on.
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Abstract
Due to the increased interest in saving energy in buildings,
new dynamic building models that describe transient re-
sponse in more �exible modeling languages become neces-
sary. Following some ideas from a previous building ther-
mal behavior library written in Modelica, a new library for
modeling building thermal response is presented. The li-
brary is meant for system level simulation and its basic el-
ements consist of lumped and one-dimensional distributed
parameter models. Object-oriented features like class para-
meters, inheritance, and aggregation are extensively used to
improve the library structure making it easy to read and use.
Complex building topologies can be built-up from compo-
nent models that can be ef�ciently simulated and studied
in any Modelica simulation environment. A comparative
test using BESTEST (Building Energy Simulation Test) is
performed for inter-program comparison with traditional
whole building energy simulation environments.
Keywords: building modeling; building energy simulation;
inter-program comparison

1 Introduction
Buildings are complex nonlinear dynamic systems that in-
volve many physical aspects � heat conduction, convective
�ow, radiation, mass �ows, etc.� with hundreds of variables
and parameters that must be properly addressed. Due to
the complexity and highly coupled nature of these phenom-
ena, simulation seems to be the most cost effective way to
study how to improve the energy ef�ciency in buildings [1].
Although there are many building energy simulation tools
available [11], [2], the majority of them are not convenient
to easily test and develop advanced controllers and supervi-
sory control techniques.
The hierarchical structure of buildings allows the de�nitions
of different levels of detail naturally. So a building can
be divided into different levels going from physical phe-
nomena components to more complex structures like the
building itself. A basic elements sublibrary for lumped and
distributed parameter models can be de�ned to represent
the underlying physical phenomena. More complex ele-
ments are naturally derived from these basic components.
Depending on the complexity and the requirements of the
problem the models can be adapted and several building
topologies can be easily assembled.

The building library, HITLib, is evaluated using BESTEST
comparative testing procedure [6] with a special emphasis
in the models required to represent the test cases. HITLib is
also capable to represent inter-zone convective energy �ows
in multi-zone buildings using mass and energy balances for
the lumped control volumes which represent rooms, and
steady-state hydraulic �uid assumption for the bidirectional
mass �ow components like cracks, doors, ventilations, etc.
In the next section, a general overview of the library struc-
ture is given. Then, the main building models used in
the test cases are developed. The BESTEST inter-program
comparison results are presented in section 4. To sump up
with the conclusions and future work in the last section.

2 Library overview
The library is organized in 6 main packages (see �gure 1)

Figure 1: HITLib general library structure.

� Building � Basic, Constructive, and Complex ele-
ments; material properties and layers geometry sub-
libraries

� Environment � Location_Time, Psychrometric, Solar
radiation, and Weather sublibraries

� HVAC � Heating, Ventilating and Cooling Systems
sublibraries

� Interfaces � all connectors and components used in in-
terconnections.

� BoundCond � Variable and �xed sources and sinks ac-
cording to the connectors.

� Sensors � Sensor models for the different external in-
terfaces (connectors)

Basic models generally described elementary models like
the air heat and mass storage in a control volume, the ori�ce
equation, single and multilayer conductive models, convec-
tive models, and radiation exchange models. Many of the
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basic model formulations found in HITLib are similar to
the ones found in ATPlus library [4], while other ones give
a more detailed description of the underlying phenomena
(e.g. longwave radiation exchange in the enclosure model,
air mass storage, ori�ce equation, etc.).
Constructive models like a wall model are built by com-
bining basic models. For instance, a wall component ad-
dressing radiation, multi-layer conduction and convection
is constructed through aggregation and inheritance of ba-
sic models. In a similar way, ventilations, doors, windows,
roofs, �oors, junctions, cracks, etc. can be de�ned from the
basic models.
Complex elements like a room (see Fig. 5) or a storey are
de�ned by aggregation of constructive elements. They are
basically template-like components where the subcompo-
nents constructive element parameters are directly de�ned
through the complex element higher level parameters. In
this way, the material used in the walls of a room can be
directly de�ned through the higher level room parameters.
Materials subpackage contains records of different mater-
ial properties. In general parameters are grouped in partial
models to increase readability and reuse in similar compo-
nents at each level.
Environment subpackage contains models and functions to
calculate solar radiation and position, perform psychromet-
ric conversions, estimate sky-temperature, and load and in-
terpolate weather data �les in tables.
HVAC subpackage contains models representing electrical
heaters, radiators, valves, pipes, boilers, pumps, chillers,
heat exchangers, etc.
BoundCond and Sensor libraries de�ned all possible inter-
actions with the connectors used in the different models.
Icons are de�ned in the Icons package and they are inheri-
tated in the library models to increase model readability.

3 Building models description

The thermal response of a building space include the heat
transfer from the enclosing walls and roofs through conduc-
tion and convection, solar heat gains through windows, heat
gains or losses due to in�ltration, internal long wave ex-
change and internal short wave absorption and distribution
among the enclosure surfaces, and short wave heat gains
from internal sources. Additionally, the exterior wall ex-
change heat with the environment through convection, long-
wave radiation, and shortwave absorption. The air within a
room is represented through a lumped control volume con-
nected to the internal convective sides of the inner surfaces
of the envelope.

3.1 Air volume model

HITLib has three different models to represent the air vol-
ume within a room.
An air volume model formulated using a dynamic mass and
internal energy balances within a lumped control volume,

dm(t)
dt = å j

:m j (t)
dU(t)
dt = å j

:
H j (t)+åk

:
Qk (t)

H (t) = U (t)+ p(t)V (t)
H (t) = m(t)h(t)
U (t) = m(t)u(t)

(1)

where m is the mass within the control volume, :m j the
mass in/out�ows,

:
H j the enthalpy in/out�ows,

:
Qk the heat

in/out�ows, U the internal energy, H the enthalpy, p the
pressure, V the volume, and h and u, the speci�c enthalpy
and speci�c internal energy, respectively. The ideal gas law
is used since nominal temperatures, pressures, and densities
for buildings are well within the range of validity of this
thermodynamic model. The ideal gas law is implemented
in a partial model class, and used when necessary in other
components through inheritance. The preferred states and
their initial conditions are then selected, and model refor-
mulation is automatically done by Dymola using its built-in
symbolic math capabilities for dealing with DAE (Differen-
tial Algebraic Equations):

p(t)v(t) = RT (t)
u(t) = u0+ cv (T (t)�T0)
h(t) = u(t)+ p(t)v(t)

(2)

where, v is the speci�c volume, T the temperature, u0 the
speci�c internal energy at T0; and R the gas constant. This
air volume model is also extended in the AirVolHum model
to account the
A more basic air volume model represented as a simple heat
storage unit (the model that has been used in the BESTEST
analysis) is

�Qair = cpairrairVroom
dTair
dt

(3)

where cpair is the air speci�c heat capacity, rair is the air
densitiy; Vroom is the air volume, �Qair is the net heat �ow
rate entering the air volume, and Tair is the air temperature
within the volume.
Additionaly, a model that accounts the humidity variation
within the air volume formulated from a dynamic mass and
internal energy balances is available.

3.2 Exterior and interior wall heat transfer
models

The heat transfer that takes place at each exterior surface
(or roof) i on the outside of building can be calculated using
the following heat balance

�Qcond;i = �Qoconv;i+ �Qoradsol;i+ �Qoradlw;i (4)

where �Qcond;i is the conduction heat �ow rate between the
external surface and the inner conductive layers, �Qoconv;i is
the convective heat transfer between the outdoor air and the
wall surface, �Qoradsol;i is the heat �ow rate that the exter-
nal surface of a wall or roof absorbs from the total incident
solar radiation, �Qoradlw;i is the heat �ow rate from the long
wave radiation that the external surface exchanges with the
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surroundings, such as outdoor air, the ground and nearby
buildings, and the sky.
With

�Qoconv;i = ho (Tout�Tsur;i)
�Qoradsol;i = Aiai (Idif;i+ Idir;i)
�Qoradlw;i = eis

h
Fair
�
T 4out�T 4sur;i

�
+

Fg
�
T 4g �T 4sur;i

�
+Fsky

�
T 4sky�T 4sur;i

�i
(5)

where ho is the convective heat transfer coef�cient of the ex-
ternal wall surface, Tout is the outside temperature, Tsur;i is
the wall surface temperature, ai is the shortwave absorptiv-
ity, (Idif;i+ Idir;i) is the total incident solar radiation (direct
and diffuse radiation impinging the external surface), Ai is
the area of incidence of the solar radiation, ei is the outer
layer emissivity, s is the stefan-boltzmann constant, Fair is
the surface-air view factor, Fg is the surface-ground view
factor, Tg is the ground temperature, Fsky is the surface-sky
view factor, and Tsky is the sky temperature.
The one dimensional heat conduction through an homoge-
neous isotropic solid (e.g. layer of a wall) �Qcond;i, with ma-
terial properties independent of temperature, can be mod-
eled as a one dimensional PDE of the form:

�Qcond = �kAcond¶T=¶x
¶T=¶t = 1

rc¶ �Qcond=¶x
(6)

where T is the temperature, �Qcond is the conductive
heat �ow rate, Acond; k, r; and c are conductive area, ther-
mal conductivity, density and speci�c heat capacity of the
material, respectively. This equation can be solved using
the method of lines (i.e. spatial discretization), see the fol-
lowingModelica code fragment from the single layer model
CondM1:

model CondM1
...
equation
 for i in 2:Ndis loop

    Area*dx*Material.rho*Material.c*der(T[i]) = Q[i  1]  Q[i];
end for;
 for i in 2:Ndis + 1 loop

    Q[i  1] = (Material.lambda*Area)*(T[i  1]  T[i])/dx;
  end for;
 ...
end CondM1;

The single layer component CondM1 can be extended to
the multilayer case CondMc by declaring it n times, each
declared single layer component is interconnected using a
for clause and the connect command as shown below:

Multilayer
conductive

model

Solar
incident
radiation

absorption
model Convective

model

LW radiation
exchange

model

Figure 2: Half exterior roof model icon and diagram layer.

model CondMc
...
 CondM1 CondM[Nlay](
    Area=Area[1:Nlay],
    Ndis=Ndis[1:Nlay],
    Len=Len[1:Nlay],
    Tini=Tini[1:Nlay],
    Material=Material[1:Nlay]);
equation
connect(CondM[1].Heat_a, Heat_a);
connect(CondM[Nlay].Heat_b, Heat_b);
for i in 1:Nlay  1 loop
 connect(CondM[i].Heat_b, CondM[i + 1].Heat_a);

end for;
end CondMc;

Finally, more complex models (e.g. constructive models
like wall, roof, or �oor models) can be built aggregat-
ing convective models and the multilayer conductive model
CondMc. As an example see the diagram layer of the half
exterior roof model in Fig. 2. The additional models rep-
resent the heat �ow rate �Qoradsol;i, that the external surface
of the roof absorbs from the total incident solar radiation
impinging the exterior surface, and the long wave radiation
heat �ow rate �Qoradlw;i, that the external surface exchanges
with the sky for this particular model. This exterior half
roof model represents the heat balance at the exterior side
of a building roof. This model has azimuth and tilt angle
parameters to properly de�ne the total solar radiation. Sim-
ilarly, other constructive models can be de�ned by aggrega-
tion of elemetary models and class parameters of the inner
models.
A similar heat balance can be formulated for each building
wall (or roof) interior surface i within the building

�Qcond;i+ �Qiconv;i+ �Qiradsw;i+ �Qiradlw;i = 0 (7)

where �Qcond;i is the conductive heat transfer between the
wall inner layers and the internal wall surface of the room,
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�Qiconv;i is the convective heat transfer between the internal
air and the wall surface, �Qiradsw;i is the heat �ow rate that
the internal outer surface of a wall or roof would absorb
from any short wave source (e.g. incoming solar radiation
from the window model or short wave radiation from a bulb
model), and �Qiradlw;i is the net heat �ow rate due to the long
wave radiation exchange among the internal surfaces.

�Qiconv;i = hi (Tint�Tsur;i)
�Qiradsw;i = Fai �Qwind
�Qiradlw;i = Asur;i ei

1�ei

�
sT 4sur;i� Jsur;i

�
�Qiradlw;i = Asur;iåNj=1Fi; j (Jsur;i� Jsur; j)

(8)

where hi is the convective heat transfer coef�cient of the
internal wall surface i, Tint is the air volume temperature,
Fai is the internal solar distribution fraction (for details see
Kreith and Bohn (1993)), �Qwind is the heat �ow rate from
the incoming solar radiation into the enclosure through the
windows, Jsur;i is the radiosity of surface i, Jsur; j is the ra-
diosity of surface j, Fi; j is the view factor between surfaces
i and j, and N is the number of enclosure surfaces.
The long wave radiation exchange among the surfaces
of the enclosure has been implemented in the enclosure
model. The conventional radiation heat transfer network
analysis method [10] has been used assuming plain gray
diffuse surfaces. The enclosure model is included in the
room42_B model and each radiating surface is separately
connected to the enclosure model using a connector array.
The view factors depend on the geometry, position, and
surface emissivity of each of the inner surfaces of the en-
closure, they can be precalculated and loaded or an area
weighted approach can be directly calculated in the compo-
nent.
The shortwave radiation distribution is implemented with a
model that uses precalculated solar fractions according to
the geometry and absorptivity of the internal surfaces.

3.3 Windows heat transfer model
The window model (see Fig. 3) is also built from basic
models by aggregation, the heat transfer through a window
can be approximated by three parts,
� a conductive-convective part due to the temperature
difference between the exterior and interior of the
building,

� a solar heat gain model due to the solar radiation,
� and a convective energy �ow due to in�ltration.

The Window model used to evaluate HITLib with
BESTEST do not include any in�ltration or ventilation
component driven by pressure differences between zones.
The building in�ltration is directly represented using a sim-
pler ASHRAE model in the room model.
The conductive-convective heat transfer part due to the tem-
perature difference between the exterior and interior of the
building is modeled using two convective models for the
external surfaces at both sides of the windows, and a con-
ductive model representing the glass pane. This part of the
Window model represents the rate of heat transfer through

Convective
model 1

Convective
model 2

Conductive
model

Solar incident
radiation

transmission
model

Orifice
 model

Figure 3: Window model icon and diagram layer.

the windows in the absence of sunlight and air in�ltration.
Multi-glass windows can be approximated by this simpli-
�ed model or otherwise, the model can be easily extended
to account for a multi-pane window. The total solar heat
�ow rate trough the glass is calculated with the solar inci-
dent radiation transmission model.

3.4 In�ltration heat transfer model

The in�ltration heat transfer model represents the building's
sensible thermal load due to air exchange by in�ltrations.
The incoming air must be heated or cooled depending on
the temperature difference between the outdoor and indoor
air. The heat �ow rate due to this sensible heating or cooling
is given by

�Qinf = IACHVroomraircpair (Tout�Tint) (9)

where �Qinf is the sensible heat load, rair is the air density,
cpair is the speci�c heat of air, Vroom is the room volume,
IACH is the air exchange rate also called air changes per hour
(ACH); Tout is the outside temperature, and Tint is the indoor
temperature. The in�ltration model can be seen in the dia-
gram layer of the room42_B model in Fig. 5

3.5 Environment model

The environment model calculates the sun position and so-
lar radiation with respect to and over each exterior building
surface (for a detailed description of the following equa-
tions see [5], [3], [9], and [8]). The environment model
diagram layer used with the BESTEST simulations can be
seen in Fig. 4. Subcomponents (1), (2), (3), and (4) are used
to calculate the solar time tsol, the hour angle w; and the so-
lar declination angle d (angle between the earth's equatorial
plane and the sun beam in the selected location),
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tsol , tstd+ Lstd�Lloc
15�=h + Et

60min=h (10)

w = p(tsol�12h)360�
24h180� (11)

Et = 9:87sin(2a)�7:53cos(a)�1:5sin(a)(12)
a = 360�(n�81)

364

sin(d) = �sin
�
23:45�p
180

�
cos
�
2p n+10

365:25
�

(13)

where tsol is the solar time, tstd is the standard time, Lstd is
the standard longitude, Lloc is the local longitude, Et is the
equation of time, and n is the day of the year.

(8) Sky
temperature

model

(1) Day
of the
 year

(3) Sun
declination

(4) Hour
angle,

Solar time

(5) Load TMY

(6) Incidence
angle tilted

surface

(7) Diff and dir
solar radiation

on tilt. surf.

(2) Longitude
Latitude

Tdry

Figure 4: Environment model used with BESTEST analy-
sis.

Subcomponent (6) in Fig. 4 calculates the solar incidence
angles qi for arbitrary planes i in terms of the tilt qsur and
the azimuth fsur angles of the surface normal,

cosqi = cosqsur (cosdcoswcosllat+ sindsinllat)
+sinqsur sinfsur cosdsinw (14)
+sinqsur cosfsur (cosdcoswsinllat
�sindcosllat)

where llat is the building latitude (obtained from subcom-
ponent (2) in Fig. 4). In the current implementation
the incidence angle qi is calculated for the following sur-
face tilt angles qsur = (0 �;45 �;90 �) that correspond to
horizontal surface, 45 � tilted surface, and a vertical sur-
face; and for the following surface azimuth angles fsur =
(180 �;135 �;90 �;45 �;0 �;�45 �;�90 �;�135�) that corre-
spond to North, North-east, East, South-East, South, South-
west, West, and North-West directions. In this way 17 dif-
ferent incidence angles are obtained for the 24 different
combinations of surface tilt and azimuth angles1.
The Load TMY model (see subcomponent (5) in Fig. 4)
loads the hourly TMY weather data �le into a table. The

1for qsur = 0�, any fsur will have the same qi value.

table entries include the dry temperature Tdry, the dew point
temperature Tdp; the atmospheric pressure p, the relative
humidity Hrel ; the wind velocity Wvel ; the wind direction
Wangle; the global horizontal radiation Hglo;hor;the diffuse
horizontal radiation Hdi f ;hor; the total sky cover nto; the
opaque sky cover nop and the ceiling height h.
For every incidence angle qi, the diffuse solar radiation over
a tilted surface Hdiftil;i and the direct solar radiation over a
tilted surfaces Hdirtil;i are calculated from the hourly global
horizontal radiation Hglo;hor and the hourly diffuse horizon-
tal radiation Hdi f ;hor;

Hdir;hor = Hglo;hor�Hdi f ;hor (15)

Hdirtil;i =
Hdir;hor
cosqs cosqi (16)

Hdiftil;i = Hdi f ;hor 1+cosqsur2

+Hglo;horrgro
1�cosqsur

2 (17)

where rgnd is the ground re�ectance.
Finally the sky temperature model (see subcomponent (8)
in Fig. 4) based on [7] model estimates the sky tempera-
ture Tsky. First the clear sky emissivity eclear is calculated
from the dew point temperature Tdp; the solar time tsol; the
atmospheric pressure P as

eclear = 0:711+0:56
�
Tdp
100

�
+0:73

�
Tdp
100

�2
+

0:013cos
�
2ptsol
24

�
+0:00012(P�1000)(18)

the sky emissivity e is calculated from the clear sky emis-
sivity and the cloud amountC, which is estimated using the
following equations,

e = eclear+(1� eclear)C (19)
C = åniec;iGi (20)

lnGi = �hi=h0 (21)

where ni is the sky cover fractional area for each cloud layer
i, ec;i is the hemispherical cloud emissivity for each cloud
layer i; Gi is a factor that depends on the cloud base tem-
perature for each cloud layer i and can be approximated by
equation 21 where hi is the cloud layer base height and ho
is equal to 8200m. Finally, the black-body sky temperature
is computed as

Tsky= e
1
4 Tdb (22)

3.6 Room model
The room42_B model used to represent the BESTEST
cases can be seen in Fig. 5. Several of the already pre-
sented components are interconnected in the room model.
The central component is the air control volume compo-
nent, modeled as a simple heat storage model. The half in-
terior walls, roof, and �oor model convective sides are con-
nected to the air volume. The longwave radiation exchange
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Figure 5: Diagram layer of room42_B model.

heat �ow rate is calculated in the Enclosure LW component.
The heat �ow rate due to the solar radiation transmitted by
the windows enters into the room model through the spe-
cial purpose heat connector HeatW and it is distributed in
the enclosure by the Distributor SW rad model. The room
model also has an in�ltration subcomponent connected to
the special purpose heat connector HeatInf.

4 BESTEST approach
Comparative testing is used to compare the performance
of the HITLib library with the standard building simula-
tion tools. The BESTEST approach [6] consists of a set of
carefully speci�ed cases (36 cases) for software-to-software
comparisons, and program diagnostics that can be easily
de�ned over a variety of detailed and simpli�ed whole-
building energy simulation programs. The cases go from
simple to complex, and only 14 of them are for quali�ca-
tion. Quali�cation cases 600 to 650 and 900 to 990 repre-
sent a set of lightweight and heavyweight buildings that are
relatively realistic with respect to their thermal characteris-
tics. The basic geometry of the test case building is a simple
rectangular single zone with no interior partitions (see Fig.
6). These test cases are implemented and evaluated with the
Modelica building library and the corresponding results are
compared with those of the reference whole building en-
ergy simulation tools (i.e. BLAST, DOE2, ESP, SERIRES,
S3PAS, SUNCODE, TASE, and TRNSYS).
Since non shading device has been modeled cases 610, 630,
910, and 930 can not be properly modeled. Cases 650, 950
were not tested since no scheduled ventilation model was
implemented and cases 960 and 990 were neither evaluated.
The tested cases (see table 1) allow us to analyze the per-
formance of the library in the aspects of basic heat transfer
(case 600), east and west incidence and/or transmittance so-

8m

6m6m 6m1m0.5m 0.5m2.0m

0.5m

0.2m

2.7m

N

8m

6m
2.0m

0.5m

0.2m

2.7m

3m

1.5m

1.5m

N

Figure 6: Basic geometry of BESTEST building with south
windows (above) and with east and west windows (below).

lar radiation (620 & 620-600) and setback control (640 &
640-600) for the light weight cases, and mass and/or south
solar interaction (900 & 900-600), mass and/or east-west
solar interaction (920 & 920-900), and mass and/or setback
interaction (940 & 940-900) for the heavy weight cases.
A typical meteorological year (TMY) weather data �le is
provided to perform the tests, the ground modeling is not
generally good, therefore a highly insulated �oor has been
de�ned in the test cases to effectively decouple the �oor
thermally from the ground. A ground temperature of 10�C
is applied through a heat boundary condition component
(see BC1 subcomponent in Fig. 7). The in�ltration com-
ponent automatically correct its value according to the at-
mospheric pressure. The internal generated heat gains from
equipment, lights, people, animals, etc. that are not related
to HVAC correspond to sensible heat (no latent) and they
have a value of 200W for the test cases (60% radiative,
40% convective, 100% sensible, 0% latent). The convec-
tive and radiative part of the internal gain have been im-
plemented with heat boundary condition components (see
BC2 and BC3 subcomponents in Fig. 7), where the �rst
is directly connected with the air mass volume (inside the
room model) while the second has been connected to a
shortwave distributor model (inside the room model). For
the shortwave internal solar distribution fractions the values

Case Mass Thermostat
600 Light Deadband or 20,27
620 Light Deadband or 20,27
640 Light Setback
600FF Light free-�oat
900 Heavy Deadband or 20,27
920 Heavy Deadband or 20,27
940 Heavy Setback
900FF Heavy free-�oat

Table 1: BESTEST qualifying cases tested
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Figure 7: Dymola diagram layout of BESTEST cases 620
and 920 with east/west windows.

Deadband Heat=on if temp<20C
or 20,27 Cool=on if temp>27C

23:00<time<07:00
heat=on if temp <10C

Setback 07:00<time<23:00
heat=on if temp <10C
cool=on if temp>27C

Table 2: BESTEST heating and cooling thermostat control
system

provided by BESTEST are used.
The heating and cooling systems are 100% convective, the
thermostat is sensing only the air temperature and it is as-
sumed that there are no latent loads. Both heating and cool-
ing capacities are of 1000kW and they have an effective
ef�ciency of 100%: Two thermostat control strategies has
been implemented (see Table 2),

4.1 Results
There are two types of outputs, the annual outputs de�ned
over the whole reference year and daily hourly outputs de-
�ned over speci�c days of the year for certain tests.

Annual type outputs
� Annual heating and cooling loads (MWh) for all non
free-�oat cases, see Fig. 8.

� Annual hourly peak heating and cooling loads (kW)
for all non free-�oat cases, see Fig. 9

� Difference among annual thermal loads among the non
free-�oat cases, see Fig. 10.

� Difference among annual hourly peak thermal loads
among the non free-�oat cases, see Fig. 11.
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Figure 8: Annual heating loads for low mass buildings -
cases 600, 620, and 640- and high mass buildings - cases
900, 920, 940- (above). Annual cooling loads for the same
cases (below).
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Figure 9: Annual peak heating loads for low mass buildings
- cases 600, 620, and 640- and high mass buildings - cases
900, 920, 940-(above). Annual peak cooling loads for the
same cases (below).
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Figure 10: Annual heating load differences among the cases
(above). Annual peak cooling load differences among the
same cases (below).
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Figure 11: Annual peak heating load differences among the
cases (above). Annual peak cooling load differences among
the same cases (below).
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Figure 12: Maximum, mean, and minimum temperatures
for the free �oating cases 600FF and 900FF (above). Case
900FF temperature histogram with bins of 1C (below).

� Annual hourly-integrated maximum, minimum and
average indoor air temperature for all free-�oat cases
and annual hourly-integrated indoor air temperature
histogram for free-�oat case 900FF, see Fig. 12.

Annual hourly-integrated maximum, minimum and average
indoor air temperature for all free-�oat cases show a good
level of coincidence as well as the annual hourly-integrated
indoor air temperature histogram for free-�oat case 900FF.
Annual heating and cooling loads for all non free-�oat cases
show a reasonable agreement between the reference val-
ues and the values obtained with HITLib. Annual heating
load for case 900 and annual cooling load for case 920 are
slightly out of the range of the reference values, this does
not pose a signi�cant problem since in general for the high
mass cases (series 900) there is an expected higher variabil-
ity among the reference outputs. The difference among the
annual thermal loads among the non free-�oat cases show
also a good level of agreement with the reference values.
Annual hourly peak heating and cooling loads (kW) for all
non free-�oat cases show a good level of agreement with
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Figure 13: Hourly free �oat temperatures on January 4 for
the case 600FF (above). Hourly free �oat temperatures on
January 4 for the case 900FF (below).
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Figure 14: Hourly solar incident radiation over a south fac-
ing surface in a cloudy day, March 5 (above). Hourly solar
incident radiation over a south facing surface in a clear day,
July 27 (below).

the reference values and the time when they occur2. Differ-
ence among annual hourly peak thermal loads among the
non free-�oat cases also show high coincidence with the
reference values.

Daily hourly outputs
� Hourly free-�oat cases indoor air temperature for
600FF and 900FF (January 4), see Fig. 13.

� Hourly unshaded incident solar radiation on south sur-
faces in a cloudy day (March 5) and a clear sky day
(July 27), see Fig. 14.

� Hourly unshaded incident solar radiation on west sur-
face in a cloudy day (March 5) and a clear sky day
(July 27), see Fig. 15.

� Hourly heating and cooling (kWh) for cases 600 and
900 (January 4), see Fig. 16.

The HITLib daily hourly outputs have a high matching with
the BESTEST reference values.

2this is not presented here
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Figure 15: Hourly solar incident radiation over a west fac-
ing surface in a cloudy day, March 5 (above). Hourly solar
incident radiation over a west facing surface in a clear day,
July 27 (below).
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Figure 16: Hourly heating and cooling loads on Jannuary 4
for case 600 (above). Hourly heating and cooling loads on
Jannuary 4 for case 900 (below).

5 Conclusions
The �nal goal of the library is to give intuitive blocks for
modeling the building thermal response to test and develop
advanced controllers for system level simulation. Model-
ica language seems to be an adequate language for this pur-
pose, allowing a simple equation-based formulation of well-
known building models.
BESTEST method only compares certain aspects of an en-
ergy representation of a building and many models of the
new library have not been presented since they can not be
evaluated (e.g. interzone convective heat �ow). Addition-
ally, not all the BESTEST quali�cation cases have been
tested since some of them are of no interest for the library
purpose (e.g. hangout shading). Nonetheless, a quality
measurement in the aspects studied in the test cases can be
accepted as a good starting point in the validation procedure
of the library.
Many of the models used for the BESTEST are still under
development but the library seems to lack of any signi�cant
modeling error. Particularly, the window model is still un-

der revision and a more re�ned model addresing the multi-
layer glazing cases will be developed.
The library is still under-development and many improve-
ments are foreseen and it will be freely available in the up-
coming months.
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Abstract

One of the challenges when attempting to deploy 
model  based  development  processes  in  industry  is 
the “distrust” that many engineers have of models. It 
is  often  the  case  that  engineers  favor  experiments 
and data over models  and simulation results.   The 
typical reason given for this distrust is that engineers 
often feel they can “trust” information collected from 
actual  hardware  during  an  experiment  more  than 
they can trust simulation results.

There is some validity in this notion.  In many 
ways, modeling is as much an “art” as it is a science. 
The process of developing models involves creativi-
ty and many subjective decisions.  In order for mod-
eling to be thought of as a “science”, it needs to be 
viewed as more objective and analytical.  The pro-
cess of developing models must mature from an ad 
hoc process into a process that includes formal vali-
dation, verification and quality assurance processes 
just like any other “product”.

This paper describes the  UnitTesting library 
which is a commercial Modelica library offered by 
Emmeskay,  Inc.   The  UnitTesting library sup-
ports automated testing of Modelica models to en-
sure, among other things, the ongoing validity and 
accuracy of the models.

Keywords: testing, quality, coverage

1 Background

Although not  widely recognized or appreciated, 
model development closely parallels software devel-
opment.  This is particularly true for model develop-
ment in Modelica because, in addition to the funda-
mental mathematical constructs required in a model-
ing language, Modelica has incorporated many soft-
ware engineering principles into the language design 
(e.g. encapsulation, interface compatibility, etc.).

For  this  reason,  many  software  development 
methodologies can be applied to model development 
as well.  A recent trend in software development has 
been  the  adoption of  testing methodologies  to  im-
prove quality.  These methodologies involve codify-
ing requirements and automatically testing those re-
quirements.   One  example  of  this  is  the  JUnit 
library[1] developed by Gamma and Beck which can 
be used to automatically test Java classes.  Most pre-
vious efforts at applying testing to model based con-
trol system development have focused on embedded 
code[2]  and  perhaps  a  few  invariant  physical  or 
mathematical properties[3].  In this paper we propose 
a generic approach that handles testing for all types 
of Modelica models whether their behavior is contin-
uous, discrete or a mixture of the two.

The purpose of unit testing is to identify problems 
at their source.  This is done by using carefully de-
signed test cases to immediately identify and isolate 
model errors.  One convenient way of identifying er-
rors as they are introduced into existing models is to 
compare results using the new model versions with 
baseline results from previous versions.

In order for this kind of testing to be effective, it 
needs to be automated and focused.  For example, 
lacking the appropriate tools to automate the com-
parison process some developers may have to rely on 
visual inspection.  In such cases, the testing process 
becomes tedious and error prone.  Furthermore, test 
cases  themselves  must  be  carefully  chosen so  that 
failures  are  meaningful  and  help  to  isolate  errors. 
For example, if only a few complex models are used 
as test cases, it will be difficult to trace the source of 
the problem.  Without this degree of automation and 
focus, identifying errors is like trying to identify a 
poorly tuned instrument in a large orchestra. Assum-
ing you are astute enough to notice the problem, sim-
ply detecting the problem is not sufficient to identify 
the source of the problem. If, on the other hand, you 
were to analyze each individual instrument (or even 
small clusters of them) you would be able to isolate 

1 All correspondence should be directed to the first author.
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the  source  of  the  problem  much  faster.   The 
UnitTesting library provides not only a frame-
work  for  creating  test  cases  but  also  includes  au-
tomation and reporting tools.

2 Use Case

In this paper, the use case we consider is that of a 
library developer  who wishes  to  test  a  specific  li-
brary (and only that library).  Under these assump-
tions all models fall in to one of three categories.  

The first category is  library components.  These 
are the components of the library being tested (i.e. 
the  components  that  the  user  of  the  library would 
drag and drop into their models).  The next category 
are  non-library components.   These are component 
models  from libraries  other  than  the  library  being 
tested2.  For example, components from the Modeli-
ca  standard library  would  generally  be  non-library 
components (unless, of course, you were a Modelica 
Standard  Library  developer  testing  the  Modelica 
Standard Library).  The last type of model is a  test  
case.   The test cases are models that instantiate li-
brary and non-library components and exist only to 
test library components (i.e. they are not considered 
library components).

Before  proceeding,  we  need  to  describe  a  few 
more details about these test case models.  The prin-
ciple behind a test case is that it is a model that is in-
strumented to compare a simulated result with some 
expected result.  How these expectations are repre-
sented will be discussed in greater detail later.  The 
important point is that the test case model itself in-
cludes information about its expected result.  When 
the test case is simulated it  can report whether the 
expected result was achieved or not.  In the next sec-
tion, we will commonly refer to the case where a test 
case fails.  This is what happens when the test case is 
simulated and fails to match all the expected results.

3 Metrics

When it comes to model quality and testing, we 
cannot convey the state of a model library as a single 
number.  Instead, we depend on a variety of metrics 
to assess different desirable properties.  In this sec-
tion, we will introduce several different metrics and 
the issues that they address.

2 The same model could be a library component in one 
circumstance  and  a  non-library  component  in  other 
(depending on what library was being tested).

For all of the metrics presented in this section, it 
is possible to do at least some basic calculation of the 
metric  using  only  the  Modelica  source  code  (i.e. 
without the need to run any simulations).  However, 
in many cases  the  basic metrics  and generated re-
ports are enhanced (sometimes considerably) by ac-
cess  to  simulation  results.  If  available,  the 
UnitTesting tools will  use such results  to con-
duct a more thorough analysis.

3.1 Component Coverage

Component  coverage  measures  what  percentage 
of the library being tested is actually “covered” by 
the test cases for that library.  As a consequence of 
this analysis, library components that are never test-
ed can be identified.  The premise behind this metric 
is that if a component never appears in a test case it 
will be impossible to identify errors in that compo-
nent.

The value of this metric is computed as follows. 
First,  we  consider  each  library  component  in  turn 
and determine whether it appears in any of the test 
cases.  We say that the library component appears in 
a test case if it is instantiated (in the Modelica sense) 
as part of the instantiation of that test case. 

To evaluate the coverage metric for a library we 
simply divide the number of library components that 
appear in a test case by the total number of library 
components.  A result of 100% indicates that the li-
brary has 100% component coverage.  Said another 
way,  every component  in  the library appears  in at 
least one test case.

This  metric  is  the  most  basic  metric.   Getting 
100% component coverage is simply the first step in 
establishing a robust  testing process.   In principle, 
100% component coverage implies that a mistake in 
a single component cannot “slip through” but will in-
stead be detected via the failure of at least one test 
case.  However, as we shall shortly see this is a very 
optimistic assumption.

3.2 State Coverage

Earlier, we introduced the notion of an expected 
result.  When building a test case model, many vari-
ables are involved.  It is generally not sufficient to 
validate a model based only on the value of one vari-
able in that test case.

So  the  question  then  becomes  “what  variables 
should be checked?”.  State coverage is one way to 
address this issue.  It is quite common in Modelica to 
have alias variables.  These are variables that have a 
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unique name in the instance hierarchy but are mathe-
matically identical to other variables.  In fact, due to 
the  semantics  of  connections  the  vast  majority  of 
variables  in  a  large  Modelica  model  are  typically 
alias variables.  Obviously, there is no sense in con-
firming the  value  of  all  these  redundant  variables. 
Instead, we want to focus on the unique signals.  But 
even these are often computed from each other.  For 
example, if we have the equations “x=y+5”, we don't 
necessarily need to check both x and y.

To  minimize  the  set  of  signals  to  check  while 
maximizing the chance of catching an error in the 
model we should focus on the state variables.  For 
our  purposes,  we  define  the  state  variables  in  the 
model  as  those  variables  that  uniquely  define  the 
state of the model (and from which all unique contin-
uous and discrete signals must therefore be calculat-
ed).

Precisely  determining  the  state  variables  in  a 
Modelica model can be quite tricky.  In fact, state se-
lection is typically part of the compilation process of 
a  Modelica  model  and  this  process  is  non-trivial. 
Fortunately, for  our purposes we can accept  “false 
positive” results.   So we employ a few basic rules 
that help us to identify all the potential states.  It may 
turn out that these states are later eliminated via con-
straint equations (i.e. the states are not, in fact, inde-
pendent) but that is not so important for our purposes 
and only results in a slight amount of redundancy in 
our checking.

We consider a variable a state if  it is either as-
signed a value in a when clause (i.e. it is a discrete 
variable) or the variable appears within the der(...) 
operator.   As mentioned previously, such variables 
are not necessarily actual states but this substantially 
narrows the set of variables to consider and ensures 
that we will at least catch all potential states.  Said 
another way, to achieve state coverage it is sufficient 
to identify the potential state variables but not neces-
sary to identify the actual state variables.

The state coverage of a test case is determined by 
taking the the number of states for which expected 
results  are  provided  and dividing that  by the  total 
number of states in the model.  Since the set of states 
can be automatically determined a priori it is possi-
ble to analyze a test case and automatically instru-
ment it with all the necessary expected results in or-
der to achieve 100% state coverage.  Note that we 
take a very conservative position here that  the ex-
pected results must refer directly to these states (and 
not to aliases) in order to be considered “covered”3.

3 An  alternative  approach  would  be  to  determine  all 
alias variables of the potential states and see if  they 

It should be noted that it might also be useful to 
apply “input coverage” and “output coverage” to a 
test case as well.  That is to say that expected “re-
sults” are supplied for all top level input and output 
signals and all parameters in the model.  The combi-
nation of input, output and state coverage helps en-
sure that any issues that arise during testing are truly 
due to behavioral changes in the library components 
and not due to changes in the values of test case pa-
rameters  or  simulation  conditions.   However,  the 
UnitTesting library  does  not  currently  address 
input and output coverage.

3.3 Decision/Condition Coverage

Previously  we  mentioned  the  conditions  under 
which 100% component coverage can be achieved. 
The problem with the component coverage metric is 
that it assumes that simply instantiating a component 
is sufficient to test all functions of that component. 
While this is true of very simple models, it is not true 
in  general.   A  more  complete  metric  is 
“condition/decision coverage” [4].

The goal of condition/decision coverage is to ver-
ify that logical aspects of the models are completely 
exercised.   To achieve decision coverage we must 
verify that every decision being made in the code is 
“exercised” (i.e. for each decision both a “true” and 
“false” result is generated).  Coming up with test cas-
es that achieve complete decision coverage is chal-
lenging (and in some cases, simply not possible).  It 
should be noted that the UnitTesting library only 
evaluates coverage a posteriori and does not provide 
functionality  to  identify  how  uncovered  decisions 
can be covered.

Decisions can be compound expressions involv-
ing many individual boolean values.  For example in 
the statement:

if a>10 and b<5 then
the  decision is based on the value of the entire ex-
pression “a>10 and b<5” but this decision con-
tains  two  individual  conditions,  e.g.  “a>10”  and 
“b<5”.  Even if both outcomes of the decision have 
been covered in a test case, this does not mean that 
every  condition  has  been  verified.   For  example, 
imagine b always had a value of 3.  In that case all 
decisions would be covered as long as a had a value 
both higher and lower than 10.  But this does not test 
whether the condition “b<5” was implemented cor-
rectly (e.g. “b<6” would work just as well).

were being compared against expected results but we 
do not currently support that.
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For this reason, condition coverage expands the 

notion of decision coverage to include all  possible 
values of every condition.  However, it is not neces-
sary  to  exhaustively  test  all  conditions.  Instead, 
something called “modified condition/decision cov-
erage”  is  sufficient  but  the  definition  of  modified 
condition/decision coverage is beyond the scope of 
this paper.

In order to evaluate decision coverage it is first 
necessary to construct a decision graph.  This shows 
all possible outcomes in a model.  As an example, 
consider the very simple controller model shown in 
Figure 1.  Essentially, this controller model provides 
a constant actuation “force” if the system it is con-
trolling goes outside a  specified set  of  bounds.   It 
also  includes  the  ability  to  “suppress”  this  output 
when needed.

As previously mentioned, the UnitTesting li-
brary includes automation and reporting tools.   As 
part of  the standard reports,  a  decision tree is ren-
dered for each model.  Figure  2 shows the decision 
tree for the controller model shown in Figure 1. Each 
possible outcome is indicated by dark blue squares 
with   dashed  outlines.   Decisions  result  from  if, 
when and while statements as well as if expres-
sions.

To visualization decision coverage it is necessary 
to use simulation results to assess whether each out-
come has been reached.  Given this information, we 
can color the figure, as shown in Figure 3, such that 
outcomes that have been achieved are green and out-
comes that have not are red.  To evaluate the deci-

Figure 2: Controller Model Decision Tree

Figure 3: Decision Tree with Coverage Information

model Controller 
  import Modelica.Blocks.Interfaces.*;
  RealInput u;
  RealOutput y;
  BooleanInput suppress;
  parameter Real lowerLimit;
  parameter Real upperLimit;
  parameter Real level;
algorithm 
  when u>=upperLimit then
    if not suppress then
      y := -level “Outcome 1”;
    else
      y := 0 “Outcome 2”;
    end if;
  end when;
  when u<=upperLimit then
    y := 0 “Outcome 3”;
  end when;
  when u<=lowerLimit then
    if not suppress then
      y := level “Outcome 4”;
    else
      y := 0 “Outcome 5”;
    end if;
  end when;
  when u>=lowerLimit then
    y := 0 “Outcome 6”;
  end when;
  when suppress then
    y := 0 “Outcome 7”;
  end when;
end Controller;

Figure 1: A Simple Logical Controller Model
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sion coverage, we simply divide the number of green 
outcomes by the total number of possible outcomes. 
So in Figure 3, the decision coverage would be 71%.

Along  with  these  decision  figures,  the 
UnitTesting reports  include  information  about 
the  individual  conditional  expressions  associated 
with each decision.  However, it does not currently 
visualize  the  coverage  of  these  conditions  (mostly 
for the sake of visual clarity).

3.4 Pinpoint Metric

The pinpoint metric is a very subtle concept. Hav-
ing 100% component coverage implies that if a mod-
el suddenly stops behaving as expected, one or more 
test cases will fail.  If each test case included only a 
single library component then it would be very easy 
to trace a particular failure to a particular model or 
even to a particular equation/statement.

However, it  is  not always practical to construct 
such precise  test  suites.   For example,  one library 
component may depend on the presence of another 
library component in order to function.  It may not 
be possible to test them independently.  The goal of 
the pinpoint metric is to determine how easy it will 
be to use test case failure information to identify po-
tential sources for the failure.  In other words, for a 
given set of test cases how easy will it be to identify 
the component (or set of components) that have er-
rors  based  on  which  test  cases  passed  and  which 
failed.

To this end, we would like to compute the proba-
bility of an error in a specific component given the 
fact that exactly one test case has failed.  Mathemati-
cally speaking, what we are trying to achieve can be 
expressed in terms of probabilities.   For each library 
component, we would like to compute:

P C i∣F j∧ F k ∀ k≠ j 

where Ci represents an error in the ith library compo-
nent and Fj represents a failure in the jth (and only the 
jth test case).  Given a means of computing such con-
ditional probabilities,  the pinpoint  metric,  π,  is de-
fined as:

C i=
max

j
P C i∣F j∧ F k ∀k≠ j 

The ideal value for the pinpoint metric is 1.0 because 
that indicates that a failure in one test case definitive-
ly points to a specific component as the source of the 
error.  The equations used in computing the pinpoint 
metric  are  actually  quite  involved,  especially  for 

complex test suites, so we will not include them in 
the paper.

Once we have computed the pinpoint metric for 
each component, we can visualize them as follows. 
Consider the test suite shown in Table  1.  An X in 
this figure indicates the presence of a particular com-
ponent in a particular test case.  For example, a fail-
ure of all test cases points to component C2 as the 
likely source of the error since it is present in all test 
cases.  For simple test suites, this kind of deduction 
is not difficult but for larger test cases it is nice to 
automate  this  analysis.   Furthermore,  the  issue  is 
complicated by the fact that a component might fail 
in one test case but not in others.  For example, it is 
possible for an error in C2 to cause test cases 1 and 3 
to fail but not test case 2.  Such a result might give 
the misleading impression that C1 must be the source 
of the error.  This is the main reasons that the deriva-
tion of the pinpoint metric is based on probabilities.

C1 C2 C3

T1 X X

T2 X X

T3 X X X

Table 1: Sample Test Suite

The main purpose of the pinpoint metric is to de-
termine how well the test suite has been constructed 
such that component errors lead to outcomes that al-
low us to easily track down the source of the error. 
This is analogous to the concept of observability in 
plant models.  The idea here is that given the outputs 
of the system (i.e. whether each test case passed or 
failed)  we  can  gain  some insight  into  the  internal 
state of the system (i.e. whether a given component 
is working properly or not).

The  UnitTesting library tools also have the 
ability to compute the conditional probability that a 
given component contains an error given not just a 
single test case failure (as previously discussed) but 
any arbitrary pattern of test case failures.  With this 
information  it  is  then  possible  to  construct  an  ac-
countability matrix like the one shown in Table 2.

T1 T2 T3

T1 ? ? C1

T2 ? ? C3

T3 C1 C3 ?

Table 2: Accountability Matrix
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The  accountability  matrix  allows  us  to  assess, 

given a failure in one or two tests, which component 
is the most likely to have an error.  Each row and 
column in the accountability matrix represents a test 
case that has failed.  Each cell in the table represents 
the most likely component responsible (i.e. the one 
with  the  largest  conditional  probability).   The  ac-
countability matrix in Table 2 was constructed based 
on the information in Table  1.  A question mark in 
the  table  indicates  cases  where  there  is  no  clear 
choice for the responsible component.

C1 C2 C3

T1 X

T2 X

T3 X X X

Table 3: Sample Test Suite

An ideal accountability matrix would show every 
component in at least one cell.  As we can see from 
Table 2, failure in only two components can be reli-
ably determined for the test suite in Table 1.  On the 
other hand, if the test suite was constructed as shown 
in Table 3 we would get the accountability matrix 
shown in Table 4 where each component appears in 
at least one cell.

T1 T2 T3

T1 C1 ? C1

T2 ? C2 C2

T3 C1 C2 C3

Table 4: Accountability Matrix

  The accountability matrix takes the same infor-
mation as the pinpoint metric and renders it in a very 
practical form that allows the developer to use 
knowledge about test case failures to work backward 
to identify the most likely source of the error.  As 
mentioned previously, the value of automation is in 
being able to construct such tables for complex test 
suites.

3.5 Conservation Checking

In some modeling applications, it is particularly 
important to make sure that all interactions between 
components are properly accounted for.  Let us start 
with a very simple example.  Consider the EMF 
model from the Modelica Standard Library shown in 
Figure 4.  This model is a basic DC motor model that 
relates current and voltage to torque and speed.

To understand the conservation analysis, consider 
Figure 4 a “free body diagram” for the EMF model. 
Each connector represents a potential external influ-
ence on the EMF model.   Generally  speaking,  the 
flow variables on the connector represent the flow of 
a  conserved  quantity  into  that  component.   In  the 
EMF model, we see both electrical and mechanical 
interactions.  If we run the  UnitTesting conser-
vation  analysis  on  this  component,  the  report  in-
cludes a balance equation for all conserved quanti-
ties:

Quantity Modelica.Electrical.Analog.Basic.EMF

Angular
Momentum

flange_b.tau = 0

Charge p.i+n.i = 0

Note that one particular conservation equation is 
rendered in a bold red font.  This is to draw our at-
tention to the fact that, based on structural analysis 
only, this component is unlikely to conserve angular 
momentum.  This is because any exchange of mo-
mentum with another component would violate this 
equation.  In some cases, such an equation is OK be-
cause  the  device  includes  some storage  term.   To 
avoid  getting  erroneous  error  messages,  the 
UnitTesting tools will look for a variable inside 
the model that includes an annotation of the form:
annotation(msk(coverage(storageTerm(qua
ntity=”AngularMomentum”)));
Such an  annotation  indicates  to  the  tools  that  this 
variable is a storage term and should be included in 
the balance equations.  The ability to specify a stor-
age term means that it should always be possible to 
avoid  a  “false  positive”  for  conservation  errors. 
Note that the EMF model does not include any stor-
age  term so  the  UnitTesting library  is  correct 
when it highlights this as an error in the model.

Figure 4: Standard Library EMF Model
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So far, we have only considered structural analy-

sis but the conservation analysis also has the ability 
to use simulation results to determine if, in practice, 
the balance equation has been satisfied.  In that case, 
it will highlight components that failed to properly 
balance these quantities while running the test cases.

The conservation analysis currently only address-
es non-energy quantities.  The reason energy is cur-
rently excluded is that computing the energy across 
the boundaries requires,  in  many cases,  computing 
the derivatives of variables on the connectors.  Un-
fortunately, the simulation may not need to compute 
(and therefore may not store) the derivatives required 
to perform this analysis (either because they are not 
necessary or because it computes the derivative of an 
alias variable instead).  Ideally it will be possible in 
the future to conduct conservation analysis for ener-
gy as well.  In that case, the complete conservation 
analysis process would be:

1. Check to make sure that the sum, over all con-
nectors, of each conserved quantity besides ener-
gy (e.g. angular  momentum, mass,  current,  etc) 
either equals zero or balances the internal storage 
of that quantity.

2. Check to make sure that the sum (computed 
either symbolically or numerically based on sim-
ulation results) of power flow over all connectors 
either equals zero or balances the internal storage 
of energy.

So far, we have focused on conservation within 
the components themselves.  It may also seem neces-
sary to analyze the connections between components 
to verify that they also conserve energy.  However, 
for any physical connector were power flow can be 
computed using the variables on the  connector (or 
their derivatives),  energy conservation is automatic 
(e.g. all  physical connectors in the Modelica Stan-
dard Library).

It may seem like such errors are easy to detect, 
but it is very easy to overlook important interactions. 
We already discussed the EMF model in the standard 
library.  It may appear that the only possible error is 
one where only a single connector is included in the 
component.  But another very common error is the 
one shown in Figure 5.  Note that this model has two 
ports.  So it does not suffer from the obvious error of 
including only a  single port  (and no storage term) 
that the UnitTesting library identified previously 
in the EMF model.  The error in this model is more 
subtle than the one in the EMF model.

To understand the nature of the error it is useful 
to recognize that torque applied to a component rep-
resents a flow of angular momentum either into or 
out  of  the  component.   This  gear  model,  like  the 
EMF model, does not include a storage term.  Stu-
dents are often taught to formulate the equations for 
a gear by first assuming a kinematic relationship be-
tween the element speeds, i.e. ωa = R*ωb where R is 
the gear ratio.  We then assume that the power into 
the  component  equals  the  power  out,  i.e.  
τaωa+τbωb=0. Using these two relationships it is triv-
ial then to derive the relationship that τb=-R*τa.

Like a good magic trick, it appears that nothing 
suspicious has occurred here.  Everything seems log-
ical.   But  for  this  component  the  UnitTesting 
tools would generate the following report:

Quantity ErroneousGear

Angular
Momentum

flange_a.tau + flange_b.tau = 0

Based  on  structural  information  alone,  the 
UnitTesting tools would not highlight this equa-
tion because it  cannot  determine  a priori that  this 
equation cannot be satisfied by the component4.  But 
when it  examines the simulation results  it  will  see 
that something is not correct.

The source of the problem is that the constitutive 
equation,  τb=-R*τa,  cannot be correct.  This is be-
cause the balance equation shown above would then 
be τa-R*τa.=0.  Assuming that the gear ratio is not 1, 
this equation implies that the amount of angular mo-
mentum  going  into  the  gear  is  not  equal  to  the 
amount going out. Since this component has no stor-
age term, angular momentum is not conserved by the 
component.

So where is the error?  The error comes from not 
properly accounting for reaction torques.  The model 
4 Of course, with sophisticated symbolic processing this 

would be possible.

Figure 5: Non-Conserving Gear Model
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is  implicitly  grounded  (i.e. it  is  assumed  that  the 
housing does not move).  Ironically, this is exactly 
the same issue that the EMF model has. Torque can-
not be generated out of nothing.  We cannot forget 
Newton's Third Law, “For every action there is an 
equal and opposite reaction”.  For a gear to “multi-
ply” torque something has to hold the gear housing 
(and absorb the reaction torque).  This is exactly why 
the  Modelica  Standard  Library gear  looks like  the 
one shown in Figure 6 (note the presence of the third 
port).

3.6 Style Guideline Compliance

A  whole  family  of  metrics  can  be  constructed 
based on style guidelines.  It is possible to formulate 
metrics around guideline adherence to help drive im-
provements  in  libraries.   While  this  is  beyond the 
scope of this paper (see [5] for a discussion of this 
topic), it should be noted that a comprehensive ap-
proach to library quality could benefit from attention 
to these kinds of details since they affect, in some 
cases significantly, user perception of library quality 
in subjective ways.

4 Using the Library

This section provides a basic overview of how the 
library is used in practice.

4.1 Making a Test

The first step in testing is to create a set of test 
cases.  It helps to think of each test case as an experi-
ment to test individual components or small groups 
of  components.   The  fewer  components  in  a  test 
case, the better the pinpoint metric will be for the li-
brary components.

After an appropriate system model has been cre-
ated, it can be turned into a test case by simply inher-
iting from the  UnitTesting.TestCase model. 
This identifies the model as a test case.  The Test-
Case model requires two parameters to be specified. 
The  first  is  the  name parameter  which  defines  a 
unique name for identifying the test case5.  The sec-
ond parameter, resultsDir, indicates what direc-
tory any test result information should be stored in6. 
Typically, this results  in a model that looks some-
thing like:

model TestComponentA
    import UnitTesting.TestCase;
    extends TestCase(name=”TestCompo-
nentA”, resultsDir=testResultsDir);

  ...
end TestComponentA;

In  this  case,  testResultsDir is  presumably 
some package level constant to define where all test 
results should be placed.

4.2 Adding Results

For the test case to be useful, it should include ex-
pected  results  to  validate  the  model  against.   Al-
though all kinds of expected results are possible, the 
most common type of result is one that compares the 
current simulation results to a previous baseline re-
sult.  This  kind  of  result  is  represented  by  the 
ScalarResult model.   A typical  declaration of 
the ScalarResult model might look like:

ScalarResult  result1(name="iner-
tia.phi", y=inertia.phi);
where the name parameter should be given a unique 
value (at least within this test) to distinguish it from 
other  results  and  the  equation  for  y should  set  it 
equal to the variable being validated.

As  mentioned  previously,  better  state  coverage 
will result in better error detection rates.  However, 
instrumenting the model to check all possible states 
is  tedious  because  it  involves  typing  in  many 
ScalarResult declarations.  For this  reason, the 
UnitTesting reports include a sample Scalar-
Result declaration (like  the one above) for  each 
state  in  the  test  case.   Copying  these  declarations 

5 If, at some point, the Modelica language is expanded 
to  provide a function that  returns  the fully  qualified 
name  for  any  class  then  this  parameter  would  no 
longer be necessary.

6 Again,  better  introspection  support  in  the  language 
could eliminate this parameter as well.

Figure 6: Conservative Gear
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from the report into the test case ensures 100% state 
coverage.

4.3 Generating Expected Results

As mentioned previously, it is quite common to 
base the expected results on previously determined 
simulation results.  Such results provide a baseline 
on which to assess the model over time.  It would be 
quite tedious to manually specify all expected results 
(e.g. at time=4.32 the value of the signal should be 
0.8203,  and  so  on).   For  this  reason,  the 
UnitTesting library provides a means to extract 
expected values from existing simulation results.

For  example,  the  previously  mentioned  Test-
Case model  includes  a  special  generate flag. 
When this flag is set, each ScalarResult compo-
nent extracts the value of the variable it is monitor-
ing and places it in a special file.  When the gener-
ate flag is not set, these same components assume 
that results have already been generated and attempts 
to load them from the results directory (specified in 
the  TestCase extends clause).  The default value 
of the generate flag is false.  So the first time the 
test case is run it is necessary to set the generate 
flag to generate the baseline results.  After that, the 
generate flag should not  be  set  and  it  will  run 
properly as a check against the baseline results.

It  is  always a  good idea to  keep models  under 
version  control.   In  that  case,  the  baseline  results 
should also be version controlled.  This is because it 
will  be  difficult  (if  not  impossible)  to  regenerate 
these baseline results in the future.  Note that it is not 
always  necessary  to  generate  baselines  results. 
Some  expected  result  models  allow  comparisons 
against  analytical  solutions.   Furthermore,  the 
UnitTesting library allows new kinds of expect-
ed result models to be created by simply extending 
from the UnitTesting.TestResult base class.

4.4 Running the Test

Once a test case has been created by extending 
from the TestCase base class and adding any ex-
pected result components, the test case is ready to be 
run.  Running a test just means running a simulation 
of the test case model.  The  TestCase base class 
and  expected  result  components  contain  all  the 
“code” necessary to automatically determine whether 
the test case has passed or failed.

There are many things that can cause the failure 
of a test case.  The obvious failure mode is that the 
computed value for a variable does not match the ex-

pected value (within some pre-specified tolerance). 
But there are other subtle ways a test can fail.  For 
example, if the expected results occur over the time 
interval from 2 seconds to 7 seconds but the simula-
tion runs from 0 seconds to 6 seconds, this is a fail-
ure.  Recall our previous definition for a failure was 
that a test case did not match all expected results.  In 
this case, the simulation failed to match the expected 
results between 6 seconds and 7 seconds because it 
did not simulate that period of time.  This is a failure 
because the simulation ended too soon and it did not 
check all expected results.  A similar failure occurs if 
the simulation starts too late.

If an expected result does not match, the simula-
tion will terminate immediately and generate a mes-
sage describing the reason for the failure.  In some 
cases, in order to understand why a test is failing it is 
useful to run the test case to completion in spite of 
the failure.  In this case, setting the  fatal flag to 
false prevents  the  immediate  termination  of  the 
simulation due to failure. This allows the full solu-
tion  trajectory  to  be  reviewed  which  may  provide 
some insights into why the test failed.

4.5 Organizing Test Cases

The  UnitTesting library identifies test cases 
based on whether they inherit from the UnitTest-
ing.TestCase class.  For this reason, it does not 
care how test cases are organized in the package hi-
erarchy.  Some developers may wish to keep the test 
cases in the same library as the library components 
while others may chose to maintain a separate library 
just for test cases.  The UnitTesting library func-
tions equally well in either scenario.

4.6 Automated Testing

Although it may occasionally be useful to run a 
single test, complete validation requires that all tests 
be run.  For this reason, the UnitTesting library 
includes several built-in functions that,  in conjunc-
tion with the “Commands” menu in Dymola, allow 
all tests to be run with the click of the mouse.

4.7 Reports

In the ideal situation, the test suite provides 100% 
component coverage, 100% condition/decision cov-
erage and 100% state coverage and running all the 
tests yields no errors.  But it takes some time to get 
to this  point.   In  the  meantime,  library developers 
need assistance to understand what kinds of tests are 
required  or  what  components  are  the  most  likely 
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source of the test failures that occur.  This is where 
the UnitTesting reporting capabilities come in.

In addition to  the  metrics  described previously, 
the  UnitTesting reports  generate  additional  in-
formation  like  dependency  graphs,  accountability 
matrices, decision trees,  etc.  They also include fur-
ther analysis (beyond whether a test passed or failed) 
to highlight conservation issues and other informa-
tion based on simulation results.

The reports are generated as HTML.  This HTML 
is then embedded, using the  Documentation an-
notation in Modelica, in special packages that are au-
tomatically inserted into the test case library.  These 
packages include the  DocumentationClass an-
notation  so,  like  the  Modelica  Standard  Library 
User's Guide, they can be immediately identified in 
the package hierarchy as reference documentation.

5 Conclusions

For library developers, testing can help ensure a 
quality product.  Rather than counting on visual in-
spection of results from a few complex system mod-
els,  the  UnitTesting library and associated au-
tomation and reporting tools can be used to create a 
fine mesh of tests to detect errors or discrepancies at 
the lowest level and quickly identify the source of 
the problem.

This formal approach provides a rigorous valida-
tion and verification process for the underlying mod-
els.  The presence of such a process may eliminate 
barriers preventing library components from playing 
a more significant role in the product development 
process.
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Abstract

The �rst part of this paper will provide a general
overview over XML technology and will discuss some
aspects of designing applications of XML in respect of
storing and retrieving data in a standardized and ef�-
cient way. This overview will focus on the essential el-
ements of XML needed for data modeling. The second
part will introduce a dynamic link library based imple-
mentation for XML data handling out of Dymola.
Consequently these considerations should lead into a
discussion of how to set up standardized applications
of XML for modeling and handling data in various do-
mains of engineering to bene�t from the capabilities
of XML technology for data exchange in general and
speci�cally for data handling in simulation environ-
ments like Dymola.

Keywords: XML; data modeling; data handling; data
interchange; XML schema; XSD

1 Introduction

Is there an answer to the recurring question of how to
store data for easy and ef�cient data handling and data
interchange? Do we have to continue to pick and poke
bits and bytes out of unreadable data chunks, or is it
possible to retrieve data much more convenient? Is
there a way to design a language to describe data and
data structures for our own specialized purposes? Will
anybody intuitively understand what we tried to for-
malize? The response to all of these questions would
be: Yes . . . if we only had used XML.
In addition to structure and interpretation of data, stor-
ing and retrieving data either in plain text or binary
formats will always cause explanatory effort of how
these data are stored � e.g. position of characters or
bytes. This fact necessitates the development of indi-
vidual parsing algorithms for each data format. Us-

ing the standardized structure of XML will place em-
phasis on the data itself and their coherency. XML
documents can be read and intuitively understood by
humans without any additional information as well as
processed by computers using already existing analy-
sis tools.
The objective of this paper is to motivate � once more
� the general use of XML for data handling [5]. The
development of ModelicaXML [3] � a representation
of Modelica [1] source code using XML � points out
that XML is the right concept. A brief theoretic out-
line will clarify terms and concepts without getting to
deep into theoretical computer science or formal syn-
tax and semantics. An interdisciplinary example will
demonstrate how to interface XML data sources out of
Dymola, and will show: Using XML is easy, intuitive
and the best investment for the future.

2 XML

2.1 History

XML (Extensible Markup Language) was derived
from the 1986 standardized SGML (Standard Gener-
alized Markup Language) going back to the late 60ies
GML (Generalized Markup Language). The XML 1.0
Recommendation was published �rst on 10th Febru-
ary 1998 by the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C).
The most current version XML 1.1 was published on
4th February 2004 [7], [8].
These recommendations were � more or less accu-
rate � realized within different applications of XML.
Thereby XML evolved over the past few years into a
widespread standard for handling data and documents.
Within this evolution various techniques and standards
for processing XML documents were developed and
implemented which can be easily adapted for speci�c
needs.
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2.2 General

The main idea of all markup languages is to sep-
arate the content of a document from its structure.
Whereas the �structure� can represent the formatting
of a document � as in (X)HTML ((Extensible) Hyper-
Text Markup Language) � or the informational content
of data within a document � as in e.g. MathML (Math-
ematical Markup Language), an XML based encod-
ing standard describing mathematical notation. The
inherent difference between these applications of the
concepts and the generalized standards of markup lan-
guages is that these standards are metalanguages. A
metalanguage like XML provides the opportunity to
formulate �new languages� following speci�c newly
de�ned rules in accordance to the restrictions given by
the standardized stipulations.
De�ning a �new language� is strictly speaking the only
task when creating an application of XML. This lan-
guage can be very simple or highly complex. All lan-
guages must have certain �meaningful� elements � the
tokens � and rules which describe the valid sequences
and hence restrict the possible combinations of these
elements � the syntactic rules or syntax. Mapping the
patterns generated by these rules to a structural model
and projecting the elements into this derived represen-
tation of the model will give a �sentence� of this lan-
guage.
Within XML the generated �sentence� would be the
resulting ��le� derived from the freely de�ned syntax
and tokens of the de�ned markup language, i.e. the
application of XML, representing the ruleset for gen-
erating and understanding documents following these
rules. But XML is not simply the resulting ��le�, it
is the sum of the concepts and utilization of the sur-
rounding technologies.

2.3 Components

This section will provide a synopsis of the basic con-
cepts and some components within XML technology
to demonstrate how they interact one with each other
unfolding the power of XML.

2.3.1 Elements

The token elements of XML are represented by the
characters enclosed in angle brackets, which mark the
characters surrounded by the combination of a start
tag <x> and the corresponding end tag </x> � with
`/' as symbol for ending the tag � as their content,
whereas x is the name of the token. The content of an

element may be solely character data or other elements
or both of them.
A token without content can be written as <x/>, the
empty element tag. Tokens can be speci�ed further
with attributes of the form attribute="value".
Attributes may only appear in start tags and empty el-
ement tags, e.g. <x attribute="value">, and
must be unique.

2.3.2 Documents

An XML document is the data structure which is nor-
mally denoted as XML �le when saved to a persistent
storage device. Combining the tokens to a document
only two structural conditions must be kept:

1. Every document must have a root element

2. All tags must be properly nested

These conditions will build the structural model of a
tree. This is often stated as being the syntax of XML.
But using a tree as structural model is not applying
syntactic rules to that model. The model only gives
the structure on which the syntax will operate. If a
document meets this condition, it is well-formed and
therefore an XML document. By de�nition a not well-
formed document is no XML document.
Beside this tree of tokens an XML document
can include other non token elements. Usually
an XML document starts with an XML decla-
ration of the form <?xml version="1.0"
encoding="UTF-8"?>. The attribute
version="1.0" is mandatory. The optional
attribute encoding="UTF-8" declares the used
character set and should always be used to ensure
correct cross locale processing. A comment can
be added between <!-- and --> outside the tags
anywhere in the document. There are some more
elements de�ned by the W3C recommendation but
will not be discussed here.

2.3.3 Parsers

The core piece of machine processing XML docu-
ments is an XML parser implementing all the features
needed for a speci�c task. None of the currently avail-
able parsers � such as Xerces, libxml, Saxon or Mi-
crosoft MSXML � is implementing all of the features
recommended by the W3C up to 100% [2]. While
parsing mechanisms can be very different, the inter-
face presenting the content of an XML document to
an application will follow one of the standard parsing
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models, i.e. the Simple API for XML (SAX) [4] or
Document Object Model (DOM) [6].
The Simple API for XML is an event driven parsing
model. The underlying parsing algorithm informs an
application of certain events representing the structure
of an XML document through callbacks. These call-
backs will indicate the start and end of the document,
the start and end of an element, the content of the ele-
ments and others. As SAX simply takes the document
as a stream to read through without saving any content
in memory it is most commonly used in performance
critical applications or when parsing large documents.
The Document Object Model is the model of choice
for analysis and alteration of XML documents. The
parser will create a complete representation of the
document as a DOM tree in memory. This tree can
be traversed to retrieve information or may be trans-
formed in structure or content. DOM is, in contrast to
SAX, processing time intensive and memory consum-
ing when parsing the document, but once loaded into
memory � which is not possible with SAX as such �
all operations will not be very time consuming and the
results of these operations can be saved to a persistent
storage device.

2.3.4 Evaluation

XML provides two levels to evaluate the structural cor-
rectness of documents. A document is well-formed if
the structural standard requirements of XML are met,
i.e. the document simply must be parseable. To meet
the stronger constraint of being �valid� the document
must pass a check against additional restriction rules.
These additional rules can be de�ned either as Doc-
ument Type De�nitions (DTD) or as XML Schema
De�nitions (XSD) each representing constraints upon
what elements may appear in a document, their rela-
tionships to each other or what types of data are repre-
sented by them [12]�[16]. DTD will not be discussed
here as XSD is the much more powerful and most re-
cent standardized schema de�nition.
Figure 1 shows a simple well-formed XML document,
with token elements projected onto an XML tree struc-
ture. Some of these tokens contain other tokens and
some contain values. Intuitively humans will construct
a hypothesis of the structural rules, i.e. the syntax, and
the �meaning�, i.e. the semantics, of these tokens.
The semantic content of these elements is the assigned
value determined by the token. In this example values
are only assigned to the tokens which are leaves in re-
lation to the tree structure, i.e. which terminate their
branch of the tree. On the other hand the interaction of

Figure 1: motor.xml

terminal and non terminal elements is bearing intrin-
sic semantic information, i.e. this �tokenized� struc-
ture re�ects the meaning of the syntactically de�ned
branches. To give a precise de�nition of this restric-
tions on values and possible syntactic sequences of the
tokens � either for humans or machine processing �
and to further check this de�nitions against an XML
document an XSD document can be set up (�g. 2),
which then will verify the content of this XML doc-
ument by the validating mechanism of the parser.

The XML Schema de�nition language opens the pos-
sibility to declare XML elements in terms of type de-
�nitions. These element declarations, when applied
to an actual XML document, represent the abstract
concept of type and token. The type of a token will
restrict sequences of tokens and de�ne their content.
The limited number of components in this example
will only sketch the potential of the XML Schema
de�nition language, but illustrates the principles of
its conception. The XML element with the name
motor is a complexType which may only contain
a sequence of the elements type, stator and
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Figure 2: motor.xsd

rotor, and has an attribute named serial. Within
the sequence the occurrence of the elements is fur-
ther restricted by the numbers given in the attributes
minOccurs and maxOccurs, i.e. typemay, while
stator and rotor must occur exactly one time.
These are purely syntactic rules. The attribute type
now gives the additional information about the content
of the elements. The elements stator an rotor are
of the same type activepart, which represents on
his part a sequence of material and slots, and the
required attribute part. This new subordinated struc-
tural sequence is also de�ned purely syntactically, but
the succession of elements assigns a meaning to the
whole branch, which could be denoted as syntactico-
semantic rule. The element named type has no at-

tribute type and therefore can have any content being
a value as it is a terminal element lacking any further
branching.

Additionally, �g. 2 illustrates the concepts
of XML namespaces and quali�ed names.
An XML namespace is de�ned with the at-
tribute xmlns relating an URI reference, e.g.
http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema, to
XML elements, which then build up a collection of
names belonging to this namespace. A namespace
may be de�ned in any XML element � not only
in XSD schemas � incorporating all subordinate
elements into this namespace. To delimit the scope of
the speci�ed namespace a pre�x, xmlns:prefix,
may be assigned to qualify only certain elements as
belonging to this namespace. The resulting quali�ed
name of the element, prefix:name, binds the local
name of the element to the speci�c namespace thus the
same name can be used within different namespaces.

An XML Schema may also be compound of differ-
ent schemas which can be de�ned as import into
a schema. The imported schemas must each de-
�ne their own namespace and may have a given
schemaLocation. These namespaces and their
pre�xes are de�ned in the root element schema, here:
xsd: the namespace of the XML Schema de�nition
itself, material: the namespace of a schema de�n-
ing different �materials� (�g. 3) and format: the
namespace of a schema de�ning different number for-
mats (�g. 4).

In �g. 2 the two syntactically de�ned elements
named material � one child to activepart
and the other child to winding � are represented
by different types, i.e. material:magnetic and
material:conductor, speci�ed in �g. 3.
The xsd:simpleType named magnetic
of the base type xsd:string underlies the
xsd:restriction that its content can only be
one value out of the xsd:enumeration containing
IronSheets and CastIron � correspondingly
material:conductor. A simple type is always
a terminal element, but its value and therefore its
semantic content may be restricted.

The values of an element or an attribute may also
be restricted using a given pattern like a regu-
lar expression or assigning a simple type like one of
the built in data types of the XML Schema de�ni-
tion language, e.g. xsd:integer, xsd:string
or xsd:float.
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Figure 3: material.xsd

Figure 4: formats.xsd

2.3.5 Retrieving data

Besides others, XPath (XML Path Language) is a
standard query language for data retrieval within an
XML document [11]. XPath expressions represent
a speci�c node or node set within an XML doc-
ument. Evaluating an XPath expression against a
document, a parser will return all matching nodes
for the structural description given. The expression
/motor/rotor/slots/quantity/text()
which de�nes the complete path to the second
<quantity> node in �g. 1 will return the value,
i.e. 40, of the node using the XPath function text().
The expression //slots/quantity/text() �
with �//� meaning get all nodes matching within the
document no matter where they are � will return 48
and 40. The complete XPath language gives much
more possibilities for creating query expressions, but
these very basic expressions illustrate the intuitive
understanding and the simplicity of XPath.

2.3.6 Displaying data

To present data in an actually human readable
format, a parser may transform an XML docu-
ment into a HTML document using the Extensible
Stylesheet Language (XSL) [9], [10], [17]. XSL
uses XPath to retrieve data out of the XML doc-
ument, which will be displayed after transforming
a template into the resulting HTML representa-
tion. Figure 5 shows a minimal stylesheet dis-
playing the xsl:value-of the Xpath expression
/motor/stator/material in a minimal HTML
document.

Figure 5: motor.xsl

All kinds of documents for validating (XSD) and for-
matting (XSL) can be bound to the XML document
within itself (�g. 6). These �les may be distributed
over the www. If the parser (within a browser) is in-
terpreting all documents and transformations correctly
the XML document will be self-testing, self-validating
and self-formatting.

Figure 6: Connected documents

2.4 XML-Document Design Guidelines

Designing a complete markup language for a speci�c
application area will be, in any case, a laborious task.
The components introduced in the previous sections
imply the elementary principles for designing the base
units of such an application, i.e. the typed elements
represented by tokens when building up a document.
Types can either be represented by a terminal element
or another structural element. Grouping the structural
elements will end up in the complete document.
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Figure 7: Content centric XML

The design of the elements is intimately connected
with the speci�c application of XML. If the main fo-
cus of a metalanguage is put on adding information to
the �pure� content of a document, as in (X)HTML, this
will be a content centric approach.
If the structure and the values of the data themselves
will be focused, as if XML is used for data handling,
this will be a data centric approach. The XHTML code
snippet in �g. 7 illustrates what should be avoided
when using XML for data handling. The paragraph
element <p> contains besides its structural sub ele-
ment <table> other character data which are �val-
ues� in a stricter sense. Comparably the attributes
border and bgcolor contain values not specifying
their structural information but assigning additional
content to their �real value�.
When following the data centric approach a clear dis-
tinction of what is or can have a value and how the data
are structured must be made when formalizing and
hence abstracting the real world. Thus the structural
elements, i.e. non terminal tokens, should strictly re-
�ect the conceptual context of the data. Values should
exclusively be represented by the content of terminal
elements and never within attributes. Attributes may
be used to identify elements within the structural re-
lation or specify external references not directly re-
lated to concepts within a speci�c document. This will
transform �g. 7 to � for example � �g. 8.

This will lead to a strict structural de�nition of the val-
ues within a document, and will give clearly de�ned
and simple XPath expressions when retrieving data.

3 Dymola XML

3.1 XML Engine

The architecture of the XMLEngine environment
(�g. 9) is designed as a scalable �open� system of

Figure 8: Data centric XML

components which can be used out of multiple appli-
cations. The central unit within this environment is
the dynamic link library XMLEngine.dll. It is imple-
mented in C++ and can be used directly by applica-
tions dynamically loading the library and calling the
interface methods.

The XMLEngine library has no internal parser and
therefore must be bound to an external parser. The
current implementation uses Xerces 2.6 and its XPath
module Xalan 1.9 interfaced by the dynamic link li-
brary Xerces.dll binding the XML functionality to the
application.

Figure 9: Architecture of the XMLEngine environ-
ment
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3.2 Dymola

Following the object oriented approach of Modelica,
the programming language incorporated into the sim-
ulation environment Dymola, the idea of strict sepa-
ration of code (models) and data (parameters) re�ects
this attempt for data handling. Using XML documents
opens the possibility to store and retrieve primitive
data types as well as highly complex data objects in
a �exible way.
If a de�ned application of XML is used as base for
data exchange, the import of precalculated data, for
e.g. a thermodynamic model, and the export of results,
e.g. state variables, for any calculation and simulation
tool, following these standardized rules, is guaranteed
to work correctly with minimum effort.
Dymola is bound via the static link library dymo-
laxml.lib for MS-Visual C or libdymolaxml.a for GNU
C to the XMLEngine environment. The XML query
language XPath is used to import data from XML doc-
uments and to export data into prede�ned template
documents. The integration of the XMLEngine en-
vironment into Dymola in cooperation with the scal-
ability and �exibility of XML opens a wide range of
possibilities for data handling and data exchange.

3.3 Interdisciplinary Application Example

An interdisciplinary example (containing mechanics,
electrical engineering and thermodynamics, �g. 10)
taken from drive engineering will demonstrate how
to retrieve parameter values from an XML document
and how to save results to a �le using a prede�ned
XML document template. The single aspects of this
example and the corresponding parameter values are
re�ected by the structure of the elements in the under-
lying XML document (�g. 11). The different elements
are combined via connectors forming the entire model
(�g. 10).

� �thermalModel� represents the thermodynamic
activity in a permanent magnet DC motor

� the permanent magnet DC motor is as such an
electromechanical model

� the electric source represents an electrotechnical
application

� the mechanical load is characterized by pure me-
chanical equations

Having de�ned the data in an XML document � and
not within each single sub model � different aspects

Figure 10: Interdisciplinary application example

of the entire model may be simulated loading the data
from � and manipulating the data in � an external data
source. By changing the parameter sets � in the now
�centralized� data source � it will be possible to an-
alyze for example the thermal stress within the �eld
windings of different motor types (�g. 15). More ele-
gantly different parameter sets may de�ned directly in
the XML document and selected within Dymola. This
approach is illustrated here by the �load_data� element
(�g. 11) to operate several workloads of the motor.
The Dymola XML Library is using the Modelica
standard external function interface to load and access
data from an XML document. For loading data
into a model �rstly the parser must be initialized
to obtain a handle for further processing (�g. 12):
domParserHandle := createDOMParser(
ParserName )
The next step is loading the XML document as DOM
tree representation into memory, using the handle of
the previously created parser: DocumentHandle
:= loadDocument( domParserHandle,
FileName )
When initializing the parser and loading documents
within the same model this must be done in an ini-
tial algorithm to ensure strict algorithmic processing
order.
Now having a handle to a document retrieving and
changing of the data is possible using XPath expres-
sions. In this model the parameters and the initial con-
ditions for the complete characterization of the sys-
tem of differential equations will be retrieved from
the DOM trees residing in memory. The XML docu-
ment template for storing the results of the simulation
will be loaded for later use. To obtain a single result
value when evaluating an XPath expression against the
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Figure 11: IDE.xml

loaded document the handle of the document and the
XPath expression has to be given over to the corre-
sponding function:
getReal( DocumentHandle, XPath )

This function returns the �rst result matching the
XpathExpression (�g. 13).
All functions are also available for Integer, Boolean
and String values. All �get� functions are also
available in versions evaluating the second XPath
expression starting at the result from a context
node's XPath result: getRealFromContext(
DocumentHandle, ContextNodeXPath,
XPath )

Changing data values in previously loaded documents
one of the �set� function will be called specifying the
document, the location as XPath expression and the
new value:

Figure 12: Initial algorithm

setReal( DocumentHandle, XPath,
newValue );
Finally the changed template document will be saved
to disk calling (�g. 14):
saveDocument( DocumentHandle,
newDocumentName );
The following simulation results refer to the above
mentioned DC machine operated at continuous duty
with intermittent periodic loading. The load torque
is alternating between no load (0Nm, 24s) and load
(80Nm, 36s) periodically. In �g. 15 the temperature
rise of the DC-machine �eld winding and in the hous-
ing is depicted. In a new simulation procedure these
�nal values can be used as new initial values.

4 Conclusions

Separating simulation models and data can be very
convenient when using XML documents and XPath
expression for storing, retrieving and manipulating
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Figure 13: Motor speci�cation

Figure 14: Storing simulation data

Figure 15: Simulation results

data. Additionally, XML technology provides the op-
portunity of modeling data in a standardized way. The
resulting application of XML, i.e. the speci�c meta-
language, can be designed independently from the use
in certain models and therefore provide a consistent
basis of terminology and structured data representa-
tions for various domains of engineering.
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Abstract 

The Hermann-Rietschel-Institute (HRI) uses the abil-
ity of Modelica to aggregate different physical do-
mains inside one simulation model. This approach 
allows for the coupled simulation of thermal effects 
in building structures and building services installa-
tions applying only one software tool.  

We show the capabilities of such coupled simula-
tions, taking a room that is equipped with capillary 
pipes inside the ceiling and being connected to a 
chiller as an example. 

Keywords: Multi domain simulation; dynamic build-

ing simulation; simulation of building installations 

1 Introduction 

In order to investigate the dynamic thermal behavior 
of buildings in conjunction with hydraulic networks 
and new kinds of building heating and cooling sys-
tems a number of component models have been de-
veloped at the Hermann–Rietschel–Institute (HRI).  

The main focus of the HRI is to research thermal 
building behavior and thermal comfort with different 
approaches of air–conditioning. Comparing the 
power consumption and analyzing the employed 
control strategies are also important topics. 

One approach for example is room heating or cool-
ing with large area heat exchangers [1]. Due to the 
increased heat exchanging surface it is possible to 
reduce the temperature difference that must be ap-
plied to sufficiently heat the room. This in return 
leads to a lower amount of needed exergy for this 
heating system minimizing primary energy usage. 
An appliance is a panel heating system which could 
be powered by the relatively cool return water of a 
district heating system. This would further increase 

the efficiency of the plant providing the heating wa-
ter and could spare heating costs at the same time 
since the return water could be bought cheaply. The 
HRI will focus on this topic in an upcoming study. 

Another application is a large area cooling system 
employing capillary pipe mats. With capillary pipe 
mats the achievable relative heat flow density is 
higher than with conventional panel heating and 
cooling systems. It is possible to even more reduce 
the surface excess temperature at the same level of 
cooling power. 

This makes it possible to reduce the amount of en-
ergy that is needed to cool the room because the effi-
ciency of the chiller increases. This holds true for a 
heat pump system that is often used for such pur-
poses. 

Computer simulations must be carried out to exam-
ine the feasibility of new air–conditioning technolo-
gies as well as to find ways to optimize standard 
technologies. The HRI uses Modelica as modeling 
language to benefit from the possibility to create 
multi domain simulation models. 

To show that multi domain simulation models can be 
built with the HRI libraries an example simulation 
setup will be discussed in this paper. The design of 
several components used in this simulation will be 
described also. 

2 Simulation setup 

An exemplary simulation setup is shown in Fig. 1. 
The graphical representation of the system shows a 
single room model (1), a panel cooling system (2) 
that is integrated into the room ceiling, a chiller ma-
chine (4) and a heat exchanger (3) that would be 
used to separate the heat pump circuit from  
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Fig. 1: Graphical representation of the simulation model. 

the oxygen enriched capillary pipe mat water system. 

Additionally, pipe models connect the mentioned 
system components and two pumps enforce the nec-
essary fluid flows. The condenser side of the heat 
pump model is connected to a source with constant 
medium properties and constant mass flow rate. This 
would correspond to a supply with ground water. 

Room heat loads and air exchange rates are provided 
by tabulated data. Ambient temperature, air humid-
ity, atmospheric pressure and radiation values are 
provided by a weather module which uses a test ref-
erence year with tabulated values. 

Different boundary conditions for the room are ap-
plied in this setup. The exterior wall is connected to 
modules that set the ambient temperature provided 
by the weather module. Assuming that all adjacent 
rooms will have the same temperature leads to the 
boundary condition that no heat flow through inner 
walls will occur. This is ensured by a second module 
type. 

Temperature and humidity of the outside air will be 
provided by two reservoirs. The weather module sets 
the appropriate media properties. 

In the following some of the components used in the 
simulation setup are described in more detail. 

3 Simple Room Model 

The room model contained in the example represents 
a cubical room that is enclosed by walls consisting of 
several layers (see Fig. 2). Three of the four walls are 
interior walls, the fourth one – an exterior wall – 
contains a window. Also the floor is modeled with 
several layers with different material properties.  

The model of the ceiling has been deleted from the 
aggregated room model and was substituted by an 
external model of a ceiling with embedded capillary 
pipes (see Fig. 1). These capillary pipes are used to 
cool the room and act as an interface between the 
room and the building services installations.  

3.1 Radiation Exchange 

In addition to basic physical phenomena like heat 
transport and natural convection, also long wave and 
short wave radiation interchange are being exam-
ined.  

Besides the exact approach to calculate long wave 
radiation exchange between room surfaces basing on 
angle factors we also implemented a simpler model 
using an area weighted approach to calculate radia-
tion exchange. This is especially important for as-
sembling rooms that are more complex than a simple 

1. Room (without ceiling) 

2. Ceiling with capillary pipes 

3. Heat exchanger 

4. Chiller / heat pump 

1 

2 

4 

3 
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“match box” shaped room. In the latter case it would 
be a challenging and error prone task to determine all 
necessary angle factors to describe radiative heat 
exchange. 

 

Fig. 2: Graphical representation of the room model. 

3.2 Air Volume and Boundary Conditions 

The air volume inside the room includes the property 
of humidity, which is obtained by connecting the 
model to the Modelica.Media library. 

In order to observe local condensation on the chilled 
ceiling surface, we added a sensor that continuously 
checks the local dew point temperature.  

Regarding the interior walls and the floor we assume 
adiabatic boundary conditions for this simple exam-
ple – which imply equal temperatures inside the 
simulated room and the adjacent rooms. So heat 
transport only takes place through the exterior wall, 
the window, and the ceiling. A weather model pro-
vides the necessary data concerning temperature, 
humidity, and pressure of the ambient air as well as 
the solar radiation onto the exterior wall and the 
window. This is based on measured data called “test 
reference year”, which is provided by the German 
weather forecast agency DWD. 

Finally, the control of the inner heat sources inside 
the room as well as the air exchange through the 
window are being realised by connecting external 
files to the simulation model. 

4 Building Services Installations 

Most of the hydraulic components are black box 
models. Due to the fact that design specifications are 
not available from most component manufacturers it 
is a superior aim for the HRI to model components 
based on the provided manufacturer data as input 
parameters and approximately reproduce the compo-
nents behavior. Trying to model the component as 
exactly as possible by modeling each concerned 
physical phenomenon would transcend the needs of 
the Hermann–Rietschel–Institute. The latter proceed-
ing would be favorable if the behavior of a specific 
apparatus must be examined or tested. This would 
normally include to rewrite a considerable amount of 
code if a different apparatus design shall be exam-
ined. 

4.1 Panel Heating and Cooling Model 

As stated in [1] a model of a panel heating and cool-
ing system was developed at the HRI. Pipes embed-
ded in a wall layer provide heating or cooling. The 
hydraulic and thermal behavior of the system is mod-
eled in two components: 

- the pipe mat model and  

- the wall model. 

 

Fig. 3: Illustration of the capillary pipe mat model. 

The wall model consists of discrete elements (finite 
volumes) that conduct and store heat energy allow-
ing for the examination of the temperature distribu-
tion in the wall layer. Capillary pipes are built from 
of a number of small pipe elements connected to-
gether to build the large pipe mat model. The pipe 
model allows heat transfer from the fluid model to 
the wall model. 

Capillary Pipes 

Wall 

discretisation 
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The short pipe model contained in the Mode-

lica_Fluid library is used to facilitate the pressure 
loss calculation. 

Since the first presentation the panel heating and 
cooling model has been extended and now provides 
support for two types of capillary pipe mats (see Fig. 
4) and several wall layers to simulate realistic wall 
designs. 

 

Fig. 4: implemented pipe mat types. 

A model of a capillary pipe mat system as described 
by B. Glück in [3] was replicated and simulation re-
sults were compared to the findings of Glück. It 
could be shown that the replicated model had very 
small differences in the area–related heat energy 
storage (Wh/m2) of below 5% depending on the grid 
spacing. Some differences between the models re-
mained (unknown material properties of one ceiling 
layer, modeling of pipes, calculation of heat transfer 
coefficients at ceiling surface) and will be a reason 
for the differences. 

4.2 Simple Radiator Model 

To be able to model a standard European heating 
system a radiator black box model has been devel-
oped. It features radiative and convective heat trans-
fer with the consideration of the influences of ambi-
ent air pressure, radiation and air temperature. 
Parameterization is easy with catalogue data (Mass 
of steel, water volume, length …) provided by the 
manufacturer. Correction factors accounting for the 
situation of installation, coating and other influences 
can be provided as parameters. Fig. 5 shows the 
graphical representation of this model. 

The calculation of current heat flow is based on the 
ratio of current heater surface excess temperature 
and its nominal value: 
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Since the exponent of the heating surface eh is only 
valid for a small range around nominal conditions an 

approach applying correction factors is used in order 
to obtain a reasonable behavior under part load con-
ditions. B. Glück describes the algorithm in [4]. 
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Fig. 5: Illustration of radiator model. 

4.3 Simple Heat Exchanger Model 

The heat exchanger component used in the described 
simulation model is a shell and tube heat exchanger 
with a number of discrete pipe elements to model the 
heat exchange between shell and tube side fluids. 

Compared to the simple pipe model heat convection 
will now be computed by a variable heat transfer 
coefficient depending on geometric attributes, fluid 
velocity and temperature. Algorithms for various 
kinds of heat convection effects on pipes are based 
on [2]. 

Appropriate functions for the heat convection effect 
can be chosen in the graphical user interface. Be-
cause the effect is computed in a separate sub–
module it is easy to implement more heat convection 
effects for other surface geometries. 

Currently a one pass heat exchanger with plain tubes 
is implemented. The structure of the component is 
depicted in Fig. 6. 
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Fig. 6: Illustration of tube and shell heat exchanger. 
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Thermal effects can be described using an adapted 
mandrel pipe model [2]. The shell side tube contains 
a number of inner tubes. Heat transfer between the 
fluids is influenced by the heat convection coeffi-
cients at the tubes – shell side and tube side. The co-
efficients are calculated using an equation for fluid 
flow in pipes found by Gnielinksi [2]. For shell and 
tube side the same equation applies in this case ex-
cept that the equivalent hydraulic diameter must be 
provided for the shell side fluid flow. 

Instead of modeling all tubes directly, only a single 
tube will be used to reduce model size and computa-
tion time. This is feasible under the assumption of 
equal temperature distribution normal to the flow 
direction. Total mass flow rate through the pipe must 
be reduced to reflect the real flow conditions inside a 
single tube. Additionally, the transferred heat flow 
towards the tube side fluid must be adjusted to ac-
count for the reduced number of tubes. 

The heat exchanger is divided into sections alongside 
the tube direction to solve for the time and location 
dependent differential equation. 

Hydraulic effects are considered for the flange taps 
and the heat exchanger’s internal fluid flow. Shell 
side pressure loss for longitudinal flow in tube bun-
dles can be calculated as for fluid flow inside a sin-
gle tube. In this case the hydraulic diameter of the 
shell side must be used instead of the pipe diameter. 

An option is implemented to regard deposits at the 
tubes surface with a definable thickness. 

Currently a new heat exchanger component is being 
developed at the HRI. It is based on characteristic 
values of different types of heat exchangers and vari-
ous flow types according to the theory in [2]. This 
generic model will allow covering a broader range of 
heat exchanger designs in simulations. 

4.4 Heat Pump Model 

Fig. 7 shows the simplified illustration of the black 
box heat pump model. There are two heat exchang-
ers (condenser and evaporator) which allow ex-
changing energy between the medium and the heat 
pump cycle. 
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Fig. 7: Illustration of heat pump model. 

Two models exist for the inner heat pump cycle. A 
table based approach offers to easily apply manufac-

turer data for evaporator power 0Qɺ , condenser 

power cQɺ  and engine power consumption Pe. Cool-

ing power and engine power will be interpolated by 
the CombiTable2D module contained in the Mode-
lica Standard Library. 

A second model applies polynomial approximations 
to calculate volumetric cooling power 

WnomW VQq ɺɺɺ /,00 =  

of a piston compressor as a function of condenser 
and evaporator temperature, Tc and T0 respectively. 

Volumetric cooling power Wq0
ɺ  depends on the re-

frigerant used and the construction of the piston 
compressor. Approximate values for two refrigerants 
R404 and R134a used in a variety of piston compres-

sors are known [5]. WVɺ  may be calculated using 

geometric data of the piston which is provided by the 
manufacturer. 

The second approach allows to adjust the cooling 
power of the generic heat pump very easily by adapt-
ing piston size. The first model on the other hand 
will be more accurate because it employs manufac-
turer data for a specific heat pump construction. 

Power regulation of the heat pump is implemented as 
continuous speed regulation which is modeled by the 
ratio of current to nominal speed where the speed 
range can be chosen freely. Since evaporator power 
depends on the refrigerants volume flow rate which 
is directly proportional to the machine speed one can 
scale nominal cooling power linearly with the speed 
ratio: 

WnomWnom qVQ 0,,0
ɺɺɺ ⋅=  
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Power consumption can roughly be estimated using 
the affinity law: 

3









=

nomnom n

n

P

P
 

To better describe the dynamic behavior of a heat 
pump in our simulations the model features tempera-
ture protection implemented by the use of two 
boundary temperatures. By default an on–off con-
troller will turn the pump off when the controled 
temperature Ttarget drops below temperature T1 and 
start the machine again when the Ttarget rises above 
T2. When the pump turns off it will come to a halt 
within a definable time period. It will not start again 
until a minimum amount of time has passed. Besides 
those implementations there is no modeling of dy-
namic behavior of the heat pump. 

4.5 Other Components 

Several additional components are needed to model 
hydraulic networks. The HVAC–HRI library contains 
most of these components. The models are designed 
to work with different fluids – mainly water and air 
in building installations. 

An extended short pipe model based on the model of 
the Modelica.Fluid library allows simulating heat 
transfer from the fluid through the pipe wall, as well 
as heat storage in the pipe material. The pipe wall 
consists of two layers to being able to model an insu-
lation layer. An aggregation of a sufficiently high 
number of these short pipe models allows for the 
simulation of long pipes. 

Single hydraulic resistor elements can be represented 
by a model applying friction coefficients as is often 
done when designing hydraulic networks. Based on 
friction coefficients a three–way pipe model is also 
available. 

Valve models exist for two–way and three–way 
valves. Additionally, a thermostat head can be com-
bined with the two–way valve to form a heat valve 
that would normally be used with the radiator model 
as described in section 4.2. 

Two pump models are currently available: one 
model defines the pump’s hydraulic curve (head is a 
function of mass flow rate) by an nth grade polyno-
mial. Different pump speeds are modeled by employ-
ing the affinity law. 

The second pump model uses tabulated values for 
pump head and volume flow rate. Therefore, the 
pump curves can be modeled very precisely as well 
as the electrical power consumption of the pump. 
Several control strategies are available for both 

pump models. For example constant pump speed, 
constant pump head and constant volume flow rate. 

A generic heater and chiller model allows defining a 
heat source or heat sink in a hydraulic circuit. A de-
rived model allows defining the outflow temperature 
depending on an input value. This allows for the em-
ployment of heater flow temperatures depending on 
ambient air temperature. Day and night modes are 
also possible. 

4.6 Exemplary Results 

An exemplary result of a simulation with the de-
scribed model is shown in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9. Two 
very simple control strategies of the heat pump 
model have been compared to a simulation without 
cooling. 
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Fig. 8: Room air temperatures of example simulation. 

Strategy I uses evaporator outflow temperature to 
control the heat pump power as displayed in Fig. 1. 
In strategy II the capillary pipe mat inflow tempera-
ture was controlled. The temperatures were lower in 
this case compared to the values in strategy I. 
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Fig. 9: Humidity of air near room ceiling. 
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The power control included in the heat pump con-
tinuously adapts heat pump power to the input tem-
perature signal. This input signal later can also be 
provided by a more sophisticated controller algo-
rithm. 

One can clearly see the cooling effect of both strate-
gies on room temperature. Because the second strat-
egy yielded lower fluid temperatures in the pipe mat 
the cooling effect is stronger than with strategy I. 

The graphs in Fig. 9 display humidity of air near the 
cooling panel for both strategies and without cooling. 
Relative humidity performs as expected according to 
the mean surface temperature of the ceiling. 

The control strategies employed in the described ex-
ample simulation have not been optimized. Detailed 
examination of the system behavior considering spe-
cial requirements (e.g. a maximum humidity level) 
would allow finding optimized control strategies. 

5 Conclusions and Perspectives 

The feasibility of thermally and hydraulic coupled 
dynamic building simulations could be shown. It is 
possible to test and verify different control strategies 
of the components. This allows for the research of 
energetically optimized installations in buildings. 

Different approaches to design a model are often 
useful to account for the specific demands on a 
model. 

Further development will concentrate on the refine-
ment of the models developed at the HRI in combi-
nation with larger scale building simulations. New 
components will also be developed to cover a wider 
range of building services installations. 

Upon completion of new test facilities at the HRI 
validation of several components and systems will be 
possible. For example a testing environment with 
capillary pipe mats for the air–conditioning of two 
rooms is currently being installed. 

List of symbols 

eh exponent of heating surface 

n rotational speed of engine 

Qɺ  heat flow rate 

Wq0
ɺ  volumetric evaporator power (W/(m3/s)) 

P engine Power 

T Temperature 

Vɺ  volume flow rate 

Indices 

1, 2 minimum, maximum value 

target target value 

c condenser 

0 evaporator 

W pistion working volume  

nom nominal value 

log logarithmic value 
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Abstract 

MWorks is a platform for modeling and simula-
tion of multi-domain physical systems. It is a modern 
integrated development environment (IDE) integrat-
ing with visual modeling, translator, optimizer, 
solver and postprocessor. MWorks implements all 
the syntax and most semantics of Medelica 2.1.  

This paper first describes the features of MWorks 
as a modern IDE, and then gives the detailed descrip-
tions of special Modelica semantic implementation 
in translator and self-adapting solving strategies in 
solver of MWorks. 
Keywords: IDE; Modeling and Simulation; Multi-
domain Physical Systems; Modelica 

1 Introduction 

MWorks is a general modeling and simulation 
platform for complex engineering systems which 
supports visual modeling, automatically translating 
and solving, as well as convenient postprocessing. 
The current version is based on Modelica 2.1 and 
implements all the syntax and most semantics of 
Modelica. 

MWorks has features as follows: 
a. With modern integrated development environ-

ment styles, it provides friendly user interfaces  
such as syntax high-lighting, code assist etc.; 

b. Based on object-oriented compiler framework, it 
perfectly supports almost all the syntax and se-
mantics of Modelica; 

c. Using self-adapting solving strategies, it can ag-
ilely solve differential equations, algebraic equa-
tions and discrete equations. 

The version 1.0 of MWorks will completely sup-
port Modelica 2.2, and the current version is 0.8 
which realizes the most semantics of Modelia 2.1.  

2 Framework of MWorks 

MWorks is a general modeling and simulation 
platform which consists of studio, translator, opti-
mizer, solver and postprocessor.  

The main process is similar to the described in 
book of Peter Fritzson [1], shown in Figure 1. 

Studio 

Translator 

Optimizer 

Solver 

Postprocessor

Modelica model 

Flat equation set 

Optimized solving 
sequence 

C code 

Visual and text 
modeling 

Lexical, syntactical and 
semantic analyses 

Symbol reduction and 
optimization 

Collection of algorithms
and solving strategies

Plot or animation 

 
Figure 1. Main process of MWorks 

The studio is an integrated development environ-
ment which integrates the visual modeling interface 
with other modules of MWorks. The translator is a 
compiler of Modelica by which an equation system 
of model will be generated after lexical, syntactical 
and semantic analyses. The optimizer completes 
symbol reduction based on graph theory and gives an 
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optimized solving sequence. The C code of the 
model will be emitted after compiling, analyzing and 
optimizing. The simulation of model is driven by the 
C code through calling the solver. The solver in-
cludes the collection of algorithms for algebraic 
equations, ordinary differential equations, differen-
tial-algebraic equations and discrete equations. Its 
core is the self-adapting solving strategies. The result 
of the simulation is displayed on postprocessor in a 
plot or animation way. 

3 MWorks Studio: Visual Modeling 
Environment and IDE 

MWorks Studio is a visual modeling environment 
which supports drag-drop modeling based on Mode-
lica Standard Library. It is also an integrated devel-
opment environment integrating with translator, 
optimizer, solver and postprocessor.  

As a developing tool, this studio provides many 
modern IDE styles to promote the users’ conven-
iences just as Eclipse or Microsoft Visual Studio 
does, such as real-time syntax highlighting, content 
assist, code formatting, outlining etc.. 

The snapshot of MWorks Studio is shown as Fig-
ure 2. 

Library 
Viewer 

Model 
Viewer 

Edit 
Area 

Property
Table 

Message 
Area 

Figure 2. Snapshot of MWorks Studio 
The library viewer illustrates all predefined system 

libraries, all loaded user libraries and other top mod-
els in the memory. The model viewer shows all 
components of the current model. The edit area is 
visual modeling, text modeling, icon-editing or in-
formation area, and the status is chosen by tag. The 
property table displays all properties of selected ele-
ment in the model, and the properties can be edited 
here. The message area displays all messages in the 
checking, translating, or simulating, including status 

and error messages. The error can automatically be 
located by double clicking error message. 

The auxiliary functions of real-time syntax high-
lighting, content assist, code formatting and outlining 
are provided in the text modeling status. 

4 MWorks Translator: Modelica 
Compiler and Equations Generator 

The tasks of translator are to perform lexical, syn-
tactical and semantic analyses for the model files and 
generate equation systems for the models. They are 
accomplished by three time parsing: lexical and syn-
tactical parsing, resolving of model and instantiation 
of model. 

The design and implementation of translator are 
based on object-oriented framework, which is ob-
tained in the first parsing. The designs of all the se-
mantic mechanisms, which are implemented in the 
second and third parsing, are also based on the 
framework to perfectly support Modelica. 

4.1 Three Times Parsing 

Three times parsing should be done for a complete 
translating of the main model for simulaton in 
MWorks.  

4.1.1 Lexical and Syntactical Analysis 
The lexical and syntactical analysis is performed 

in the first parsing by using ANTLR tool. The 
ANTLR is a convenient, object-oriented, automotive 
lexical and syntactical analysis tool [2]. The result of 
the first parsing is Document Object Model (DOM) 
tree that is object-oriented container presentation of 
Abstract Syntax Tree (AST). The class hierarchy of 
DOM in MWorks is shown as Figure 3. 

The class hierarchy of DOM is abstracted from the 
EBNF description of Modelica language specifica-
tion (MLS) [3]. Each class in the hierarchy is consis-
tent with the corresponding element in the EBNF. 
Three main class groups are noticeable in the hierar-
chy. Element, expression and behavior are respective 
abstract base class of the three groups. All operations 
of the translator are based on the DOM, from seman-
tic checking to generating equation system. 

4.1.2 Semantic Resolving 
The semantic resolving based on DOM tree is the 

main content of the second parsing, including col-
lecting information for checking types and resolving 
extends clauses, modifications (general modifica-
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tions and redeclarations), outer-inner matches, con-
nect clauses, and so on. The realization of UBD (use 

before declaration) is easy in the second parsing 
based on DOM. 

 
Figure 3. Class hierarchy of DOM 

The implementation of semantic resolving is 
mainly concentrated into three classes in DOM: 
RegularClass, Component and ShortClass. Their re-
solving algorithms are as follows. 
Algorithm 1:  Resolving of Regular Class 

1. Checking circular type definition (circular in-
heritance); 

2. Validating type prefixes; 
3. Resolving outer-inner (matching inner element 

for outer element); 
4. Resolving extends clauses (looking up the base 

class); 
5. Checking repeated names of the named ele-

ments; 
6. Resolving member components (calling resolv-

ing of component); 
7. Checking type restriction; 
8. Deducing type prefixes; 
9. Resolving modifications (collecting information 

for modifications, including redeclaratoins); 
10. Resolving connections (collecting information 

for generating connection equations). 
The nested classes are not resolved in the resolv-

ing of regular class, and they are resolved when they 
are used as types, such as component types, refer-
ence types of short classes or base classes. 
Algorithm 2: Resolving of Component 

1. Validating component prefixes; 

2. Looking up type of the component; 
3. Resolving the type if unresolved (calling resolv-

ing of type); 
4. Checking the validity of the type; 
5. Considering redeclaration of the type; 
6. Resolving type expression of the component 

(expanding the type of the component type); 
7. Deducing component prefixes; 
8. Resolving modifications (collecting information 

for modifications, including redeclaratoins). 
The resolving of component is called when resolv-

ing its parent regular class. 
Algorithm 3: Resolving of Short Class 

1. Checking circular type definition (circular ref-
erence); 

2. Validating type prefixes; 
3. Looking up reference type;  
4. Resolving the type if unresolved (calling resolv-

ing of type); 
5. Considering redeclaration of the type; 
6. Resolving type expression of the short class 

(expanding the type of the short class); 
7. Deducing type prefixes; 
8. Resolving modifications (collecting information 

for modifications, including redeclaratoins). 
The resolving of short class is called when resolv-

ing the element that uses the short class as type of 
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component, reference type of short class or base 
class of regular class. 

4.1.3 Instantiation 
The semantic resolving prepares necessary infor-

mation for instantiation which is performed in the 
third parsing. The purpose of instantiation is mainly 
to generate equation system (continuous equations 
and discrete events) for the main model. 

Similar to the resolving, the implementation of in-
stantiation is concentrated into the same three classes 
in DOM. The algorithms are as follows. 
Algorithm 4: Instantiation of Regular Class 

1. Merging modifications (defining valid modifiers, 
including redeclarations); 

2. Instantiating base classes (calling instantiation 
of the base class); 

3. Instantiating member components (calling in-
stantiation of the component); 

4. Instantiating equation clauses to generate equa-
tions; 

5. Instantiating algorithm clauses to generate 
equations or definition of function (if regular class is 
function the instantiation should be handled spe-
cially). 

According to the regular class being container of 
elements, the instantiation of regular class is the con-
sole of calling all element instantiations. Addition-
ally, it generates the direct equations of the regular 
class itself. 
Algorithm 5: Instantiation of Component 

1. Dealing with component prefixes; 
2. Looking up redeclarated component or type if 

redeclaration is valid; 
3. Looking up inner type if the component type is 

outer; 
4. Evaluating subscripts of component type if the 

component is an array; 
5. Merging modifications (defining valid modifiers, 

including redeclarations); 
6. Generating variables for built-in component 

(considering array) or calling instantiation of type 
for complex component. 

The instantiation of component is mainly to gen-
erate variables for built-in component or to call the 
instantiation of type for complex component. 
Algorithm 6: Instantiation of Short Class 

1. Looking up inner type if the reference type is 
outer; 

2. Merging modifications (defining valid modifiers, 
including redeclarations); 

3. Instantiating reference type (calling instantia-
tion of the reference type). 

The instantiation of short class is mainly to call 
the instantiation of the reference type. 

4.2 Lookup Mechanism 

Lookup is the most basic mechanism for Modelica 
translating. The type resolving of component decla-
rations, extends clauses and import clauses depends 
on standard static lookup, and the outer-inner match-
ing depends on dynamic lookup. Besides both of 
them, the special lookup mechanisms are necessary 
for supporting modification and array. All of the 
lookup mechanisms are implemented as appropriate 
interfaces in DOM class hierarchy.  

The static lookup mechanism, which is described 
in the Modelica language specification, is induced as 
two virtual interfaces of DOM class NamedElement 
and one top static interface of the root context class. 
The two virtual interfaces are lookup_type() and 
lookup_comp(), and the static interface is lookup-
_type_from_top(). The interface lookup_type() is 
used in the lookup of component type, base type or 
reference type of short class; The interface lookup-
_comp() is called in the lookup of component in ex-
pression or modification; The interface lookup_type-
_from_top() is specially designed for the lookup of 
import package or class. 

The dynamic lookup, i.e. matching of outer and 
inner, is very complicated because of the freedom of 
the situation and kind of the outer element. The outer 
element may appear anywhere in model, and may be 
type or component. The implementation of the match 
depends on stack of both of type and component in 
the resolving and instantiation of the main model. 

Special lookup mechanisms are imported to sup-
port the resolving of modification and the evaluation 
of array subscripts. The imported interface is to 
lookup replaced type or component for resolving 
modification and lookup modifier in the modifier 
container for evaluating value of array subscripts. 
The modifier container is built in the resolving of 
modification. Not only array subscripts but also all 
parameters, their values are evaluated by looking up 
modifier when the evaluation is necessary.  

According to these lookup mechanisms, many 
Modelica semantics get perfectly implemented, such 
as circular extends check and complex redeclaration 
semantics. 
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4.3 Modelica Semantic Mechanisms 

To support modeling and simulation of complex 
engineering physical systems, Modelica defines 
complex semantics, and it can be abstracted as the 
following basic mechanisms: type, extends, general 
modification (except redeclaration), redeclaration, 
outer-inner, connect, array and algorithm mechanism. 

Some of these mechanisms are very complex, es-
pecially, some of them may cause couple effects. For 
examples, the couple influence of redeclaration and 
out-inner must be considered everywhere in imple-
menting translator.  

The core of the type mechanism is type checking, 
in which the short class and array should be consid-
ered. The type resolving is done in the second pars-
ing and the type checking is finished in the third 
parsing. 

The extends mechanism is easily realized based on 
lookup mechanism. 

The implementation of modification is done by 
collecting modification to build modifier container in 
the resolving and merging modifiers to define valid 
modifiers in the instantiation.  

The process of matching of outer-inner is similar 
to the modification, which is realized by operations 
in both resolving and instantiation. 

It is handled according to the steps described in 
Modelica specification to translate connect clauses to 
direct equations. 

Array is also very complicated. Comparing with 
general programming languages, Modelica allows 
variables as subscripts, and must translate the array 
to single equation for solving, especially, it allow 
applying modification to array. If no constraints were 
set to modification of array, the compiling would be 
extremely complicated, such as modification to array 
subscripts. MWorks chooses appropriate simplifica-
tion just like Dymola does. 

Algorithm in model is not same as equation, and 
the flow analysis should be done for its generating 
equations. Though function is a class with special 
algorithm, but generating equations for the algo-
rithms in function is thoroughly different from the 
algorithms in model. The functions are directly trans-
lated into C functions. 

Based on DOM class hierarchy, these mechanisms 
have been dealt with well, and the couple mecha-
nisms are also considered. 

5 MWorks Solver: Collection of Al-
gorithms and Console of Solving 
Strategies 

The solver of MWorks includes two primary mod-
ules: collection of algorithms and console of solving 
strategies. In fact, the optimizer shown as Figure.1 
should be a part of the solver. Here it is skipped, and 
its implementation for MWorks is described in the 
paper [4]. 

Solver provides different basic algorithm alterna-
tives for users to select appropriate one. For exam-
ples, users can select one-step method series or 
multi-step method series for ODE/DAE problems. 
The different basic algorithms for differential equa-
tion and algebraic equations are collected in solver. 

The consistent interface framework is designed for 
solver to conveniently call different basic algorithms. 
Each basic algorithm can be easily integrated into the 
solver by simply encapsulating it according to the 
template. Now, a series of algorithms for different 
kinds of equations have been collected in the solver, 
such as SUNDIALS [5]. 

It is the task of console of solving strategies to 
solve continuous-discrete hybrid problem. Solver 
controls the solution of problem based on basic algo-
rithms according to information collected in transla-
tor. 

The solving of continuous-discrete hybrid problem 
in Modelica is according to the principle of synchro-
nous data flow [6]. All the events are collected in the 
third parsing, and solver will monitor them in the 
simulation.  

6 Example 

Here an example is given to show the visual mod-
eling and simulation in MWorks. The visual model 
of the example is shown as Figure.1, and the text 
model is as follows (annotations are skipped), 
model Circuit  
    Modelica.Electrical.Analog.Sources.SineVoltage AC(V=110, 
freqHz=5); 
    Modelica.Electrical.Analog.Basic.Ground G; 
    Modelica.Electrical.Analog.Basic.Resistor R1(R=10); 
    Modelica.Electrical.Analog.Basic.Resistor R2(R=100); 
    Modelica.Electrical.Analog.Basic.Capacitor C(C=0.01); 
    Modelica.Electrical.Analog.Basic.Inductor L(L=0.1); 
equation  
    connect(AC.p, R1.p); 
    connect(R2.p, R1.p); 
    connect(R2.n, L.p); 
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    connect(L.n, C.n); 
    connect(AC.n, C.n); 
    connect(G.p, AC.n); 
    connect(R1.n, C.p); 
end Circuit; 

The following is the equations generated by the 
translator. There are 34 variables and 34 equations 
excluding parameters and constants. 
model Circuit 
    parameter Real AC.offset = 0; 
    parameter Real AC.startTime = 0; 
    parameter Integer AC.signalSource.nout = 1; 
    parameter Integer AC.signalSource.outPort.n = 
AC.signalSource.nout; 
    parameter Real AC.signalSource.amplitude[1] = AC.V; 
    parameter Real AC.signalSource.freqHz[1] = AC.freqHz; 
    parameter Real AC.signalSource.phase[1] = AC.phase; 
    parameter Real AC.signalSource.offset[1] = AC.offset; 
    parameter Real AC.signalSource.startTime[1] = 
AC.startTime; 
    constant Real AC.signalSource.pi = Modelica.Constants.pi; 
    parameter Real AC.signalSource.p_amplitude[1] = 
AC.signalSource.amplitude[1]*1; 
    parameter Real AC.signalSource.p_freqHz[1] = 
AC.signalSource.freqHz[1]*1; 
    parameter Real AC.signalSource.p_phase[1] = 
AC.signalSource.phase[1]*1; 
    parameter Real AC.signalSource.p_offset[1] = 
AC.signalSource.offset[1]*1; 
    parameter Real AC.signalSource.p_startTime[1] = 
AC.signalSource.startTime[1]*1; 
    parameter Real AC.V = 110; 
    parameter Real AC.phase = 0; 
    parameter Real AC.freqHz = 5; 
    parameter Real R1.R = 10; 
    parameter Real R2.R = 100; 
    parameter Real C.C = 0.01; 
    parameter Real L.L = 0.1; 
 
    Real AC.v; 
    Real AC.i; 
    Real AC.p.v; 
    Real AC.p.i; 
    Real AC.n.v; 
    Real AC.n.i; 
    Real AC.signalSource.outPort.signal[1]; 
    Real AC.signalSource.y[1]; 
    Real G.p.v; 
    Real G.p.i; 
    Real R1.v; 
    Real R1.i; 
    Real R1.p.v; 
    Real R1.p.i; 
    Real R1.n.v; 

    Real R1.n.i; 
    Real R2.v; 
    Real R2.i; 
    Real R2.p.v; 
    Real R2.p.i; 
    Real R2.n.v; 
    Real R2.n.i; 
    Real C.v; 
    Real C.i; 
    Real C.p.v; 
    Real C.p.i; 
    Real C.n.v; 
    Real C.n.i; 
    Real L.v; 
    Real L.i; 
    Real L.p.v; 
    Real L.p.i; 
    Real L.n.v; 
    Real L.n.i; 
 
equation 
 
    AC.v=AC.p.v-AC.n.v; 
    0=AC.p.i+AC.n.i; 
    AC.i=AC.p.i; 
    AC.signalSource.y[1] = AC.signalSource.outPort.signal[1]; 
    
AC.signalSource.outPort.signal[1]=AC.signalSource.p_offset[1
]+(if time<AC.signalSource.p_startTime[1] then 0 else 
AC.signalSource.p_amplitude[1]*Modelica.Math.sin(2*AC.sign
alSource.pi*AC.signalSource.p_freqHz[1]*(time-
AC.signalSource.p_startTime[1])+AC.signalSource.p_phase[1])
); 
    AC.v=AC.signalSource.outPort.signal[1]; 
    G.p.v=0; 
    R1.v=R1.p.v-R1.n.v; 
    0=R1.p.i+R1.n.i; 
    R1.i=R1.p.i; 
    R1.R*R1.i=R1.v; 
    R2.v=R2.p.v-R2.n.v; 
    0=R2.p.i+R2.n.i; 
    R2.i=R2.p.i; 
    R2.R*R2.i=R2.v; 
    C.v=C.p.v-C.n.v; 
    0=C.p.i+C.n.i; 
    C.i=C.p.i; 
    C.i=C.C*der(C.v); 
    L.v=L.p.v-L.n.v; 
    0=L.p.i+L.n.i; 
    L.i=L.p.i; 
    L.L*der(L.i)=L.v; 
    R1.p.v = AC.p.v; 
    R2.p.v = AC.p.v; 
    R2.n.v = L.p.v; 
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    C.n.v = AC.n.v; 
    G.p.v = AC.n.v; 
    L.n.v = AC.n.v; 
    R1.n.v = C.p.v; 
    AC.p.i+R1.p.i+R2.p.i = 0; 
    L.p.i+R2.n.i = 0; 
    AC.n.i+C.n.i+G.p.i+L.n.i = 0; 
    C.p.i+R1.n.i = 0; 
end Circuit; 

The result is displayed in the postprocessor, shown 
as Figure. 4. 

 

7 Conclusions 

MWorks is a modern IDE for modeling and simu-
lation of multi-domain physical systems based on 
Modelica. All the syntax and most semantics of 
Modelica 2.1 have been implemented. The current 
version of MWorks can validly deal with some prob-
lems based on Modelica Standard Library. The com-
ing version 1.0 of MWorks will completely support 
Modelica 2.2. 
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Abstract 

Modeling and simulating with Modelica-based 
platforms for multi-domain physical systems need 
support of diversified domain libraries. Modelica 
Standard Library (MSL) is a free, reusable library 
released by Modelica Association, which comprises 
definitions of basic classes belonging to many 
domains such as mechanical, electrical, hydraulic, 
control, multi-body, thermodynamics, etc. User can 
also define or extend his special library. These 
libraries usually are stored at disk with mo text 
format (or binary encrypted format). They only 
record text information of the defined classes, and do 
not save their structured information. They will be 
loaded when system starts up, and they can be reused 
as extends classes or component instances when 
modeling. When the current main class is being 
checked or translated, the referenced classes 
(including extends and component classes) from 
domain library will be parsed first. 
Loading mo format files involves searching of a 
great many files from the library directory. At the 
same time, lexical and syntax analysis is performed. 
So the loading process is time-consuming. Likewise, 
parsing the referenced classes from domain library 
when parsing the current main class is also a time-
consuming process. So this paper studies a so-called 
domain library preprocessing technology which can 
greatly improves loading speed of domain library 
and parsing speed of the main class. The idea of this 
approach is that: parsing all the classes within 
domain library once, building their structured 
information of document object models, and then 
saving them to a binary file. When the system starts 
up, the binary file is automatically serialized to 
construct structured information of the classes which 
were defined originally in domain library. This 
approach is implemented in MWorks – another 
independent platform for modeling and simulation of 
multi-domain physical systems based on Modelica 
language. 

Keywords: Modeling and Simulation; Modelica; 
Domain Library; Preprocessing; Document Object 
Model 

1 Introduction 

Modelica language has been developing rapidly 
during these years[1]. Applications of modeling and 
simulation based on Modelica have also been 
emerging in endlessly. However, software imple-
ments based on Modelica language can be counted 
on your fingers. Dymola[2] and MathModelica[3] 
are currently the most two important and successful 
commercial software. In addition, other Modelica-
based software which are been implemented include 
OpenModelia[4], MOSILAB[5] and SCICOS[6], etc. 
Having seen the daylight of Modelica simulation 
language in future, we have been bending ourselves 
to implementing an integrated development environ-
ment based on Modelica from 2003. And now our 
work has come into being an alpha stage product – 
MWorksV1.0a. 
MWorks is another Modelica-based platform for 
modeling and simulation of multi-domain physical 
systems, which wholly integrating a modeler, a 
translator, an optimizer, a solver and a postprocessor. 
Like other platforms based on Modelica such as 
Dymola, MathModelica, etc., MWorks requires 
support of domain library including Modelica 
Standard Library (MSL) and user’s special domain 
library. These libraries can be reused after they are 
loaded when system starts up. With the development 
of Modelica language and the technology of multi-
domain physical system modeling and simulation, 
MSL and user’s library become more and more 
complex and larger increasingly. As we know[7], 
MSL of Modelica2.1 have more than 3,100 defined 
classes. And now in Modelca2.2 this number has 
exceeded 4,300. This trend consequentially results in 
the following two problems: 
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1) Time cost becomes larger during the loading 

process of domain library. When system starts 
up, this process is executed automatically. If the 
library becomes very, very complex and large, 
the loading process may be unbearable. 

2) Time cost becomes larger during the translating 
process of the main simulation class. For loading 
process does not construct document object 
model (DOM), translating a model needs 
building the structured information (i.e. DOM) 
of the reused classes from domain library at first. 

Apparently, simulating a realistic complex model 
could consume a lot of time for translating the 
correlative classes from domain library ever built. 
To resolve these problems, we put forward and 
implement the so-called domain library preprocess-
ing technology in MWorks platform. The basic idea 
of this approach is that: We save all the document 
object model information of domain libraries through 
serializing binary DOM files only once when 
MWorks is set up or starts up for the first time. 
Afterwards, MWorks will load these DOM files 
every time during it starts up. Because the DOM file 
is only one binary file, loading it becomes very 
quickly. And also because the DOM file includes 
enough structured information of all the classes 
within domain library, DOM building processes of 
extends classes or component referenced classes of 
the current complex simulation class will be skipped. 
So through domain library preprocessing, simulating 
a complex model which reuses a lot of classes from 
the domain library will become very quickly even at 
the first time. 
The next paragraphs of this paper will expatiate upon 
this approach in detail. 

2 Traditional library loading and 
class translating processes 

2.1 Traditional library loading 

Traditional library loading process is a reading and 
pre-checking process of a series of mo text files 
according to the directory defined in system register 
table or MODELICAPATH environment variable. 
Usually, software based on Modelica loads the basic 
Modelica Standard Library including Modelica, 
ModelicaAdditions, MultiBody, etc. The traditional 
library loading process only performs the lexical and 
syntactical analyses, and then builds the tree 
structure of domain classes according to the mo file 
and directory structure, package and nested classes 
structure. Because the loading files are text format, 

its directory structure is complex and the process 
needs lexical and syntactical analyses, traditional 
library loading process is time-consuming. As our 
statistics, loading all the classes of Modelica2.1 
needs more than 5 minutes through using lexical and 
syntactical analyzing tool ANTLR. 
In addition, building tree control of domain library is 
also a waste-time process, for this process needs 
generate icons of the loading classes, which 
correspond to the images of tree nodes. The image of 
each tree node is created by drawing the icon 
annotation of the corresponding class. For this 
process involves creating and drawing geometric 
entities, as our statistics, building all the tree nodes 
of Modelica2.1 needs more than 8 seconds. Even if 
we adapt the method by saving the images to 
temporary bitmap files, this process still needs about 
5 seconds. 

2.2 Traditional class translating 

As we mentioned above, loading process of domain 
library only pre-checks the classes but does not 
construct structured information which are necessary 
for the main class translating. 
Traditional class translating process usually includes 
three steps: 1) Lexical and syntactical checking. This 
step usually depends on professional translating tool 
such as ANTLR. At the same time, this checking 
process will create abstract syntax tree (AST) of the 
main class. 2) Semantic resolving based on AST. It 
is to check types and resolve extends clauses, 
modifications (including re-declarations), outer or 
inner matches, connect clauses, and so on. 3) 
Equation system generating. The semantic resolving 
prepares necessary information for instantiation 
which is performed. The purpose of instantiation is 
mainly to generate equation system (continuous 
equations and discrete events) for the main class. 
Because the main class may include quite a number 
of components and extends classes, translating it 
needs checking referenced classes of the components 
and extends classes, then generating their ASTs 
recursively. So if the main class includes a great 
many components or extends which are referenced 
from domain library, this checking process of the 
referenced classes could take long time. 

3 Document object model (DOM) of 
Modelica class 

As an immediate expression of program language, 
abstract syntax tree (AST) is adopted abroad to storage 
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structured information of class. But building AST of 
Modelica code is a very complicated task, for Modelica 
language has a complex syntax structure. Moreover, 
translating operation based on AST is more complex. 
For example, in Modelica language we can use the 
keyword “final” to constrain element or class being 
modified further, as the following code: 

final class Volt 
  String quantity = “Voltage”; 
  String unit = “Volt”; 
  String displayUnit = “V”; 
end Volt; 

For all the class is defined as final, its property 
variables (quantity, unit, displayUnit) are also looked 
as final. Just to say they all can not be modified. The 
prefix deduction of AST needs traverse all nodes of the 
class Volt to define which elements need be set final 
property. Another more troublesome thing is that we 
must add nodes to AST or find particular node to 
modify its properties. So, we put forward and design 
the so-called ModelicaDOM, i.e. Modelica document 
object model, which is a type of container structure. 
DOM (Document Object Model) is developed from 
XML (eXtensible Markup Language). DOM is defined 
formally as [8]: “Document Object Model of a type of 
document is a platform-independent and language-
independent interface. It allows program or script to 
access or modify the content, structure and style of the 
document”. 
ModelicaDOM is a container in physical structure 
while stores the tree information of Modelica-based 
document in logical structure. We design the class 
ModelicaDOM and implement its construct function 
and other access functions which are supplied to access 
the inner data of its objects. 
Relative to AST, ModelicaDOM has the following 
advantages: 
(1) ModelicaDOM is an object-oriented expression 

style. Its nodes of container could be objects of a 
class or objects of derived classes of the class. 

(2) Logical structure of the syntax tree with 
ModelicaDOM is simpler. For Modelica2.1, We 
can conveniently storage all its grammar 
information. According to grammar, a regular class 
can include information of seven types of elements: 
imports, extends, nested classes, components, 
equations, algorithms and modification information. 
So the definition of regular class should comprise 
container of this elements. Contrasting with AST, 
the number of classes which need be designed in 
ModelicaDOM hierarchy decreases about one third. 

(3) Access operation of ModelicaDOM is simpler and 
more efficient. Finding some element or modifying 
data of some element is very convenient and 
quickly. For example, if we want to modify the 

data of a component, we can search and get the 
object pointer of the component class firstly, then 
modify the corresponding data through interfaces 
of the class. However in AST, these operations 
often need traverse the whole tree in order to find 
and modify the data. 

So as a replacer of AST, ModelicaDOM, document 
object model of a defined class includes all 
information of the class in structured data format. 
DOM of a class can be built after the checking 
process of class. And it is the base of generating 
equation system of the class. 
We designed the class hierarchy of ModelicaDOM 
according to Modelica semantics like fig. 1. 

Fig.1 class hierarchy of ModelicaDOM 
The RegularClass class in the hierarchy is one of the 
most important classes. RegularClass class has the 
following eight derived classes: Model, Class, Package, 
Block, Record, Type, Function and Connector classes. 
Thereinto, the “RegularClass” class is a common class 
which is usually used to define a simulation model. It 
contains about seven kinds of information: imports, 
extends, nested classes, components, equations, 
algorithms and modifications. In MWorks, 
“RegularClass” class is designed as following: 
class RegularClass : 
{ 
public: 

. . .  
//vector pointer of import classes 
vector<ImportClass*>*  pImpClasses; 
//vector pointer of import packages 
vector<ImportPackage*>*   pImpPackages; 
//vector pointer of extends classes 
vector<Extends*>*  pBases; 
//vector pointer of nested classes 
vector<ClassBase*>*  pNestedClasses; 
//vector pointer of components 
vector<Component*>*  pComponents; 
//vector pointer of annotations 
vector<Annotation* *  pAnnotations; 
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//container pointer of equations 
BehaviorContainer*  pEquaContainer;  
//container pointer of initial  equations 
BehaviorContainer*  pInitEquaContainer;  
//container pointer of algorithms 
BehaviorContainer*  pAlgoContainer;  
//container pointer of initial algorithms 
BehaviorContainer* pInitAlgoContainer;  
//pointer of modifications of this class 
ClassModif* pClassModif; 

    . . . 
}; 
But according to Modelica2.1, there are other classes 
(enum class and short class) excluding the regular class. 
So we design the class “Classbase” as the base class of 
these three classes, which defines all the same 
properties and same operations of these classes. And 
Classbase will be the base class of all node objects of 
the container of ModelicaDOM. 

4 Preprocess of domain library in 
MWorks 

When MWorks system starts up, it will execute the 
OnStartup() function automatically like the following 
code in C++: 
//using MFC 
void CMainframe::OnStartup(vector<ClassBase*> 
& vClasses;) 
{/*vClasses is the container of ModelicaDOM, i.e. 

vector of pointer of Classbase*/ 
 

/*getting ModelicaPath, these paths were set by 
user*/ 

vector <string> vPaths = GetModelicaLibPaths(); 
//foreach path do 

for(int i=0; i<vPath.size(); i++) 
{ 

string    sPath = vPath[i]; 
//search DOM file from work directory 
string sDOMFile = GetDOMFile(sPath); 
//if the Dom file exists 

     if(sDOMFile != “”) 
    { 

/*read the Dom file, construct vector of Classbase 
objects*/ 

DOMSerilize(sDOMFile, vClasses, DOM_READ); 
    } 

/*if DOM file does not exist, execute domain 
library preprocessing*/ 

  else { 
/*load mo files in sPath, and build vClasses 

roughly*/ 
    vClasses = LoadPath(sPath); 

/*rebuild vClasses again, set the pointer value of 
referenced classes*/ 

RebuildDOM(vClasses); 
/*generate a DOM file name according to work 

dir*/ 
string sDOMFile=GenerateDOMFileName(sPath); 
//save DOM information to sDOMFile 
DOMSerilize(sDOMFile,vClasses,DOM_WRITE); 

} 
//create icons of domain library tree nodes 
…… 

} 
From above, GetModelicaLibPaths() function gets 
paths of Modelica library which will be loaded. If there 
exists MODELICAPATH environment variable, the 
paths will be extracted from this variable. If not, system 
will search the registered table of Windows to get paths 
from the key “Modelica_Lib_Paths” which was set 
while MWorks installing. 
The function GetDOMFile(sPath) will get a DOM file 
according to the const string sPath and the work 
directory of MWorks. For an example, if sPath is 
“C:\\MWorks\\Library\\Modelica” and the work 
directory is “C:\\MWorks\\work”, this function will 
return “C:\\ MWorks\\work\\Modelica.DOM”. 
The code of creating icons of domain library tree nodes 
is leaved out. This process is just like the vClasses 
created. When the tree nodes is building according to 
the vClasses, it will search the icon images from a 
bmps file, if the file does not exists, it will generate an 
icon from the icon annotation of the class. At the same 
time saving the icon image to a bmps file. For all icons 
are saved to one bmps file only if system starts up once, 
the icons of domain tree nodes will be created very 
quickly through reading the image from the bmps file, 
without creating images through constructing  
geometric entities and drawing them. 
From the code above, preprocess of domain library 
includes three stages: library loading, ModelicaDOM 
building and serializing. This process is usually 
performed when MWorks starts up or software is 
installed. It can also be performed via loading library 
command. It is performed only once, and results in 
generating a DOM file. 
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4.1 Loading of domain library 

Like 2.1, MWorks loads all mo files including 
structured entities and non-structured entities according 
to the specified library directory through executing the 
function LoadPath(). At the same time, MWorks 
performs lexical and syntactical analysis for the loaded 
files. 
In addition, MWorks will build the DOM information 
roughly when checking, that is to say, it build all the 
nodes of the DOM container and set their main 
information. For there could exist inner reference 
relationships among the classes in domain library, the 
pointer of referenced classes of a class could not be all 
obtained when the class is constructing. Only after all 
the classes are constructed, these pointers information 
can be obtained. 

4.2 Rebuilding of DOM 

The LoadPath() function only created the DOM 
structure roughly, its detailed data are obtained through 
RebuildDOM() function after loading process. 
As mentioned above, DOM of a class includes all 
structured information of the class. DOM of the domain 
library contains all structured information of all classes 
defined in the domain library. In MWorks, they are 
linked as an object-oriented container structure like the 
following fig.2 shows. 
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Fig.2 ModelicaDOM of domain library (Modelica2.1) 
The container of fig.2 expresses the tree structure of 
domain classes like fig.3 shows: 

    
Fig.3 tree structure of domain library(Modelica2.1) 

4.3 Serializing of DOM - Saving 

Serializing of DOM involves two aspects: saving DOM 
information into DOM files and loading DOM files to 
construct DOM data structure. And the former is the 
main task of preprocessing of domain library. This is 
realized by the function DOMSerialize() whose third 
parameter mode is set DOM_WRITE. 
After the DOM of one path in domain library has been 
constructed, they can be serialized into one DOM 
binary file according to DOM data. This process can be 
described as the following pseudo-code: 
function 

DOMSerialize(vector<ClassBase*>vModels, 
string sDOMFileName, int mode = 
DOM_WRITE) 

{ 
if(mode == DOM_WRITE) 
{ 
 ofstream fs(sDOMFileName, ios::binery); 
 //write the number of saved classes 
 fs << vModels->size(); 
 //write data of each class 
 foreach(pModel in vModels) { 
 //write the type of class 
 fs << pModel->GetType(); 
 //write data of class in detail 

pModel->WriteToDOMFile(fs); 
} 
else {//DOM_READ 

… 
} 

} 
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The function WriteToDOMFile() is virtual function 
of ClassBase class, which is implemented in the 
same functions of its derived classes RegularClass, 
ShortClass and EnumClass. From the class hierarchy 
of ModelicaDOM, this function of RegularClass is 
implemented through its derived classes Model, 
Class, Package, Block, Record, Type and Connector. 
We give the function code of RegularClass as an 
example: 
void RegularClass::WriteToDOMFile(ofstream &ofs) 
{ 

//save  import classes 
ofs << pImpClasses->size()；  
for(int i=0; i<pImpClasses->size(); i++) 
{ 

        ofs << (*pImpClasses)[i]->GetFullName(); 
    } 

.. .. .. 
//save  extends classes 
ofs << pBases ->size(); 
for(int i=0; i< pBases ->size(); i++) 
{ 

       (* pBases)[i]->Write(ofs); 
    } 

//save nested classes recursively 
ofs <<  pNestedClasses->size();  
for(int i=0; i<pNestedClasses->size(); i++) 
{ 
    pNestedClasses[i]->WriteToDOMFile(ofs); 
} 
//save  components 
ofs << pComponents ->size(); 
for(int i=0; i< pComponents ->size(); i++) 
{ 

       (*pComponents)[i]->Write(ofs); 
    } 

.. .. .. 
} 

5 Library loading, and class 
translating in MWorks 

5.1 Library loading in MWorks 

As another aspect of serializing, loading is the reverse 
operation of saving which is implemented through the 
function DOMSerialize() with the third parameter mode 
being DOM_READ. In MWorks, library loading 
process can be described as the following pseudo-code: 
function DOMSerialize(vector<ClassBase*>vModels, 

string sDOMFileName, int mode = DOM_WRITE) 
{ 

if(mode == DOM_WRITE) 
{ 
   …… 
} 
else { //DOM_READ 

ifstream ifs(sDOMFileName, ios::binery); 
//read the number of classes ever saved 
ifs >> num; 

for( i =0; i<num; i++) 
{ 

 //read type of class 
ifs >> type; 
//Create object of the class 
ClassBase * pModel ;  
if( type == “shortclass”) 

pModel = new ShortClass(); 
               else if(type == “enumclass”) 

pModel = new EnumClass(); 
  else if(type == “class”) 

pModel = new Class(); 
 else if(type == “model”) 

pModel = new Model(); 
 …… 

pModel->ReadFromDOMFile(ifs); 
//append to vModels 
vModels->append(pModel); 

}//end for 
}//end of else 

} 
The function ReadFromDOMFile() is executed in the 
same order with saving like the following code: 
void RegularClass::ReadFromDOMFile(ifstream &ifs) 
{ 

//read import classes 
int nImpSize; 
ifs >> nImpSize; 
for(int i=0; i<nImpSize; i++) 
{ 
    string sImpName; 
    ifs >> sImpName; 

ImportClass*pImpClass= 
new ImportClass(sImpName); 

pImpClasses->push_back(pImpClass); 
    } 

.. .. .. 
//read extends classes 
int nExtendsSize; 
ifs >> nExtendsSize; 
for(int i=0; i< nExtendsSize; i++) 
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{ 
   Extends * pExtends = new Extends(); 

       pExtends ->Read(ifs); 
      pBases->push_back(pExtends); 
    } 

//read nested classes recursively 
int nNestedClassSize; 
ifs >> nNestedClassSize; 
for(int i=0; i<nNestedClassSize; i++) 
{ 
   ClassBase * pClass = new ClassBase(); 
   pClass->ReadFromDOMFile(ifs); 
  pNestedClasses->push_back(pClass); 
} 
//read components 
int nComSize; 
ifs >> nComSize; 
for(int i=0; i< nComSize; i++) 
{ 
   Component * pComp = new Component(); 

       pComp->Read(ifs); 
      pComponents->push_back(pComp); 
    } 

.. .. .. 
} 
From these pseudo-codes we can see, MWorks lookups 
the DOM file which contains the structured information 
of domain library from the installed directory first. 
Only if this process fails (DOM files does not exist), it 
will load domain library and execute preprocessing. If 
DOM file exists, MWorks will perform serializing 
process:  loading but not parsing the DOM file, then 
rebuilding the DOM structured information of domain 
library in the memory.  

5.2 Class translating process in MWorks 

In MWorks, translating process of main class can be 
described as the following pseudo-code: 
void RegularClass::Translating(EquationSystem & es) 
{ 
      //generate equations of this class 

  //container pointer of equations 
 pEquaContainer->GenerateEquSys(es);  
//container pointer of initial  equations 
 pInitEquaContainer->GenerateEquSys(es); 
//container pointer of algorithms 
 pAlgoContainer->GenerateEquSys(es); 
//container pointer of initial algorithms 
pInitAlgoContainer->GenerateEquSys(es); 
//pointer of modifications of this class 
pClassModif->GenerateEquSys(es); 

 
//generate equations of extends classes recursively 
for(int i=0; i< pBases ->size(); i++) 
{ 

   string sClassName=(*pBases)[i]->GetFullName(); 
       ClassBase * pClass = GetClass(sClassName); 
       if (pClass == null) {//does not build 
          pClass = BuildDOM(sClassName); 
      } 
       pClass->Translating(); 
    } 

//neglect nested classes 
//generate equations of components 
for(int i=0; i< pComponents ->size(); i++) 
{ 
    Component *pComp = (*pComponents)[i]; 
    string sCompClass = pComp->GetClassName(); 
    ClassBase * pClass = GetClass(sCompClass); 
    if(pClass == null) { 
       pClass = BuildDOM(sCompClass); 
   } 
   pClass->Translating(); 

       pComp->GenerateEquSys(es); 
    } 
   …… 
} 
The function BuildDOM() involves getting the path 
from full-name of the class, loading it with 
LoadPath() function and rebuilding DOM with 
Rebuilding() function. 
As we know, first step of translating the main class is 
to build DOM of the class. And building the DOM of 
main model will lookup or construct DOM of its 
extends classes and component classes which usually 
referenced from the domain library. Because the 
domain library has been loaded when system starts 
up and DOM of the library has been constructed, this 
process only needs looking-up of DOM referenced 
classes. And this process only needs getting pointers 
to the DOM of domain library. 

5.3 Generating Fulltext of Class from DOM 

As a Modelica-based platform, MWorks has five 
views which express five aspects of the class 
respectively: Fultext view, Icon view, Diagram view, 
HTML view and Simulation view. The Icon view and 
the HTML view express icon and HTML information 
of the class and their information is obtained from 
the pAnnotations variable of the class and the base 
classes recursively. The Diagram view expresses 
diagram entities, components blocks and connect 
among components of the class, so its information 
comes from the pAnnotation variable of the main 
class and its base classes recursively, pComponents 
and connect part of pEquaContainter of the main 
class. The Fulltext view is mo text expression of the 
main class. Because we have adopted domain library 
preprocessing, the mo text information of the classes 
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in the domain library was lost. So if we want to show 
the full-text of these classes, the mo text of each 
class must be reconstructed from the DOM structure. 
Generating process of the fulltext of a class is similar 
as the saving process from DOM information to 
DOM file. And the distinguish from saving is that it 
prints the DOM information to its original mo text 
string while saving process saves all the property 
data of the class to a binary file. As an example, the 
import class information pImpClasses converts to mo 
text like the following code: 
void RegularClass::ToString(string & sText) 
{ 
    //print pImportClass to string 

for(int i=0; i< pImpClasses->size(); i++) 
{ 

       sText += “import “; 
       sText += pImpClasses[i].GetFullName(); 
       sText += “;\n”; 

} 
…… 

} 

6 Conclusions 

We have implemented a modern IDE for modeling 
and simulation of multi-domain physical systems 
based on Modelica - MWorks. It has a larruping 
feature of domain library preprocessing, which 
improves loading speed of library and translating 
speed of the simulation model rapidly. But from 
other point of view, domain library preprocess needs 
much larger memory space. In other words, we 
sacrifice space complexity to gain time saving. The 
following is time and space consuming contrast: 
Time contrasting: for Modelica2.1, using a computer 
with its CPU being 2.4Gmps, memory being 512M, 
loading mo text file needs more then 300s, while if 
we adopt preprocessing, loading the DOM file only 
needs 6s. 
Space contrasting: with the same computer, loading 
without building DOM structure only needs 11M, 
while through preprocessing the occupied memory 
will reach to or exceed 100M. 
In addition, for the DOM file saves the structured 
information but not in mo text format, classes in the 
library can be encrypted easily through the pre-
processing. 
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